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Welcome to Measuring Behavior 2010

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to Measuring Behavior 2010, the 7th International Conference on Methods and Techniques in Behavioral Research. This conference edition is hosted at the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven. With over 90 companies and institutes, the HTC brings together a dynamic mix of multinational companies, small and medium-sized businesses and technology start-up companies. Campus residents share knowledge, experience, open laboratories and technical infrastructure, enabling better, faster and more cost efficient innovation. An open environment that fuels opportunities for valuable R&D, for successful business partnerships.

In this year's conference we bring closer together a diversity of communities ranging from neuroscience and zoology to psychology and consumer behavior. The conference location could not have been more symbolic for meeting with a multidisciplinary community interested in sharing methods and techniques for conducting behavioral research.

This year's Measuring Behavior conference features a very strong technical program, assembled under the expert leadership of Program Co-Chairs Emilia Barakova and Andrew Spink. Together with the Scientific Program Committee and expert reviewers from the community, they undertook the difficult job of carefully evaluating the large number of submitted papers, considering the merits of each through detailed reviews and selecting a technical program of the highest caliber. With a technical program bringing symposia, paper sessions, demonstrations, tutorials, user meetings, workshops, scientific tours and exhibitions there offer the best setting for productive cross-fertilization between research fields in the area of measuring behavior.

Again, welcome to Measuring Behavior 2010 at the High Tech Campus. I wish you a very productive and informative conference and hope that you will take the opportunity to strengthen your network with the Measuring Behavior community.

Boris de Ruyter
Measuring Behavior 2010 Conference Chair
The *Measuring Behavior* Conferences

*Measuring Behavior* is a unique conference about methods and techniques in behavioral research. While most conferences focus on a specific domain, *Measuring Behavior* creates bridges between disciplines by bringing together people who may otherwise be unlikely to meet each other. At a *Measuring Behavior* meeting, you find yourself among ethologists, behavioral ecologists, neuroscientists, experimental psychologists, human factors researchers, movement scientists, robotics engineers, software designers, human-computer interaction specialists… to mention just a few. While the research questions and applications may be highly diverse, all delegates share an interest in methods, techniques and tools for studying behavior. Experience tells us that the focus on methodological and technical themes can lead to a very productive cross-fertilization between research fields. Crossing the boundaries between disciplines and species (from insects to astronauts) can be extremely inspiring. For many delegates, attending a *Measuring Behavior* meeting is an eye-opening experience, to find out which interesting (and often highly relevant) developments are taking place in domains they usually don’t venture into.

*Measuring Behavior* started in 1996 as a workshop in the framework of a European research project “Automatic Recording and Analysis of Behavior”, aimed at sharing the results of our project with colleagues from abroad. Organized by Noldus Information Technology and hosted by Utrecht University, *Measuring Behavior ’96* attracted over 150 participants from 25 countries. Encouraged by the international interest, it was decided to make *Measuring Behavior* a recurring conference. In the years that followed, the conference travelled to six other Dutch university towns: Groningen (1998), Nijmegen (2000), Amsterdam (2002), Wageningen (2005), Maastricht (2008) and now Eindhoven (2010).

Over the years, *Measuring Behavior* has developed a formula with a mix of ingredients that has proven quite successful. The meeting is always held in a university town where research on human or animal behavior is prominent, with local scientists playing a prominent role in the conference organization (see table below). Noldus Information Technology serves as conference organizer and main sponsor. For a small company like ours, the conference is a major investment. The registration fees just cover the direct expenses associated with the meeting; the hours spent on the organization (several person-years) are on our account. We gladly do this, because we believe that the focused attention on behavior research methods and techniques will eventually lead to a higher demand for our tools. To prevent commercial bias, however, the scientific program is put together under auspices of an independent Scientific Program Committee, consisting of international experts from a broad variety of disciplines (see the Scientific Program Committee on page 501). We are very grateful for their effort to review papers and the helpful input during email exchanges as well as all the other reviewers of the papers in the scientific program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Conference chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Utrecht</td>
<td>Berry Spruijt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Groningen</td>
<td>Jaap Koolhaas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Nijmegen</td>
<td>Alexander Cools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>Gerrit van der Veer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Wageningen</td>
<td>Louise Vet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Maastricht</td>
<td>Harry Steinbusch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Eindhoven</td>
<td>Boris de Ruyter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over the years, the conference has grown significantly in size, from 153 delegates in 1996 to more than 400 in 2008. At this size, the event is large enough to cover a wide range of topics, yet still small enough for a social program with all delegates. Measuring Behavior has also become a truly global meeting: delegates come from dozens of countries on all continents. 2010 is the most international version so far with participants from more than 35 countries and for the papers submitted individually the host country is not longer the one with the most papers (that honor goes to the USA).

In the scientific program, well balanced between human and animal research, one finds a variety of formats for presentation, interaction and exchange of information. The traditional oral papers (full papers) and poster presentations have always been central to the conference. Increasingly, special symposia– focusing on a current methodological or technical theme – are proposed by experts from various disciplines. These symposia illustrate the widening scope of the conference as well as trends in science. From the start, there have been symposia on topics in behavioral neuroscience (such as animal models for human disease or automatic behavior recognition in rats and mice) and data analysis and statistics (such as sequential analysis and pattern detection). Subsequently, the scope extended towards psychology, human factors, ergonomics and movement science. And at this year’s conference we see the arrival of novel topics such as human-robot interaction, measuring behavior in the operating theatre and behavior of forensic scientists.

Besides oral presentations in symposia or free paper sessions, the conference program always includes ample time for posters and demonstrations of software or equipment by participants. The latter are actively encouraged, because it is a format not supported by most other conferences. Full demonstrations in a seminar room were new at the previous Measuring Behavior and we are pleased to see that has really taken off, with 12 separate demonstrations on the Thursday afternoon. For several academic inventors, the presentation of their prototype software or hardware tool at Measuring Behavior paved the way towards commercialization. This is how CatWalk and FaceReader found their way to the Noldus product portfolio. We hope that scientists will continue to present inventions at Measuring Behavior and discuss commercialization opportunities with the vendors present at the meeting.

Another attractive element of the conference is the scientific tours, guided visits to behavioral research facilities and laboratories in and around the hosting university. Tutorials, short courses – mostly about software tools and instruments – taught by expert instructors, have also become a popular program element. Other program elements are user meetings (organized by manufacturers of research tools), and workshops. At this year’s conference, the latter have become more prominent: seven workshops are being held, about topics ranging from autism research to GPS tracking and behavior recognition in wildlife. Finally, there is the commercial exhibition of scientific instruments and software related to behavioral research.

Measuring Behavior is a scientific conference, so special attention is paid to publication of the work presented at the meeting. We started off with a program book and an abstracts book. In 2005 we added printed conference proceedings with short papers and a conference CD. Because of the overlap between the abstracts and proceedings books, we have gone back to two books: a program book and printed proceedings of extended abstracts (short papers). Then there is the conference website (www.measuringbehavior.org). After each conference, the Measuring Behavior website is converted into an archival site, with abstracts of all presentations, which remain accessible. The websites of past conferences form a valuable resource on methods and techniques for behavioral research. Presenting authors will have noticed that they were asked to submit using a rather complex template. This was to enable us to archive all the reviewed papers to the Digital Library of the ACM (the Association for Computing Machinery), which is an important publication channel for those studying human-computer interactions.
interaction. Finally, selected presentations will be published as full papers in the Journal of Integrative Neuroscience.

Now you find yourself at the 7th Measuring Behavior conference. The organizers have done their best to prepare an optimal mix of scientific, technical, social and culinary ingredients. We hope that you will find Measuring Behavior 2010 a rewarding experience and wish you a pleasant stay in Eindhoven.

Lucas P.J.J. Noldus
Managing Director, Noldus Information Technology BV
l.noldus@noldus.nl
**Measuring Behavior 2010: Highlights of the scientific program**

The purpose of the Measuring Behavior conferences has been to provide a broad and interdisciplinary forum for novel methods to define, measure, and analyze human and animal behavior. The conference looks at individual organisms and their behavior along with the behavior of groups, and societies, and processes which can explain the specific behaviors. Measuring behavior conferences reflect the trends in the developments of social and behavioral sciences, as well as the changes in society and the environment. In this way the conference has become an indicator for the important issues in science and in real life.

The seventh MB conference features themes such as measuring behavior in different professional domains and specific social environments, such as measuring surgical behavior, the behavior of crime scene investigators, the potential conflicts in isolated groups during long-term missions, autistic behavior, sports performance, consumer behavior, etc. It is a trend that continues to develop that behavior is more and more studied a rich natural context in addition to the purely laboratory environment.

Other group of themes revolve around new methods and techniques for measuring specific aspects of animal and human behavior, such as new behavioral models in rats, mice and zebrafish; ambulatory recording of psycho-physiological signals; innovation in movement behavior analysis and tracking techniques; applications of GPS technology such as wildlife tracking.

The tutorials feature methods which are already established for measuring behavior. These include; analyzing behavior and interactions with THEME, analysis of behavior using operant conditioning methods; Pavlovian conditioned freezing; two tutorials on BIOPAC physiological data acquisition systems, ExpertEyes (an opensource eye-tracking system) and as well as tutorials on commercially avialblae eye trackers, behavioral research and digital video, and MotoRater (a new, system for quantification of locomotor impairment in rodents with CNS damage).

Measuring movements, gaze, facial expressions, for the purpose of understanding and prediction of emotions, and social conflicts are popular themes of the conference, present in the symposia, workshops, and the main program. The symposia that feature those are; The significance of voluntary exploration to monitor emotional behavior of rodents, Unveiling affective signals, Large and small scale physiological recordings in behavioral context, Monitoring of social interactions and initial signs of conflicts in isolated groups during long-term missions. Topical topics include measurement of intelligent technologies such as Measuring (ambient) persuasive technologies. We see that increasingly behavioral scientists do not just rely one one way of collecting their data, but that multiple modalities are combined to give more insight into the behaviors of the subjects.

Studies of measuring human and animal behavior have resulted in a wide range of results, some of which have inspired interesting and societal relevant applications. The novel applications in their turn pose the need for new measuring approaches and technological solutions. We hope that the discussions during the upcoming conference will help us cast a new critical look at existing methodologies and identify novel applications for existing measuring methods. The creative atmosphere that the conference creates will inspire new methods for measuring behavior that will be based on the discussions on the shortcomings in the existing methods and techniques.

MB2010 will take place in the city of Eindhoven, a Dutch center for Hi-tech industries and innovative technologies. Established industries such as, engineering, the automotive industry and electronics coincide with new sectors as industrial distribution, environmental technology, medical technology and information technology. The integration of research and development activities are the central engine
powering the development of the region. 50% of the total amount spent annually on research and development in the Netherlands is invested in the Eindhoven Region, which rightfully holds the slogan "Leading in Technology".

Emilia I. Barakova
Andrew Spink

Chairs, Scientific Program Committee
Measuring Behavior 2010
Keynote Lecture

Professor Naotaka Fujii

Laboratory for Adaptive Intelligence, Brain Research Institute RIKEN, Japan

About the Speaker
Naotaka Fujii was granted MD in 1991 and PhD in 1997 at Tohoku University School of Medicine. He started his career as Ophthalmologist after graduating medical school and later switched to Neuroscientist. His first post-doctoral position was appointed in Graybiel lab at MIT, USA. At MIT, he conducted a research revealing neural mechanism of sequential oculomotor behavior in monkeys. Then, he moved back to Japan in 2004 and joined Dr. Iriki’s lab at RIKEN (Laboratory for Symbolic Cognitive Development) as deputy lab head and started studies of social brain function and development of interactive brain machine interface. He is a member of Society for Neuroscience, Japan society of neuroscience and Japan society of Physiology.
Naotaka is interested in Social Brain Function and Brain Machine Interface. He is trying to combine these two research topics to understand how we can make adaptive behavior. Especially development of interactive brain machine interface is the most important research theme for him. He is also interested in development of interactive virtual reality (VR) environment in which subject can make interactive communication as same as reality. In future, he is dreaming revealing human brain function by using interactive BMI and VR technologies.
Naotaka wrote several books. One of the books titled “SOCIAL BRAINS” was awarded The 63rd MAINICHI Publication and Culture Award in Natural Science Category.

Multi-Dimensional Recording in Social Primates: Method and Application
Social brain function is a neural mechanism of communication that enables us to make social context dependent behaviors. The function has to deal with complex parameters in environment and behavior of surrounding others to select socially correct behavior at the moment. Thus learning the function also requires recording and analyzing multidimensional data which conventional physiological methods couldn’t handle.
To break such technical limitations in learning social brain function, we have developed multi-dimensional recording technique (MDR). MDR consists of two state of the art technologies, multi-electrode recording technique and motion-capture system. We can record neural activity from wide brain regions and precise motion data simultaneously as well as other biological parameters, like eye position, heart rate, blood pressure, skin conductance, muscle activity and etc, while the subject and other agents are freely behaving. I will introduce detailed information of MDR and explain how we could apply the technique in Japanese macaque during social task.

Keynote Lecture

Professor Kerstin Dautenhahn

Adaptive Systems Research Group, The University of Hertfordshire, School of Computer Science, College Lane, Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL10 9AB United Kingdom
http://homepages.feis.herts.ac.uk/~comqkd/

About the Speaker
Kerstin Dautenhahn pioneered research in robot social learning and imitation, and the study of robots in autism therapy. She has published more than 200 research articles and has been involved in several European research projects as Principal Investigator of her research team. Kerstin has authored and edited several books and frequently organizes international research workshops and conferences. She is Editor in Chief of the journal Interaction Studies, and Associate Editor of the journals Adaptive Behavior, the International Journal of Social Robotics, and IEEE Transactions on Autonomous Mental Development. She is a Fellow of the Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (RSA).
Measuring Behaviour in Human-Robot Interaction Studies

For more than 10 years I have been involved in human-robot interaction (HRI) studies in a variety of application contexts ranging from assistive technology for children with autism to robots as assistive home companions. In addition to questionnaires, interviews, focus groups and other measures, behavioural analysis of human-robot interaction plays an important part in this research. Such analysis illuminates how people behave in the presence of and in interaction with robots, which may or may not be consistent with participants’ subjective evaluation (e.g. the user experience).

The ultimate goal of such evaluations is to improve a robot’s performance and social skills. Methodologically, we also investigated and developed new approaches towards user studies in HRI including the use of theatre. I will provide examples of such research and point out particular challenges for behavioural analysis and behaviour design for social robots in these domains.

Keynote Lecture

Scott Makeig, Ph.D.

Director, Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, Institute for Neural Computation, University of California San Diego

About the Speaker

Scott Makeig was born in Boston, MA, USA in 1946 and completed an honors Bachelors degree, ‘Self in Experience,’ at the University of California Berkeley in 1972. He received a Ph.D., ‘Music Psychobiology,’ from the University of California San Diego (UCSD) in 1985. After spending a year in Ahmednagar, India as an American India Foundation research fellow, he became a psychobiologist at UCSD, and then a research psychologist at the Naval Health Research Center San Diego. In 1999, he became a staff scientist at the Salk Institute, La Jolla, then moved to UCSD as a research scientist in 2002 to develop the Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, which he now directs. Recently, university teams he organized won large US Navy and Army research project grants to develop basic research principles for cognitive monitoring from mobile brain/body imaging (MoBI) data, an imaging modality he recently defined and is now working to develop.

Measuring What the Brain Does, What It Experiences, and What It Controls: Mobile Brain/Body Imaging

Cortical brain areas and dynamics evolved to organize motor behavior in our three-dimensional environment also support more general human cognitive processes. Yet traditional brain imaging paradigms typically allow and record only minimal participant behavior, then reduce the recorded data to single map features of averaged responses and compare the severely reduced behavioral and brain data measures. To more fully investigate the complex links between distributed brain dynamics and motivated natural behavior, we have proposed and are now pursuing development of wearable mobile brain/body imaging (MoBI) systems to continuously capture the wearer’s high-density electrical brain and muscle signals, three-dimensional body movements, audiovisual scene and point of regard, plus new data-driven analysis methods to model their interrelationships to each other and to cognitive context. The new imaging modality can give new insights into how spatially distributed brain dynamics support natural human cognition and agency.
Symposia
Symposium: Improving Sports Performance

Patricia de Cocq
Experimental Zoology Group,
Wageningen University, The Netherlands
Patricia.deCocq@wur.nl

ABSTRACT
In top class sports, performances of athletes are very close. Small improvements in technique can make the difference between winners and losers. A combination of behavioral analysis and physiological data can play a key role in improving sports performance and developing innovative training tools. It is a challenge to incorporate modern measuring equipment into the daily training of athletes. The measurements should not disturb the athlete and coach and in the same time should record all data necessary. Measurement equipment should therefore be small, wireless and user friendly. Several sports face this challenge.

Author Keywords
Sports performance, behavioral analysis, physiological data, innovations

INTRODUCTION
In several sports, projects are carried out to improve performance by measuring behavioral and physiological parameters. Performance monitoring is becoming more important to achieve and maintain a top position in several sports. Furthermore, new insight in training techniques enables the development of innovative tools which can improve the sports performance, increase the maintenance of top positions and help to prevent injuries.

An example of an innovative tool that changed sports performance tremendously is the klapskate. The klapskate increases the skating speed with about 5% by increasing the external power of the skater. It took 10 years before the klapskate was accepted by the top skaters. This demonstrates the challenge researchers face when bringing their research to the athletes and the importance of a joined approach by researchers, athletes and coaches. Techniques that might seem usable in an experimental set-up, might not be usable in practice. Furthermore, a joint approach will fill the needs of the athletes better and barriers for potential users will be prevented or lowered.

In sports where speed is the measure for a good performance, a first approach in improving the performance lays in reducing air and water resistance. This could be a change in clothing, but also a change in the technique of the athlete. This can be a body position that minimizes friction, a more efficient turn or a faster, more efficient takeoff (swimming).

Performance in team sport can often been judged in the amount of goals that are scored. This performance is influenced by the tactic, the team play and the performance of individual athletes. These separate performances can also be monitored and behavioral and physiological data can lead to an improved performance. In the AC Milan lab these data streams are integrated using specific algorithms. In these algorithms the different parameters for sports performance are integrated.

Sports that are judged by juries, such as gymnastics and equine sports (dressage) face an extra challenge. It is hard to objectify the performance of these athletes. Performance in these sports is often specified as an specific combination of movements. Behavioral observation techniques can play an important role in the specification of the performance, especially in combination with sport analysis software. In equine sports, one of the athletes is a horse. When an animal is used in sports, special care should betaken to guard the welfare of the animal. The use of behavioral observations in combination with physiological parameters also play a role here.

This symposium demonstrates how these different sport disciplines take on the challenge to incorporate scientific tools into the training.

SYMPOSIUM CONTENTS
Performance Monitoring in Equine Sports
Patricia de Cocq (Wageningen University, The Netherlands) & Carolien Munsters (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

Methodological Approach to Evaluate Interactive Behavior’s in Team Games: an Example in Handball
João Prudente (University of Madeira), Júlio Garganta (University of Porto, Portugal) & M.Teresa Anguera (University of Barcelona, Spain).
The Measurement of the Visual Search Behavior in Sport. Can it Be a New Avenue into Talent Identification and Development?
Geert Savelsbergh (Institute Move VU University, The Netherlands).

Faster Marathon Times by Measuring Human Performance.
Cees van Bladel (Sports and Technology, The Netherlands).
INTRODUCTION
Training in equine sports is largely based on experience and intuition. To optimize the training of equine athletes, there is a need for objective measurements of biomechanical, sport physiological and behavioral parameters. These parameters can be used by trainers to improve their training strategy.

Thereby, performance of equine athletes is largely determined by the musculoskeletal apparatus of the horse. Thus far, studies on training have mainly focused on exercise physiology [7] or kinematics [1, 6, 16]. The incorporation of forces between rider and horse and behavioral observations would provide essential information when comparing riding techniques, rider levels and training programmes. This could lead to better training and increase the understanding of the rider-horse interaction.

Another important reason to develop objective measurement techniques for these parameters, related to the use of the horse, is the high incidence of musculoskeletal disorders, which rank first among the causes of wastage in performance horses. These musculoskeletal injuries are almost invariably caused by single or repetitive biomechanical overload.

Equestrian sports are mainly judged by juries and therefore face an extra challenge. It is hard to objectify the performance and welfare of these athletes. Performance is these sports is often specified as an specific combination of movements. Behavioral observation techniques can play an important role in the specification of the performance, especially in combination with sport analysis software.

We aim to enhance the understanding of the biomechanical interaction and physiological information of rider and horse in order to optimize training and performance.
Lameness is the most common cause of involuntary early retirement in performance horses [15]. Prevention and cure of lameness are therefore economically important for the horse industry. Loss of horses due to lameness is so frequent that insurance is expensive. There is an important welfare aspect too; lameness is becoming socially less acceptable because it affects the well being of animals.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Analysis of horse and rider in locomotion is done by means of development of measurement equipment and experimental work. The experimental work focuses on the comparison of different riding techniques, levels of riding experience and training programmes for horses and riders. During the experimental work motion analysis, force measurements at contact points between rider and horse (saddle, girth, stirrups and reins), sport physiological measurements (heart rate and heart rate variability of horse and rider and lactate) and behavioral observations will be combined. The results of these experiments will be translated to the equine practise. This will lead to a correct balance between loading and the physical and mental fitness of both horse and rider.

**Identify Variables**

The measurement results will be compared for the different riding techniques, riding levels and training programs. Besides this the evaluation of different variables (magnitudes of forces, joint angles, force patterns) in order to identify variables that provide the best information on the difference in training and horse loading. This will create the possibility to develop a panel consisting of a restricted number of selected, well-validated, highly relevant variables for the use of measurement techniques in a practical setting (by trainers).

**3D Kinematics**

Motion of the horse and rider are recorded by high speed infrared cameras. The kinematics of the head and neck, back, limbs and centre of mass of both the horse and rider are evaluated [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 17].

For measurements of kinematics under field conditions, the use of high speed cameras is not practical. Inertial motion sensors might provide a user friendly alternative. For the application of inertial sensors in equine sports a combination of the data of the sensors with a biomechanical model of the horse has to be developed.

**Force Measurements**

The rider provides several sensory signals to the horse that lead after processing by the nervous system to a range of locomotor behaviors. In addition, the rider influences the musculoskeletal system of the horse also directly, for instance by his or her weight and by other forces exerted on the horse. The biomechanical effects of the rider on the horse can be examined by various measurements. We use high-speed video to quantify the 3D kinematics of the bodies of rider and horse, and will measure forces underneath the saddle, between the legs of the rider and the horse, in reins, stirrups leathers and in the girth using custom-built equipment.

**Sport Physiological Measurements**

Fitness of warmblood sport horses is measured by a standardized exercise test (sub maximal) in combination with lactate measurements. Using a heart rate monitor, the heart rate and heart rate variability (beat to beat intervals) of the horse can be measured. Thereby simultaneously the GPS system will measure distance and speed during the exercise test. To assess performance and fitness lactate concentration VLa4 (velocity at a lactate concentration of 4 mmol/L) can be used. As the fitness increases, VLa4 increases. Thereby V140, V170 and V200 (velocity at heart rate 140,170 and 200 bpm) and the recovery heart rate 5 and 10 minutes after training can be used to asses performance and fitness of the horse.

**Behavioral Observations**

The behavioral observations will be a combination of parameters characteristic for equine locomotion (e.g. gait, exercise) and stress-related behaviors in the ridden horse [12]. Stress-related behaviors are used because they give an indication of the welfare of the horse. These behaviors will be defined in an ethogram.

**REFERENCES**


Methodological Approach to Evaluate Interactive Behaviors in Team Games: An Example in Handball

João Prudente
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University of Madeira, Social Sciences Department of Physical Education and Sport, Funchal, Portugal

Júlio Garganta
jgargant@fade.up.pt
University of Porto- Faculty of Sport, Porto, Portugal
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a method to evaluate interactive behaviors in Team Games, most precisely goalkeeper interaction with defenders. The aim of this study is to understand the performance of a handball goalkeeper, not only by the results of their own actions, but by integrating in the model the interactive actions between goalkeeper and defenders. The requirements of observational methodology are observed to gather data and we used sequential analysis and polar coordinates techniques to analyze data. The data are gathered from a natural environment where players have their behaviors, i.e., from handball matches in high level competitions context. Using an observational tool specially created and validated by an expert panel, the data was registered in a sequential way to make possible the sequential analysis with lags, prospective and retrospectively made.

The results show the goalkeeper performance is significantly associated with defenders actions.

Author Keywords
Observational methodology, sequential analysis, interaction, handball, goalkeeper.

INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of a goalkeeper performance in Handball is normally made considering only the balls received in relation with the balls saved by this player. This equation is very poor to translate goalkeeper’s performance during a match. In fact, the goalkeeper makes actions according to the player who is throwing to the goal. But, this situation isn’t always a simple and direct confrontation between goalkeeper and the attacker with the ball. Most times, goalkeeper makes actions and moves in a complex situation, where the attacker with ball and the defender(s) which made opposition are present and make necessary, to the goalkeeper, give attention to that. We can consider three kinds of different main situations when goalkeeper is defending the goal in Handball: 1) During a 7 m throw or in a 1x0 situation after a counter-attack; 2) when the throw is made with a defender between the attacker and the goal; 3) when the attacker is in the middle of defence or is trying to score a goal from the wing, with opposition.

Except for the first case, we always have a complex situation with interactions between goalkeeper, defender(s) and the attacker who is trying to score a goal.

The question is: How to evaluate the goalkeeper performance considering this reality? How can we analyze this performance without considering these interactions?

The Goalkeeper Cooperation with Defence: A Special Need and a Special Skill
The velocity of the ball and the distance, from where the throw takes place, make impossible to the goalkeeper to react and stop and save the ball. Because of the place from where the throw is made, near the goal, and the velocity of the ball, he needs to anticipate the attacker action and calculate the probability of the ball location on the goal. This behavior is a tactical one and, in order to make decisions correctly, he must consider all the signs he can perceive on advance from the ball, from the attacker and from defenders.

Considering the three different main situations related to goalkeeper when he is defending the goal: 1) During a 7 m throw or in a 1x0 situation after a counter-attack; 2) when the throw is made with at least a defender, between the
attacker and the goal; 3) when the attacker is in the middle of defence or is trying to score a goal, with opposition, from the wing, we easily identify a direct confrontation in the situation 1 between goalkeeper and the shooter and a complex situation (case 2 and 3) where interactions between goalkeeper, defender and attacker are a reality [6].

In Handball more than 50% of shots made have a defender between the ball and the goal or the attacker who throws is in constraint by defenders actions or position, like we wrote before (points 2 and 3). That means the cooperation between goalkeeper and defenders is a necessary skill to both kind of handball players, defenders and goalkeeper, in order to maximize their actions and have efficacy in intent to protect their goal.

This cooperation is more effective when defenders “attack the attack”, this means, when defenders are pro-active and create constraints to the attacker shot action, intervening on decision making concerning this offensive skill, decreasing the possibilities of choice concerning the placement of ball on the goal. Thus, defender gives to goalkeeper the possibility to anticipate the location of the ball on goal increasing his efficacy. However, the defender position is a positional constraint for the goalkeeper and also for the attacker with ball and as important as the defender actions against attacker and the distance between these two players. Having someone that it makes possible for the goalkeeper to anticipate actions, from an attacker with ball and understand what he is trying to do give him a possibility of winning the duel against the shooter. Considering all these reasons, doesn’t make sense to evaluate the goalkeeper performance without analyzing goalkeeper/defender and defender/attacker interaction, when this interactive behavior is a significant part of goalkeeper behavior during a match.

Analyzing Goalkeeper/ Defence Interaction
To assess goalkeeper performance, considering the situations 2 and 3, we must analyze the defender’s behavior and the influence he has on the goalkeeper, also considering the interaction between defender and shooter concerning actions and distance between players. We need to understand the influence of the defender positional and behavior constraint, related to the shooter and goalkeeper, in the defensive process.

Using observational methodology and considering multi-events, we believe it’s possible to find patterns that give the possibility to understand the goalkeeper performance with more accuracy. With this methodology we guarantee make possible a qualitative and quantitative analysis of data [1].

Types of Data and Variables
Multi-events (Multievent Sequential Data) [2], i.e., events that co-occurred, when registered sequentially give the possibility to gather data considering goalkeeper action related to the defender and attacker actions that co-occurred.

The variables considered in this model are: 1) related to the goalkeeper position and movement on goal: initial position on the goal; moving to the left or right side anticipating the ball location; 2) position on the goal related to defender: behind defender; on the left side; on the right side; 3) goalkeeper action when he is defending the goal: move to the front; jump; stay on position; moves laterally on the line goal; get down; 4) related to defender during defence process: attack the man with ball giving him pressure; press the shooter and contact him; stay on defence position with arms down; stay on defence position with arms up; move laterally and intent to decrease free space to the attacker; stay, jump and try to block the ball; move in front and try to block the ball; 5) defender position on playfield in relation with attacker: near attacker; far from attacker; on the side of ball arm; on contrary side of ball arm; on middle position of the attacker body; 6) the attacker position on playfield when he tries to throw into goal: wing position on left or right side; in 6m zone; in central backward zone; in lateral backward zone on left or right side; 7) the result of the sequence: goal; goalkeeper save; ball throw out the field play; the defender block the ball; defender intercept the ball.

Analyzing Data with Sequential Analysis and Polar Coordinates
Sequential analysis with lags is one of the analysis techniques used on observational methodology that was developed by Bakeman & Gotman with support of Saket [3]. The goal of this technique is to detect patterns of behavior or regularities of behaviors when they are sequentially registered.

Using sequential analysis with lags we can detect and find regular association between behavior criteria and the events we have registered, on prospective and retrospective way. Using this technique analysis we can detect patterns of behavior that occurred during a competition, from goalkeeper in relation with defender and attacker. Looking prospectively from goalkeeper behaviors criteria to behaviors that happens on lag 1, 2 or 3 until the end of sequence, we know if the association between behaviors are significant, considering the level of significance we use (0,05). If the results on lag 1, 2 or 3 are significant, that means the probability of behavior criteria activate behaviors on lag 1, 2 or 3 is significant too.

Considering the events related with the result of defensive sequence, ball saves by goalkeeper for example, as criteria behavior and using retrospective sequential analysis, from this behavior backward, we can see behaviors that happens in lags -1,-2,-3 until the beginning of the sequence, looking for significant results.

A sequential analysis process is a particular kind of probabilistic process, which allows us to know the structure of behavior flow [4].

Other technique used on observational methodology is polar coordinate technique that has a double strategy: reduce data
and give the possibility to represent, on vectorial way, the complexity of inter-relations established between different variables of an ad hoc system [5].

CONCLUSIONS
Using this model to evaluate goalkeeper performance we have more accuracy in the evaluation because we consider all the situations that can happen during a match and not only the situations of direct confrontation between goalkeeper and shooter. Considering interactive behaviors between goalkeeper, defender and shooter, we guarantee more similarity with goalkeeper behavior in her natural environment, in this case, on playfield during a match competition.

The results show how significant are positional and action constraint of a defender on shot action and on goalkeeper behavior trying to save the ball. Giving a different weight to the different situations according the match occurrences of events, considering direct confrontation and others different situations, we can obtain the final result of goalkeeper performance. Besides, if we are interested, we can isolated the goalkeeper performance in direct confrontation from de others that depends on cooperation and interactions.
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The Measurement of the Visual Search Behavior in Sport. Can It Be a New Avenue into Talent Identification and Development?

Geert J.P. Savelsbergh
Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, VU University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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ABSTRACT
Competitive sports like cricket, football, and tennis require the players to catch, intercept or return a fast moving ball. The key to such a successful action is to meet the ball precisely at the right place at the right time. This type of successful coordinated performance requires skill in perception as well as the efficient and accurate execution of movement patterns. Therefore, the contribution of visual information is equally important as the motor skill. In other words, skill in perception in conjunction with an efficient execution of movement patterns is paramount. In the last decade, several researchers examined the skill of perception extensively. Common method in such experiments is to ask participants to predict the end result of video clips showing more or less predictive information from the opponent’s body or the ball’s flight path. Their findings show that experts have superior anticipatory skills compared to novices (e.g. Savelsbergh et al., 2002). In fact, research shows that an important difference between experts and novices appears to be the capability to pick up advance information from some visual sources (Abernethy & Russell, 1987; Savelsbergh et al., 2002, 2005). For instance, with respect to football, players have developed an extensive football-specific knowledge base that enables them to recognize meaningful associations between the positions and movements of players in game situations (Savelsbergh et al., 2006; Williams et al., 1994). In other words, not so much the visual search strategy itself, but how the expert athlete can make use of this information is essential (Savelsbergh et al., 2006). In the presentation the registration of gaze behaviour (visual information) and movement behaviour in several different sports on the court or field will be used to illustrate that experts are superior to novices because they much better in “reading the game”. Since experts and novices do differ in visual search strategies they employ, it has been assumed that experts have developed an ability to recognize advanced visual cues to ‘buy’ time, i.e. they are better anticipating future events. The important question is: can we use visual search strategies as an indicator for talent? In addition, ideas about visual attention training, that is, special practice to speed up the visual earning process of talented players will be discussed.
Faster Marathon Times by Measuring Human Performance

Cees van Bladel
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ABSTRACT

This article describes a study to performance monitoring and the variables that influence performance of runners during the marathon of Eindhoven. In 2009 core temperature and cooling was investigated. In this research we have not found a relation between core temperature and running pace. But we do have new insights on how the human body reacts on running a marathon. In 2010 the test group will be expanded to 100 athletes and the number of variables will be expanded.
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INTRODUCTION

The marathon of Eindhoven, situated in the south of the Netherlands, is not only one of the most fastest in the world but also one of the most innovative marathons. The region of Eindhoven is known for the concentration of knowledge institutes and companies focused on technology innovation. Combining this with one of the largest sports events of the region, one created a once a year field lab focused on measuring on marathon runners. These measurements lead to the understanding of the human body and eventually into products that support or improve physical performance.

The first project started in 2007 on the development of the RunAlyser, a device with which the foot pattern throughout the marathon could be monitored. This foot pattern gives information about the running technique which affects the performance, effectiveness and risk of injuries of the specific athlete. During the performance the athlete received real time feedback on his running technique which improved his performance.

For 2009 and 2010 projects in the Eindhoven Marathon are based on the themes heat and dehydration. These themes are the main cause of serious medical problems during the marathon. In cool weather, there are few problems, but in extreme situations in the Netherlands 1/3 of the athletes did not finish. In such cases, a significant proportion of the athletes need medical help. These projects focus on preventing such problems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Heat and Running Pace

In 2009 one started a project which investigated the effect of external cooling of the body during the running performance. The core temperature of an athlete can rise above 40 degrees during a marathon. Therefore, in this project athletes are cooled by running through a mist shower. The hypotheses in this research is:

By external cooling of the human body, core temperature decreases and physical performance (running pace) will increase [1].

During the marathon fourteen runners are equipped to measure the following variables: heart rate, respiration, and skin temperature. These variables are measured with a Hidalgo Equivital system. Core temperature is measured by means of a pill that is ingested three hours before the start of the marathon. Running pace is measured with a GPS tracker (MYlaps). Based on age, weight and maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max), the runners are divided into two groups (n=7). The intervention group runs, during the marathon course, twice through a mist shower and drinks water with a temperature of 15°. The mist shower is a 10 meter tunnel which sprays water on the runners. The control group drinks water with a temperature of 35°. The data focus is on the data in the range of 2 KM before the mist shower compared to two KM after the mist shower in both groups.

RESULTS

Based on a t test (sign. p< 0,05) in case of significance the following differences are notified:

- Pulse Frequency (± 3 beats);
- core temperature (± 0.1 ° C);
- Skin temperature (± 0.5 ° C).

Also the trend line of running pace in the range of two KM before de mist shower was compared to running pace with the trend line of two KM after the mist shower.
There are no significant result on average running pace between the intervention group and control group at the finish of the marathon (figure 1).

Both in the intervention group as in the control group the running pace decreases at the 20 KM point. Both groups are able to sprint to the finish. There was no significant difference in heart rate, or core temperature between the intervention and control group. The average core temperature of the runners increased after the start in the first 10 KM to 39 ° C. In both groups the heart rate and core temperature decreases after 30 KM. There was a significant difference in skin temperature (see figure 2).

The intervention group has a significant higher skin temperature then the control group after the first 10 KM of the marathon. For both groups skin temperature decreases after the start and increases again after 30 KM. An important fact that may have influenced these results is that almost all runners were faced with rain during the final part of the marathon.

When we focus on the interval 2 KM before the mist shower, there was no significant difference between the intervention group and the control group (see figure 3 and 4). The results of this research are summarized in table 1.

| Table 1. Results of the research on heat and cooling. |
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this research we rejected the hypothesis that cooling decreases core temperature and increases running pace. Level et al. [2] gives three possible explanations for a missing effect. First, core temperature is not the only variable that influences running pace. Also hydration level, motivation and temperature are important variables [3]. Second, also during the marathon outside temperature was only 12.8 °C to 16.7 °C and during the end both groups are cooled by rain which also minimizes the difference between the groups. And third, all test runners did not have a good pacing strategy due to inexperience.

However, we only presented the objective results of the research. In a questionnaire among the intervention group responded very positive on the question how they experienced running through the tunnel.

If this research is repeated we recommend the following:

- A higher frequency of cooling interventions;
- Trained athletes with a stable running pace;
- A larger research group.

**Further Research Marathon Performance Dehydration**

In 2010 the focus of the research is repeated with additional variables, especially hydration level. The human body loses a lot of water during the marathon this could lead to dehydration; the blood thickens. The athlete’s heart must work harder to send blood with the necessary oxygen and energy to his muscles. This creates an increased heart rate, which in most cases the athlete is forced to reduce the intensity and slows down.

For this year there are 100 test runners (n=50). The intervention consists of a 3 months training program. The hypothesis is:

Specific advice ensures optimal hydration level among runners. With this intervention runners are better able to regulate heartbeat so the runner can keep pace. It is expected that the group with a hydration advice have the best individual performance.

Besides the variables that are measured in 2009 we also measure hydration level before and after the marathon, and the amount of fluid the runner drinks during the marathon.
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ABSTRACT

Coordinated rhythmic activity of neural populations gives rise to oscillatory local field potentials and large scale electroencephalograms at a broad range of frequencies. Synchronous rhythms are likely to reflect relevant information and frequency shifts may underlie experience- or behaviour-dependent functional interactions between neuronal assemblies. While the most common mode of synchronisation may be established through the local cohesive discharge of neighbouring cells or neurones with direct synaptic contacts, global synchronisation may also take place to establish widespread assemblies of disparate neural populations. To detect and analyse such global and local electrophysiological traits is one of the current challenges in basic and translational neuroscience.

This aim is made even more difficult when attempting to correlate electrophysiological data with stage- or task-related behaviour or even cognitive processes. It requires cohesive and linked recordings of physiological, spatial and behavioural responses synchronised and time-stamped in real time. Once aligned in the spatio-temporal domain, analysis needs to implement novel sorting strategies for correlational analysis applying linear and/or non-linear algorithms.

In this symposium, we seek to review some methodical progress focusing on large scale (global EEG) as compared to small scale (single unit) recordings in clearly defined behavioural paradigms in rodents. Speakers are selected because they utilise different technical products for physiological measurements (using cable, transmitter or microchip) and video-observation software of differing specification. We seek to generate intense discussion highlighting both the advantages but also the limits of each system and intend to foster a more intense interaction between manufacturer and scientist for product enhancement.
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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, behavioural and electrophysiological measurements in animals are performed separately; however their combined use has considerably enriched our understanding of, for example, memory-related processes. Especially single unit recordings paved the way and highlighted performance-specific firing characteristics of individual neurones (place cells, phase cell, head direction cell – see other contributions to this symposium). Less well explored is the correlation between behavioural activity and global brain activity recorded through the electroencephalogram (EEG), particularly in mice. This may be due to technical limitations both in terms of hardware and software, such as time-stamping of events and complex analytical issues.

We here present the first EEG recordings from freely moving mice equipped with wireless microchips (Neurologger – NewBehavior). Unique features of the devices include 4 recording channels, an accelerometer to determine 3-D activity, and an infrared sensor for time-stamping of external events. Devices were tested in two behavioural conditions in which previous use of video-observation systems has provided behavioural indexes widely used to define and explain task performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Recording of brain activity is pivotal to our understanding of brain function and malfunction, and has recently experienced a revival for translational medicine and the development of powerful computational tools for complex data analyses. The (EEG) determines global electrical activity of the brain and is generally recorded from the scalp at multiple recording sites in humans. Corresponding animal studies utilize both surface and depth EEG individually or simultaneously, and these may be recorded at rest or as event-related potentials.

EEG traces are oscillations with characteristic frequency ranges (1-50Hz) that depend on the vigilance state (e.g. wakefulness or sleep), the location of the recoding sites, and the general health status of the subjects. It comprises the summation of synchronous dendritic events of large neuronal populations, favored by the radial orientation of cortical dendrites [1].

Compared with other modern imaging tools such as PET and MRI, EEG also is non-invasive in humans, comes at considerably lower costs and the relative ease of recording, brain activity is directly measured, and the temporal resolution is excellent. EEG permits determination of essential physiological processes, and EEG spectra can be utilized to determine e.g. sleep stages, ageing, cognition, CNS disorders and drug actions, to name but a few. At the same time, the spatial resolution is poor as activity recorded is by and large from the most superficial layers of the brain.

In rodents (especially mice), typical EEG recordings comprise the surgical implantation of surface/depth electrodes under stereotaxic control, which are then anchored to the skull in a small head-stage. To discriminate between sleep and activity patterns, additional EMG Teflon-coated silver wires are implanted into either neck- or eyelid muscles [2,3]. Animals are then returned for recovery and housed individually to prevent interference with the head-stage during social contacts and aggressive episodes. For recordings, the head-stage is either connected to a wire-less transmitter/transponder positioned subcutaneously in a skin pocket, or flexible lightweight cables that are counterbalanced through a weight on a string running over roller-bearing pulleys [4].
This is a delicate set-up and restricts movement of mice spatially and can impinge on vigilance outcome by interference with sleep pattern (dangling cables will keep animals awake [5]). Therefore, the absence of tethering in a telemetric recording set-up would be preferred. At the same time, EMG silver wires undergo necrosis so that reliable recording of muscle activity will eventually cease after several weeks. This precludes repeated measurements of animals in a within-subject design during ageing studies. As a result, the vast majority of EEG studies are conducted as short-term experiments in between-subject, cross-sectional study designs. We here set out to refine and optimize longitudinal recording techniques by using a novel untethered recording device and provide proof of principal that such studies can be used for a range of scientific research questions including ageing, preclinical disease-model comparison and in behavioral situation with cognitive relevance.

**METHODS**

**Subjects**

Mice (female and male) were derived from different sources and in some experiments carried various transgenes to generate Alzheimer or schizophrenia-like phenotypes. They were maintained either on a C57BL/6 x C3H background, or as C57BL/6 x CBA hybrids. All mice were group housed until surgery (3-5 per standard Macrolon cages), and kept in a controlled holding environment with a 12-hour light-dark cycle (lights on at 7am). The procedures concerning animal care and treatment were in accordance with international standards on animal welfare and Home Office (UK) regulations.

After surgery and at least 10 days recovery, mice were singly housed and assigned to the different experiments (see below), their recording quality tested and animals with poor signals were excluded from the study.

**Surgery**

Anesthesia was induced with 3% isoflurane in medical grade oxygen and maintained at 1.5% after the mouse was placed in a stereotaxic frame (Stoelting, US). The skull was exposed and epidural gold screw electrodes placed into bur holes at the following coordinates relative to Bregma [6] above i) medial prefrontal cortex (PFx: AP +2 mm/close to midline); and ii) parietal cortex and dorsal hippocampi (bilateral, AP -2 mm/1.5 mm lateral to midline). Surface recordings at this position are dominated by coherent hippocampal discharges [7] and will thus be referred to as the hippocampal recording site. Reference and ground electrodes were placed at neutral locations superficial to parietal and occipital cortex respectively. Electrodes were assembled into a 7 pin adaptor and fixed to the skull by a mixture of Durelon dental cement and tissue glue. Once the cement had dried, animals were removed from the stereotoxic instrument, injected with 0.5 ml saline (intraperitoneal) and 0.01 μl analgesic (Temgesic; subcutaneous), returned to their home cages and placed in a heating cabinet for 60 minutes. Mice were weighed daily to monitor their recovery and at least 10 days recovery allowed before experiments commenced.

**Home Cage Activity Monitor**

Circadian activity was recorded in PhenoTyper home cages (Noldus, The Netherlands) through video observation techniques and XY coordinates recorded over 7 consecutive days as described previously [8]. PhenoTyper cages (30cm x 30cm x 35cm) have clear Perspex walls with a plastic floor covered with sawdust, fixed feeding station and water bottle attached to the front wall and an overhead infra-red sensitive camera connected a computer-assisted video tracking software (EthoVision 3.0, Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands) for automatically recording of activity. Video tracking was performed at a rate of 12.5 samples/second. Ambulatory activity (distance moved) was extracted using the in-house ‘Mnimi’ software package with automatic exclusion of artifacts. Path length was averaged from a 5-day recording (excluding initial 2 days of habituation) into 1 hour bins and group means (+/- SEM) calculated for a 24hr period separated into light (sleep) and dark (activity) phases.

**Object Recognition**

Object recognition followed the protocol implemented by Good and Hale [9] with minor modifications. The apparatus was a white Perspex cylinder (50cm diameter; 50cm wall height), in which the animal’s movement was recorded by an overhead camera and digitized to a PC-observation system (EthoVision Pro 3.1). Objects were tall to prevent mice from climbing onto them (15-20cm). Behavioural testing consisted of: 1) Habituation (2 days, 2 trials, 5 min, ITI: 2 min). During trial 1, the arena was empty; during trial 2, a single object was placed in its centre. 2) Object novelty: Presentation of two identical objects A (sample phase); objects were replaced by one identical (A) and one novel (B) object (test phase). 3) Spatial novelty: two novel objects C and D (sample phase); displacement of one object (test phase). Locomotor activity (path length) was determined and object exploration recorded (% time within in-object-zone (4cm)). Exclusion criteria: object bias during the sample phase or no exploration of objects.

**Wireless EEG Recording and Analysis**

EEG recordings commenced for 24 hours on day 3 of PhenoTyper recording. Wireless Neurologger (NewBehavior, Zurich, Switzerland) microchips weighing <3g (approximately 10% of the body weight) were used for EEG registrations from freely behaving mice. Movement was detected via a built-in accelerometer. Neurologgers were set to record at 200 samples per second with a high pass filter of 0.25 and low pass filter of 70Hz, recordings were downloaded offline to a PC using USB plug-in docking stations.

Data retrieved were transformed with Matlab 7 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) and imported into SleepSign (Kissei Comtec Co. Ltd, Nagano, Japan) for
vigilance staging and extrapolation of spectral power (Fig. 1B). Vigilance stages (wakefulness, NREM and REM sleep) of 4 sec epochs/bin were identified based on combined Fast Fourier Transform (FFT; delta/theta ratio from hippocampal EEGs) and accelerometer activity (body movement). Automated staging was followed by visual inspection and corrections excluding any movement-related artifacts from spectral analyses. FFTs were finally calculated for each epoch with a resolution of 0.77 Hz. Hamming window smoothed and averaged. The EEG power spectra (1-20 Hz, PFx and hippocampus) for each vigilance state were normalized relative to the absolute maximum power over all frequency bands and averaged for each genotype/age-group for hippocampus and PFx (spectral bands: delta: 0.5–5 Hz, theta: 5–9 Hz, alpha: 9–14 Hz and beta: 14–20 Hz).

For object recognition tests, vigilance staging was not required as animals were exploring the environment continuously. Recording with EthoVision was set such that both objects were surrounded by virtual in-object-zones. Entry of the animal into such zones triggered a TTL pulse for time-stamping of the event through infra-red lights onto the Neurologger. Averaging of power spectra was conducted dependent on spatial distribution and FFT analysis followed outline above. Spatial distribution pattern were averaged and compared in all stages of the test.

Histology
After recordings, mice were terminally anaesthetized and intra-cardially perfused with saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PFA). Brains were removed, post-fixed in PFA overnight, photos taken of brain surfaces to determine electrode/screw locations based on indentation marks, wax embedded and sectioned (5µM).

Statistical Analysis
PhenoTyper and object recognition data are expressed as group means (+/- SEM) and statistically assessed using analysis of variance (ANOVA, 2-way or 1-way, with repeated measure where appropriate) with group (age and genotype) and time of the 12 h light/dark cycles as factors, followed by planned paired comparisons (t-test with Bonferroni correction) to determine the source of reliability. For EEG power spectral analysis, a 2-way factorial ANOVA was conducted using group (genotype) and frequencies as discriminators. Post-hoc planned paired comparisons and frequency specific analyses were carried out on preselected frequency bands to determine effects between genotypes. The significance level in all calculations was set to P<0.05.

RESULTS
Experiment 1: Both activity and EEG were recorded by Neurologger microchips for at least 24 hours in PhenoTyper (Noldus) home cages. Circadian activity was measured as ambulation by EthoVision and accelerometer-based determination of movement. This enabled assessment of sleep patterns, vigilance staging and quantification of stage-specific EEG power. Recordings are sensitive to age- and genotype specific variations and can thus be used for a range of studies.

Experiment 2: Mice equipped with EEG recording devices were tested in an object recognition paradigm. Video observation (EthoVision) generated spatial distribution maps in predefined zones (with familiar of novel objects), that form behaviourally relevant endpoints. These maps were space-stamped onto the continuous EEG to enable quantitative analysis of global EEG according to spatial distribution patterns. Fast Fourier Transformation of spectra confirmed alterations in spectral power specific to the spatial location and/or familiarity of the object.

CONCLUSION
The combination of video-observation with quantitative cable-free EEG recording provides a major step towards a combined psycho-physiological approach needed to improve translational tools in neurosciences. Together, they deliver powerful multidisciplinary attempt to provide both systems and cellular information, and they are applicable to a wide range of research projects. Wireless devices such as the Neurologger enable long-term home cage and training-induced EEG observations in a within-subject design. Such a longitudinal study design is favourable for preclinical studies of experimental models that monitor different stages of disease progression. Such studies are also relevant in terms of reduction of animal numbers and cost savings for extensive drug studies.
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ABSTRACT
The mouse has an extensive capacity to modulate timed responses and arm movements according to different environmental conditions and different genetic background may affect this ability. Recently, we have characterized a number of quantitative and qualitative meaningful endophenotypes related to mouse timing mechanisms and different motor actions. We have further investigated timing and motor behaviors in mice by acute experiments and long-term monitoring. Novel technological advances allowed us to simultaneous monitor brain and muscle electrical activity, spontaneous and conditioned behaviors as well as metabolic profiles during 24-hours in testing and home-cage environments. We have used these new technologies to screen for novel mutants and to characterize existing mouse lines.
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INTRODUCTION
A number of functions in organisms require accurate temporal processing of environmental inputs in order to orchestrate the appropriate output. Organisms can process temporal information and generate responses across a wide range of timescales (microseconds to years). The circadian system is not the only biological clock in the organism. Timing is central to many cognitive functions and motor actions. Many neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders present with timing deficits that lead to cognitive or motor symptoms. This shows the fundamental role of our ability to localize ourselves in time. Studies on conditioned behaviors in humans and animals have demonstrated that subjects retain a cognitive biological clock, which allows them to store memories of the duration of an inter-event interval, and subsequently to recall this information to determine the time of the conditioned response. In this respect, a crucial integrative property of the acting brain is to execute goal-directed motor actions with a proper timing and with a meaningful value.

METHODS
Recently, we have developed two main automated instruments that allow us to study timing and motor control in mice under the manipulation of biological (e.g. gene) and behavioral (e.g. risk assessment) variables.

Timing Screen
In this task, conditioning is directly evident in the timing of the conditioned response (peak procedure test). In particular, we have trained mice to collect a reward (a food pellet) at a specific time interval following a light event (20 seconds) in the home cage. We then use the timing of the mouse’s response during a probe trial, in which no food reward is given, as a measure of learning. By using an automated system, we were able to test the mice at night, their normal period of activity, thus not effecting there natural sleep and/or daily rhythms.

Electrophysiological Correlates of the Timing Switch Task in Home-Cage Environment
This test has been developed by Balci et al. (Balci et la., 2008) in mice. Here mice are trained to perform in a timing task. Respect to other timing tests (e.g. the peak procedure test), the switch task requires for the mouse to judge when it is the optimal time to switch from one feeder to another within the cage. In particular, mice are asked to anticipate the appearance of a reward at 1 of 2 locations at each trial. On a fraction of the trials, the reward pellet comes in location “A” after a short latency (e.g. 3 seconds). On the other trials, the pellet is obtained after a long latency (e.g. 9 seconds) at the location “B”. It has been shown that mice learn very fast that it is convenient to wait at the short-latency location. If and when they reckon that the short latency has passed, they decide to leave the location “A” and to move (switching) to the location “B” (Balci et al., 2008). If they switch too soon or too late for those long-latency trials, the mice end up with no payoff. Interestingly, by changing the probability of short trials, the optimal...
switch time changes. The test allows us to test the timing learning of a mouse but also to quantitatively assess how this is performed under risk. The optimal performance at this test implies that the animal has an accurate representation of both endogenous and exogenous uncertainty of the temporal environment. We are interested to test the electrophysiological correlates under temporal uncertainty in mice. Furthermore, we test the relation between timing learning and sleep homeostasis. In doing that, we monitor EEG, muscle and temperature over long periods of time. For this study we use a wireless monitoring system (DSI) consisting of implantable transmitters that measure in mice physiological parameters such as: EEG, EMG, activity and body temperature. The telemetry system allows mice to move freely with no constrictions due to a cable. In fact this strategy allows us to subject mice to automated training in the home cage without any interference from the cable.

**Home-Cage Automated Phenotyping**

Because the existing protocols in timing learning are all very time-consuming and with a considerable variability due to the repeated daily sessions for the mouse in a different environment compared to its home-cage, we decided to invest efforts in refining the procedure. To respond to this necessity, we have developed a novel behavioural device which allows testing mice within their home-cage.

**Reaching and Grasping Motor Behaviors**

Reaching and grasping are fundamental goal-directed movements across many species, included mice. However, the use of rodents to investigate the mechanisms of reaching and grasping has been limited in genetics. Recently, we have characterized a number of quantitative and qualitative fine motor phenotypes that constitute significant properties of the mouse motor control system. In addition, in our lab we are exploring the possibility of testing specific aspects of arm movement and to study their significance when testing cognitive functions in mice.

**Subjects**

We decided to subject a number of mutant lines (circadian and cognitive mutants) and wild-type mice to cognitive timing tests and reaching and grasping tests to explore the possibility that gene mutations affects the timing learning ability of mice at a different timescale.

**RESULTS**

Within our studies we characterised a number of timing phenotypes in novel mouse models (e.g. within ENU mutagenesis screens) and in existing mouse mutants. In particular, we created a novel mouse model (*Nosy*) with a cognitive timing delay. We have identified phenodivants for timing phenotypes in the G3 progeny of ENU mutagenised mice. These mice show an abnormal delay for response in the probe trials (in which no food reward is given), such that the mutant has a 50 second delay, compared to the 20 second delay seen in wildtype mice (3 out of 32 mice had the phenotype). Initial inheritance testing of this pedigree, indicates a recessive mode of inheritance with incomplete penetrance.

For what regards the motor phenotype issue, we have developed a test, the MoRaG test, that has proven to be successful and rapid for detecting abnormalities/differences in inbred strains, genetically-modified and aged mice (Neuroscience. 2007 Jul 13;147(3):573-82.). Moreover, the test has well served to the characterisation of novel mouse models for hereditary and motor neuropathy (Dis Model Mech. 2009 Jul-Aug;2(7-8):359-73.) and for pathology affecting the strength in limb movement (PLoS One. 2010 Feb 9;5(2):e9137).

**CONCLUSION**

To our knowledge, the mutation carried by the *Nosy* line, would be the first genetic locus found to underlie timing learning in mice. Whether such an internal timing mechanism resembles a clock-like oscillator (Church, 1984) or is distributed over a cortical network (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007) is still debatable. A few studies have investigated the relationship between circadian clock mechanisms and timing learning, concluding that the two clock systems are independent (Cordes and Gallistel, 2008). However, the question has not well been addressed yet at the molecular level.

By using our Automated Nose Poking prototype we have observed a remarkable reduction of the time of training for each animal. In particular by using our set-up, mice reach a steady state performance within 10-15 days of training compared to a 1-month standard protocol.

The detection of nose poking behaviour in conditioned behaviour paradigms has become a common procedure to study cognitive processes in mice. Our study represents an optimisation of this procedure in mice.

Regarding the reaching and grasping experiments, we have observed that attention plays a role in the performance of arm movements in mice improving/diminishing (according to specific compounds) the accuracy to reaching behaviours. An ongoing in vivo electrophysiological investigation is now focusing on timed combination of muscle activation as a requirement for developing an appropriate motor learning in mice.

**Ethical Statement**

An authorized ethical committee (by the Italian law) has approved the experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Spatial navigation relies on the brain ability to combine information from multiple streams in order to generate a cognitive map, which is then used, for example, to find routes to a goal. This takes place in a network of brain structures centered on the hippocampus. Hippocampal place cells, cells that activate only when the animal is in a particular location in the environment combine sensory information with the estimate of animal's position updated by self-motion signals. Synaptic plasticity is important for these processes: Transgenic mice with a dysfunctional NR-1 receptor in the CA1 hippocampal subfield are impaired in a route finding task on a star-shaped maze. We use a combination of neural ensemble electrophysiology and behavioral video tracking to analyze place cells in these mice and wild-type controls, showing how they adapt to the strategy adopted by the animal for route finding.
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INTRODUCTION
Navigation in a complex environment can rely on several different strategies: for example, subjects may decide on the route to take based on external landmarks (allocentric strategies), or memorize a well-known route as a sequence of body movements (egocentric strategy). The hippocampus is at the center of the network of brain structures supporting spatial memory and route computations, embodying the Cognitive Map function that have been proposed in the '40s by Tolman (1). In rodents, interference with hippocampal function with lesions studies, see e.g. (2), pharmacological see e.g. (3) and genomic means (4), impairs the animals' ability to navigate to a goal. On the other hand, when a route can be computed in terms of a simple set of body movements (e.g. right/left turns), the role of hippocampus seems less important (5). Interestingly, different hippocampal subregions appear to have different involvement in the acquisition of spatial memories (4), with CA1 disruption being more effective than intervention on CA3. For these reasons, the availability of specific genomic manipulation that affect only one of the hippocampal subfield have been particularly fruitful in order to dissect the neural circuitry of spatial navigation. In particular, a series of knockout models have targeted the NR-1 subunit of the NMDA receptor specifically in CA1 (6), CA3 (7) and the dentate gyrus (8), offering an unprecedented chance to explore how this receptor activity affects synaptic and system plasticity in each of these structures.

In addition to these behavioral effects, the implication of the hippocampus in spatial processing is critically supported by the correlation between space and the activity of hippocampal cells: in all hippocampal substructures place cells have been found, cells that activate each one as the animal traverses a different place in the environment. Taken together, place cells activities form a veritable map of the environment, which can be used to localize the animal. Place cells activity is the result of a computation involving multiple inputs. Most importantly, the hippocampus has to combine inputs related self motion, or path integration (9) and external cues. In order to dissociate these different contributions, and different navigational strategies, Rondi-Reig and co-workers (10) tested wild-type and CA1 NR-1 KO mice in a complex, star-shaped maze, where animals had to find the one (out of five) rewarded arm. In standard trials, mice always started from the same departure arm. NR-1 KO mice were found to be impaired in acquiring this task. In probe trials, mice started from a different arm, so that, if they followed a body-turn based strategy, they should end up in an arm different from the goal arm. If however, they based their route on external cues, they should still be able to reach the goal arm. Thus, NMDA receptors in CA1 are important for this type of route learning. However, nothing is known about how hippocampal cells encode routes computed according to different strategies.
We recorded neural activity in the CA1 hippocampal subfield, extracted instantaneous mouse position by video tracking and found that a large proportion of neurons there were place cells. Interestingly, during probe trials, place cells shifted their place cells according to the strategy used by the animal: in “egocentric” trials place fields rotated as if the new departure arm corresponded to the standard one. In “allocentric” trials, the map was instead preserved. These results suggest that the hippocampus is fully involved in the system responsible for path finding. We are currently analyzing the differences between KO and wild-type mice, also with respect to Local Field Potential (LFP) activities and behavioral learning curves.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

NR-1 KO specific for CA1 mice (C57Bl6 background) were bred in the lab of Dr. Rondi-Reig at the Université de Paris 6. They were transported in the Amsterdam lab upon weaning, in a litter containing both homozygous (i.e. with an active mutation) and heterozygous subjects acting as controls. Behavioral training on the star-maze was performed for 10 sessions in 5 days. After that, a pair of subject composed by one control and one KO mouse was selected for surgical implant. Because the KO mutation remains specifically expressed in CA1 only until 2-1/2 months of age (11), all experimental procedures were performed up to that age limit. All experiments were carried out in accordance with the Dutch law, and upon approval of the institutional Committee for Animal Usage in Research (DEC).

Surgical Procedures

A microdrive containing 6 independently movable tetrodes, weighing less than 2 grams (12) was implanted over the right dorsal hippocampus (bregma AP: -2.0 mm ML: 2.2 mm) and anchored to the skull with micro-screws, under isoflurane-buprenorphine anesthesia. Tetrodes are bundles of 4 13 µm nichrome wires, which allow, by triangulation, discrimination of up to ~12 cells per tetrode. In general, our setup allows yields of 10-20 simultaneously recorded hippocampal cells.

After surgery, tetrodes were gradually lowered in order to reach the pyramidal layer of the CA1 hippocampal subfield. Electrode location was first assessed by distinctive signs in the LFP (theta rhythm, sharp wave/ripples complexes) and confirmed ex-post by histological examination.

Electrophysiological Techniques, Data Pre-Processing

Tetrode signals were amplified 2000X, bandpass filtered (600-6000 Hz) and digitized at 30 kHz sampling rate by the Neuralynx Cheetah data acquisition system (Neuralynx Inc., Bozeman MT U.S.A.). Spikes from the surrounding cells were detected by a threshold mechanism and a 1 ms snippet was recorded on disk for each spike. Additionally, the same tetrode signals were low pass filtered (475 Hz cutoff) and acquired as LFP.

Behavioral Monitoring

Correlating neural signals with animals position requires precise tracking of the mouse position. We accomplished this with the Ethovision XT software package, which was analyzing signal form a color video camera placed directly over the center of the maze. Synchronization of video and electrophysiological signals was obtained by recording timestamps signals from Ethovision (TCAP signals) in one of the Cheetah system's digital inputs. Custom-written MATLAB routines decoded the TCAP signals, providing a lookup table between the Ethovision and Cheetah timelines.

Behavioral Task

The behavioral task took place in the star-maze (10), a maze formed by 5 alleys arranged in a pentagon, and 5 further arms connecting radially to the vertex of the pentagon, on its exterior (Figure 1). The maze was located in a room lined with black curtains, with a number of large geometrical cues hanging from the curtains. We placed mildly food-deprived mice in a departure (D) arm, and had to find a sugar pellet reward in another arm, the target (T) arm. In order to avoid that mice could find the reward by an odor trace, all arms are baited with sugar pellet, but the pellets are covered by a Plexiglas grill that makes them inaccessible in all arms but the T arm.

In probe trials, which occur every 3-5 normal trials, the mouse is placed in a different arm (P arm) at the beginning of the trial. In general probe trials are classified as allocentric if the mouse enters the T arm, egocentric if it ends up in the arm that bears the same spatial relationship with the P arm as the T arm does with the D arm. Trials with different outcomes are classified as error trials.

Mice are trained for 5 days (two 15 trials sessions per day). At the end of that period, animals animals that did not learned the task are discarded, and two of the remaining ones (1 mutant, 1 control) are implanted. The pair of implanted mice undergoes recording sessions during the...
same days, with a counterbalanced schedule. Recording sessions entail 2-30 minutes sleep episodes before and after task performance.

RESULTS
After pre-training, both control and mutant mice were able to consistently find the T arm. However, consistently with Rondi-Reig et al. (2006), mutant performance was significantly lower (p < 0.05 2-way ANOVA), using two specifically designed behavioral measures (15). During probe trials, both mutant and control mice were about equally likely to use an allocentric or egocentric strategy. We recorded from 5 control and 5 mutants mice (1 control mouse had to be excluded from analysis due to poor signal quality). From these mice, a total of 369 cells were recorded and so far analyzed. Data analysis is now under way: in our initial findings, there is a slight impairment in the spatial selectivity of CA1 place cells in mutants. One aspect of interest in the data is whether strategy selection affects place cells firing. In fact, in egocentric probe trials, place cells tended to rotate their place field, maintaining a consistent relationship with the departure point. In contrast, during allocentric trial, different populations of place cells encode the visited arms (which differ from the arms traversed during regular trials; Figures 2-3). We are at the moment quantifying possible differences in this behavior between the mutants and the controls.

CONCLUSIONS
Our combination of neural ensemble electrophysiology in the mouse, genomic manipulations, and behavioral tracking offers novel possibilities for dissecting the neural basis of behavior. In addition to the mentioned results, we are now in the process of analyzing the detailed temporal structure of neural ensemble activity and its relationship with LFP oscillations.
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ABSTRACT
Historically neurological, psychological, and physiological measures have been used to assess the neural status or “brain state” corresponding to cognitive performance and behavior. We have recently demonstrated a means by which behavioral assessments can begin to assess cognition and brain state by searching for distinct patterns of neural activity and observing the behavioral results of those patterns. This presentation will explore the use of mean neural activity derived across specific behavioral states, then examining the neural patterns on single trials/events to determine how that behavioral or cognitive state may be altered on a trial-by-trial basis. Within this context it is then possible to determine how a given state arises from the preceding state, and further assess the effects of cognitive workload, stress, and pharmacological manipulation. Studies from rodent and nonhuman primate reveal correlations between past and present neural state with behavior that can be used to predict future cognitive state along with behavioral outcome. Facilitation or impairment of the animal’s ability to perform mnemonic tasks can thus be produced by pharmacologically manipulation to confirm the role of specific neural circuits as well as neurotransmitters and neuromodulators within those circuits. Mathematical modeling of the relationship between recorded neural patterns and underlying cognitive state is currently underway to yield algorithms and devices that may eventually allow restoration of impaired cognitive function due to neural damage. These studies have concentrated on three primary brain regions within which it is possible to correlate specific neural firing patterns with behavior and vice versa. The first of these areas is the prefrontal cortex or PFC, which is responsible for executive function, and some forms of short-term memory. The second area is the basal ganglia, particularly the striatum, which mediates behavioral motivation and reward. The third area is the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe, which mediate memory, association and cognitive decision. Current theories view prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia and medial temporal lobe as a functional circuit that allocates specific types of cognitive processing (i.e. memory, rule implementation, response execution) proportionally across each but that each has neuronal representation that can independently or conjointly correlate with specific behavioral events.

Prefrontal cortical function has been the emphasis of several new theoretical notions which integrate it with other frontal cortical regions and also structures in the basal ganglia. The more traditional notion of the dorsal prefrontal cortex subserving “executive function” as prominent in human clinical literature, appears to have evolved into the role of “rule planning and use.” Neurons in the prefrontal cortex (ventral and dorsal) appear to be “most” responsive to task features that are unrelated to particular stimulus features or response components of the task, but rather rules or strategies that must be employed to satisfy experimental contingencies. Thus PFC neural firing patterns frequently correlate with specific behavioral events that signal context switching or application of different behavioral rules.” Likewise experimental design that emphasize a switching context, increasing cognitive workload, or application of various response rules can reveal the status of prefrontal neural activity on the basis of behavioral measures. Specifically we have shown that prefrontal neurons correlate with cognitive workload in a behavioral task. At the same time we have measured the frequency of pupil dilation, an independent measure of cognitive workload, that correlates with behavioral outcome as well as response latency (Hampson et al. Behav. Brain Res., 212 (2010), 1-11). Thus in this instance, the behavioral outcome reveals as much about prefrontal neural activity, as the neural activity reveals about the behavior.

Neurons recorded in the basal ganglia often encode the reward or outcome properties of behavioral tasks that feature rule-based learning and performance. Single neurons in the putamen showed a progressive increase in firing with learning. Dorsal striatal neurons appear to function in the role of “error detection” within a behavioral task, while ventral striatal neurons respond to salience and magnitude of reward. In addition, striatal neurons
differentially respond to drug versus natural rewards (Opris et al. Neuroscience, 163 (2009), 40-54) as well as which type of reward the subject will select. Thus, while basal ganglia play a major role in controlling responsiveness, the response to a behavioral stimulus can in turn be used to predict the underlying neural state, thereby predicting future behavioral responses.

For more than 50 years, the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe have been linked to learning and memory. Although there has been continual refinement of theories of hippocampal function, it is clear that damage to the hippocampus and associated areas impair spatial, as well as nonspatial memory. It has become apparent from lesion studies that the hippocampus is essential to representing not just position or “place”, but relationships between stimuli (especially spatial stimuli). A novel role for hippocampus has been demonstrated in a visual delayed-match-to-sample task for nonhuman primates in which we have identified patterns of task-specific firing in the hippocampus that (1) fire differentially depending on the phase of the DMS trial, and (2) encode aspects of the stimuli that facilitate retention of object specific information over the interposed delay period. This latter characteristic was unexpected, in that hippocampal neurons demonstrated a “cognitive rule” by responding to specific categories of visual stimuli which could quickly discriminate between distractor stimuli and identify the appropriate stimulus which matched prior encountered daily within the task (Hampson et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA, 101 (2004), 3184-3189). In another example of behavior revealing the underlying cognitive processing, it was possible to predict stimuli to which hippocampal neurons would respond, on the basis of specific visual features of the stimulus.

This laboratory has taken advantage of the identification of discrete spatial and temporal patterns of hippocampal neural activity that can predict behavioral outcome in rodents performing a delayed match to sample task. Hippocampal neural activity within the task is analyzed via nonlinear systems analysis to identify the fine temporal structure and predict not only behavioral outcomes but the subsequent status of neural activity within hippocampus. Further correlation of sequences of behavioral trials with each new neural and cognitive state have yielded a model of the interaction between detection of a stimulus, cognitive decision-making, behavioral response, and the underlying cognitive state on top of which subsequent processing will occur. In this model we find that the behavioral history modulated neural encoding on any given trial. Subsequently the neural encoding on each trial predicts the behavioral outcome on that trial. This neural-behavioral circuit illustrates the importance of behavioral measures as a means of assessing underlying cognitive state on par with the use of neural cognitive recording to assess behavioral performance. In addition future development of prosthetic devices intended to replace or restore damaged brain areas will rely heavily on behavioral validation in studies such as those cited here in which neural recordings inform behavioral studies and behavioral outcome reveal the underlying brain activity.
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ABSTRACT
Assessing an animal’s neuro-physiological and behavioral reaction to external stimuli simultaneously, continuously, and non-invasively is a major aim of applied animal welfare research to interpret a situation from the animal’s perspective. The purpose of this study was to assess responses of large animals (sheep) to 3 model situations with positive, intermediate and negative emotional valence. The following reactions of up to 19 sheep were recorded: brain activity using functional near-infrared spectroscopy, facial expressions (ear postures and eye aperture), electrocardiogram, respiration rate, and electro-dermal activity. All variables were successfully recorded in the sheep and are promising to assess stress and well-being in sheep and potentially other large animals. The combination of several methods resulted in a comprehensive picture of the animals’ reactions to environmental stimuli, initiating innovative animal research that combines neuroimaging, physiological monitoring and behavioral observations.
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INTRODUCTION
Concurrently assessing neuro-physiological and behavioral changes in animals is highly useful for a comprehensive picture of how an animal reacts to its environment. Psychophysiological research in humans has often focused on assessing both behavioral and physiological reactions at the same time [2]. Observations of facial expressions were combined with cardio-respiratory and electro-dermal activity. The measurement of brain activity or associated hemodynamic oxygenation changes has become increasingly applied in humans with the availability of corresponding techniques [1]. In animals, however, these methods have not been widely applied, and measuring brain activity remains a particular challenge in non-sedated animals. Here, we report concurrent assessment of hemodynamic changes in the brain, cardio-respiratory activity and facial expressions in large mammals. Electro-dermal activity was assessed in a similar setup. Our aim was to evaluate which of these methods are most promising to assess the animals’ positive and negative emotional reactions. In addition, we investigated correlations between physiological and behavioral variables with regard to the possibility of substituting the latter with the former, and if any of those variables could be assessed at shorter time periods (10 seconds) in order to decrease the measurement duration and effort of signal analysis.

METHODS
Animals and Testing
Nineteen female sheep were used as experimental animals and housed at the Agroscope Reckenholz-Tänikon Research Station ART, Tänikon in Switzerland. The animals’ reactions to external stimuli, which were very likely to elicit different emotional reactions, were assessed in an experimental area within their home pen. Being equipped with the measurement devices described below (see Figure 1), they were exposed to the following three exemplary situations ranging from positive to negative emotional...
valence: i) positive: animals were voluntarily groomed by a familiar human, ii) intermediate: animals were not groomed and free to move in the experimental area, iii) negative: separation from other sheep. The study was licensed by the Cantonal Veterinary Office.

Neuroimaging
Functional changes in cerebral oxygenation were assessed using a specifically designed wireless near-infrared spectroscopy sensor [3]. A halter held the small sensor (35mm x 22mm x 80mm) on the sheep’s head. Light from four near-infrared sources (760nm and 870nm each) was emitted through the intact skull into the brain, and two detectors collected the transmitted light. Data were wirelessly transmitted to a nearby stationary receiver and mean changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin were compared for up to 9 repeated stimulations of grooming. Data were analyzed for differential reactions with respect to the localization of hemodynamic changes, i.e. right and left hemisphere, rostral and caudal as well as shallow and deep brain oxygenation. For more details see [4].

Physiology
The electrocardiogram of an animal was continuously recorded using three electrodes by means of a human Holter recorder (Modular Digital Holter Recorder, Lifecard CF, DelMar Reynolds GmbH). Using the Pathfinder software provided by the same company, mean heart rate (beats per minute) and heart rate variability (root mean square of successive difference, RMSSD) were calculated and compared across the three situations. For more details regarding all the physiological measurements, see [7].

A commercial logger (MSR145W, Modular Signal Recorder Electronics GmbH) was fixed on the animal’s depilated skin with a breathable plaster in order to detect the relative body-surface humidity [%] and the body-surface temperature [°C] on the animals’ skin of the rump once per second. These data were later analyzed as mean temperature, humidity and variance of both measures over a given time period.

An extendable belt (1132 Pneumotrace II, UFI) in front of the hind legs around the abdomen of a sheep generated a continuous signal for the relative extension of the belt during inspiration and exhalation. The signal was saved at a rate of 10 Hz by the logger used for electro-dermal recordings, and the respiration rate was determined from these recordings by a smoothed spectrogram of the signal’s time series in S-PLUS (Version 7.0 for Windows).

Behavior
In analogy to human facial expressions, the animals’ ears and eyes were observed. A number of different ear postures and movements were recorded in continuous direct observations (see [5] for more details). Two finger cameras (DV-2000B Weatherproof, CCD B&W finger camera, Conrad Electronics) placed on the sheep’s head recorded the pictures for analyzing the eye aperture and amount of visible eye white of the sheep. The size of the eyes were electronically measured on the digitized images with on-screen mouse clicks in R, and compared across the situations.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
All measures were simultaneously assessable in sheep using the devices as described. Cerebral changes in relative tissue oxygenation could be assessed during the positive compared to the intermediate situation (please see [4] for details). Motion artifacts in the negative situation were too strong for reliable data analysis. Nevertheless, the fNIRS sensor is the only device that can be used to measure hemodynamic oxygenation changes non-invasively in non-sedated and moving animals.

The device to assess cardiac activity was well suited to record the animals’ electrocardiogram. The analysis tool is programmed for humans and special adaptation of the software to detect R-peaks specifically for other species would be desirable in the future to analyze the data in less time. The respiration rate was measurable in sheep using the Pneumotrace belt. Raw data should be pre-processed to remove movement artifacts before automatically calculating mean respiration rate based on the signal’s time series during a given time period. Assessing the relative electro-dermal activity posed an easy way to monitor body surface humidity and temperature of the animals, which are related to sympathetic nervous system activity.

Observations of ear postures presented the most non-invasive way to externally monitor an animal’s reaction to a situation. The number of ear-posture changes or, for example, forward ear postures (Figure 2), were higher in the negative than the positive emotional situation (for more results see [5]). The ear postures can be recorded in direct observations or video-recorded and later analyzed using commercially available software for behavioral analysis.

Figure 1. Sheep wearing measurement equipment (adapted from [7]: a) electrocardiogram holter and b) electrodes, c) electro-dermal activity device, d) respiration rate device, e) eye camera, f) battery pack, g) fNIRS sensor.
Observations of the eyes of animals using the robust and water-proof finger cameras were also possible. Nevertheless, the development of eye trackers for animals would be highly appreciated by researchers since these observations are not possible in direct observations and would contribute greatly to assess sympathetic physiological responses in animals.

The number of ear-posture changes and the relative eye aperture both correlated strongly negative with heart rate variability, indicating that behavioral observations could replace the monitoring of cardiac activity (see [7] for more details). Given that some physiological reactions were reflected in the behavioral responses, future experiments do not have to assess all measures so that the required time and effort can be reduced but the animal’s reaction to environmental stimuli is still fully assessed.

With respect to the measurement duration, cardiac activity is regulated very rapidly and can be assessed within ten-second time windows. This short interval also seemed to be sufficient for assessing eye aperture (Figure 2). All other physiological and behavioral measures should be assessed continuously within longer time windows to reliably assess the animals’ reactions. Ear postures [5] and respiration rate, for example, are best monitored within at least 30-second time windows.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates that cerebral, physiological and behavioral responses can be concurrently, continuously and non-invasively assessed in sheep. Innovative behavioral measures like ear postures may even substitute physiological reactions, and measuring hemodynamic changes is possible in unsedated and freely moving animals, so that a whole new range of possibilities opens up to assess subjective states in animals in response to their environment.
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**Figure 2.** Sheep’s behavioural and physiological responses to separation from group members (SP, negative valence), standing in the feeding area (ST, intermediate valence), and grooming (G, positive valence); adapted from [7].
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ABSTRACT
Over the last years there has been an increasing interest in finding new methods for capturing psychological, behavioral and physiological data in real-time using infield data acquisition systems. Within our research group a system for ambulatory assessment of psycho-physiological signals for real-time data capture has been developed. The system is based on Smartphones which are equipped with software to record contextual and subjective data from participants and have that information transmitted wirelessly to a central online database. An online database offers the possibility of collecting, storing and analyzing all study related data in a central point. This paper provides an overview of this system.
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INTRODUCTION
Self-report methods for understanding everyday human behavior in form of diaries or questionnaires are a very common procedure in the field of medicine, psychology and sociology. In the past, studies that include self-report have mainly been done via paper and pencil; participants were given questionnaires after the study and were asked to fill them with their thoughts or feelings. Such procedures have the disadvantage that the participants can only estimate the events in the past and thereby make false statements. Paper diaries try to solve this problem by letting the participant track the events during the study [1]. But the participants often fill out the diary at the end of the day which also leads to false estimation. An electronic diary can exactly track the times when an entry was made which makes it possible to better characterize the statement of the participant.

In the last years, a wide range of hardware and software solutions, focusing on multichannel systems for physiological data acquisition and hand-held computer based experience sampling systems has been developed [2]. However, the systems that have been developed up to now do not provide one solution that combines all the key features and that would set a standard platform for studies in different research fields.

The main goal of this paper is to present all components of a mobile system that collects physiological, psychological and contextual data (e.g. the geographical position) and stores them in a central online server. The mobile data collecting software is designed to run on Smartphones. These devices are not only a very good platform for mobile data acquisition they also provide multimedia features such as digital photo or video capture. Once the data is recorded, using the Smartphones connectivity to the internet, the data can be transmitted to a central online database. This feature provides the researchers with the ability of having real-time information regarding the ongoing study.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Mobile Sensors
Smart mobile sensors are recording physiological signals like the electrocardiogram, the activity or the galvanic skin response. From these physiological signals, important features are extracted. These features are transmitted to the
Smartphone over a wireless body area network. For this wireless technology, Bluetooth has been the best solution due to its technical benefits and also because many vital sensors are already outfitted with the necessary radio hardware. Depending on the study either a continuous stream of extracted features is transmitted to the Smartphone or, if this consumes too much power, events can be transmitted as soon as features reach a defined threshold.

**Smartphone**

On the Smartphone we use the open-source software MyExperience that runs on Windows Mobile devices. Besides the synchronous recording of the features received from the mobile sensors MyExperience also collects self-reports of the participant to gather quantitative and qualitative data on human behaviors in the field [3]. MyExperience is based on a three tier architecture of sensors, triggers and actions. Triggers use sensor event data to conditionally launch actions. E.g. Self-reports can be questionnaires which are triggered by features from mobile sensors [4].

We extended MyExperience to transmit the collected physiological, psychological and contextual data to an online server.

**Server**

In order to achieve a modular, flexible and reusable online platform for study-relevant data collection and visualization, there are several things to focus on. First of all it must be a system capable of handling any kind of content. It also needs to be expandable and configurable to meet the special needs of each study. Another important thing is that it is expandable and not be limited to solve a specific problem.

A Content Management System (CMS) is an application to collaboratively create, edit, and review various kinds of digital media. We analyzed the possibilities of storing study relevant content such as questionnaires, cognition tests, location tracks or physiological data in Content Management Systems. For this task we compared different open-source CMS which accomplishes this task best.

Because of its modular and extendable architecture the CMS “Drupal”, which is also called a Content Management Framework [5], fits the requirement of handling different data and different studies.

Drupal accomplishes this task by abstraction. It provides systems and tools that allow assembling of different modules that can be combined to achieve a completely new functionality. The content managed by Drupal is stored in so called nodes. To achieve an abstraction the main content types are a variation of a “node”-Object. Nodes hold structured data (such as Title, Content, Author and Date). It is possible to create custom content types that extend a node by additional fields (e.g. the content type “personal data” could have the fields: name, gender and age).

A module extends Drupal features. It is possible to write custom modules by using the programming language PHP and interact with Drupal via an Application Programming Interface (API).

With this flexible architecture it is possible to use modules to build a server specific for a study that collects, processes, stores and visualizes relevant data. The modules can be shared with the community so that other researchers can use them in their studies. There are already lots of contributed modules developed and shared by the Drupal community. For example there are several modules available that can be used to visualize results of a study in a graph.

---

Figure 2. Components of the data collecting platform.

Figure 3. Modular Architecture of Drupal-Server.
Personal Computer
The study supervisor can monitor the study over a browser on his personal computer and view data collected in real-time. Additionally, he or she can download the collected data for further data fusion and analysis.

STUDIES
Although the system is still being developed, it has already been applied to a number of studies. The participants were all students of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and the following studies have been carried out in the year 2009:

• Mobile acquisition of vital parameters and geographic position [6].
• A study investigating the mental state of 100 students during lectures.
• A study carried out in cooperation with the Department of Sociology where the student’s campus life was investigated.
• An investigation into the cognitive ability of students during lectures.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, within this article all components of a mobile online monitoring system have been described. The advantages of this system are that no more data allocation or conditioning is necessary because all the data is stored in a central point. Further studies will be carried out in order to generalize the system and to establish an integrated solution that can be used in a wide range of research studies. This research establishes a basis for further developments in the field of real-time psycho-physiological monitoring.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we assess the sternocleidomastoid muscle stress with two experimental studies to evaluate the developed smart neck support system. The first study involving head rotation angle and sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM) electromyography (EMG) activity. This (descriptive) study extends efforts from different authors to assess the isometric strength of SCM, in which the experiment is carried out in relation to time. This first study functions as a calibration experiment which provides the input for the second study as a validation experiment. The validation experiment was conducted inside the aircraft cabin simulator. The SCM of participant was evaluated with electromyography. The smart neck support system is to reduce the SCM muscle stress of aircraft passenger adaptively during air travel.
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INTRODUCTION
Aircraft passengers may experience some degree of physiological and psychological discomfort, as well as stress during air travel [1]. The aircraft passenger comfort depends on different features and the environment during air travel. Seat comfort is a subjective issue, because it is the customer who makes the final determination. Customer evaluations are based on their opinions having experienced the seat [2]. The aircraft passenger seat has an important role to play in fulfilling the passenger comfort expectations.

The seat is one of the (most) important features of the vehicle and in which the passenger spends most of their time during air travel.

Several studies [3,4,5,6] conducted the experiment to measure the relationship between electromyography (EMG) activity of sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle in relation to head rotation. Ylinen et al. [3] evaluated the isometric rotation strength in both neutral and different pre-rotated positions of the neck. Maximal axial rotation strength of the neck muscles was measured in a neutral position and bilaterally at 30° and 60° rotation using the isometric neck strength measurement system. Isometric maximum voluntary contractions of the neck muscles in flexion and extension were tested. The neck strength measurement system was used to measure different rotation angles, isometric flexion and extension.

Moon et al. [4] studied EMG signal from neck muscles to estimate face direction angle. The EMG signal of the SCM muscle concerned in the head movements is measured. The clavicle region was selected as the reference point for the EMG signal measurement because the clavicle is the bone nearest to the neck and it has no muscles. During the experiment, when the head was rotated to the right or left, the EMG signal was measured from the SCM at the opposite side.

Bexander et al. [5] conducted an experiment to investigate the effect of the eye position on neck muscle activity during cervical rotation. In the study, the root-mean-square EMG amplitude was measured for one second during the period in which the position of the neck and head was held statically in each rotation angle (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°). Recordings were made from three dorsal neck muscles on the right using electrodes and from the left SCM muscle with surface electrodes.

Lin and Huang [6] investigated the changes of neck muscle activities when using different pillows in a time series and different kinds of pillows. Each participant was investigated for neck muscle activities in sitting and supine position for 30 minutes in three conditions: with a neck support pillow, a standard pillow, or without using a pillow in a random order.

1Also Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka, Melaka, Malaysia.
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In this paper, we describe two experimental setup to investigate the relationship between head rotation angle and EMG value. The output from the experiment is used for the validation of the developed smart neck support system. Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) muscle was selected for the experiment because it is related to the head rotation activity [7]. In order to objectify the EMG value of SCM muscle at a pre-defined head rotation angle, a self designed and self built apparatus was used to perform the experiment. The results would provide information about the relationship between head rotation angle and SCM muscle EMG value. In addition, an aircraft cabin simulator was built to conduct the validation experiment on the developed smart neck support system [8,9,10].

METHODS

Calibration Experiment

Subject
Four participants with no neck pain in the last three months were recruited in this experiment. The group consisted of two females and two males.

Experimental Setup
The calibration experiment was designed to evaluate the SCM EMG value in relation to different pre-defined head rotation angles, time and gender. They were informed regarding the experiment which involved sitting inside the special designed head rotation angle apparatus, wearing a special designed head set with laser beam, video recording and recording of electromyography on SCM muscle (right and left). The location of experiment was the simulation lab in the main building of Eindhoven University of Technology. For video recording, we used a closed circuit camera (CCTV) that was installed to record the activities of the participant throughout the experiment.

Apparatus and Data
The hardware used in the experiment is as follows:

- MP150 Biopac system with EMG module
- Head rotation angle measurement apparatus
- Headset with laser beam
- Laptop
- CCTV

The EMG data of right SCM and left SCM were measured with the head rotation. The SCM muscle was related to the major neck flexors [11]. The skin surface of SCM was cleaned with alcohol before the surface electrodes were applied [12]. A pair of surface electrodes (Ag/AgCl electrodes; EL504-10: 10 mm diameter on a 25 mm square backing; Biopac Systems, Inc., USA) was placed in parallel with the muscle fibers of SCM with 20 mm inter-electrodes distance. The electrodes were placed at lower 1/3 of the line connecting sternal notch and mastoid process [13]. Figure 1 shows the location of electrodes.

![Figure 1. The location of electrodes on left SCM muscle.](image)

The EMG signals were recorded at 1000 Hz sampling rate, band-pass filtered between 20 Hz and 350 Hz, full-wave rectified, and smoothed with a low-pass filter [14]. The high-pass cut-off frequency at 20 Hz was used to reduce motion artifacts and electrocardiography (ECG) artifacts with minimal impact on the total power of EMG [12]. Data were continuously recorded for 10 minutes with Biopac MP150 and analyzed with AcqKnowledge 3.9.1 (Biopac System Inc., USA).

Experiment Procedure
We started the experiment with 30 minutes of briefing of the participants and attachment of electrodes on SCM muscles. The participant performed maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the SCM by rotation of the head to the left hand side and right hand side for 10 seconds. After that, we positioned the participant in the head rotation angle measurement apparatus while wearing the headset. Figure 2 shows the participant inside the head rotation angle measurement apparatus and in LR0° head rotation.

Both right and left SCM muscles were evaluated in two conditions (with and without support) and 7 rotation angles (L45°, L30°, L15°, LR0°, R15°, R30°, and R45°). The participant was tested in each angle for 10 minutes. A rest period of two minutes was implemented between each angle to minimize the effect of fatigue [14]. After the measurement, all the electrodes were detached from the participant and the participant was debriefed.

Validation Experiment

Subject
Three participants (1 female and 2 male), which had no neck pain in the last three months, were recruited. They were informed regarding the procedure of experiment such as sitting inside the aircraft cabin simulator [16, 17,18] for
one hour, video recording and attachment of EMG electrodes on their SCM muscle.

**Experimental Setup**
The validation experiment was conducted in the aircraft cabin simulator. The location of experiment was the simulation lab in the main building of Eindhoven University of Technology. The smart neck support system was installed at the economy class aircraft seat.

There were two CCTVs used to monitor the participant activity. One CCTV was located in front of each participant and another CCTV is located above the head of the participant. There was one additional CCTV that monitored the overall activity in the simulator.

**Apparatus and Data**
The hardware used in the experiment was as follows:

- MP150 Biopac system with EMG module
- Aircraft cabin simulator
- Smart neck support system
- Computer
- CCTV

Two EMG modules of MP150 Biopac system were used for each participant. The aircraft cabin simulator was designed and built to simulate the average economy class cabin. Three smart neck support systems were installed in each aircraft seat. The computer was used for data logging and video recording. The CCTVs were installed in front as well as above the participant. The acquisition of EMG signal and procedure were the same as in the calibration experiment.

**Experiment Procedure**
We started the experiment with 30 minutes of briefing to the participants and attachment of the electrodes on SCM muscles. The participant performed maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the SCM by rotating the head to the left hand side and the right hand side for 10 seconds. After that, we positioned the participant in the economy class aircraft seat. The aircraft seat sitting position was classified as aisle seat, center seat and window seat. Subsequently, the light in the aircraft cabin was dimmed and the participant was advised to rest during the one hour experiment. The EMG signals for participants were monitored and recorded in parallel with system logging and video recording. Figure 3 shows the view in the aircraft cabin simulator during the experiment.

**CONCLUSION**
In conclusion, this paper describes two experimental setups for the evaluation and validation of a smart neck support system. The calibration experiment is used to gather the SCM EMG value information in relation to different pre-defined head rotation angle, time and gender. A specially designed head rotation angle apparatus and a headset were modified for the calibration experiment. For the validation experiment, the participants sat inside the aircraft cabin simulator to validate the smart neck support system. Each participant was attached with EMG electrodes and the activities of the participant were observed with CCTV. The activity of each participant was recorded in real time. The research integrated different fields of study such as control, physiology and ergonomic for the development of the smart neck support system. Future studies are suggested to provide more insight into the experimental design process which could lead to the better objectification of the smart system.
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ABSTRACT
The present study investigated the possibility of a tradeoff between generalized and sympathetic autonomic arousal. We examined participants’ Heart Rate (HR) and Peripheral Arterial Tone (PAT) during completion of vigilance Go/No-Go task. PAT is considered to be a relatively pure measure of sympathetic arousal. The two measures tended to be consistent within each participant. However, as predicted by the notion of Individual Response Specificity, across individuals there was a negative correlation between the two measures. Additionally, each measure had a different correlation with the performance indices, suggesting that the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) modulate different cognitive strategies. These results challenge the view that measures of the autonomic system are indicators of the same psychological construct.
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INTRODUCTION
A variety of ANS indices are used to assess mental load, including Heart Rate (HR), Pupil Dilation (PD), and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR). However, the ANS has two branches, sympathetic and parasympathetic, which affect physiological indexes differently. For example, HR is modulated by sympathetic and parasympathetic afferents [2] whereas GSR, PAT, and the Pre-Ejection Period (PEP) are mainly affected by sympathetic afferents [16]. The relationship between the different ANS measures and behavior is unclear [1] and the few studies that have examined this report mixed findings [7, 9].

Studies of Individual Response Specificity (IRS) suggest that individuals tend to have a typical autonomic response that is more elevated than other responses across diverse conditions [11]. IRS implies a negative correlation across performers between different measures because different people consistently have different reactivity patterns [1]. However, this research direction was not taken up and subsequent studies did not replicate the negative correlation [7]. Furthermore, [12] found a low positive correlation across participants between HR and PEP.

The idea of IRS also predicts a positive correlation between measures within individuals; consistent with the view of the two ANS branches being complementary afferents of “fight or flight” vs. “rest and digest” [2]. Yet as far as we know, the inter-individual correlation between measures has not been examined. Another under-studied line of investigation concerns the functional difference between the two systems. Studies focusing on PAT have shown that pure sympathetic channels tend to be more sensitive to increases in arousal than general measures. For example, PAT was found to be a better indicator of cognitive load than HR in memory [6] and complex perceptual motor tasks [5]. Additionally, sympathetic and parasympathetic branches are differently sensitive to psychological stimuli of different valence [10]. Similar findings were observed using PAT as an index of sympathetic activation and PD as a general index [4]. This is consistent with literature suggesting that parasympathetic activity is highly related to stress responses [3].

The main goal of the present study was to re-examine the correlation between general and sympathetic measures of arousal using the Peripheral Arterial Tone (PAT; a sympathetic measure that is not a direct component of heart activity) and HR (a general measure of ANS activation). In the current study we used a passive effort vigilance Go/No-Go task to enable simultaneous examination of the focus on positive and negative events (decision bias) and performance level (decision accuracy). The use of the vigilance task enabled the continuous monitoring of relationships between the arousal measures over a longer time periods with the participant’s task being homogeneous throughout. Moreover, this task is particularly sensitive to mental load investment [18], allowing for the comparison
Thus, sympathetic activation (arterial constriction) leads to concentrated and less light is transmitted through the finger. When the artery is constricted (sympathetic activation) the blood is more resistant to flow, and the light through the finger tissue, which, in turn, affects the pressure wave. The arterial tone affects the translucence of the arterial wall because a uniform pressure so that only arterial volume is measured. The quantity of light transmitted through the finger tissue includes a light-emitting diode and a photo-sensitive cell (Lavie, Schnall, Sheffy, & Shlitner, 2000). The device measures the amount of light transmitted through the light-emitting diode, and the aggregation of the venous blood is prevented at the end of the first finger of the non-dominant hand. The device (Itamar Medical, Ltd, Israel). This system is a finger cup envelops the finger up to and beyond its tip with uniform pressure so that only arterial volume is measured and the aggregation of the venous blood is prevented (Lavie, Schnall, Sheffy, & Shlitner, 2000). The device includes a light-emitting diode and a photo-sensitive cell that increases in sensitivity by unloading the arterial wall tension and allowing arterial volume to vary with each pressure wave. The arterial tone affects the translucence of the light through the finger tissue, which, in turn, affects the output measures. The amount of light transmitted through the finger is measured in Volts (V). When the artery is constricted (sympathetic activation) the blood is more concentrated and less light is transmitted through the finger. Thus, sympathetic activation (arterial constriction) leads to lower PAT. The system records PAT for each heart beat and thus HR is also measured. Because higher amounts of light represent lower levels of arousal, we used the level of vasoconstriction (-V) as a positive index of mental effort according to the level of PAT. This index is referred to as PAT Vasoconstriction, or PATV.

METHODS
Participants
Forty undergraduate students from the Israel Institute of Technology (Technion; 17 females) volunteered to complete the experiment. Their average age was 23.6, ranging from 18 to 28. Reimbursement ranged from 30 to 90 New Israeli Shekels (NIS) depending on task performance.

Go/No-Go Task
Participants completed a single block computerized Go/No-Go task that involved the presentation of 100 two-digit Go (98 of 100 trials) and No-Go cues (2/100) randomly presented between trials 20 and 100. The meaning of each cue was told in advance and this information was continuously presented using a cue card placed next to the computer. Participants were rewarded NIS 10 for hits (correct response to Go cues), penalized NIS 20 for misses (failure to respond to Go cues), and penalized NIS 5 for false alarms (incorrect response to No-Go cues). The payment asymmetries were designed to highlight the importance of the rare stimuli.

Stimuli were presented for 1.5 seconds with a response window of two seconds (SOA = 19 s). For 17.5 s following the removal of the stimulus, the computer screen was blank. Participants were tested individually using a PC (Intel ® Core 2 CPU 6400 @ 2.13 GHz, 1.98 GB of RAM). The numbers representing Go and No-Go cues (“21” and “32”, or “22” and “31”) were counterbalanced between participants. Physiological measures. PAT and HR were measured throughout the experiment using a Site-Pat200 device (Itamar Medical, Ltd, Israel). This system is a finger cup shaped photo-cell sensor plethysmograph that is placed at the end of the first finger of the non-dominant hand. The cup envelops the finger up to and beyond its tip with uniform pressure so that only arterial volume is measured and the aggregation of the venous blood is prevented (Lavie, Schnall, Sheffy, & Shlitner, 2000). The device includes a light-emitting diode and a photo-sensitive cell that increases in sensitivity by unloading the arterial wall tension and allowing arterial volume to vary with each pressure wave. The arterial tone affects the translucence of the light through the finger tissue, which, in turn, affects the output measures. The amount of light transmitted through the finger is measured in Volts (V). When the artery is constricted (sympathetic activation) the blood is more concentrated and less light is transmitted through the finger. Thus, sympathetic activation (arterial constriction) leads to lower PAT. The system records PAT for each heart beat and thus HR is also measured. Because higher amounts of light represents lower levels of arousal, we used the level of vasoconstriction (-V) as a positive index of mental effort according to the level of PAT. This index is referred to as PAT Vasoconstriction, or PATV.

Procedure
Participants were given general information about the experiment’s approximate length and possible payment. They were seated in front of the experiment computer, connected to the PAT system, and provided with a written information and consent form. After signing the form, the instructions were presented verbally and written. Participants were instructed to remain attentive to a series of numbers to be flashed on the screen in front of them. They were told that two types of numbers existed, “friends” and “foes” and that they must respond only to foes by clicking the left mouse key while ignoring the friends. Participants were then told which numbers denoted friends and foes and were informed of the points gained or lost following a response to each cue type. Participants were also given a card repeating this information.

Participants were provided with an initial sum of NIS 70 and their updated gains or losses were continuously displayed on the screen. Participants were given ten practice trials at the beginning of the experiment to become familiar with the task. The total duration of the experiment was approximately 50 minutes. At the end of the experiment the participants were paid according to the total amount of points earned.

RESULTS
Behavioral Data
The amount of correct and incorrect responses (and SE) from each type of stimuli was as follows; hits=1.4 ± 0.42, misses=0.6 ± 0.42, false alarms=1.12 ± 0.14, and correct rejections=96.88 ± 0.14. Misses were more frequent then false alarms. Task performance was not at floor or ceiling levels and there was room for error.

Physiological Data
PATV and HR values were calculated using a 10 second window from 5 s before to 5 s after the stimulus averaged across participants. Repeated measures analysis shows a significant decrease in HR (F(1,85) =9.41, p<0.001) and a non-significant increase in PATV across successive blocks (F(1,78)=1.98, p=0.15). Additionally, there was a significant decrease in PATV from pre-task to block 1 (t(39)=-2.44, p< 0.05). PATV was also significantly higher pre- compared to post-stimuli (t(39)=4.91 , p<0.001). These findings thus suggest discrepancies between the changes of the two measures during the task. The differences were further examined using a correlation analysis.
Correlations Between Physiological Measures

First, the average Pearson correlation between PATV and HR within each participant across the 100 trials was examined. The results showed that the average within-participant correlation between the two measures was 0.18 pre- and 0.17 post-stimulus presentation. In both cases the correlations were significantly above zero (t(39)=4.29, p<0.01 and t(39)=4.08, p<0.01). For correct rejections the average correlation was approximately the same as the overall correlation between PAT and HR. Due to the low number of hits, misses, and false alarms, the within participant correlation between measures could not be calculated for these events. For 75% of participants there was a positive correlation between PATV and HR. Thus, it appears that within individuals the two measures correlated. Second, the association between PATV and HR across individuals was examined. The pre-task correlation taken 5s before the start of the experiment was not significant (r = -0.004, p=0.49). During the task, however, there was a negative and approaching significance pre- (r=-0.27, p=.09), and post- (r=-0.26, p=.10) stimulus correlation that was not driven by extreme values. Finally, there were no differences between genders in the correlation between the two measures (-0.32 for females and -0.23 for males).

Correlations with Performance

Because the number of hits had only three levels, a Spearman Correlation was used for this analysis (Table 1). There were conflicting correlations between the HR, PATV, and performance. There was a negative pre- and post-cue correlation between PATV and misses. The lack of correlation between HR and performance suggests dissociation between the measures at the functional level.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The results showed that within each participant there was a positive correlation between PATV and HR. However, across participants there was a negative correlation between the two measures. The results thus demonstrate the emergence of Individual Response Specificity. This can be interpreted as due to differences in people’s arousal system with different individuals scoring higher on a particular index, or to different individuals using different arousal strategies.

A result that is more consistent with the second explanation is the change in these measures across time. The generalized measure (HR) stabilized faster than the sympathetic measure (PATV) throughout the task. This suggests that the processes tapped by these two measures may also have different dynamics. Examining the functional significance of the two measures supports their distinction because they correlated differently with performance. One possibility for the low association between HR and performance is that the task involved too little active effort with only two No-Go trials. Another possibility is that the task was too long to maintain high arousal.

Previous studies have shown that PAT, an autonomic measure of sympathetic activation, is a better predictor of performance in cognitive tasks than HR [5]. This was argued to be due to the greater sensitivity of the PAT to fast paced changes in cognitive load [6]. The current findings suggest a complementary explanation, showing that in fact PAT and HR are not measures of the same construct. Rather, within participants, the two measures are positively correlated but only to a limited extent (about 0.2). Moreover, across performers the two measures are negatively associated. This negative association is also accompanied by different functional significance of the two measures, which suggests that the two measures represent different cognitive/physiological arousal strategies.

The current findings are somewhat consistent with the few previous studies examining correlations between general and sympathetic arousal. Consistent with the negative association between measures across participants, [9] found that during an auditory odd-ball and mental arithmetic task, HR reactivity was associated with minimal GSR while HR non-reactive subjects showed more skin conductance. For example, [7] reported a low positive correlation within participants however this was not statistically significant.

However, our results contrast [12] who reported a positive correlation between PEP and HR across participants during a delayed matching task. A possible explanation for the contradiction between results of the current study and those of [12] is that they did not examine the outcome of a particular strategy but studied the gross effect of effort on a simple task where effort improves performance. It may be that in this situation the two arousal subsystems work complimentary. Still, this does not contradict the idea that the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems are associated with different cognitive strategies.

An explanation for the dissociation and even tradeoff between these measures must consider energetic differences between the measures. What PATV represents is a change in the allocation of bodily resources, mediated by the flow of blood, from the periphery to the center, thus enabling a re-organization of resources more effectively according to the task. In contrast, HR increases represent an increase in the bodily resources in general. It appears that individuals can exhibit both reactions, a re-organization and a general

---

**Table 1: Spearman Correlation between PATV and HR from 5 seconds pre- and post-stimuli type with measures of performance; * = p < 0.1; ** = p < 0.05.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PATV Before</th>
<th>PATV After</th>
<th>HR Before</th>
<th>HR After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misses</td>
<td>-0.25*</td>
<td>-0.25*</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Alarms</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increase, simultaneously. However, some individuals responded to a novel task by increasing their resources, whereas others respond by re-organizing them. In other words general arousal (HR) is a gross performance enhancing mechanism. By increasing HR, more oxygenated blood is available to the brain than at lower HR values. In contrast, sympathetic arousal is a more strategic performance enhancing mechanism. Similar to general arousal increases, by constricting peripheral arteries, more oxygenated blood is available to the brain. However general arousal increases oxygenated blood flow throughout the body, whereas sympathetic arousal increases oxygenated blood flow to specific parts of the body (e.g. the brain). Sympathetic arousal thus appears a more efficient arousal mechanism for increasing task performance over the long term. Evidence for this claim is that participants in the current studies tended to exhibit an increase in either HR or PAT. For the task used, general arousal increases may be sufficient for maintaining performance at a target rate for the duration of the task. However, the gradual decrease in HR across trials suggests that maintaining higher levels of general arousal is challenging. Contrasting this, sympathetic arousal appeared to maintain steady (or increase slightly) during task completion. Thus for the tasks examined, a more efficient strategy appears to increase sympathetic activity rather than general arousal. For short duration tasks, either general or sympathetic activation is sufficient for increasing oxygenated blood flow. For long duration tasks, however, ANS activation is less efficient and more difficult to sustain than sympathetic arousal.

Despite the internal and external consistency of the results reported, there are several limitations. The lack of correlation between physiological measures and performance may be because the task involved few opportunities for variability; only two No-Go stimuli were presented. Future studies would benefit from more data points; however, [12] reported a correlation between measures of arousal and performance on early but not later trials of an attention task suggesting that arousal-performance correlations may be found with few data points. Given the argument presented above relating to the use of superior coping strategies by some participants as defined by differences in the physiological recordings suggests that the PAT may be used as a biofeedback training tool to improve performance. Recent research by [13] showed that ANS components can be controlled by directed training involving both internal cognitive and physiological monitoring. This is a recommended area of future research.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this exploratory study was to use Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings to examine the relationships between the maintenance of sustained attention across various academic tasks and the presentation of different background music amongst individuals diagnosed with Attention Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder (ADHD). Specifically, the present research sought to explore the differences in sustained attention and ease of paying attention and enjoyability across Reading, Reading Comprehension, Reading Comprehension with recall (with working memory load), Numerical Operations, and the presentation of silence, classical music, pop music, and sounds from television programs. Differences in sustained attention were measured using EEG recordings while the participants rated the ease of paying attention and enjoyability across the different sound conditions on the different tasks. Twelve individuals with ADHD participated in this study. Individuals with ADHD were found to be better able to sustain attention and enjoy tasks with pop music in the background in tasks that did not have a working memory load.
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INTRODUCTION
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is an enduring mental disorder that characterized by an inability to pay attention and/or hyperactivity (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). The prevalence rates for this disorder range from 7 to 12 percent (Barkley, 2009). Without effective treatment, children with ADHD are at greater risk of developing poor academic, behavioural, social, and mental health outcomes (Antshel, Macias, & Barkley, 2009). It is thus imperative that efforts be directed towards helping students with ADHD achieve academically. Unfortunately, ADHD students typically find it very challenging to focus and filter distractions (both internal and external) long enough to be successful academically.

It is conventional wisdom that silence promotes engagement in academic tasks. However, findings from a few studies suggest that the brains of individuals with ADHD require stimulation in the form of music (Zentall, 2006), to function more effectively on academic tasks. According to Barkley (2009), students with ADHD have a greater than average need for stimulation. Thus, students with ADHD attempt to increase their levels of stimulation, consciously or not, in various settings and tasks, and this need for stimulation extends to academic settings (Zentall, 2005). This belief, nonetheless, has only been examined anecdotally.

With the advent of Electroencephalogram (EEG) devices, a tool that measures electrical activity originating in an area of the brain called the cerebral cortex, anecdotal information regarding the effect of music on engagement in academic tasks can be verified objectively.

ADHD is really a neurological disorder and the symptoms of ADHD reflect an underlying dysfunction of the brain which is related typically to increases in slow waves in the frontal and central cortical and subcortical regions (Mann, Lubar, et al., 1991). Electrical detectors, which, when placed on the scalp, are able to detect small changes in electrical activity allow the relationships between music and task engagement to be examined.

METHOD
Participants
I invited children and youth at a clinic to participate. Twenty-two potential participants who ranged in age from 9 years to 15 years agreed to take part with their parents’ permission. All the potential participants’ parents rated them on the Conner’s Parents Rating Scale-Revised: Long Form (Conners, 1997). The CPRS consists of 80 items which reflect the construct of ADHD as stated in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-IV-TR, American Psychiatric Association, 2000). To be eligible for participation, the potential participants had to obtain at least a T-score of 65 on the ADHD Index. All participants were assessed by an educational psychologist. None of the participants were taking psychostimulant medication for ADHD at the time the experiment was conducted.

All the potential participants were administered the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Fourth Edition (WISC-IV, Wechsler, 2003). Potential participants who scored below 85 (M=100, SD=15) on any of the four subscales of the WISC-IV were excluded in order to exclude children with possible cognitive problems.

Finally, the researcher hooked the potential participants up to an EEG machine and assessed their brain waves for 10 mins. The researcher chose participants who produced slow frontal brain waves at the middle of their heads (Cz).

The ADHD, IQ assessment, and slow wave requirement plus the time commitment to participate in the study reduced the sample from 22 to 12.

**Setting**

I tested the participants individually in a bare room. I placed the relevant tasks on the desk. I also placed a computer and EEG equipment on the desk.

**Procedure**

I asked the participants to engage in one of the following tasks: reading, reading comprehension, reading comprehension with recall (with working memory load), and numerical operations.

I modified the questions for use for these tasks from test questions in the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test-Three (WIAT-III), a test none of the participants had taken. The reading comprehension with recall (with working memory load task) was the same as the reading comprehension task except that I did not allow the participants to refer to the passage they had just read and expected them to give the answers by trying to recall the information from the passage.

The year levels of the tasks chosen were 2 years below the participants’ chronological ages (if there were enough questions to permit that) so that presumably the tasks were easy enough for the participants. I instructed each participant to engage in these 4 tasks and the tasks were administered in a counter-balanced fashion to the extent possible for 3 min each to the participants. I gave the participants a 2-min break after the 3-min engagement in each task regardless of the number of questions they had answered.

While the participants were completing the tasks, I administered one of 4 sound conditions: silence, classical music, pop music, or sounds from television programs. I played these sounds in the background without the use of headphones.

While the participants were engaged in the tasks with the various sound conditions, I measured their brainwaves at the middle of their heads (Cz) with EEG equipment. Immediately at the end of each task, I asked each participant to rate, on a 10-point scale, how easy it was for them to pay attention while attempting each task under each sound condition, and how enjoyable it was for them to perform each of the tasks under each sound condition.

**RESULTS**

Test results were analysed using SPSS version 17.0 for Windows. The MANOVA method was employed to compare the means in slow wave activity at the middle of the head, and the responses to the two questions (ease of paying attention and enjoyability) across the different sound conditions. On the reading and reading comprehension tasks, participants were able to lower their slow wave activity in the pop music condition. A significant number of the 12 participants rated the popular music condition as easy to pay attention to and enjoyable.

**DISCUSSION**

The results show that the pop music condition was rated most highly by the participants for engagement in tasks. It is possible that the pop music condition proved to be more effective as the participants are mostly pre-teens or teens. This study, being exploratory in nature, has a rather small sample size. To be more certain about the findings, the study will have to be replicated with a larger sample which would include adults with a variety of tastes in music.

It has also been claimed that binaural beats (produced by playing 2 slightly different tones into each ear) can help to increase focus (http://www.i-dose.us/dose/en/21/Focus+2/0/). Using EEG technology, this claim can be explored and verified.

**CONCLUSION**

Understanding the conditions that promote task engagement in ADHD students is highly important as ADHD students, much more than other students, require a high level of stimulation and support. To a parent or a teacher, the ways in which these students seek out stimulation can certainly be very confusing or frustrating. If parents or teachers are able to understand the ways in which students with ADHD seek appropriate stimulation while trying to complete their academic tasks, they would be better able to foster these optimal conditions and thereby help to promote better academic outcomes on the part of the ADHD students.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a method for collecting synchronized psychophysiological signals and video stream in a real work-life setting, during performance review discussion between the manager and subordinate. A split screen video showing the both discussants is prepared, including the visualized psychophysiological signals. The video is used in coaching sessions organized to the managers. The goal of the coaching sessions is to train the managers to better perceive their own and the discussing partner’s emotional state and thus improve their interaction skills. The described method can be used also in the study of emotions during dyadic interaction in other contexts.
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INTRODUCTION
Hogan and Kaiser [5] argue that leadership is perhaps the single most important issue in the human sciences because good or bad leadership can have huge effects in the performance and well-being of organizations. Leadership has been studied from various different aspects, emotional intelligence being one of them [see, for example 8]. Various studies have shown that skills and attributes that are related to emotional intelligence have an important role in effective leadership [e.g. 4, 10]. We have studied the role of emotional intelligence in effective leadership in a 2-year project, and as a part of the project we have created a method to provide the managers feedback on their interaction with the subordinates during a performance review discussion. The psychophysiological activity of the both discussing partners is visualized in real time in the video of the discussion. The idea behind this is to make visible the emotional responses of the discussants so that by reviewing the video material the manager could increase his or her understanding of his or her own emotional reactions and also those of the discussing partner. We hypothesize that this leads to increased emotional and interaction skills.

Psychophysiology and Emotions
In psychological research emotions can be seen as biologically based action dispositions that have an important role in the determination of human behavior [e.g., 6]. Emotions can be considered to be constituted of three separate but related reactive systems: (a) expressive and evaluative language, (b) physiological response, and (c) behavioral response [6]. According to the dimensional theory of emotion, all emotions can be placed in a two-dimensional space, defined by valence and arousal [e.g., 6]. The valence dimension varies from unpleasant to pleasant and the arousal dimension defines the level of bodily activation related to the current emotional experience and ranges from calm to excited state.

The psychophysiological method uses physiological signals, such as facial electromyography (EMG), electrodermal activity (EDA), and electrocardiography (ECG) for investigating different psychological processes...
By measuring bodily activities, inferences about emotions, attention, and motivation can be made. Facial EMG has often been used to study the hedonic valence [e.g., 2]. Increases in the activation of the cheek (zygomaticus major) muscle area have been associated with positive emotions, whereas increases in the activation of the brow (corrugator superciliii) muscle region have been associated with negative emotions [11]. Periocular (orbicularis oculi) muscle area activity appears to be particularly high during positive-valenced high-arousal emotions [see for example, 9]. For the measurement of arousal, electrodermal activity (EDA) is an important index. EDA has been shown to correlate with self-reported emotional arousal in studies where affective pictures have been used as stimuli [e.g., 7].

METHODS

Subjects and the Setting
We have until preparing this paper recorded 112 discussions from 40 managers. The subjects were from five different organizations (two public, three commercial) and the mean age of the managers was 44 years and for subordinates 45 years. The discussions were held at conference rooms of each participating company and the structure of the discussions was decided freely by the manager and the subordinates. The topic, however, was fixed to be a performance review discussion. In some organizations this type of discussions were held annually, whereas in other (more sale oriented) organizations it was almost a monthly custom.

After the placement of the electrodes a 5 minute baseline was recorded before the actual discussion could start. The discussions lasted between 40 minutes to 2 hours, with an average of about one hour and each manager had a discussion with two subordinates, with at least 30 min break in between the sessions. The discussing partners were seated by a table and a stand for two web-cameras was placed in between them for the recording of facial gestures.

Psychophysiological Recordings
The physiological signals were recorded from participants with two Varioport-B portable recording systems (Becker Meditec, Karlsruhe, Germany). Facial EMG activity was recorded from the left corrugator superciliii, zygomaticus major, and orbicularis oculi muscle regions, using surface Ag/AgCl electrodes with a contact area of 4 mm diameter (Becker Meditec, Karlsruhe, Germany). Electrodes were filled with Synapse conductive electrode cream (Med-Tek/Synapse, Arcadia, CA). The raw EMG signal was sampled at 1024 Hz, amplified, and frequencies below 57 Hz and above 390 Hz were filtered out, using the analog filter built in the Varioport device. Electrodermal activity (EDA) was recorded with Varioport 16-bit digital skin conductance an amplifier (input range = 0–70 μS) that applied a constant 0.5 V across Ag/AgCl electrodes with a contact area of 4 mm diameter (Becker Meditec), sampling at 32 Hz. Electrodes were filled with TD-246 skin conductance electrode paste (Med Assoc. Inc.) and attached to the middle phalanges of the ring and little fingers of the subject’s left hand after hands were washed with soap and water. Electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded with three electrodes, one placed on the neck over the vertebra; second placed on the left side of the ribcage over the second lowest rib; and the third placed over the uppermost part of the center line of the rib cage.

Video Recordings
Conversations were recorded from a distance with two standard DV-cameras attached on tripods and separately with two web-cameras (Logitech Quickcam 9000 Pro) attached to a stand that was placed between the discussing partners. A custom Python program utilizing OpenCV library was used to record the signal from the web-cameras to a standard Windows XP laptop. Resulting videos were converted (720x576 / 640x480, 25 fps, 5Mbps / 192Kbps / 48Hz VBR) with a H.264 codec for final use. Audio was recorded from the internal microphones of the web-cameras and also from the DV-camera using a "shotgun"-pattern microphone attached to the camera directed to manager.

Synchronization Issues
Synchronization between the audiovisual recording system and the Varioport data-acquisition devices was handled using a custom Python program communicating via Bluetooth with both Varioports’ marker channels, sending a digital marker when a video recording was started and stopped. Synchronization was also assessed by manually inserting markers before and after the discussion into the two Varioport devices using a digital Y-cable with the button presses clearly visible on the video recordings. This method allows the comparing of the psychophysical data samples to the video/audio frames and scaling the latter to match the internal clock of the recording devices. Our recording/synchronization program allows for an arbitrary rate of sent digital markers to Varioport devices, thus allowing a very fine-grained synchronization for the recordings.

Analyses of the Psychophysiological Signals
Data were analyzed using Matlab (v.7.7.0) software with Anslab Professional (v.2.4) toolbox. ECG signals was analyzed using 400 Hz sampling rate and a band of 0.5-40Hz. R-peaks were detected algorithmically. Artefactual values (+/- 3 standard deviations from physiologically realistic mean calculated with values in the range of 400-1300ms) were removed and missing values were interpolated. Heart rate signal (bpm) was obtained and smoothed. EMG signals were filtered (high pass: 28Hz, low pass: 15Hz and notch: 50Hz). The signal was rectified and smoothed using a 50ms moving average. The processed signals were saved with 4Hz sampling rate (10 Hz for EMG). EDA signal was decomposed to phasic driver and tonic components using Ledalab (V3.2.3) Matlab program [1] and saved with a sampling rate of 10 Hz.
Visualization of the Psychophysiological Data on the Video
Videos of the participants were edited and psychophysiological data were combined with them using Avisynth (V2.5) frameserving scripting program (Figure 1). Video tracks were arranged as a split screen in the top half of the resulting video. Psychophysiological visualization signals were derived with a sampling rate of 1Hz. Heartrate (bpm) and electrodermal activity were visualized as continuous graphs at the bottom half of the screen. EMG and EDA were visualized using a "smileyface" emotion superposed on the corresponding videos. Orbicularis oculi and Corrugator supercili EMG activity was represented as different degrees of smile and frown. EDA was represented as different degrees of blushing and sweatdrops appearing next to the face. The degrees of activity were determined using data clustering methods in Matlab. The resulting video was encoded to various formats (H.264 and WMV) next to the face. The degrees of activity were determined using data clustering methods in Matlab. The resulting video was encoded to various formats (H.264 and WMV) using Adobe Premiere Pro CS4.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The method we describe here can be also used in other contexts, where it is important to collect continuous, synchronized, psychophysiological signals and video from two interacting partners. It is also possible to increase the number of the observed persons. Our current set-up enables mobile in vivo data collecting, easy adding of more cameras and psychophysiological recording devices, accurate wireless synchronization between recording devices and an automated, reproducible way of editing and compiling video material. In future recordings we plan to use Noldus FaceReader or equivalent application to automatically detect emotional reactions from the face. We will thus test if the automatic detection of facial expression could be used instead of facial EMG electrodes in detecting the emotional valence. The facial EMG electrodes are most obtrusive for the subjects of all the used devices and a compensatory method would be needed for a more ecologically valid setting.
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ABSTRACT
Fear conditioning is an important test in behavioral neuroscience to investigate the neural systems and molecular basis of various aspects of emotional learning across a wide range of species. Dysfunction of the fear circuits is assumed to underlie mechanisms of affective disorders and is frequently investigated in rodent models. While generally the scientific focus has been on the assessment of behavioral readouts such as freezing, we extended to autonomic measures [1] and now include electrophysiological measures in freely moving mice. We developed a radio-telemetry approach to perform extracellular recordings of neurons in freely moving birds that has now been adapted to mice. Experiments were performed in our novel fully automated DualCage (see Abstract by Stiedl et al., presented at this conference) environment to explore the dynamics neural responses in fear conditioning in male C57BL/6J mice without human interference. We used auditory trace fear conditioning to explore phasic responses to an explicit (tone) cue. Auditory trace fear conditioning occurred with five tone-shock pairings with tone and shock separated by 15-s trace intervals to render this behavior tests hippocampus-dependent [2]. Electrical extracellular activity was recorded using a modified version of the transmitter used in zebra finches [3]. This transmitter uses a single channel to record extracellular electrical activity at frequencies between 100 and 15000 Hz. The transmitter weighs ~1.1 gram (batteries included) and this low weight ensures that it interferes minimally with the normal activities of the animal. The main modification is that the transmitter now runs for 5 days on a single battery as opposed to 24 hr for the original design. This extended battery life allows us to run extended training/retention test protocols without the need to handle the animal for battery changes. As in the original design, electrodes are glued into place using dental cement and can, therefore, not be moved. This procedure provides for the necessary long-term mechanical stability, albeit at the expense of the flexibility of adjustments of the recording position using drive-mounted electrodes. Preliminary experiments indicate that auditory trace fear conditioning in the DualCage produces learning-specific changes in fast extracellular field potential oscillations in the CA1 region of the hippocampus of male C57BL6/J mice.
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Medical technology is evolving quickly. This is also true in the operating theatre, where the introduction of minimally invasive surgery has brought many benefits for the patient: less morbidity, and quicker recovery. Despite these advances in technology, patient safety cannot be guaranteed for 100%. Several factors can be summed that contribute to this:

- New surgical devices are not always sufficiently evaluated. In the operative setting, it should be demonstrated that the usefulness and usability of a new device is superior to conventional techniques.
- The quality and skills of surgeons have been considered to be at a constant competent level. In reality, this is not the case as every surgeon is different and his/her competency can fluctuate over time.
- The traditional training methods of surgical skills have not been adjusted according to the advances in technology. The result is long learning curves and increased risk of surgical errors.
- Emergency and critical situations occur in the operating theatre, which make it a highly dynamic environment. Lack of protocol and proper communication can increase the risk of surgical errors.
- All patients are unique. This implies that basically each operation requires a new learning experience.

As the demands from government and society increase for high quality and affordable medical care, initiatives are taken to guarantee predefined surgical quality and reduce the risk of surgical errors. To achieve this, measurements are performed in the operating theatre to document surgical behavior. Physically this is not an easy task, as patient care has number one priority, patient privacy and the sterile operating zone should be respected, and the operating theatre cannot be transformed into an experimental set up. Besides these practical issues, interpretation of recorded data is another huge challenge. How do you define surgical performance or surgical error, and how do you interpret video images or spoken language? A growing number of research initiatives attempts to address these challenges.

- First, analysis of the current operative setting is performed to document surgical actions, communication and instrument usage for identification of key problems and constructing base line reference. Video and sound recordings with multiple cameras are usually performed.
for this purpose, with off-line time-action analysis.

- Second, assessment of surgical performance receives huge attention. A wide range of methods is applied to determine this: checklists, global rating scales, motion analysis, force measurements, video-assessment and (virtual reality) simulators. The variety of methods and application purposes are not fully explored.

- Third, development of a digital operating room assistant has been started, which should automatically register deviations from a routine operation. It warns the operating team to prevent errors and increase patient safety. Automated image detection and Hidden Markov models are a few examples that are applied to achieve this.

This symposium aims to give an overview of different methods as developed by researchers in the surgical field. They will all discuss their own efforts to meet the challenge of measuring surgical behaviour. Finally, we can point out a direction towards a future ultimate registration tool.
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ABSTRACT
Objective evaluation of training performance remains a challenge in assessing the effectiveness of new training methods in the operating room. A classification method for verbal communication was adopted to analyze typical communication patterns in teaching arthroscopy and to verify its potential as evaluation tool. Four residents who were supervised by either one of two participating surgeons performed 18 operations that were recorded and classified. Typical communication patterns were identified, where types relevant for active learning (‘questioning’ and ‘feedback’) were infrequently used. More research is required to confirm if documentation of verbal communication is suitable to assess training performance objectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Arthroscopy (minimally invasive surgery in joints) as an alternative to open operative treatment is a beneficial option for patients [1-3]. Arthroscopic operation techniques require high surgical skills and show long learning curves [4-6]. In modern medicine, with the overall demand for high quality care in contrast to a reduced period of time for residents to develop their arthroscopic skills, changes in training methods are initiated [7;8]. From this perspective, it is worthwhile to optimize the learning effect per operation. Objective evaluation of training performance remains a challenge in assessing the effectiveness of new training methods in the operating room. Verbal communication reflects the interaction between the surgeon and the resident. Recently, an objective classification method was introduced based on the type and the content of the verbal communication during surgical training [9]. The goals were to adopt this classification method for an arthroscopic setting, to analyze typical communication patterns and to verify its potential use in objective assessment of training performance.

METHODS
Within a period of two times 3 months, 18 arthroscopic knee procedures were recorded with a special capturing system consisting of two video cameras – one from the...
arthroscopic camera and one of the hands of the residents (digital CCD camera, 21CW, Sony CCD, Tokyo, Japan) - and a tie-clip microphone (ECM-3003, Monacor, Bremen, Germany) that was mounted on the supervising surgeon. The video images were combined by a colour quad processor (GS-C4CQR, Golden state Instrument co., Tustin, USA) and digitized simultaneously with the sound by an A/D-converter (ADVC 110, GV Thomson, Paris, France). Four residents who were supervised by either one of two participating surgeons performed the operations. The four communication types, previously introduced, were adopted Blom et al. [9]: explaining, questioning, commanding and miscellaneous (Table 1). As this study specifically focuses on training, one category was added: feedback which concerns judgment of the teaching surgeon on the actions of the resident. Categories for communication content were discussed and refined by analyzing two operations performed by different residents until mutual agreement in scoring behavior was achieved by two observers. This resulted in six domains: operation method (that has an accent on steps that have to be taken in the near future e.g. start creating the second portal), anatomy and pathology, instrument handling and tissue interaction (e.g. open punch, reposition instrument, stress joint, increase portal size, push meniscus backwards), visualization (e.g. move scope, irrigation, focus), miscellaneous (general or private), and indefinable (Table 1). All digitized videos of the operations were analyzed with Utilius VS 4.3.2 (Campus-Computer-Center, Leipzig, Germany), where one observer marked all communication events and assigned them into proper categories (Fig. 1). Communication on one type and one content was marked as one event independently of its length. The frequency of events as percentage of total events in each of the categories was determined (Table 1). Subsequently, a multivariable linear regression analysis was performed to determine if the teaching surgeon and the experience of the residents significantly influenced the frequency of communication events per minute (p < 0.05).

### RESULTS

On average 6.0 (SD 1.8) communication events took place every minute. The communication types ‘explaining’ and ‘commanding’ show considerable frequency compared to ‘questioning’ and ‘feedback’ (Table 1). The explaining events were primarily on ‘anatomy and pathology’ followed by ‘instrument handling and tissue interaction’. The commanding events were primarily on ‘instrument handling and tissue interaction’ and ‘visualization’, which in general were the most frequent communication content categories (Table 1). A difference in mean events per minute was found between both teaching surgeons (p < 0.05). No significant correlation was found between the frequency of events and the experience of the residents.

### CONCLUSION

The results highlight distinctive communication patterns. The relative high frequency of the types ‘explaining’ and ‘commanding’ as opposed to ‘questioning’ and ‘feedback’ is noticeable as the latter two stimulate active learning in general. Additionally, explaining on the contents ‘anatomy and pathology’ and ‘instrument handling and tissue interaction’ is considerable. These items are particularly suitable for training outside the operating room. If trained so, more options are left to focus on other learning goals. As a clear difference was present between the frequency of events per minute amongst the surgeons and no correlation was found for the experience of residents, we cannot confirm that this method is suitable as objective evaluation tool for new training methods. Additional research is recommended with a larger group of residents to minimize the effect of outliers.
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ABSTRACT
An increasing amount of data can be recorded automatically during surgeries. This has led to a recent interest in methods that allow statistical modeling of surgical workflow from this data. One main challenge of these methods is how to automatically generate a statistical model from a set of recorded surgeries. In this paper we will review different methods and show advantages and drawbacks.
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INTRODUCTION
Through the introduction of new technology into the operating room it is now possible to record an increasing amount of signals during a surgery. Video images can be obtained, especially for laparoscopic surgeries, position and orientation data is available from tracking systems or robotic systems. Motion sensors, like accelerometers, are becoming cheap and small and technologies like RFID might be used in the future to identify instruments and estimate their presence. Also training systems that use e.g. haptic feedback devices are an important source of data.

As this kind of information becomes available, there is recent interest in methods to make use of this data. Possible applications are analysis of behavior and workflows, assessment of surgical skill and context-sensitive systems that can detect the current work step of a surgery. All these applications require some sort of statistical model of the workflow. Automatically building such models is an important topic in this domain. We will review and compare different methods for this task.

METHODS
The most common method for modeling surgical workflow is to use Hidden Markov Models (HMM). HMMs model time series by a directed graph. Each node or state in the graph has transition probabilities representing the probability of advancing to other states. Each state also has an observation symbol distribution that represents the probability of observing a certain observation symbol in that state. For most applications in the field of surgical workflow modeling one tries to build a model from a set of training data such that the model represents the training data well. We will discuss several methods to automatically build HMMs. We use data that represents the use of instruments during ten laparoscopic cholecystectomies. Each surgery was split into 14 phases. The models are trained independently for each phase. For each method, the capabilities to automatically detect the current phase of a surgery and to generate models that are understandable by humans are discussed. Results are summarized in Table 1.

The most common method to train a HMM is to initialize it with random transition and observation probabilities as for example done in [1]. Next expectation maximization (EM) is used to adapt the HMM to the training data. This procedure is repeated multiple times until a good HMM is found. Many extensions of this method have been proposed e.g. to estimate the number of states that are required to model a certain procedure. These methods work, are easy to implement and do not require long computation time. Furthermore they have shown good results for automatically detecting the phase of a workflow. However the resulting model is usually hardly understandable to humans, which makes them practically useless for analysis of human behavior.

In the case of discrete observations, like the use of instruments, Markov Chains are an alternative. They are similar to HMMs and have been used for workflow modeling in [2]. While states of an HMM can represent the use of different instruments, a Markov Chain state represents only one instrument. Markov Chains can be built simply by counting transitions from one observation symbol to another. They give a relative good impression of
the frequency of instrument use and are much easier to understand for humans than randomly initialized HMMs. Also automatic recognition rates are good. However they do not model the temporal order of actions within one phase are do therefore not model repetitions well. An example can be seen in Figure 1.

The methods that showed best results for generating human-understandable models are data-derived HMMs. One example is successive state splitting (SSS) [3]. This method starts with a model consisting only of one state and splits states until a good model is found. So e.g. if we have one state that represents that first one instrument is used and next another, this method will do a temporal split so that two successive states are used instead. If one state represents alternating use of two instruments it will do a contextual split into two states. While this method delivers models that are intuitive to understand, as can be seen in Figure 2, for our data it failed to deliver models that statistically well represent the workflow and are therefore not suited for automatic recognition systems.

Another data-derived method that works the other way round is model merging [4], where an initial very big model is built that represents every single action that occurred in any of the training surgeries. Iteratively, a smaller model is generated by merging similar nodes. As SSS, model merging well represents the temporal order of actions and is also well suited to detect workflow steps. The main drawback of this method is that it takes several hours to train it, even for a relative small training set consisting only of nine surgeries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Understandable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>fast</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markov Chain</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>very fast</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSS</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merging</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results from different methods.

RESULTS

We have compared different aspects of the models. One interesting application is to build context-aware system. In order to estimate whether the methods are suitable for this application, we tested whether it is possible to detect the current phase of a running surgery. This measure also indicates if the model is a good statistical representation of the workflow. All methods but SSS have shown to deliver reasonable results here. Another important metric is whether a certain method can create models that reflect the workflow in a human understandable way. This is true for the data-derived methods. However, from our experience it has shown that these methods are harder to implement and unlike for standard methods, there are no toolkits or libraries available where these methods are already implemented.

CONCLUSION

Automatically building statistical methods is important, especially as a huge amount of data is becoming available, which makes manual modeling difficult. Using the right training methods, HMMs can be built that are suitable for automatic recognition systems and for human understandable models. Challenges in the future will be to extend these models such that they work on huge datasets and to incorporate different kinds of sensors at the same time. Future models should also take into account patient or surgeon related information.
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Figure 1. Markov chain representing one phase of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Figure 2. HMM that has been generated by model merging.
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ABSTRACT
Measuring surgical workflow activities in-vivo is a crucial task for medical computing to both track errors and reduce the costs in the OR. In this abstract we discuss our deployed framework for measuring surgical activities. Further we discuss the results of a previous pilot study using the proposed framework to measure surgeon activities in Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy procedures.
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INTRODUCTION
Within the hospital, the Operating Room (OR) is one of the most resource intensive environments in healthcare, because it involves expensive labor resources (surgeon, anesthetists, nurses, etc.), expensive equipment and daily maintenance. In the Netherlands, the aggregated estimated cost of an OR is €1,100 per hour. It is therefore very important to maximize the OR efficiency.

In the Netherlands, each year more than 1700 patients die from preventable surgical errors, which are commonly known as Adverse Events (AEs) [1]. Surgical AEs account for one-half to three-quarters of all AEs in healthcare [2]. The annual cost of all AEs in the Netherlands is estimated to amount to a total of €355 million, of which €161 million is for preventable AEs in 2004 [3]; this is approximately 1% of the annual hospital budget of €14.5 billion. Therefore, any improvement of patient safety by preventing AEs is cost saving.

Another aspect of OR cost management problems is the delay time between surgeries. A benchmark study showed that the average delay in surgery start times ranged from 25 to 103 minutes [4]. This is shown to be caused by the failure of commonly used planning tools which do not account for the unpredictable time duration of operations. In the Netherlands those lost hours add up to 2150 hours, a loss of €2.3 million per annum.

By having an adequate in-vivo workflow registration system for the OR deployed in the hospital, AEs can be consistently tracked allowing the hospital administrators to investigate the root cause of the problem and associated departments, staff or surgeons. Moreover, high quality data from the registration system can be used to reduce the start time delays in the OR and better estimate the length of a procedure for the planning system.

The goal behind this research is to measure surgical activities in-vivo in the OR in order to track the source of AEs and reduce the cost in healthcare, whilst keeping the quality and quantity of provided care equal. The general framework of such measuring system is discussed in section 2. Section 3 discusses a pilot study using the framework in section 2 for measuring Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy procedures. Our conclusions and future directions are discussed in section 3.

SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 illustrates the general framework of a surgical workflow registration system as used in our previous work [5, 6].

In step 1, we define the surgical workflow activities that need to be monitored in the OR. For this purpose we utilize existing surgical guidelines and protocols. At the end of this step we have a workflow model of the surgical activities.
that needs to be in-vivo monitored in the OR.

In the second step we monitor environmental cues in the OR that may be significant for the activities derived in step 1. If the cues are easy to monitor with available easy-to-use sensors we acquire them automatically from the OR. In case adequate sensors are not available yet, we simulate the signal cues by means of video annotation and test their significance for the identification process (steps 3 and 4). In the third step, a probabilistic classification system is trained to infer the workflow steps from the environment cues. The system is trained with the cues (of step 2) as input features, and the workflow activities (of step 1) as different classes of surgical behavior.

After the system has been trained, we use dynamic programming to infer workflow activities from the input cues. The aim of the system is to record surgical activities in the OR in such a way they can be compared to the surgical protocol [5, 6].

PILOT [5]: LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY
Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (LC) is chosen because it is one of the most frequent and standardized procedures in minimally invasive surgery.

Step 1: Defining Workflow Steps
In the first step we defined the workflow activities of LC procedures by using LC protocol and discuss those activities with the cooperating surgeon. The workflow model of LC consists of 5 main surgical activities that need to be monitored. By further brainstorming with surgeons we assumed that instrument signals (i.e. instruments is usage) are significant cues in the OR to measure surgical activities.

Step 2: Monitoring Environment Cues
At the moment we do not have an adequate in-vivo sensing device to measure which instruments are being used in the LC procedure. In a previous study [5], we simulated the instrument signals by annotating laparoscopic video recorded during the operation. Figure 2 illustrates the simulated instrument cues as binary signals corresponding to instrument utilization; 1 if an instrument is in use, 0 if not in use; As ground truth data we measured also the surgical workflow activities (in step 1) as discrete time signals (Figure 3).

Step 3 & 4: training & Inference
In the training step [5], a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is trained with 10 datasets from (step 2) using the binary instrument signals as observations and the ground truth surgical activity signals as hidden states.

After the training step, the system is ready for use. For a new set of instrument signals, derived form a new LC procedure the Viterbi algorithm is used to infer the surgical activities from instrument cues. The system shows a total accuracy of 90% of detected states as discussed in [5]. As expected, activities with higher accuracies were generally those with more data points (i.e. more instruments used).

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Recording surgical activities is crucial to save both lives and money in hospitals. After proving the significant cues for recording activities, we need to design appropriate sensing hardware or software solutions for in-vivo measurement. In the pilot study in section 3, we showed that instruments utilization is an important cue for the OR. The next step is to design a sensing device to allow tracking of instrument cues in-vivo during surgery.
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ABSTRACT
Outcome measures in hip joint replacement surgery, such as complication rates, are usually rare and require an extensive follow-up. These outcome measures are therefore often inadequate to monitor individual learning curves. We use time-action analysis to determine the level of efficiency of individual steps of a surgical procedure and thereby study the learning curve of surgeons and identify possible pitfalls. By analysing the unedited video recordings of the first 20 procedures of 4 surgeons using sports analysis software, the duration and the number of repetitions of each action during a surgical procedure is measured. This allows the construction of individual learning curves for each surgeon. Actions with a duration of more than the mean + 1sd are identified as inefficient. The video recordings of these actions are reviewed with the surgeon and the possible pitfall and solution is discussed after finalizing all procedures.
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INTRODUCTION
In hip joint replacement surgery, outcome measures like complication rates are rare or require an extensive follow-up. They are therefore often inadequate to monitor individual learning curves. Time-action analysis (TAA) is a tool to objectively determine the level of efficiency of individual steps of a surgical procedure and identify possible pitfalls during a learning curve [1].

METHODS
By analyzing the unedited video recordings of the first 20 procedures of 4 surgeons, the number and duration of the actions needed for a surgeon to achieve his goal and the efficiency of these actions is measured.

We constructed a taxonomy or list of actions which together describe the complete surgical procedure. In the taxonomy we categorized the procedure in 5 different Goal Oriented Phases (GOP):

1. the incision phase.
2. the femoral osteotomy (bone cut) phase.
3. the acetabulum (hip joint socket) phase.
4. the stem phase.
5. the closure phase.
Since the incision phase and closure phase do not differ from the conventional surgical technique we primarily focus on the femoral osteotomy phase, the acetabulum phase and the stem phase.

Each GOP was subdivided in Goal Oriented Actions (GOA) and each GOA is subdivided in Separate Actions (SA) thereby defining all the necessary actions to complete the procedure. We grouped the SAs into GOAs since it would not be feasible to measure each SA.

Using Utilius vs. video sports analysis software (CCC software, Markleeberg, Germany), the duration of each GOA is recorded as well as the amount of delay. Actions with a duration of more than the mean + 1sd are identified as inefficient. The video recordings of inefficient actions are reviewed and the possible problem and solution discussed with surgeons after finalizing all procedures, thereby constructing a list of potential pitfalls.

**Ethical Statement**

Since this trial is an observational study, a formal ethical approval was waived for this study by the OLVG Medical Ethics Committee. The OLVG Medical Ethics Committee declared to have no objections to this trial.

**CONCLUSION**

We describe time-action analysis as a method to identify potential problems during the learning curve of a new surgical procedure and to assess the level of efficiency of each surgeon individually.
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ABSTRACT
There are many missions which should be performed by small groups of people (crews) working in hard and extreme external conditions for a long period of time (space missions, submarines, polar stations and expeditions). Such missions are usually accompanied by a set of negative factors which have a strong influence on the physiological, psychological and sociological state of the crew, determining group performance and, as a consequence, the success of the whole mission. Interpersonal relations within the group is one the main factors influencing performance of the crew. Inter-crew tension can cause formation of subgroups, disruptions of cohesion, scapegoating, refusal of communication and collaboration leading to a decrease of mission quality or even failure of the mission. Social health of the crew and psychological health of crew members are strongly related with each other being a complex psychosocial phenomenon.

In this respect it is important to have a possibility to monitor psychosocial state of the group during the mission. This approach requires a development of techniques for monitoring of social interactions, non-verbal behavior and initial signs of depression or aggression. Usage of such techniques can help to diagnose, predict and prevent conflicts on their earlier stages. There are different approaches to measure human behavior. Analysis of nonverbal communication is one of the powerful tool for monitoring mental state and relations among the crew members. Automatic recognition of face expression and voice intonation as well as analysis of body movements are promising techniques for monitoring psychological states of crew members as well as interpersonal relations in the group. Usage of virtual environments as a medium for interactions between the crew members (for example online games) is another promising way to approach the problem of monitoring interpersonal relations in the group. In this approach interactions among the group members is restricted and formalized by the construction and, in this way, it is possible to simplify the data for the analysis as well as to focus on specific aspects of the relations between the group members. With the current fast development of multimedia technologies the gap between the real face-to-face communication and virtual communication decreases. As a consequence the monitoring of physical parameters of real face-to-face communication and usage of virtual environments for interaction between peoples can be considered as techniques approaching the problem of monitoring human-human interaction from different directions with a tendency to merge into one broad filed of research in the future. In this respect a collaboration between researchers working in different filed is desirable.

Additionally to that virtual words were also shown to be effective tools in treatment of psychological disorder (different phobias). In this way, the role playing games, based on the usage of specially designed virtual words, can perform not only passive (monitoring) but also active (prevention and treatment) role with respect to psychological and interpersonal problems. Virtual environments can be enriched by intelligent virtual agents which can assist crew-members in performing complicated tasks which require extensive knowledge and intellectual resources. Maintenance of psychological and psychosocial health can be considered as one of the tasks performed by the virtual agents. Since virtual agents need to solve a variety of complex problems, state of the art techniques should be used for their development (evolutionary game theory, reinforcement learning).

The above mentioned challenges require a collaborative effort from leading researchers from different fields. This symposium is intended to bring together specialist from different disciplines to enable a productive and diverse discussing on the subject. The exchange of experience has a significant importance for further development of the...
computer systems for measuring human behavior and monitoring psychological and social health in small groups of people.
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ABSTRACT
The new method for the small group under confinement observation is described. Results gained with PSPA testify that heterogeneity within small groups in extreme environments promotes the growth of conflict and tension, and it negatively affects the behavior and actions of the group members.
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In the last ten years, several simulation studies took place, where multinational crews have been confined in hyperbaric chambers for prolonged periods to model aspects of space missions. The relations between crewmembers with the use of PSPA-test have been studied in international simulation experiments with participation of flight personnel provided by European Space Agency, Canadian Space Agency, NASDA, and IBMP (EXEMSI-92, HUBES-94, CAPSULS-94, ECOPSY-95, SFINCSS-99), in a French Antarctic study, sponsored by ESA (IAPP). Data from isolated groups in analogue situations (hibernation, expeditions) and in model experiments has supported the hypothesis that behavior inside a small group can be also defined by the specifics of crewmembers’ perceptions of themselves and of each other, by their self-identification with the group, and by changes under pressure of the stressors found in this extreme environment, such as isolation, monotony, and social deprivation. Experiments have shown that heterogeneity within small groups in extreme environments promotes the growth of conflict and tension, and it negatively affects the behavior and actions of the group members [1-2, 4-5].

Personal Self Perception and Attitudes (PSPA) is a system for analyzing participants’ subjective attitudes. It is based on the semantic differential of Osgood and the repertory grid technique of F. Fransella and D. Bannister and allows to investigate the aspects related to crew cohesion, individual values and group identification [1]. Subject is choosing assessment criteria by himself, answering the question: What are the main features (traits) that allow you to differentiate people from your close surrounding? Then he has to estimate the extent of psychological similarity between himself and his team, applying previously selected criteria.

We are planning to investigate group dynamics in space crews under the influence of psychologically stressful situation inherent in extended space flight. We expect that the level of group cohesion in space crews could be significantly modified, on the one hand, by the influence of the stress involved in space flight, and, on the other hand, by the heterogeneity of cultural values, attitudes and behavioral preferences in multinational International Space Station crews.
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ABSTRACT
Long-duration missions (e.g. to the Moon, asteroids, or Mars) require astronauts to collaborate and interact with complex computerized equipment and facilities under dynamic and hazardous conditions. The Mission Execution Crew Assistant (MECA) comprises crew support that acts as an “electronic partner” (ePartner), helping the crew to take care of their mental and social conditions and to schedule crew activities. We have developed a simple prototype of MECA which we use to test MECA’s functionalities in analogue environments where test participants are placed in isolation for longer periods of time.

INTRODUCTION
Manned long-duration missions beyond low earth orbit (LEO), e.g. to Mars, set high operational, human factors and technical demands for a distributed crew operations support system. The mission execution crew assistant (MECA) is such a system that shall enhance human-machine teams’ capabilities to cope autonomously with unexpected, complex and potentially hazardous situations. The MECA concept comprises distributed personal ePartners that help the team to assess the situation, to determine a suitable course of actions to solve a problem, to schedule on-the-job training, and to safeguard the astronauts/explorers from failures. One early prototype is being studied in the MARS500 mission, a unique opportunity to learn more about operations support required for long duration missions. Another experiment will be held in the Concordia base station, where twelve test participants will spend the winter season in Antarctica.

FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 illustrates the core high-level MECA functions that will be studied in the MARS500 and Concordia experiments. MECA’s activity monitoring and scheduling support proceeds in four stages, starting in the upper left corner:

1. **Supporting crew activities**: MECA is always present. In this sense MECA provides continuous support. However, for some activities, MECA is latently present and only becomes active in off-nominal situations. For other activities, MECA plays a more prominent role and provides the framework itself within which these activities take place.

2. **Monitoring user state**: MECA monitors the crew members’ performed activities. This includes assessing what the crew members are doing, measuring their performance, and assessing their cognitive state (i.e. their emotional state and task load).

3. **Providing feedback**: MECA provides feedback to their users by presenting the monitored data. This allows a user to better understand his current task behaviour in the context of his performance over time.

4. **Scheduling activities**: MECA supports activity scheduling by offering an electronic timeline tool, and by automatically scheduling (or suggesting scheduling) tasks, depending on its interpretation of the data on previous activities.

5. **Sampling user experiences**: MECA mediates the maintenance and appraisal of memorable experiences and events with a multimedia annotation tool. This function should support the astronauts to reflect on previous activities and happenings in a constructive way to improve resilience (cherishing of successes, coping with stressful events and learning).

---
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Each of these high-level core functions can be implemented at different levels of sophistication. On the one hand, we can think of a full-fledged Artificial Intelligence (AI) implementation, where MECA automatically "reads" the user’s mind to assess the user state, provides high level feedback by saying things like "take it easy", "come on", and "don’t worry", and by acting as a smart secretary by appropriately (re-)scheduling the user’s planning. On the other hand, we can think of a simple implementation, where the system monitors the user state by collecting questionnaire data, where the feedback consists of a statistical interpretation of this data, and where the system helps the user to reschedule the timeline by presenting relevant information.

Because the full-fledged AI implementation is currently still science fiction, MECA’s current implementation is closer to the simple implementation than to the AI implementation. Nevertheless, we believe that also the principles behind more advanced support systems can be explored by evaluating more simple prototypes.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC MONITORING

A major focus of MECA is to support team resilience by monitoring team member’s performance, and condition. Performance monitoring looks at effectiveness and efficiency of the member’s operations and his/her related refresher trainings status, whereas condition monitoring assess the appropriateness of his / her social, cognitive and affective responses to a task or situation. In our approach, monitoring is a joint astronaut-ePartner activity. The ePartner anticipates on (near) future developments of robust sensing technology for monitoring the emotional states of the astronauts. In the current prototype versions, the majority of the “monitoring” data is provided by the human actors.

MECA combines a Cognitive Task Load (CTL) model with a model of the Emotional State (ES) to assess human responses in high-demand task domains. The CTL model distinguishes three load dimensions: the time occupied, the level of information processing (skill-, rule- or knowledge-based behaviour), and number of task-set switches. The ES-model distinguishes two dimensions: the arousal level—low versus high—and the valence level—positive versus negative. ES and CTL are related: for specific load conditions a specific emotional state (“response”) can be expected. For example, when task load increases, an adequate response is to invest extra effort (i.e., arousal increases) in order to maintain good performance.

In a first experiment, we used a Bayesian Network to train the Performance, ES and CTL models with their interrelationships. A “Naïve Bayesian Network” algorithm provided performance predictions with 86% and 74% accuracy for two data-sets, respectively: a data-set from a ‘clean’ lab-setting and in a dynamic field test environment. Both experiments used the SOWAT as a monitoring tool.

MARS 500 EXPERIMENT

In the MARS500 experiment carried out in Russia, a 6-person crew is isolated for 520 days to simulate a manned Mars mission (3 Russian, 2 European and 1 Chinese “astronaut”). In this setting, a prolonged and repeated interaction with ePartners’ functions will be tested. First, via “Collaborative Training” with rotating trainer/trainee roles, the ePartner guides the joint training of procedures, assessing the interpersonal communication and mediating knowledge transfer from the “expert” to the “novice” crewmember (see Figure 2).

Second, via entertainment gaming the ePartner can be an “affecter” which improves the crewmember’s mood. Figure 3 shows a simple entertainment that is integrated into the MECA system.

Third, via a timeline tool the ePartner motivates the crew members to perform certain activities and to maintain a personal (episodic) memory (see Figure 4).
The MECA experiment setting for MARS500 is as follows:

- two groups of three astronauts who train and game once a week for half an hour (incl. procedure training and an entertainment game)
- the astronauts communicate via text chat only
- MECA collects information on crew condition (social, cognitive, affective) and performance (effectiveness and efficiency of operations during the training and gaming)
- MECA provides (simple) feedback on crew condition and performance
- MECA provides a task scheduling and multimedia annotation tool

A first experiment with the ePartners provided data to train Bayesian Network models on Cognitive Task Load (CTL) and Emotional State (ES), and their effects on performance with Bayesian Networks. CTL specifies the task demands in terms of time occupied, task complexity and task switches; ES specifies the emotional responses in terms of valence and arousal.

The screen in Figure 5 shows MECA’s feedback mechanism for performance, emotional state (arousal, valence, and dominance), cognitive task load (time occupied, level of information processing, and task-set switches). On the upper part of the window, the user can see all values of previous sessions. The data is presented in such a way that correspondences between these three aspects can easily be recognized (e.g. the combination of high cognitive task load and poor performance). This could give the user a better insight in his (or her) own functioning.

On the lower left part of the window, the user can see the scores of the current session in comparison with the average score of the previous session. On the lower right part of the window, the user can add annotations to the current session, using text, audio, video, or photos. This could also help to improve the user’s memory, and awareness of his (or her) functioning over time.

**CONCORDIA EXPERIMENT**

Concordia station is a permanent international research facility high on the Antarctic ice cap. The objective of Concordia station is to operate as an international research facility to conduct scientific programmes. Concordia provides a unique test platform for MECA, because of its setting in an isolated extreme environment for long duration experiments with high demands for crew autonomy. In this setting, more prolonged or repeated usage of MECA services can be tested. We are performing another design iteration of the MECA core support elements for nominal and off-nominal situations and corresponding conditions (i.e., the appropriateness of his or her cognitive and affective responses), which need this type of prolonged evaluation in extreme and isolated environments. Based on our findings in previous projects we have identified the following issues as promising to be included in this refinement:

- **Goal-based timeline tool**: We plan to enhance the MECA timeline functionality by using persuasive technology. This allows the timeline tool to motivate the crew members to perform certain activities. This improves mental health, and satisfaction. For example, physical exercise trainings are known to have a positive effect on mental health of astronauts. However, when the astronaut feels obliged to do these trainings, this positive effect disappears. We believe that, by allowing users to specify their goals when they schedule their activities, they become more motivated to perform these activities. In the scheduling phase, MECA and the users set up their goals collaboratively. In the feedback phase, MECA relates the user’s performance to his or her goals.

- **Social games**: To maintain a healthy social atmosphere among a small group of isolated crewmembers, we plan to develop new tools for monitoring and (if needed) repairing social relations. We start from social interaction games, where multiple players have mixed objectives and must collaborate with each other to achieve their goals. We will add new gaming concepts, such as joint resource supervision, and tit-for-tat collaboration, to allow better monitoring of social relations, and to improve potential conflicts between crewmembers.
• **Personalization:** MECA will adapt itself to the personal characteristics of its users. During the activity monitoring phase, much information is gained about how the crewmembers behave under which circumstances. During the scheduling phase, we plan to use this information for offering personalized support. For example, MECA advises changes on the planned schedule, optimizing the users’ performance and resources usage by to postponing, cancelling reassigning or scheduling new activities.

• **First aid COLT:** In previous MECA projects, we have gained positive experiences with procedure-training functionality. In Concordia, we plan to extend this functionality to the first aid domain. This allows the non-medical crew members to learn medical procedures from the medical crew members.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper presented ongoing research on electronic partners that diagnose, guide and mediate space crew’s social, cognitive and affective processes. We follow a situated Cognitive Engineering methodology in which ePartner’s functions are being developed incrementally. In collaboration with their human counterparts, these ePartners sense and affect crew’s performance, task load and emotional responses. First prototypes are being tested at MARS500 and Concordia, evaluating the support functions and providing data to train our models. First results show that cognitive task load and emotion have additional value for performance assessment, and that Bayesian Networks can be used to train the models (e.g., it is possible to deal with missing data, and easy to extend and refine).
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for monitoring the mental state of small isolated crews during long-term missions (such as space mission, polar expeditions, submarine crews, meteorological stations, and etc.) The research is done as a part of Automatic Mental Health Assistant (AMHA) project which aims to develop set of techniques for automatic measuring of intra- and inter-personal states in working groups. The method is focused on those aspects of psychological and sociological states that are crucial for the performance of the crew. In particular, we focus on measuring of emotional stress, initial signs of conflicts, trust, and ability to collaborate. The present research is performed in collaboration with MARS-500 experiment in which a small group of people is isolated for a long period of time. The MARS-500 experiment, in this way, provides a unique platform for study of human-human interaction. The confinement study will imitate all key peculiarities expected to be present during future missions to Mars (i.e. ultra long duration flight, need for autonomy, complicated communication with a digital communication center due to signal delay, and limited stock of expendables). The developed method is also currently tested by usage of a web-based platform.
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INTRODUCTION
Long-term missions usually are performed by small group of people, and characterized by extreme physical and psychological parameters. Specific conditions like special confinement, small group living, extreme social isolation, risk, working together in close proximity [2], could have a crucial negative influence on the mental state of crew members as well as the social atmosphere in the whole crew. The interpersonal issues, such as crew tension, cohesion, leadership, language, cultural factors [1], could cause personal conflicts which could affect the performance of the mission. According to Russian psychologists [3], the main objectives of psychological countermeasures during space flight, are (1) physiological reconstruction of the informational environment, (2) correction of psycho-emotional area of astronauts, and (3) prevention of insufficiency in social contacts. For measuring, prediction and prevention of the above mentioned problems it is crucial to have methods for automatic monitoring of psychological and social states in the group. The psychological states of the crew members as well as different aspects of interpersonal relations have been assessed using different approaches. In the current study we combine three approaches: strategic multiplayer game, [8, 11], techniques for automatic monitoring of nonverbal behavior [17,18,21,22,23], and self assessment based on questionnaires. In this way we are aiming to overcome limitation of every component and develop a self consistent and comprehensive technique for monitoring intra- and inter-personal state of the crew members.

RELATED WORK
The first concept of the AMHA project has been done within Mars-500 experiment for 105 days isolation [4].

In 2004 the Institute for Biomedical Problems (IBMP) in Moscow and the European Space Agency have started to plan a full-scale ground based simulation of a manned
mission to Mars. Such a full scale mission requires between 520 to 700 days of isolation. Referring to the lower end of this time frame the initiative was named Mars-500.

A crew of six candidates (four Russians and two from EU countries) are sealed insight the facilities of the Institute for Biomedical Problems in Moscow. An initial 105-day isolation period took a place in spring of 2009. The present concept is going to be tested in the full 520-day study, which is planned to launch in the first quarter of 2010.

Game Theory and Colored Trails
In this project, we explore the use of strategic multi-player games to alleviate stress, and more importantly as an unobtrusive tool to monitor the mental capacity of astronauts as well as the development of different social interaction patterns within the crew. We are primarily interested in games that feature the following properties:

- Simple enough for analysis
- Rich enough to reflect features of real life interactions
- Grounded in a situated task domain
- Strategic (i.e. partial information that promotes reasoning)
- Suited to measure social factors such as fairness

We are also interesting to produce data, which directly involve interpersonal relation and, as a consequence, can be interesting to monitoring social atmosphere in the crew.

As such a tool, we used a three-player negotiation variation [25] of the Colored Trails framework developed at Havard University [24]. The Colored Trails game is played on a board of colored squares. One square is designed as a "goal square". Each player has a piece on the board and possesses a set of chips in colors chosen from the same palette as the squares of the board. To move own piece into an adjacent square a player must turn in a chip of the same color as the square. Chips can be exchanged by the players if a mutual agreement is reached. The goal of the game is to move own piece as close to the goal square as possible using as less chips as possible. Distance to the goal is more important than number of chips left after the move.

METHOD
Design of the presented monitoring system is based on our previous analysis of the data obtained in the MARS-105 experiment. In particular we analyzed behavior of Responders. Situation, in which a responder needed to make a decision, was described by two numbers: how the Responder can improve his/her payoff by accepting the first offer and how he/she can improve his payoff by accepting the second offer. This description of the situation is a simplification because other factors can influence the decision of the Responder (for example what other player will get as a result of his/her decision or how good are the available offers in comparison with the offers which could be proposed). However, the two selected parameters are the only factors, which are determining behavior of the Responder and showing if the player’s behavior is totally rational. So, the mentioned two parameters can be used to check how rational the behavior of Responder is. This check is important because any deviation from the rational behavior can potentially be an indication of psychological preferences or other interpersonal relations.

On the Figure 2 is shown the behavior of one of the Responders. The x- and y-axis corresponds to the improvement of the payoff which can be achieved by accepting the first and second offers, respectively. So, generally speaking, every point in the plot represents a particular situation in which the given Responder needed to make a choice. The color of the point indicates the choice which was made. The red/blue colors mean that the first/second offer was accepted. The green color means that both offers were rejected.

The space on the graph is divided into three different regions. If a responder is totally rational, every region should only contain points of one corresponding color. For examples, if both offers worsen the payoff of the responder (the left bottom region) than both offers should be rejected.
(green points). The right-bottom region means that the first offer is better than the second one and it improves the payoff of the responder (so, in this case the first offer should be accepted (red points)). In the third region (left-top) the second offer should be accepted (blue points).

**Generalization of the Colored Trails**

For 520 days isolations study, we propose a generalization of the Colored Trails game. In the new version of the game every user plays as Proposer. Moreover, in contrast to the previous version of the game, Proposers are free to choose a player (Responder) whom he/she wants to offer a chips exchange. As a consequence of these modifications, two or three players will play the Responder role in the second stage of the game. The introduced modifications provide several advantages.

First, we increased number of Proposer per game (from 2 to 3) and, as a consequence, we get more data about the behavior of Proposers.

Second, we increased the number of Responders (from 1 to 2 or 3). This way more information about behavior of Responders can be collected.

Third, we increased the variety of situations in which Responders can be. In particular, Responders have to choose from different number of offers coming from Proposers which are in different situations.

Forth, based on the analysis of the previous experiment, we added a phase at the game, which is aimed to assess irrational preferences of the players. At this stage, when each player is choosing a partner for a current game, player’s behavior can not be based on rational thinking about state of the game, and provide explicit unconscientious choice of the partner.

In addition to the previous experiment we combine the usage of the negotiation game with direct monitoring of the nonverbal behavior of the subjects. In that way we want to study if our conclusions about user’s persistence of the game and other player can be confirmed by the other kinds of measurements. In particular, the monitoring techniques can be used to detect if players are satisfied or not with offers from other players as well as decisions made by the Responders.

**Design Concept**

To build the AMHA concept model, first of all, we defined the parameters, which are crucial for successful communication and collaboration, such as stress level, pleasure, trust, dominance, and etc. Furthermore, we defined a personal mental state and interpersonal relationships as two main components of the crew mental health. The combination of different techniques is required to assess different aspects of the psychosocial states as well as to perform cross validation and correct interpretation of the collected data (see Figure 3).

To assess the emotional parameters during the game, players will be asked to fill in the questionnaires.

Usage of questionnaires for a self assessment is important component of our design, since crew members can provide explicit information about their psychological states and interpersonal relations in the crew. This information is important for interpretation of the game results in terms of perception of psychosocial state of the crew.

**Self Assessment Techniques**

Self assessment is an important component of mental health assistant since subjects can explicitly provide needed information about intra- and inter- personal states.

**Big 5 Test**

One of the intentions of our experiment is to find a relation between observed dynamics of the interpersonal relations with psychological parameters of the crew members. Such a relation could help us to generalize the behavior observed in particular crew and to predict, in this way, relations in groups consisting of members of similar psychological types.

In this sense, at the baseline of the experiment, we want to get data, which could give us the psychological characteristics of participants about personality and collaboration patterns at the same time. This data we can use as a reference point in the future data analysis. For our purpose we are using the Big 5 Test [10,12].

The Big Five model is considered to be one of the most comprehensive, empirical, data-driven research findings in the history of personality psychology. Over three or four decades of research, these five broad factors were gradually discovered and defined by several independent sets of researchers.
Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) Test
To assess emotional state of the participants, we are using the Self-Assessment Manikin test [13,14]. It offers the ability to avoid the verbal expression of the emotion assessment, so it establishes a quick and easy to use experimental procedure.

The test assesses the follow emotional states: “Pleasure”, “Arousal” and “Dominance”. In our study we used the initial verbal expressions of the three dimensions.

Usage of this technique has few advantages. The test is well established, it’s aimed for the main and basic parameters, but the results are full enough for analysis. And it’s simple, quick and intuitive to perform, which is crucial for our design.

Measuring Nonverbal Behavior
Automatic monitoring of face expression, voice intonation and body movements were proven to be useful techniques for monitoring of emotional states of subjects. These techniques are important since humans naturally express their emotions throw nonverbal behavior.

In our study we use records of facial expressions during the people are playing the Color Trails Game. Facial expressions give important clues about emotions. In contrast to self assessment techniques, the tracking of nonverbal behavior provides information about emotions and psychological state unconscious. It would allows us to get more objective data compare to results of questionnaires.

Using the software for analysis video (like Visual Recording by University of Amsterdam), we would be able to put in numbers 6 main emotions [9].

Social Network Analysis
To describe the relation between participants and analyze how the relations are developing through the time, we use Social Network Analysis (SNA). SNA defines networks as sets of ties linking several individuals. Ties or contacts may be of different kinds, formal or informal, frequent or infrequent, affect-laden or purely utilitarian. Network analysts use the terms "transactional content" or "tie type" to identify the type of exchange or relationship that takes place between actors in a network [15]. SNA approach allow not only to draw a ‘map of ties’ between structures/ institutions/ societies as macro-level of social reality, but, in addition, to track changes that occur with these ‘actors’ during social transformations in the contexts of interconnections at the micro-level.

DISCUSSION
In connection with the Mission Execution Crew Assistant (MECA) by TNO [19, 20], we have an unique possibility to test our design within MARS- 500 experiment. MARS-500 provides a unique test platform, because of its setting in which a small crew is isolated for a long duration to simulate a manned Mars mission. In this setting, more prolonged or repeated usage of AMHA can be tested. In the MARS-500 program, we will select a small set of core elements of AMHA that need this type of prolonged evaluation: a diagnostic method to measure psychosocial crew status and a feedback mechanism. The objective of this evaluation is to improve the requirements baseline and its design rationale for these elements, and to refine the corresponding models and methods.

To get quantitative data, we are running an additional web-based study. For this purpose the web-site with Colored Trails Game has been developed.

The research questions for this experiment, apart to get quantitative data, are:
• how the CT game can develop the patterns of existing relationships between people;
• how the CT game can create the relationships between people;
• how the CT game can monitor the behavior.

In these settings we are planning:
• 5-6 groups (by 3 person each) people who know each other
• 5-6 groups (by 3 person each) people who don’t know each other
• About 15-20 groups of three people, which are know each other well and/or working together.
• Three sessions per week.
• The duration of the experiment is 15-18 sessions (5-6 weeks).

By the end of the experimental part of the project, we would be able to do data analysis. Two different experimental settings provide an opportunity to cross a validation and answer the question of transferability of results obtained with a single experiment with fixed constrains.
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Symposium: The Significance of Voluntary Exploration to Monitor Emotional Behavior of Rodents
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ABSTRACT
In this symposium we will provide examples from research approaches in rodents demonstrating the importance of voluntary choice and decision-making under baseline stress-free conditions for emotional behavior. These novel approaches allow for substantially improved interpretation of performance changes as opposed to currently used standardized behavior tests. Emotion cannot be measure directly but instead has to be inferred indirectly from behavioral and concomitant physiological (e.g. neural, autonomic) adjustments. Standard anxiety tests and fear learning tasks are characterized by human interference that affect emotional behavior and may bias the experimental outcome. This is particularly relevant for tests that depend on locomotor activity-derived measures as index of fear and anxiety. In response to this dilemma, we will discuss current methodological pitfalls and provide insights into our concepts and used methodological approaches including choice behavior with multiple measures extending to aspects of the organization of behavior (actualgenese: the moment-to-moment dynamics of behavior). Thus, human interference is largely excluded in these experiments while the duration of experiments is extended to several days. These novel approaches follow the main features of natural exploratory behavior starting out from a safe home base and driven by the motivation to investigate novel areas. The motivation for exploration is generally the drive to find resources or reproductive needs while facing the risk of the unknown e.g. potential predators. Exploration implies novelty detection and thus a discrimination from what is known and what is new. The distinction between exploration and cognition is not sharp. The same can be said for the distinction between for instance anxiety and exploration. Thus, home cage observations that involve the activation of different motivational systems are an appropriate setting for assessing the integration of different motivational systems.
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Understanding Exploratory Behavior Step by Step
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Fear conditioning is an important test in behavioral neuroscience to investigate the neural systems and molecular basis of various aspects of emotional learning across a wide range of species [1]. Dysfunction of the fear circuits is assumed to underlie mechanisms of affective disorders and is frequently investigated in rodent models. Traditional fear conditioning methods require frequent handling of the animals which compromises the accuracy with which fear-related parameters such as the behavioral response and autonomic responses such as heart rate of the animal can be measured. We therefore developed a novel fully automated DualCage environment to explore the dynamics of fear conditioning during spontaneous/voluntary behavior of male C57BL/6J mice.

The DualCage environment consists of a home cage attached to one or more additional cages separated from another by automated sliding doors. The sliding doors can be operated automatically, e.g. by the position of an animal, that is monitored by a camera tracking system (Viewer© software, Biobserve, Bonn, Germany). Each cage has an area of 24 x 30 cm thereby doubling the area offered in a type II cage. In the case of fear conditioning the attached cage contains a shock grid and a loudspeaker. The animal is allowed to voluntarily enter the shock cage after the sliding door has been opened. As soon as the animal has fully entered the shock cage, the door is closed. Initially the mouse is allowed to explore the shock cage before a series of tone/shock stimuli are used to condition the mouse to the tone and the shock cage (context). After this training episode, the door is opened and the mouse can return to its home cage.

Retention tests are performed at different time points after the training session to explore the dynamics of memory formation and its expression. Tone retention tests can be performed in the home cage or in the shock cage. The latter obviously works only if and when the conditioned mouse voluntarily returns to the shock cage. Note that during the entire period of habituation, training and testing the mouse is not handled and allowed to show spontaneous exploratory behavior. The spontaneous behavior is characterized by risk assessment when access to the conditioning cage is granted by peeking through the door in stretch-attend posture before eventually revisiting the shock cage. Revisits of the shock cage eventually occur despite the lack of e.g. rewarding reinforcement indicating the naturalistic drive of mice to explore their environment if given a chance despite previous negative experiences. This behavior parallels the one observed in rats in a visible burrow system [2]. A separation between home cage and shock cage is necessary to exploit the novelty-seeking behavior of mice at distinct times after training, i.e. to investigate short- and long-term memory.
This novel approach mimics naturalistic-like behavior that is characterized by trade-offs between avoidance and curiosity that can now be quantified on long time scales based on a voluntary choice of mice. Extracellular electrical activity in the brain as well as the heart rate of the animal are measured by wireless telemetry systems with signal receivers that are an integral part of the DualCage system. The DualCage system is designed to integrate any commercially available hardware into the system for multi-purpose use depending on the scientific aims. This approach with a separation of home cage and versatile add-on components will allow to perform a spectrum of diverse tests with full choice (voluntary decision) of the experimental animal and minimal unspecific interference by the experimenter. The importance of voluntary choice for the temporal organization of behavior has recently been demonstrated in open field behavior in mice [3]. Behavioral measures can now be complemented to autonomic [4] and neural measures of conditioned contextual fear without the adverse consequences of handling [5]. For the integration of electrophysiological measures see our presentation entitled “Extracellular Multi Unit Recording in Fear Conditioning in Mice Using a Telemetry Approach in an Automated Home Cage (DualCage) Environment” at this Measuring Behavior Meeting 2010.
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INTRODUCTION

A sensitive animal model requires: 1) the distinction between novelty-induced and base line behavior, 2) the exclusion of confounding factors such as human handling, the continuous presence or preceding stressors; 3) the disentanglement of distinct motivational systems such as exploration, cognition involved in complex behavior. Thus, the activation of various motivational systems must be possible in a test situation allowing assessment of a distinct contribution of each of them to certain parameters.

A very good example of allowing the animal to display emotional behavioral expressions and to detect interactions between emotional states, for instance pain and anxiety, is the monitoring of the development of neuropathic pain measured in the home cage.

Neuropathic pain is usually indirectly measured by applying temperature (hot, cold stimuli > allodynia) or mechanical stimuli and assessing the animal’s hypersensitivity to those stimuli.

In those tests involving handling, novelty and exposure to a challenging stimulus, stress as a result of the mechanical or temperature stimulus may inhibit sensory input and, thus, the animal’s perception of and/or expression of neuropathic pain.

We now monitor the spontaneous behaviors of animals developing neuropathic pain induced using a standard surgical procedure (constriction of the N. Ischiadicus).

The rationale is that animals suffering from pain will adapt their voluntarily movements to avoid pain and that pain influences behavioral patterns over time and develop behavioral changes as a result on the interaction of pain perception and other emotional expressions, i.e., anxiety. We expect that animals meet their primary demands for food, water and exploration, but that they will modify their spontaneous behaviors to avoid the use of the painful body part and due to the pain seek more shelter (safety, sleep, rest).

Thus, the home cage may allow the detection of a slowly developing chronic pain based on spontaneous reactions of the animal, most probably a direct consequence of the neuropathy and not an indirect reaction via hypersensitivity.

We aim to:

- Measure (the development of) symptoms of (chronic) pain by continuous automated monitoring of detailed potential changes in spontaneous behavior in the home cage after surgery that inflicts chronic neuropathic pain.

- Assess whether chronic pain affects other emotional states such as anxiety by measuring a possibly sensitized behavioral responses of animals having a constricted nerve in the hind paw to an aversive (light) stimulus in the home cage.

- Controlling the efficacy of the protocol used by assessing pain in a well known standard test to measure mechanical hypersensitivity, using the von Frey method.

We expect:

- to find changes in the distribution of time spent on various behavioral activities, such as time spent sleeping/sheltering, eating, exploring;

- that pain affects other emotional states such as anxiety, and thus, that animals subjected to the constriction injury will show altered behavioral responses to an anxiogenic stimulus.

METHODS

Subjects were twenty-four rats (Wistar, CharlesRiver Germany), that were housed socially in pairs in a standard macrolon cage containing bedding, nesting material and tubes. Water and food were available ad libitum. The animals were housed under a regular 12/12 day/night rhythm (light period: 6:00-18:00; dark period: 18:00-6:00) and were allowed to adjust to housing and management procedures for 2.5 weeks before the start of the experiment. The animals were randomly assigned to the CCI-group (n=12), or Control-group (n=12).
Table 1. Time schedule of the experimental protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>START PhenoTyper [24hr behavioral monitoring]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>continuous Behavioral monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>SURGERY: Chronic constriction injury (CCI) at the sciatic nerve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>continuous Behavioral monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>weighing, cage cleaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>continuous Behavioral monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>weighing, cage cleaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>continuous Behavioral monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ANXIETY-test: Light spot on Food hopper during first 3hrs of dark period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>PAIN-test, mechanical hyper-sensitivity: Von Frey Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>PAIN-test, mechanical hyper-sensitivity: Von Frey, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>PAIN-test, mechanical hyper-sensitivity: Von Frey, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phenotyper Anxiety Test: Light Spot At Day 22 on Feeding Area

After the start of the dark (i.e. active) period, during which rats normally spend a lot of time on feeding, a bright light spot (500 lux) was focused on the food trough for 3 hours. Parameters such as latency to enter the illuminated food zone, frequency of visits and time spent in this zone can be indicative of an aversive response and related to the level of anxiety. After the light spot has been switched off the latency to return and number of frequencies to this previously illuminated zone can be indicative of a long-term effect or sensitization.

Measurement of Mechanical Hypersensitivity

Mechanical hypersensitivity was measured using a set of graded von Frey Filaments (Somedic, Sweden). The animals are placed in a Plexiglas chamber (16x24x14 cm) with a grate bottom and left to adapt for at least 15 min; the animals have been habituated to the transport procedure and boxes (app. 20-30 min) the day before. The test is conducted during the light (inactive) phase between 9:30 and 13:00 hr. Mechanical stimuli are generated by touching the plantar region of the animals hind paw with von Frey filaments (glass fiber) of differential thickness, causing different levels of pressure.

The filament is pressed against the hind paw until it bends and is held steady for 5-6 seconds, scoring if the animal responds or not. The animals were measured randomly three times on the operated (left) paw. The measurements on the left paw of the non-operated control group serves as a control.

RESULTS

The results show acute consequences of the constriction injury of the sciatic nerve (CCI) on various parameters during the first week after surgery; e.g. Time spent on eating, distance moved, velocity and frequency of moving.

The following weeks more long-term effects of the constriction, and presumably indicating chronic pain, were noticed on how the animals spent their time and explored their home cage. In this abstract we limit ourselves to the effects of CCI on the time spent near the feeder and anxiety.

Time Spent Near Feeder: Increase

During the active period of their day CCI animals spent more time in the vicinity of the feeder (Figure 1). Body weight did not change over the weeks between the groups.

CCI animals showed a longer latency (Figure 2) before entering the food-area during the test and spent less time in that area after the test indicating a prolonged aversive effect or even sensitization to an aversive stimulus in CCI-animals.
In addition, if the time spent near the feeder during the LightSpot is compared per animal to the time spent in that zone 24 hrs before (when light was off), a decrease in time spent near feeder is seen (data not shown).

At the end of the home cage-monitoring period, the von Frey test clearly verified the presence of neuropathic pain as assessed by this standard method.

DISCUSSION
It seems that the animals were capable of displaying all kinds of movements, and behaved differently in response to the feeder and an aversive light beam. Other parameters not shown here such as distance moved, velocity and time spent on shelter, immediately after surgery and after 3 weeks changed as well and are now statistically being analyzed and will be presented. Effects of pain on anxiety measured in the home cage have been demonstrated, which seems indicative of a change at the emotional level in the animals with neuropathic pain. The effects of the aversive stimulus on anxiety seems to be long lasting as these animals still showed a change in behavior (time spent in the previously lighted area) the next day. The effects of pain on a sensitized anxiety response underline the notion that the behavioral changes are due to the experience of pain and not a mere nociceptive response.

Notwithstanding the fact that the study was limited to 4 weeks, whereas it might be that a longer time-window and a more in-depth analysis is necessary to detect symptoms of (developing) chronic pain, the results are promising and opens avenues for assessing symptoms of neuropathic pain in the home cage.
An Automated Maze for Studying Working Memory and Decision-Making in Rodents
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In rodents, the benchmark test for prefrontal cortex (PFC)-mediated working memory is a delayed alternation task utilizing variations of T-maze or Figure-8 maze, which requires the animals to make specific arm entries to secure reward. Often, manual procedures are involved in shaping target behavior, imposing delays between trials, and delivering rewards, which can potentially influence the animal’s behavior on the maze. Our laboratory developed an automated Figure-8 maze which does not require experimenter-animal interaction during shaping, training or testing. This system incorporates a computer vision system for tracking the animal on the maze, pneumatic air cylinder-controlled gates to impose delays, and automated reward delivery. The maze is controlled by custom software that records the animal’s location and activates the gate according to the animal’s behavior and a control algorithm. The program performs calculations of task accuracy, tracks movement sequence through the maze, and provides other measures such as running speed, time spent in different maze locations, and activity level during delay. This maze system can also be used to investigate decision-making in rodents by altering the reward volume, reward probability, reward delay, and reward effort.
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ABSTRACT
Identifying susceptibility genes for endophenotypes by studying analogous behaviors across species is an important strategy for understanding the pathophysiology underlying psychiatric disorders. This approach provides novel biological pathways plus validated animal models critical for selective drug development. One such endophenotype is avoidance behavior. In the present study, novel automated registration methods for longitudinal behavioral assessment in home cages are used to screen a panel of recently generated mouse chromosome substitution strains that are very powerful in quantitative trait loci (QTL) detection of complex traits. In this way, we identified chromosomes regulating avoidance behavior (increased sheltering preference) independent of motor activity levels (horizontal distance moved). Genetic information from the mouse QTL-interval was integrated with that from the homologous human linkage region for a mood disorder. We genetically mapped a QTL for avoidance behavior on mouse chromosome 15, homologous with a human genome region (8q24) linked to bipolar disorder. Integrating the syntenic mouse QTL-interval with genotypes of 1868 BPD cases versus 14,311 control subjects revealed two associated genes (ADCY8 and KCNQ3). Adenylyl cyclase 8 (Adcy8) was differentially expressed in specific brain regions of mouse strains that differ in avoidance behavior levels. Finally, we showed that chronic infusion of the human mood stabilizer carbamazepine (that acts via adenylyl cyclase activity) significantly reduced mouse avoidance behavior, providing a further link between human mood disorders and this mouse home cage behavior. Our data suggest that Adcy8 might encode a translational behavioral endophenotype of bipolar disorder [1].
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INTRODUCTION
Family and twin studies have revealed that genetic factors play a major role in psychiatric disorders, however, attempts to find susceptibility genes for these complex disorders have been largely unsuccessful. Therefore, new research strategies are required to tackle the complex interactions of genes, developmental, and environmental events. Recently, we have proposed a behavioral domain concept that focuses on the genetics of behavioral domains relevant to both animal behavior and across human psychiatric disorders [2]. We believe that interspecies trait genetics rather than complex syndrome genetics will optimize genotype–phenotype relationships for psychiatric disorders and facilitate the identification of biological substrates underlying these disorders. The development of automated paradigms that address these behavioral domains is a crucial step in this translational research field.

NOVEL VIEWS AND METHODOLOGIES
Identification of novel genetic loci in animal models for neurobehavioral traits relevant to psychiatric disorders relies on the fact that these traits are truly translatable across species. Once found, one can apply sensitive genetic strategies to these traits in order to unravel the underlying mechanisms. With the availability of a large variety of inbred mouse strains and their recently known genome sequences, mouse genetics offer a challenging way to study complex behavioural traits. For example, in contrast to patient populations, mouse strains can be used to control for phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity as well as for complex gene-environment interactions. Interestingly,
recent studies have shown that genetic variation associated with psychiatric disorders affect analogous neural circuits and behavioural traits in mice and men, demonstrating that mouse models can contribute to systematic searches for genetic determinants of psychiatric disorders [3].

In general, rodent species have an innate preference for sheltered places that have lower light intensities than the outside-world and that provide a sense of safety via body contact with the shelter area surface (thigmotaxis). The assessment of this anxiety-related behavior is generally measured in relative short-lasting laboratory tasks and is highly dependent on strain differences in motor activity levels. In light of this, we have recently designed an automated home cage environment to assess separate behavioral domains over the 24-h day [4, 5, 6]. For instance, a hungry organism searching for food depends on an efficient exploration strategy in which finding the food resource in an appropriate period of time needs to be balanced against the risk of being exposed to potentially threats, such as predators. Thus, exploration for food relies on a balance between movement throughout the environment and avoidance behavior. To assess these behavioral domains as a function of time of day, a home cage environment for mice was designed with a sheltered and a non-sheltered feeding platform that would allow dissociation of the preference for shelter during feeding and for motor activity levels over several days and with minimal human disturbance [6].

For mouse genetics of these behavioral domains, there is an increasing appreciation of the properties of the set of mouse inbred strains which have been established over the last century of mouse genetics. Data are accumulating on each of this diverse collection of over 50 strains allowing strains to be chosen that cover a range of phenotypic variation in whatever phenotype is of interest. Traditionally, such strain combinations would be used to set up a cross or segregating population for genetic mapping purposes. More recently, Genetic Reference Populations (GRPs) with more optimal genetic properties are available or under construction. The prototype is the Recombinant Inbred (RI) panel which is generated from a cross between two inbred strains followed by an F1 intercross and 20 generations of inbreeding. The best characterized mouse RI panel, derived from C57BL/6J and DBA/2J (BXD) strains, has been a workhorse of behaviour genetics since the early 1990s. The BXD panel, of (until recently) 35 lines, gives only a coarse genetic resolution. However, several aspects of this picture have recently changed. One is the idea of treating transcript abundance and protein abundance or modification as phenotypes in their own right. This kind of genetic-genomics is an extremely promising way of examining networks of function. Although it is possible with conventional genetic crosses or outbred populations, using (effectively immortal) inbred GRPs allows much more value to be extracted from each data set. This is also true of other phenotypic data, and there is a renewed interest in the importance of accumulating data from many investigators. It is now possible to not only genetically map Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs) on the BXD RI panel (recently expanded to 80 lines), but also to correlate new data with a large database of phenotypic data including gene expression data on several tissues. This is a major aid to positional cloning projects and multivariate analysis approaches currently being explored offer a way to assign some idea of function to many of the genes whose function is currently unknown. Other genetic reference populations have been developed. For example, chromosome substitution (consomic) panels have been generated for two strain combinations. This is done by repeated backcrossing to produce strains each with a single chromosome of one strain on the background of another. This is attractively simple to analyze and offers the simplification of multi-locus traits with only a single chromosome segregating [7].

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

By testing a panel of 21 chromosome substitution strains in a wide variety of traditional and in an automated home cage environment, we have shown that behavioral components can be genetically dissociated. For example, we have shown that motor activity levels are under different genetic control than the preference to shelter by using a novel automated home cage task [6]. Further genetic mapping of these chromosomal regions revealed genetic loci that are syntenic with human linkage regions for mood disorders. Candidate gene selection within the QTL-intervals can nowadays be facilitated by combining quantitative phenotypic data from inbred mouse strains with their online available genome sequences. Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) databases provides gene-by-gene, SNP-by-SNP distribution patterns for various inbred lines and allow pinpointing SNP’s in the QTL-regions that are associated with the behavioral trait of interest. Furthermore, biological pathway analysis can further be applied to provide additional candidate gene information. Subsequently, homologous candidate genes can then be tested in DNA samples from well-characterized psychiatric patient populations. In this way, interspecies genetics offers a great opportunity to translate essential behavioral traits in animals to human psychiatric disorders and to further understand the mechanisms underlying these traits. The automated home cage environments provides a modular system for the development of new longitudinal behavioral paradigms with translational value to disease.
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Exploration has been studied in rodents for almost a century. The measures used to characterize it are, however, limited in exposing the dynamics of the exploratory process, leaving the morphogenesis of its structure and meaning hidden. By freeing mice from the constraints imposed by forced introduction into the testing environment and from the confines of small cage and short session we reveal its meaning in the operational world of the mouse. In a new paradigm developed by us - The Dimensionality Emergence Assay (DIEM) - the setup consists of a large arena including a free passage between arena and home cage, and a long session. In this setup exploration consists of sequences of repeated motion. In a novel environment, these sequences show a gradual build up in extent and in dimensionality and complexity. Using advanced computational and exploratory data analysis tools we measure various aspects of the motions (e.g. distance traveled per motion, maximal speed per motion), plot them side-by-side, and compute the dynamics of their growth (actual genesis), as well as their interdependence within the overall developmental sequence (see Figure 1 on the next page).

The measurements provide a freedom of movement metric for the investigation of heretofore evasive issues like arousal and cognition, and for the assessment of drug action in animal models of human diseases of the CNS.

Our general approach to the quantification of behavior has been recently reviewed in a paper titled "Ten ways to improve the description of whole-animal movement" [1]. In the present talk we will emphasize 2 out of the ten recommendations: i) the use of behavioral gradients to uncover animal-centered measures of behavior (the actual genesis of exploratory behavior provides an opportunity for a kind of "electrophoresis" of behavior whereby the various sequences of repeated motion "precipitate" in a prescribed, relatively stable order); ii) measuring kinematic variables (location, speed, path curvature, spatial spread and other variables reflecting the extent and complexity of motions), rather then scoring ad hoc classical behavior patterns or response categories.

The main message of our talk is that what you quantify is as important as how you quantify. A main help comes from the examination of overall statistical properties of the data of individual animals, of the strain, and of data collected across more than a single laboratory (the replicability issue, [2]).
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Figure 1. The moment-to-moment developmental sequence of free exploration in a 3 h session of free open field behavior of a selected BALB/c mouse.
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### ABSTRACT
The ability to process and, subsequently, understand affective signals is the core of emotional intelligence and empathy. However, more than a decade of research in affective computing has shown that it is hard to develop computational models of this process. We pose that the solution for this problem lays in a better understanding of how to process these affective signals. This article introduces a symposium that brought together various approaches towards unveiling affective signals. As such, it is envisioned to be a springboard for affective computing.
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ABSTRACT
The ability to process and, subsequently, understand affective signals is the core of emotional intelligence and empathy. However, more than a decade of research in affective computing has shown that it is hard to develop computational models of this process. We pose that the solution for this problem lays in a better understanding of how to process these affective signals. This article introduces a symposium that brought together various approaches towards unveiling affective signals. As such, it is envisioned to be a springboard for affective computing.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to process and, subsequently, understand affective signals of other people is the core of emotional intelligence and empathy. This capability continuously interacts with our behavior, in our everyday lives. Although a vast amount of work has been done on processing affective signals, progress is still limited. In particular, in ambulatory settings, automated processing of such signals is beyond science's current research [3]. We pose that substantial progress could be made when gaining on our understanding of affective signal processing.

PATTERN RECOGNITION BY MAN AND MACHINE
Recognition of affect, either by man or machine, is essentially a pattern recognition problem. The processing pipeline of pattern recognition (see also Figure 1) is as follows [1]: 1) a signal that is captured and, subsequently, 2) processed by i) a physical system (e.g., the eye or a CCD sensor). This system provides us with a ii) measurement space on which iii) feature selection and/or preprocessing is applied. This results in iv) a pattern space on which again v) feature selection is applied. This provides, vi) a reduced pattern space, which is used for 3) the pattern classification process. This classification process can either be the development of the classifying system or its execution on a new set of data. In the former case, the decision rule for the classifier is developed; in the latter case, the classification process provides a label for the signal that was captured. The classification process can be supervised or unsupervised. In the case a priori knowledge on the signal is available, 4) a classification error can be determined and 5) the classification process can be adapted. Without a priori knowledge these last two steps cannot be applied and unsupervised classification is applied. Please also see Figure 1, which provides a visualization of this pattern recognition processing pipeline.

Human’s pattern recognition is only known in general lines. This makes it hard, not to say impossible, to define it as a computational model. Moreover, experimentation with parameters that are of possible importance in the pattern recognition process is hard with humans. In contrast, artificial pattern recognition systems can be defined up to the highest detail, manipulation of their parameters is easy, and obtaining results from them only requires some patience, as it can take some time.

Although the differences between human and artificial systems are overwhelming, they also have things in common. Both human and artificial pattern recognition systems often try to solve the same problems; e.g., playing chess, recognizing objects, or making decisions. If such a problem is solved, it is stated that the artificial pattern recognition system has been successful. Alternatively, human’s pattern recognition system itself is sometimes taken as an example for artificial pattern recognition systems. Then, not only the results of the system are of interest but also to what extent the artificial system mimics its human counterpart. In the long run, the latter approach is also expected to bring significant progress in pattern recognition results by machines.
LEARNING FROM EXAMPLES
The ease with which humans learn is deceiving, as it is a refined process and evolves over human one’s life. Artificial pattern recognition aims to mimic human learning through applying adaptive algorithms, founded on decision rules. Throughout half a century, a broad range of adaptive algorithms have been proposed. In the continuous rat race to keep improving, these algorithms became more and more complex throughout the years.

To enable learning, the decision rule has to be able to adapt. For this, first, the error in the classification has to be identified; see also Figure 1. Second, a function has to be present that receives the error as input and enables the modification of the decision rule. Third, the decision rule has to be modified. Again, this is easier said than done. For example, in what stage of the pattern recognition pipeline, the modifying function has to hook into?

The type of examples on which the learning is based, is also of importance. For each class to identify, both positive and negative samples can be employed. Further, the level of deviation of the sample compared to the system’s known set is of importance. With real world problems, the level of deviation can be expressed in both the number of dimensions in which the deviation is present and the distance in each of these dimensions.

Humans seem to have little problem with samples that urge them to adapt their pattern recognition process. However, this is possibly misleading. In either way, how humans adapt their pattern recognition processes is largely unknown. In general, machines try to adapt their pattern recognition pipeline through altering the following aspects: normalization, distance measures, dimensionality, and complexity of sample distributions.

STATE OF THE ART
Although significant differences exist between people’s empathic abilities, most people sense affective signals automatically up to a level, machines are unable to reach. With the rise of the field affective computing, as coined by Picard [2], interest in machines that can sense people’s emotions increased enormously. Now, more than a decade later, what is the status of affective computing and how was the development of this new subfield in science?

Affective computing has been mainly employed using three modalities: vision/image, speech, and biosignals. These three signals can be used to analyze facial expressions, speech utterances, movements and gestures, and physiological processes. However, it should be noted that the combination of biosignal processing with image and speech processing is rare. Most often, either image and/or speech processing of biosignal processing is applied.

Each of the three modalities applied in affective computing has its pros and cons. For example, computer vision/image processing techniques heavily rely on light sources, occlusion, and stereotype expressions. Speech processing is, in practice, heavily disturbed by environmental noise (e.g., from a radio) and is influenced by acoustic features of

---

Figure 1. The pattern recognition processing pipeline, inspired by the work of Meissel [1]. The gray boxes denote the stages that only apply to supervised learning strategies. With unsupervised learning strategies the decision algorithm is fixed, as no a priori knowledge is available on which the error detection can be based.
environments. Nowadays, biosignals can be recorded with small sensors connected to tiny, light weight devices. However, biosignal recording is still experienced as rather obtrusive, when not integrated in other tools (e.g., a helmet or joystick) or clothes. Moreover, biosignals are sensitive to movement artifacts, signal loss (e.g., sensors that fall off), and humidity, to mention a few.

The mapping of human emotions on the three signal modalities is complex. Moreover, environmental influences can have a significant impact on both signal recording and the emotions people experience. Consequently, affective computing, although aimed to be used in our daily lives, is hardly applied outside well controlled lab environments.

**IT STARTS WITH THE SIGNALS**

Although the pattern recognition processes of man and machine are hard to compare, when going into more detail, they have things in common. One of these things is that both rely on the input for the pattern recognition process: the signal.

The quality of the signal is of the utmost importance for the pattern recognition process. Low signal quality can cause an ill defined measurement space. This is the foundation of the feature selection processes and everything follows from that. So, signal processing should be conducted with the utmost care.

Possibly even more important than the quality of the signal is our understanding of it. How is it originated and processed and how is it or should it be interpreted? A range of issues play a role in this; e.g., ethnic background, personality type, gender, and age. Nevertheless, some characteristics seem to be general; e.g., as has been shown with FACS for cultural diversity. However, also such generally accepted knowledge is a topic of debate.

**SYMPOSIUM OVERVIEW**

The symposium aims to initiate a multi-disciplinary knowledge exchange on all possible aspects that are of importance for affective signal processing. The session will discuss conceptual issues (e.g., ground truth) but also more applied issues of filtering and machine learning. Its rationale is to gather the available, but scattered, knowledge and to bring it from controlled lab settings to noisy real world applications.

Signals that will be discussed include social signals, biosignals, facial expression recognition, and nonverbal communication (e.g., movements). Differences between lab and real world studies will be discussed and, consequently, limitations of technology and challenges for science and technology will be identified [3]. Moreover, differences between special groups (e.g., as known in psychiatry) and generic applications will be assessed. Taken together, the session will bring together a group of distinguished scientists, from a range of disciplines. All will have their viewpoints and methods to unveil affective signals.

Bringing them together can possibly bring us a step further in the quest towards unveiling affective signals.

The symposium will be opened by the opening keynote speaker, Beatrice de Gelder [4] will discuss recent evidence on human’s “relative affective blindsight for fearful bodily expressions”. Nonconscious perception of emotions has repeatedly been shown for facial expressions. In contrast, this is not the case for bodily expressions, although being highly salient and known to influence our behavior towards others [4]. Using a parametric masking design, the unconscious perception of bodily expressions was measured with people. Participants had to detect in distinct experiments fearful, angry, and happy bodily expressions, among neutral bodily actions that served as distracters. Subsequently, the participants had to indicate their confidence. Results revealed a phenomenon that is coined relative affective blindsight, defined as two stimulus onset asynchronous conditions showing similar values, while the confidence ratings differed. In fact, this was only found for fearful bodily expressions, not for angry and happy bodily expressions.

In line with the presentation of De Gelder, Mariëlle Stel will explain how mimicry can be used “as a tool for understanding the emotions of others”. She will address the question: How do people understand what others are emotionally experiencing? She argues that mimicking nonverbal expressions of other people (i.e., copying others’ behavior) can facilitate the understanding of emotions they are experiencing. When people mimic nonverbally expressed emotions, this affects their own emotions, corresponding to an afferent feedback mechanism. As a consequence of this mechanism, the mimicker perceives the emotions of others more strongly, which facilitates emotion understanding. The first two presentations involve research on participants, who are considered to be a representative sample of the community of healthy adult people. However, as is known from various scientific disciplines (e.g., medicine and psychology), research on special cases and people suffering from disorders as well as on the development of people should be of the utmost interest.

Floor Scheepers and Jan Buitelaar will give an overview of the studies that investigated motor, emotional, and cognitive empathy in juveniles with autism or conduct disorder (CD). Studies that measured response to emotional faces with use of facial EMG, ECG, skin conductance, or eye-tracking are discussed [2]. In autism, facial mimicry, emotion recognition, and attention to the eyes seems to be reduced. In CD, facial mimicry and recognition of fear and sad facial expressions are impaired. Although further research is needed to investigate autonomic emotional empathic responses to emotional faces in both patient groups, major differences between autism and CD are hypothesized.

As indicated above, various biosignals are recorded and, subsequently, analyzed with the aim to unveil people’s
emotional state. One of these biosignals concerns the facial EMG. Facial EMG is a generally accepted tool for inferring affective states, as will be outlined by Anton van Boxtel. Van Boxtel will give a concise overview of methodological aspects of recording facial EMG signals as an index of affective states, which are known to be of the utmost importance. In addition, both strengths and weaknesses of the application of facial EMG in clinical and other applied settings will be emphasized; cf. [3].

Where Van Boxtel already outlines concerns when bringing affective signal processing to practice, Hatice Gunes and Maja Pantic will provide a brief overview of the current state-of-the-art in automatic measurement of affect signals. In classifying emotions, they distinguish dimensional and continuous spaces and, consequently, seek answers to the following questions: i) why has the field shifted towards dimensional and continuous interpretations of affective displays recorded in real-world settings? ii) what are the affect dimensions used, and the affect signals measured? and iii) how has the current automatic measurement technology been developed, and how can we advance the field?

As already indicated by Gunes and Pantic, not only biosignals are of interest also other (social) signals can show to be a rich source of information. Khiet Truong will discuss how and what type of measurements of vocal interactional behavior can be used to recognize both affective and social signals [2,5]. Three studies will be presented that deal with i) the collection and recognition of spontaneous vocal and facial expressions, ii) the detection of laughter, and iii) the meaning of overlapping speech (i.e., interruptions) in conversations. Following the results of these studies, both the pros and cons of affective speech processing will be evaluated. In addition, fundamental issues such as ‘ground truth labeling’ and collection of spontaneous data will be discussed.

The second key-note speaker, Alessandro Vinciarelli, will close the symposium. In line with the presentation of Truong, he will introduce the recently emerged field of social signal processing (SSP); i.e., understanding nonverbal communication in social interactions [5]. In a clinical context, this issue was already briefly touched by Scheepers and Buitelaar. SSP is founded on the idea that nonverbal communication is physical and, thus, provides machine detectable evidence of mutual relational attitudes (social signals). Subsequently, SSP aims to automatically analyze, model, and synthesize nonverbal behavior in human-human (and human-machine) interactions.

Thus throughout the symposium, a plethora of affective signals are brought to attention. Both methodological and signal processing issues have been discussed. Various settings in which affective signals are recorded were touched upon; e.g., from psychiatry to gaming. Moreover, not only the technical aspects but also social aspects (e.g., people’s mimicry) have been brought to attention.

CONCLUSION

A wider scope is needed for affective computing as progress is limited and the techniques employed are still too fragile to bring from lab to life. We pose that not the pattern analysis and machine learning component of affective computing constitute is the bottle neck but instead this is formed by the affective signals that are the input for the classification processes.

Understanding affect and its signals requires an interdisciplinary approach, as is adopted for this symposium. Engineering, neuroscience, psychological, biological, and clinical approaches are explored. Through their integration, we envision a significant leap in unveiling affective signals.

The range of disciplines the speakers originate from enables a true interdisciplinary discussion and knowledge exchange. We hope that, in time, this symposium will show to be a small but significant step forward in unveiling affective signals. In this way, step by step, affective computing will find its scientific foundation and the path to true progress can be finally paved.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I will discuss how and what type of measurements of vocal interactional behavior can be used to recognize affective and social signals. Three studies will be presented that deal with 1) the collection and recognition of spontaneous vocal and facial expressions in a gaming context, 2) the detection of laughter in meetings, and 3) the relation between dominance and overlapping speech in multiparty conversations. On the basis of these studies, (dis-)advantages and issues in speech processing for affective and social computing will be evaluated. Acoustic features, but also simple speech or no-speech information were employed in these studies. In addition, fundamental issues such as 'ground truth labeling' and collection of spontaneous data are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
In speech analysis research, there is a long history of analysing speech signals with respect to human affective and social signals. One of the first studies carried out on real-life, natural emotion speech material [1], described an acoustic analysis of a well-known radio broadcast of the explosion of the Hindenburg Zeppelin in 1937. The audio sample contains the speech of a radio reporter who witnessed the explosion live during broadcasting and who continues his report in an emotional tone of voice. Speech analyses were performed by hand on a relative small amount of speech data. In the 70s, automatic speech feature extraction methods and statistical learning algorithms made it possible to develop simple automatic speech recognition systems (ASR). The tasks of these systems was to recognize what is said. Automatically recognizing how something is said gained more interest in the past 10-15 years, when the number of serious efforts into the automatic recognition and understanding of human affective and social signals was (and still is) growing steadily. I will briefly present three studies that we have carried out and discuss how the speech modality was used for our research. Not only speech-specific issues will be discussed but also some general issues in affective computing such as emotion labeling and the collection of spontaneous data.

SPEECH-BASED RECOGNITION OF AROUSAL AND VALENCE
An increasing number of researchers adopt the arousal-valence dimensional model of affect for automatic affect recognition. However, only a few databases containing spontaneous vocal expressions have been developed with continuous arousal-valence annotations. In addition, we are also interested in investigating differences between 'felt' affect annotations performed by people who have undergone the emotion themselves, and 'perceived' annotations performed by naive observers. Hence, we decided to record our own audiovisual spontaneous corpus of affect. We describe how we developed speech-based affect recognizers that are trained to predict a location in the arousal-valence space.

Collecting and Labeling Data: the TNO-Gaming Corpus
An audiovisual corpus containing expressive vocal and facial behavior was collected by inviting people to play a multiplayer videogame. The gaming sessions took place at TNO in Soesterberg, the Netherlands. In order to obtain affect annotations, each participant labeled his/her own affect after each gaming session. Seventeen males and eleven females with an average age of 22.1 years (2.8 standard deviation) participated in the gaming experiment. Vocal behavior was especially stimulated and was recorded by microphones that were attached near the mouths of the participants to reduce the effects of crosstalk (facial expressions were also recorded by webcams). The video content of the game itself was also stored. A more detailed description of this corpus can be found in [2].
Affect Rating by the Gamers Themselves ('Felt') and Naive Observers ('Perceived')

After each gaming session, the participants annotated their own emotions based on the video recordings and the videostream of the game content itself. We asked the participants to recall what they were feeling during playing. The participants rated the running video and could not pause or rewind the video. Two scales were used for rating, namely the arousal (active-passive) and valence (positive-negative) scale. Each 10 seconds, an arrow appeared on the screen to signal the participants to give an arousal and valence rating separately on a scale from 0 to 100. We will call these ratings the self-ratings. In this way, a total of 7473 affect-rated speech segments were obtained (after speech segmentation). Out of this total, 2400 segments were selected (sampling the whole arousal-valence space of the self-annotations evenly) for re-rating performed by 6 naive observers. Similar to the rating procedure of the gamers, the naive observers were asked to rate what they perceived on the arousal and valence scale. Each observer rated different parts of the dataset that overlapped with parts that were rated by other observers, such that each segment was rated by 3 different observers. In order to obtain unique ratings for each segment, the 3 different ratings were averaged. We refer to these ratings as other.avg-ratings.

Agreement Between Gamers and Naive Observers

To what extent do the ratings given by the gamers themselves differ from the ones given by the observers? To answer this question, the continuous ratings were discretized into 5 classes and Krippendorff’s α (ordinal, [3]) was applied to assess the level of agreement between the self-ratings and the other.avg-ratings. Relatively low agreement scores were obtained: 0.27 and 0.36 for arousal and valence respectively (the agreement among the external observers was 0.28 and 0.57 for arousal and valence respectively). How does this discrepancy influence the performance of affect recognizers developed with these two types of ratings?

Recognition Task

Two types of speech-based arousal and valence recognizers were developed in parallel: one based on the self-ratings and the other based on the other.avg-ratings. The task of the affect recognizers was to predict scalar values on continuous scales of arousal and valence, rather than to recognize categories of emotions.

Method and Features

A Support Vector Regression approach was used to predict arousal and valence values (see [2]). As speech features, we extracted a selection of features that were commonly used in emotional speech research as described in the literature. First, a voiced-unvoiced detection algorithm (available in Praat [4]) was applied to find the voiced units. The features were extracted over each voiced unit of a segment. In addition, global information calculated over the whole segment (instead of per voiced unit) about the speech rate and the intensity and pitch contour was included. The following features were extracted: 4 pitch-related (mean, standard deviation, range (max-min), mean absolute pitch), 4 intensity-related (Root-Mean-Square, mean, range (max-min), standard deviation), 5 energy-distribution-inspectrum-related (slope Long-Term Averaged Spectrum, Hammarberg index, standard deviation, centre of gravity, skewness), 24 Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (12 coefficients, 12 first order derivatives), and 6 other features (speech rate1, speech rate2, mean positive/negative slope pitch, mean positive/negative slope intensity). Subsequently, the features extracted on voiced-unit-level were aggregated to segment-level by taking the mean, minimum, and maximum of the features over the voiced units. Hence, we obtained per segment a feature vector with 117 dimensions. These features were normalized for speaker variation by transforming the features to z-scores: $$x' = (x - \mu) / \sigma$$, with μ and σ calculated over a development set.

Results

Similarly to the human-human agreement assessment, the results are expressed in terms of Krippendorff’s α (to allow for comparison): predicted values and reference ratings were first discretized into 5 classes, and Krippendorff’s α was computed. We can observe in Table 1 that the recognizer based on other.avg-ratings performs much better than the self-based recognizer; the other.avg-ratings appear to describe the affect perceived more consistently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>self</th>
<th>other.avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arousal</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valence</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results recognition task, expressed in Krippendorff's α [3] (i.e., agreement between man-machine).

Discussion

What we consider 'ground truth' is of great influence on the performance of the recognizer. In this study, the self-ratings do not appear to be consistent enough for the learning algorithm, whereas the perceived affect ratings give better performance. It remains a challenge to acquire reliable affect ratings as the perception of affect is influenced by many factors such as context, culture and personality. With respect to automated recognition of affect, the acoustics-based recognizers have difficulty recognizing valence; a fusion with other modalities, such as facial expressions, could boost performance considerably. Finally, there appears to be an increasing interest for the recognition of gradations of affect. Adopting the dimensional approach and applying regression techniques to recognize these gradations is a relatively new approach, and hence, more investigation is needed into e.g., adequate evaluation procedures for these models.
AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LAUGHTER IN MEETINGS

In this study, our goal was to detect paralinguistic events in speech (see also [5]). One of the most recognizable events for humans, and (luckily) often annotated event is laughter. The first step towards this goal was to discriminate between laughter and speech. One could ask the question why developing a separate laughter detector is necessary as most ASR systems already have laughter models included. ASR systems are typically not tuned to detect paralinguistic events, in fact, these events are usually seen as 'garbage'. In addition, the computation cost and labour needed to train such a system would not make ASR a good candidate for the detection of paralinguistic events.

Data - ICSI Meeting Corpus

As speech data, the ICSI Meeting Corpus was used [6]. For training and testing, respectively 30 and 3 meetings were used, totaling an amount of approximately 90 minutes (>2500 segments) for each class of laughter and speech separately.

Method and Features

We extracted 12 Perceptual Linear Coding Coefficients (PLP, which model spectral properties of the speech according to a model adapted to the properties of the human ear) plus 1 energy component and their 1st order derivatives. After normalization to z-scores, these features were used in Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) to train a laughter and speech model. In classification, a log-likelihood ratio is used to decide the class.

Results

With relatively straightforward methods and features, an Equal Error Rate (EER, the point where the false alarm rate is equal to the miss rate) of approximately 6% was achieved. Note that only audible laughter segments were included in the speech material; e.g., unvoiced laughter was not part of this evaluation task.

Discussion

The next step would be to perform (real-time) laughter detection (e.g., [7]) and to use additional modalities (e.g., [8]). Furthermore, the detector does not give an interpretation of the laughter yet, and does not make distinctions between types of laughter (e.g., voiced vs unvoiced). Rather, we view the output of this detector as a useful feature for a higher-level affect recognition system.

ANALYSIS OF OVERLAPPING SPEECH AND DOMINANCE IN MULTIPARTY CONVERSATION

In social sciences and psychology, interruptions have frequently been studied with respect to cultural, gender, and status aspects. Traditionally, interruptions are treated as indicators of power, control, and dominance [12]. However, while some interruptions may indeed be seen as power displays, some of these are actually rapport displays. But in general, given the assumptions that turn-taking is regulated by the notion of 'one speaker speaks at a time', the social convention that it is impolite to speak at the same time when someone else is speaking, and the fact that it is difficult to decode the message when two speakers are speaking at the same time, interruptions are generally perceived as rude and competitive. In this study, we explored how interruptions can tell us something about social group dynamics in multiparty conversation, dominance and speaker role in particular.

Data - AMI Meeting Corpus

As multiparty conversation data, the AMI Corpus was used, see [9] for a detailed description. In short, the AMI corpus is comprised of recorded meetings in which 4 participants are brainstorming about the development of a tv remote control. Each participant has a role: there is a project manager, a user interface expert, a marketing expert, and an industrial designer. The corpus has multimodal and multi-layered annotations of e.g., gaze, head and hand gestures, and dominance. For our analyses, we used the manual word transcriptions and the dominance annotations as described in [10]. Each meeting (we used IS1000a, IS1001b, IS1003b, and IS1006b) was divided into 5-minute segments in which each meeting participant was ranked by dominance by 3 different raters. Only those segments were used where there was a majority agreement on ranked dominance.

Overlapping Speech Analysis

Overlapping speech parts were automatically found based on the manual speech transcriptions and the following definition of overlapping speech: we speak of overlap when there is more than 1 person talking at the same time. The person who performs the overlapping is the active overlapping speaker, while the overlappee is the passive overlapped speaker. We adopted the following measurements of vocal behavior as proposed by [10] who have analyzed overlapping speech in the context of interviews: an attack/resist ratio R and the overall frequency of active overlaps D. R is calculated as \((A-P)/(A+P)\) where A is the number of words spoken by the active overlapper and P is the number of words spoken by the passively overlapped. A negative R indicates that the speaker is more a floor keeper than an overlapper. D is calculated as \(100*A/(M+P+A)\) where M is the number of words spoken in a mono-speaker condition. A low D indicates low density of active overlaps. In [10], these measures were successfully applied to journalists and interviewees: journalists had higher R and D than interviewees.

Results

The R and D measurements were compared to the dominance annotations which gave mixed results. In 2 of the 4 meetings analyzed, the measures appeared to show relation to dominance, see Figure 1. However, counter-intuitively, low R and D appeared to be associated with high dominance. In addition, correlating R and D to role (i.e., project manager etc.) did not reveal any patterns.
analyzed to see whether certain overlap behavior could be related to social group behavior. In this case, information about the competitive or cooperative nature of the overlap in speech would help to reveal this relation. In general, speech as a modality offers an inobtrusive way of measuring affective and social signals. The use of speech with other measurements such as physiological measures is an interesting combination. Humans have high control over the vocal apparatus so that emotions in the voice can be suppressed, while it is much harder to suppress certain physiological measures. We also have to keep in mind that social conventions may pose limitations to what is expressed. For future research, we suggest to investigate how context and personality can be modelled for the interpretation of affect and social signals.
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ABSTRACT
In this presentation, I will give a concise overview of several important methodological aspects of recording facial EMG signals as an index of affective states. In addition, several strengths and weaknesses of this technique during practical applications will be emphasized.
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INTRODUCTION
The human face may be considered the richest source of information for revealing someone's affective state. Healthy persons during daily life automatically recognize affective facial expressions quite well. For scientific purposes, affective facial expressions can be quantitatively analyzed by trained experts coding elementary facial actions, or by automated systems recognizing facial expressions through visual analysis of facial movements. Another method is recording electromyographic (EMG) signals of specific facial muscles. Both visual and EMG methods have their strengths and weaknesses. I will present a concise overview of several advantages and disadvantages of EMG signals as a tool for inferring affective states.

RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF FACIAL EMG
Electrodes
Facial EMG is generally recorded bipolarly with small surface electrodes (contact area diameter ≤ 4 mm) located close to each other. EMG activity is frequently recorded from specific muscles playing a prominent role in the expression of elementary emotions, like happiness, surprise, anger, sadness, fear, and disgust (Figure 1). Although affective facial EMG responses may show bilateral differences in individual subjects, group results generally do not show systematic differences between both sides of the face during spontaneous emotional expressions [3].

Conditioning of EMG Signals
Following amplification, the EMG signal must be bandpass filtered within the frequency range 20-500 Hz, being the predominant frequency range of facial EMG signals. Effective high-pass filtering at 20 Hz is essential because of the strong influence of low-frequency artifacts such as motion potentials, eye movements, eyeblinks, activity of neighboring muscles, respiration, swallowing, etc. [12]. If not removed, low-frequency artifacts may dominate the real facial EMG potentials (which under natural circumstances are often small; see Figure 2) and may thus strongly affect the estimation of real EMG activity. In most practical applications occurring outside an electrically-shielded laboratory, it may also be necessary to remove 50-Hz power line interference by applying 50-Hz notch filtering.

Quantification of EMG Amplitude
The EMG is a signal with random properties. Its amplitude can be quantified by calculating the mean rectified EMG amplitude during a fixed time interval on the basis of the rectified, or rectified and smoothed (low-pass filtered), EMG signal (Figure 3). The duration of the optimal analysis epoch depends on the purpose of the study. A longer interval may be necessary if one is interested in relatively
steady emotional states, such as a subject’s mood state [9]. A shorter interval will be required if one is interested in dynamic changes in emotional responses, for example short-lived facial mimicry responses [1]. Using a shorter interval, temporal resolution becomes better but random error also increases, with negative consequences for reliability. In my experience, the optimal analysis interval for tracking fast dynamic changes in facial expression, while avoiding large effects of random error, has a duration in the order of magnitude of 100 ms (Figure 4).

**Standardization of EMG Responses**

Baseline EMG amplitudes and affective EMG response magnitudes strongly vary between individuals, not only because of differences in affective processes but also due to anatomical and biophysical differences. This implies that, when determining group means, individual contributions will strongly differ in weight. An adequate method to standardize individual results, and making them comparable between individuals, is expressing EMG response magnitudes as a proportion of an adequate baseline value. As EMG amplitudes are measured on a ratio scale, expressing them as a proportion of baseline level is preferred rather than expressing them as difference scores between baseline and response levels. This standardization also enables a direct comparison of affective responses in different muscles within the same person. It also provides a solution for the problem that EMG amplitudes of a certain person may considerably vary over repeated measurement sessions, even when precautions have been taken to place electrodes on exactly the same locations. Relatively minor changes in location may have strong effects on absolute signal amplitude [7].

An even better standardization method would be expressing EMG activity of a specific muscle as a proportion of the EMG level during maximal voluntary contraction of that muscle [4,14]. Theoretically, this leads to a better compatibility between different subjects or different measurement sessions from the same subject. However, in practice this procedure is somewhat complicated since it requires training the subject to perform selective maximal contractions of specific muscles.

**Figure 2.** Empirical EMG power spectrum (above) and theoretical power spectrum (below). The low frequency range (< 20 Hz) is dominated by large frequency components caused by artifacts.

**Figure 3.** Raw EMG signal (upper frame), rectified raw EMG signal (middle frame), and smoothed rectified EMG signal (lower frame).

electrodes on exactly the same locations. Relatively minor changes in location may have strong effects on absolute signal amplitude [7].

An even better standardization method would be expressing EMG activity of a specific muscle as a proportion of the EMG level during maximal voluntary contraction of that muscle [4,14]. Theoretically, this leads to a better compatibility between different subjects or different measurement sessions from the same subject. However, in practice this procedure is somewhat complicated since it requires training the subject to perform selective maximal contractions of specific muscles.

**Figure 4.** Dynamic corrugator EMG response with a time resolution of 100 ms to a brief film clip showing a dynamic facial expression of anger [1]. The arrow indicates the apex of the dynamic angry expression.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FACIAL EMG AS AN INDEX OF AFFECTIVE STATES

Sensitivity
A basic problem associated with systems relying on the analysis of observable facial motions is that weak or moderate affective responses may be accompanied by visually undetectable facial actions [11]. Using EMG techniques, even the weakest responses, remaining under the visual detection threshold, can be detected, especially since most facial muscles are located at close distance from the surface electrodes. Besides their great sensitivity in the amplitude domain, EMG signals also have a good time resolution so that rapid changes in activity can be reliably measured. Using techniques relying on observable facial movements, small dynamic transitions in activity may be less well observed since they may be masked by the stiffness of overlying cutaneous and subcutaneous tissues. Good dynamic response properties are a prerequisite, among others, for accurate measurement of response latencies to affective stimuli or rapid changes in emotional state during social interactions (e.g., emotional mimicry).

Selectivity
An important application of facial EMG activity may be discriminating between different elementary emotions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elementary emotions</th>
<th>Muscles involved</th>
<th>Produced actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Orbicularis oculi</td>
<td>Closing eyelids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zygomaticus major</td>
<td>Pulling mouth corners upward and laterally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>Frontalis</td>
<td>Raising eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levator palpebrae superioris</td>
<td>Raising upper eyelid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Frontalis</td>
<td>Raising eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrugator supercili</td>
<td>Lowering eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levator palpebrae superioris</td>
<td>Raising upper eyelid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Corrugator supercili</td>
<td>Lowering eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levator palpebrae superioris</td>
<td>Raising upper eyelid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orbicularis oculi</td>
<td>Closing eyelids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>Frontalis</td>
<td>Raising eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrugator supercili</td>
<td>Lowering eyebrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depressor anguli oris</td>
<td>Depressing lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>Levator labii superioris</td>
<td>Raising upper lip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levator labii superioris alaeque nasi</td>
<td>Raising upper lip and wrinkling nasal skin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Predominant facial actions during the expression of elementary emotions according to Ekman and Friesen [2].

These emotions are characterized by specific configurations of facial actions [2] (see Table 1). There is some interindividual variability in these patterns which, at least partly, may be due to interindividual differences in the morphology of the facial musculature. A robust, and often replicated, finding is that positive and negative affective states can be reliably distinguished on the basis of corrugator and zygomaticus responses, corrugator responses showing a negative linear relationship with emotional valence and zygomaticus responses showing a positive curvilinear relationship [8]. Corrugator activity is not only facilitated during negative emotional states but is also inhibited during positive emotions [1,8] (see also Figure 5).

A challenging application would be discriminating between elementary emotions on the basis of the pattern of EMG responses of different muscles. Multivariate analysis of EMG response patterns may be a useful technique for this purpose. Subjecting facial EMG response patterns to discriminant analysis, a reasonably accurate identification could be made of (a) elementary mood states induced by mental imagery, and (b) posed expressions of elementary emotions (happiness, fear, anger, sadness) [4].

However, reliable discrimination between specific positive or negative emotions on the basis of facial EMG response patterns remains complex as yet. There are two
important factors contributing to this problem. First, recordings of EMG activity from different muscles are less selective than desirable. The major reason for this disadvantage is crosstalk, that is, the phenomenon that electrical activity generated by a specific muscle spreads to adjacent areas through volume conduction. This activity, at least partly, will be detected by electrodes located on muscles in the vicinity of the target muscle. However, using a high-density grid of surface electrodes, estimations of real facial EMG activity could be considerably improved [6]. Another impeding factor is that emotional experiences under natural circumstances often consist of a mixture of elementary emotions which, in addition, may rapidly change so that EMG response patterns may thus be a function of such undetermined or dynamic emotional states.

Confounding Factors
A limitation of EMG recordings (but also of all other techniques analyzing facial movements) as an index of emotional processes is that the human face does not only display affective responses but also produces a large variety of activities unrelated to emotional processes like speech, mental effort or mental fatigue, task involvement or performance motivation, anticipation of sensory stimuli, preparation of motor responses, orienting responses, and startle reflexes [10,13,15,16,17]. In experimental studies, we can try to control for such disturbing influences but during practical applications outside the laboratory this will be much more difficult. Anyhow, the influence of such ubiquitous factors should be carefully evaluated to avoid invalid conclusions regarding a person's affective state.

Obtrusiveness
A basic limitation of using facial EMG recording in practical applications is the obtrusiveness of this technique. The extensive preparation being required and the connection with the recording equipment through electrode leads may interfere with spontaneous, natural behavior. Although the tactile sensations associated with the presence of skin electrodes generally quickly habituate during the absence of facial movements, strong dynamic facial movements may generate tactile sensations due to the high density of sensitive mechanoreceptors in the facial skin [5]. This may particularly occur when a large array of closely spaced electrodes is used.

Conclusion
EMG recording may be considered a sensitive technique for inferring subjective mood states or affective responses. However, it has limitations for many applications under natural life circumstances due to its obtrusiveness and the fact that facial activity is influenced by many other, nonaffective, behavioral factors. Also, methodological improvements are necessary to enhance its effectiveness as a tool for reliable differentiation between specific emotions.
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ABSTRACT
This paper gives an overview of the studies that investigated motor, emotional and cognitive empathy in juveniles with autism or conduct disorder. Studies that measured response to emotional faces with use of facial EMG, ECG, skin conductance, eye-tracking or emotion recognition are discussed. In autism facial mimicry and emotion recognition, as well as attention to the eyes, seem to be reduced. In conduct disorder facial mimicry seems to be impaired as well as recognition of fear and sad facial expressions, and possibly associated with lack of attention to the eyes. Further research is needed to investigate autonomic emotional empathic response to emotional faces in both patient groups. Major differences between ASD and CD are hypothesized.
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INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorders (ASD; including autism and Asperger syndrome) are characterized by atypical communication, impaired social interaction and restricted repetitive patterns of behavior, interests and activities. Children with conduct disorder (CD) show a pattern of behavior violating the basic rights of others and age-appropriate norms and rules, which may develop in antisocial behavior in adulthood. At first sight these disorders appear to have little in common. However, lack of empathy is a core symptom in both ASD and CD.

Empathy is assumed to consist out of three components: motor, emotional and cognitive empathy [5]. Motor empathy refers to unconsciously mirroring the facial expressions of another, which is suggested to induce shared representations of perception and emotional contagion. Emotional empathy refers to the experience of emotions consistent with and in response to those of others. Cognitive empathy is the ability to rationally understand the emotional state of others. These three aspects of empathy have been frequently studied, mostly using facial expressions as stimuli, since facial expressions are essential in social communication and empathy. Our aim was to review the studies that investigated the three components of empathy in juveniles with ASD or CD and normal intelligence, in order to determine the overlap and specificity of empathic abilities in these disorders. Studies were included that used the 6 universal basic emotions; happy, angry, sad, fear, disgust and surprise [11]. In addition, eye-tracking studies are included, since attention to the eyes may play an essential role in facial emotion recognition as well as motor and emotional empathy, and possibly explaining impairments in these young patients.

MOTOR EMPATHY
Motor empathy is usually measured as facial mimicry using electromyography (EMG) electrodes to record muscle activity, on the cheek at the zygomaticus major muscle (smiling muscle) and corrugator supercilii muscle above at the inside of the eyes (frowning muscle). EMG amplitude in response to emotional faces is compared to a pre-stimulus
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baseline level. Normal facial reaction patterns are increased zygomaticus activity during happy faces or positive pictures and increased corrugator activity during angry faces or negative images [10].

Motor Empathy in Autism

Recently, two studies measuring motor empathy in autism were conducted with children. Results were inconsistent, as were findings in adults. One study investigated spontaneous facial mimicry to emotional faces (happy, angry and fear) without using an emotion recognition task [3]. Children with ASD (n=11, age 7-13) did not show congruent rapid facial EMG responses to happy, angry or fearful faces. The second study [18], focused on timing of facial mimicry. No significant differences were found in emotion recognition or facial mimicry. However, facial mimicry appeared to be delayed in ASD (n=13, age 8-12) across all emotional expressions. This delay of facial mimicry in ASD might explain the inconsistent findings. When EMG response was measured within the first second after stimulus onset reduced facial mimicry in ASD was found [3]. Whereas measuring facial mimicry up to 2 seconds after stimulus onset showed no significant differences [18]. In addition, inconsistent results between studies may also be explained by using an emotion recognition task or measuring spontaneous responses. Indeed, it has to be noted that the study without a task and automatic facial EMG response within 1 second did find reduced facial mimicry in ASD [3]. In contrast, results of the other study using an emotion recognition task and EMG response measured up to 2 seconds after stimulus onset showed no significant difference between ASD and control subjects [18]. Therefore, voluntary imitation associated with active cognitive emotion processing may explain different results. Based on these results it seems to be that juveniles with ASD are impaired in motor empathy, at the level of spontaneous automatic facial mimicry (<1second). If they are cognitively processing and naming the emotion in an emotion recognition task they may use voluntary imitation in order to do so, which is delayed (1<second<2) as compared to automatic responses. The impairment in spontaneous automatic facial mimicry may be related to the lack of empathy in ASD, since empathy has been shown to be associated with facial mimicry in healthy individuals [20].

Motor Empathy in Conduct Disorder

Up to date there are only two reports of facial mimicry in 22 boys (age 8 – 12) with disruptive behavior disorder (DBD, including CD and oppositional defiant disorder, ODD). In the first report [8], film clips were shown with 2600ms dynamic happy or angry expression. Boys with DBD showed significantly reduced mean EMG amplitude corrugator response during the dynamic phase of angry faces, as compared to the control group. In addition, they scored lower on an emotional empathy self-report. In the second report [9], again reduced corrugator EMG reactivity was found in the DBD boys in response to both sadness- and anger inducing film fragments from documentaries with a length of 58 to 158 seconds. No differences were found for happy facial expression or happiness inducing film clips. Motor empathy seems to be impaired in DBD for negative emotions, although only a few children with CD were included in these studies, therefore further research is needed in CD specifically.

Emotional Empathy in Autism

Emotional empathy is usually measured as heart rate (HR) or skin conductance response (SCR) to distressing or threatening pictures as compared to pleasant pictures. Though faces may be included, the stimuli are usually not emotional facial expressions only. Thus, these stimuli might provoke an emotional response and induce increased arousal, but not necessarily shared basic emotional experiences with others. A better indicator for emotional empathy would be the autonomic response to emotional facial expressions, which is discussed below.

Emotional Empathy in Conduct Disorder

A reduced basal heart rate, increased heart rate reactivity and reduced basal SC was found associated with conduct problems and antisocial behavior [14,19]. Four studies investigated autonomic response in juveniles with CD or DBD to movie scenes. The presence of callous unemotional (CU) traits (e.g., lack of guilt and empathy, callous use of others) may be determining findings. CD children (n=33, age 7-11) with CU traits showed reduced basal HR and HR response to a scared boy, while no differences were found for CD children without CU traits (n=29) [1]. In two other studies HR response to film clips with sad people in DBD was investigated. Reduced HR response in DBD (n=22, age 8-12) was shown in one study [9], but no difference was found in the other study [16]. Using dynamic emotional faces, rather than movie scenes, no difference in HR response for the DBD (n=22, age 8-12) and control group was found [8]. Effects may be extinguished due to heterogeneity in the patient groups. DBD might include children with CU traits being autonomic hyporesponsive, hence showing reduced HR/SC response and lacking normal emotionality, as well as autonomic hyperresponsive children being highly emotional reactive.

Cognitive Empathy

Cognitive empathy can be measured with an emotion recognition task, using static or dynamic stimuli of emotional faces, or pictures of the eyes.
Cognitive Empathy in Autism
Emotion recognition abilities have been studied extensively in autism. Nevertheless, findings of studies on basic emotion recognition in juveniles with high functioning autism or Asperger are inconsistent. This may be the consequence of differences in methodology. Some of the studies analyzed recognition accuracy of all emotions separately [13], while other studies measured total accuracy of all basic emotions accumulated [7]. Although several databases for facial emotional expression were used, number of trials per emotion varied and accuracy analyses differ among studies; these factors did not explain the inconsistent findings. Interestingly, the majority of the reviewed studies did not find differences in basic emotion recognition between ASD and control groups, when verbal mental age and IQ were taken into account [21, 18]. In contrast, those studies with differences in verbal mental age or IQ, did report reduced emotion recognition in ASD [7, 13]. It seems that reduced recognition of the basic emotions in juveniles with ASD is probably explained by differences in verbal mental age or IQ, rather than diagnosis [23]. However, emotion recognition deficits may exist in ASD with normal IQ, for the more complex social emotions.

Cognitive Empathy in Conduct Disorder
Recently, a meta-analysis was conducted [15] considering 20 emotion recognition studies in antisocial individuals, with and without CU traits, including children and adults. Most studies used Ekman’s [11] static facial stimuli and a multiple-choice response format. Results showed significant deficits in recognizing fear and sadness. Results were not related to CU traits, age or gender. Only a few studies have focused on conduct disorder or disruptive behavior disorder specifically, rather than antisocial behavior in general. Two studies were published after 2006 and therefore not included in this meta-analysis. These studies [12, 12] are in line with the results of the meta-analysis in the way that juveniles with CD have deficits in recognition of sad and/or fearful facial expressions, while no consistent relation with CU traits was found.

ATTENTION TO THE EYES
Eye gaze can be followed with an infrared eye-tracker device. Usually relative fixation time or fixation frequency is calculated for the areas of interest; the eyes and the mouth of the emotional faces.

Attention to the Eyes in Autism
In juveniles with ASD reduced attention to the eyes was found consistently for static and dynamic emotional faces [2, 7, 17]. Actually, only one study did not find reduced attention to the eyes in ASD [21]. The inconsistent finding in this particular study [21] could be explained by the fixation points counted from 100ms, while most other studies counted 20ms to 50ms as being fixation points or even just accumulated all time spent looking at the eyes. (However, see also [17].) The other explanation could be the fact that in this study [21] both ASD and controls groups had maximum scores on emotion recognition, which is probably related to eye fixation [2]. In addition, reduced emotion recognition was reported in studies with reduced eye fixation in ASD [7]. In boys with ASD eye fixation seems also to be associated with amygdala activity [7], which might indicate increased emotional responsiveness to the eyes. Thus, emotional hyperresponsiveness might explain eye avoidance in individuals with ASD.

Attention to the Eyes in Conduct Disorder
No studies with CD juveniles and eye-tracking have been conducted. Only one eye-tracking study was done with juveniles concerning CU traits. It was reported that poor fear recognition in a community sample of 100 boys (age 8-15) was associated with higher CU traits, though not when explicitly instructed to look at the eyes [6]. Moreover, they found reduced time and frequency looking to the eyes in the group scoring high on CU traits. Further research is needed to investigate whether this applies to juveniles with conduct disorder as well, as they are particularly impaired in fear and sad expression recognition.

CONCLUSION
In juveniles with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) motor and cognitive empathy seem to be impaired: reduced mirroring of emotional faces was reported in ASD as well as impaired emotion recognition. The latter finding appears to be related to verbal developmental level. Emotional empathy, i.e. the autonomic response to emotional faces is not yet studied in ASD. Reduced attention to the eyes has consistently been found in ASD and could be related to emotional autonomic hyperresponsivity resulting in eye contact avoidance.

In juveniles with conduct disorder (CD) cognitive empathy was found to be impaired, specifically sad and fear recognition being reduced. Motor and emotional empathy have not been studied in CD specifically. Although studies in a broader category of behavior disorders suggest reduced mirroring of emotional faces (motor empathy), further research is needed to investigate whether this is the same in CD specifically. Reduced autonomic response to emotional eliciting stimuli (emotional empathy) has been reported in CD, which may be related to callous unemotional traits, and impaired emotion recognition in these juveniles. No eye-tracking studies have been conducted in CD yet, though reduced sad and fear recognition may be associated with lack of attention to the eyes.

In both ASD and CD emotional empathy needs to be further investigated and attention to the eyes may play an essential role. Importantly, major differences between the patient groups can be hypothesized. Whereas in autism eye contact might be avoided because of emotional hyperresponsiveness, in CD a lack of attention to the eyes might be associated with emotional hyporesponsiveness. In both disorders the outcome would be impaired emotional and cognitive empathy. While in some studies
electrophysiological autonomic measurements and eye-tracking were combined, it has not been measured simultaneously in response to emotional faces in ASD or CD. This would be the best suited method for investigating the association between attention to the eyes and emotional response to facial expressions. In addition, wireless electrophysiological equipment gives the possibility of obtaining measurements in real life or virtual reality situations. This could be a great step forward, since people with autism might be functioning much better in a test-setting, in contrast to real life following their personal situations. This could be a great step forward, since people with autism might be functioning much better in a structured test-setting than in chaotic unpredictable real life. Juveniles with CD may show social appropriate behavior in a test-setting, in contrast to real life following their personal benefits despite the harm of others.

Finally, psychiatric patients are of particular interest in order to investigate the underlying neurophysiological processes of empathy, because they are differentially impaired in the various subcomponents of empathy, allowing us to disentangle the motor, emotional and cognitive aspects of empathy. Besides a better understanding of empathy and emotional processing, this might provide opportunities for developing diagnostic or socio-emotional training tools for patients.
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How do people understand what others are emotionally experiencing? We argue that mimicking the nonverbal expressions of other people (i.e., copying the behaviors of others) can be a tool for facilitating the understanding of the emotions that they are experiencing. People express their emotions nonverbally and when mimicking these nonverbal expressions, this affects the mimickers’ emotions correspondingly due to an afferent feedback mechanism. As a result of this mechanism, the mimicker catches the emotions of others more strongly, which facilitates emotion understanding. Implications are discussed for affective computing.
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INTRODUCTION
How do people understand what others are emotionally experiencing? We argue that one way to know which emotions other people experience is by mimicking their nonverbal expressions (i.e., copying the behaviors of others). As people often nonverbally express their emotions and as these nonverbal expressions are linked to emotions, mimicking these expressions leads to experiencing the same kind of emotions as the expressor of the emotions is experiencing. This sharing of emotions due to mimicry enhances the understanding for what other people are emotionally experiencing.

MIMICKING EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS
Emotions are expressed verbally as well as nonverbally. Emotions are nonverbally expressed, for instance, in the face, shoulders, movements, gestures, postures, and tone of voice. For example, when people feel angry, they often lower and bring together their eyebrows, clench a fist, speak louder, and have an active posture. These nonverbal expressions of emotions are often spontaneously mimicked by others. For example, it has been shown that newborns already have the tendency to spontaneously mimic happy and angry facial expressions of other people [e.g. 10]. Furthermore, it has been shown that people spontaneously mimic the facial expressions of persons shown on photographs: they activate the same facial muscles as the person on the picture [4].

Mimicry, often, is unintentional and occurs outside our awareness. It also occurs among complete strangers [e.g. 2]. One of the proposed functions of this mimicry is that it bonds people together: When mimicking or being mimicked, people feel more liking for the other person, feel more close to the other person, and feel that the interaction with the other person is more positive [e.g. 1, 2, 14]. In addition to this bonding function, mimicry serves as a means to create emotional understanding between people [e.g. 17].

FEEDBACK MECHANISM
An important mechanism in how mimicry can be a tool for emotional understanding is the feedback mechanism. The feedback mechanism entails that the muscles that are activated elicit emotions and cognitions that are associated with these muscles [3, 7, 19]. When moving your eyebrows inward and downward, activating the corrugator supercili muscle which is associated with feeling angry, you will — due to the feedback of this activated muscle — feel anger. The mechanism has been demonstrated often for facial expressions, vocal expressions, and postures [e.g. 6, 8]. So when people mimic the emotional expressions of others, they will experience the same kind of emotions due to the feedback of the activated muscles.
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
This idea that mimicry leads to sharing each others emotions is also confirmed by research. For instance, it has been demonstrated that participants who observe a person showing facial expressions displayed on a video caught the emotions that were displayed by this person more strongly when mimicking these facial expressions [17]. This emotional contagion occurred for positive, as well as for negative emotional expressions. Furthermore, in a study in which two participants interacted face-to-face, it was demonstrated that mimicry led the two participants to experience more similar emotions [14]. More specifically, the results of this study showed that when mimicry occurred the emotions between the two interactants did not significantly differ, whereas when mimicry did not occur the two interactants experienced significantly different levels of happiness and anger. When the experienced emotions are used to infer what others are feeling, this enhances the understanding of others’ emotions. A study confirming this idea showed that, as a result of mimicry, people who mimicked reported to understand the emotions and cognitions experienced by the other person better compared to people who did not mimic [15]. Thus, when one mimics the emotional expressions of another person, one becomes more emotionally attuned to this person, which leads to more emotion understanding for the person being mimicked.

In addition to mimicry facilitating catching and understanding the emotions of others, mimicry has been shown to facilitate the interpretation of affective signals [e.g. 13]. The emotions that are caught due to mimicking other people’s facial expressions can serve as a proprioceptive cue in the recognition of emotions. Indeed, women who were not constrained from mimicking positive or negative facial expressions from pictures were faster in recognizing the affective valence of these facial expressions than women who were constrained from mimicking [13]. This advantage of mimicry was not present for male participants. The gender difference is explained in that women are more emotionally expressive than men, and facial feedback may be more important in fast emotion-related processing. The finding that gender differences exist in the facilitation of mimicry on emotion recognition contrasts findings of studies on emotional contagion that did not show gender differences in the effect of mimicry. This can be explained by a difference in the presentation of the stimuli. In the emotion recognition study [13] the facial expressions were very briefly presented. When having sufficient time to process emotions as in the emotional contagion studies [14, 15, 17], both men and women have an advantage of mimicry in processing emotions.

In sum, mimicry has been shown to facilitate feeling what the other person is feeling, leading to more emotion understanding. Although mimicry often occurs unintentional and spontaneous, the effects of intentional (instructed) mimicry do not differ from the effects of spontaneous (non-instructed) mimicry [e.g. 16]. Both types of mimicry (spontaneous or intentional) lead one to adopt the same expressions as their interaction partner, which – via the feedback of activated muscles – lead to experiencing the corresponding emotions. Thus, mimicry can be intentionally used as a tool for facilitating the understanding of the emotions experienced by others.

LIMITATIONS
At this point we would also like to discuss the limitations of using mimicry as a tool for emotion understanding. First of all, as mimicry enhances emotion understanding via the feedback mechanism, this means that mimicry does not serve as a tool for emotion understanding when having a different working feedback mechanism, or possibly, when having no feedback mechanism at all. This has been demonstrated by a study showing that participants with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) have a differently working facial feedback mechanism: Participants with ASD did not rate pictures of objects as more likeable when muscles were activated that correspond with positive emotions than when no emotional muscles were activated, whereas participants without ASD did rate the pictures as more likeable due to feedback of the muscles that correspond with positive emotions [16]. This deficit in the feedback mechanism for ASDs can explain why they experience a deficit in understanding the emotions of others. In part, ASDs’ trouble with emotional understanding is due to a deficit in spontaneous mimicry: Participants with ASD were impaired in spontaneous mimicry [9]. However, simply instructing ASDs to intentionally mimic the expressions of others (of which they were capable of) did not lead to more emotion understanding because they have a different working feedback mechanism [16]. So mimicry can serve as a tool for emotional understanding, only when there is no impairment in the feedback mechanism.

Another limitation is that mimicry leads to more understanding of the emotions that are expressed by the other person. This means that when persons are less expressive of their emotions or try to mislead how they are truly feeling by expressing different emotions, mimicking does not help in understanding what the person may be emotionally experiencing. In the case of deception when a person intentionally tries to mislead another person by displaying emotions that are not truly felt, mimicry even leads to a worse understanding of how the person may be truly feeling. This is because via mimicry, you become to feel the emotions that are expressed by the other person. When you use these emotions to infer how another person might be feeling, you are less accurate than when you did not mimic these false expressions. This is demonstrated by a study showing that not mimicking (compared to spontaneous and instructed mimicry) the facial expressions of a liar led to more accurate estimations of how the person truly felt [18].
Furthermore, it is important to note that mimicry may not lead to an exact match in the extent to which mimickers and mimickees feel a certain mix of emotions. The mimicked expressions sent afferent feedback to the brain, which re-enacts associated information, that is, information re-enacted that is associated with the muscles within the mimicker. This means that mimickers will feel the emotion that for them is associated with the activated muscles. Although a smile is associated with feeling positive for almost everyone, differences may exist in the strength of the association and the intensity of the emotion associated with the expression. For emotional expressions that differ between cultures, this implies that mimicking a person from another culture who shows culture-specific expressions does not lead to the re-enactment of associated emotions.

Finally, we do not, of course, argue that mimicry is the only way to understand the emotions of others. A lot of processes play a role in emotional understanding. We do argue, however, that mimicry is an important process that influences emotional understanding and, therefore, can be used as a tool to facilitate the understanding of the emotions experienced by others.

**AFFECTIVE COMPUTING**

Current knowledge on mimicry facilitating emotional understanding via facial feedback could be used in affective computing. The findings that mimicking the expressions of others lead to better emotional understanding imply that there are observable signals in the person’s face that can facilitate emotion understanding when mimicking these emotions. In the field of affective computing, this means that computers could be more accurate in learning about the emotions of others by registering and translating the nonverbal expressions of a person. To be able to do so, the computer should first read the coordinates of the facial expressions and register any movements in them. This can be done, for instance, using a face tracker system [12]. The advantage of a tracker system over human perception is that computers are more accurate in ‘observing’ the expressions as humans do not attend to all facial cues and are less capable in reading expressions of mixed emotions. Secondly, a feedback mechanism should be built — similar to the mechanism of humans — that attaches meaning to the movements. Many classification systems exist [e.g., 11], but the system is expected to be most accurate when based on a database of non-posed human expressions that are linked to what these people report to be truly experiencing at the moment of the expression.

Difficulties that could arise in accurately reading the emotions of others using a computer are similar to the difficulties that arise when using mimicry. First, the feedback mechanism that needs to be built linking expressions with emotions should be accurate. Although at this point expressions of the more basic emotions can be accurately classified, it is still difficult to read emotions that have an overlap in the facial features with other emotions [e.g., 11]. Finally, a computer should take into account the possibility that people may not be expressing what they are truly experiencing due to their motives in certain situations. This is a problem because motives are hard to be derived from expressions and context. Truly felt and false emotional displays, however, do differ in the muscles that are activated, as well as in the intensity, duration, laterality, and timing of this activation [e.g., 5]. These should be included in the classification system as well.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, mimicking the expressions of others causes one to feel the emotions that are associated with these expressions, leading to more emotional understanding. Thus, when people are expressing what they are truly experiencing, mimicry can be used as a tool for a better understanding of the emotions of other people. This knowledge can be applied in the field of affective computing in which the challenge is to build an accurate feedback system that can link expressions with emotions and that can take into account context and individual motives.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a short overview of Social Signal Processing, the domain aimed at bridging the social intelligence gap between people and machines. The focus of Social Signal Processing is on nonverbal behavioral cues that human sciences (psychology, anthropology, sociology, etc.) have identified as conveying social signals, i.e. relational attitudes towards others and social situations. The rationale is that such cues are the physical, machine detectable and synthesizable evidence of phenomena non-otherwise accessible to computers such as empathy, roles, dominance, personality, (dis-)agreement, interest, etc. After providing a brief state-of-the-art of the domain, the paper outlines its future perspectives and some of its most promising applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Several decades of research in human sciences have shown that nonverbal communication is the main channel through which we express social signals [3], i.e. our relational attitudes (e.g., sympathy, interest, hostility, agreement, etc.) towards others and social situations. Nonverbal communication is the wide spectrum of nonverbal behavioral cues (e.g., facial expressions, vocalizations, postures, gestures, appearance, etc.) that we display when we interact with others [10], with machines [8] and with media [11]. From a computing point of view, this is important for two reasons: The first is that nonverbal behavioral cues play the role of a physical, hence machine detectable evidence of social signals. The second is that nonverbal cues synthesized through some form of embodiment (conversational agents, robots, etc.) express the same relational attitudes as when they are displayed by humans [4], thus are likely to synthesize social signals [8].

Social Signal Processing (SSP) relies on the above to bridge the social intelligence gap between humans and machines [13,15]. Social intelligence [13] is the facet of our cognitive abilities that aims at dealing effectively with social interactions and, at its core, it includes two main aspects: The first is the correct interpretation, in terms of social signals, of nonverbal behavioral cues displayed by others. The second is the generation of nonverbal cues expressing social signals appropriate in a given situation. In other words, SSP brings social intelligence in machines via modeling, analysis and synthesis of nonverbal behavior in social interactions [13,15].

Correspondingly, SSP addresses three main research questions:

• Is it possible to detect automatically nonverbal behavioral cues in data captured with suitable sensors (e.g., microphones and cameras)?

• Is it possible to automatically infer social signals from nonverbal behavioral cues detected through sensors?

• Is it possible to synthesize social signals for embodiment of social behaviors in artificial agents, robots or other devices?

As people tend to display the same behavioral cues when they interact with others and with machines [8], the above questions are relevant to HCI scenarios as well. Furthermore, behavioral cues often convey affective information, thus progress in SSP can contribute to Affective Computing as well (and viceversa).

While still in its early and pioneering stages, SSP has attracted significant attention in both scientific and business communities. The SSP state-of-the-art is rich and constantly...
expands towards new research directions, but the domain is still characterized by high entry barriers, in particular the need of large annotated corpora and software tools covering a wide spectrum of functionalities (e.g., facial expression analysis, prosody extraction, data annotation, etc.). In this respect, a European collaboration called SSPNet (Social Signal Processing Network) is building an extensive online repository (www.sspnet.eu) of articles, data and software tools. The goal is to smooth the entry barriers and allow any potentially interested researcher to start working on SSP [12].

The rest of this paper proposes a short survey of works where turn-taking analysis is used to infer social phenomena (a good example of how SSP works), outlines some future perspectives from both scientific and application points of view, and draws some conclusions.

STATE-OF-THE-ART: THE TURN-TAKING EXAMPLE

Extensive surveys of SSP, at least for the analysis component, are available in [13,15]. Due to space limitations, it is not possible to consider all possible problems and modalities. Thus, this section focuses on turn-taking, the cue that so far has given the most satisfactory results in the themes most commonly addressed in SSP.

Current efforts aim at a systematic and rigorous definition of social signals as well as at the identification of behavioral variables to be taken into account in automatic analysis and synthesis of social signals [3]. Furthermore, several works explore the possibility of using computational approaches to validate psychological findings like, e.g., the impact of facial features on the perception of personality traits, or the effect of depression on nonverbal cues. This kind of works is particularly interesting because it closes the loop between human and computing sciences: on one hand, computational approaches integrate human sciences findings to automatically analyze nonverbal behavior, on the other hand, human sciences apply computational approaches to confirm and assess their findings.

On the analysis side, the state-of-the-art concentrates on interactions in small groups, the most common and primordial forms of social exchange [7]. The most extensively addressed problem is the recognition of roles people play in different situations, including radio and television programs, where the setting is highly formal and roles correspond to specific tasks (e.g., anchorman or guest) [14], and spontaneous meetings, where roles correspond to social functions (e.g., attacker or supporter) [16].

Automatic role recognition is mostly based on the analysis of turn-taking patterns, i.e. on who talks when, to whom and how much. Thus, the first step of the process is typically the application of a speaker clustering approach that segments the audio channel of the interaction recordings into time intervals expected to correspond to an individual voice. In other words, speaker clustering techniques identify turns, i.e. time segments during which one person talks and the others listen to her. In the meantime, each turn is automatically assigned a label corresponding to a speaker so that the process not only identifies the points where the speaker changes, but also what are the turns during which each speaker talks.

Speaker clustering techniques are typically based on agglomerative clustering approaches that group vectors of acoustic observations, extracted at regular time steps (typically once every 10 milliseconds), based on their similarity, i.e. on how likely they are to belong to the same voice, and on their temporal proximity, i.e. on how likely they are to belong to the same turn. Agglomerative clustering techniques are iterative approaches where, at each step, the two most similar clusters are merged. The process is continued until a model selection criterion (typically the Bayesian Information Criterion) is met. Two clusters are considered similar when, after having been merged, the fitness of the clustering to the data (typically measured in terms of log likelihood) improves.

Once the speaker clustering has been performed, the actual role recognition step can take place using two main approaches. The first is to represent the turn-taking pattern of each person with a feature vector and then to map this last into one of the roles using a classifier (Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, Bayesian Networks, etc.). The second is to extract a feature vector from each turn and then to align the resulting sequence of observations with a sequence of roles using probabilistic sequential models (Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic Bayesian Networks, Conditional Random Fields, etc.).

In the first case, the most common features are the number of times a given speaker talks, the fraction of total conversation time a speaker talks for, how many adjacent turns each speaker has with all of the others, what is the centrality of each speaker (i.e. how many times the speaker talks between each pair of two other speakers), etc. In the second case, the most common features aim at capturing sequential aspects such as the number of times a given sequence of speakers is observed, how many turns there are between two consecutive interventions of the same speaker, etc.

There is no evidence about what approach is better, but sequential approaches seem to be more promising because they allow one to assign different roles to the same person in the course of the same interaction. This is an important requirement when considering roles inspired by social theories (like those proposed by Bales in his works on small groups), more general than those related to specific scenarios considered so far like broadcast data and meetings.
Furthermore, some variants of the most common probabilistic sequential approaches, e.g. Factorial Hidden Markov Models, Influence Models, Layered Hidden Markov Models, Latent Conditional Random Fields, Dynamic Bayesian Networks, etc., allow one to model multiple streams of observations which might correspond to several persons (particularly suitable to investigate how people react to one another) as well as to behavioral cues extracted from multiple modalities (particularly suitable to study how multiple cues concur to convey the same social signal).

Besides roles, other phenomena often investigated include conflict and disagreement [2], given the disruptive impact they can have on the life of a group, and recognition of dominant individuals, given the impact these have on the group outcome [6]. In these cases as well, the turn-taking component plays a major role (see above), but more behavioral cues are taken into account such as facial expressions, gaze behavior and movement. This requires to jointly analyze multiple modalities, a major problem when the behavioral cues expressed in each of the modalities take place at different time-scales like, for example, facial expressions (half a second to a second) and turns (few seconds to some minutes).

Two main approaches have been followed in these cases. The first is called early fusion and simply consists of using a single probabilistic sequential model (see above) fed with observations extracted from multiple modalities. This is based on the assumption, often unrealistic, that the processes taking places in different modalities are lockstep, i.e. that observations resulting from different modalities are always determined by the same hidden, underlying state. The second approach, called late fusion, analyzes processes taking place in different modalities separately and then fuses the output of the models with classifier combination approaches. This approach is based on the assumption, once again unrealistic, that behaviors captured through different modalities are independent.

While being based on patently wrong assumptions, both early and late fusion approaches lead to satisfactory results even if, in general, one modality alone is responsible for most of the performance, the others simply bringing small relative improvements.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The state-of-the-art addresses a long list of social phenomena, but new directions are still emerging in SSP research.

On the short term, research efforts explore aspects of nonverbal behavior that, while having been extensively investigated in human sciences, have been neglected in the computing community. One example is the use of space and environment to express social relational messages [5]. This includes analysis and synthesis of socially relevant information from the spatial configurations (called F-formations) people assume during interactions, the inference of social distance from physical distance, analysis of territoriality, social behavior in surveillance and monitoring scenarios, etc. Other examples are the multimodal generation of spontaneous behavior, or the simulation of subtle behavioral phenomena like mirroring and phonetic convergence.

Signal processing and machine learning approaches applied so far are not necessarily suitable and major challenges must be faced. In particular, the state-of-the-art has concentrated on small groups (four to six participants), but many important scenarios involve larger numbers of individuals. This is likely to require approaches focusing less on the detailed behavior of each individual and more on collective phenomena. This might lead towards Social Network Analysis like techniques where no prediction is made at the individual level, and analysis is possible only in terms of presence of social groups, detection of prominent individuals (in terms of the number of network paths passing through them), overall connectedness of the network, etc.

The perspectives are rich in terms of potential applications as well. Multimedia indexing is likely to profit from SSP because social interactions are one of the main channels through we access reality and to index the data in terms of social interaction means to make retrieval approaches closer to our perception of data content. Healthcare applications, especially when it comes to mental problems or cognitive deterioration due to ageing and related problems, can apply SSP to identify subtle symptoms in the first stages of illnesses. Human Computer Interaction can be improved thanks to the introduction of socially adept technologies capable of dealing with users like humans deal with other people. Computer mediated communication can profit from SSP by allowing the detection and transmission of those nonverbal cues like gaze that most contribute to the naturalness of face-to-face interactions.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has provided a short introduction to Social Signal Processing, including an overview of its main principles and goals, a description of some approaches based on turn-taking (one of the nonverbal cues most commonly applied in SSP), and some of the most promising research perspectives currently emerging in the community.

Social aspects of human behavior attract attention in many different areas because they seem to provide an explanation for many experimental observations not otherwise understandable. For example, neurosciences have identified social interaction and learning through imitation as the main goal of mirror neurons, physiology has shown that our ears are tuned to human voices more than to any other sound to maximize the chance of social contacts, some psychology
theories explain the existence of stable personality traits as a means to ensure predictability in social exchanges, ethology recognizes social interaction as one of the main reasons behind observable behaviors, and the list could continue.

Computing sciences could not be immune to such a wave of interest. Nowadays, computers are much more than an improved version of old tools (like word processors used to be with respect to typewriters), they are the platform through which we communicate, we entertain ourselves, we shop, we join and form large communities of interest, etc. Furthermore, computers are at the core of technologies expected to seamlessly integrate our everyday life such as smart ambients, robots, smart interfaces and, more in general, human centered technologies [9], i.e. technologies dealing with their users following the natural interacting modes of humans.

As social interactions, and their non-verbal component in particular, are such a natural aspect of our behavior, SSP technologies, centered around non-verbal communication, are likely to bring a major improvement in all of the scenarios outlined above. Last, but not least, computational approaches for behavior understanding appear to be an instrument helping human sciences to better understand human behavior. This in turn might further improve SSP and open a cycle where human and computing sciences are not only integrated, but also mutually supporting.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to give a brief overview of the current state-of-the-art in automatic measurement of affect signals in dimensional and continuous spaces (a continuous scale from -1 to +1) by seeking answers to the following questions: i) why has the field shifted towards dimensional and continuous interpretations of affective displays recorded in real-world settings? ii) what are the affect dimensions used, and the affect signals measured? and iii) how has the current automatic measurement technology been developed, and how can we advance the field?
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WHY MEASURE AFFECT IN DIMENSIONAL SPACES?
According to research in psychology, three major approaches to affect modelling can be distinguished [10]: categorical, dimensional, and appraisal-based approach. The categorical approach claims that there exist a small number of emotions that are basic, hard-wired in our brain, and recognized universally (e.g. [5]). This theory on universality and interpretation of affective nonverbal expressions in terms of basic emotion categories has been the most commonly adopted approach in research on automatic measurement of human affect.

However, a number of researchers have shown that in everyday interactions people exhibit non-basic, subtle and rather complex affective states like thinking, embarrassment or depression. Such subtle and complex affective states can be expressed via dozens of anatomically possible facial and bodily expressions, audio or physiological signals. Therefore, a single label (or any small number of discrete classes) may not reflect the complexity of the affective state conveyed by such rich sources of information [23]. Hence, a number of researchers advocate the use of dimensional description of human affect, where affective states are not independent from one another; rather, they are related to one another in a systematic manner (e.g., [10, 23, 24]).

It is not surprising, therefore, that automatic affect sensing and recognition researchers have recently started exploring how to model, analyse and interpret the subtlety, complexity and continuity (represented along a continuum from -1 to +1, without discretisation) of affective behaviour in terms of latent dimensions, rather than in terms of a small number of discrete emotion categories.

The most widely used dimensional model is Russell’s two-dimension ‘circumplex model of affect’, where emotions are seen as combinations of arousal and valence [23].

Scherer and colleagues introduced another set of psychological models, referred to as componential models of emotion, which are based on appraisal theory [7, 10, 24]. In the appraisal-based approach emotions are generated through continuous, recursive subjective evaluation of both our own internal state and the state of the outside world (relevant concerns/needs) [7, 8, 10, 24]. How to use the appraisal-based approach for automatic measurement of affect is an open research question as this approach requires complex, multicomponential and sophisticated measurements of change. One possibility is to reduce the appraisal models to dimensional models (e.g., 2D space of arousal-valence).

Another model, known as OCC [19] is also established as a standard cognitive appraisal model for emotions, and has mostly been used in affect synthesis (in embodied conversational agent design).
WHAT ARE THE AFFECT DIMENSIONS AND SIGNALS USED FOR AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT?

An individual’s inner emotional state may become apparent by subjective experiences (how the person feels), external/outward expressions (audio/visual signals), and internal/inward expressions (bio signals). However, these may be incongruent, depending on the context (e.g., feeling angry and not expressing it outwardly). This poses a true challenge to automatic sensing and analysis.

Currently, a number of affect recognisers attempt to label both the felt (e.g., [1, 17]) and the internally/externally expressed (e.g., [14, 15]) emotions.

Affect Dimensions

Despite the existence of the abovementioned emotion models, in automatic measurement of dimensional and continuous affect, valence (how positive or negative the affect is), activation (how excited or apathetic the affect is), power (the sense of control over the affect), and expectation (the degree of anticipating or being taken unaware) appear to make up the four most important affect dimensions [7]. Although ideally the intensity dimension could be derived from the other dimensions, to guarantee a complete description of affective colouring, some researchers include intensity (how far a person is away from a state of pure, cool rationality) as the fifth dimension. However, search for optimal low-dimensional representation of affect remains open [7].

Visual Signals

Facial actions (e.g., pulling eyebrows up) and facial expressions (e.g., producing a smile), and to a much lesser extent bodily postures (e.g., backwards head bend and arms raised forwards and upwards) and expressions (e.g., head nod), form the widely known and used visual signals for automatic affect measurement. Dimensional models are considered important in this task as a single label may not reflect the complexity of the affective state conveyed by a facial expression, body posture or gesture. Ekman & Friesen [6] considered expressing discrete emotion categories via face, and communicating dimensions of affect via body as more plausible. A number of researchers have investigated how to map various visual signals onto emotion dimensions. For instance, [23] mapped the facial expressions to various positions on the two-dimensional plane of arousal-valence, while [4] investigated the emotional and communicative significance of head nods and shakes in terms of arousal and valence dimensions, together with dimensional representation of solidarity, antagonism and agreement.

Audio Signals

Audio signals convey affective information through explicit (linguistic) messages, and implicit (acoustic and prosodic) messages that reflect the way the words are spoken. There exist a number of works focusing on how to map audio expression to dimensional models. Cowie et al. used valence-activation space (similar to valence-arousal) to model and assess affect from speech [2, 3]. Scherer and colleagues have also proposed how to judge emotion effects on vocal expression, using the appraisal-based theory [10].

Bio Signals

The bio-signals used for automatic measurement of affect are galvanic skin response that increases linearly with a person’s level of arousal [1], electromyography (frequency of muscle tension) that is correlated with negatively valenced emotions [13], heart rate that increases with negatively valenced emotions such as fear, heart rate variability that indicates a state of relaxation or mental stress, and respiration rate (how deep and fast the breath is) that becomes irregular with more aroused emotions like anger or fear [1, 13]. Measurements recorded over various parts of the brain including the amygdala also enable observation of the emotions felt [22]. For instance, approach or withdrawal response to a stimulus is known to be linked to the activation of the left or right frontal cortex, respectively. A number of studies also suggest that there exists a correlation between increased blood perfusion in the orbital muscles and stress levels for human beings. This periorbital perfusion can be quantified through the processing of thermal video (e.g., [26]).

HOW IS THE CURRENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED?

Data Acquisition and Annotation

Cameras are used for acquisition of face and bodily expressions, microphones are used for recording audio signals, motion capture systems are utilized for recording 3D affective postures and gestures, and thermal (infrared) cameras are used for recording blood flow and changes in skin temperature. In the bio-signal research context, the subject being recorded usually wears a headband or a cap on which electrodes are mounted, a clip sensor, or touch type electrodes. The subject is then stimulated with emotionally-evocative images or sounds. Acquiring affect data without subjects’ knowledge is strongly discouraged and the current trend is to record spontaneous data in more constrained conditions such as an interview setting, where subjects are still aware of placement of the sensors and their locations.

Annotation of the affect data is usually done separately for each modality assuming independency between the modalities. A major challenge is the fact that there is no coding scheme that is agreed upon and used by all researchers in the field that can accommodate all possible communicative cues and modalities. In general, the annotation tool Feeltrace is used for annotating the external expressions (audio and visual signals) with continuous traces (impressions) in dimensional spaces. Feeltrace allows observers to watch an audio-visual recording and move their cursor within the affect space to rate their impression about the affective state of the subject [2]. For annotating the internal expressions (bio signals), the level of valence and arousal is usually extracted from subjective experiences.
(subjects’ own responses) (e.g., [17, 22]) due to the fact that feelings induced by an image can be very different from subject to subject. When discretised dimensional annotation is adopted (as opposed to continuous one), researchers seem to use different intensity levels: either a ten-point Likert scale (e.g., 0-low arousal, 9-high arousal) or a range between -1.0 and 1.0 (divided into a number of levels) [11]. The final annotation is usually calculated as the mean of the observers’ ratings. Development of an easy to use, unambiguous and intuitive annotation scheme that is able to incorporate inter-observer agreement levels remains an important challenge in the field.

Obtaining high inter-observer agreement is another challenge in affect data annotation, especially when (continuous) dimensional approach is adopted. To date, researchers have mostly chosen to use self-assessments (subjective experiences, e.g. [13]) or the mean (within a predefined range of values) of the observers’ ratings (e.g. [16]). Modelling inter-observer agreement levels within automatic affect analyzers, and finding which signals better correlate with self assessments and which ones better correlate with independent observer assessments remains as a challenging issues in the field.

**Automatic Measurement of Affect in Continuous Spaces**

After affect data has been acquired and annotated, representative and relevant features need to be extracted prior to the automatic measurement of affect in dimensional and continuous spaces. The feature extraction techniques used for each communicative source are similar to the previous works (reviewed in [12]) adopting a categorical approach to affect recognition.

There are a number of additional issues which need to be taken into account when applying a dimensional approach to affect recognition.

The interpretation accuracy of expressions and physiological responses in terms of continuous emotions is very challenging. While visual signals appear to be better for interpreting valence, audio signals seem to be better for interpreting arousal [11]. A thorough comparison between all modalities would indeed provide a better understanding of which emotion dimensions are better recognised from which modalities (or cues).

The window size to be used to achieve optimal affect recognition is another issue that the existing literature does not provide a unique answer to. Current affect recognizers employ various window sizes depending on the modality, e.g., 2-6 seconds for speech, 3-15 seconds for bio-signal [15]. There is no consensus on how the efficiency of such a choice should be evaluated.

Measuring the intensity of expressed emotion appears to be modality dependent. The way the intensity of an emotion is apparent from physiological data may be different than the way it is apparent from visual data. Moreover, little attention has been paid so far to whether there are definite boundaries along the affect continuum to distinguish between various levels or intensities. Currently intensity is measured by quantizing the affect dimensions into arbitrary number of levels such as neutral, low and high (e.g., [16, 17, 27]). Separate models are then built to discriminate between pairs of affective dimension levels, for instance, low vs. high, low vs. neutral, etc. Generalizing intensity analysis across different subjects is a challenge yet to be researched as different subjects express different levels of emotions in the same situation.

The Baseline problem is another major challenge in the field. For tactile modality (bio signals) this refers to the problem of finding a condition against which changes in measured physiological signals can be compared (a state of calmness). For audio modality this is usually achieved by segmenting the recordings into turns using energy based voice activity detection and processing each turn separately. For visual modality the aim is to find a frame in which the subject is expressionless and against which changes in subject’s motion, pose, and appearance can be compared. This is achieved by manually segmenting the recordings, or by constraining the recordings to have the first frame containing a neutral expression. However, expecting expressionless state in each recording or manually segmenting recordings so that each segment contains a baseline expression are strong, unrealistic constrains for analysis and processing of affective information.

Feature space with high dimensionality hinders automatic affect measurement. For instance, various works in the field have reported that they extract 2,520 features for each frame of an input facial video, 4,843 features for each utterance, 16,704 EEG features for each stream etc. (see [11] for details). Having fewer training samples than features per sample impedes the learning of the target classification. Various dimensionality reduction or feature selection techniques have been applied (e.g., Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), kernel PCA (KPCA) Sequential Backward Selection) to mitigate this problem. Creating dimensionality reduction techniques with specific applications to automatic measurement of affect in dimensional and continuous spaces remains as an issue to be explored.

Generalisation capability of automatic affect analysers across subjects is still a challenge in the field. Kulic & Croft [17] reported that for bio-signal based affect measurement subjects seem to vary not only in terms of response amplitude and duration, but for some modalities, a number of subjects show no response at all. This makes generalisation over unseen subjects a very difficult problem. When it comes to other modalities, most of the works in the field report only on subject dependent dimensional affect measurement and recognition due to limited number of subjects and data (e.g., [27]).

Modality fusion refers to combining and integrating all incoming unimodal events into a single representation of the affect expressed by the user. When it comes to
integrating multiple modalities, the major issues are: i) when to integrate the modalities (at what abstraction level to do the fusion), ii) how to integrate the modalities (which criteria to use), iii) how to deal with the increased number of features due to fusion, iv) how to deal with the asynchrony between the modalities (e.g., video is recorded at 25 Hz, audio is recorded at 48 kHz while EEG is recorded at 256-512 Hz), and v) how to proceed with fusion when there is conflicting information conveyed by the modalities. Despite a number of efforts in the discrete affect recognition field (reviewed in [12]), these issues remain yet to be explored for dimensional and continuous affect recognition.

Classification methods used for dimensional and continuous affect measurement should be able to produce continuous values for the target dimensions. Some of the classification schemes that have been explored for this task are, namely, Support Vector Regression (SVR), Conditional Random Fields (CRF), and Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Networks (LSTM-RNN). Overall, there is no agreement on how to model dimensional affect space (continuous vs. quantised) and which classifier is better suited for automatic, multimodal, continuous affect analysis using a dimensional representation. The design of emotion-specific classification schemes that can handle multimodal and spontaneous data is one of the most important issues in the field.

Evaluation measures applicable to categorical affect recognition are not directly applicable to dimensional approaches. Using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the predicted and the actual value of arousal and valence, instead of the recognition rate (i.e., percentage of correctly classified instances) is the most commonly used measure by related work in the literature (e.g., [14, 27]). However, using MSE might not be the best way to evaluate the performance of dimensional approaches to automatic affect measurement and recognition. Therefore, the correlation coefficient, that evaluates whether the model has managed to capture patterns inhibited in the data at hand, is also employed by several studies (e.g., [14, 18]) together with MSE. Overall, however, how to obtain optimal evaluation metrics for continuous and dimensional emotion recognition remains an open research issue [11].

**HOW CAN WE ADVANCE THE FIELD?**

The analysis provided in this paper indicates that the automatic affect sensing field has slowly started shifting from categorical (and discrete) affect recognition to dimensional (and continuous) affect recognition to be able to capture the complexity of affect expressed in real world settings, by the real people. Despite the existence of a number of dimensional emotion models, the two-dimensional model of arousal and valence appears to be the most widely used model in automatic measurement from audio, visual and bio signals. The current automatic measurement technology has already started dealing with spontaneous data obtained in less-controlled environments using various sensing devices, and exploring a number of machine learning techniques and evaluation measures. However, real-world settings pose many challenges to continuous affect sensing and recognition (e.g., when subjects are not restricted in terms of mobility, the level of noise in all recorded signals tends to increase).

To date, only a few systems have actually achieved dimensional affect recognition from multiple modalities. These are reviewed in [11]. Overall, existing systems use different training/testing datasets (which differ in the way affect is elicited and annotated), they differ in the underlying affect model (i.e., target affect categories) as well as in the employed modality or combination of modalities, and the applied evaluation method. As a consequence, it remains unclear which classification method is suitable for dimensional affect recognition from which modalities and cues. These challenges should be addressed in order to advance the field while identifying the importance and feasibility of the following issues. 1) Among the available remotely observable and remotely unobservable modalities, which ones should be used for automatic dimensional affect recognition? Should we investigate the innate priority among the modalities to be preferred for each affect dimension? Does this depend on the context (who the subject is, where she is, what her current task is, and when the observed behaviour has been shown)? 2) When labelling emotions, which signals better correlate with self assessment and which ones correlate with independent observer assessment? 3) How does the baseline problem affect recognition? Is an objective basis (e.g., a frame with an expressionless display) strictly needed prior to computing the dimensional affect values? If so, how can this be obtained in a fully automatic manner from spontaneous data? 4) How should intensity be modelled for dimensional and continuous affect recognition? Should the aim be personalizing systems for each subject, or creating systems that are expected to generalize across subjects? 5) In a continuous affect space, how should duration of affect be defined? How can this be incorporated in automated systems? Will focusing on shorter or longer observations affect the accuracy of the measurement process?

Finding straightforward answers to these questions is beyond the scope of this paper. Although research fields such as engineering, computer science, psychology, neuroscience, and cognitive sciences seem to be somewhat detached and have their own research community and audience, emotion research is inherently multi-disciplinary. Great advances in emotion research are possible, however, depend on all the aforementioned fields stepping out of their labs, working side-by-side together in real-life applications, and sharing the experience and the insight acquired on the way, to make emotion research tangible for the real world and the real people [20]. Pioneering projects representing such inter-disciplinary effort have already
started emerging, ranging, for instance, from publishing compilation books of related work papers (e.g., [9]) to projects as varied as affective human-embodied conversational agent interaction (e.g., European Union FP 7 SEMAINE [25]), and affect sensing for autism (e.g., [21]).
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ABSTRACT
Nonconscious affective perception has repeatedly been shown for facial expressions but not for bodily expressions while being highly salient and known to influence our behavior towards others. Lau & Passingham [7] found a case of relative blindsight using a parametric masking design. We used a comparable approach to find this relative case of blindsight for affective information in which the affective information can be processed independently of visual awareness. Participants had to detect masked fearful bodily expressions among masked neutral bodily actions as distractors and subsequently the participants had to indicate their confidence. The onset between target and mask (Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, SOA) varied from -50 to +133 milliseconds. D-prime as well as the confidence ratings showed that the bodies could be detected reliably in all SOA conditions. Importantly, a phenomenon which we coined relative affective blindsight was found, defined as two SOA conditions showing same d-prime values, while the confidence ratings differed.
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INTRODUCTION
Backward masking is one of the most widely used techniques for exploring unconscious processing of visual emotional information in neurologically intact observers. Esteves and Öhman [4] found that short (e.g. 33 ms) presentation of a facial expression (happy and angry) replaced immediately by a neutral face (mask) with a longer duration (e.g. 50 ms) is below the participants’ identification threshold. Esteves, Parra, Dimberg and Öhman [5] reported that participants prevented from conscious recognition of conditioned angry faces by backward masking still showed elevated skin conductance response to these faces, while Esteves, Dimberg and Öhman [3] found that this response could not be conditioned when happy faces were used. Dimberg, Thunberg and Elmehed [2] used EMG to show that participants respond to happy and angry faces with corresponding specific muscles in the face while not being conscious of the presentation of the faces.

A critical issue in most of the backward masking experiments concerns the measure adopted for visibility or visual awareness of the target. Most often this is assessed in a separate post test session. This clearly complicates the interpretation of studies using masking procedures because visibility of the target co-varies with the performance for each target presentation. To counter these methodological problems Lau and Passingham [7] performed an elegant parametric masking study. They presented their participants with masked diamonds and squares and asked them on each trial to identify the target and, next, to indicate whether they had seen the target. The onset between target and mask (Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, SOA) varied from minus 50 to 133 milliseconds. This method provided information about whether the participant was aware of the presence of a stimulus on a trial by trial basis and controls for the possibility that participants are likely to be more aware when the SOA value is larger and thus better visible. In particular, Lau and Passingham [7] coined the term “relative blindsight” to refer to two SOA conditions where participants were performing equally in the identification task but differed in reporting whether they had seen the target or not.

We adapted a similar approach to investigate whether bodily expressions can be detected independently of subjective visual awareness. Participants had to detect masked and unmasked fearful bodily expressions among masked and unmasked distractors (a neutral action; combing). The pictures and the mask were controlled for several factors such as lighting, size of the postures, contrast, and importantly the actors were uniformly dressed in black clothing. A mask was presented at 12 different SOAs varying from minus 50 to 133 milliseconds. The participants were instructed to detect the emotional
expression and subsequently to indicate whether they were sure or whether they were guessing.

In line with the methodology of Lau and Passingham [7] we expected to find this relative case of blindsight for affective information in which the affective information can be processed independently of visual awareness. Because we used a pattern mask it is expected that the lowest detection performance and confidence ratings will be around the SOA of 0 milliseconds and will be U-shaped [1]. Following Lau and Passingham [7] we conjectured that this U-shape implies that we can find SOA conditions where the objective performance is the same, but the confidence ratings are different.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

Twenty-three undergraduate students of The University of Tilburg participated in exchange of course credits or a monetary reward (16 women, 7 men, M = 19.8 years, SD = 2.3). All participants had normal to corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed consent according to the declaration of Helsinki.

**Stimuli and Materials**

Photos of actors expressing fear and combing their hairs were selected from a photoset. During the photo shoot pictures were projected on the wall facing the actor meant to trigger the fear response as natural as possible. Moreover, a short emotion inducing story related to the image projected was told by the experimenter. For the combing pictures the actors were asked to pretend that they had a comb in their hands and that they were straightening their hairs.

The faces were covered with an opaque oval patch to prevent that the facial expression would influence the identification of the emotional body expression. The color of the patch was the average grey value of the neutral and emotional face within the same actor. In addition, the colors were saturated to white and black with the color of the mask as anchor point. In this way, the participants were forced to base their judgments on the contours of the body because by isolating only two colors the color differences within the clothing disappeared. A total of 16 pictures (2 Fear/Combing x 2 gender x 4 actors) were selected for use in the present study. Average height of the bodies was 7.78 degrees, the average maximum width (distance between the hands) was 2.83 degrees and the average waist was 1.39 degrees of visual angle.

Using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 © a pattern mask was constructed by cutting the target bodies in asymmetric forms which were scrambled and replaced in the area occupied by the bodies. The parts were grouped with the restriction that parts containing white had to be grouped within the area occupied by the hands (which were saturated to white) and parts containing black had to be grouped within the area occupied by the bodies (which were black). Finally, the resulting picture was duplicated, rotated 180 degrees and pasted at the background to induce symmetry and extra noise to avoid the percept of a body. The result is the mask in Figure 1. The height of the mask was 9.85 degrees and the maximum width was 6.48 degrees of visual angle. The mask covered the area of the stimuli completely.

The stimuli were presented on a 17” PC screen with the refresh rate set to 60 Hz. We used Presentation 11.0 to run the experiment. A white cross of 1.22 x 1.22 degrees was used as a fixation mark in the center of the screen. Finally, all stimuli were pasted on a gray background.

The SOA values were -50, -33, -17, 0, 17, 33, 50, 67, 83, 100, 117 and 133 milliseconds. The actual presentation time was calibrated with the use of a photodiode and an oscilloscope measuring the latency between onset of the target and the mask. Negative SOA values represent forward masking and positive SOA values backward masking. Moreover a target-only condition and a mask-only condition were included. One complete run summed up to a total of 224 trials (8 identities x 2 actions (Fear/Combing) x 14 timing conditions (including target-only and mask-only) which were randomly presented.

**Procedure**

Participants were comfortably seated in a chair in a soundproof experimental chamber approximately 90 cm from the screen. A trial started with a white fixation cross on a gray background. The disappearance of this cross signaled the beginning of a trial. After 500 milliseconds the target stimulus appeared for 33 milliseconds. After a variable interval the mask was presented for 50 milliseconds (sometimes the mask was presented first). This means that when the SOA value was -33, -17, 0 and 17 milliseconds the body and the mask overlapped. The body was always presented at the foreground. The participants were instructed to push a predefined button using the index finger of their left hand as soon as they thought a fearful bodily expression was presented (GO) and to withhold their response when they thought the neutral action was presented (NO-GO). Two thousand milliseconds after the target a screen was presented with the text “Sure or Guessed?”. They had to respond with the other hand with
two different buttons on the same response box labeled with “Sure” and “Guessed”. These buttons were counterbalanced across participants. It was stressed that they had to respond as accurate and fast as possible and that they could use their “gut feeling” if they did not have seen the body. Finally a gray screen was presented with a random duration between 17 milliseconds and 767 milliseconds. This jitter was added to prevent that the participants would be caught in a mechanical rhythm. In total the trials were on average 4025 milliseconds. See Figure 1 for a visual representation of a trial.

Previous to the experimental sessions the participants had to perform two practice sessions consisting of 33 trials each (16 target-trials, 16 distractor-trials, and 1 mask-only trial). Other identities than the ones used in the main experiment served as targets. When the participants had more than 12 hits and gave notice of a full understanding of the procedures the main experiment was started. A total of four runs were presented adding up to a total of 896 trials. Before each run the trials were shuffled. Every 112 trials there was a 3 minute break.

The sensitivity to the signal (detection of expressions) was estimated by calculating the d-prime (d'). The d' is a measure for the distance between the signal and noise distribution means in standard deviation units [6]. A d' of 0 means that the participants are not able to discriminate the fearful bodily expressions from the neutral bodily actions. D-prime was calculated as:

\[ d' = \Phi^{-1}(H') - \Phi^{-1}(FA') \]

Where H' is the corrected hit rate and FA' is the corrected false alarm rate. The function \( \Phi^{-1} \) converts the rates into z-scores. The correction of the hit- and false alarm rates was performed to protect against ceiling effects as proposed by Snodgrass and Corwin [8]:

\[
H' = (h + 0.5) / (h + m + 1) \\
FA' = (f + 0.5) / (f + cr + 1).
\]

Where \( h \) is the number of hits, \( m \) is the number of misses, \( f \) is the number of false alarms and \( cr \) is the number of correct rejections. See also Tamietto, Geminiani, Genero, and de Gelder [9].

Confidence ratings were calculated in analogue with the d-prime in the sense that information from all four cells (hits, misses, false alarms and correct rejections) were used. Per SOA condition the number of sure responses when the detection of the emotional expression or the rejection of the neutral action was incorrect was subtracted from the number of sure responses when the response was correct. This was divided by the total number of correct and incorrect answers. A resulting value of zero would mean that the participants indicate subjectively that they are not more confident of their correct answers then their incorrect answers which is taken as a measure of subjective visual awareness. This measurement will be called confidence ratings in the remaining paper.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

As shown in Figure 2a, the d-prime pattern shows a classical pattern masking curve with the lowest point of the curve when the SOA was 0 milliseconds [1]. There was a main effect of SOA as indicated by a MANOVA with SOA as a factor (F(12,11) = 29.73, \( p < .001 \)). Interestingly, the d-prime was above zero when the SOA was 0 milliseconds (t(22) = 9.64, \( p < .01 \)), indicating that the participants were capable of detecting the fearful bodily expressions. The confidence ratings are plotted in Figure 2b. Also, a main effect of SOA is found here (F(12, 11) = 86.37, \( p < .001 \)). Strikingly, participants were still more confident about their correct than incorrect answers when the d-prime was at its lowest point. This is indicated by the confidence ratings being still significantly above zero when the SOA was 0 milliseconds (t(22) = 5.76, \( p < .01 \)).

When exploring Figure 2a detection performance seems equal between SOA values of -50 & +33, -50 & +50, -33 & +33, and -33 & +50 milliseconds, this was confirmed with paired t-tests showing no significant differences. However, when performing statistical comparisons between the same SOA conditions on the confidence ratings it appeared that the confidence ratings differed significantly for the SOA.
value pair -50 & +33 milliseconds (t(22) = 2.23, p < .05). This was also the case for the comparison of the SOA conditions of -33 & +33 milliseconds; the d-prime did not differ, while the confidence ratings did (t(22) = 2.25, p < .05).

While participants are in some conditions equally capable in detecting the fearful body posture, the subjective confidence ratings differed. The dissociation between the detecting performance and the confidence ratings seems to indicate that the fearful bodily expressions are being processed independently of subjective visual awareness. This process could be playing an important role in everyday vision supporting us unconsciously with important information of our surroundings. However, while in creating our stimuli we took care of triggering a fear response in the actors as natural as possible a drawback of the laboratory setting is that the spontaneous observation of fear is difficult to simulate.

Further research using neurological measures could give us insight which pathways are indeed mediating the independency of detecting fearful signals from visual awareness and how it interacts with other sources of information like auditory or other visual information like the face. Finally, it should also be examined if this phenomenon is general to the perception of all emotions or whether it is specific to the perception of fearful signals.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present methodological article was to assess whether a microstructure of hole-exploratory activity can be demonstrated in rats tested in the hole-board, an experimental assay widely used to study anxiety-related behaviors in rodents. Six never properly described hole-exploratory behavioral components were identified: active-dip, static-dip, rapid-dip, circular-sniff, point-sniff and central-sniff. Results, assessed by means of descriptive and multivariate approaches, reveal a complex microstructural organization of these behavioral elements. The hypothesis of an important role of the relationships between point-sniff and head dipping activities, in anxiety-related hole-exploratory behavior, is proposed. It is suggested that the microstructural analysis can evidence even subtle behavioral changes induced by manipulations of animal anxiety condition.
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INTRODUCTION
The hole-board (HB) is an exploration-based assay widely used to assess various features of anxiety-related behaviors in rodents. HB generally consists of a rectangular or square arena provided with a variable number of holes in the ground. The behavioral component more frequently investigated in HB is head-dip, that is, insertion of the head into a hole. However, conflicting evidences surround this behavioral component. For instance, increases [18], decreases [14], or no modifications [16] of head-dip frequencies have been described following administration of anti-anxiety drugs. Thus, whether quantitative evaluation of head-dip alone may be considered suitable anxiety level indicator represents matter of discussion. It is our contention that contrasting findings concerning this behavioral component have been produced by the unfortunate association of two factors: first, since HB introduction almost 50 years ago [1], inter-relations among behavioral components in this experimental assay have been scantily investigated; second, as a consequence and even more important, only quantitative evaluations of head-dip have been produced for a long time. Multivariate analyses (MVA) provide excellent tools to overcome such constraints because they make available useful and interesting information on the relationships among behavioral elements [3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 15, 17]. Concerning studies on anxiety and depression, various articles have provided, by means of MVA, reliable information on rodent’s behavior in the elevated-plus maze [9], in the forced swimming test [12], in the sucrose preference test and in the open field [2]. As to hole-board assay, by means of MVA, we have demonstrated that edge-sniff, a specific sniffing activity of holes edge, has complex relationships with head-dip and with several components of the behavioral structure [6, 7, 8]. In brief, we hypothesized that the patterning between these two behavioral components could rely on rodent’s motivational drives which, in turn, are likely influenced by anxiety level [6, 7, 8]. Thus, given the prospective functional meaning of head-dip/edge-sniff patterning, the study of hole exploration activities, at a microstructural level, might contribute to the knowledge of motivational drives underlying anxiety-related behaviors in...
HB. On this subject, remarkable information has been provided, in the past, by analyzing the behavioral microstructure of different rodent’s activities, such as grooming [11] or feeding [20]. The aim of the present research is to describe, from a methodological point of view, an alternative approach to the study of rodent behavior in HB, by focusing the analysis on hole-exploration activity in its microstructural complexity.

METHODS

Experimental Apparatus
HB apparatus consisted of an enclosed 50 × 50 cm arena made of white opaque Plexiglas with a raised floor (5 cm above a white opaque Plexiglas sub-floor) containing four equidistant holes (4 cm in diameter). Each hole centre was 10 cm from the two nearest walls so that holes were equidistant from adjacent corners [6, 7, 8].

Subjects and Housing
15 male, specific pathogen free, Wistar rats (Morini, Italy), 55-60 days old, weighing 220-250 g, were used. Each subject was individually housed in a room maintained at 23 ± 1°C, under a normal 12 h light/dark cycle (light on: 7:00 a.m. – light off: 7:00 p.m.). Food (standard laboratory diet - Mucedola, Italy) and water were available “ad libitum”.

Procedure
Rats were transported from housing room to testing room inside their home-cages to minimize transfer effect. To avoid possible visual and/or olfactory influences, animals were allowed to aclimate for 30 minutes far from observational apparatus. Environmental temperature was maintained equal to temperature in the housing room. Each subject, experimentally naïve at test beginning, was placed in the arena centre and allowed to freely explore for 10 min. After each observation, hole-board apparatus was cleaned with ethylic alcohol (70%) to remove scent cues left from the preceding subject. Experiments were recorded through a digital videocamera and video files stored in a personal computer for following analyses.

Ethical Statement
Experiment was approved by a local veterinary committee and conducted in accordance with the European Communities Council Directive 86/609/EEC concerning the protection of animals used for experimental scientific purposes.

Ethogram and Behavioral Coding
The first step in a behavioral study is generally represented by the construction of a suitable ethogram, that is, a formal description of the behavioral components taken into consideration. The ethogram here used is focused on rodent’s activities of hole-exploration. Since behavioral coding is an extremely work-demanding aspect, utilization of a suitable software coder is very important. We analyzed digital video files by means of the software coder The Observer (Noldus Information Technology, The Netherlands) [19].

Descriptive Analyses
To discern frequent behavioral components from the infrequent ones per cent distributions have been calculated and presented by means of a pie-chart (Figure 1). Moreover, latencies of each behavioral element first appearance have been evaluated and graphically presented by means of a histogram (Figure 2).

Multivariate Analyses
Different multivariate approaches are available to assess animal behavior [5, 8, 10, 11, 15, 17]. In present research we used a MVA based on transition matrices elaborations. First of all, transitions from a behavioral element to another one were reported in a transition matrix (TM) by means of a relevant option available in the software coder. Then, TMs of each subject were summed obtaining a total TM. Within total TM, two important conditions should be respected: a) number of empty cells should be not more than 20% [4, 5, 6]; b) minimum number of transitions should be, at least, 5 times the number of components in the ethogram [5, 17]. Total TM represents the starting point for several analyses based on matrix elaboration such as stochastic analysis, cluster analysis or adjusted residuals analysis [5]. In this brief article, we present only the stochastic one. Multivariate stochastic analysis requires that a total TM is transformed into a table presenting probabilities of transitions among patterns (i.e. a probability matrix) where: a) transition probability from a pattern to all others is 1; b) each row must sum to 1, and c) each transition must be between 0 and 1 [4, 5, 6]. In present study individual TMs, along with resulting total TM, were processed by means of the specific software for matrix manipulation and analysis Matman (Noldus Information Technology, The Netherlands) [13].

MVA Graphical Representations
Basically, a transition matrix is a table filled with hundreds of numbers. In this form a transition matrix is quite difficult to interpret even for an experienced reader. For this reason it is important to express a transition matrix in an intuitive graphical fashion. In present article, the stochastic matrix has been graphically expressed by means a path diagram in which different transition probabilities were represented by connecting arrows of different thickness. By means of this approach both directions and transition probabilities can be simultaneously illustrated.

RESULTS

Ethogram of the Hole-Exploration Process
The ethogram encompasses six behavioral components: Point-Sniff (PoS): the rat sniffs a single point of the hole-edge; Central-Sniff (CiS): the rat sniffs the hole center without inserting the head inside; Circular-Sniff (CiS): the rat sniffs the hole-edge in a continuous circular fashion;
Static-Dip (StD): the rat puts and maintains its head into the hole, the body is immobile; Rapid-Dip (RaD): the rat rapidly puts into and remove its head from the hole; Active-Dip (AcD): the rat puts its head into the hole; body movements are produced. Behavioral group “others” enfolds all remaining components not related with hole-exploration [6, 7, 8].

Descriptive Analyses
Figure 1 shows that all sniffing activities, that is, point-sniff, circular-sniff and central-sniff, represent together the largest extent of hole-exploratory patterns. Mean latencies (Figure 2), evaluated on the basis of each behavioral component first appearance, demonstrate that point-sniff and static-dip are the first components of hole-exploratory behavior to appear, both within the first minute of observation. Rapid-dip, active-dip and circular-sniff are present after the first minute and within the third. Central-sniff is the last pattern to occur.

Multivariate Stochastic Analysis
Probabilities of transitions, illustrated by means of a path diagram (Figure 3), show that all dipping behaviors (i.e. rapid-dip, static-dip and active-dip) have high chances of transition exclusively toward point-sniff. This last, in turn, represents the only pattern linking the remaining components of the behavior (i.e. “others”) with a high probability. All remaining transitions occur with medium to low probabilities.

DISCUSSION
This is the first research assessing, by means of descriptive and multivariate analyses, the behavioral process of hole-exploration at a microstructural level. Six new behavioral components, never properly described, have been introduced and two main behavioral clusters of hole exploration activities in HB were identified: the sniffing one and the inside-hole exploration one. The former consisted of point-sniff, circular-sniff and central-sniff; the latter encompassed rapid-dip, static-dip and active-dip.

The pie-chart (Figure 1) shows a prevalence of all sniffing activities in comparison with the inside-hole exploratory ones. Noticeably, point-sniff and static-dip represent roughly the 70% of the whole behavioral repertoire of hole-exploration. Latencies (Figure 2) demonstrate that point-sniff and static-dip are the first to appear, both within the first minute of observation. All the remaining components show higher latencies. Path diagram reveals that all head-dipping activities have high transitional probabilities exclusively toward point-sniff (Figure 3) that, in turn, is the sole behavioral element of hole-exploration process showing high transition probabilities toward remaining components (i.e. ‘others’). Taken together, such results suggest an important role of point-sniff, static-dip and of their patternings, both in terms of quantitative aspects and probabilistic arrangement of transitions as well. However, per cent distributions, latencies and, more in general, all quantitative assessments of behavior are able to emphasize only specific quantitative aspects, representing each component, although carefully quantified, only a disjointed element. For instance, albeit pie chart (Figure 1) clearly demonstrates that point-sniffing is characterized by a high per cent value and by the lowest latency (Figure 2), relationships among point-sniff and the whole behavioral structure are missing. Hence, the possibility to characterize each behavioral component through even thousands of numbers does not imply the possibility to use those numbers to figure out what the behavior is in its wholeness. As already showed in other experimental models of anxiety and depression [2, 9, 12], this is the pivotal aspect that distinguishes ‘conventional’ quantitative approaches from...
multivariate ones: MVA offers useful tools to avoid reductive interpretation of isolated patterns, disjointed from the whole behavioral architecture, thus revealing behavioral dynamics otherwise undetectable by means of quantitative analyses alone.

CONCLUSION
Main outcome of the present research is that rat hole-exploratory behavior in hole-board presents a complex microstructure where the interrelationships among its components play an important role. The multivariate approach, synergically used with traditional descriptive methods (such as evaluation of per cent distributions and latencies) offers an innovative tool to assess, at microstructural level, even subtle behavioral changes induced by manipulations of animal anxiety condition. Further studies are in progress in our laboratories to assess possible effects of diazepam, a reference anxiolytic drug, on the behavioral microstructure of rat’s response to anxiety.
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ABSTRACT
Specific context and cues that had been associated with drug reward elicit the development of drug-associated contextual and cued memories. Re-exposure to drug-associated context and cues may cause arousal and drug-seeking behavior in humans who became addicted to drugs. This maladaptive behavior is dependent on classical Pavlovian conditioning. In animal models, the conditioned place preference paradigm has been used to investigate the motivational effects of drug reward. However, this paradigm does not allow dissociation between approach behavior to discrete contextual and cued stimuli that had been paired with drug reward. Recently, we had designed a novel conditioning paradigm that allows us to discriminate between the formations of context- and cue-dependent memories of drug reward. We used a commercially available two-compartment conditioned place preference apparatus; one compartment is painted white and the second is painted black. During the conditioning phase (4 days), mice received cocaine either in the black or in the white compartment of the cage. In our new design, we inserted a blinking light cue into the drug-paired compartment. Subsequently, we tested one group of mice for approach behavior to the context (in the original training context) in the absence of the light cue. Then, we tested a second group of mice for approach to the light cue in a novel context. Mice conditioned by cocaine developed robust approach behavior for both cocaine-associated context and cue. In control experiments, mice had neither preference nor aversion to the light cue. This new straightforward paradigm allows the dissociation between context- and cue-dependent memories of drug reward. Therefore, this novel behavioral paradigm is significant for the investigation of mechanisms underlying the development of addictive behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
In classical Pavlovian conditioning, pairing of an unconditioned stimulus (US) with a neutral context and cues, such as light or sound, confers conditioned stimulus (CS) properties to these entities. When a specific context is paired with reinforcing stimuli, the conditioned response is approach. Traditionally, this behavior was quantified in the conditioned place preference (CPP) paradigm. The acquisition of place conditioning requires first, an US that changes the affective state of the organism, and second, learning and memory processes [5]. The CPP paradigm has been used to investigate the motivational effects of drug and natural reward.

In a typical place conditioning apparatus, cues such as floor texture and wall color or pattern are embedded in the context, making it difficult to distinguish between cues and context. Thus the reinforcer-paired ‘environment’ acquires properties of a CS. Subsequent exposure to the CS elicits approach behavior to the drug-paired environment. This type of learning is also viewed as ‘habit learning,’ which has a major role in the development of drug addiction [3]. While the context of drug exposure may elicit drug craving, presentation of cocaine- and alcohol-related cues to cocaine and alcohol abusers elicits limbic activation, craving and physiological responses similar to the drugs’ effects, suggesting the emergence of a conditioned response to drug-associated cues [2]. Given the pivotal role of cue-dependent reinforcement learning in the development of drug addiction, our goal was to modify the traditional CPP paradigm to enable us to investigate not only contextual
memories of drug reward but also discrete cued memories of drug reward. To this end, we investigated the development of approach behavior to discrete contexts and cue that were associated with cocaine administration, using a modified CPP paradigm in mice.

**ANIMALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Mice purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine, USA) were bred in our facilities at the University of Miami, Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL, USA, as we described previously [1]. Both genotypes, wild type (WT) and neuronal nitric oxide (nNOS) knockout (KO), were generated on a B6;129S genetic background. For the experiments described herein, adult (7-8 weeks old) WT and nNOS KO males were used. Animal care was in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, National Academy Press, 1996) and approved by the University of Miami Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice were conditioned by 20mg/kg cocaine, a dose we found optimal in WT and nNOS KO mice for the acquisition of cocaine conditioned place preference [1].

**Apparatus**

Custom-designed Plexiglas cages (42L x 20W x 20H cm; Opto-Max Activity Meter v2.16; Columbus Instruments, Columbus, OH, USA) were used. The training context consisted of two compartments, separated by a removable guillotine door, one comprising four black walls with a smooth black floor and the other four white walls and a floor covered with sandpaper (Figure 1A). Each compartment was covered by a transparent ceiling, perforated with an array of 16 small holes (1cm diameter, in an array of 4 rows with 4 holes each) to allow ventilation.

We introduced four blinking lights (mini bulbs; 2.5V, each) through the ceiling perforations (Figure 1A) as a cue. The compound context-cue stimulus was always paired with cocaine administration. Because experiments were carried out in an unbiased design (half of the subjects were conditioned by cocaine in the black compartment and the other half in the white compartment) the light cue was present either in the black or in the white compartment of the training apparatus. Upon completion of the training (see below), approach behavior towards cocaine-associated context and cue was tested as follows: one group was tested in the training context in the absence of the light cue and a second group was tested in a novel context (Figure 1B) in the presence of the light cue. The novel context consisted of 2 different removable wall patterns and floor covers that we designed and had laminated. One compartment was covered with white stars (2.5 cm in diameter) on a black background, and the second compartment was covered with black and white strips (2cm wide x 20cm high) (Figure 1B). Each cage was equipped with 2 horizontal sensors mounted alongside opposing lengths. The two compartments (21 x 20 x 20 cm) were each scanned by 7 infrared beams at a rate of 10Hz (2.54 cm intervals). A null zone 8 cm wide was assigned at the interface of the two compartments to ensure that only full entry into each compartment was registered as ‘real’ time spent in each zone.

**Training**

Training and testing were carried out in dimmed lighting (30Watts; a reading lamp with two 18-inch white fluorescent bulbs, 15 Watts each, faced a wall) in a test room separate from the housing room. On the first day, between 12:00-14:00h, mice were habituated (20min) to the training context (Figure 1A) in the absence of the light cue; time spent in each compartment was recorded to determine preconditioning compartment-preference/aversion. To ensure a strictly unbiased training design, mice that showed initial preconditioning preference of more than 10-12% of the total time (20min) to either compartment were discarded. For the next 4 days (days 2-5) WT and nNOS KO mice (n=32-34 per group) were trained by a morning (10:00-12:00h) saline session and an afternoon (14:00-16:00h) cocaine (20mg/kg) session, each lasting 30min. For the unbiased design, training was counterbalanced: half of the subjects were trained with drug in the black compartment and the other half in the white compartment.

**Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the training (A) and novel (B) contexts.** The training context consisted of two compartments, separated by a removable guillotine door, one comprising four black walls with a smooth black floor and the other four white walls and a floor covered with sandpaper. During training four blinking lights (mini bulbs; 2.5V, each) were suspended through the ceiling perforations (not shown) of the drug-paired compartment (e.g., black or white); the light served as the drug-associated cue. Drug-associated cue preference was tested in the novel context (B). One compartment was covered with white stars (2.5cm in diameter) on a black background, and the second compartment was covered with black and white strips (2cm wide x 20cm high).
Cocaine was administered immediately before the animal was placed into the appropriate compartment, and the light cue was turned on 10min later. Animals thus experienced the presence of blinking lights for the final 20min of the drug-training session. Control groups of both genotypes (n=18-20 per group) received saline instead of cocaine in the afternoon session.

Testing
All tests were carried out between 12:00-14:00h, that is during the same time period in which the pretraining habituation had been recorded. Each test was performed in a drug-free state and it lasted for only 10min to minimize extinction learning. For each genotype, half of the subjects were tested for context preference and the other half was tested for cue preference. For context preference, the mouse was placed in the training context in the absence of the light cue (Figure 1A), and time spent in each compartment was recorded for 10min. For cue preference, the light cue was introduced into the novel context (Figure 1B) and it was blinking prior to entry of the mice into the testing room. Then each mouse was brought into the room, and placed in the center of the novel context (Figure 1B). Preference for the cue was recorded for 10min. In this group, half of the mice (n=8-9) were tested with the light cue in the same side of the cage in which the cue had been present during training. To avoid influence of spatial learning of the location of the light cue, the remaining mice from this group (n=8-9) were tested with the light cue located in the part of the cage corresponding to the spatial location opposite to that present during training. The outcome of these two tests was remarkably similar, suggesting that animals responded to the drug-associated cue and not to the spatial location of the light; hence, the results of the two tests were combined.

Statistical Analysis
The magnitude of preference for cocaine-paired context and cocaine-paired cue across the genotypes was analyzed by two-way ANOVA: genotype x context/cue preference (Figure 2). Specific differences between groups were analyzed by post hoc Newman-Keuls test. A p value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
WT mice that had been conditioned by cocaine in a discrete context in the presence of a light cue showed significant preference for a) cocaine-paired context and b) cocaine-associated light cue (Figure 2). WT mice showed preference to the light cue that was paired with cocaine injections irrespectively of the spatial location of the light cue in the novel context. This finding suggests that following conditioning by cocaine, the light cue acquired the properties of reinforcing conditioned stimulus that elicits approach behavior. Notably, control mice that were trained only by saline showed neither preference nor aversion to the light cue.

Hence, we have shown that a modified conditioned place preference apparatus can be used to investigate both context and cue preference following conditioning by reinforcing drug. Interestingly, nNOS KO mice developed preference for the cocaine-paired context but not for the cocaine-paired light cue (Figure 2). It is unlikely that the impairment in the acquisition of preference to cocaine-associated cue is due to visual deficits in nNOS KO mice because they acquired normal context preference. The discrimination between the two contexts is visually dependent because one compartment is black and the other is white.

Several studies suggest that contextual memory is hippocampus-dependent and cued memory is amygdala-dependent [4]. Thus, it appears that the nNOS gene is required for the formation of amygdala- more so than hippocampus-dependent memory of drug reward.

CONCLUSIONS
The present results demonstrate the utilization of a modified place-conditioning paradigm to investigate both context- and cue-dependent reinforcement learning. Unlike the traditional conditioned place preference design, this novel paradigm we developed allows dissociation between approach behavior to discrete contextual and cued stimuli that were associated with the motivational effect of drug reward. This novel paradigm will allow investigating the mechanisms underlying the development of addictive behavior.
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ABSTRACT
Continuous spontaneous alternation in a symmetrical Y-maze is widely considered as a measure of spatial working memory in rodents, and is used as an entrance screening test for cognitive enhancers. The task consists of a single 8-min session during which arm visits and sequence of arm entries are continuously recorded. Using EthoVision XT, we describe the implementation and validation of an automated scoring procedure for continuous spontaneous alternation in mice in a Y-maze. We optimized the design of the arena setting to avoid false arm entries, and developed an automated analysis program in order to extract from the EthoVision export file the sequence of arm entries and the number of alternations. We show that, after optimization, 100% agreement was reached between the automated output and human observers in terms of arm entries, sequence of entry and alternation percentage. We also demonstrate that several Y-mazes can be run in parallel without influencing mouse alternation behavior, and that the automated system is suitable for pharmacological testing.
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INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous alternation in rats and mice refers to the natural tendency of rodents to spontaneously choose alternate arms in a Y- or T-maze. This behavior has been described about 80 years ago [1]. Spontaneous alternation behavior has been ascribed to the operation of a variety of mechanisms, but regardless of this ethological function, it is evident that the animal must remember which arm it had entered on a previous occasion to enable it to alternate its choice on a following trial. Therefore, spontaneous alternation has been embraced by behavioral pharmacologists as a quick and relatively simple test of spatial working memory, devoid of fear, reward or reinforcers (review by Hughes, 2004 [2]).

Free-running or continuous spontaneous alternation in symmetrical Y-mazes was first applied to the study of drug effects about 30 years ago [3,4]. The basic procedure allowed individual rats and mice free access to the three arms of the maze for several minutes during which time sequences of entries of the arms were recorded. From these sequences, proportions of arms entered that were different from those previously visited were calculated to produce an alternation score. In the most recent form, which is widely used to study spatial working memory, animals are usually given an 8-min unrestrained trial in a symmetrical Y-maze [5]. Administration of scopolamine (intraperitoneally) or amyloid (intracerebrally) generates deficits of performance in the Y-maze. These deficits can be prevented by acetylcholine esterase inhibitors and by sigma-1 agonists [6,7].

In the present work, using EthoVision XT, we describe the implementation and validation of an automated scoring procedure for continuous spontaneous alternation of mice in a Y-maze.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Animals
Young male Swiss mice were used (weighing 24-28 g, about 4-week old, purchased from Janvier France). They were group-housed in polypropylene cages (type III H Macrolon, with sterile aspen bedding) under the following standard conditions: 22 ± 2 °C, light/dark cycle 12 h/12 h - 6 am-6 pm, 55 ±15 % humidity, ultra filtered water and ad
libitum food (SDS RM1(E)SQC. The cages were located in an air-conditioned animal housing room (15-20 air changes per hour) in a type 1 conventional animal facility. All experiments were carried out according to the European guideline 86/609/CEE and 2003/65/CE and the Belgian legislation from August 14th, 1986 and its amendments. All experiments were approved by the UCB ethical committee.

Y-Maze Task
The Y-maze consisted of three arms of equal size. Each arm was a V-shape corridor made of white PVC. The arms measured 38.5 cm long, 3 cm wide and 13 cm high, and were oriented at 60° angles from each other. The arena was cleaned using Umonium (Huckert’s international) between two trials in order to avoid odor trails. The Y-maze test was performed under moderate lighting conditions (200 lux), with moderately loud background music.

Mice began the single trial at the end of one arm, and were allowed to freely explore the Y-maze during 8 min. Number and sequence of arm visits were recorded either manually by the observer or by means of EthoVision XT. Alternation was defined as “a consecutive entry in three different arms”. The alternation percentage was computed with the following formula: “number of alternations” divided by “total number of arm visits” minus 2.

RESULTS
Optimization of Arena Settings
EthoVision is a video tracking system, which first captures video, and then analysis the subject tracks using subject location and movement. The track analysis is based on arena settings. The arena settings define a variety of zones or locations inside the arena, for which a behavior will be measured. Behavior is here defined in terms of locomotion or position (e. g.: moving in, or around, a zone; being close, or far, from a location). The intuitive arena setting for a Y-maze task consisted of one central zone and three rectangular zones corresponding to each one of the three arms. Arm exploration was defined as entering at least the first third of an arm. Such settings did not reach satisfactory accuracy between automated and observer scoring, and provided on average 20% variation between the two scoring techniques. To optimize the accuracy of the automated scoring, additional zones were drawn as shown in Figure 1.

The additional zones split the central zone of the maze between a central triangle located at the center of the three arms, and the proximal area of each arm. This proximal area covered approximately the first third of the arm. The reason to include the first third of the arm into the central zone was that part of normal rodent behavior consisted of repeatedly going around within the central zone of the Y-maze. In this case, rodents did not really explore any arm. Without the definition of the proximal arm area, the automated system considered any animal located in this area as exploring the arm, while it was not.

Furthermore, we designed an Excel-VBA macro to analyze the sequences of arm visits. EthoVision XT5 generated a track export file, which was first decoded by the Noldus Excel macro in order to provide the position of the animal relative to the zone areas defined in the arena settings. The position was given every 4/100 sec in a binary format, which was presence/absence of the animal in any of the zone areas. Our Excel-VBA macro used the list of the positions of the center point as input. A new visit of an arm was recorded each time a visit of a distal area was followed by an entry in the central area. An arm entry was defined as center point of the mouse entered into the distal part of the arm (A, B, or C). Similarly, a new arm entry was only considered when the mouse center point left the proximal part of the arm (Ap, Bp, or Cp). The macro first detected the inter-zone transitions, zone transition being defined as a passage through the central area. In order to extract alternation from inter-zone transition, each visit to an arm was associated with a numerical code. The code took the values 1, 2 or 4 according to the arms visited. The successive transitions associated with a sum of codes equal to 7 corresponded to one alternation defined as a successive visit to the three arms of the Y-maze. For instance, the following sequence of mouse movements: “center – Ap - A – Ap – A – Ap – center- Bp – B” was translated by the macro into the following arm transition: A – B.

The Optimized Arena Settings Increased the Accuracy of Automated Scoring
Mice were run during a 8-min session in the Y-maze. Their alternations were scored by EthoVision XT using the optimized arena settings or by visual observations. Figure 2 showed for each animal the alternation percentage obtained.
Running Several Y-Mazes in Parallel Did Not Modify the Alternation Behavior of Mice

If the Y-maze test is to be used as an efficient screening tool, automated systems should not modify rodent performances when run in parallel within the same room. We compared the alternation percentage obtained by a single Y-maze, and by two mazes run in parallel in the same room by a single experimenter. The alternation percentage of vehicle-treated mice was 63.9 ± 3.1 with one maze (n=10) and 62.5 ± 3.0 (n=14) with 2 mazes. Student t-test did not find any significant statistical variation between the two settings (p=0.76), indicating that running several mazes in parallel did not modify the alternation behavior.

Automated Y-Maze Task Is Suitable for Pharmacological Testing

The automated Y-maze system using two mazes in parallel was used to show a scopolamine-induced working memory deficit. Mice were blindly treated by intra-peritoneal injection of vehicle (1% methylcellulose-5%DMSO), or 0.3 mg/kg scopolamine. Thirty min later, they were run for a 8-min long Y-maze trial. Mice treated with vehicle showed an alternation percentage statistically above chance level (50% of alternation) whereas scopolamine-treated mice did not. Student t-test comparing both treatments showed that the alternation percentage of scopolamine-treated mice was statistically lower than that of vehicle-treated mice (see Figure 4).
CONCLUSION

We describe the optimization of an automated Y-maze task using EthoVision XT. To this end, we developed an arena setting spitting the central zone of the maze into proximal arm area and maze center. We also developed an Excel Macro to accurately extract the sequence of arm visits from the sequence of zone transitions in our new arena settings. This optimized system was able to detect arm transitions with 100% accuracy. Several Y-maze could be run in parallel in the same room by a single observer, without influencing mouse alternation behavior. The system was able to detect the deleterious effect of a pharmacological agent such as scopolamine on alternation performance.
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ABSTRACT
Testing rodents in their home cages has become increasingly popular. A new low-cost computer-controlled operant panel was designed, which can be placed inside the home cage. A pilot study was carried out, using a decision-making protocol, which was adapted from the original maze rodent Iowa Gambling Task (r-IGT). Male adult rats were tested in their home cages, containing the operant panel provided with nose-poking holes. Nose-poking was associated with rewards of different value and probability. A tryptophan-free diet was fed to investigate the effect of lowering central serotonin concentration on performance in the r-IGT. The data suggested that control rats behave in a way similar to rats tested in the original r-IGT; that is, they tend to choose the option with the best long-term payoff more often as the test progresses. Tryptophan depleted rats showed a weaker improvement across trials than controls.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, much effort has been devoted to developing new methods for behavioral phenotyping. Especially testing animals in their home cages has become increasingly popular. Behavior can be recorded undisturbed and continuously for prolonged periods of time, while human intervention is minimized [5], [7]. A new low-cost computer-controlled home cage operant panel (HOP) was developed by joint effort of the Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, and PRS Italia, Rome. This apparatus is designed to be placed inside a standard-size (Macrolon IV) cage enabling the rodent to operate it 24 h/day. The HOP provides an alternative for yet existing home cage systems, which are either too complex or not able yet to carry out operant-learning tests. In order to test the functionality of this panel, a pilot study was carried out focusing on decision-making.

Decision-making plays an important role in everyday life of both human and non-human animals. The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) is the most frequently used task to assess decision-making performance under uncertainty [2],[3], in which a conflict between the immediate and the long-term payoff options is represented. Decision-making is often disturbed in psychiatric conditions affected by the common human serotonin transporter promoter length polymorphism (5-HTTLPR). This fact raises the hypothesis that decision-making is indeed modulated by the serotonergic system [6], possibly by maintaining a choice option once established [10]. Furthermore, stress affects decision-making in a cortisol-dependent fashion [12]. The availability of a rodent version of the IGT (r-IGT) makes it possible to study the underlying mechanisms [11]. Testing rodents in their home cage could provide a less stressful environment compared to other methods, due to a reduction in human intervention, handling, and transport. Here, we report the results of an experiment in which the HOP was used in a modified r-IGT protocol. In addition, to study the effect of serotonin on IGT
performance, rats received a tryptophan (TRP) deficient (or control) diet to reduce brain serotonin synthesis.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

All experimental procedures were approved by Institutional Animal Survey Board on the behalf of Italian Ministry of Health, and were in close accordance with European Communities Council Directive (86/609/EEC) and Italian law. All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering, to reduce the number of animals used, and to use alternatives to in vivo testing.

**Subjects**

Twelve male adult Wistar rats (Charles River, Italy; mean bodyweight 365.5gr) were kept in an air-conditioned room (temperature 21 ± 1°C) on a 12-hr reversed light-dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 pm). Prior to the experiments animals were housed in pairs in Macrolon III cages, but from the start of the training/test protocol animals were singly housed. Water was available ad libitum, whereas food (Altromin-R, A. Rieper S.p.A., Vandoies, Italy) was available ad libitum until the start of the protocol. After four weeks of acclimation, rats were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups: one group received a TRP-free diet (T-), while the other group received a control diet. The TRP-free diet (DP/1069 mod., A. Rieper S.p.A., Vandoies, Italy) was a standard diet, but with the complete lack of TRP. The control group (T+) was fed the same diet, except that TRP (2.8 gr/kg diet) was added.

**Apparatus**

The operant-testing apparatus, consisting of four prototype computer-controlled panels (HOP; PRS Italia, Rome), one for each of the subjects, was placed in a Macrolon IV cage with sawdust bedding. The panel contained two nose-poking holes, hole lights, a chamber light, two feeder devices, a food magazine where pellets (sugar pellets F0042 and quinine [4.44 g/kg diet] pellets F06498, Dustless Precision Pellet 45 mg; Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, NJ) were delivered, a little trapdoor to remove uneaten pellets, and a magazine light. The panel was connected through an interface to a PC, where specific software (Sca020; PRS Italia, Rome) controlled and recorded all events.

Nose poking in the holes of the panel resulted in the delivery of sugar or quinine pellets (see Protocol for ratio and amount). After nose-poking (adequate nose-poking) and before food delivery, the hole light was turned on for 1sec. Following food delivery, the magazine light was turned on for 15sec, during which nose-poking (inadequate nose-poking) was recorded but was not assigned unless the following conditions (time-out, TO). The trapdoor was opened 2sec before the end of the TO. The magazine light was then turned off, the chamber light was turned on, and the system was ready for the next trial.

The following variables were recorded automatically: adequate nose-poking (nose-pokes after a TO, resulting in the delivery of the pellets), inadequate nose-poking (nose-pokes during a TO interval, which were recorded but were without any consequences), and time needed to complete the session. For adequate nose poking, the dependent variable was the choice preference (calculated as the percentage of adequate nose-pokes at the “bad” hole over total amount of all adequate nose-pokes). For inadequate nose poking, the dependent variable was the raw frequency of inadequate nose-pokes per trial.

**Protocol**

One week before the start of the training/testing protocol, rats were handled for 2min daily, their bodyweight was taken, and they were familiarized with the sugar pellets in the home cage (two pellets per animal per day). Five days before the start of the training/testing protocol the normal food was removed and animals received ad libitum the T- or control diet (animals were familiarized with the diet by receiving approximately 4gr per rat per day in the home cage, two days before the change of diet).

On the morning of the first day of training, rats were placed individually in the test cages with water available ad lib (no food), where they were left undisturbed for an hour before the first session started. Two sessions were run per day, which took place around 9.00AM and 5.00PM respectively (for arguments, see [9]). The training phase consisted of three sessions of magazine training and one session of nose-poke training, i.e. two days in total. During the magazine training, two sugar pellets were dropped automatically in the magazine with an interval of 60sec. After a variable time window, the trapdoor was opened to remove the uneaten pellets; this window was kept fixed for each session and was progressively decreased across subsequent sessions (time to eat, TTE, 20-15-10secs). Once all rats were reliably consuming the pellets, they were trained to nose-poke on each nose-poking hole (right/left alternating each trial, 10 trials per hole): they learned to collect two sugar pellets per adequate nose-poke from both holes, in an attempt to prevent a biased preference for either hole. In the magazine training phase, nose-poking holes were closed by covering Plexiglas plates, while the food magazine was always covered by an aluminium plate (to protect the underlying mechanics against sawdust entering the magazine) which was only removed during sessions.

Once the rats were nose-poking reliably and eating the sugar pellets within 10sec, the test phase started. The IGT was based on the r-IGT performed in a maze as described previously [6], [11], modified to be adapted in the home cage operant panels. Rats received 40 trials per session for a total of 240 trials; thus this phase lasted 3 days. Each session started with turning on the chamber light accompanied by the free delivery of two sugar pellets. The TO was 15sec, including a TTE of 13sec before the uneaten pellets were removed. Rewards were represented by sugar pellets, punishments were represented by quinine pellets that were unpalatable but not uneatable. The “bad” hole presented occasionally big rewards (four sugar pellets,
probability 30%) among series of quinine pellets (4, probability 70%), i.e. 12 sugar pellets per 10 trials. The “good” hole presented regularly small rewards (two sugar pellets, probability 80%) among quinine pellets (2, probability 20%), i.e. 16 pellets per 10 trials. The total number of nose-pokes for “good” and “bad” holes was calculated for each block of 40 trials to obtain the IGT score. This choice parameter (see Figure 1) was the percentage of adequate nose-pokes at the “bad” hole over total amount of all adequate nose-pokes.

Before each session, rats received 0.5gr of T- or control diet respectively, and after each session they received the rest of their diet needed to maintain them on 95-98% of free feeding bodyweight. Daily after the AM-session, animals’ bodyweight was taken. Rats were food restricted from the first day of training throughout the entire protocol in order to increase their motivation to work for food delivery. The entire training/test protocol lasted 5 days.

Data Analysis
Exclusion criteria were (1) rats that did not reliably eat the rewards, (2) rats that did not reliably nose-poke for pellet delivery, and (3) rats that ate quinine pellets. Throughout the r-IGT, repeated measures ANOVAs were performed on the preference for the “bad” hole (within subjects factor: block; between-subjects factor: treatment). Other data were analysed by ANOVAs (between-subjects factor: treatment) to detect group differences in the number of inadequate nose-pokes per trial, as well as in time needed per trial and in bodyweight (% of ad libitum bodyweight). Differences were considered significant when p = 0.05; NS = non-significant. All statistics are two-tailed.

RESULTS
Six T- and five control rats were tested in a modified version of the rodent Iowa Gambling Task [11], adapted to measure the animals’ behavior in their home cage. One control subject was excluded from further testing as he did not reliably nose-poke for pellet delivery. Figure 1 shows that, independent of treatment, all subjects improved their performance over blocks (trial block: F(5,9) = 7.576, p<0.001; trial block x treatment: F(5,45) = 0.958, NS). Visual inspection of the data suggests that T- rats do show a weaker improvement across trials than control rats. This is confirmed by separate repeated measures per group: control F(5,20)=7.63, p<0.001, vs T- F(5,25)=2.339, p<0.07. T- subjects showed significantly more inadequate nose-pokes per trial (mean ± SEM = 3.18 ± 0.26) than controls (1.80 ± 0.19; treatment F(1,9) = 7.071, p = 0.026). T- rats needed less time to complete their trials (minutes needed per trial, mean ± SEM = 0.34 ± 0.01) than controls (0.55 ± 0.04) as the test progressed (trial block x treatment F(5,45) = 4.244, p = 0.003; treatment F(1,9) = 49.557, p<0.001). No difference was found in bodyweight between the groups (treatment F(1,9) = 0.079, NS).

DISCUSSION
The present study was a first attempt to translate the maze r-IGT [11] to a home cage setting using an operant panel. The data thus far indicate that rats, like humans and rodents in the original r-IGT, do seem to choose the best long-term option more often as the test progresses. However, the learning curves for present rats (see Figure 1) and rats tested in the original maze r-IGT [11] with respect to this decision-making task are not exactly similar: the present rats seem to show a slower improvement across trials than rats tested in the maze r-IGT. This may be partly due to the fact that we used a slightly different ratio of sugar and quinine pellets for the two different options, as we noted that the original ratio used in the maze was too easy in the HOP.

It has been reported in both humans and rats that serotonin transporter dosage affects long-term decision-making in the IGT, thereby substantiating an important modulatory role of the serotonergic system in decision-making [6]. In line with this, T- rats (with diet-induced TRP depletion reducing brain serotonin synthesis) seemed to show a weaker improvement across trials than controls. It is clear that more rats need to be tested to substantiate this observation. Still in line, T- rats showed more inadequate nose-pokes, which provides an index of inability to wait [1], and were faster in completing their trials than control rats. Both findings are signs of increased motor impulsivity, caused by an altered function of the serotonergic system which modulates premature and impulsive responding [4], [8].

The present findings show that in principle it is possible to run the r-IGT in a home cage setting. Future experiments are directed at further validation of this approach and refinement of the protocol.

![Figure 1. Performance of T- (n = 6) and control (n = 5) rats tested in the home cage r-IGT. Shown are the mean (± SEM) proportions of choices for the “bad” hole per block of 40 trials.](image-url)
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ABSTRACT
We describe a fully trainable computer vision system enabling the automated analysis of complex mouse behaviors. Our system computes a sequence of feature descriptors for each video sequence and a classifier is used to learn a mapping from these features to behaviors of interest. We collected a very large manually annotated video database of mouse behaviors for training and testing the system. Our system performs on par with human scoring, as measured from the ground-truth manual annotations of thousands of clips of freely behaving mice. As a validation of the system, we characterized the home cage behaviors of two standard inbred and two non-standard mouse strains. From this data, we were able to predict the strain identity of individual mice with high accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
Automated quantitative analysis of mouse behavior will play a significant role in comprehensive phenotypic analysis – both on the small scale of detailed characterization of individual gene mutants and on the large scale of assigning gene functions across the entire mouse genome [1]. One key benefit of automating behavioral analysis arises from inherent limitations of human assessment: namely cost, time, and reproducibility. Although automation in and of itself is not a panacea for neurobehavioral experiments, it allows for addressing an entirely new set of questions about mouse behavior, such as conducting experiments on time scales that are orders of magnitude longer than traditionally assayed. For example, reported tests of grooming behavior span time scales of minutes whereas an automated analysis will allow for analysis of grooming behavior over hours or even days.

Most previous automated systems [3, 6] rely on the use of non-visual sensors (i.e. infrared beam) or video tracking techniques to monitor behavior. Such systems are particularly suitable for studies involving spatial measurements such as the distance covered by an animal or its speed. The physical measurements obtained from these sensor-based and tracking-based approaches limit the complexity of the behavior that can be measured. In particular, these approaches are not suitable for the analysis of fine animal behaviors such as grooming or micro-movements of the head. A few computer-vision systems for the recognition of mice behaviors have recently been described, including a commercial system (CleverSys, Inc) and two prototypes from academic groups [2, 9]. These computer-vision systems have not yet been tested in a real-world lab setting using long, uninterrupted video sequences containing potentially ambiguous behaviors. In addition, the systems have not been comprehensively evaluated against large, human annotated video databases containing different animals and different recording sessions.
In this paper, we describe a trainable, general-purpose, automated, and potentially high-throughput system for the behavioral analysis of mice in their home cage. Developed from a computational model of motion processing in the primate visual cortex [4], our system computes a sequence of feature descriptors for each input video based on the motion and position of the mouse. In the learning stage, a classifier is trained from manually annotated labels (behaviors of interest) and used to predict an output label for every frame of the video sequence. We compare the resulting system against human labeling and existing commercial software. We also discuss a range of applications demonstrating the flexibility of this approach.

EXPERIMENTS
All experiments involving mice were approved by the MIT and Caltech committees on animal care.

Behaviors of Interest and Definition
We annotate 8 types of common behaviors of inbred mice: drinking (defined by the mouse’s mouth being juxtaposed to the tip of the drinking spout), eating (defined by the mouse reaching and acquiring food from the food bin), grooming (defined by the fore- or hind-limbs sweeping across the face or torso, typically as the animal is reared up), hanging (defined by grasping of the wire bars with the fore-limbs and/or hind-limbs with at least two limbs off the ground), rearing (defined by an upright posture and forelimbs off the ground), resting (defined by inactivity or nearly complete stillness), walking (defined by ambulation) and micro-movements (defined by small movements of the animal's head or limbs). Figure 1 illustrates these typical behaviors.

Video Datasets
In order to train a set of motion templates that are useful for discriminating between behavior categories, we manually collected a dataset (clipped dataset) consisting of 4,200 clips with the best and most exemplary instances of each behavior (each clip contains one single behavior). This set contains different mice (differing in coat color, size, gender, etc.) recorded at different times during day and night over 12 separate sessions.

Currently, the only public dataset for mice behaviors is limited in the scope [2]. In order to train and test our system on a real-world lab setting where mice behaviors are continuously observed and scored over hours or even days, we collected a second dataset (full dataset). This set contains 12 continuous labeled videos, in which each frame is assigned a behavior of interest. Each video is 30-60 minutes in length, resulting in a total of over 10 hours of continuously annotated videos. As in the clipped dataset, these videos are chosen from different mice at different times to maximize generalization of the dataset.

A team of 8 trained investigators ('Annotators group 1') manually annotated the videos. Two annotators of the 'Annotator group 1' performed a secondary screening on these annotations to correct mistakes and ensure the annotation style is consistent throughout the whole database. In order to measure the agreement between human labelers, we asked 4 of the original 8 investigators ('Annotators group 2') to label a subset of the already labeled videos (doubly annotated dataset). The doubly annotated dataset consists of many short video segments, which are randomly selected from the full dataset. Each segment in the doubly annotated dataset is 5-10 minutes long for a total of about 1.6 hours of video.

Training and Testing the System
The system computes two types of features for recognizing behaviors: the motion features developed by Jhuang et al. [4], as well as position and velocity features. Combining these two feature sets, the system learns a classifier that maps these features to the behaviors of interest.

Training based on the clipped dataset and the full dataset is done in two stages. In the first stage, we compute a set of 12,000 motion features on the clipped dataset. To reduce these 12,000 features to a more computationally tractable subset, we applied a feature selection technique called a zero-norm SVM [8] to select a subset (approximately 300) of the features that are most useful for discriminating between the behaviors categories. In the second stage, we compute the approximately 300 motion features, and the position and velocity features for the full dataset. The performance on the full dataset is evaluated using a leave-one-video-out cross-validation procedure: use all but one of the videos to train a classifier and the video not used in the training to evaluate the system. This process is repeated 12 times, once for each video. The system predictions for all the videos are then used to compute the accuracy as the percentage of frames correctly predicted by the system. Here a prediction or a label is 'correct' if it matches ground truth made by 'Annotators group 1'.

Figure 1. Snapshots taken from representative videos for the eight home cage behaviors of interest.
We characterized the home cage behavior of 4 strains of mice, including the wild-derived strain CAST/EiJ, the BTBR strain (a potential model of autism [7]), and two of the most popular inbred mouse strains, C57BL/6J and DBA/2J. We recorded video of seven mice of each strain during one 24-hour session, encompassing a complete light-dark cycle.

From these videos, we computed patterns of behaviors for each mouse. We segmented the predictions for each 24-hour video into four non-overlapping 6-hour long segments (corresponding to the first and second halves of the night, and the first and second halves of the day). For each segment, we calculated the histogram of each behaviors type (walking, hanging, etc.). The resulting 8-dimensional (one for each behavior) vectors of the four segments were then concatenated to obtain one single 32-dimensional vector (8 dimensions x 4 segments) as the pattern of behavior for each animal. The pattern of behavior corresponds to the relative frequency of each of the eight behaviors of interest, as predicted by the system, over a 24-hour period. Using a leave-one-animal-out cross-validation procedure, we found that the resulting support vector machine (SVM) classifier predicted the strain of all animals with 90% accuracy.

**Training the System to Handle More Complex Behaviors**

To train and evaluate the performance of the system we chose the eight behaviors described above to capture standard home cage behaviors. We next asked if the system could be extended to other, more complex behaviors based on the same motion features.

We collected a new set of videos for an entirely new set of behaviors corresponding to animals interacting with “low profile” running wheels. This wheel-interaction set contains 13 fully annotated one-hour videos taken from six C57BL/6J mice. The four actions of interest are as follows: running on the wheel (defined as all 4 paws on the wheel and the wheel to be rotating), interacting with the wheel but not running (any other behavior on the wheel), awake but not interacting with wheel, and rest outside the wheel. These actions are shown in the video available at [http://techtv.mit.edu/videos/5567](http://techtv.mit.edu/videos/5567). Using the leave-one-video-out cross-validation procedure as in the full dataset, the system achieves 92.8% of accuracy.

Although we certainly cannot generalize to all types of behaviors, the wheel results demonstrate that for many typical mouse behaviors no additional features need to be designed: the system learns new actions from annotated examples of new behaviors.

We have ongoing work in the monitoring and analysis of abnormal behaviors in the context of neurological disorders. In particular, we are currently training the system to automatically detect and rate the severity of dyskinetic movements in the context of Parkinson’s disease. Results will be presented at the meeting.

**CONCLUSION**

We have applied a biological model of motion processing to the recognition of mice behaviors. For common behaviors of interest, the system achieves performance on
The system demonstrates the promise of learning-based and vision-based techniques in complementing existing approaches towards a complete quantitative phenotyping of complex behavior.
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ABSTRACT
Researchers who measure animal behaviour have already contributed to the ability to assess animal welfare and recognise indicators of pain, suffering and distress. There are a number of areas where more research is needed to enable further progress to be made. A “wish list” of behavioural research topics can be drawn up on the basis of working group reports and the views of animal users and care staff. This list aims to inform further research directions and collaborations for behavioural researchers.
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INTRODUCTION
New techniques in behavioural research have provided unprecedented insights into animals’ responses to their housing and care, scientific procedures, interactions with humans and with one another. This has helped to provide a sound, scientific basis for the refinement of husbandry and procedures to reduce suffering and improve welfare, which is an essential component of humane science [1].

Successful refinement also depends upon the ability to assess animal welfare effectively, and detect any signs of pain or distress as rapidly as possible, so that any suffering can be alleviated. Researchers who measure animal behaviour can play an important role in further developing welfare assessment, especially if they collaborate with those who are responsible for monitoring and assessing animals [2].

AN IDEAL WELFARE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
A survey of researchers, veterinarians, animal technologists and care staff in the UK identified a number of obstacles to the effective assessment of pain, suffering or distress [3]. These included a strong element of subjectivity when assessing welfare and a lack of time to observe animals properly. On this basis, there is a need for behavioural indicators of welfare that will:

- Be objective – it should be possible to clearly describe and define the indicators, e.g. flank twitch in rodents [4].
- Require minimal training for observers to be able to recognise them reliably [4].
- Complement the clinical judgement of experienced and empathetic staff.
- Save time – the ideal welfare assessment system would include a small number of indicators that occur relatively frequently.

Behavioural researchers have already contributed to defining indicators that fit these criteria. However, there is still an unmet need for more indicators that are tailored to individual species, strains and type of procedure.

A “WISH LIST” OF RESEARCH TOPICS
Several working groups have addressed the issue of pain and distress alleviation in laboratory animals [2,5-8]. Their reports include many common themes relating to pain and distress assessment such as the role of ethics and/or animal care and use committees, training, and ensuring that there are sufficient financial and human resources to observe and monitor animals effectively.

The “wish list” of suggested research topics relating to pain and distress assessment below is drawn from recent working group reports [2,5-8], a survey of animal users and care staff [3], and recommendations in a new Joint Working Group on Refinement (JWGR) report on defining and implementing the 3Rs.


http://www.rspca.org.uk/sciencegroup/researchanimals/implementing3rs/refinement
implementing protocols for the welfare assessment of laboratory animals [1].

- Define behaviours that are indicative of discomfort, pain or distress and that occur frequently and are easy for human observers to assess.
- Develop possible distress predictors to be used as outcome scores for laboratory animals, i.e. to predict severity in clinical outcomes and help to implement humane endpoints.
- Evaluate possible associations between disease behaviours or abnormal behaviours (e.g. stereotypies) and pain, suffering or distress.
- Evaluate physiological correlates of suffering that may provide useful adjuncts to behavioural observations, for example where heart rate or body temperature are available from telemetry transmitters that have been implanted for experimental purposes.
- Study the influence of an animal’s characteristics (e.g. gender, age, genetic makeup) on indicators of pain or distress.
- Determine which easily assessable parameters provide the most useful information for the welfare assessment of genetically altered (GA) animals.
- Identify refinements in euthanasia methods.
- Determine optimum times for welfare assessment for different species and strains with respect to circadian rhythms, e.g. what difference it makes to the quality of the assessment when rodents are disturbed during their sleep phase or observed when they would usually be active.
- Define behaviours that could be used as indicators of positive welfare.

These suggested topics could all be progressed by researchers with expertise in measuring animal behaviour. As with the requirement for more generic indicator evaluation studies above, it should be possible to conduct these studies using animals involved in ongoing research programmes, leading to benefits for animal welfare and science without imposing any significant additional harms to experimental subjects.

CONCLUSION

The need for good collaboration between different research disciplines as a way of facilitating better welfare assessment was a common theme within the working group reports. For example, the US National Research Council committee stated that “Animal welfare scientists, and researchers and scientists who use animal models, should communicate with each other more frequently in order to compare objectives and progress and to identify opportunities for collaboration” [2]. This presentation aims to stimulate further dialogue and discussion so that behavioural researchers wishing to carry out applied research can help to fill outstanding knowledge gaps in the field of pain and distress assessment, enabling better science and animal welfare.
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ABSTRACT
The zebrafish (Danio rerio), traditionally used in genetics is now becoming increasingly popular in behavioural neuroscience. Zebrafish is a small teleost (bony) freshwater fish originating from northern India, used worldwide in research in most stages of development from embryo to adult. While, a couple of papers on zebrafish related to visual colour discrimination and learning have been published [1, 2], its natural colour preference has received little attention [2]. Of particular interest is the receiver bias towards a specific colour. Natural colour preference towards a specific colour may lead to changes in visual discrimination learning, memory and decision making of an animal. Zebrafish has been shown to have colour vision with peak absorbance in ultraviolet (362nm), blue (415nm), green (480nm) and red (570nm) [2]. In the present study we used four different colours (red, yellow, green and blue) to test natural colour preference of the zebrafish. To carry out the investigations, fish were divided into six groups (six colour combinations) and tested for a place preference in a conditioned place preference apparatus. In our laboratory we are trying to develop novel learning and memory paradigms for zebrafish. For this purpose we needed to study the probable natural preference and/ or aversion for a specific colour.

INTRODUCTION
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is now becoming popular in behavioural neuroscience [5]; although it’s natural colour preference has received little attention. In the present study we have used four different colours (red, yellow, green and blue) to test natural colour preference of the zebrafish. To carry out the investigations, fish were divided into six groups (six colour combinations) and tested for a place preference in a conditioned place preference apparatus. In our laboratory we are trying to develop novel learning and memory paradigms for zebrafish. For this purpose we needed to study the probable natural preference and/ or aversion for a specific colour.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The fish were tested in a two-chambered conditioned place preference (CPP) box as described previously [3] with slight modifications shown in Figure 1. Briefly, the test apparatus was 23cmX15cmX15cm and was filled with water up to 12cm from bottom to minimize stress. The apparatus was divided into two equal halves with a perforated wall that allows complete albeit impeded movement. System water maintained at 28°C and pH of 7.3 (maintained by sodium bicarbonate) was used for the experiments. The apparatus used in the experiment is shown in Figure 1A and B.
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light: dark cycle in aquaculture research facility. Fish were fed twice daily with live brine shrimp in the morning and dry food during evening. Red ocean salt was added to the system water at a concentration of 0.3 mg/ml. Other maintenance conditions were followed as described previously [4]. Fish were separated in 3 litres tanks (12 fish in a tank) two days prior to habituation in the testing apparatus. All the fish tested were 25 weeks old and were F3 generations of AB strain.

Procedure
All the fish were habituated in groups in the testing apparatus for four days. Since zebrafish is a shoaling fish, the number of fish per group was slowly reduced in subsequent habituation trials. On the first day, fish were given 5 minutes to fully explore the apparatus. In the next two consecutive days, fish were restricted to each side for 4 minutes using a transparent divider. On the fourth day, the apparatus was partitioned into two equal halves with a perforated wall that allows complete, albeit impeded, movement from one chamber to another. Fish were allowed to explore for 4 minutes. On the following day, the apparatus was equally filled with two different colours. Each fish was tested individually (n=12 per group). Since four colours were used, six different colour combinations were tested (red + yellow, red + green, red + blue, yellow + green, yellow + blue, green + blue). Each fish was placed in one side of CPP box and time spent in each compartment was recorded. The position and side of entry of each fish was counterbalanced. Number of entries into each compartment and time spent into each compartment was recorded.

Reflectance spectra of these different coloured gravels were also measured using a spectrometer (Ocean optics, USB, 2000 with a halogen lamp light source. This was done to measure the wavelengths of the coloured gravels to compare the wavelengths range with the photo pigment spectral sensitivity of zebrafish.

Analysis
Data were analysed with a two-tailed t-test for the preference of one colour over another in each combination using R.2.10 software.

RESULTS
We have found a strong aversion of the blue colour relative to all other colours (red, yellow and green) when tested in

Figure 2. Results showing the time spent (seconds) in the coloured compartments when fish were tested for a combination of colours in CPP.
combinations. No preferences were found amongst the other red, yellow and green. Results are shown in Figure 2.

CONCLUSION
The present results are helpful in choosing colours to use in future colour-based learning and memory paradigms by considering natural colour preferences and aversions of zebrafish. Reds, yellows and greens apparently are equally pleasant or aversive, and are good choices for appetitive experiments. Blues are more aversive than all others, and might be useful for experiments involving aversion, anxiety or fear.

Ethical Statement
All the experimental procedures have been approved by Edith Cowan University Animal Research Ethics Committee.
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ABSTRACT
The study proposes a new procedure referred to as Slope and Level Change (SLC) for separately estimating slope change and level change between two adjacent phases in single-case designs, for instance between a baseline phase (denoted by A) and a treatment phase (denoted by B). Firstly, SLC eliminates baseline trend from the data series using a differencing method, instead of the commonly used regression. Secondly, the method used for estimating trend is also used for estimating slope change. After the slope change has been controlled for, the pure level change is estimated. The steps necessary to obtain the estimates are presented in detail, explained, and illustrated by means of a fictitious data example. A simulation study is carried out to explore the bias and precision of the estimators and compare them to an analytical procedure matching the data simulation model. The results suggest that the SLC estimates are unbiased for all levels of autocorrelation tested and control effectively for trend. An R code was developed to make the application of the procedure automatic.
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INTRODUCTION
The need to complement the widely extended p values with measures of the strength of association between an independent and a dependent variable has been highlighted decades ago [6,13], since the former only focus on the null hypothesis. In recent years it has become widely accepted that not only group-design but also single-case (N=1) design studies need to provide scientific evidence on the interventions applied [9,15]. The use of magnitude of effect measures would allow subsequent N=1 studies to have a solid foundation and would also make possible to perform meta-analyses.

In N=1 studies, effect sizes have been commonly expressed as amount of variability in the behavior accounted for by treatment introduction [16] or as the amount of overlap between data pertaining to different conditions [14]. Evidence suggests that the procedures based on regression analysis perform less than optimally [3,4]. Specifically, they do not distinguish sufficiently between presence and absence of treatment effect and the R^2 values they provide are distorted when data are sequentially related. The procedures based on data overlap do not seem to be that affected by autocorrelation, but the presence of general trend in data remains problematic [10].

The present study arises from the need to develop a procedure that quantifies precisely the amount of behavioral change present in data. In addition, SLC responds to the call for two separate estimates of level and slope change in single-case studies [2].

PROCEDURE PROPOSED
Rationale
The objective of SLC is to estimate level change and slope change eliminating baseline data linear trend whenever it is present. It is conjectured that the procedure may also deal with positive serial dependence, since the presence of large positive autocorrelation in data can be represented by an upward or a downward trend. In contrast, when measurements are negatively autocorrelated, data present greater variability rather than trend. The slope and level change estimates obtained for the detrended data express the shifts in terms of the measurement units. For instance, if the frequency of behavior is measured, a slope change of 3 would mean that at each measurement time during phase B the experimental unit produces an average of three behaviors more than in the previous observation point. A level change of 3 would imply that with the introduction of the intervention (i.e., with the change in phase) the experimental unit produces an average of 3 behaviors more
in the treatment phase than in the baseline phase. It has to be remarked that this average change in level is computed after eliminating the previously estimated slope change.

**Steps Required to Compute the Procedure**

Since SLC is designed to control general trend prior to assessing intervention effectiveness, an initial data correction step involves eliminating phase A (baseline) trend from data. Trend is estimated only for the baseline phase, since in that way it is possible to avoid confusion between trend and potential intervention effects taking place in phase B (treatment) [1]. The phase A trend is estimated as the mean of the differenced phase A measurements. These steps can be expressed as differencing, Equation (1), and averaging the differenced data, Equation (2):

\[ \Delta A_i = A_{i+1} - A_i \tag{1} \]
\[ \overline{\Delta A} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n_A-1} \Delta A_i}{n_A - 1} = \hat{\beta}_A \tag{2} \]

where \( A_i \) represents the original phase A measurement at time \( i \), \( \Delta A_i \) represents the differenced phase A data, and \( n_A \) is the number of observations in the baseline phase. Consider a fictitious example of data series consisting of the following values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 for phase A, and 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 for phase B. The phase A trend estimate \( \hat{\beta}_A \) is used to correct data (i.e., remove trend) and the abovementioned measurements the differenced phase A data will contain only 1’s and their mean (the estimate of trend) would also be one. Trend is eliminated from A data via Equation (3), and from phase B data via Equation (4):

\[ \tilde{A}_i = A_i - \hat{\beta}_A \cdot t \tag{3} \]
\[ \tilde{B}_i = B_i - \hat{\beta}_A \cdot t \tag{4} \]

where \( \tilde{A}_i \) and \( \tilde{B}_i \) represents detrended phase A and phase B data, respectively, and \( t \) is the measurement time. After the correction the phase A data will be all 0’s and the phase B data: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This method for detrending data has been shown to be useful for dealing not only with trend but also with autocorrelation [12].

The second step involves estimating slope change as the trend present in the phase B data, from which baseline trend has already been removed. The detrended phase B data is differenced according to Equation (5):

\[ \Delta \tilde{B}_i = \tilde{B}_{i+1} - \tilde{B}_i \tag{5} \]

The differenced and already detrended phase B data of the example consists of four 1’s. The mean of these differenced measurements is computed as shown in Equation (6) obtaining the phase B trend estimate \( \hat{SC} \)

\[ \Delta \tilde{B} = \frac{\sum_{i=n_A+1}^{n_B} \Delta \tilde{B}_i}{(n_B - 1)} = \hat{SC} \tag{6} \]

where \( n_B \) is the number of observations in the treatment phase. The average value is assumed to represent an estimation of slope change, \( \hat{SC} \), considering that the phase A trend has been previously removed. In the fictitious case the average of four 1’s is 1 and so the slope change is estimated as 1.

The third step consists in the estimation of level change. Firstly, the already estimated change in slope is eliminated from the treatment phase data, without removing the intercept. That is, the phase B slope is eliminated from the detrended phase B data, while maintaining potential shifts taking place at time \( n_A+1 \). This is achieved through Equation (7):

\[ \overline{\tilde{B}}_i = \left( \tilde{B}_i - \hat{SC} \cdot (t - 1) \right) \tag{7} \]

When from the detrended phase B data (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) the slope change of 1 is removed, the following values are obtained 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1 and represented the phase B data with trend and slope change eliminated.

Level change (LC) is estimated subtracting the detrended baseline data mean from the detrended and slope-change-controlled treatment data mean, as shown in Equation (8):

\[ \overline{LC}_i = \overline{\tilde{B}} - \overline{\tilde{A}} = \frac{\sum_{i=n_A+1}^{n_B} \overline{\tilde{B}}_i}{n_B - \sum_{i=1}^{n_A} \overline{\tilde{A}}_i} \tag{8} \]

Through this expression level change is estimated in terms of average level of behavior in both phases. The phase A data after removing trend is represented by five 0’s, while the phase B data after removing trend and slope change consists of five 1’s, so level change is equal to 1−0=1. Both the slope and the level change estimates represent precisely the parameters used to construct (without random variability) the fictitious data set.

The procedure described is not restricted to AB designs and can be applied to any combination of a baseline and treatment phase which is included in more complex design structures (e.g., multiple-baselines designs, ABAB designs).

**METHOD**

**Data Generation**

In order to test the performance of SLC for data series with random fluctuations and with known features, Monte Carlo simulation was used. The design structure studied was AB with the following series lengths \( (n_A + n_B) \): 5+5, 5+10, 7+8, 10+10, 15+15, 20+20. The model used for data generation was the one presented in [8]:

\[ y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \cdot T_i + \beta_2 \cdot LC_i + \]

*Proceedings of Measuring Behavior 2010 (Eindhoven, The Netherlands, August 24-27, 2010)*

$\beta_1 \cdot SC_t + \varepsilon_t$, where $y_t$ is the value of the dependent variable at moment $t$, $\beta_0$ is the intercept (set to zero), $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$ are the coefficients associated with trend, slope change, and level change, respectively. $T_t$ is a dummy variable (taking values from 1 to $n_A + n_B$), $LC_t$ is a dummy variable for level change (equal to 0 for phase A and 1 for phase B), $SC_t$ is a dummy variable for slope change being equal to 0 for phase A, and taking values from 0 to $(n_B-1)$ for phase B, and $\varepsilon_t$ is the error term. The beta parameters related to trend, level and slope change were set to 1 and 10 to represent a small and a large effect, respectively.

The error term ($\varepsilon_t$) was generated following the models assumed to represent adequately the greater part of behavioral data [7]: a) the first-order autoregressive model $AR(1)$ $\varepsilon_t = \varphi_1 \cdot \varepsilon_{t-1} + \chi_t$, with $\varphi_1$ ranging from −0.9 to 0.9 with steps of .1; and b) the first-order moving average model $MA(1)$ $\varepsilon_t = \chi_t - \theta_1 \cdot \varepsilon_{t-1}$ with 19 values of $\theta_1$, which according to the relationship between $MA(1)$ and $AR(1)$ processes leads to parameter $\varphi_1$ values ranging from 0.4972 to −0.4972.

For both models the random variable $u_t$ was generated following three distributions (exponential, normal, and uniform) in order to study the effect of skewness and kurtosis on the performance of SLC.

**Data Analysis**

For each experimental condition the mean and variance of the estimators was computed on the basis of 100,000 samples. The bias of the estimators was obtained as the difference between the simulation parameters and the estimates for slope and level change. The variance of the estimators was computed as an indicator of efficiency and a comparison was performed between SLC and a simultaneous multiple regression (SMR) procedure whose model corresponds exactly to the data parameters used [8].

**Simulation**

The simulation was carried out by means of Fortran programs – one for each combination of data generation process [AR(1) or MA(1)] and distribution of the random variable $u_t$ term (exponential, normal, or uniform). Each program consisted of the following steps: 1) series length selection; 2) specification of the value of $\varphi_1$ or $\theta_1$; 3) specification of the $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$ parameters; 4) 100,000 iterations of steps 5 to 8; 5) generate the error term $\varepsilon_t$ according to the generation process and the $u_t$ distribution; 6) obtain the values for the dummy variables $T$, $LC$, and $SC$; 7) obtain $y_t$; 8) apply SLC and SMR; 9) obtain the mean and variance of the estimates for both estimators of each procedure.

**RESULTS**

For both independent and serially related data with and without general trend, SLC and SMR provide unbiased estimates of the treatment effect. Therefore, the procedure proposed controls effectively for trend and is also unaffected by the lack of independence in data. This finding is general for both data generation processes and for the three error distributions.

Regarding the variability of the SLC estimators, it is increased by high negative autocorrelation, when data generated by a MA(1) process, and when there are less data points in the series.

**CONCLUSION**

SLC is unbiased both for first-order autoregressive and moving average processes and regardless of the distributional shape of the random variable. The SLC estimators are generally more efficient (i.e., less variable) than the SMR ones for positively autocorrelated data. Considering the large effects typical present in single-case data [5], the variability of the estimators does not seem excessive.

SLC is less efficient than the technique matching perfectly the data simulation model only for high negative serial dependence and when treatment effect is expressed as level change. Regarding the former, high negative autocorrelation is not frequent in $N=1$ data [12], while in relation to the latter it has to be remarked that in psychological studies an abrupt and sustained (level) change in the behavior is less likely to occur than a progressive change representing a gradual improvement of the individual or group treated. As the performance of the procedure proposed was tested using data simulated using Monte Carlo methods, further evidence on the ease and meaningfulness of SLC’s application can be provided using real behavioral data.

Further research is needed in order to explore whether the data correction present in SLC can attenuate the effect of nonlinear trends. Future efforts may also focus on estimating the sampling distribution of the slope and level change estimators, due to its utility for obtaining statistical significance and, more importantly, confidence intervals.
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ABSTRACT
The current research presents a new statistical software to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses for dyadic interaction data. Specifically, an R package, called DyaDA, is being developed to measure and test different characteristics concerning dyadic interaction. The main aim of the DyaDA package is to provide a free statistical software that includes a wide set of statistical methods developed in fields as ethology, social psychology, communications, family studies, and sociology. These statistical methods cover the study of social phenomena as dominance, social reciprocity, mutual influence and dyadic nonindependence. The common feature of all statistical methods included in the package is that dyads are taken the units of analysis. The statistical software here presented can be useful for those social researchers interested in studying groups from a dyadic perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
Social interaction can be defined as any sort of behavior that manifests itself in a group context involving at least two individuals that have an influence on each other (i.e., a dyad). Two different approaches have been proposed to study data emanating from such social interactions: the dynamic and static analyses of social interaction [8]. The dynamic approach is concerned with sequences of behavior over time and seeks to identify patterns and relations between different kinds of events. On the other hand, the static approach assumes stability of behavior over time (i.e., established relationships). The present study is primarily concerned with the static approach because all the statistical procedures here presented assume that patterns of behavior remain unchanged over time.

In the above definition of social interaction the concept of the dyad was mentioned. Dyad is the most basic structure in a group. It represents the unit of analysis adopted in most social interaction studies to explain phenomena as social dominance, social reciprocity and interpersonal perception. In this regard, social scientists often use sociomatrices when analyzing dyadic data.

In the field of ethological research, statistical methods have been proposed to study social dominance, rank order in (near-)linear hierarchies, correlation between sociomatrices, and social reciprocity. Regarding dominance hierarchy, several indices and statistical tests have been developed to measure and test this attribute in groups [3,5]. Other statistical methods have been proposed to rank individuals as a function of the outcomes of dyadic dominance encounters [4,5]. As for reciprocity, interchange, and other social interaction patterns, rowwise matrix correlation indices between two matrices, have been recommended to analyze interaction data. Procedures based on permutation tests have been developed to make statistical decisions [2,6].

In the context of social psychology, interdependence is, beyond all doubt, the main feature of dyadic data analyses. Several statistical methods have been proposed to evaluate nonindependence for different dyadic data structures, including the standard dyadic designs [1] in which each person has one interaction partner and the Social Relations Model [SRM; 10]. Focusing on the SRM, social interaction data can be decomposed into its variance components and, subsequently, actor, partner, and relationship effects can be
estimated by means of a two-way ANOVA. This statistical model also enables social researchers to estimate dyadic and generalized reciprocity as correlation coefficient values [15]. More recently, other measures of social reciprocity based on dyadic discrepancies have been developed to measure and test this social aspect at group, dyadic and individual levels [14].

The main aim of the present study is to develop statistical software that includes some of the statistical methods mentioned above. The performance of the DyaDA package is shown by means of some examples from applied research. This software can be useful for social scientists interested in dyadic data analysis.

THE DYA DA PACKAGE

The primary aim in designing the DyaDA package is to provide free statistical software for measuring and testing several types of social structure in dyadic interaction data. An excellent way to achieve this is by writing an R package for these measures and tests. R [12] is a free, open-source statistical computing language and a statistical platform that can be run on Linux, MacOS and Windows. It can be downloaded from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at http://CRAN.R-project.org/. The DyaDA package can be obtained from the authors on request. This package will be also available at the CRAN web page. Once the DyaDA package has been installed, users can load it into the current R work session and use it very easily. One of the main reasons of creating DyaDA as an R package is that social researchers can benefit from the wide variety of powerful tools for statistical computation and graphics integrated in R.

The DyaDA package was firstly thought to consist of statistical methods to study the following social phenomena:

1. Social dominance hierarchies.
2. Rank order in linear hierarchies.
3. Correlation between sociomatrices.
4. Social reciprocity.
5. Dyadic nonindependence.

As regards social dominance hierarchies, the DyaDA package includes functions to measure and test social dominance at different levels of analysis. Specifically, it integrates several procedures to quantify dominance at dyadic (e.g., number of one and two-way dyads), group (e.g., h and h’ indices [3]), and individual levels (e.g., David’s Scores [5]).

To find a rank order consistent with a linear dominance hierarchy, several functions are implemented in the R package (e.g., I&SI method [4]).

The package also incorporates a number of different functions to assess the association between two sociomatrices by means of the Pearson, Kendall or Spearman rowwise matrix correlation coefficients [2,6]. It also includes statistical methods to test the correlation between two sociomatrices when the effect of a third variable is partialed out [2,7]. Some of the previous correlation indices have been proposed as social reciprocity measures [6], but in the package are also implemented social reciprocity measures based on dyadic discrepancies (e.g. asymmetry indices at group, dyadic and individual levels [14]). Finally, as regards quantifying dyadic interdependence, DyaDA incorporates a set of functions to describe and make statistical decisions for the most used dyadic data structures. For instance, methods to be used in standard dyadic designs [1] and statistical procedures for other structures as round robin and one-with-many designs [9,10].

AN EXAMPLE

In this section an illustrative example is provided in order to demonstrate how the DyaDA package functions. In so doing, data drawn from psychological research are analyzed using this package. Specifically, a sociomatrix containing the interpersonal perceptions of six undergraduate students regarding their partners’ contributions to the group performance [13] is used to quantify and test SRM variances and covariances. Then, users can use several DyaDA functions to obtain actor, partners and relationship effects and variances (e.g., SRM.effects and SRM.variances functions), as well as, estimating statistical significance for the several variances and covariances (e.g., SRM.within.groups.tTest function). The following table contains the interpersonal perceptions of the six students as well as the actor and partner effects estimated by means of SRM.effects function included in DyaDA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Actor Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>- 0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5 1.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>6 1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4 1.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>6 0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5 -0.917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Interpersonal perceptions in the group of six individuals.**

These effects show the tendencies of the students to elicit interpersonal perceptions regarding the importance of their partners’ contribution to group performance, as well as their
tendencies to receive this assessment regarding their own contribution to the group performance.

The relationship effects can also be obtained by applying the SRM.effects function of the DyaDA package. The following table shows the dyadic adjustment for the interpersonal perceptions of contributions to group performance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>-.842</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td>-.717</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.050</td>
<td>.825</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>-.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>-1.050</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>-.717</td>
<td>1.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-1.383</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>2.575</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.342</td>
<td>-1.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>.658</td>
<td>.367</td>
<td>-.383</td>
<td>-.508</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>-2.550</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>.533</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Matrix of estimated relationship effects for the dyads in the group of six undergraduate students.

Once the various SRM effects have been estimated, the researcher might well wish to estimate variances and covariances for the interpersonal perception data in the group of six students. It can be done by means of the SRM.variances function. DyaDA package also includes SRM.within.groups.tTest function that allows researchers to estimate statistical significance for the different variances and covariances obtained by means of the SRM (table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor variance</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t statistic</th>
<th>Two-tailed p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-.139</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>-1.203</td>
<td>.283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner variance</td>
<td>1.578</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>1.579</td>
<td>.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship variance</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>3.380</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor-partner covariance</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>.254</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyadic covariance</td>
<td>-.178</td>
<td>.416</td>
<td>-.427</td>
<td>.687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Matrix of variances and covariances for the round robin data of six undergraduate students. Statistical significances for the variances and covariances are estimated by means of a within-groups t test [11].

Note that the differences in the interpersonal perceptions of the partners’ contributions to the group performance can only be explained by the relationship variance, i.e., by the differences in the individuals’ adjustments within dyads regarding the evaluation of their partners’ contributions.

Generalized and dyadic correlations can also be obtained using the nonindependence package. However, for this illustrative example they are expected to be non-significant, since actor-partner and dyadic covariances are non-significant at the 5% level.

**CONCLUSIONS**

DyaDA is a free, open-source statistical package for dyadic data analysis. It includes several statistical methods developed in the last years by psychologists, ethologists and other social scientists. Some of these statistical methods are not available in any statistical software. The package is open to incorporate more new statistical procedures than those originally included.

Social researchers can benefit from the powerful of DyaDA package when carrying out their dyadic data analyses and, additionally, they can also use the wide variety of packages and functions that already exists for statistical computation and graphics under the R environment.

Although using the DyaDA package by means of the R command prompt (i.e., Command Line Interface) is fast and highly flexible, it may be difficult to handle for novice users. For this reason we should also develop a friendly interface for using the DyaDA package (i.e., Graphical User Interface). The ultimate goal of this research is, therefore, to make this package more generally available to a wide audience of social scientists interested in dyadic analysis.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new algorithm for the detection of fuzzy patterns in discrete time series. It generalizes the known approach by M. Magnusson to T-patterns detection. In contrast to the latter, our algorithm is able to find patterns where some elements can be absent in some occurrences of pattern. This makes possible to find soft stereotype in data which seems to be more natural in behavioral analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of stereotypes detection in the behavior of humans and animals is extremely important in cognitive research since it allows to measure the complexity of behavior in quantitative terms, to monitor behavioral changes, etc. Here we focus on one possible approach to measuring behavior which is based on pattern detection. The behavior is represented as a sequence of events from a finite set of event types (e.g. the beginnings of behavioral acts) which occur at some moments of time. One or more events can occur at one moment of time. A pattern is a chain of events which occur one after another quite often. Such pattern allows to detect the repeated fragments of behavior.

A popular approach to pattern detection was proposed in [1] by Magnusson where the notion of T-pattern was established. The main drawback of this approach is the fact that patterns are assumed to be crisp, i.e. if at least one elements from the chain of events is missing the pattern is absent.

This complicates the process of searching the patterns in noisy chaotic data. It seems natural to assume that behavior is more complex than just a chain of events and depends on many factors that cannot be observed directly. In mathematics the traditional way to deal with unknown factors which cause influence on the studied process is to remove deterministic model with probabilistic one thus allowing the dependencies to be fuzzy and to contain the element of randomness. In the paper we establish probabilistic approach to pattern detection.

PROPOSED METHOD
General idea of our approach is based on the algorithm, proposed in [1]. It is iterative method, which consists of following repeated actions:

- Test every two patterns from the pattern set, whether there is significant co-occurrence among them (second pattern often occurs after the first one). If so, then these two patterns are joined together and added to the pattern set.
- Remove all duplicates and incomplete patterns from the pattern set.

That process goes on, until no more patterns are found. At first iteration the pattern set is a set of pseudo patterns, i.e. patterns of length 1.

Determining Data Types
Similarly to Magnusson’s model, behavioral data is coded during an observation period \([1, N_t]\). At every time moment one or more events (behavioral acts) can take place. The set of time moments, when event \(E_i\) had appeared, we will denote as \(\text{ind}(E_i)\). Formally speaking, we are searching for the temporal patterns in a discrete signal.

\[\mu \quad \sigma_B \quad \delta_B \quad \delta_A \quad \mu_C \quad \sigma_C \quad \delta_C\]

Figure 1. Example of pattern \(A[0;1]B[\mu_B;\sigma_B]C[\mu_C;\sigma_C]\).
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To describe a pattern of length $N$, we use $N$ pairs of parameters, which describe correspondent events: expected shift from previous event occurrence and its standard deviation ($\mu$ and $\sigma$). For the first event $\mu = 0$ and $\sigma = 1$. We will denote the pattern $P$, that consists of events $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_N$ in the following manner:

$$P = E_1[\mu_1, \sigma_1]E_2[\mu_2, \sigma_2] \ldots E_N[\mu_N, \sigma_N].$$

For each pattern $P$ of length $N$, for every time moment $\varepsilon \in [1, N_\varepsilon]$, we compute the likelihood function $L_P$ in the following way (see Figure 2):

$$L_P(\varepsilon) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_i} \right) f_{\text{loss}}(N_-, N) \prod_{i=1}^{N_+} \exp \left( -\frac{\delta_i^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right),$$

$$\delta_i = \min_{x \in \text{ind}(E_i)} |\varepsilon + \sum_{j=i}^{N-1} [\mu_j + \delta_j] + \mu_i - x|,$$

$$f_{\text{loss}}(x, N) = \begin{cases} \exp \left( -\frac{\lambda x}{N} \right), & x < N, \\ 0, & x = N, \end{cases}$$

where $N_+$ is the number of events, that occurred in the pattern at current time moment, $N_-$ is the number of events, that are missing in pattern at current time moment, $\delta_i$ is distance between expected and observed position of $i$-th event occurrence (see Figure 1). Event is treated as missed, if $\exp \left( -\frac{\delta_i^2}{2\sigma_i^2} \right) < \exp \left( \frac{\lambda}{N} \right)$, i.e. when $\delta_i$ is too big. Here we assume that the position of the first event is fixed at $\varepsilon$.

We can control the level of pattern fuzziness, by changing $\lambda$: decreasing it, would allow more event gaps in pattern (see Figure 3).

The value of likelihood function at time moment $\varepsilon$ can be interpreted as level of confidence that given pattern starts at that time moment. Finding significant maximums of the likelihood function, we can define the moments, when pattern begins.

Note, that we can compute the likelihood function fixing any event we want. For example, the likelihood of the pattern $P$, counted w.r.t. $m$-th event, we will denote as $L_{P,m}(\varepsilon)$.

Detecting Co-Occurrences
On that step we consider whether two patterns $P_L$ and $P_R$ should be merged to larger pattern. By computing the likelihood functions for $P_L$ from the end and for $P_R$ from the beginning, we find significant maximums of these likelihoods. Let $\{\alpha_i\}, \{\beta_j\}$ be the values of the likelihood
maximums and \( \{x_{L,i}\}, \{x_{R,j}\} \) indexes of these maximums for \( P_L \) and \( P_R \) respectively. We consider the distances between the occurrences of each pattern which are less than some predefined threshold \( M \):

\[
\rho = \{x_{R,j} - x_{L,i} | 0 \leq x_{R,j} - x_{L,i} \leq M \},
\]

and used weights to increase the influence of those pattern occurrences that better correspond to the statistical model of pattern:

\[
w_i = \log(1 + \alpha_i \beta_j).
\]

Next, we consider the following sum (see Figure 4):

\[
k = \sum_{i=1}^{Q} w_i g_{\mu,\sigma}(\rho_i),
\]

\[
g_{\mu,\sigma}(\rho_i) = \exp\left(-\frac{(\rho_i - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),
\]

\[
S(\sigma) = \sigma \sqrt{2\pi},
\]

\[
Q = |\rho|.
\]

Here \( g_{\mu,\sigma}(\rho_i) \) is statistical model of co-occurrence. We are trying it on with different \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \), testing if there is a significant co-occurrence. Note, that because of computational complexity and the assumption that the distance between events in pattern should be small, only the co-occurrences that are shorter than \( M \) are considered.

![Figure 4. The distribution of distances between patterns and \( g_{\mu,\sigma}(\rho_i) \) which maximizes the expression (1).](image)

To test the significance of co-occurrences establish null-hypothesis that the two patterns are independent. Let

\[
Y = \sum_{i=1}^{Q} X_i,
\]

\[
X_i = w_i g_{\mu,\sigma}(\rho_i) = w_i \exp\left(-\frac{(\rho_i - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right).
\]

Under null-hypothesis:

- \( w \) and \( \rho_i \) are independent random variables,
- \( \rho_i \) is uniformly distributed, \( \rho_i \sim U[0, M] \).

Then it can be shown that

\[
Y \sim \mathcal{N}\left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{Q} w_i}{M}, \frac{1}{M^2}\left(M \sqrt{2} \sum_{i=1}^{Q} w_i^2 - \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{Q} w_i\right)^2}{Q} S^2\right)\right).
\]

In order to perform test, we maximize the following value, using methods from [4]:

\[
\frac{k - EY}{\sqrt{BY}} \rightarrow \max_{\mu,\sigma}
\]

If maximum value is greater, then the quantile of normal distribution with predefined significance level \( \omega \in [0,1] \), and the two patterns \( P_L \) and \( P_R \) co-occur sufficiently frequently, then we make decision that the statistically significant co-occurrence \( P_L[\mu;\sigma] P_R \) takes place. And therefore, constructed pattern is added to pattern set. Parameter \( \omega \) stands for significance of found patterns: the closer \( \omega \) to 1, the more significant patterns are found.

While speaking “co-occur sufficiently frequently” we mean, that the sum of significant maximums of the likelihood function \( L_{P_L[\mu,\sigma]} P_R(\epsilon) \) is greater than \( \eta \).

Removing Patterns

Similarly to Magnusson’s approach, our method can construct duplicate and incomplete patterns. That is why we need some mechanism to eliminate those patterns on each step.

**Duplicate Patterns**

The problem is that, one pattern can be constructed from different subpatterns. For example, pattern ABCD can be detected both by uniting (AB) and (CD), or (A) and (BCD). Generally they result to the same patterns, but due to complicated process of uniting, they could have slightly different likelihood functions.

**Incomplete Patterns**

While constructing patterns from subpatterns, it’s possible, that subpattern only appears as a part of constructed pattern. Therefore we don’t need to consider such subpatterns independently. For example, if in pattern ABCD, AB just doesn’t occur out of ABCD, then we don’t need pattern AB in pattern set, and likelihood functions of ABCD and AB should be very similar.

Considering described above examples, simple procedure of pattern elimination was proposed. First, let’s define the following values:

\[
\bar{L}_{P_L} = (L_{P_L(1)}, \ldots, L_{P_L(N_t)}) — \text{vector } 1 \times N_t,
\]

where \( L_{P_L}(\epsilon) — \) is the likelihood function of pattern \( P \), at time moment \( \epsilon \), computed with respect to the \( i \)-th event. \( N_t \) is the length of the time period of the observation.

\[
\text{cor}(L_1, L_2) = \frac{L_1 - L_2}{\sqrt{L_1^2 - L_2^2}} \epsilon[0,1],
\]

is the correlation coefficient between likelihoods, therefore, the closer it is to 1, the more similar the likelihoods are.

**Procedure of Elimination**

We test every pair of non-pseudo patterns(\( P_L \) and \( P_R \)), from the pattern set, considering \( P_L \) as a duplicate or incomplete copy of \( P_R \). Note that we don’t consider pseudo
patterns (single event types), because they may be necessary for constructing new patterns.

The first test deals with duplicate patterns: if \( P_L \) and \( P_R \) consist of the same events, and \( \text{corr}(L_{P_L}, L_{P_R}) > \nu \) (\( m \) is index of the first event of \( P_L \) in \( P_R \)), and \( \|L_{P_L}\| \leq \|L_{P_R}\| \), then we remove \( P_L \) from the pattern set. The exclusion of incomplete copies is done in a similar manner.

In this section we introduced new parameter \( \nu \). In our experiments, \( \nu = 0.7 \) usually worked well.

**Structural Parameters**

The algorithm we derived in the paper has some parameters (see Table 1), that should be set manually. However, during experiments we discovered that the default values are often working well, or alternatively they can be set, according to prior information about considered behavioral time series, which would improve the performance leading to more interpretable patterns.

![Figure 5. Comparison of the longest detected pattern (in the actual data), using T-Patterns (above) and fuzzy patterns (below). Gaps are illustrated as circles. Note that fuzzy patterns are longer and are observed more often than their crisp variants. That happens because of insufficient number of pattern occurrences without gaps.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
<th>Default value</th>
<th>Has influence on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \omega )</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>Significance of patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>[0, 1]</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>How much similar patterns should be to be eliminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>[0, ( N_t )]</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Length of relations that connect patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>[0, +( \infty )]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Minimal pattern occurrences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>[0, +( \infty )]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fuzziness of patterns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Main algorithm parameters.

**EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISON WITH ANOTHER METHOD**

To test implemented algorithm on real data, we used hamster behavioral data from open field test and recordings of grooming. Also we compared proposed algorithm with Magnusson’s T-Pattern approach [1].

Each dataset was presented by set of pairs: event type (behavioral act) and time moment at which that event had started. Both grooming and open field data had, on average, 15-30 event types and each event type occurred 20-80 times. Every following event occurrence defined the end of previous event. Figure 5 contains an example of discovered fuzzy pattern and the closest T-pattern generated by Magnusson’s algorithm on open field test data.

In general, the set of patterns found by our method contained\(^1\) almost all patterns that were discovered using T-Patterns technique. At the same time, it didn’t contain too much noisy patterns, which meant, that Fuzzy Patterns extended T-Patterns framework in a reasonable way. The typical example of the difference between two methods is shown in Figure 6. Moreover, fuzzy patterns that corresponded to some T-Pattern had greater likelihoods and fuzzy analogues of longest T-Patterns were always detected by our method.

In some cases we observed the situation when there were many fuzzy patterns that were fuzzy variations of the same T-Pattern. This effect could be eliminated by fine parameter tuning. Also the longest fuzzy pattern is the extension of the discovered T-Pattern, which seems reasonable.

![Figure 6. Number of patterns found using different methods on several real datasets. On the average, Fuzzy patterns method finds 93.6% of T-Patterns.](image)

\(^{1}\) In general we cannot say definitely that some fuzzy pattern corresponds to the specified T-pattern, because of different pattern representations.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our proposed method for behavioral time patterns discovery, based on fuzzy pattern detection has shown promising results. It worked well on synthetic data (both when the distances between elements of pattern were generated from Gaussian and uniform distributions), and on actual data, detecting only those patterns, that were present in time series. The experiments show, that our algorithm is able to detect longer significant patterns in time series, than the algorithm based on T-Pattern detection. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the length of patterns found in grooming behavioral data.

Due to method’s statistical roots, some patterns can be treated as noise. Also our method is computationally complex. The current version, implemented on MATLAB works approximately 100 times longer, than the algorithm, based on T-Pattern detection. One of the directions for future work is parallel implementation of the algorithm on multiprocessor computers or on Graphical Processing Units (GPUs).

We would like to thank Irina Zarayskaya for providing us behavioral data. The work was partly supported by Russian foundation for basic research (grant #08-01-00405), Russian President grant (MK3827.2010.9) and by Federal Target Program “Scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel of innovative Russia in 2009-2013” (contact no. P1265).
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address two different problems: efficient parameter selection for complex data sets and automated behavioral classification. Different strains of rodents were monitored in the PhenoTyper and various observable features have been quantified. We applied several machine learning techniques in order to explore the structure of the data and we managed to identify the most important behavioral parameters. In addition, we compared different classification techniques with respect to their accuracy and robustness in determining behavioral differences between the strains.
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INTRODUCTION
In the area of behavioral research, there is a great need for standardized, automated experimental set-ups which allow for repeatable experiments and more reliable results. In order to tackle these issues, Noldus Information Technology has developed both hardware (PhenoTyper) and software (EthoVision XT) that allow automated video tracking of animals. Such an approach greatly improves our ability to quantify observable behaviors. However, the problem is deriving meaningful interpretations of the vast amount of data acquired by the tracking system. In this research, we compare the behavior of two different strains of mice with respect to various locomotive parameters.

MATERIALS
The PhenoTyper is a specially designed cage which allows automated observation of mice or rats. On top of each cage there is a unit containing the hardware needed for video tracking. In addition, other hardware devices are available, such as computer-controlled lights, a sensor to detect when the animal is drinking and a pellet dispenser. EthoVision XT is the video tracking software which detects the animal in the PhenoTyper. It also provides the option to the user to determine zones inside the cage according to the experiment and a Trial and Hardware Control module to control external devices such as lights, sounds and the pellet dispenser. EthoVision XT continuously samples the coordinates of the center of gravity of the animal from which the trajectory and velocity of the animal can be calculated. By using Trial and Hardware Control, it is possible to automate cognitive tasks and further discover behavioral characteristics such as anxiety, learning capability and memory. These tools allow for continuous recordings without much human interventions, and are used by behavioral researchers worldwide [6,9,12,13].

The animals used in this experiment were obtained by Harlan laboratories (males, 8-weeks-old): They were of 2 different strains: C57BL/6JOlaHsd and DBA/2JOlaHsd. The experiment was conducted at the research facilities of Delta Phenomics and it lasted for a period of one week. It
was initially designed to validate automated behavioral tests, which are not directly within the scope of the presented research, because our main focus is on locomotive behavior.

METHODS
For our analysis, a choice needed to be made for selecting a biologically meaningful set of parameters, as input for the classification algorithms. The raw EthoVision XT data consists of almost continuous measurements at a rate of 12.5 samples per second. Missing samples were interpolated and the entire set was smoothed using the LOWESS algorithm [5]. From the smoothed data, we can directly calculate some parameters for each animal, such as: distance moved, velocity, measures of the animal’s elongation, mobility and angular velocity, duration and frequency of stops, as well as of visits to certain predefined zones within the PhenoTyper. During the experiment, a light/dark phase of 12/12 hours was used. Therefore, the above-mentioned parameters were either averaged or summed up for that time window. For the “continuous” parameters that were averaged, apart from the mean, the coefficient of variation was also used to provide some more information about their distribution in that rather long time bin.

For the final data set used, we collected these summary statistics for each of the parameters, each of the time bins and each of the animals and thus, we created a summary file for the entire experiment. After some standard preprocessing, such as removal of highly correlated parameters, logarithmic transformations (where appropriate) and scaling, we explored how the data was organized and we visualized that using methods like principal components analysis [7] and (non-metric) multidimensional scaling [3].

The main goal of this research was to discover which parameters mostly contribute to the between-strain differences in behavior. For variable selection, we used two methods: logistic regression [15] and support vector machine [10]. The results of both methods will be compared and behavioral implications of these parameters will be discussed. The second goal of this paper is to build a classifier, which can assign each animal to its respective strain, using behavioral parameters. With respect to this, our research continues as follows. Some of the animals are treated as if we did not know to which group/strain they belong to. The rest of the data is used as a training set and different algorithms that try to “learn” the machine how do animals from each strain behave. The classifier’s performance can be measured by checking whether the animals that have been excluded from the training set are assigned correctly to their respective classes. The classification algorithms that were used were: random forests [2], support vector machines [11,14], and partially squared discriminant analysis [1]. The performances of the different classifiers were compared with respect to their accuracy and robustness using cross-validation.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The methods techniques mentioned above, are nowadays applied in numerous diverse scientific fields, but their use within behavioral science is to our knowledge quite limited [8] and hence there is much scope for novel developments. This is an on-going research and even though the importance of many behavioral parameters has been discovered, it may well be the case that there is more information in the data. For instance, some particular time bins may be more important than others and valuable information is lost when using a 12 hour time bin. Also, possible day-to-day differences could perhaps be explained by the cognitive tests that take place. This has not yet been taken into account, but it will be done in the near future.

ETHICAL STATEMENT
The aforementioned experiment was conducted after getting approved by the DEC of the University of Utrecht (DEC number: 05111201).
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ABSTRACT
We suggest a method for evaluating the complexity of animal behavioural patterns based on the notion of Kolmogorov complexity, with ants’ hunting behaviour as an example. We compared complete (successful) and incomplete hunting stereotypes in members of a natural ant colony and in naïve laboratory-reared ants. We represent behavioural sequences as “texts”, and compress them using a data compressor. Behavioural units (10 in total), singled out from video records and denoted by letters, served as an alphabet. Successful hunting stereotypes appeared to be characterized by smaller complexity than incomplete ones. A few naïve “born hunters” which enjoy “at once and entirely” complete hunting stereotypes are characterized by a lower level of complexity of hunting behaviour. We conclude that innate complete stereotypes have less redundancy and are more predictable, and thus less complex.

Author Keywords
Kolmogorov complexity, data compressor, redundancy, behavioural sequence, ants, hunting.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of complexity of animal behaviour is still mainly intuitive. First of all, one has to distinguish between the complexity of flexible and stereotypic behaviour. In the first case we mean levels of complexity of problems to solve and decisions to make, whereas in the second case we mean the inner coordination and regularity of species-specific repertoire [5]. Surprisingly, despite many attempts to examine the organizational complexity of signal repertoires [1], there are no reliable tools for studying the complexity of animal behavioural patterns. Ants can serve a good example here because these insects exhibit diverse

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For any other use, please contact the Measuring Behavior secretariat: info@measuringbehavior.org.
We analysed a hunting stereotype of *Myrmica rubra* ants towards jumping springtails. This stereotype includes determining the victim, approaching it, and then performing the FAP that we call “tip-and-run attack”: the ant attacks the prey, bends the abdomen and head to the thorax, jumps to the springtail, falls on it abruptly, and stings. Then the ant intercepts the victim and transports it to the nest. In laboratory we compared two groups of highly genetically variable ants: members of a natural colony (‘wild’ for brevity) and naïve (laboratory reared) ants of age from 3 to 12 days. It is worth to note that not all naïve ants were tested. It was shown in [6] that within ant colonies about 5% of all members are “born hunters”, and they display the hunting stereotype “once and entirely”. In this study we intentionally chose the most active ants, and from 12 individuals there were 6 that demonstrated the completed hunting stereotype ended with killing the prey (see Table 1 and 2). All ants were placed one by one into glass containers with 30 live springtails, and each individual was tested once. To analyze ethograms from video records, we used the Observer XT 7.0 (version: 7.0.214, Noldus Information Technology). Using an “alphabet” of 10 behavioral units, we expressed the hunting stereotypes as text files. Every sequence (file) was constructed manually (by the researchers) from the corresponding video fragment. As the starting point of a hunting stereotype we considered the ant’s approach to the victim and the display of purposive movements; transportation of a killed victim was considered the end of the complete stereotype. All cases of loss of a victim and switching to another one were considered ends of incomplete stereotypes. We reduced files to equal initial length, compressed them with the use of KGB Archiver (v.1.2) and compared ratios of compression in different stereotypes. The length of a compressed “text” can be thought of as an estimate of its Kolmogorov complexity.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We obtained 4 files which included: 19 complete and 20 incomplete hunting stereotypes in “wild” ants and, correspondingly, 20 and 31 stereotypes in “naïve” ants (see Table 1 and 2). The successful (complete) hunting stereotype in “wild” ants appeared to be characterized by smaller complexity than the incomplete stereotype: the compression ratio is 63.27% for the first file, and 70.07% for the second one. It is likely caused by a greater frequency of key elements and less “noise” in complete stereotypes. The same was found in naïve ants: 56.3% and 68.03%, correspondingly. Of particular interest is that naïve “born hunters” which enjoy “at once and entirely” hunting stereotypes are characterized by a lower level of complexity of hunting behaviour. Their hunting stereotypes are possibly most “laconic” and clear. This supports the hypothesis of Reznikova and Panteleeva [6] that a few carriers of the whole hunting stereotype to be spread within an ant colony, can serve as catalysts of social learning for other individuals which possess only fragments of relevant behavioural patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Complete (successful) stereotypes</th>
<th>Incomplete stereotypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RACACKCRUACKCKCCCP. RARURACKCKCKCP.</td>
<td>WARURW. RTARW. RARTRRW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RUACCKKCWTTWCUCCP. RUACRUTURACRURCP. RURBRARRACKCKCP.</td>
<td>RACTTRAUT RAC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WBBAT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RARWTTRACKCKCKCKKCP. RURAAACTCKCKCCKKCP. RACKCKCCCCP.</td>
<td>RARRURARW. WRSA. RTRUA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RAVUURTRACP.</td>
<td>RARAK. RUWRAW. RARRULAR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RACKSSWSSSCCCCP. RACKCKCP. RACCCCP. RURARCKCKCKCCCCP.</td>
<td>RARAK. WCKCKR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RTRACCKCP. RARACP.</td>
<td>RWTAAU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>RARARRACKKCCCP. RTACKCKCKCP.</td>
<td>RTARATW. SWATAW. RARUARAK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RTAAUAU. RUARAW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>RACKWSSKCCCP. RAAACCKKKCCCP.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Behavioural sequences denoted by letters in 14 “wild” ants.

Legend: W – waiting/ stopping; S - slow walk; R – running; T – turning ; U – turning around; B - belligerent posture (an ant stands on four legs raising two legs highly over its head); A – attack (falling on a victim); C – capturing: S – stinging; T – transporting a prey; point means the end of a stereotype; dash – lack of a stereotype. The №№ 8, 10, 12 wild ants did not hunt.

We analysed a hunting stereotype of *Myrmica rubra* ants towards jumping springtails. This stereotype includes determining the victim, approaching it, and then performing the FAP that we call “tip-and-run attack”: the ant attacks the prey, bend the abdomen and head to the thorax, jumps...
Kolmogorov complexity for studying animal behaviour is a promising tool to be used in different areas of behavioural and evolutionary research. In particular, this method can help to extract “basic” (completely innate) behavioural patterns by comparing behavioural sequences of different levels of complexity and flexibility. This is particularly important for evolutionary and ethological studies in the field.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Complete (successful) stereotypes</th>
<th>Incomplete stereotypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>STAW. STAR. RWARU. WARW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WCCCCW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RTRACKUCCP. WTACKCCCP. RACKCP.</td>
<td>RURAU. RARRTAR. RAUR. RAUW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RTACKUP. RACTTTP. RTACKRTRRCP. RTRACKCP.</td>
<td>RATWRAT. RTRAT. RTRAT. WTAK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RACKCKCP. RACKCKCP. RACKCCKCCCCP. RACKCP. RACKCCCP.</td>
<td>WTARTUR. WAKW. RTACKCKCR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RUACKCP. RACKCCCCCCCCCCC CCP. RTATACCUKCCCCCP. RACKCP.</td>
<td>RTACKRU. RAUR. RACRU. RUACKCKCR. RACKKTCCCCCCC CCCR. RACKCKCKCCR. RACKRRARACKUR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RACKCP.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SACCCCP. STACCKCP. STAACKCP.</td>
<td>WAW. STAR. STATS. WUAUTS. SARURW. SAKS. SATUTS. SASU.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Behavioural sequences denoted by letters in 12 naïve ants. The №№ 3, 8, 10, 11 naïve ants did not hunt.
ABSTRACT
In sport there is a great need to obtain as much information as possible about the factors which affect the dynamics of play. This study uses sequential analysis and temporal patterns (T-patterns) to examine the evolution of defence (against an equal number of attackers) as used by the Spanish handball team at the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. The aim is to help handball coaches (during their training and gathering of professional experience) to understand the importance of the structure of defensive systems. This can be achieved through observational processes that reveal the evolution and adaptation of these defensive systems according to different variables: the match score, the response of the opposing team and progress through the tournament.

Author Keywords
Team sport observation, T-patterns, observation, handball

INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been an increase in the number of studies applying observational methodology [1] to handball, both in theoretical terms (the conceptual development of models) and in the applied sense (recording and analysis of data derived from tactical and technical aspects). The form of positional play most widely used by teams is that based on attack, which raises the question as to whether this is the most characteristic method of handball play as regards ball recovery. At all events, studies that regard the attacking process as a key moment in team preparation are more common than are those which stress the importance of defence [2]. However, the choice of defence as a form of positional play is justified. Indeed, some authors have considered it to be the most important aspect and it has been widely used in handball as a phase of increased player activity, this being something which characterises and distinguishes handball play from other strategies [3].

The present paper aims mainly to describe and characterise the defensive behaviour of one handball team with respect to the attacking strategy of another (in the context of equal numbers of defenders and attackers). This is done by analysing the games played by the Spanish handball team during the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. Traditional methods for quantifying performance in sport are limited in their ability to describe the complexity which emerges during the game. Due to the multiple dimensions and unpredictability that characterise play in handball, there is a need for studies that consider the sequential interaction between variables pertaining to both defensive and attacking play, and which do so from a multidimensional perspective and with a methodology that is consistent with the process of player opposition/cooperation.
Participants
The match material was obtained by recording the games broadcast on television. Spain was the team observed in each case.

Design
The observational design [4] was ideographic (one team as the unit), longitudinal (several matches played by the same team at different stages) and multidimensional (the dimensions correspond to the criteria established for the observation instrument). The use of this design determines a set of decisions with respect to participation, tools (adaptation and validation of a new instrument) and procedures.

Observation Instrument
The observation instrument chosen for this study was the (SODMO), which combines field formats with category systems. This observation instrument was developed on the basis of two sources of information: first, previously published studies on defensive play, and second, the inductive construction of categories by experts (high-performance coaches specialising in handball). After constructing the observation instrument (SODMO) a team of observers was then trained in how to use it. The instrument was accepted as reliable when the value of Cohen’s kappa was greater than 0.8.

Recording Instrument
The recording instrument used was the Match Vision Studio software [5] (see Figure 1). This is a highly-flexible software package into which the user first introduces all the codes corresponding to each one of the changing criteria of the SODMO observation instrument. All the co-occurrences of codes are then recorded, each of which occurs in a frame (the time unit used), and this produces a recording formed by the successive co-occurrences; the duration in frames of each one is recorded.

Procedure
In order to study the defensive behaviour of the Spanish handball team in the Beijing Olympic Games we conducted a sequential analysis so as to obtain temporal patterns (T-patterns) [6,7,8] for each game and game half. This was done using the Theme software, which produces dendograms based on event configurations that correspond to the behaviours recorded, showing the temporal distance between occurrences [9].

The total number of configurations/game-events recorded using the Match Vision Studio software (for all seven matches and based on the changing criteria of the SODMO) was 3511. These files were then transformed into the format required by the Theme analytic software, i.e. a table with temporal information for the successive co-occurrences of codes recorded. The codes of the SODMO observation instrument were then imported into the Theme software [6,7,8].

The data were then imported into the Theme software with the aim of detecting temporal patterns. In this context, T-patterns can help to reveal hidden structures and non-observable aspects of sporting techniques. Here, these T-patterns were obtained using the algorithm that is incorporated within the software package Theme v.5 [7].

RESULTS
The result of all seven matches was analysed by grouping them as follows: each game individually and then grouped according to games won and games lost. Due to the large amount of data generated by the seven matches observed, we only present the results of matches won and lost in the group stage of the Olympic tournament. Therefore, the analysis concerns four games distributed in two groups: games won (Brazil-Spain and China-Spain) and games lost (Croatia-Spain and France-Spain) (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Teams involved</th>
<th>1st half</th>
<th>2nd half</th>
<th>Final score</th>
<th>Overall result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary round</td>
<td>Croatia-Spain</td>
<td>16-11</td>
<td>15-18</td>
<td>31-29</td>
<td>Lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China-Spain</td>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>22-36</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France-Spain</td>
<td>16-10</td>
<td>12-11</td>
<td>28-21</td>
<td>Lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil-Spain</td>
<td>20-17</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>35-36</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain-Korea-Spain</td>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>24-29</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter-finals</td>
<td>Iceland-Spain</td>
<td>17-15</td>
<td>19-15</td>
<td>36-30</td>
<td>Lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Croatia-Spain</td>
<td>14-12</td>
<td>15-23</td>
<td>29-35</td>
<td>Won</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of games observed.
Sequential Analysis

The plotter graphics were analysed by describing the events during the match and observing the sequences and ball recovery methods according to the match score at a given point (see Figures 2 and 3).

Into the results obtained related to the games won we can see that the game between China and Spain was the third match in the handball tournament, and ended with the score at 22-36. The game between Brazil and Spain was the fifth and final game in the group stage (preliminary round) and ended 35-36. Over these two games Spain scored 72 goals and conceded 57.

Seven different types of sequences (shown in the figure by colour bars) can be identified from among the 97 that make up the game as a whole. They have the following event frequencies and intervals according to the match score for the Spanish team at a given point in time. This enables us to observe the different dynamics of defensive sequences at the end of each match.

Into the results obtained related to the two parties lost in the preliminary phase, we can see that the first match lost by the Spanish team was that against Croatia, which ended with the score at 31-29. The match between France and Spain was the fourth game in the group stage (preliminary round) and ended 28-21 (see Table 1). Over these two games Spain scored 50 goals and conceded 59.

The analysis of the defensive systems used in these two defeats reveals seven different types of sequence (shown by the colour bars in Figure 3) from among the 97 that make up the game as a whole. They have the following event frequencies and intervals according to the match score for the Spanish team at a given point in time. Here we can see greater variability among systems of play, which shift between 5x1 and 6x6 in an attempt to overcome the rival.

After analysing the transition between defensive configurations using the plotter graphics we then selected the most significant T-patterns by means of the dendograms produced by the Theme software. All criteria were used to analyse the interaction between defence and attack.

By way of an example we show here an interpretation of dendograms for the match between Croatia and Spain (see Figure 4). The Spanish team were behind for most of the game and resorted to a 6:0 (zonal) defensive system, which was modified mid-way through the second half to 3:2:1 (nine), when the match scoreboard showed a three-goal disadvantage (p3). They then switched to 5+1 (six) when they were only one goal behind (p1) and level (e), returning then to the initial 6:0 (zonal) system.
CONCLUSION
It was possible to verify the existence of T-patterns in which a defensive system was more associated with the type of ball recovery (conceding or without conceding a goal). There were more event configurations in dendograms when the Spanish team used the 6:0 defensive system. The change of defensive system varied depending on both the score at any given time and the 'quality' of the opponent. Defensive systems with more defensive lines were used in unbalanced matches in which the observed team was losing, as well as against better opponents.

The application of this software has proved to be extremely effective for studying different aspects of the dynamics of play in various contexts of interaction between opposing teams. As stated above, the present study focuses on the dynamics of defensive play in the handball tournament of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games.
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ABSTRACT

We present DataPrism, a new interactive visualization tool to aid analysis of multimodal activity data. DataPrism enables analysts to visualize, annotate, and link multiple time-based data streams, including video, log files, and paper-based digital notes. Automated analysis is supported through a plug-in mechanism. A usage scenario is employed to describe DataPrism’s current facilities.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in technology continue to improve the ability of researchers to study real-world behavior. A new generation of inexpensive digital recording devices and storage facilities are revolutionizing data collection, extending it into situations that have not typically been accessible and enabling examination of the fine detail of action captured in meaningful settings. This is important because in order to understand the dynamics of human activity we must understand its full context, and that can only be accomplished by recording and analyzing data of real-world behavior.

Consider three examples: affordable high-definition video and inexpensive digital storage have enabled recording video of activities from multiple angles; small wearable sensors have made it possible to capture detailed records of complex human behavior; and interaction with digital systems can produce time-stamped logs of performance. Each presents new opportunities to analyze activity in more systematic and precise ways. More generally, the ability to collect these and other forms of rich data provides an unprecedented opportunity for scientific scrutiny of activity as it occurs in real-world everyday situations.

Along with the exciting scientific possibilities created by new data collection abilities there are also clear analysis challenges due to the scale and richness of data that is now readily collected. For example, coding and careful analysis of video data remains extremely time-consuming. Other forms of data, such as sensor readings, while useful as separate data sources, may provide more valuable insights about activity when viewed and analyzed in combination. New visualization tools are needed to address the challenge of analyzing and synthesizing information from multiple data sources and at multiple time scales.

We have developed DataPrism, a tool that allows researchers to visualize time-based data from multiple sources and manually or automatically annotate the data. To elucidate its facilities, we present a scenario from a current use of DataPrism, involving analysis of the behavior of airplane pilots during simulated flight. Understanding their cognitive activity requires analysis of details of pilot behavior that can only be acquired through the collection of a rich set of multimodal data. While we focus here on a specific scenario, DataPrism is designed to support analysis of a wide range of multimodal time-based data. For example, it is currently being used in several other contexts, including analysis of children interacting with museum exhibits and of personal activity data captured with the Microsoft SenseCam [2].

Although several other systems have been developed to support various aspects of this visualization challenge, DataPrism represents a unique focus on the visualization of multiple diverse data sources. For example, numerous systems exist for coding and annotation of video, such as ELAN [6], VCode [1], and Diver [6]. While these systems have powerful coding capabilities, they are not designed for analysis or visualization of heterogeneous data, nor do they support easily extensible automatic analysis facilities. Other systems, such as The Observer XT [7], readily support multiple types of data, but are commercial products with limited open extensibility to visualize new types of data.

FEATURES

The primary goal of DataPrism is to support interactive visualization and analysis of multiple simultaneous data streams from the same activity. DataPrism supports data import from multiple sources, including video files, audio files, log files (encoded in a variety of formats), transcript data, and paper-based digital notes.
Visualization
The main DataPrism interface consists of a video player and one or more timelines arrayed below the video, as shown in Figure 1. A single timeline is shown by default, but multiple timelines can be added to visualize additional data, group annotations, or view different time scales. Each timeline has a visual marker (a vertical yellow bar toward the right on each of the timelines in Figure 1) to indicate the current position in the data, which is aligned with the current video location. This marker allows the researcher to relate a notable moment in one data stream to corresponding points in other data sets.

Video files can be viewed as with a typical video viewer. The viewer displays the current frame of the video as a researcher moves through the data and allows the video to be played at varying rates. In addition, frames from the video can be viewed on the timeline below the main video viewer. Frames from the video can also be associated with annotations and displayed in a pop-up window that appears when the researcher hovers the cursor over the annotations. If the video file has an audio track, a waveform of the audio can be shown on a timeline. Multiple video files can be shown in separate windows or on separate timelines.

Log file data can currently be shown in two ways: time series graphs and map depictions of geographic position. Time series graphs are displayed on timelines in the main DataPrism window, along with dynamic scales based on the current visible data. Geographic positions can be shown on a map that is retrieved from Google Maps based on latitude and longitude, as shown in Figure 2. As with timelines, the current time position in the data can be changed by clicking on the map. In this way, a notable movement in physical space can be used as a guide to explore data in the same way as a change in a time series graph.

Digital Pen1 data from a researcher’s paper notes can also be shown in two ways. First, markers can appear on the timeline that correspond to the time that a particular note was written. When the researcher hovers over the marker, an image of the note appears. Second, the notes as a whole are displayed, as shown in Figure 2. The pen marks are initially displayed in gray, but as the researcher moves

---

1 We currently support Livescribe digital pens (www.livescribe.com) that record both pen strokes and associated audio.
Annotations
Data annotations in DataPrism can be visualized on their own or overlaid on other data types. For example, a set of annotations might be created in relation to moments in a video that indicate particular types of activity. The corresponding segments of time can then be highlighted on a time series graph to depict how various variable values changed during those aspects of the activity. The annotations are color-coded with researcher-defined colors, and can be shown on the timelines and on maps.

Annotations can be used in multiple ways, including both continuous coding and identification of particular moments of interest in the data, as shown in Figure 3. Annotations can be simple assignments of categories or free-form text entries. Categories and possible subcategories can be defined before analysis by the researcher, and can be dynamically modified and extended during analysis. Annotations can be assigned to multiple categories and used to group, align, and filter annotations.

Synchronization
Synchronization can be a problem when separate devices are used to record multiple data sets. The ideal solution is to precisely calibrate system clocks in each of the recording devices, in which case data is automatically aligned when imported into DataPrism. Since this is not always possible with heterogeneous recording devices, interactive alignment of data is also available. With each supported data type, including multiple videos, the researcher can find a point that corresponds to another point and align the data simply by clicking on the identified point.

Automatic Analysis
One important use of visualization is to present the results of automatic processing of data streams. DataPrism supports a data analysis plug-in system for scripts written in the Python language. These scripts can operate on any data that resides in DataPrism. The results are treated as annotations and can be visualized and filtered in the same way as normal annotations. This makes it easy, for example, for an analysis based on one set of variables to highlight a region of important activity across the entire collection of data. In the domain of flight, one type of data analysis that we have explored uses logic-based rules to identify flight segments based on well-defined flight parameters. Similarly, simple rules can be used to identify moments, such as when the airspeed is within a particular range, which might be of interest for a particular analysis.

USAGE SCENARIO
In this section, we step through a simplified description of the use of DataPrism to analyze data from a flight simulator. The scenario is based on real-world DataPrism sessions we observed. The data is from novice pilots flying the flight simulator, which created text logs of simulator variables at a rate of 5 Hz. Paper notes were made by an observer during the flight with a LiveScribe digital pen.

Analyses using DataPrism in this domain typically include the following data configuration:

- Video of pilot-simulator interaction, shown in primary video window
- Video of pilot-pilot interaction, shown in secondary video window
- Simulator log of Altitude, Airspeed, Vertical Speed, and Bank Angle variables, shown as time series
- Geographic position from simulator log, shown as a path on a map
- Notes made by the researcher, shown as annotations and as a full page

After loading the videos, simulator log, and digital notes, the researcher begins by aligning the data. When the videos were made, a clapperboard was used at the beginning to make sure that devices could be synced. The appropriate places in the movies are found, and then the data is matched to the videos by finding the point where the plane begins to move in the airspeed data and the video data. Finally, the digital notes are synced to the same point by matching a note made during the simulation at that time. This simulation run involved novice pilots, so there are many possible errors to identify in the data. On an initial visual scan of the data, the analyst notices a period of fluctuation in the vertical speed graph. By moving the current time position indicator, he gets visual reference marks of the corresponding time position in all of the other data sources. As he moves the time indicator, the position indicator on the map moves as well. This reveals that the vertical speed fluctuation occurred at the same time as a sharp turn in the flight pattern.

The relevance of the fluctuations occurring
During a turn is reinforced by a sudden jump in the bank angle graph at the same time. The shape of the bank angle graph reveals a sharper turn than would be needed in this situation. The combined evidence points to a lack of skill in the novice pilot for maintaining proper flight parameters during turns. By examining the visualizations from these different sources, the researcher forms a hypothesis that the cause of the poor performance might be an inability to properly manage attention between instruments depicting bank angle and vertical speed. To help evaluate this hypothesis, he looks at the video of the flight and notices the pilot’s eyes seem to be locked on the artificial horizon and rarely move to the right to the location of the altitude indicator. This short scenario provides an example of how DataPrism might be used to identify an instance of poor performance and how access to linked visualizations can help evaluate hypotheses that arise during analysis.

FUTURE WORK
While the current capabilities of DataPrism make it an effective tool for analysis of multimodal behavioral data, we have plans for extending it to create more powerful analysis facilities. Our design goal is to maintain the simplicity of the current interface but enable a loose coupling via a plug-in architecture with additional facilities useful for particular domains or types of analyses.

One natural direction is to explore how additional automatic analysis features might be supported. For example, computer vision techniques have advanced in capabilities and reliability to the point that they promise to be highly useful tools for aiding analysis of video data. Object recognition is one particularly promising area. It would be very useful for digital video analysis if an algorithm could automatically label all (or even most) video frames in which a particular object is present. The use of scale invariant features (e.g., SIFT and related techniques [4]) is one promising approach we are exploring. We are especially interested in supporting interactive use of automated analysis facilities. For example, since many computer vision algorithms are probabilistic, users can modify the algorithm’s threshold depending on the task. For example, the threshold for object detection could be set at a low value in which virtually every frame that contains the object is detected, with the price of increased false alarms. In this case, a small amount of user intervention would be required in order to cull the false alarms from true detections. On the other hand, the object detection threshold could be set at a high value in which case there would be virtually no false alarms, with the price that in some frames the object would be present but not detected. Integrating computational analysis methods with human interaction in mind allows such decisions to rest with the analyst, and be interactively adjusted to specific analysis needs. We are also actively developing methods for integrating DataPrism with additional facilities of digital pens. A digital copy of freehand notes is a useful addition to analysis, but digital pens have several advantages over traditional pens that can be exploited during real-time observation. For example, since each stroke of the pen is time-stamped, this can eliminate the need to manually record time-stamps for later indexing into the data. In addition, there is considerable promise in linking paper notes and their digital counterparts using pen gestures [3]. We are developing a system to allow marks made in certain regions on paper (e.g., in specific areas in the margin or on customizable forms) to have special meaning and be automatically converted into annotations.

Finally, we plan to engage in further detailed studies of researcher interaction with DataPrism. While the scenario described in this paper is based on actual observations of real usage, conclusions about the efficacy of the interactive visualization techniques require additional data, including usage in other domains.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe our efforts towards a Comparative Mind Database and discuss an available component, the video sharing and deep tagging system. We present the “Comparative Cognition” project of which the database component is a module, and present general discussions of data archiving and processing in various scientific contexts, from astrophysics to animal behaviour. Afterwards, we turn to the discussion of the developing system and various aspects of its benefits. Finally, we describe the fundamental features of the video system and its advanced, cutting edge functionalities to support the study of animal behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION
The Comparative Mind Database (www.cmdbase.org) is an activity of the project “The Evolution of Social Cognition: Comparisons and integration across a wide range of human and non-human animal species”, an ESF Research Networking Program (www.compcog.org). The general objective of the parent project is to develop “real” comparative cognition across a wide range of vertebrate and invertebrate species (including humans) with a coherent theoretical background, unified terminology and standard methods, and to make it transparent for and integrated with other fields, like social sciences, genetics, physiology, animal welfare, robotics, and so on. The program brings together 28 European laboratories from 11 countries, and runs for 5 years since May 2008.

Despite the existence of a large body of fragmented knowledge, we do not currently understand human and animal cognition. What constitutes the animal that we talk about, i.e. how can it be conceptualized? What are the terms to be used, and how they are backed up in the various disciplines that are relevant for the experimental and theoretical study of animal and human behaviour? How can different species and different experiments be compared with, if they measure different things (or even if they claim to measure the same thing)? What are justifiable conceptual and experimental methods that can support reproducibility, scalability, and generalizability? We believe these questions are strongly interrelated with what can be broadly called documentation and conceptualization.

The Comparative Mind Database is a module of the CompCog project that supports the above inquiry using innovative, advanced information technologies and methods from philosophy of science, statistics, experimental design and data/text mining. Its envisioned components include: Web2.0 style computational tools and methods for data acquisition and description, procedures for data and text mining for conceptual analysis, specific ontologies for animal cognition, integrated tools for the design and analysis of experiments (DoE), and work towards the standards of experiments, their communication and evaluation.

DATA ARCHIVING AND PROCESSING
The public archiving and sharing of data is becoming almost ubiquitous. Since the recent declaration of various platform statements, many journals have adopted an archiving and sharing policy. The platform statements in question range from the announcement of the PetaByte age [1, 4] through the Jerusalem declaration [3] to the notion of Web Science [7]. The essence of the Jerusalem declaration is: “public money – public data” for research, and this
formulates a very natural requirement for data sharing and archiving.

Many of the above topics point towards the usefulness of comprehensive, integrated databases. Databases can come in various formats from the simple deposits to complex systems that use suggestive tools for the acquisition, handling and analysis of data. The database could be also suggestive as a unified documentation, synthesis and repository tool for much of existing information. Such database initiatives include the “virtual observatory” of astrophysics. In astrophysics, a prior submission of all data before publication is required today [6, 10]: The virtual observatory enables a new way of doing astronomy, moving from an era of observations of small, carefully selected samples of objects to the use of multi-measurement data for millions, or billions of objects. Such datasets allow researchers to discover subtle but significant patterns in statistically rich and unbiased databases, and to understand complex astrophysical systems through the comparison of data to numerical simulations. The virtual observatory provides simultaneous access to multiple archives and advanced visualization and statistical analysis tools.

Recently, evolution and ecology journals also move towards a Journal Data Archiving Policy [9] and at this time the journal Animal Cognition is considering the use of a similar practice (Czeschlik, personal communication, 2010). These policies – similar in vain to those in use in astrophysics since almost a decade – put strict conditions on publications by requiring the publication (i.e. public archiving) of all relevant data.

THE COMPARATIVE MIND DATABASE INITIATIVE

The development of the Comparative Mind Database capitalizes on these prior approaches and results, and extends them for the specific purpose of the study of animal behaviour. Databasing animal behaviour poses new kinds of challenges, however. Comparative cognition aims at reconstructing the evolutionary history of various cognitive skills via investigating which animal species demonstrate or lack them. Such species comparisons require comparable methods utilized by different research labs keeping and/or working with subjects of one or few species. For greater importance even subtle variations in observational and experimental methods can differentially influence the animals in study as well as the interpretation of data. The current form of a paper’s method section and the supplementary demo videos hardly provide enough data for the reproduction of studies on animal cognition. These challenges can be overcome by developing a suitable system for animal cognition related data archiving and sharing.

Over the last years there have been a few attempts to develop database(s) for the behavioural sciences that do not seem to have achieved their aims. One may argue that the fundamental problem lies in the complexity of the structure under study. But also, in contrast to other fields, like astrophysics or genetics where complexity might be a similar issue, the behavioural sciences have not developed a useful definition of “data”. A recent review showed that for many researchers even the definition of the term “behaviour” was quite elusive [5]. Following their survey, these authors are inclined to define behaviour as „the internally coordinated responses (actions or inactions) of whole living organisms (individuals or groups) to internal and/or external stimuli, excluding responses more easily understood as developmental changes”. Importantly, however, this definition avoids referring to those physical (visual, acoustic etc.) attributes of an “action” that should be “captured” for such a database, that is, for this definition the behaviour should be “describable” in some general ways.

Importantly, in contrast to astrophysics, genetics and cosmology, most of the behaviour data are still obtained more or less by direct human intervention (especially in the animal and human cognition domain), which is deficient in “objectivity”. In contrast, physical parameters measured by specifically designed (and validated) equipments used by a scientific community (e.g. Hubble space telescope) or the units of the genetic code provide a clear case for data banking because the data have been collected reproducibly by standardised (non-human) instruments.

However, the behavioural sciences cannot avoid moving into the age of data banking. This process has already started. For example, software technology allows for automated collection of some specific behavioural data (movement in space, simple interaction with objects, etc.) in simple environments for laboratory species (e.g. EthoVision - Noldus), wild living animals can be equipped with GPS sensors, etc., but especially in the field of cognition most data are collected “by hand” utilising a diverse array of experimental approaches. Importantly, modern technologies emerge offering more objective collection of such behavioural data. For example, “looking time” is often used as an index for different cognitive processes. Traditionally, the human experimenter (observer) noted the duration of a particular head orientation by hand held timers, or more recently, by counting video frames. However, in some particular cases it is now possible to use eye tracking devices to obtain observer-independent data on “looking”. In an ideal situation the change from a human-based coding to a machine based data collection would make such data more useful for data banking.

Despite such advances in technology objective, “en mass” data recording from freely moving, “behaving” systems will not be achieved in the near future. Nevertheless, in this time there is a possibility for making advances in areas in which some basic requirements for data banking are in place. Thus we suggest that a Comparative Mind Database (CMD) could have two important contributions for the behavioural sciences.
The Weak Form of CMD
The idea of weak CMD is based on the experience that despite sometimes lengthy descriptive method sections, more or less clear definitions of behaviour, ad hoc provided video files, and intra- and inter-observer reliability, the “objective” definition of the data is inadequate for data banking. The weak form of CMD can be seen as providing a suitable framework for collecting and sharing basic data in forms specific to the behavioural sciences. It could be useful as an aid (or eventually an obligatory tool) for publishing behavioural data in scientific journals, to teach students how to plan experiments, to share data and methods with fellow scientists, and to contribute to a common data base. The utilisation of video data together with tools that help to describe the “behaviour” could canalise data collection, eventually leading to data which have been collected in very similar ways.

The Strong Form of CMD
The strong form of CMD is aimed at providing a storage space, definitions and ways of sharing, that is, bringing behavioural data from different sources onto a common platform, providing interlinking and common reference. Note that the strong form of CMD is useless until the weak form of CMD is realized, because data from under-defined data sources are worse than no data at all.

SOLUTIONS FOR A COMPARATIVE MIND DATABASE
We started to realize these plans by working on a prototype of the CMD. Besides adopting existing technologies found in different domains mentioned earlier, our suggested new solutions include an innovative copyright handling, integration, raw/select data archiving, and online/offline processing. One of the notorious issues is copyright handling. The current Journal Data Archiving Policy foresees an embargo prior to publication (where the data is uploaded but not shared, and a moratorium of one year after publication during which the data owner has priority of publication using secondary analysis). This is an important step but may not be sufficient in all cases – our proposed system offers different copyright formats selectable by the owner at upload time.

Another recurrent issue is integration: many data archives are scattered and put their data in a different context than it was produced or processed. This raises several questions from the attractiveness to the usefulness of such archives. We are attempting to overcome this issue by endeavouring to develop a framework for the uniform handling of experiments (form design to evaluation and theoretically to paper writing), and the uses of advanced methodological tools for data analysis such as MEME (developed by one of our contributors, Gulyas 2010, [2, 8]). Usually, by “data” something distilled is meant – most archiving initiatives do not concern “raw data” in the form of lab notebooks or video recordings. However, for animal behaviour raw data is also of significance, both for secondary analysis and quality control. We are treating raw and processed data (below: video footage and edited shots) in the same way, interlinked with pointers and tags.

Finally (and also related to the copyright issue, but also to data safety and availability), many researchers might be reluctant to put their current experiments into the public domain, and especially to use Web 2 tools for strategic mass storage as the only form of archiving. As a solution to this, and handled together with the raw/edit data policy, our tools will be available online as well as in an offline version (with the online version providing more “goodies” such as integrated data processing and “paper writing” tools). This way the scientist can use the system in her laboratory as well as in the public domain and turn to the latter only at paper writing time, or for edited data only, while keeping (i.e. archiving) raw data in her local system. During its five years of operation, the CompCog/CMD project endeavours to develop a unified encompassing framework and toolkit for such data preparation, handling, archiving and processing task, for raw data (such as video footage) and processed data alike. The prototype CMD is focused on video representations, and is available in the form of a fully functional alpha version (announced in May 2010).

VIDEO ARCHIVING, SHARING AND DEEP TAGGING
The CMD video platform is a community platform that offers several different functions. These functions include: registration, video upload, video editing (in particular, tagging, annotation and deep tagging), timeline control, video (as well as annotation) search and video playback (in various sizes). It takes the form of a video sharing system on a backbone similar to that of YouTube. The system is available at www.cmdbase.org.

Video tagging is a common technique to assign metadata (such as author, title and time information) to videos in an archive. Deep tagging is a recent development that extends advanced tagging (i.e. the use of tags, bookmarks, and other descriptive elements, including attachments of various kinds) to the temporal domain, by permitting the data owner to enter the “depth” of the video. Deep tagging involves the use of temporal tags and a timeline that positions these tags over the duration of the video. Deep tagging became widely known in 2007 and is now available in various commercial products such as Momindum (www.momindum.com) (however, they are costly and not open source, hence not scalable and extendable, nor tailored to scientific needs).

Video annotation goes even one step beyond deep tagging. The idea is to allow users to place marks, even drawings (including simple shapes, text, and hand drawing/writing to frames or intervals of the video. The system features an interval editor that configures each tag and annotation in time: the minimum duration is 1 second; the maximum is the video’s entire playtime. In edit mode, the timeline shows the timing and the overlay of different instances and the layers of all tags and annotations. Video annotation may have uses in different domains but currently few tools exist that can support it. In animal behaviour studies, together
with deep tagging, video annotation may have a key role in the future for the identification (and documentation) of various behaviour elements, their relation to each other and the experimental design, and the mark-up of experimental settings, which includes the identification of various environmental cues. Our realized tool has a flexible management system that allows various policies for both tagging and annotation: from owner-only to general access. Currently no other available system supports the variety of these functions, ranging from archiving and sharing to deep tagging and video annotation. The tool is open source and freely extendable.

ANNOTATION AND DEEP TAGGING: AN EXAMPLE

The system has three main pages: namely, the main portal page, the editor and the player. A toy example is shown below for the use of the editor page to create video markup page, the editor and the player. A toy example is shown

tagging and annotation: from owner-only to general access. Currently no other available system supports the variety of these functions, ranging from archiving and sharing to deep tagging and video annotation. The tool is open source and freely extendable.

“4.

“ANOTHER AN EXAMPLE

The system has three main pages: namely, the main portal page, the editor and the player. A toy example is shown below for the use of the editor page to create video markup in an imitation experiment (found in the database at

www.cmdbase.org under the name MouthFull.mpg). The editor page shows the video and a timeline where a relocatable line marks a current moment. Positioning the line to a desired moment, graphical annotations (here at 21. see, an ellipse and two text boxes) can highlight critical parts of the picture or provide short written explanations. Their temporal duration is also shown in the timeline and can be controlled by dragging their markers’ ends. Tags and bookmarks (at the upper right panel) support navigation on the video: critical moments can be marked and jumped on with one single click. In the example on Fig. 1, the animal is captured in the position where, in contrast to the preferred paw action of dogs, she is demonstrating an unpreferred paw action to manipulate an apparatus, which is justified by her mouth being occupied by a ball she carries during the demonstration. The experiment investigates whether observer dogs copy the model’s paw action after watching 10 demonstrations. Rather subtle behaviours need to be noticed during the 8 test trials. In contrast with demo videos typically used in behavioural sciences, the new system can offer footages where all methodological details of the experiments can be followed in the archived experimental video, and at the same time tagging the video can highlight the critical but subtle events in the animals’ behaviour (see red arrows and text boxes at moments 0:06:02, 0:06:53 and 0:06:58). Attachments such as a ppt slide or a pdf document can also be associated with a given frame using the bottom right panel. (Attachment links are shown in the player and until a new attachment comes up.) They can either provide further details missing from the video (such as structure of the apparatus on the first ppt slide in this example (0:00:12)) or can directly connect the behaviour observed and the graphs presented in the publication PDF (e.g. 0:06:02).

CONCLUSION

We presented general discussions and ongoing work towards a comprehensive, domain specific database for comparative animal cognition with archiving, sharing and data processing capabilities and we presented an example component, a fully functional video sharing, annotation and deep tagging system, available in an alpha version.
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ABSTRACT
Posturography is a method to assess the postural control system quantitatively providing the possibility for testing vigilance. In this paper we present pilot experiments and analysis investigating the discriminatory abilities of posturography. A total of 10 young adults participated in postural assessment within a study with extended time awake. Acquired measurements were assigned to two classes “vigilant” and “hypovigilant” according to subject’s continuous time-since-sleep (TSS). Two features sets were extracted from posturographical recordings. In time domain 7 kinds of features from other authors were extracted, including measures of sway velocity and sway area. In spectral domain features were extracted by estimating power spectral densities and subsequent averaging in equidistant spectral bands. In addition to static feature extraction this paper introduces analysis of temporal dynamics within the features of both domains. The ability to discriminate between both classes “vigilant” and “hypovigilant” was evaluated in terms of mean test set errors estimated using 25-fold delete-d cross validation. Different algorithms of computational intelligence including artificial neural networks (ANN) and Support-Vector Machines (SVM) were applied. SVM using Gaussian kernel functions performed best with achieved mean test set error rates of 9.0 ± 4.2 %.
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INTRODUCTION
Posturography is a method of quantitative balance assessment and is used as a diagnostic tool in Neurootology. Posturography measures body sway during sitting or standing. For the latter subjects are instructed to stand upright and remain as motionless as possible. The center of pressure (COP) is calculated utilizing a three- or four-point force sensor platform.

Data analysis quantifies features of the medio-lateral and the antero-posterior components of the COP time series (Figure 1). It has been shown, that both components are impaired by hypovigilance [1, 2]. Therefore, posturography is a new candidate for vigilance assessment which may be cost-efficient, short-lasting, mobile, and easy-to-administer.

Recent studies in our lab resulted in relatively high error

Figure 1. Stabilogram recorded after 14 hrs of continuous time awake under EC condition. Test duration was 120s. The gray polygon indicates the area of the convex hull – one of the utilized time-domain features.
rates when classifying between two extremes: “vigilant” vs. “hypovigilant” [3]. One possible explanation may be the kind of data analysis. For each signal segment a set of different features were extracted. But it was not asked whether temporal dynamics between feature sets of different segments exist. The application of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), for example Long Short-Term Memories (LSTM) [4], provides means to answer this question.

Long Short-Term Memory
RNN are ANN characterized by feedback connections between artificial neurons. These connections conduct output variables from one neuron to its neighbors’ and predecessors’ inputs [5]. In contrast to non-RNN, they are able to process sequences of feature vectors such that the temporal localization of feature characteristics within the sequence gains relevance. RNN are capable to adapt to temporal dynamics within the input sequences. LSTM are trained by a variant of Real-Time Recurrent Learning [4]. An alternative approach is the application of Evolutionary Strategies to adapt input weights of network cells [6]. Schmidhuber et al. [6] demonstrated that combinations of RNN with multivariate output (Fig. 2) with non-linear classifiers have an improved ability to generalize a sub-symbolic temporal memory in the feature space.

METHODS
Study Design
In this contribution a dataset of a partial sleep deprivation study is processed. A total of 10 young and healthy adults volunteered to participate in postural assessment. Posturography was performed during morning hours (10:00-12:00AM) and during eight test runs, hourly between 8:00PM and 4:00AM.

Each test run consists of two conditions. The first trial was performed with eyes opened (EO), focusing a marker on the opposing wall. The second test run was performed with eyes closed (EC) disabling the visual feedback to human balance control. This trial is more demanding and may therefore be sensitive to performance decrements at an earlier stage. Both trials lasted 120 seconds. Subjects were instructed to stand as motionless as possible and to maintain a uniform, practiced upright pose with both feet on the ground.

Pre-Processing
Samples were divided into two classes. The first class (“vigilant”) contained test runs of the morning (time-since-sleep < 5 hours) and the second class (“hypovigilant”) contained test runs of the late night (time-since-sleep > 14 hours).

During segmentation recorded data is split into non-overlapping segments. Using only the first segment it is possible to simulate different test durations. The segment length was optimized empirically regarding the achieved mean test set error estimated via 25-fold delete-d cross validation [7]. The optimal segment length obtained this way is an indication for the required test duration.

Feature Extraction
In time domain methods utilized by several authors were applied, including, but not limited to amplitude range, measures of velocity and of sway area. In total 32 features were extracted.

In spectral domain power spectral densities have been estimated using Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging (Welch’s method). Estimated power spectral densities have been averaged in equidistant spectral bands. Band averaging parameters are lower and upper cut-off frequency, and band width. They were empirically optimized in terms of lowest test set errors. The number of features varies depending on band averaging parameters.

In addition to full-segment feature extraction a sliding window feature extraction was implemented resulting in sequences of feature vectors. The window size and the percentage of overlapping were both optimized empirically regarding the achieved test set error rates.

Classification
Different methods of computational intelligence have been applied in order to find generalized discriminant functions. We applied Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), Long Short-Term Memories (LSTM), and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Free parameters of these methods were optimized empirically in analogy to feature extraction. The outcomes of sliding window feature extraction (LSTM, SVMwindow) were compared to the outcomes of static approaches (LDA, kNN, LVQ, SVM).

CONCLUSIONS
This contribution introduces the utilization of sliding window features to Posturography in order to test for vigilance. Preliminary results of a relatively small data set of 10 partially sleep deprived subjects offered that further effort have to be made to improve classification accuracy. In future Evolutionary Strategies should be applied to LSTM...
Table 1. Comparison of classification errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Error - Time Domain</th>
<th>Error - Spectral Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>35.8 ± 8.7%</td>
<td>18.8 ± 9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k=44</td>
<td>k=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVQ</td>
<td>37.1 ± 8.9%</td>
<td>19.0 ± 9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>n=41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>22.4 ± 8.3%</td>
<td>9.0 ± 4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C=1e6.375, γ=1e-3.75</td>
<td>C=1e6.375, γ=1e-2.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM_random</td>
<td>21.6 ± 7.4%</td>
<td>10.4 ± 6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C=1e0.2813, γ=1e-2.325</td>
<td>C=1e6.875, γ=1e-4.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>29.9 ± 8.0%</td>
<td>12.0 ± 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 blocks, 6 cells each</td>
<td>8 blocks, 8 cells each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + SVM</td>
<td>21.1 ± 5.6%</td>
<td>15.3 ± 1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 blocks, 6 cells each</td>
<td>8 blocks, 8 cells each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C=1e1.375, γ=1e-1.75</td>
<td>C=1e-1.625, γ=1e0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

training in order to optimize the many free parameters as well as the weight values. Further recurrent methods should be utilized in order to investigate the potential of sequence learning in posturography. Results of Collins et al. [8] indicate that posture in quiet stance is not explainable by random walk models. There are short-term as well as long-term correlations which should by assessable also by sub-symbolic sequence learning.

Despite this dataset being sufficient for first course analysis, the very important questions of inter- and intra-subject variability cannot be examined using this limited dataset. Especially when focusing on intra-subject variability a sufficient large amount of measurements for each subject and different levels of vigilance is necessary. In order to establish posturography as a method for fit-for-duty testing the limitations of this approach regarding inter- and intra-subject variability must be known. In Addition to the classification approach a regression of TSS using posturographical measures is possible [1]. The training of a regression model, e.g. using ANN, can include the whole dataset and is not limited to distinct TSS intervals.

Compared to other vigilance assessment approaches posturography still shows relatively high error rates. Nevertheless it has to be emphasized that these error rates are achieved based on short testing durations. Empirical parameter optimization of segment lengths shows that error rates decrease with increasing test duration. With minor decrements compared to the optimum test durations of 45 seconds seems applicable. Shorter test durations do not only increase the acceptance of the test but also limits test-induced vigilance reducing effects. So far test durations of approximately 10 minutes are common [9, 10].
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ABSTRACT
Emotions are very important during learning and self-assessment procedures. Measuring emotions is a very demanding task. Several tools have been developed and used for this purpose. In this paper we evaluate the efficiency of the FaceReader during a self-assessment test. We compared instant measurements of the FaceReader with the researchers’ estimations regarding students’ emotions. The observations took place in a properly designed room in real time. Statistical analysis showed that there are some differences between FaceReader’s and researchers’ estimations regarding Disgusted and Angry emotions. Generally, results showed that FaceReader is capable of measuring emotions with an efficacy of over 87% during a self-assessment test, and that it could be successfully integrated into a computer-aided learning system for the purpose of affect recognition. Moreover, this study provides useful results for the emotional states of students during self-assessment tests and learning procedures.
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INTRODUCTION
Measuring emotions could be crucial for many fields, such as psychology, sociology, marketing, information technology and e-learning. Consequently, several researchers have developed their own instruments to assess emotions [14]. Research evidence supports the existence of a number of universally recognized facial expressions for emotion such as happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and disgust [5]. Therefore, estimating emotional experiences from objectively measured facial expressions has become an important research topic. Many facial recognition systems use single facial images instead of tracking the changes in facial expressions continuously [9]. Other facial recognition systems employ advanced video-based techniques [6] or measure the electrical activity of muscles with EMG (facial electromyography) [10].

Until now, machines using video cameras have been the predominant methods in measuring facial expressions [2, 8, and 11]. VicarVision and Noldus Information Technology launched FaceReader, a system for fully automatic facial expression analysis [13]. The FaceReader recognizes facial expressions by distinguishing six basic emotions (happy, angry, sad, surprised, scared, disgusted), plus neutral, with an accuracy of 89% [3]. Several studies have used FaceReader for different purposes [1, 12].

With regard to learning, there have been very few approaches for the purpose of affect recognition. A real-time analysis should be incorporated in human-computer interaction [7], especially concerning computer-aided learning systems. Previous studies in different fields showed that FaceReader is a reliable measuring tool. However, learning and self-assessment are procedures with particular characteristics. The aim of this paper was to evaluate the effectiveness of the FaceReader 2.0 during a self-assessment test. Accordingly, FaceReader’s efficiency was measured in comparison to two experts’ opinions.

METHODOLOGY
Participants were undergraduate students. The course was a basic IT (Information Technology) skills course and the syllabus included knowledge and techniques. The self-assessment test was optional. Students filled in an application form in order to participate in the self-assessment test. The test consisted of 45 multiple choice questions and the time limit was 45 minutes. 208 applications were collected. The next step was the arrangement of the appointments. Finally, 172 applicants out of the 208 came to their appointments.
Each student took the test alone in a properly designed room. The room had two spaces. There was a bulkhead between the two spaces. At the first space, there was the PC on which the self-assessments test took place. Moreover, the camera of the FaceReader was hidden in a bookcase. It is well known that people express themselves more freely when they feel that they are on their own.

In the second space were the two researchers. FaceReader was connected with another PC in that space, so the researchers were able to watch the facial expressions and the emotions of the participants in real time. Each researcher recorded the student’s emotions measured by the FaceReader and his estimation regarding the student’s emotion at the same time.

The purpose of this study was to examine the efficiency of the FaceReader during a self-assessment test. In order to accomplish this aim, the results of the FaceReader were compared to the researchers’ estimations.

**RESULTS**
Firstly, it had to be examined whether the two researchers’ estimations were statistically different. It was important to show that these estimations were free from the researchers’ opinions. This means that any researcher would have a good chance to show the same results if the experiment was repeated. Thus, a contingency table was created. The 2 groups were the 2 researchers and the outcomes were the agreement and the disagreement with the FaceReader (Table 1). Pearson’s Chi square was calculated in order to show the independence between the two groups. Chi squared equals 2.329 with 1 degree of freedom. The two-tailed P value equals 0.1270. Thus, the difference between the two researchers is not considered to be statistically significant.

Secondly, for the 172 students, we recorded 7416 different emotional states given by the FaceReader. Table 2 shows the results for each emotional state. Researchers and FaceReader had almost the same opinion regarding Neutral (99%) and Happy (90%) emotions. Moreover, Researchers and FaceReader had high agreement for Scared (87%), Surprised (82%) and Sad (79%) emotions. However, the agreement results were lower regarding Disgusted (70%) and Angry (71%) emotions. Nevertheless, there was a high agreement overall between the emotion measured by the FaceReader and the researchers’ opinions.

Moreover, Table 3 shows the agreement between researchers and FaceReader for emotional states observed regarding each gender. From 172 students, 60 were male (35%) and 112 were female (65%). This sample is large enough for gender differences to be studied. For Neutral, Happy and Angry emotions, FaceReader showed almost the same results in both genders. For Surprised and Scared emotions FaceReader showed better results regarding males than females. Finally, for Disgusted and Sad emotions,
FaceReader showed better results regarding females than males. Gender differences, concerning FaceReader performance, were observed in 4 out of 7 emotional states. Interpreting these differences is not part of this work. However, we plan to discuss these differences in another work in the near future.

In order to obtain the confidence interval for the agreement between researchers’ opinions and FaceReader, a binomial proportion confidence interval was used (Table 4). The Adjusted Wald interval provides the best coverage for a specified interval.

**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS**

Disgusted and Angry were the two emotions that FaceReader recognized less effectively. Examining the results revealed that Disgusted and Angry co-appeared frequently. Most of the times FaceReader measured simultaneously these two emotions, the researchers agreed only with the presence of an Angry emotion. Some movements of jaw, mouth and nose confused the FaceReader accuracy. Additionally, many times FaceReader measured an Angry emotion simultaneously with a Neutral one, but neutral was the only emotion confirmed by the researchers. This particular disagreement was expected. When participants read the questions, many of them had clouded brow. People are taking this facial expression when reading something with great concentration. Zaman and Shrimpto-Smith (2006) came up with the same result. This is the reason why FaceReader measured, so frequently, an Angry emotion at the same time with a Neutral one. Moreover, FaceReader faced problems with participants that wore glasses or had small eyes or chins. Another difficulty were fringes reaching down to eyebrows.

Hopefully, these problems may be confronted because FaceReader will be upgraded. VicarVision and Noldus Information Technology support that they classify features which are located outside the modelled area of the face (e.g. hair) or features which are poorly modelled wrinkles, tattoos, piercing and birthmarks. Moreover, they will add person identification to the system [3].

Generally, results showed that FaceReader is capable of measuring emotions with an efficacy of over 87% during a self-assessment test, and that it could be successfully integrated into a computer-aided learning system for the purpose of affect recognition.

An instrument like FaceReader is very crucial for the amelioration of computer-aided learning systems. Educators will have the opportunity to give better and more effective emotional feedbacks in learning, self-assessment or CAT (Computer Adaptive Testing) systems [4].

To conclude, to our best knowledge this is the first study that evaluated FaceReader during a self-assessment test. Besides the evaluation of FaceReader, this study provides useful results for the emotional states of students during self-assessment tests and learning procedures.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
<th>95% conf. interv., males</th>
<th>95% conf. interv., females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disgusted</td>
<td>78% - 85%</td>
<td>59% - 72%</td>
<td>67% - 79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprised</td>
<td>77% - 86%</td>
<td>80% - 93%</td>
<td>72% - 84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>98.3% - 99%</td>
<td>98.5% - 99.6%</td>
<td>97.8% - 98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>86% - 93%</td>
<td>86% - 97%</td>
<td>84% - 93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>69% - 73%</td>
<td>69% - 75%</td>
<td>67% - 72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>82% - 93%</td>
<td>91% - 99%</td>
<td>77% - 88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>76% - 82%</td>
<td>68% - 78%</td>
<td>79% - 86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86% - 87.5%</td>
<td>84.4% - 87%</td>
<td>86.5% - 88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The overall and the genders’ confidence Interval for the six emotions plus Neutral.
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ABSTRACT

When using eye movements to determine the state of a car driver it is important that the eye tracker is robust, unobtrusive, inexpensive and fully automatic. The objectives of this study are to compare the performance of a one-camera system with a three-camera system and to investigate if the accuracy and availability of the one-camera system is sufficient to monitor driver state. Data from 53 subjects were evaluated and the results indicate that there is not much difference between a single-camera system and a multi-camera system as long as the driver is looking straight ahead. However, with more peripheral gaze directions, the larger coverage that is provided by the additional cameras works in favour of the multi-camera system.
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INTRODUCTION

Eye movement tracking is an important tool when measuring behaviour in different domains such as neuroscience, psychology, industrial engineering and human factors, marketing/advertising, and Computer Science [1]. In early days, eye tracking technology was both invasive and obtrusive, thus limiting the areas of application. However, today it is possible to use portable eye trackers that allow real-time eye tracking in realistic environments [2].

Eye tracking is mainly used in research to discover new knowledge in the above mentioned domains, but technology is now spreading to consumer products where it is of interest to monitor human state. One example is the automotive industry where eye movements can be used to measure driver behaviour in many different ways. For example, the gaze direction has been used to measure visual distraction based on where the driver is looking [3], and the fixation duration [4], the gaze concentration [5] and the saccade amplitude [4] has been found to vary with cognitive distraction. Further, different blink parameters such as the blink duration and the blink velocity have been used to recognise drowsy driving [6]. Prerequisites for such consumer oriented products are that they are inexpensive, non-obtrusive, fully automated and highly robust. This means that it is necessary to use remote cameras (in contrast to helmet mounted eye trackers), and to lower the cost by using as few cameras as possible.

The objective of this paper is to compare two remote eye tracking systems mounted in the cockpit of a car. In particular, performance of the two systems will be compared in order to determine when it is sufficient to use a one-camera system and when a several-camera system is required.

METHODOLOGY

The two eye tracking systems were evaluated based on their availability, accuracy and precision. Availability (or tracking ratio) is defined as the total amount of logged gaze data divided by the maximum number of gaze data during some time period. This measure is related to the robustness of the system, but it says nothing about its accuracy. Accuracy is defined as the angular difference between the mean of all gaze log entries for a specific gaze target and the corresponding true gaze direction. This means that accuracy is related to the offset error of the system. Finally, precision is defined as the standard deviation in angle between the tagged gaze log entries for a specific gaze target.

Participants

53 participants aged between 30 to 60 years, 50% males and 50% females, were included in the evaluation. The participants should have normal visual acuity without
wearing glasses (contact lenses were allowed), facial piercings were prohibited (earrings were accepted), different hair lengths were allowed (participants with long hair were asked to put their hair up) and the body length should lie between 155 and 193 cm (to fit the range of the camera).

**Measurement Setup**

The one-camera system used in the study was the Smart Eye AntiSleep system (Smart Eye AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). The system uses a single standard camera of VGA resolution together with IR flash illuminators. The IR illuminators and filters are tuned to frequencies with minimum interference of outdoor light, making the system robust to all natural illumination conditions in automotive applications. Smart Eye AntiSleep measures the driver’s head position and orientation, gaze direction and eyelid opening at a rate of 60 Hz. The three-camera system used is the Smart Eye Pro (Smart Eye AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). The system has similar properties as the one-camera system, but also facilitates gaze direction in full 3D.

The data collection took place in a driving simulator at Saab AB in Trollhättan, Sweden. 41 dots at predetermined fixed locations were used as gaze targets, 14 in the cockpit of the car (Figure 1) and 27 outside the vehicle. The dots light up for 2 seconds so that the participant knows where to look. Each participant performed the experiment with and without eyeglasses. The eyeglasses had rather heavy frames and were the same model for each participant. The order of eyeglasses use (with or without mock-up eyeglasses) was randomized for all participants as well as for the sequence of the dots.

**RESULTS**

Out of the 53 participants, four were excluded from further analysis due to technical problems during data collection. Additional issues that were excluded from further analyses include incomplete fixation during the 2 seconds that the gaze target was active, erroneous camera calibration and bad initialization.

**Availability**

Availability per participant is presented in Figure 2. It can be seen that availability is really low for several participants. Availability is about 20 percent better for the three-camera system, something that is directly related to the coverage of the cameras (a single camera cannot see the eyes when the participant is looking at several of the peripheral dots).

An ANOVA analysis ($p = 0.05$) reveals that availability is affected by the location of the current dot and the age and gender of the participant. There is also an interaction between the angular distance of the current dot and the eye tracking system that is used, where availability decreases more with distance for the one-camera system as compared to the three-camera system. There are no significant
differences due to the eye glasses. Distance is defined as the angular distance from the active gaze target to the central gaze target that is located in front of the driver. Availability results when dividing the gaze targets in three regions are presented in Table 1. The regions are defined by ellipses with horizontal radius \( r \) and vertical radius \( 2r/3 \), where \( r \leq 20^\circ \) for the central region, \( 20^\circ < r \leq 120^\circ \) for the middle region and \( r > 120^\circ \) for the outer region.

**Accuracy**

ANOVA results related to accuracy shows that the main differences in accuracy are due to the eye tracking system that is used and the distance from the central region. Figure 3 shows 2D maps of accuracy and availability for the one-camera and the three-camera system. The three-camera system has high accuracy and availability (coloured in blue) in a larger area compared to the one-camera system. The maps are constructed by interpolation between the measured availability and accuracy values in the 41 dots.

**Precision**

Figure 4 illustrates the precision and accuracy of the one-camera versus the three-camera system when the participants are not wearing glasses. In the central area the precision (ellipses) and accuracy (lines) are similar between the two systems, but the three-camera system performs better in peripheral areas. No systematic changes in precision due to glasses versus no glasses could be found.

**DISCUSSION**

The motive for this study was to evaluate eye tracking systems based on one or three cameras in terms of accuracy, availability and precision. The results show that both accuracy and availability decreases with the distance from the central region, and that the decrease is larger for one camera as compared to three cameras.

According to the statistical tests, both accuracy and availability deteriorates with distance from the central gaze target. There are also clear trends that this deterioration is larger for the one-camera system as compared to the three-camera system, and the same trends can be seen for precision. This means that with more cameras, you obtain higher accuracy, availability and precision over a larger area. There was also one unexpected finding, namely that eyeglasses did not significantly affect the tracking performance. This is a result which we cannot explain.

There are a few peculiarities related to the three performance indicators that are used to assess the eye tracking systems. The most important thing to remember is that the three indicators should never be interpreted individually. Availability in itself can be misleading since it is not affected by where the participant is looking. This means that if a participant is looking straight ahead, where the eye tracking system has better performance, instead of at a peripheral gaze target where he/she is supposed to look according to the experimental protocol, this peripheral gaze target will get very high marks on availability. Similarly, accuracy (and precision) is calculated based on data with a certain quality. This means that only high quality data is used in the actual calculations. If the system is unable to measure the gaze direction for most of the time, the calculations will be very unreliable. It would have been possible to punish such unreliable data with a weighting function, but this was not done in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No glasses</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Glasses</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-camera system</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-camera system</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overall availability (mean values) in different regions based on the distance from straight ahead.
Limitations to this study include that only eye trackers from one manufacturer were included in the evaluation and that the tests were conducted in a static setting in a simulator as compared to a dynamic real-world environment.

Thresholds defining when availability, accuracy and precision levels are acceptable are hard to provide. In general, algorithms for sleepiness warnings only require high quality data in the central region. This could also be sufficient for visual distraction algorithms, but then it is very important that the system only delivers data when tracking is available since the warning system will implicitly assume that lost tracking means that the driver is not looking in the central region.

CONCLUSION
Advantages with a one-camera system are that it is cheaper, easier to operate and easier to install in a vehicle. A multi-camera system will, on the other hand, provide higher availability and accuracy for areas that are far from the road centre. A one-camera system is thus mostly suitable for in-vehicle applications such as systems that warn drivers for sleepiness or internal distraction while multi-camera solutions are preferable for applications such as visual distraction where it is necessary to know where the driver is looking.
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Figure 4. Precision and accuracy of the measurements for each dot, where the ellipses indicate the average standard deviation across participants and the lines indicate the accuracy (distance from the reference point). Results are omitted in cases where the precision calculations are based on less than 15% of the data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an application of eye tracking approach to cognitive task analyses of hemodialysis operation conducted at real working places in a Japanese hospital. In the study a series of observations was performed, where three clinical engineers’ gazes as well as their behavior was recorded for five consecutive months. Two of the engineers were novices who had just begun their work at the hospital a few days before the observation started. Another engineer was an expert who had more than sixteen years of experience.

As a framework of cognitive task analysis, we developed a six gaze metrics that are closely connected with the cognitive aspects in efficient and safe operations of the hemodialysis. Trends of each novice engineer’s information acquisition along with learning during a set-up task that is a part of hemodialysis operation were analyzed on the basis of the six gaze metrics. Several issues/implications on the novice engineers’ adaptation to the hemodialysis operation task was discussed after the study.
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INTRODUCTION
Clinical engineers performing hemodialysis operation shift their gazes between many areas like small indicators, controllers, tubes and so forth as well as change in medical staffs. It can be expected that understanding of when and why such shift of gazes occurs provides great insights about skills or knowledge that are needed to carry out such tasks both efficiently and safely.

In the medical domain, some researchers have argued that the eye tracking approach involves great potentials to reveal skills and know-how (e.g., [1-4, 9, 10]). However, the application of eye tracking to issues in real environment is still rare. There are three primary reasons for this: First, recording eye tracking data in real-world environments seems to have some potential for adverse influence on performance. Caused by this, most of hospitals or clinics are reluctant to adopt eye tracking recording in their working places. Second, analyses of eye tracking data are basically labor-intensive (e.g., [8]). Such analyses require very time-consuming in-depth cataloging of fixations, fixation durations, fixated areas, and so forth from video recordings. Thirdly, though interpretation of eye-tracking data is of great difficulty, there are very few analysis methodologies that can be widely used for knowledge-elicitation or behavior analysis in various domains. This means that every investigator has to develop appropriate analysis framework unaided in order to interpret data generated in his/her research.

In this paper, we describe a pilot study performed in a hemodialysis operation room on the behavior of clinical engineers during the set-up of hemodialysis machines. We developed gaze metrics representing clinical engineers’ attention allocation during information acquisition, and applied the metrics to the cognitive task analysis of novice engineers’ learning in the set-up tasks. The gaze metrics as well as the underlying idea proposed in this paper implies the principle that guides how eye tracking data in some cognitive tasks should be processed.

TASK FOCUSED IN OUR STUDY
To perform hemodialysis, a clinical engineer is firstly required to do a set-up task of the hemodialysis machine. In this set-up task, each engineer has to install the appropriate tubes, open a valve in venous side in order to do priming, and check the current status of the machine before starting hemodialysis (see Figure 1). Set-up task is recognized as one of the most critical tasks in whole hemodialysis operation since the errors committed in this task may cause serious injuries to the patient.
GAZE METRICS
For analysis of eye tracking data during hemodialysis operation, we adopted the gaze-based metrics shown in Table 1. As explained in the table, each metric is directly connected to the aspects relating to efficient and safe information acquisition during the set-up task. The detailed explanation about each metric is described below.

Gaze Metrics for Information Acquisition Processes from All the Task-Related Information
We firstly focus on engineers’ information acquisition from all task-related information. In the hemodialysis machine, we could identify 24 areas of interests (AOIs), all of which seemed to be related to the set-up task. Based on the AOIs, we calculated the following metrics:

- **Number of gazed AOI (area of interest)**: This metric is concerned with how much information an engineer tries to acquire within a given task. This can be obtained as net number of all of gazed AOIs within the set-up task. Since 24 AOIs were identified in the hemodialysis machine, the maximum numerical value of this metric is 24 in this study.

- **Mean fixation duration per gazed AOI (area of interest)**: This metric reflects how long an engineer spends time in order to process each AOI’s information. This metric can be obtained as an average of a single fixation’s duration over all the gazed AOIs.

- **Mean number of fixations per gazed AOI (area of interest)**: This metric reflects our expectancy that reliable activity can be ensured by multiple inspections, and not only by a single inspection on required information. This metric indicates how many times a gazed AOI was fixated in average. In the example shown in Figure 2, the metric for engineers A and B are obtained by (1+4+1+1+1)/5=1.60 and (1+2+2)/3=1.67, respectively.

Gaze Metrics for Information Acquisition Processes from Key Information
Secondly, we focus on the information acquisition processes from critical information (in this paper named “key information”) that are necessary at the moment. The procedure for identifying such critical information (i.e., “key AOI”) will be presented in the following chapter.

- **Coverage rate of key AOI**: This metric is relating to how much critical information is successfully gazed by an engineer during the task. This is calculated as the number of gazed key AOIs that are actually gazed divided by the total number of key AOIs. In the example shown in Figure 2, this metric for both of engineers A and B is 1.0.

- **Rate of key AOI included in gazed AOIs**: This metric derives from a question how efficiently an engineer can select the key AOIs. This metric is calculated as the number of gazed key AOI by a specific engineer divided by the number of gazed key AOI. In Figure 2, this metric for engineers A and B are calculated as 2/5=0.4 and 2/3=0.67, respectively.

- **Mean number of fixations per key AOI**: The idea of this metric corresponds to that of the Mean number of fixations per gazed AOI. This metric indicates how many times a key AOI was fixated in average. In Figure 2, this metric for engineers A and B are calculated as (4+1)/2=2.5 and (2+2)/2=2.0, respectively.

DATA COLLECTION
Three clinical engineers working at a Japanese hospital was observed during this study. Two engineers (E1 and E2) had just started to work just after their graduation from
university when the observations began. Both of their age was 23 with less than 1 month experiences of the hemodialysis operation. The last engineer was an expert who had more than 16 years experiences of the operation. Figure 3 illustrates the observation procedure. As shown in the figure, we performed the observations for five consecutive months (see Figure 3).

We observed the set-up task in real hemodialysis operation. Before the task, we asked engineers to take a SMI eye tracking system and to perform calibration. The SMI’s system was determined to have a spatial accuracy of 0.5-1.0°, and the sampling frequency was 60Hz. We repeated the calibration if the calibration was off by approximately more than 2.0°. The calibration procedure took around 5-10 minutes in total for each engineer. Then we started to record their eye movement as well as video recording of their behavior (see Figure 4). As explained before, most of Japanese hospitals, in general, are reluctant to adopt eye tracking recording in their working places. This observation could be carried out by a special permission given from people responsible for the operation room, who has a great understanding of research in Human Factors area. To perform the observation smoothly, we explained about the eye trackers to patients in advance, which allowed us to avoid undesired conflicts with them.

RESULTS

Before analyzing the two engineers’ (E1 and E2) data, we firstly identified what AOIs were gazed by the expert engineer. According to previous works, the use of eye movement as expert’s skill information is recognized as very effective in training in the field of aircraft inspection [7], assembly line [5], and so forth. In such application, an expert’s eye movement is taken as an ideal eye-gaze sequence. Considering this, we determined that the AOIs gazed by the expert engineer are “key AOIs” for each of three subtasks (i.e., install tubes to appropriate areas, to open a valve in venous side, and to check all the current status of the machine)

Transitions of the gaze metrics for information acquisition processes from all task-related information and from key information with days are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As for number of gazed AOI, show for both engineers (E1 and E2) a decreasing tendency along with their experience increases (see Figure 5 (a)). Especially, E2 seems to succeed in reducing unnecessary gazes within less than 40-day experience, though E1 tends to look at too many AOIs in the identical period. From time needed to process information view, both engineers do not seem to be acquainted with processing information efficiently within the observation period (see Figure 5 (b)). As found in Figure 5 (c), E1 gazes at each AOI more frequently, whereas E2 seems to become stable (approx. 1.0) by 40-day experience. The results mentioned above may indicate that the E2 could adapt well to the set-up task compared with E1. The results may also indicate that some follow-up training for E1 could be necessary, with close inspection of the set-up task in order to compensate for E1’s lacking skills.

As for metric “Coverage rate of key AOI”, both engineers do not show improvement in the observation period. The mean values of the metric for E1 and E2 are 0.399 and 0.343, respectively (see Figure 6 (a)). At the very early learning stage, the efficiency in selecting key AOIs represented by “Rate of key AOI included in gazed AOI” seems to be improved by E1 (see Figure 6 (b)). Along with the 80-120 days experience, both of engineers seem to show stable values (around 0.6-0.8) in this metric. As seen in Figure 6 (c), E1 gazes at key AOIs very frequently at the early period in learning, and shows sudden drop just after
20-day experience. E2 on the other hand, shows relatively stable values in the same period. Mean values of the metric from 40 to 140 day of experience for E1 and E2 are 1.79 and 1.17, respectively. Among the results mentioned above, we think that the tendencies found in the metric “Mean number of fixations per key AOI” are relatively problematic. The values of the metric having less than 2.0 indicate that the most of key AOI are likely to be inspected less than twice. This implies that opportunity of revision of the inspection error may be lost when some error occurs at an initial inspection of a key AOI. From this result, we suggest that the novice engineers should be instructed to perform multiple inspections to key AOIs. In addition, the effect of the instruction should be evaluated by applying our metric “Mean number of fixations per key AOI”.

CONCLUSION

In the present paper, we propose a six gaze metrics and a calculation procedure for analyzing hemodialysis operations. The metrics were closely connected with questions that arose from cognitive aspects in efficient and safe operations. We think that the gaze metrics as well as the underlying idea proposed can be applied to other tasks classified into “well-defined” cognitive tasks, meaning that the structure of task such as task goal, constraints, working procedure and so forth can be described in advance. The proposed metrics were applied to analysis of the two novice clinical engineers’ learning processes in the set-up tasks included in the hemodialysis operation. Examining the novice engineers’ performance elicited by the metrics, we could identify differences of tendencies in information acquisition processes with learning, especially the task-related information processes were notable.
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ABSTRACT

The face is an important source of information in multimodal communication. Facial expressions are generated by contractions of facial muscles, which lead to subtle changes in the area of the eyelids, eye brows, nose, lips and skin texture, often revealed by wrinkles and bulges. To measure these subtle changes, Ekman et al. [5] developed the Facial Action Coding System (FACS). FACS is a human-observer-based system designed to detect subtle changes in facial features, and describes facial expressions by action units (AUs). We present a technique to automatically recognize lower facial Action Units, independently from one another. Even though we do not explicitly take into account AU combinations, thereby making the classification process harder, an average $F_1$ score of 94.83% is achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [5] is a human-observer-based system designed to detect subtle changes in facial features, and describes facial expressions by 44 anatomically based Action Units (AUs). AUs can occur individually or in combinations. When AUs occur in combination they may be nonadditive, in which case the combination changes the appearance of the constituents. FACS coding is very labor-intensive; automating this process has attracted a lot of attention since the early 1990s. Automatic facial analysis requires extraction of features from static images or image sequences, and classification into AUs, or AU combinations. Basically, there are two main approaches for feature extraction: geometry-, and appearance-based. Geometry-based feature extraction consists of detecting and tracking facial feature points. Appearance-based features concern motion and texture changes. Methods to extract these features are Gabor Wavelets Analysis, optical flow analysis, PCA, ICA.

It has been shown that the combination of geometry- and appearance-based features give better recognition results, [4, 10, 13].

State of the art classification methods are Support Vector Machines (SVM) [1, 10], Neural Networks, Hidden Markov Models, and Discriminant Analysis.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

Our features are geometry, and consist of a shape model of 83 facial feature points [6], see Figure 1. Once we have the shape model for all video frames, we apply an affine transformation by warping each image to a common view. Our initial set of features is the set of all facial feature points $p_i = (x_i, y_i)$, with $i = 1... 83$. Next, we calculate for all points $p_i$, the displacements of the facial feature points from the current frame $t$ relative to those in a neutral frame $0$:

$$f(p_i)_t = || p_i,t - p_i,0 ||$$

The last set of features consists of several features calculated from the facial feature points. The equations are constructed from the linguistic description of the FACS manual, and from state of the art work [8, 13]. Table 1 shows these equations; Table 2 presents the description of auxiliary points derived from the shape model. $d(p_o, p_i)$ denotes the Euclidean distance between points $p_o$ and $p_i$, while $dv(p_o, p_i)$ denotes the vertical distance between the
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two points:

\[ dv(p_x, p_y) = |y_{ct} - y_{jl}| \]

Equations (1) to (19) are estimates on the current frame \( t \) relative to the neutral frame \( 0 \), and compute the following:

(1) the average vertical distance between the upper lip center and the eyes; (2) the distance of the upper lip center to the center point of the nose; (3) the mouth height in the center of the upper and lower lip; (4) the width between the outer nostril wings; (5) the width of the mouth, from left corner to center and from right corner to center; (6) and (7), the distance from the mouth corner to the inner eye corner, right and left respectively; (8) the mouth width, from left to right corner; (9) the average vertical distance between lower eye lid center and upper brow center; (10) the average distance between inner eye corner and inner brow; (11) the distance between the inner brows; (12) the parts of the lips, in all points; and (19) the mean height of the mouth. Finally, (20) computes the difference between the height and the width of the mouth. All feature sets, i.e. the facial feature points, the displacements, the other geometric features of Table 1, and a combination thereof, are evaluated in the experiments.

### CLASSIFICATION

We compared classification by AdaBoost and SVM. AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) is a machine learning algorithm [7] that constructs a strong classifier as a linear combination of weak classifiers. AdaBoost was also used as a feature selection technique. For the feature selection, we used decision stumps as weak classifiers. The feature that minimizes the classification error on the weighted samples is chosen in each iteration.

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised method used for classification and regression, and has a well-founded mathematical theory [12]. Through training, a SVM builds a hyper plane, or set of hyper planes, in a high or infinite dimensional feature space which separates two or more classes. The maximum-margin hyper plane is the hyper plane that maximizes the distance from it to the nearest data point on each side. The larger the margin is, the lower the generalization error of the classifier.

### EXPERIMENTS

Our system was trained on the Cohn and Kanade’s DFAT-504 dataset [9]. This database consists of 486 sequences of facial displays that are produced by 98 University students from 18 to 30 years old, of which 65% is female. All sequences are annotated by certified FACS coders. We selected all sequences where at least one of the analyzed AUs is present. This resulted in 364 sequences from 94 subjects (66% female). Training and evaluation is done on the last frame of each sequence, which contains the apex of the expression.

Our final goal is to develop a system that detects behavioral patterns in communication between two persons, more specifically between mother and infant. We therefore selected a set of AUs from state of the art work in mother-infant communication, e.g. [11]. As lower facial AUs do not involve lots of wrinkles and furrows, which need appearance-based features, we started with the analysis of the lower AUs. Table 3 shows the AUs we analyze.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Midpoint between two mouth corners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Center point of nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J/J'</td>
<td>Right/Left Inner Brow point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/B'</td>
<td>Mean inner upper/lower lip point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Auxiliary points used in Table 1.
A binary classifier is constructed for each AU. Positive examples for a given AU are those samples that contain the specific AU, regardless of the occurrence of other AUs. Negative examples are the samples not containing that AU. Generalization to new subjects was tested using leave-one-subject-out cross validation, in which all sequences of the test subject are excluded from training. Performance was measured by the $F_1$ score. It considers both the precision $p$ and the recall $r$ to compute the score:

$$p = \frac{tp}{tp + fp}$$
$$r = \frac{tp}{tp + fn}$$

with $tp$ the number of items correctly labeled as belonging to the positive class (true positives); $fp$ the items incorrectly labeled as belonging to the positive class (false positives); and $fn$ the items labeled as belonging to the negative class but which belong to the positive class (false negatives). The $F_1$ score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall:

$$F_1 = \frac{2*p*r}{p+r}$$

We experimented with different feature sets, and classifiers SVM, and AdaBoost. We combined feature selection with SVM classification. Table 4 gives an overview of the AUs with the number of positive and negative samples.

### Table 4. Number of positive (P) and negative (P) samples for each AU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AU</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SVM Versus AdaBoost**

We first started with two state of the art classification techniques in AU recognition. SVMs were trained and evaluated using LibSVM [2], while AdaBoost is constructed using OpenCV. For SVM, we tested kernels such as Linear, and Radial Basis Functions (RBF). We experimented with different variants of boosting algorithms, such as Discrete, Real, Gentle AdaBoost, and LogitBoost. The results show that SVM outperforms AdaBoost for almost every AU. SVM achieves an average $F_1$ score of 92.77%, while AdaBoost has an average of 90.73%. We tried all feature sets, and the best results were always the geometric features of Table 1, or a combination of those, and the displacements of facial feature points.

### Feature Selection and SVM Classification

The features used in these experiments consist of estimations on the entire shape model. Feature selection is performed by AdaBoost, or according to the overlapping coefficient (OVL). AdaBoost is a well-known technique for feature selection, and is used in state of the art AU recognition. Because we wanted to know how discriminative the features for each AU are, and how well AdaBoost was able to select these discriminative features, we also tried out selecting features according to the OVL coefficient. OVL [3] is defined to be the area intersected by graphing two probability density functions, in our case two normal distributions. So, if $f_1(x)$ and $f_2(x)$ are two probability density functions defined on the $n$-dimensional real numbers $\mathbb{R}^n$, then the OVL is defined as:

$$OVL = \int_{\mathbb{R}^n} \min(f_1(x), f_2(x)) dx$$

In our case, $f_1(x)$ and $f_2(x)$ are the distributions of positive, respectively negative samples for each feature. The lower the OVL coefficient, the more a feature is discriminative. We evaluate a SVM for each AU with the first $k$ features selected by AdaBoost, or according to the OVL coefficient. We chose the number of features for which the SVM has the best performance. Table 5 gives an overview of the best results. OVL slightly outperforms AdaBoost. OVL achieves on average a $F_1$ score of 94.51%, whereas AdaBoost has an average of 94.32%. Taking the best technique for each AU, we achieve an average $F_1$ score of...
using only lower facial features gives on average a better performance. In our further research, we will continue to look for the best feature set for each AU, combining geometry- and appearance-based features. In future work, we will extend the AU list to the entire face, investigate the dynamics of the AUs, and analyze the results and possible differences when the technique is applied on posed and spontaneous expressions.
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ABSTRACT
Facial expressions are emotionally, socially and otherwise meaningful reflective signals in the face. Facial expressions play a critical role in human life, providing an important channel of nonverbal communication. Automation of the entire process of expression analysis can potentially facilitate human-computer interaction, making it to resemble mechanisms of human-human communication. In this paper, we present an ongoing research that aims at development of a novel spatiotemporal approach to expression classification in video. The novelty comes from a new facial representation that is based on local spatiotemporal feature descriptors. In particular, a combined dynamic edge and texture information is used for reliable description of both appearance and motion of the expression. Support vector machines are utilized to perform a final expression classification. The planned experiments will further systematically evaluate the performance of the developed method with several databases of complex facial expressions.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, automatic classification or recognition of facial expressions has attracted a considerable attention in computer vision, pattern recognition and human-computer interaction (HCI). The main reason for this has been a growing demand for the development of new generation of HCI interfaces that actively perceive a user, detect visual cues of facial behaviours and use this information to initiate interaction, offer help, or assist the user in performing a certain action or task. Generally, facial expressions have been classified either as emotion-associated facial displays or action units (AU). AUs represent momentary changes in facial appearance which are brought about by single or conjoint facial muscle activations [3]. Although the research in the area of automatic expression classification has seen a lot of progress [4,11,14], there are still challenges that need to be solved in order to achieve true applicability of expression classifiers in real-world situations. Thus, there is a need for improvement of the existing classification schemes in terms of their accuracy, speed and robustness to unconstrained environmental conditions. On the other hand, there is a challenge of reliable analysis of between- and within-person variations as facial expressions vary in their appearance both across human population and within facial behaviour of a given individual. Therefore, one of the essential prerequisites for a successful development of expression recognition systems is to find descriptive, robust yet fast-and easy-to-compute facial representations.

So far, the majority of the existing research has been dealing with processing of static image data [4,11,14]. However, recent advances [13] have clearly demonstrated that humans recognize facial expressions better when the dynamics of the expression is taken into consideration. Following these findings, several spatiotemporal
approaches to expression recognition have been reported. Among others, the most frequently used approaches are hidden Markov models [1], dynamic texture descriptors [15], geometrical displacements [6] and dynamic Bayesian networks [16]. Dynamic texture descriptors combine appearance and motion features which occur at several spatiotemporal scales. Local binary pattern (LBP) texture descriptors [10] have been widely used to describe static textures and recently extended to temporal domain. LBP operator encodes various local primitives such as points, curved edges, spots, flat areas, etc. LBP descriptors have been used for facial representation and reported to provide a number of important advantages like local processing, multi-scale representation, robustness to monotonic grey-scale changes and simple computation [15]. LBP descriptors, which are calculated on three orthogonal planes (TOP) of the image sequence, result in LBP-TOP dynamic texture descriptors and have been used to recognize a limited set of posted emotion-associated facial expressions [15]. The reported classification performance has approached the classification performance of a human observer with more than 90% of classification success. Recently, several attempts have been done in order to enhance LBP-TOP operator by applying it to gradient [9] or Gabor-decomposed [7,8] images.

In this paper, we present an ongoing research that aims at development of a novel spatiotemporal approach to facial expression classification in video. The novelty comes from a new facial representation that is based on local spatiotemporal feature descriptors. In particular, a combined dynamic edge and texture information is used for interpretation of the appearance and dynamics of facial behaviour. Differently from previous studies, we aim to enhance LBP-TOP descriptor by combining it with a dynamic edge descriptor based on local oriented edges (LOE) [5]. LOE descriptors encode local edges of multiple orientations at different resolution levels. In the earlier studies [5], LOE descriptors have been successfully applied to the task of facial feature localization from images with complex facial expressions. Therefore, dynamic LOE-TOP descriptors are expected to improve the descriptive property of LBP-TOP operator.

In the proposed method, LOE- and LBP-TOP feature vectors (histograms) are calculated in spatiotemporal domain and concatenated into a single histogram. The received LOE-LBP-TOP spatiotemporal histogram is further used for enhanced yet relatively compact and easy-to-compute representation of the appearance and motion of the expression in video data. This idea differs from previous works in which edge map of the image is constructed first and after that encoded by LBP-TOP operator. In the latter case, the parameters which are used to construct edge map of the image (e.g. filter size, degree of image smoothing, etc.) ultimately define the amount of information available to LBP operator. If parameters are selected too globally, local features which are important for facial expression recognition (e.g. small wrinkles, protrusions, shadings, etc.) [3] may get lost. That is why we see a promising way to calculate LOE- and LBP-TOP histograms both on raw intensity images and concatenate them at the later stages of processing. This preserves the possibility for LOE operator to use somewhat more global information while ensuring that LBP operator captures all local statistics. In the remaining of the paper, we introduce a methodology for classification of facial expressions in video. The classifier is based on the proposed local spatiotemporal edge and texture facial representation. Support vector machines are used to classify an expression into one of the expression categories. At the end of the paper we discuss shortly about the planned testing of the new method.

**METHODOLOGY**

The entire methodology of the proposed expression classification is shown in Figure 1. The video is considered as a sequence of images denoted by \( \{ h(x, y, t) \}_i \), where the first two dimensions \((x,y)\) represent spatial domain and the temporal dimension \( t \) is defined by the number of images (frames) \( i \) in the sequence. As the first step, facial area is detected using Viola-Jones real-time face detector [12] that has proved to work robustly with detection accuracy suitable for a realistic application. After that 3D image grid is constructed that divides the entire image sequence into a number of video volumes.

LOE- and LBP-TOP spatiotemporal descriptors are then calculated on TOP of each video volume. In Figure 1, the orthogonal planes are depicted as central slices of a video volume and are defined as XY (violet), XT (red) and YT

![Figure 1. Block-scheme of the proposed method.](Image)
(blue). From these planes, LOE-LBP-XY, LOE-LBP-XT and LOE-LBP-YT histograms are calculated. In this process, LBP histograms are added to the end of LOE histograms (or vice versa) for every plane in each video volume. The histograms obtained from three planes compose a feature vector in a form of concatenated LOE-LBP-TOP volume histogram. After this, the concatenated LOE-LBP-TOP volume histograms are combined into a single concatenated histogram of the entire image sequence that represents a spatiotemporal signature of a given expression. Video volumes can have a certain degree of overlap. As noted in [15], the use of volume overlaps leads to the improved performance of the expression classifier.

A non-linear SVM classifier [2] with radial basis function (RBF) kernel is used to classify a given expression into one of the expression categories. In the training phase, short video clips of facial expressions are used to construct expression models for each expression category. Training of the classifier happens with concatenated LOE-LBP-TOP histograms obtained from video data as described above. The best parameters C and γ of the classifier are selected empirically by the 10-fold cross validation procedure in a grid approach. In the testing phase, two-feature classification (one-against-one) scheme is used for multi-feature classification. The idea is to create classifiers for every pair of two classes and the aim is to learn more specific and discriminative features from each pair. This way, $N$-feature classification problem is decomposed to $N(N-1)/2$ two-feature problems and a voting scheme is used to define the result of the “winning” classifier.

**LBP-TOP Spatiotemporal Descriptors**

Local binary pattern (LBP) operator [10] is a grey-scale texture measure that is derived from the image by thresholding pixel values in a local neighbourhood of arbitrary circular shape. $LBP(P,R)$ operator produces $2^P$ different binary codes that are formed by $P$ pixels in the local neighbourhood of radius $R$. The derived binary numbers encode local texture primitives such as points, curved edges, spots, flat areas, etc. After computing LBP codes for the whole image, a histogram is constructed that describes occurrences of binary codes in the image. This way, LBP histogram represents distribution of local texture patterns over the whole image. For computation of spatially enhanced LBP histogram, binary codes are calculated in separate blocks of 2D image grid of size $N \times M$. The resulted $N \cdot M$ block histograms are further concatenated into a single spatially enhanced LBP histogram that holds information about occurrences of local texture patterns in different parts of the image.

For computation of LBP-TOP histogram [15], statistics on three planes (XY, XT and YT) are computed and then concatenated into a single histogram. Correspondently, the resulting feature vector (histogram) is of $3 \cdot 2^P$ length. Figure 2 illustrates the construction of LBP-TOP histogram. In such a scheme, LBP descriptors encode the appearance and motion of the expression in three directions, incorporating spatial information in LBP-XY histogram and spatiotemporal co-occurrence statistics in LBP-XT and LBP-YT histograms. In our implementation, LBP-TOP histograms are computed in each volume of the input video, resulting into spatially enhanced LBP-TOP histogram of the image sequence as shown in Figure 2. LBP-TOP operator is expressed as:

$$LBP_{TOP}(P_{XY}, P_{XT}, P_{YT}, R_X, R_Y, R_T)$$

where the notation $(P_{XY}, P_{XT}, P_{YT}, R_X, R_Y, R_T)$ denotes a neighbourhood of $P$ points equally sampled on a circle of radius $R$ on XY, XT and YT planes respectively. The best results for emotion-associated expression classification have been obtained [15] with uniform LBP-TOP (8,8,8,3,3,3) operator on $9 \times 8$ grid with 70% of volume overlap.

**LOE-TOP Spatiotemporal Descriptors**

Local oriented edge (LOE) operator [5] is used to detect local edges by convolving pixel values in a local neighbourhood with a set of convolution kernels. Convolution kernels result from differences of two Gaussians with shifted centres and encode the orientation of a local edge in the central pixel of the neighbourhood. Figure 3 shows the orientation template that defines 16 different edge orientations with a step of 22.5°. Before computing LOE descriptors, image is smoothed with a Gaussian filter in order to eliminate noise. LOE operator

$$\phi_k = k \cdot 22.5^\circ, \quad k = 0 \div 15$$

Figure 2. Spatially-enhanced LBP-TOP histogram.

Figure 3. Orientation template, $\phi_k = k \cdot 22.5^\circ$, $k = 0 \div 15$.  

outputs a histogram that describes occurrences of local edges of certain orientation in the image.

The idea of LOE histogram calculation in the spatiotemporal domain is similar to the spatial case described above. A reduction of dimensionality of LOE-TOP histogram is done similarly to LBP-TOP. Thus, LOE descriptors are computed on the orthogonal planes XY, XT and YT of each video volume, concatenated first into volume histograms and, finally, into spatially enhanced LOE-TOP histogram of the entire image sequence. LOE-TOP operator is denoted as:

\[ LOE-TOP(\varphi_k, \sigma, N, L_X, L_Y, L_T) \]  

(2)

where \( \varphi_k \) is angle of the Gaussian rotation, \( \varphi_k = k \cdot 22.5^\circ \), \( k = 0 \pm 16 \); \( \sigma \) is a root mean square deviation of the Gaussian distribution; \( N \) denote a size of the filter; \( I \) defines a level of image smoothing (resolution). The parameter values for facial feature detection from expressive images have been reported [5] as \( \sigma = 1.2 \), \( N = 7 \) and \( I = 2 \).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A novel spatiotemporal approach to classification of facial expressions in image sequences is presented. The method is based on the combined LOE-LBP-TOP local spatiotemporal representation. The main advantage of the new representation is its capacity of modelling local dynamic statistics that originates from LOE and LBP descriptors. The proposed LOE-LBP-TOP representation reflects more local variations as compared to original LBP-TOP approach and, therefore, is expected to achieve better performance. Based on the theoretical methodology presented, it is reasonable to expect the combined LOE-LBP-TOP descriptors to constitute a promising facial representation for expression classification purposes.

In the future, we plan to apply the developed methodology to recognize an extensive set of emotion-associated and AU-coded expressions. The results of a systematical testing of the new method will be compared against existing studies that applied LBP-TOP on, for example, gradient and Gabor-decomposed images.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the implementation of an experimental procedure to study human behavior when confronted with virtual 3D content (e.g., games and movies). The study focuses mainly on fatigue measurement. The study includes the description of measurement tools, and a definition of survey questionnaires and tests. The aim of the procedure is to standardize rules and recommendations for 3D viewing.
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INTRODUCTION
Stereoscopy is created by the eyes which, being horizontally separated by several centimetres, observe two distinct images of the same visual scene, thereby producing two different viewpoints. Binocular disparity or binocular parallax represents the relative difference in position of the projection of the same object on the retina of the eye. Disparities or differences between the retinal image of the right eye versus the left eye, located throughout the visual field outside the point set, will allow the brain to accurately reconstruct three-dimensional space.

Perception 3D Real / Virtual 3D:
In the real world, when we focus on an object, all other objects in our field of vision appear blurred. All other objects in our field of vision will appear clear. In a real scene when we look at an object, our eyes converge and adjust on it. The object is therefore located at our focal distance (see Figure 1).

In a 3D scene, focus is made naturally on the object (here, the projection screen) and our eyes converge on virtual objects which are projected in the space in front of us [1].

But because of our reflexes, when an object is projected into virtual space, our eyes want to adapt their shape as required and change focal distance. However, if this happened, we would focus on the 3D effect, and the film (screen) would seem blurred – and we wouldn’t be able to follow the movie. We make the first eye movement but not the second. The illusion forces our eyes to converge without adjusting. This inevitable “decoupling”, spread out over 90 minutes at the cinema, has been prove to be out of the major cause of asthenopia (eye fatigue) related to 3D[2].

The wide diffusion of James Cameron's Avatar, considered as the first major movie in 3D, allowed a real life test of 3D virtual acceptability.

Following the release, ophthalmologists have now begun to receive their first patients, mainly for migraines during or after the showing[3].

The purpose of this study is to establish a measure of 3D acceptability, in order to record and quantify the inconvenience caused, and implement standardization rules and recommendations for 3D viewing. The purpose of this paper is to present the measurement chain, for measuring

Figure 1. Convergence/Accommodation disparity.
the impact of 3D visualisation for users. This approach is based principally on fatigue measurement.

**Literature**

Studies have already been made on the topic of fatigue and 3D vision. In 2008 Hoffman et al. conducted a study on convergence-accommodation conflicts. Earlier, in 1997, Tetsuri and Hitoshi made the link between the measure of accommodation and convergence, and explored the possible interpretations of pupil size. They showed that when the virtual image and the screen were close enough, convergence followed accommodation. On the other hand, in the case of hyper-stereoscopy there is a conflict between these two criteria, which can generate fatigue. They then showed that the pupil size was smaller when viewing a 3D image, but failed to link the size of the pupil to fatigue.[2]

Harle et al. have been able to show a relationship between the size of the pupil and migraines.[4] In 2006 Kazuhiko Ukai worked on fatigue and accommodation-convergence, associated with a 3D images.[5] These studies imply that accommodation and convergence appear to be relevant in fatigue studies, and permit us to consider specific changes to test conditions and to include other parameters.

**MATERIAL & METHODS**

**Materials**

We use several 3D display devices, various types of active glasses (Eyes triple shut, Nvidia, Expand) different means of visualization (3D projector, 3D screen) and a variety of content (images, games, movies). Our first tests are on games, using the 3D vision[6] from Nvidia.

**Steps**

The measurement chain is based on the eye tracker (Seeing Machines, FaceLab). We developed software Fatigue-Monitor (see Figure 3) for this project and allows us to evaluate the raw data of the eye tracker. This application works as a plug-in for The Observer. We developed this application in Java language. Essentially, its main task is to recover, display, and store the data logged from the eye tracker.

**Measure Criteria**

The study aims to measure several physiological criteria, related to fatigue and eye discomfort, and then to establish a link between these results and compare them with the results obtained by questionnaire from the subject (see below).

FaceLab directly computes the PERCLOS, a factor representing the fatigue. Our work commences utilizing this parameter to which we will then add additional factors. We aim to study the dynamics of convergence and more specifically, the decoupling of vergence-accommodation. We hope to observe the evolution of visual scanning across the screen and to monitor the total distance travelled by the eye. Finally, we will consider pupil dynamics. The Fatigue-Monitor software has been designed in a flexible manner and allows us to integrate new factors, as they arise (Figure 4).

**Protocol**

For more accurate results, in each test, a comparison between 2D and 3D will be made. In order to avoid any bias in the results the running order will be continuously reversed. The comparison of 2D-3D measures will allow to us to "calibrate" the results based on the subject.

**Survey**

We have developed questionnaires based on the SSQ of Kennedy et al.[7] and the questionnaire of Witmer and Singer[8]. A questionnaire will be completed at the end of the experiment and a second, the day after, in order to identify any potential impact of 3D vision in the delayed term. These questionnaires have been used in the past and adapted, notably to cover augmented reality, by Sophie Côté and Stéphane Bouchard[9].

**PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

The first test results were used to calibrate the measurement chain, using controlled stimuli. Further tests were

---

1 A metric for fatigue based on the percentage the eyelid that is closed over the pupil in a given time window.
undertaken with 3D. After completely calibrating the measurement chain the platform was rendered operational. The first test was operated on two persons with different interocular distance (I.O.D.).

The curve of the first tester with small I.O.D. is increasing faster, and stronger than the second tester with normal I.O.D. (see Figures 5 and 6).

CONCLUSION

The objective of the project is to establish a testing procedure based on tools such as an eye tracker and questionnaires. In order to implement standardisation rules we will be conducting tests on 50-100 people so as to verify our methods and conclusions. The project will involve the CHU, for two specific reasons: to define new relevant criteria for the test procedures and the characterisation of subjects as a function of their binocular vision characteristics. The project must also involve content producers who will be able to develop appropriate stimuli for our tests and subjects (see Figure 2). In the short term, we plan to incorporate our measurement tools over a range of visualisation equipment (screen, video projector...).

We have not yet considered the auto stereoscopy concept which has similar issues. It will be part of future developments. In the near future it is planned to link in new measurement tools to the test platform, for example thermal cameras, and new physiological sensors (EEG, ECG in particular).
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ABSTRACT
The usage of eye gaze tracking is a new and fast developing field of marketing research. Our case study is considering the effectiveness of point of sale outplacements, and the shelf appliances of a specific men’s cosmetic product. We invited a total of 50 male Hungarian subjects ranging in age from 18 to 24 to participate in the study. Areas of interest (AOI) and fixation duration have been recorded with Tobii X 120 eye tracker. For the purpose of the analysis iMotions’ Attention Tool 3.0 software was applied. The eye tracking data have been combined pre- and post interviews in order to analyze consumer behavior and identify outplacement and shelf appliance design.
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INTRODUCTION
‘Our sense of vision allows perceiving the world in images, motion and color. We use information from the visual sense, in order to move around and interact with objects and environment.’[2]

Objective studies of human eye movements date from around the turn of the twentieth century, although methods involving the use of after-images (direct observation) go back to the 18th century.

In 1898, Delaberre made the first eye movement recordings, using a mechanical lever attached to the eye. Dodge and Cline in 1901 introduced a method for photographing movements of reflection of a light source from the cornea, which remained a standard method of recordings for the next 50 years [6]. The method required the head to be kept as still as possible, which meant that studies concerning eye movements made during active tasks (of everyday life) were excluded.

The major innovation by Mackworth and Thomas in 1962 made it possible to record eye movements during relatively unconstrained activity [6]. They used a camera mounted on the head, which simultaneously filmed the view ahead and the corneal reflection. Their device was successfully used to study diving and flying.

For a time, another method seemed promising, the electro-oculography tracking technique. It is based on the fact that an electrostatic field exists when eyes rotate. By recording small differences in the skin potential around the eye, the position of the eye can be estimated. Since it requires the close contact of electrodes to the user, the technique is rather troublesome and not well-suited for everyday use.

By the end of the 1980s when video cameras had become much smaller and lighter, a number of commercial eye trackers began to become available. They were usually based on pupil position, made it visible by illuminating the eye with infrared light to produce a ‘white’ pupil (also called ‘Bright Pupil’), which can be tracked electronically. It gives a pictorial display of foveal gaze direction, or ‘point of regard’ [1,3]. This technique is still used by a number of eye trackers. Additionally, technological advancements, such as increased processor speed and digital video processing have both lowered the cost and dramatically increased the efficiency of eye tracker equipments. The computer eased the data collection and analysis; brought a whole new era for eye movement research [4,6].

In the first years of the decade, the increasing sophistication and accessibility of eye tracking technologies have generated a great deal of interest in the commercial sector. Generally, commercial eye tracking studies function by presenting a target stimulus to a sample of consumers while an eye tracker is used to record the activity of the eye. Examples of target stimulus can include commercials,
package designs, shelf displays, television programs, movie films, sport events and most recently web-based advertisements. The resulting data can be statistically analyzed and graphically rendered to provide evidence of specific visual patterns. By examining fixations, fixation durations, saccades and eye blink also the effectiveness of a given medium or product can be determined.

Current research assigns eye tracking as a small window what the consumer is thinking [5].

**METHOD**

The aim of our research project is to apply the eye tracking measurement as a tool in point of sale marketing (POS), and product development. We analyze the eye movement data in order to evaluate the store outplacement and the shelf appliances of a men’s cosmetic product (an FMCG product). Our study included 54 male participants from an age group of 18-24 years (university students). The product’s target group is the 18-25 years old male population so the research aimed to test this specific population by the recruited sample. Subjects participated individually and they received a product specimen after the measurement. The session lasted approximately from 6 to 8 minutes including the calibration of the eye tracker device.

We used Tobii X120 eye tracker with Imotions’ Attention Tool 3.0 software. Due to the hardware’s feature we could use projected picture stimuli, what is larger and more life-like then a computer display view (this may contribute to the ecological validity of the test setting).

The session started with introduction, and with general information, than continued with a demographic data questionnaire (including questions about possible eye related diseases, consummation of coffee). After successful calibration we started the testing.

![Figure 1. The schematic arrangement of the store outplacement presented of the target product and other competitor products as a stimulus in different variations of shelf appliance, and without shelf appliance.](image)

We have shown two types of test stimuli for the participants. (1) The test stimuli contained store outplacements with three variations of shelf appliances of the tested FMCG product; and for baseline comparison, a store outplacement picture without any shelf appliance. Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the shelf outplacement of the target product and the other products surrounding it. (2) Than the other part of stimulus pictures were three variations of shelf appliances of the same product, without store scene, in a larger size, and with a black background (see Figure 2). Each stimuli picture was visible for the participants for six seconds. We have shown the two types of stimuli slides randomly mixed, and we placed interstimuli slides between the test pictures: these were noise pictures, consisted of black and white points mixed random, and they covered the same size as the following test stimulus. These interstimuli were visible for only two seconds.

After finishing the eye tracking measurement participants completed a questionnaire about their own consumer behavior and brand preferences. Finally an interview was conducted about the presented store outplacement designs, and shelf appliance variations.

Our results suggest the most effective outplacement design and shelf appliance of an FMCG product along with an analysis of recognition and brand preference among men’s deodorant product.

**Ethical Statement**

All the participants agreed personally to participate in the research. The information provided, and the test design is fitting the ethical regulations (Ethical Codex) of the Hungarian Psychologists’ Association. The producer of the tested men’s cosmetic product approved to publish the pictures tested in the studies, including the product’s name.
CONCLUSION
On the grounds of our post-questionnaire we have formed different consumer groups by their brand preference. We expect that we can explore numerous relationships concerning these consumer groups and their eye movement pattern. Our results also can orient display designers to choose the most attractive Point of Sale (POS) marketing tool [5].

This is a presentation of a consumer behavior measurement method by eye tracking. In our case study, we give an example for the application of this method for the store outplacement, and the shelf appliance of a specific men’s cosmetic product.
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ABSTRACT
In order to improve human-computer interaction, eye-tracking, physiological measures and task recognition are used to assess the content and quality of interaction in an e-commerce application with User Generated Content. Results are analyzed in conjunction with users’ verbalization and their subjective assessment of attitudes toward the product and their wish to contribute.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding affective reactions is essential to improve human-computer interaction and the design of systems. This assessment of user motivational state can be used to evaluate interface design, to define adaptation in systems or to study how interfaces influence the use of systems. We will present our research on the integration of different measures and AI techniques to analyze interactions in the context of Web 2.0 applications where e-commerce integrates user generated content.

CONTEXT
The research focuses on using physiological and eye-tracking measures to assess online consumer behaviors in the context of Web 2.0 sites. Described as a second-stage evolution of the Web, this emerging context is characterized by increasing consumer participation which rely on bi-directional communication tools and technologies, enabling "customers to share their opinions and experiences on goods and services with a multitude of other consumers" [32]. Web 2.0 participative technologies do not equate participation though, and site managers struggle to find new Web 2.0 business models that would lead to profitability [15].

Any form of web site contribution from consumers has shown to be primarily motivated by the desire for social interaction [32] and it is important to assess how the interfaces support the social and confidence dimensions of the user toward the content but also to encourage him to contribute.

Eye-Tracking and Measures of Affective Reactions
Eye-tracking measures are being used regularly to analyze what are the points of fixation, the duration of fixations and the scan paths, in order to follow what are the zones of interest and at the opposite, which information or navigation elements may have been missed by users. These measures are used along with usability methodologies to evaluate applications before they are made accessible. In most cases a few subjects are used in a design context, but few precise methodologies or studies are made to define principles that can be used to design or evaluate applications using those measures.

Most eye-tracking applications in human-computer interactions can be separated in mainly two categories: 1) describing the user’s state and 2) describing the interactions’ state. The former consist of analyzing data brought by an eye-tracker in order to infer different types of information on the user psychological state. Pupil diameter variations and blink rate can be related to the user cognitive
load [4, 29]. Information on the user current amount of mental effort can be used for many different purposes in the context of HCI. For example, Bailey & al. [3] use eye-tracking to identify moments where users can be interrupted at lower cost. These moments usually occur at task boundaries, which are identifiable by a decrease in pupil size (cognitive load). Conati & Merten [11] used eye-tracking for online modeling of students meta-cognitive behaviors (self-explanation and effective exploration) during interaction with a learning environment. Eye-movement and pupil dilation are also used in real context simulations in order to evaluate awareness and vigilance [16]. Pupil size variation can also be used to infer information on the subject affective state. Partala & al. [24], who concluded that pupil enlarge during negative and positive stimuli.

The second category of application of eye-tracking to HCI – describing the interaction’s state – has been paid less attention by researchers. Salvucci & Anderson [28] developed different techniques to analyses eye movement protocols in order to infer the user’ current position in a cognitive task model. The scan paths have been used to describe more frequent exploration sequences or even to recognize users’ activities.

Baccino & Manuta [1] have developed interesting measures to recognize the user’s cognitive processes, using eye-tracking measures, depending on the saccade angles and the distance between fixations.

Physiological Measures of Affective Reactions
In our study we used in addition to eye-tracking data two physiological measures: Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and blood volume pressure (BVP) to identify user’s emotional state. The GSR measures can inform about stress and relaxation [25] and is indicative of emotionally significant HCI events and situations [33]. The heart rate can reflect emotional activity and can help differentiate between negative and positive emotions. It also reflects the amount of mental effort [6, 27], since heart rate variability correlate with the visual display levels of complexity.

The Need for Task Analysis to Integrate Context in Affect Recognition
From an evolutionary point of view, primary emotions such as joy, fear or sadness are hardcoded responses to inner or outer environmental changes. More complex emotions such as pride or shame result from the conscious association between primary emotions and the current situation in which they occur [23]. Therefore, taking into account the contextual interaction factors in which physiological and eye-tracking measures are collected is a key step in attaining efficient affect recognition.

Physiological measures, such as skin conductance, are correlated to arousal but cannot give information on emotional valence (positive of negative aspect of emotions). Contextual information can help fill this lack of information. For example, negative affective reactions like stress are associated to understanding difficulties, uncertainty in choices, unexpected or dead end situations. Positive reactions like surprise or interest may be linked to task success or to a positive orientation reaction toward a stimulus. All these contextual factors can be inferred using appropriate and effective task tracking techniques in order to support affect recognition. In addition to supporting recognition, contextual factors can also be used to identify the cause of affects. For example, the precise icons or interface elements, which are inefficient and cause, in the context of a given task, impatience and task abandon. This information is highly important for HCI diagnostic and quality evaluation.

Within human-computer interactions, task recognition usually aims to analyze the interaction flow coming from the user, using a filter corresponding to the model of the task being executed [7]. The goal is to identify which part of the task the user was executing when he generated a particular sequence of interactions. In our work, we developed a task recognition approach based on machine learning algorithms – Layered Hidden Markov Models [22], where data (observed interactions) are associated to targets (the task model components) in a hierarchical structure.

The ever growing complexity of today’s interfaces makes difficult the use of task recognition techniques based only on standard user’s interactions (mouse clicks and keyboard). Our approach uses eye tracking to overcome this problem. In most interfaces, gaze position can be separated and viewed in terms of areas of interest (AOI). Therefore, the data used in our machine learning technique are sequences of interactions, including mouse clicks, keyboard events and gaze position events (AOI). The targets of our machine learning technique are each sub-tasks defined in hierarchical task model (Card, Moran and Newell, 1983). A task model links the way a user mentally structure a task (what to) to the different possible interactions to achieve the task (how to) [3]. It is represented as a hierarchical structure of goals, sub goals.

The task recognition system is developed in two phases. First, the training stage, the Layered Hidden Markov Models (LHMM) task recognition algorithm is trained using data collected while subjects execute the proposed task. In order to train the system, the tasks given for training are more specific or the recordings may be tagged to categorize what the subject is doing at a given time in the interaction. During the second phase, the experimental phase, different subjects are given the same tasks but they are left free to find a way to do them. The trained LHMM model is then used to analyze their interactions with the system.
The Assessment of Affect in E-Commerce Interaction

With e-commerce and the multiplication of retail Web sites, taking emotions into consideration becomes crucial as it has been clearly established that consumers are not always rational in their choices, nor utilitarian in their motivations [10]. Whereas there is much more than cognitive information processing going on while consumers are online [12] measuring behavior for interactive systems evaluation has almost exclusively limited its focus to cognitive activities. Models combining emotions with human information processing variables are scarce and when available, they rely on reported data [9]. Research has shown though, that emotions are experienced both at the conscious and preconscious levels [3].

So far, studies on consumers' online participative behavior have mainly focused on the “why” and “how” of participation, identifying:

1) **drivers of contribution** such as motivations to create and maintain a blog [5], or to articulate themselves on consumer-opinion platforms [2] as well as

2) factors encouraging **participation** in virtual communities, such as offline interactions and perceived usefulness [17] or

3) the modes of **inter-personal influence** which can take place in these online communities for the adoption and use of products and services usefulness [5].

Reactions to interface design are very often measured in passive situations [26], but in the context of e-commerce applications, it is important to develop researches when there is more interaction. For example in a web site offering online transactions, it is necessary to follow the specific steps according to a task model, where actions and relevant areas of visualization are defined. It is therefore necessary to follow the user activities and to study changes in his physiological and eye-tracking measures accordingly.

**EXPERIMENTATION**

We were interested to assess how users are influenced by “user generated content” in the context of e-commerce. We experimented using the Amazon web site, where books have comments and assessment (number of stars) from other users. Using a classical experimental design, we tested the differences in consumers’ attitude toward contribution, online intention to contribute and actual contribution with and without social functionalities, within Amazon Web site.

To assess the usability and the UGC social perspective we also used think-aloud protocols [9] and qualitative questionnaires. We complemented both sources of data with eye-tracking and physiological measures, so as to obtain a richer perspective on the phenomenon.

User testing was conducted in the Bell Solutions Web Laboratory. We used the Internet Explorer® Web browser with a TOBII (X120 eye-tracker). We recorded comments from the user and the output of the control monitor, with an overlay of the gaze movement. Physiological measures (GSR, BVP) were monitored using a Biograph system. Each system was running on a different computer, for which the clocks had been synchronized. The Tobii was calibrated and then started with the Biograph both having a measure at each 1/60 sec. Data were synchronized using the time stamp in each data file. Though raw data were collected, they were reduced to means for each fixation in a zone. Screen interactions and navigation activity are also recorded in order to integrate the task analysis dimensions. The task model was described as the structure of possible actions in relation to exploring information on a series of books in the web site. For example they could read descriptions, look at assessment and contributions from other users, add an evaluation, etc. In the training phase, five users were asked to accomplish the tasks. For each user data were collected from physiological and eye-tracking measures (pupil size, AOI), along with navigation information. These observations were used to train the recognition of the structure of actions, so it was possible to recognize what a user was doing, when given more general instructions.

In phase two, the system was tested with 27 subjects. The users were given general instructions to explore the books: descriptions, comments, and evaluations. These instructions were given at the beginning and subjects were left free to explore as long as they wished. After the exploration, they were asked to comment on the interaction and the components of the interface. They were also asked questions about social and credibility dimensions which may have influenced their appreciation of the user generated content. For the experiment, we asked subjects to explore a set of books of general interest, who were saved locally to insure that each subject would have access to the same content. For these pages, different areas of interest (AOI) were defined corresponding to the structure of presentation: description, detailed description, keywords, price, statistics of evaluation (number of stars), comments positive or negative, recent comments, ordering zones, etc.

The data collected gives for each fixation: what was the page and the zone being explored, physiological measures (GSR, BVP) and Pupil size (mean for both eyes), the task measures (pupil size, AOI), along with navigation information. These observations were used to train the recognition of the structure of actions, so it was possible to recognize what a user was doing, when given more general instructions.

The data collected gives for each fixation: what was the page and the zone being explored, physiological measures (GSR, BVP) and Pupil size (mean for both eyes), the task structure was also recognized (goal, subgoal). Results were analyzed in order to see how patterns of interactions could be extracted and how they could be related to emotional reactions. GSR and BVP measures were normalized using the baseline for each subject, using data collected at the beginning of the session. The baseline refers to the average measures of GSR during a rest period before a session. We used Lisetti et al. (2004) equation to correct observations:

$$GSR_{normalized} = \frac{(GSR - GSR_{relaxation})}{GSR_{relaxation}}$$

Pupil size and BVP were accordingly corrected for each subject. Even though they don’t vary as much between individuals, we wanted to insure that observed differences
were only due to the context of navigation and not to individual differences or individual mood in general.

**ANALYSIS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS**

Eye fixations on areas of interest defined around the social functionalities elements of interface, as well as GSR and BVP measures are analyzed along with reported measures of contribution intent and buying intent. As far as eye-tracking data is concerned: the more eye fixations on a social functionality element of interface design related to one of the book’s content, the more useful is the social functionality for decision-making. Also the physiological reactions are compared to eye-tracking measures and impact on attitudes toward the book. The hypothesis is that the longer the eye fixations on a social functionality element of the interface related to one of the book’s content and the stronger the reaction to it, the stronger should the participant’s intent to contribute online and to buy the book. Pretests have shown that comments were attracting a lot of fixation time, so user were spending time trying to assess the comments. However there was more GSR reactions to description than to comments.

When looking at the types of activity, it appears clear that reading the table of statistics of evaluation was an important part of the interaction. For judging the book, reading the description appears important, and looking at the keywords also. This may look surprising considering the keyword zone is very small. But keywords content is dense and it takes long for the user to read and reflect on implications. We also compared how the task analysis could be compared to results on AOI statistics. In general both measures agree, but in some cases, especially when the zones are small task recognition appears to give better results (for example: reading keywords vs. reading description, reading comments vs. looking at the statistics of evaluation (which is a small zone at the beginning of description). In the experimentation with more observations for training the task recognition algorithm and also with more subjects, the agreement will certainly be improved. But still first results suggest that the structures of activity might be more precise than AOI, since in some cases AOI associated might be small and eye-tracking only might be imprecise. Another interesting result is the analysis of the scan paths and how they are linked to the types of zone.
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ABSTRACT
This abstract introduces a new automated method of measuring reading patterns by analyzing eye properties via an eye tracking platform and context analysis. The method utilizes eye tracking data and stimulus text properties in a way that makes it possible to identify reading fixations and reading patterns with a high accuracy compared to looking at fixations only. This helps doing a fast initial analysis on how the text is cognitively perceived and thereby provides easier access to valuable high level information on how the text is comprehended.
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INTRODUCTION
The eye tracking and context based method for quantifying reading is implemented in Attention Tool® a software for measuring eye tracking, human emotional activation and reading patterns on visual stimuli within consumer research. The reading metrics are obtained by using the output from a non-intrusive (remote) eye tracking hardware running at 60 Hz and an image processing system identifying the stimulus characteristics. Each gaze pattern is extracted from the respondents’ eye via the eye tracking device while the respondent is exposed to the stimulus. Utilizing the knowledge about the stimulus characteristics, the reading results are classified and delivered directly as a quantified output of the reading patterns. Via the eye tracker the software furthermore collects and analyzes several subtle changes within the respondent’s eye gaze characteristics, blink characteristics, and pupil change characteristics in order to determine the emotional activation (Arousal) and traditional eye tracking metrics.

READING
Reading is a process in which the eyes are fixated on successive locations in a text while information is brought into the processing system of the brain. Reading Meter in Attention Tool® detects the reading pattern of the eyes by combining different methods.

Fixations, Saccades and Reading Patterns
During reading the eyes move across the text in a sequence of fixations where the eyes are steady, separated by fast movements called saccades. The eyes do neither fixate on each letter in a word nor sequentially from word to word. Skilled readers skip words and make regressions to material already read about 15% of the time. The fixation duration is on the range from 100 to over 500 milliseconds the average is 200-250 msec. The distance which the gaze travels during each saccade is between 1 and 20 characters the average being around 7 -9 characters. Thus there is a considerable variability in fixations and saccades both between readers and for the same person reading a single passage of text [1]. Figure 1 below shows an example of saccade length and how letters around a fixation are perceived.

Fixation and saccade length, the probability of fixating a word and the number of fixations on individual words can be related to cognitive processing as is done in the E-Z Reader model [3,4] Reading Meter focuses on whether a text block is read or not, without taking other cognitive processes into account and displays the resulting statistics.

Gaze Behavior and Text
Fixation alone cannot reveal if the subject is reading but the
saccade pattern can give a good indication. The longer the text, the more obvious is the reading pattern and the system can predict reading with more certainty. Gaze behavior for some objects is similar to that observed for reading a small block of text. For example when a face is observed, the subject usually gazes from one eye to the other repeatedly and down to the mouth. A similar pattern is often observed for smaller text blocks. Figure 2 shows an example of a face and a small text block with the corresponding gaze patterns that are similar in character.

As a line of text becomes longer, the number of fixations along the text increases and therefore more reliable results can be expected from Reading Meter. For a text block of only three words or less it is almost impossible to detect a reading pattern, as the number of fixations is most likely too low. In addition to looking at the fixations and saccade pattern the underlying system also analyses the properties of the text in the stimulus, this image processing based approach provides additional information about the underlying text. Based on this information the system can conclude that fixations across the text are due to reading actual text and not looking at e.g. a face, the robustness and certainty of the reading detection improves the longer the text blocks. Furthermore information about text size helps the system to detect the pattern as the saccade varies proportionally with the text characteristics. Therefore the system analyses the stimulus to detect underlying text through image processing in addition to the gaze analysis. This is explained in the final section.

How Many Words Are Needed for a Good Reading Analysis?
It is difficult to say how many words are needed for perfect reading analysis, as the number of fixations is the crucial factor. It is not possible to predict how many fixations are expected for a word of a certain length as the average number of fixations within a word is not proportional to the number of letters in the word [1] But with a line of five words or more, experience with Reading Meter has given a good outcome where all reading patterns were detected. In a recent benchmark study the accuracy of the reading system showed that less than 15% error could be expected in 97% of the cases.

RESULT METRICS

How Many Readers and How Much Read
The yellow sticky note in figure 3 shows two results: Readers, which is the number of respondents who read something within the region and Read(%) which is the average amount of text read by the respondents. The Pink label shows the order of the area with most readers - assigning the lowest number to the region with the highest number of readers in the stimulus.

Using simple gaze analysis from traditional eye tracking it is possible to select a text area using an Area Of Interest (AOI) tool to determine how many subjects looked into the selected area. The subjects that looked into the area might have been reading all the text, a few words or simply just looked somewhere within the area without reading a word. If you are interested in knowing if the text was actually read, by how many respondents and how much of it was read on average, you need to apply reading analysis, looking closer at what type of “looking” was going on, on what type of content. The figure below shows the information provided by the Reading Meter analysis. For this image 13 out of 30 subjects read some part of the text (Readers: 13/30) and on average they read around 40% of text (Read(%): 40%).

Reading Intensity Map
The Reading Intensity Map in Reading Meter is a measure of how much time respondents spent reading a particular part of the text. It is normalized to the total number of respondents. Figure 4 shows statistical output from Reading Meter for four different text areas along with the
corresponding intensity map which has three colors: red, yellow and green. The colors interpret the following:

- **Green**: Low reading intensity areas have attracted less than 30% of the total reading time. This can be because the readers read fast or because few readers read this text.
- **Yellow**: Medium reading intensity marks an area where 30-60% of the time was spent. These areas have usually been read by around half the respondents.
- **Red**: High reading intensity area is where more than 60% of the reading time was spent. It is often seen at the start of a text clause because many respondents read only the first line. It can be observed on text that is attention grabbing due to different font type, size or color. High intensity area can also be observed in semantically or syntactically ambiguous sentences due to regressive saccades [3].

In the example in figure 4 most of the text was read by someone in area one, two and three which are green. As only one reader was detected in area four there is no Intensity Map. The yellow color in area one shows us that most readers has reading fixations on the first six lines of text. The red area indicates that most of the respondents read these lines or that many of the respondents had many reading fixations on particular words such as “SloopyBucks” as illustrated in the high intensity reading fixation area in text box 1.

**READING METER PROCESS**

Reading Meter in Attention Tool® is based on several processes as illustrated by the flow diagram in figure 5. In short, the user selects a text area and if the Image Processing System detects sufficient amount of text within the area, a reading analysis is performed, using information about the underlying text and gaze behavior in the area. Reading Meter then provides statistics about reading for the selected text area. The Image Processing is used for automatic text detection. The text features extracted include information about the text location and characteristics such as text size and length. The user is asked to approve the number of lines detected by the system. The Gaze Analysis system extracts the fixations from the gaze data for every respondent. It calculates fixation location and duration, saccade directional speed and acceleration.

The Reading Pattern Analysis uses the gaze features to detect reading patterns. This method is based on a classical approach to reading pattern analysis, where the probabilities of the saccades being part of a reading pattern or not, is based on its speed and direction. These probabilities are added together throughout time, meaning that if many reading-saccades appear in a row the probability that this gaze behavior is due to reading increases. If the subject looks into another area the probability sum is initialized. To improve this reading detection algorithm, Reading Meter also takes gaze acceleration and the information about the underlying text into account to provide a good estimate on reading behavior.

**CONCLUSION**

The automatic approach to reading analysis proves to be quite robust on standard product material used in consumer tests. The precision of the system depends on two main factors; 1) the quality of the eye tracking data and 2) the success of the image processing system identifying the text. Further evaluation of the performance is currently ongoing to improve the accuracy of the system.
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ABSTRACT
Modern technology, including lightweight cameras and eye tracking equipment now seem to afford the possibility of tracking where an animal’s visual attention is directed in real time and with greater precision than can be had by fixed cameras or third-party observers. The current hypothesis is that a dog-mounted camera can provide a reliable source of precise information about the dog’s moment-to-moment visual attention at a resolution that exceeds other techniques for assessing gaze direction. In particular, we are interested in gaining precision at scales of 10cm or less, and 500ms or less, which will allow us to say where dogs look at when are engaged in communicative signaling, such as during a stereotypical play bow or petting situation.

With this new technology we will put some of the techniques that have been effective in generating knowledge about human cognition to work in studying dog-dog and dog-human interaction.
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INTRODUCTION
Social cognition is one of the most studied areas in current cognitive-neuro-endocrinological research; its relevance and applicability are of great interest to the scientific community. Research on social cognition has importantly increased our understanding of relevant aspects of non-human and human social behaviors, e.g. empathy, theory of mind and its relevant malfunctioning in humans, such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and anxiety disorders, among others [4].

The current project is evolution-oriented and takes the intriguing model of the dog as its focus. The study of dogs could shed light on interesting aspects of evolution in general and social cognition in particular. Research on dogs grew out of criticisms of research conducted on non-human primates. Non-human primates are generally considered to provide the best model for interspecies comparisons that would improve our understanding of human cognitive abilities and disorders. However, there are ethical, methodological and financial stumbling blocks that hinder non-human primate research. These issues have led researchers to adopt two solutions. Some researchers have pursued the strategy of running experiments in locations where they can count on the presence of a high population of certain primates. An example is this approach is the study of the rhesus monkeys at El Cayo Santiago. However, because this species was highly habituated to human presence, questions have been raised about generalizability of the results.

Another solution researchers on animal cognition have adopted has been to find new models. The study of domestic dogs (Canis lupus familiaris) is ideal for two reasons: for their cognitive abilities they possess and for the fact that they live among humans, so that their natural environment is one in which humans play a central role [8]. Dogs are a unique case in nature, as humans domesticated them 15,000 years ago [3]. The specifics of the domestication processes are still not clear, but what is clear is that the domestication was successful. An apparent co-evolution with humans is one of the factors that make this inter-species relationship unique. Dogs are extremely social animals; notably, dogs are able to understand and to work with social cues such as pointing, head nodding and gazing, among others. These sophisticated social skills may be specialized as a result of domestication and possibly co-evolution. Finally, dogs are also sensitive to attentional states in humans and they also have been shown to be sensitive to the visibility of human's eyes [5, 6].

This last point was a major motivating factor to develop this project: if dogs are attentive to faces and look at the eye region searching for information (as some research has suggested) that would make them even more unique in nature. It would not be unreasonable to think that they have evolved a specialized system that allows this social behavior. For example, apes do not look at human’s eyes without previous training [7]. This does not mean that they are not capable of this particular behavior; rather, because
apes, such as chimpanzees, have a strict social hierarchy, eye contact can be read as a sign of aggression.

Interestingly, the dog’s closest relative – the wolf - does not look spontaneously at faces, does not follow gazes, and, in general, performs worse in all of the aforementioned tasks than dogs do.

Domestication processes could explain why dogs can and do look at faces. And even though dogs are not ‘visual animals’, the simple possibility of measuring the visual field or measuring the dog’s gaze is a huge step in animal cognition research, where third-person view recordings and behavioral description has been the leading approach. In the next section we will explain the methods a little bit further.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Unfortunately, the evidence for social cognitive abilities in non-human animals, specifically of gaze-related behaviors, is still weak. Researchers in animal cognition rely primarily on third-person behavioral measures. Studies typically focus on where the animal looks and use video cameras to record the experimental sessions. Due to several practical constraints, data gathered in this way does not tell much about the exact location of where the animal’s attention is directed.

These methodological issues have led us to develop new methods to investigate with higher precision and accuracy where the dog’s focus of attention is directed in socio-cognitive tasks; specifically, we have developed the use of a head-mounted camera since it can provide a reliable source of precise information about the dog’s moment-to-moment visual attention at a resolution that exceeds other techniques for assessing behaviors.

In particular, we are interested in gaining precision at scales of 10cm or less, and 1000ms or less, which will allow us to roughly estimate gaze direction (and indirectly attentional focusing). Hence, we are able to determine, for example, precisely which portions of a play partner’s body are relevant when the partner is engaged in communicative signaling, such as during a stereotypical play bow or petting situation. In order to relate behaviors between human and dog, the human participants wear a portable human eye-tracking system and the dog participant wear a DogCam. These video streams are synchronized in time. We have designed and built two DogCam models and we will briefly present them here.

DogCam-v1. This model consists in a head-mounted camera using a specially designed harness that is comfortably adjusted to the dog’s head. The participant dog is trained to wear the harness (without the camera) for a period of a week. During this accommodation period the dog has to play with the owner during 25 minutes or so in a daily basis. After this period we can carry on with the experiments. Even though, DogCam-v1 records the dog’s visual field, in order to analyze the data we need to make a rudimentary calibration.

Calibrating DogCam-v1. The owner commands the dog to sit and we present a whiteboard in front of the dog. We position the whiteboard in order to fill the whole visual field that the camera can record (fig 1). In the whiteboard there are 13 calibration dots and we used a treat to attract the dog’s attention to a dot (fig 2). After the dog looks at the treat (and therefore the calibration dot) we give the treat to the dog. After completing all 13 dots the experimental procedure can begin.

Analyzing DogCam-v1 data. The video stream is converted into frames. Our cameras record 30 frames per second; so in a normal 20-minute recording, 36000 images are obtained. The images are loaded into Matlab in order to be further analyzed. We use the calibration frames to define an ‘interest area’, this procedure is just a simple pixel cropping using the degrees of freedom of the dog’s head movement plus the degrees of freedom of the dog’s eye movement when attending to the treat as expressed in the recorded visual field (fig 3). Now within the new reduced resolution region-of-interest (ROI) we can count frames of important events or run a saliency map algorithm (or any other machine vision technique such as Image Segmentation, Event Detection or Object Recognition algorithms) to define important features. Preliminary data
gathered using DogCam-v1 [5] have shown that when dogs are in a normal playing interaction with their owner, the owner’s face stays within the ROI more time than any other part of the body. Hands and arms are highly salient as well. Presumably so as to gather information related to what it is going on at a specific moment in a given context. On the other hand when analyzing the same frames on the human eye-tracking data, we could see that humans look at the dog’s eye and face during the interaction.

One may argue that dogs may benefit from having eye contact with humans and reading other biological movement produced by the owners. The explanation may be simple: domestic dogs live among humans and most of the time they are also reared among us. So they might have been pushed, evolutionarily speaking, to look where humans are most expressive, namely in the face. This might be an indicator of the dog’s cognitive skills. If they actually developed the ability to make eye contact with humans and to react to this contact, several of the new data about dog-human interactions would thereby be explained.

After obtaining the Bloomington Indiana Animal Care and Use Committee (BIACUC, protocol number 09-002) approval, we ran several experiments aimed both at obtaining data and at learning what adjustments would have to be made for a successful head-mounted camera experiment with dogs.

DogCam-v2. Due to the questions raised by the DogCam-v1 data and the technical restrictions it has, we recently developed the next version. This model resembles a human eye-tracking system in its totality. The harness of the original DogCam was replaced by a set of Doggles, goggles for dogs, a popular pet accessory [9]. DogCam-v2 consists of two cameras, one of them is pointing to the world and the other one is pointing to the dog’s eye. The accommodation period is done with the new model as well, in this case the dog has to get used to wearing the doggles, which takes almost no time (most owners have reported that their dogs seem to wear the doggles comfortably after just a couple of days).

Calibrating DogCam-v2. The calibration procedure is exactly the same that we explained in the DogCam-v1 calibration section.

Analyzing DogCam-v2 data. Now that DogCam is an actual eyetracker. We use ExpertEyes open source eye-tracking application to pre-process the data [1]. Now that human and dog participants are wearing eye-tracking systems we can apply the very same analysis techniques.

Right now we are gathering data with our new DogCam model in a simple playing situation and we expect to successfully combine the data with the human-eyetracker one. In the future we may want to explore interactions between conspecifics or create more sophisticated experiments in order to explore an isolated behavior or investigate some other interactions between humans and dogs.

CONCLUSION
Research on animal cognition gives some light to how cognitive processes work in different species and therefore may allow us to better understand human evolution through comparative analysis. Thus, it is not surprising that the literature in animal cognition has increased in number of papers submitted, methodologies and species used. Nevertheless new improvements in research methods are still needed to address complex questions about complex behaviors in animals.

The goal of this project is to develop equipment and techniques that can be deployed experimentally in future studies.
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ABSTRACT
The present research deals with developing a new index to measure interpersonal perception agreement at group level. This index is decomposed into components to obtain dyadic and individual effects. Unlike other indexes and statistical methods founded on correlation coefficients to quantify interpersonal perception relationships and agreement, the procedure proposed is based on interpersonal perceptions discrepancies among individuals. Specifically, this study deals with interpersonal perception measurements obtained by means of $p$-point rating scales where $p$ is the number of response options, for instance, Likert response scales. Apart from descriptive statistical analysis, the procedure enables to obtain statistical significance by means of Monte Carlo sampling. The statistical method proposed can be useful for social researchers interested in studying group and teams, as this procedure allows them to quantify interpersonal perception agreement at several levels, to obtain statistical significance, and to use these measures as new characteristics for understanding social processes.
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INTRODUCTION
Social interaction investigations have been often founded on individualistic research methods. That is, social researchers commonly measure people one at a time and then apply statistical methods that assume people’s actions, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and perceptions are independent of the others. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that a psychology of interpersonal relations should take into account the perceptual underpinnings since people’s actions towards others are shaped by their perceptions of them [4, 5]. Additionally, individualistic research methods are not suitable for finding patterns of mutual influence and interdependence [1]. Hence, the main drawback of the individualistic approach is ignoring that social phenomena involve more than one person and that is why dyadic methods have been increasingly developed and proposed to analyze social data.

The Social Relations Model [SRM; 6] has been proposed to study interpersonal perception as a two-sided process since each group member assesses the others. Data are decomposed into four components (constant, actor, partner, and relationship effects) and dyadic and generalized reciprocity are estimated. Dyadic reciprocity in interpersonal perception refers to how all pairs of individuals in dyads perceive each other, while generalized reciprocity corresponds to how individuals are perceived by the others and how each individual perceives the others. It should be noted that dyadic and generalized reciprocity, respectively, correspond to dyadic and individual levels of analysis. In the SRM, correlation values are obtained to quantify dyadic and generalized reciprocity in interpersonal perception. The SRM undoubtedly shows psychologists’ interest for measuring agreement, although there are other illustrative examples in psychological literature. For instance, a coefficient of judges’ agreement for unordered scales has been proposed to measure to which extent nonchance factors are operating in the direction of agreement [2]. More recently, an index has been developed to assess the degree of interrater agreement for ratings of a single item and multi-item scales [3].

According to Kenny [5], dyadic and generalized reciprocity in interpersonal perception are defined and consequently measured as correlations among people’s responses. Nevertheless, agreement in interpersonal perception could also be measured as the discrepancy between individuals’ interpersonal perceptions, not only as correlation coefficient values. Interestingly, if such a discrepancy measure were developed, social researchers would have two procedures to
study interpersonal perception. Both measures would enable them to obtain different information about interpersonal perception processes.

The present study is concerned with research designs in which observations have been made on all dyads of a group. Particularly, this work deals with interpersonal perception measurements obtained by means of p-point rating scales where \( p \) is the number of response options, for instance, a Likert response scale from 1 to 6. The research was specifically intended to provide a new statistic, based on dyadic discrepancies between rates assigned mutually by individuals, for measuring agreement in interpersonal perception at global level. Additionally, the statistic should be decomposed into parts to estimate dyadic and individual effects, and exact analytical results for the expected value should be also derived in order to make proper comparisons between theoretical and empirical values. Moreover, as statistics’ exact distribution has not been derived yet, a statistical test founded on Monte Carlo sampling is proposed.

MEASURING AGREEMENT IN INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION

The statistic proposed for measuring agreement in interpersonal perception is as follows:

\[
\eta = \frac{2 \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} (x_{ij} - x_{ji})^2}{n(n-1)(p-1)^2}, \quad n \geq 2, p \geq 2,
\]

where \( x_{ij}, n, \) and \( p \) respectively denote how individual \( i \) perceives individual \( j \), group size, and the maximum value for Likert scales. This statistic ranges from 0 to 1. If \( \eta \) equals 0, it means that all individuals give others the same score they receive from them, that is, there is agreement in interpersonal perception. On the other hand, the maximum value of discrepancy among participants corresponds to \( \eta = 1 \). In order to decompose dyadic effects, note that

\[
\eta = \frac{\sum_{i,j=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} 2(x_{ij} - x_{ji})^2}{n(n-1)(p-1)^2} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \eta_{ij}
\]

where \( \eta_{ij} \) denotes dyads’ contributions to overall interpersonal perception disagreement, being \( \eta_{ij} = \eta_{ji} \).

Similarly, individual effects can also be decomposed as follows:

\[
\eta = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (x_{ij} - x_{ji})^2}{n(n-1)(p-1)^2} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (x_{ij} - x_{ji})^2}{n(n-1)(p-1)^2} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \eta_i
\]

where \( \eta_i \) denotes individuals’ contributions.

EXPECTED VALUES

In order to obtain expected values and statistical significance is needed to suppose a probability distribution for individuals’ ratings. Discrete uniform distribution is here proposed as it corresponds to the lack of preference. Thus, it can be proved the expected values for the global index are:

\[
E[\eta] = \frac{p+1}{6(p-1)}
\]

\[
SE[\eta] = \sqrt{\frac{7p^4 - 20p^2 + 13}{90n(n-1)(p-1)^2}}
\]

These expected values allow researchers to carry out proper comparison since the bias and variability of the statistic are known.

STATISTICAL INFERENCE

For statistical testing of agreement in interpersonal perception at group level, the null hypothesis states that each group member randomly assigns ordered values to the others. It has been often assumed in related statistical techniques that random variables \( x_{ij} \) follow a discrete uniform distribution. Nevertheless, there is no theoretical proof to discard other discrete mass probability functions for modeling group members’ responses (e.g., triangular and U-shaped distributions). Hence, exact sampling distribution depends on mass probability functions, group size, and the range of the Likert scale. Table 1, whose values have been analytically obtained, shows the exact sampling distribution of the global statistic for \( n = 3 \) and \( p = 4 \), assuming a discrete uniform distribution.

For practical purposes, obtaining the exact distribution for the statistic has no sense since it depends on the mass probability function that random variables \( x_{ij} \) follow. For this reason, a more useful statistical method is required. Monte Carlo methods are a way of solving the problem and estimating probabilities, that is, \( p \) values. We have developed software with R language, which is delivered upon request, for testing agreement in interpersonal perception. Monte Carlo sampling allows researchers to obtain statistical significance for each index, that is, at group, dyadic, and individual levels. It is only required to specify group size, maximum values for Likert scale, and mass probability functions for each \( x_{ij} \). Finally, users are also required to establish the number of simulated groups or, if preferred, samples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>.001953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.8148</td>
<td>.013672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.7037</td>
<td>.031250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.6667</td>
<td>.042969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.6296</td>
<td>.066406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5185</td>
<td>.136718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4815</td>
<td>.183593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4444</td>
<td>.199218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4074</td>
<td>.251952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3704</td>
<td>.322264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3333</td>
<td>.416014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.2963</td>
<td>.462889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.2222</td>
<td>.568358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1852</td>
<td>.708983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1481</td>
<td>.755858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1111</td>
<td>.808592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0741</td>
<td>.914061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0370</td>
<td>.984373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0000</td>
<td>1.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. p-values associated to global agreement statistic values.

**EXAMPLE**
Suppose a group of \( n = 3 \) individuals has been formed to develop a new product. After the task the participants were asked to score each other, by a rating scale from 1 to 4 (i.e., \( p = 4 \)) in the following question: ‘She/He profited the time available to solve the task.’ The following matrix shows the fictitious data:

\[
X = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 4 & 4 \\ 1 & 0 & 2 \\ 1 & 2 & 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]

The global statistic can be computed as follows:

\[
\eta = \frac{2(9 + 9 + 0)}{54} = .6667
\]

As the mathematical expectancy for the global index equals .2778, the value obtained clearly exceeds it. Furthermore, the exact p-value associated to the statistic is approximately equal to .0117. These results suggest that group members’ interpersonal perceptions agree less than expected by chance.

Dyadic contributions to interpersonal perception disagreement are \( \eta_{12} = 1/3, \eta_{13} = 1/3, \) and \( \eta_{23} = 0. \) Hence, dyads that rate each other more dissimilarly are 1-2 and 1-3. As regards individual’ effects, \( \eta_1 = 1/3, \eta_2 = 1/6, \) and \( \eta_3 = 1/6. \) The individual who shows the highest discrepancy between directed and received scores is denoted by \( I. \)

**CONCLUSIONS**
We have developed a statistical method that enables social researchers to obtain interpersonal perception agreement measurements at global, dyadic, and individual levels in groups. This statistical method allows social researchers to carry out descriptive and inferential statistical analyses and therefore they can quantify and make decisions concerning agreement in interpersonal perception. Statistical decisions can be taken for all levels of analysis, that is, global, dyadic, and individual levels. An R package has been written to make feasible obtaining statistical significance for all statistics.

**REFERENCES**
The linguistic modes during its acquisition are identified as complementary pairs (King & Quigley, 1985; Marschark, 1993; Rondal, 1980). These pairs are named active and reactive based depending on its functional relationship. The acquisition of the reactive modes precedes the active one and it is necessary to give feedback to the precision and efficiency of the active modes. The pairs gesticulating/pointing-observing, writing-reading and speaking-listening can therefore, be identified. The reactive modes represent functions of the individual such as reader listener and observer. The active modes work as mediators of other modes. They represent the individual’s actions such as: pointer/gesticulator, speaker and writer (Ribes, 1990; Gómez Fuentes, & Ribes, 2008).

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the acquisition, translativity and transference of the performance of the language modes in two different arrangements related to conditional discrimination, matching to sample of first and second orders, using direct and arbitrary relationships among stimuli and techniques to evaluate the effect of the intrinsic feedback provided by the reactive modes on the active ones.

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED
A pre-test and post-test design are used, five training sessions and three transference tests for each language mode. The language modes during the training, and the transference conditions were presented in three different sequences. The order for presenting the transference tests in each mode remained constant in all the experiments. The participants were 96 children experimentally unaware, aged 8-12, from fourth grade of elementary school of Veracruz, México.

The program, tasks and data gathering were designed by using the Toolbook Instructor of Windows. The independent variable used was the intrinsic feedback: the presence of the intrinsic feedback performed by the reactive mode before the active one or its absence when the active modes are performed without the active ones. The dependent variables used were: 1) speed and completion level of the acquisition of behaviors during the first stage in the training sequence; 2) translativity of a same kind of performance from one mode to another during the training sequence; and 3) transference of behaviors as a result of the previous training with stimuli, modalities or diverse criteria.

A first package of four experiments was carried out, then a second package of four experiments. In the two packages, experimental arrangements were used: matching to sample of first and second orders, under the active modes with or without reactive feedback. The only difference was the kind of relationship between the stimuli used and the tasks. In the first package, criteria of direct matching among stimuli were used. In the second one, an arbitrary matching only.

The tasks of the first order were designed using a sample stimulus and three for comparison. One of the comparing stimuli was identical to the sample, others were similar in shape, color or size, and the third was different in shape, color or size. In a direct matching, some geometrical stimuli were used. In the upper part of the screen, in arbitrary matching, one of the geometrical stimuli was substituted by a rectangle that included numerical stimuli, roman and arabic numbers. In the first ones were able to identify the shape and the second ones, the color or the size of the figure.

In the matching to sample of the second order, two stimuli were presented in the upper part of the screen, indicating the matching criteria. In the middle part of the screen, a sample stimulus was used, and in the lower part, four comparing stimuli. One of the comparing stimuli was identical to the sample; two were similar in shape, color or size. In direct matching, some geometrical stimuli were used. In the upper part of the screen, in arbitrary matching, one of the geometrical stimuli was substituted by a rectangle that included roman and arabic numbers. In the
middle part, the sample geometrical stimulus was substituted by roman and arabic numbers.

The language modes in conditions of training were presented in three possible sequences, each one of them integrated by the three modes. In addition to the pretest and posttest, each experiment included transference tests. In each experiment 36 trials by session appeared, five consecutive sessions for each phase of training and a session for each test. In each session, half of trials were of similarity and other half by matching the different ones, except in the tests of extra relational transference that they used inclusion and exclusion matching. In the matching to sample of first order, the sessions were divided in two parts, each one of 18 trials; in one of them the trials of matching by similarity in color and forms and the other were distributed at random, those of difference.

In each session, when finalizing half of the trials, the computer system presented a screen that informed to the subject that the matching criterion would change. Under matching to sample of second order, the presentation of the trials during the training and trials of transference were at random. In the training, the subject received feedback of trial to trial and the number of successes at the end of the session. In the transference tests, at the end of the session, the subject received information on the number of successes obtained. Each session was preceded by appropriate instructions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Pre-test and Post-test. These tests were presented in the first and last sessions of each experiment. In the pre-test and post-test the stimuli were similar to the ones used during the training phase. The subject used the mouse of the computer placing the arrow that appeared in the screen on the chosen figure and pressed the left button of the mouse. In these tests no information was provided to the children in relation to what was correct or incorrect about their answers.

Training phase: Writing/Reading. The subject chose a stimulus of comparison based on the criterion of matching established by the task. The features of the chosen figure were written on rectangles placed in the lower part of the screen. In the first rectangle, the shape was written and in the second, the color. In the active mode without reactive feedback, the writing response was carried out without reading what was written due to the fact that the rectangle where it was written was black. When the reactive feedback was used before the active mode, the subject read what he/she wrote simultaneously on a white rectangle.

Training phase: SpeakingLISTENING. In this phase, the subject was trained to speak/listen to the features of the figures. When the active mode was carried out without the reactive feedback, the subject listened to a tune with sounds of nature through the earphones with functions of “white noise” while he/she pronounced the shape of the selected figure. After that, using the same procedure pronounced the color of the figure. When the reactive feedback was used, the tune with noise functions was eliminated. The speaking answer was achieved pronouncing in a loud voice and listening at the same time the shape or the color of the selected figure.

Training phase: Pointing/Observing. When the active modes were achieved without the reactive feedback, the task consisted of observing the figures in a first screen briefly (of the first or second orders). Soon after that, in a second screen, the task consisted of pointing with the mouse at the blank space that corresponded to the selected figure. When the reactive feedback was incorporated, the subject observed the task and responded by pointing out in the same screen.

Transference tests. The transference tests were applied in three different subsequent sessions, one session for each test, after each training phase. In the first one, the subject responded at new geometrical figures with a different color. In the second one, the same stimuli of the training process were used. The shape of the figures remained and the size was substituted as modality. In the third one, geometrical and numerical figures were included with or without stripes and shade. Inclusion and exclusion relationships were used. When each test was concluded, the subjects received information about the obtained score of their right answers.

CONCLUSIONS

The methods and techniques used have demonstrated the effect of the intrinsic feedback provided by the reactive modes on the active and confirmed the prediction that the active and reactive modes are complementary. The analysis of these processes can provide information about the development of the linguistic modes and its application to human behavior analysis, as well as to the development of methods and techniques in behavioral research to promote learning and the functional use of the linguistic modes.
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ABSTRACT
Children’s Social skills were observed through video filming of their interactions in school and apartment play grounds and summer camps. In all 72 video clippings of 10 minutes duration each were analyzed using Observer Behaviour Software XT 7.0., by developing a wide range of coding scheme for conversations, body language, gender related behaviours, and for acceptance, rejection, and resistance strategies and unsociable actions. Data in frequencies and duration was analyzed using two way ANOVA.
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INTRODUCTION
Social experiences with peers constitute an important developmental context for children. In these contexts, children acquire a wide range of behaviours, skills, attitudes and experiences that influence their adaptations during the life span. One of the major tasks of the early childhood years is to learn positive and socially acceptable ways of interacting with others. As much of this learning occurs within the context of the peer group, positive peer interactions make a substantial contribution to children's socioemotional and cognitive development beyond the influences of family, school and neighbourhood.

Relationships with peers have significant importance in the lives of even very young children by allowing them to experiment with roles and relationships and develop social cognitive and behavioural skills (Asher, 1990; Rubin & Asendorpf, 1993).

Children’s interactions with one another do endure over a long period of time and are vital for normal social development. With increasing age, play partners become better able to agree with each other about the roles, rules and themes of their pretence. They are also better able to maintain their play interactions by adding new dimensions to their expressed ideas.

‘... the single best childhood predictor of adult adaptation is not IQ, not school grades, and not classroom behaviour but, rather the adequacy with which the child gets along with other children. Children who are generally disliked, who are aggressive and disruptive, who are unable to sustain close relationships with other children and who cannot establish a place for themselves in the peer culture are seriously “at risk” (Hartup, 1997).

Observation of Early Social Skills Is Important:
• Studying children’s behaviour in naturalistic settings helps understand their control over their own peer culture, coping capabilities when there is very little adult help.
• Interaction with peers can create internal individual disequilibrium implying that cognitive conflict helps in the development of social understanding and learning. Piaget noted that, ‘one may conceive of co-operation as constituting the ideal form of equilibrium towards which society tends when compulsory conformity comes to break down’.
• Verba (1994) concedes that the child needs to be an active participant in a situation where social interaction takes place. She emphasised the value of peers’ social interactions on cognitive competence as the children are at relatively equal status and competency in comparison to those of adults.
• Bronfenbrenner and Crouter (1983) observe, “In the light of the increasing evidence for the influence of peer group on the behaviour and psychological development of children... it is questionable whether any society... can afford to leave largely to chance the directions of this influence and realization of its high potential for fostering constructive development both for the child and his/her society”.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For any other use, please contact the Measuring Behavior secretariat: info@measuringbehavior.org.
Early social skills need studying to assist children in improving their social skills such as communication, interpersonal interaction and social analysis abilities to fit with the set patterns of their culture.

Naturalistic Observation social interactions among children has been a rare area of study in the Indian context. This study was undertaken to examine naturally occurring social interactions among children 3-8 years in their school settings and informal groups in apartment building parks.

Objectives:
To observe and analyze social interactions of children in the age group of 3-8 years in their natural/informal settings for gender differences.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Though children grow in similar kind of ecological systems, and are almost exposed to similar kind of experiences; differences in parenting styles, stereotypic gender conceptions held by family and society give rise to gender differences in social interactions with peers. Individual temperament as well as biological pruning may also be the reason for gender differences that are evident in the ways the two sexes interact with their peers. Early in childhood children show preference for same sex peer’s company. Although girls tend to initiate same sex play more than boys at age 3, this gender difference is reversed and even heightened by age 5 (Pitcher & Schultz, 1983). Children’s preference for same-sex play mates is a universal aspect of growing up (Whiting & Edwards, 1988). This relies on similarity based account of identification. Children see themselves as similar to other children, or because girls (or boys) see themselves as similar to other girls (or boys), they identify with, and are influenced by, these similar others or those who share category membership.

Several studies have indicated that girls spend more time in small group social activities, in cooperative and turn-taking games, engage in more person fantasy and are more sensitive to the requirements of collaboration. Boys, on the other hand, prefer to engage in larger group physically active games and rough and tumble play (Walker, Sue 2004, Dorsch & Keane, 1994; Fabes, 1994; Fagot,1985; Jones & Glenn, 1991; Lewis & Phillipsen, 1998; Maccoby, 1988; Mollor, Hymel & Rubin, 1992).

Gender segregation is most likely to occur when children are not with adults but with others of a similar age. Gender segregation involves not only the preference of same-sex playmates but also the avoidance of playmates of the other sex. Serbin, Powlishta and Gulko (1993) found that there was increase in preference for same-sex peers among kindergarten children and children in the early school years.

The nature of relationships also differs between the sexes. Whereas girls’ friendships are characterized by emotional and physical closeness, the friendships of boys are founded on shared activities and interests (Maccoby,1988).

Boys and girls not only differ in their conflict resolution skills, but also differ in their use of antisocial trajectories with peers. As boys are usually found to use aggressive strategies more often than girls, they may be expected to stand high on antisocial behaviour. The influence of friends and poor peer relations play a crucial but different role in the development of antisocial behaviour among boys and girls.

Culture has its own role to play in the gender typed behaviours. As Putallaz et al. (1995) suggest socialisation and cultural processes may act to discourage overt conflict behaviour by girls while encouraging the use of affiliative conflict strategies designed to minimise disruption. Similarly, overt conflict involving aggression may be not only acceptable for boys but positively valued as a means of establishing their social position if it is used as means for standing up for oneself.

Do these various findings hold true in the Indian context too, or do cultural differences bring out differences in early social interactions among children? This study tried to explore the issue.

METHODS
The city of Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, India was selected for the study as there were a number of schools with cosmopolitan environments wherein children from various backgrounds, cultures, and wide socioeconomic groups could be observed interacting with each other.

Sampling Procedure
Purposive sampling technique was used to gather data in order to video film social interactions of 3-8 year olds. The video recordings were taken in the following settings from five different schools, two apartment play grounds and two summer camps.

School settings: Outdoor play, Indoor play: block play, pretend play and snack time.

Around 85 video clippings were shot, but only 72 clippings were selected for the study in order to

• Systematically distribute the samples in various play settings according to objectives of the study.
• Select children interacting normally without being self conscious about being videotaped.

Coding Schemes Developed and Used
• Coding scheme for conversations – both sociable and unsociable conversations, content
• Coding scheme for body language – social, unsocial, physical proximity, facial expressions
• Coding scheme for gender related behaviours – sex appropriate, neutral and cross gender behaviours
• Coding scheme for acceptance, rejection, and resistance strategies and unsociable actions.
Coding Scheme for Conversations

Type of Conversations
a. Social conversations - Initiation, Following, Direction, directing peers, Pleasantries, Supporting Encouragement
b. Unsociable conversations - Quiet, Interruption, Arguments, Gossiping, Teasing, Domination

Content of Conversations
a. Social content - Social speech, Common interest topics, Fantasy, Words of gratitude, Daily events, Secrets, Requests, Compliments, Approvals
b. Unsociable content - About self, Abusive words, Words of rejection, Disapprovals

Coding Scheme for Body Language

Type of Activity
a. Social activity Active, into groups
b. Unsociable activity Lethargic, Outside group, Dispirited
c. Physical proximity - Holding hands, Hugging, Patting etc
d. Facial expressions - Social facial expressions Pleasant/happy, smiling Excited, Surprised, Laugh
e. Unsociable facial expressions - Sad, angry, threatening etc

Coding Scheme for Gender Related Behaviours - Sex appropriate behaviour Encouraging sex appropriate behaviour, Condemning sex in appropriate behaviour, Cross gender roles, Encouraging cross gender behaviour

Coding Scheme for Acceptance, Rejection and Resistance Strategies and Unsociable Actions
a. Acceptance and co-operation strategies - Showing interest/gaining entry into play, Imitating play – trying to behave similarly as that of peers, Striving for attention, Teasing in a friendly manner Recognition of leader – selecting a leader with common opinion, Competing with leader, Using friendship to bargain or negotiate, Team work – working or playing together in a group towards a common goal, Sharing, Explaining rules of play
b. Rejection strategies - Group rejection- preventing entry, Indirect rejection, Denying friendship, Claims of ownership
c. Resistance strategies - Physical resistance, yelling resistance, Disputes over toy or roles, Threatening, Disturbing others play

The coding also included 19 modifiers – modifiers were persons, objects or behaviours that formed the reason for exhibiting the particular behaviour with the peers during their interactions. E.g.: children expressed anger because of other’s rejection. Here, “anger” is behaviour whereas “others rejection” is the modifier of the behaviour “angry”.

Observation
The video tapes were loaded into the computer and observations made with The Observer XT 7.0, which gives data on frequency and duration of behaviour occurrences. The data was analyzed using two-way ANOVA to find out differences in gender differences in different settings.

RESULTS

Some of the Results Emerged as Follows
- Sex appropriate behaviours increased with age whereas, gender neutral behaviours decreased with age during pretend play.
- The social behaviours of girls were very high in frequency and duration as compared to that of boys during pretend play.
- Children of both genders used social conversations, social body language and acceptance strategies for almost same duration during block play.
- The major contents of conversation among boys were pleasantries and self talk whereas girls used pleasantries and discussions on daily events.
- Physical proximity towards peers was high among boys of 3 – 5 years which was over taken by girls during 5 – 8 years.
- Social skills refined with age; with boys using humorous body language and girls using touch as support.
- Boys used humour to gain attention, as an important acceptance strategy whereas sharing and playing together as a team formed an important acceptance strategy among girls.
- Overall unsociable behaviours, such as self centered speech were present more frequently and for longer
duration among boys as compared to girls. Girls used dominations and arguments.

- Boys used aggressive body language more frequently whereas girls used rejections more often.
- Girls were found to be more flexible in the use of gender related behaviours whereas boys were more sex stereotypic.
- Girls usually picked up adult roles and pretended daily events more whereas boys picked up fantasized roles such as super hero.
- Both boys and girls used acceptance strategies more frequently with same gender peers in all the play settings.
- Both boys and girls remained out of the group when rejected by opposite gender peers whereas they expressed anger and rejection towards same gender peers.
- Boys were more provocative towards opposite gender peers during all the play settings.
- In general children used indirect rejection strategies more frequently with same gender peers and physical resistance and unsociable actions frequently with opposite gender peers.

**CONCLUSION**

The present observational study serves as an important basic research in the area of peer interactions, which brings out the general trends in social and unsociable behaviours of children, during their interactions with peers in natural play settings. The study focuses on the social skills of young children who are trying to expand their horizon of social network.
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ABSTRACT
So far, depression research has mainly relied on adult data and self-reports. For better prevention and treatment, it could be of great importance to diagnose additional behavioral cues in earlier stages of life. We therefore analysed video recordings of adolescents (low versus high risk groups with regard to developing depression) performing a free speech task using linguistic, nonverbal and acoustic methods of measurement. High risk adolescents used fewer words and talked more about home and family than their low risk counterparts, suggesting possible relations with introvert and attachment-related behavior. Nonverbally, females showed more affiliation and flight behavior than males, possibly reflecting gender-specific coping strategies. Moreover, interactions show gender differences between risk groups; high risk females use less words and more flight behavior than low risk females, whereas males show the exact opposite pattern. These findings might contribute to better prediction and treatment of depression in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Mood disorders currently cover a substantial part of mental health problems of the population, with major depression disorder (MDD) being the most significant one. Worldwide, 8 to 12 percent of all people experience at least one episode of depression during their lifetime [8].

First depressive episodes typically develop during adolescence [11]. Early diagnosis of depression could be of great importance for prevention and improvement of clinical treatment. In this study, we therefore analyzed video recordings of adolescents (belonging to low or high-risk groups with regard to depression) on linguistic, nonverbal and acoustic behaviors in order to identify behavioral cues with potentially predictive value with regard to depression.

The current way of diagnosing depression is on the basis of the well-known DSM-IV criteria, which use a great majority of diagnostic tools (interviews and questionnaires). The diagnosis is mainly based on self-reports of the patient on how he or she feels, behaves, and thinks. The assumption hereby is that the respondent is both honest and able to adequately verbally report on these issues. An additional assumption is that these aspects of behavior are the only or most important for clinical decision making.

However, there are also additional behavioral features, which distinct between depressed individuals and healthy people, which, however, do not have the official status of symptoms. Research showed that, for example, depressed individuals use more self-references and negatively valenced words [12]. On a nonverbal level, they showed a global restriction of expression, reflected by decreased motor activity, body movements and reaction times [13,16]. On an acoustic level, voice analyses have shown that depressive patients display less pitch variability, speak faster and use more pause time when speaking [1,10].

METHODS
Sample
The sample was taken from the TRacking Adolescents’ Individual Lives Survey (TRAILS), a large prospective cohort study in which Dutch adolescents are measured biennially until at least the age of 25.

The data used for the current analyses were collected during the third assessment wave, conducted between September 2006 and December 2007. At this wave, approximately 750 adolescents (age 15-17 years) were measured while
performing extended laboratory tasks. Based on demographic data (temperament scores, parental psychopathology and living in a single-parent family situation), each individual adolescent was assigned to one of eight risk-groups varying from score 0 (low-risk for developing depression) to 7 (high-risk for developing depression).

Our analyses were done using video recordings in which the adolescents had to perform the so-called Groningen Social Stress Test (GSST); a standardized protocol based on the Trier Social Stress Task [9]. Its goal is to induce moderate performance related social stress by the inclusion of a public speaking task and mental arithmetics.

Test Procedure
We analysed video recordings of 20 “low-risk” and 20 “high-risk” adolescents (50% female) while they performed the GSST. Data collection took place in sound-proof rooms with blinded windows at the participants’ town of residence. The social stress test was always the last part of a three hour test session covering various other psychological and medical tests.

Participants were instructed to prepare a six-minute non-stop speech about themselves and their lives and to deliver it in front of a video camera. Preceding their performance, they were told they would be judged on several aspects, such as content of speech as well as the use of their voice and posture. In order to induce a threat of social rejection, it was also suggested that they would be rank-ordered by a panel of peers afterwards. The test leader watched the whole performance carefully and took care not to show any sign of empathy or encouragement.

Analyses
All analyses were conducted blind; the experimenter and analyst never knew what group the adolescent belonged to.

Linguistic Analysis
All words uttered during the given six-minute speech time were transcribed using ELAN software, to analyse the data for possible underlying linguistic dimensions. These annotations were then subjected to the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) program, which analyses texts on a probabilistic word-by-word basis to a default dictionary of words and word stems [12]. This dictionary comprises over 70 language categories, ranging from linguistic dimensions (such as words per sentences, articles), relativity (e.g. in time and space), psychological processes (emotional and cognitive) and personal concerns. The LIWC analysis produces an output in which the analysed text is given in percentages of total words found along the aforementioned language categories. Since all participants spoke Dutch, we used the 2004 Dutch LIWC-version, which has a dictionary of 6568 words divided over 66 predefined word dimensions. These Dutch dimensions show a high correlation with their corresponding English equivalents [18]. In addition to the analysis of the aforementioned words and language categories, we also calculated the speaking rate by counting the amount of spoken words per minute.

Nonverbal Behavior Analysis
For the analysis of nonverbal behavior, we used the Ethological Coding System for Interviews (ECSI), developed by Alfonso Troisi [15]. This system was specifically designed to measure nonverbal behavior during clinical interviews using ethological principles.

The version of ECSI we used includes 37 different behavior patterns (varying from hand and body movements to facial expressions) divided over eight behavioral categories. ECSI categories have been shown to discriminate between control and psychiatric patients in clinical interviews, as well as between different psychiatric subgroups [15]. Specifically with regard to depression related research, it has been shown that the behavioral categories used in our study derive from the combination of behavior patterns reflecting a distinctive set of antecedent situations, or of consequent responses or events [3,15]. Based on these findings, we scored the video recordings on 25 behavioral patterns divided over four categories: Affiliation (associated with ECSI behaviors 2-6: e.g. head tilt, smile, raising eyebrows), Flight (behaviors 10-15: e.g. to look away/down, eyes shut, chin to chest), Displacement Behavior (24-32: e.g. hand-face touching, yawning) and Relaxation (33-37: e.g. settle, fold arms, laugh).

Before the actual analysis, it was made sure that the observer reached an inter-observer reliability (κ) of at least 0.70 for each behavior pattern. This evaluation was based on a sample of 40 different video recordings also rated by another observer.

For the current analysis, we cut out the first minute of the free speech task (from the onset of the first spoken word) and removed the sound. While watching the video, the observer recorded whether each behavioral pattern occurred during these 60 seconds or not. The occurrence of each pattern was scored as “1”, no occurrence as “0”. Following this, the scores for each individual were then summed up per behavioral category in order to obtain “amounts” of behavior.

Acoustic Analysis
From the video recordings used in the nonverbal behavior analysis, the first minute of audio was isolated and normalized at a maximum amplitude of -3 dB using Audacity software, resulting in 40 audio clips in total. It was made sure only the participant was speaking, without any interruption of the test leader.

The first measure we analysed was average fundamental frequency (F0). In order to obtain this, a CSL pitch contour analysis was run from each individual sound file using PRAAT software. Second, we also calculated speech onset time for each participant. This measure was defined by the
time between offset of the last spoken word by the test
leader and the onset of the very first spoken word by the
participant.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using a 2 (low
versus high risk for developing depression) x 2 (male
versus female) ANOVA.

RESULTS

Linguistic Analysis
Contrary to our expectations, no effects with regard to first
person singular words were found between the risk groups
(\(p > 0.05\)). We did find a group effect for word rate
(\(F(1,37)= 4.514, p = .040\)); low-risk adolescents talk more
than high-risk ones. Moreover, we did find group effects for
family (\(F(1,36) = 7.052, p = .012\)) and home related words
(\(F(1,36) = 5.223, p = .028\)); adolescents belonging to the
high-risk group used these words significantly more than
those belonging to the low-risk group.

Figure 1 shows an interaction between group and gender
(\(F(1,36) = 5.802, p = .021\)) with regard to the number of
words used during the whole measuring period. In the low-
risk group, female adolescents speak more than males,
whereas the high-risk group shows the opposite pattern.

Nonverbal Analysis
No group effects were found on any of the four behavioral
categories (all \(p > .05\)). However, we did find significant
gender effects for affiliation (\(F(1,36)= 4.714, p = .037\)) and
flight behaviour (\(F(1,36)= 13.226, p = .001\)); overall, female
adolescents show more affiliation and flight behaviour than
males. Moreover, an interaction between group and gender
was found for flight behaviour (\(F(1,36)= 6.339, p = .016\),
(Figure 2). Men show less flight oriented behavior in the
high-risk compared to the low-risk condition, whereas
women display exactly the opposite behavior.

Acoustic Analysis
In addition to the expected difference in fundamental
frequency between males and females (\(F(1,37)= 209.261,
p = .001\)), no effects were found for average fundamental
frequency and speech onset time for both condition and
gender (all \(p > .05\)).

DISCUSSION
Our analyses yielded promising results with regard to
linguistic and nonverbal features. Adolescents who have a
low risk of developing depression talk more during the first
minute than their high-risk counterparts. These results are
in line with earlier findings, showing that introverted
individuals have a higher probability of being depressed
[2,6].

Moreover, family and home related words were used more
in the high-risk condition, showing possible attachment-
related behavior. Previously, Irons and Gilbert [5] showed
that insecure attachment in adolescents is positively
correlated with submissive behaviour, depression and
anxiety symptoms. Since the high-risk adolescents in our
study comply with insecure attachment characteristics (for
instance, growing up in a single-parent family), our findings
are likely to correspond with these earlier data.

The interactions found on both linguistic and nonverbal
analyses show both decreased word use and increased flight
behaviour for females in the high-risk condition. Contrary
to this, high-risk male adolescents talk more in and display
significantly less flight behavior. In line with this, earlier
research showed that depressed or homesick boys tend to

![Figure 1. Mean word use (number of words spoken in 6
minutes) compared between a) males and females and b) low
versus high risk of developing depression (n=40).]

![Figure 2. Average amount of nonverbal behavior in the ECSI
category Flight compared with a) males and females and b)
low versus high risk of developing depression (n=40).]
display more aggressive and extravert behavior compared to girls [14], possibly indicating gender-specific coping strategies. The main gender effects on a nonverbal level for increased affiliation and flight behavior in women compared to men, might reflect this as well.

In conclusion, these multilevel measurements show interesting results which might be valuable to early detection or prediction of depression. Whether these findings convey predecessors or actual symptoms of depression remains open for further exploration.
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ABSTRACT
The present study examines the relationship between the verbal communication skills and paraverbal communication (both kinesic and proxemic) of indoor soccer coaches in competitive match situations, senior women’s competitive level. T-patterns detection analysis provides a sequential analysis of data, illustrating the communicative style and flow of each coach.
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INTRODUCTION
Coaches’ behaviour in competitive matches is an interesting subject for observational methodology in sports. The current approach has undergone significant developments in recent decades and is now well integrated within the scientific context. The flexibility and rigour of this methodology makes it fully consistent with the characteristics of the study and it has become a standard approach to observational research [1] especially in the field of motor behaviour [7] and sport [6,8]. Of particular relevance is its multi-dimensional nature, which enables it to be adapted to the successive events of paraverbal behaviour, as well as to each of its components.

In sum, observational methodology can be applied to many different facets of human communication [3, 4, 10, 11], and the wide range of possibilities it offers enables us to optimise the demarcation of units or the development of ad hoc instruments such as SOCOP_Coach [6], by adapting the SOCOP (System for Observing Paraverbal Communication) [5].

AIMS
The aim is to study how coaches convey the whole range of verbal and paraverbal communication during the course of a competitive match. The main purpose of the paper is to illustrate the structure of the SOCOP_Coach observational instrument, which can be applied to any type of coach in competitive situations.

METHODS
The study was consistent with the basic tenets of observational methodology in that the coaches’ behaviour was analysed without influencing it (spontaneity of the behaviour), it was studied in a competitive situation (naturalistic context), and the design was idiographic, point and multidimensional (I/ P / M ) [2]: idiographic because it was centred on the analysis of different subjects, point because three matches were considered without any one being pre-established, and multidimensional because the ad hoc system codes consisted of seven criteria and 23 codes.

The data were derived from the study of two coaches and three competitions, giving a total of 240 minutes of empirical material.

Instrument
The instrument used is SOCOP_Coach. By starting from an already validated observational system (SOCOP) (System for Observing Paraverbal Communication) [5] (Table 1) the present study was able to focus on the empirical component, enabling us to validate the communicative specificity of indoor soccer coaches in competitive situations. Coding was carried out using ThemeCoder [12], while data were analysed using Theme v. 5 [9].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>CODES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typology:</strong> The information</td>
<td><strong>Instruction</strong> (I): The information is supplied with the aim of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concerns the sort of action to</td>
<td>encouraging future actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be performed by the athlete.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong> (F): The reciprocal</td>
<td><strong>Paraverbal Communication of</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>action is referred as a valuable</td>
<td><strong>Morphology:</strong> The information is conveyed via kinesic gestures that are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>judgement in accordance with the</td>
<td>morphologically defined for the athlete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance of the athlete.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal Communication of</strong></td>
<td><strong>Positive evaluation</strong> (EP): The coach makes a favourable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function:** The information</td>
<td>judgement of the athlete’s performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>given by the coach plays a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediating role with respect to</td>
<td><strong>Negative evaluation</strong> (NE): The coach makes an unfavourable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the athlete’s performance.</td>
<td>judgement of the athlete’s performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong> (D): The coach</td>
<td><strong>Interrogative</strong> (IRG): The coach questions the athlete as to his/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>describes the way in which the</td>
<td>her performance with the aim of raising his/her awareness of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athlete performs or performed</td>
<td>mistakes made or the correct way to perform the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>their actions.</td>
<td><strong>Imperative</strong> (IMP): The coach tells the athlete firmly what to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prescription</strong> (P): The coach</td>
<td>or what should have been done in order to draw his/her attention to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicates with and directs an</td>
<td>this aspect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>athlete as to how he/she must</td>
<td><strong>Exclamatory</strong> (EXC): The coach expresses a strong emotion in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carry out future actions.</td>
<td>response to the athlete’s performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraverbal Communication of</strong></td>
<td><strong>Regulator</strong> (RE): The information is given via kinesic gestures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology:** The information</td>
<td>that control and link together the moments of interaction between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>given by the coach is of a given</td>
<td>people. It requires an immediate response from the athlete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form designed for the athlete.</td>
<td><strong>Illustrator</strong> (IL): The information is supplied via kinesic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication of Posture:</strong></td>
<td>gestures with the aim of reinforcing the verbal language that is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information is supplied from</td>
<td>used by the coach, and does not require an immediate response from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a given postural position.</td>
<td>the athlete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication of Adaptation:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Self-adaptor</strong> (SE): When the teacher maintains contact with other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information is supplied via</td>
<td>parts of his/her body but without any communicative purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kinesic gestures but without</td>
<td><strong>Hetero-adaptor</strong> (HE): When the teacher maintains bodily contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the aim of control or</td>
<td>with other people but without any communicative purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration.</td>
<td><strong>Multi-adaptor</strong> (MUL): When several of these adaptor gestures are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paraverbal Communication of</strong></td>
<td>combined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function:** The information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>given by the coach involves a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kinesic gesture with a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicative intention.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 1. SOCOP-Coach Observation Instrument. |
DATA ANALYSIS
The observation of a natural context requires the use of the above-mentioned observational instrument. In-depth analysis is then possible with the detection and analysis of temporal patterns (T-patterns) in the transcribed actions.

How to read the pattern tree graph: The tree graph shows the events occurring within the pattern, listed in the order in which they occur within the pattern. The first event in the pattern appears at the top and the last at the bottom. The pattern diagram (the lines connecting the dots) shows the connection between events.

Both pattern tree graphs / dendograms show three levels of concurrence of paraverbal communicative behaviours, Figure 1 shows an example of a T-patterns from the paraverbal communicative behaviour of a coach during alongside three competitive matches.

![Pattern Tree Graph](image)

Figure 1. Example of coach communicative T-pattern obtained from three matches.

RESULTS
(1) Communicative situations involving regulation are those in which the coach requires an immediate response from players (for example, orders, questions, etc.). In this kind of situation, regulatory gestures (RE) are morphologically coded predominantly by means of non specific football Emblems (EMB). Deictic forms (DEI) of gestures have a special meaning since, anthropologically speaking, they are perhaps the first communicative gesture whose function was to indicate or point at something. Therefore, above and beyond the individual style of each coach in using one deictic gesture or another, the important aspect is which one is used and how. The T-patterns conducted here show that such gestures are usually associated with regulatory behaviours, although they may also appear when the coach illustrates as part of an explanation.

(2) Communicative situations involving illustration are those in which the coach does not require an immediate response from players. As such, most explanations made by a coach regarding situations, or the feedback provided about a situation already performed, are examples of illustrative behaviour. In this kind of situation, illustrative gestures (IL) are coded through Beats (BEA), which are gestures without any specific iconic definition. Also Pictographs (PIC) and Kinetographs (KIN) are of interest in relation to the effectiveness and discursive clarity of coaches involving illustration. Coaches use them in a way that is more adequately tailored to their own communicative style.

(3) Many adapters were observed (for example, object adaptor, multi-adaptor, hetero-adaptor and, especially, self-adaptor), although these gestures have no communicative purpose expert coaches use such gestures in a way that avoids any interference with the quality of their communication, since the gestures are made when they are not communicating directly with players.

CONCLUSION
Observation of the different matches revealed some logical sequences in the coaches’ behaviour over time, since they adopt the same behaviour when facing certain situations already encountered in a previous game. We now aim to recruit a larger sample and analyse the data using the Theme software [9], which yields behavioural patterns in a recurring (log) and sequential (lag) way. These are known as T-patterns and will provide valuable information about the communication profile of coaches.

With respect to the criteria of the observation instrument SOCOP-Coach the relevant T-patterns obtained and described in the results section invite a more detailed discussion in the communicative styles of specific and expert coaches.
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ABSTRACT  

This project characterizes the development of early social interactions in a longitudinal sample of mothers and their infants. To do this we track the interaction in as a temporal configuration of multimodal, multiparty components, coding a total of 14 dimensions at each frame. Our final goal is to develop methods which we can use to systematically document regularities in the way attention gets organized longitudinally in a large sample of mother-infant dyads. Coding systematically at this scale allows us to ground a developmental account of early social interaction. For this project, we developed 1) ways to reduce the labor intensity of coding frame-by-frame multidimensional data over the entire sample and 2) ways of quantifying complex configural regularities across our sample.

Author Keywords  
Infant multimodal development process, attention, triadic, dyadic social interaction, “event-based analyses”.

INTRODUCTION  

This project characterizes the development of early social interactions in a longitudinal sample of mothers and their infants. In particular it focuses on infants’ rapidly developing abilities to coordinate attention to objects and people. The period 9-12 months is thought to bring a new ability to coordinate with and share the objects of another persons’ attention—like imitating the actions of a parent or playing a ball tossing game. This has been termed “triadic” or “you-me-it” attention.

Previous research has documented the development of early mother infant interactions by longitudinally tracking the high level construct of “focus of attention”. From these accounts we have a series of binary performance scores: early on, the infant can attend to mom, but not toys, then at six months onwards, to toys, but not mom, and finally, at 12 months, they can fluidly attend to both mom and toys [1]. Inherently discontinuous, these results have puzzled researchers eager for a coherent developmental account of the processes that bridge to the triadic “shift” at 12 months [2, 3, p.34]. Previous accounts attribute these novel abilities to a sudden “cognitive shift”: the emergence of the ability to “read” others’ intentions [4]. We argue that the apparently sudden appearance of these high level activities at 12 months may be an artifact of such discontinuous, unidimensional assessments.

Instead, in our work we track such interactions as temporal configurations of multimodal, multiparty components, and consider triadic attention a special configuration of these dimensions, wherein the infant is able to coordinate its attentional resources (e.g. gaze, hands, mouth) in conjunction with the adult’s towards a set of toys. In our analysis, we focus on achievements of social interaction that successfully occur at all ages. For example, in dyads of all ages, infants can direct their gaze, hands, and mouth to nearby toys. However, the scaffolding necessary for this achievement is very different across developmental time. For example, young infants may need maternal manual elaboration of a toy to maintain gaze to it, where older
infants may be able to do so in a wider variety of contexts of maternal activity.

In contrast to previous methods, our methods allow for a direct comparison of the moment-to-moment processes by which younger and older dyads coordinate their attentional resources to toys and one another. Specifically, rather than focusing on changing performance, we document the changing participation dynamics: the organization and timing of the micro level components as the dyad gets organized to attend to one another and toys at each age [for examples of shifting emphasis from measuring outcome to tracking participation dynamics, see 5, 6]. This will require tracking the interaction using a much higher number of dimensions than has previously been coded.

Our final goal is to develop methods which we can use to systematically document regularities in the way attention gets organized longitudinally in a large sample of mother-infant dyads. Our video corpus is a sample of 40 mother-infant dyads in each of 4 longitudinal sessions in which the infants were four, six, nine and twelve months of age. Cameras recorded three angles during a 7-min “free play” interaction with a set of toys. Coding systematically at this scale allows us to ground a developmental account of early social interaction. For this project we developed 1) ways to reduce the labor intensity of coding frame-by-frame social interaction. For this project we developed 1) ways to reduce the labor intensity of coding frame-by-frame multidimensional data over the entire sample, and 2) ways of quantifying complex configural regularities across our sample. We describe our approach below.

OVERVIEW
We used the qualitative analyses to 1) identify regularities in the way the dyad gets organized to attend to toys and one another at each age and 2) to identify a regularly occurring event that will allow us to easily and quickly identify important segments of the interaction. These segments are important in that they would be able to capture the regularities observed. Initial systematic analyses are a test of the regularities observed as well as of the validity of the events for capturing those regularities. When scaling up to coding and analysis of the 40 dyad subsample, an event based analysis allows us to selectively employ our high dimensional coding scheme: specifically, in only those segments of the interaction that have been pre-identified as most relevant for our questions.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSES
We have completed an extensive qualitative analysis of a subsample of 5 interacting dyads each in 4 longitudinal sessions in which the infants were four, six, nine and twelve months of age. The results of the qualitative analysis are a description of typical dyadic profiles at each session surrounding two key segments of interaction 1) How does the infant get organized to attend to the toys at each age? And 2) How does the infant respond to the actions of the mom? These were our successful achievements upon which we could ground our developmental account of triadic attention: they occurred at each age, but the way in which they occurred were very different across ages. Broadly, the order of which modalities are engaged, the infant’s capacity to divide its attention and recover from interruptions, whether the same interventions by the mom were supportive or disruptive, etc. appeared to vary systematically with ages. The regularities that we identified reveal an increasing autonomy and complexity of the infants’ abilities leading up to the 12 month “shift” to triadic attention. Based on these observations, we identified the moment that a mother introduced a novel toy (MINT) and the following unfolding dyadic organization as an event that would capture the developmental changes we wished to capture.

Systematic Coding
We systematically coded three minutes of each session for the purposes of a quantitative testing of our predictions from the qualitative analysis and testing of the MINT event. Coding was done using human coders using commercially available software. In systematic analyses, we coded 14 dimensions, including: Maternal Gaze, Right hand, Left hand, Infant Gaze, Right hand, Left hand, Affect and Mouth, the location of the three toys, as well as the vocalizations of mom and infant. Each dimension was coded frame by frame at 10 frames per second (FPS), although not all dimensions were coded with mutually exclusive and exhaustive codes. Each dimension had a number of distinctions. For example, for hands we have differentiated between reach, grasp, contact, passive tactile contact, hover, actions on the toys (specified for type of action, e.g. bang, hit, squeeze), as well as certain types of toy motion.

During the creation of each coding scheme, we used commercially available timeline making software in order to represent multiple coders’ annotations of the same video segments in a colorful and visible way. This allowed us to very easily visually assess where mismatches occurred and thus easily pinpoint where the coding schemes needed further specification or alternatively where individual coders needed to be more careful about the coding criteria.

PATTERN IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES
We also used the timeline software to visualize the components of the interaction in order to further identify and specify regularities in the multimodal multiparty configurations.

Precise specification of the regularities is important for creating quantifiable features that can be used to test observational results. We have created a set of features that correspond to the various regularities observed in the qualitative analyses. These configurations capture complex multidimensional configurations that occur in real time. Based on our qualitative analyses, it is precisely these sorts of features that we believe will differentiate older and younger dyads. For example, we observed a slow, rigid
sequence of modalities in typical four month olds, where gaze to toy preceded and co-occurred with manual contact, followed by mouthing of toy. Additionally, infant gaze remained locked to toy for majority of contact. We can quantify this complex configuration of multidimensional components by calculating features such as the following 1) the percent likelihood that infant gaze contact with toy occurs before infant left or right hand, and 2) the ratio of the duration of infant gaze contact with toy relative to infant manual contact with toy.

Features are based on observations from individual sessions, but all features will be calculated at each session, such that there is a single numerical value associated with each feature for each MINT event. These features can be averaged across infants of the same ages in order to then make comparisons across the ages. These features thus provide a test of our proposed trajectory of changes between the four, six, nine and twelve month dyads. Systematic verification of these qualitatively observed regularities will thus ground theoretical claims of increasing complexity.

This feature-based analysis is event-based in that the features are calculated within the boundaries given by the event. Specifically, the unfolding interaction following each MINT provides the dyad a chance to organize the infants’ attention to the novel toy being introduced by the mom. It is the particulars of the interaction following the MINT that we wish to quantify in order to test our qualitative observations. However it is an empirical question how much of the interaction following the MINT will be needed to best capture the predicted regularities. This is critical for scaling our analyses up to the 40-dyad sample, as the labor intensive nature of coding will only allow us to code those segments of the interaction which are necessary for calculating features. Our systematically coded subsample will thus function as 1) a preliminary test of our qualitative observations and 2) a testing ground for precisely defining the start and end boundaries of the MINT events for high dimensional coding and feature calculation for the 40-dyad sample.
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ABSTRACT
The integration of verbal and nonverbal behavior is a complex interaction. Previous studies have mainly focused on understanding the development of single behaviors, and in doing so the interaction is often not apparent. By using a multi-modal coding system, the interaction among verbal and non-verbal behaviors will give us better insight into how they develop and change over time.
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INTRODUCTION
How children plan, organize their thoughts, and resolve problems has long been of interest to psychologists and educators. However, little is known about how children recruit and integrate verbal and non-verbal behavior. By using the video coding interface ELAN [1,2], we have developed a multimodal coding system that allows us to map temporal and developmental changes in patterns of verbal and non-verbal behavior, as well as how children integrate verbal and non-verbal behavior (e.g., speech and facial expression).

Our coding system will permit us to identify behavioral indices of cognitive processing in children in dyadic problem-solving contexts. Which behaviors characterize the thinking processes in children? How do such patterns of behavior change over time?

METHODS
As part of a larger study preschool (N = 12; ages 3-4yrs), school-age children (N = 12; ages 7-8yrs) and college-age adults (ages 19-35yrs, N = 12) took part in two problem-solving contexts:

1) Biographical interview—a naturalistic conversation between the participant and experimenter which provides a naturalistic sample of the participant’s language abilities and use of language to address questions. From the biographical interview three question-answer sequences with varying levels of required cognitive effort were of particular interest (see Table 1).

2) Mystery box—a problem solving task in which participants are asked to identify five objects (wooden cube, triangle, cylinder, toy dinosaur, rubber duck) using only haptic input.

Both types of interactions are recorded from three angles using HD video cameras (see Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Cognitive effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is your name?</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How old are you?</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For children: What do you like to do at school?</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For adults: What is your best subject and why?</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Input requiring varying levels of cognitive effort.
CODING AND ANALYSIS
In each problem-solving context, the interaction between experimenter and participant is schematized into four phases:

Interaction Schema
- **Input**: participant receives question or a mystery object
- **Latency**: period in which the participant is thinking
- **Answer**: participant gives a response
- **Turn surrender**: participants behavior after completing a response

The duration of each phase is measured and annotated in ELAN. In each interaction phase the participant’s **Eye gaze**, **Facial Expression**, and **Speech** is measured as follows:

**Eye gaze**

Eye contact categories (+K = makes eye contact with experimenter; -K = no eye contact with experimenter) are adapted from Reilly and colleagues [5]. Confirmation of eye contact with experimenter was determined from two camera angles. Frequency of eye contact and gaze aversion is calculated per phase.

**Facial expression**

Facial expressions are coded during the **Latency** and **Answer** phases using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [3], a taxonomy based on adult facial muscle movements. The upper and lower parts of the face were coded separately to account for muscle movements in the lower face influencing muscles in the upper face and vice versa.

**Language**

Linguistic data is transcribed using the CHILDES system [4]. Speech is coded for hedges (i.e., linguistic markers of uncertainty). Both linguistic and non-linguistic data are annotated in the ELAN grid (see Figure 2).

RESULTS
Results suggest that there are significant developmental differences in patterns of behavior in problem-solving contexts. Such that, patterns of eye gaze in older children are similar to those of the adults; however, it seems that younger children are not using gaze patterns in the same manner (see Figure 3). Furthermore, the degree of cognitive effort that is required to solve a problem also influences patterns of eye gaze in children. During high cognitive demand, adults and older children showed similar gaze patterns by averting their gaze from the experimenter; however, younger children continued to make eye contact with the experimenter suggesting that they are using the adult in the situation as a social reference. The integration of language and speech suggests that when discussing a response that has positive affective content, both younger and older children will display a positive facial expression. However, when recounting events of negative affective content, older children are more likely to show positive facial expression suggesting that they are masking negative affect (see Figure 4 & 5). Moreover, in a problem-solving context, older children and adults are able to use language (i.e., linguistic markers that reflect varying levels of certainty) to reflect the cognitive ability of understanding dual perspectives; whereas younger children’s answers were short and concise (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Younger child</th>
<th>Older child</th>
<th>Adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>A circle.</td>
<td>This one is still a building block except it's like I forgot what the name is... cylinder. Cylinder?</td>
<td>It's like a round stick it's shaped like a chapstick but it's a block.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Example of an older child and adult using linguistic hedges to indicate uncertainty.
Figure 3. Proportion of eye contact made by each age group during the mystery box task.

Figure 4. The younger group is more likely to show positive affect that is consistent with linguistic content than negative. Also, they are more likely than the younger group to mask negative linguistic content by displaying positive affect.

DISCUSSION
By characterizing patterns of behaviors and seeing how these patterns temporally integrate in problem-solving contexts we are able to better understand the child as a problem-solving agent. The developmental picture that emerges is a complex interaction of multiple modalities. This would not have been so evident if we had only focused on a single behavior or modality. Using a multi-modal coding system allows us to see patterns of behavior and the complex interactions that arise from their integration.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a method for evaluating the usability of web-based applications. Our method is based on remote and automatic capture and semi-automatic analysis of users behavior, in order to find usability problems in the applications’ interfaces. The goal of our method is to allow an analysis of the way users actually interact with the evaluated interface. Through the analysis of users behavior is possible to find patterns of interaction. Analyzing the patterns found and comparing it to the expected behavior for the tasks performed by users, we can detect usability problems. In this paper we also briefly describe a first experiment with our method and some initial results that point to the potential of the method in performing remote and automatic usability evaluations.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last years the web has become a common environment for computer applications. This has aroused a growing interest about the usability of these applications among researchers and developers. In order to develop a good web-based application interface it is important to consider its usability since the beginning of the development process and throughout the lifetime of the application. Regardless of the development methodology applied, it is important to evaluate the application’s usability during and also after the end of the development [6]. There are many methods to evaluate graphical user interfaces of computer applications. The most popular method is the user test, in which an evaluator observes the user behavior during his interaction with the interface, in order to detect usability problems [11]. Observing users behavior is an efficient method to find usability problems in the interface, however it is an expensive method due to the costs of finding users to test, moving them to the test laboratory, preparing the infra-structure, carrying out the test, collecting and analyzing the results [10,4,9]. Due to these costs it is common just to analyze the behavior of a few users in user tests. Furthermore, analyzing the behavior of a few users hinders a quantitative analysis giving to the evaluation just a qualitative feature. Some problems could just be highlighted in a quantitative analysis and also the impact of them could just be evaluated analyzing a large number of users [9,12]. Another important factor when the usability of an interface is evaluated is its context of usage, which is difficult to simulate in a user test made in a laboratory. To deal with the difficulties mentioned above we propose a method for usability evaluation based on remote and automatic capture and semi-automatic analysis of users behavior in order to find usability problems in web-based application’s interfaces.

RELATED WORK
According to [2], in a remote and automatic usability evaluation users and evaluators are separated in space and time, i.e., users perform their interaction with the application in their usual work environment without moving to a test laboratory. Evaluators do not watch users during their interaction with the application. They just analyze their behavior afterwards. To perform this kind of analysis, the interaction of all users, performed in the application’s
interface, is captured in a log file. Software tools analyze these captured data afterwards. There are some tools already developed to perform this kind of usability evaluation as: WebVip [16], WET [8], TEA [12] and UsaProxy [3], which just perform the capture of users data but do not analyze it. WebVip and TEA logs are similar to web server logs, with no detailed information about actions performed by users such as, mouse clicks and mouse movements. WET performs more detailed capture than WebVip. However, WebVip and WET need manual insertion of code in each web page to make the capture. TEA needs to be installed in the client’s machine. UsaProxy, differently from the previous approaches, makes detailed capture of users actions and has the advantage of working as a proxy between server and client. It does not need any manual insertion of code in web pages or installations in client or server. Besides the capture tools mentioned, there are tools which perform the capture and some analysis of the data captured as: WebRemUsine [13], AWUSA [17], WAUTER [5], WELFIT [15] and WebQuilt [9]. WebRemUsine and WELFIT capture detailed information about users actions, however they need to insert some code in each web page on the server in order to make the capture. WebRemUsine analysis compares the expected sequence of actions for a task to the sequence of actions performed by a user. As a result, the tool shows the differences between both sequences. WELFIT performs an analysis of all users actions on a single page but does not care about the path followed between pages. AWUSA works with server logs and due to this it has no precision in capturing users actions. Its analysis is the same as WebRemUsine, comparing two sequences of actions and showing the differences. WAUTER captures users interaction in the client side. Its capturing is more precise, getting all actions performed by users in the web application, but it needs to install software on the client’s computer. WAUTER makes its analysis just like AWUSA and WebRemUsine, comparing expected and performed sequence of actions for a task. WebQuilt works the same way as WAUTER capturing actions in the client side, its capture is however not so accurate, just getting information about pages requested to the web server. Nevertheless, its analysis is smarter than other tools referred before. It gets all actions performed by all users and groups them to find the most common navigation path for the pages of the application.

**PROPOSED METHOD**

Our proposed method for performing usability evaluation based on remote and automatic capture and semi-automatic analysis is called WebHint. It is composed of 3 steps as described below and shown in Figure 1.

**Step 1 - Task Definition**

The first step in the WebHint method is the definition of the tasks to be analyzed in the evaluation. A task is a sequence of actions performed by users in the application’s interface with a specific goal. Ex: The sequence of actions performed to read an e-mail message, in a webmail application, constitutes a task. In Step 1, an evaluator defines the tasks performing the expected sequence of actions for each task in the interface of the evaluated application, as was planned by the application designer. The sequence of actions performed is captured by software and saved in a log file.

**Step 2 – Users Interaction Capture**

In the step 2 the users interaction with the application interface is monitored. All actions performed by all users in the web application’s interface are captured: mouse movements, keystrokes, links accessed, pages loaded, etc.

**Step 3 – Data Analysis**

This is the most important step in the evaluation. Here all users actions captured in the step 2 are analyzed, as shown in Figure 2 and described below.

The first activity in the analysis step is the extraction of the tasks performed by users from the log files. For this purpose some algorithms were implemented. They are explained below: 1) Split log – the algorithm splits the log with all interaction of all users in several log files containing the interaction of one single user per file. 2) Determine sequence intervals – the algorithm finds in each log file the intervals in which there is a sequence of actions that represents the execution of a certain task. This is made looking for representative actions in the task as the “begin” and “end” points. The algorithm also deals with intervals without a “begin” or “end”, i.e., possible incomplete tasks. The intervals found are extracted from the log. 3) Extract executed tasks – For each interval found, the algorithm applies a LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) [14] function to measure how similar the extracted interval is related to the expected sequence for the referred task. If the interval has a certain similarity rate, the sequence is extracted from the log.

![Figure 1. The WebHint proposed Method.](image-url)
The second activity in the analysis is the clustering of the extracted sequences and the searching for the most common patterns for the task, i.e. the most common way users performed the referred task.

In the third activity, the expected sequence for the referred task is compared with the most common patterns of execution for the task. Looking for the differences between the “expected” execution and the “actual” patterns is possible to identify if the task is really performed as planned by designers or not. Moreover, it is possible to find problems in the execution of the task and usability problems in the interface of the application.

In the fourth activity heuristics are used to detect problems. The heuristics are sequences of actions that represent known usability problems. If in one pattern found has a match of actions with any heuristic, a possible problem can be detected.

In the end of the analysis, the evaluator obtains the results composed by: the most common patterns of execution for each task; differences between the “expected” execution and the “actual” patterns found; and hints of usability problems detected.

Considerations About the Proposed Method
Our proposed method has some advantages over the tools presented in the related work section of this paper. In Step 1 of WebHint, we tried to simplify the task definition avoiding the use of notations. Opposite to WebRemUsine and WAUTER using notations, our method just requires a simple execution of the task in the application’s interface to define it.

In Step 2, we monitor users behavior capturing all actions performed in the interface of the web application evaluated. We intend to find the most common patterns of actions executed by users performing the tasks as in WebQuilt’s approach. However, our analysis is deeper than in WebQuilt and AWUSA due to our captured data being more accurate, including mouse movements, clicks and all actions performed in a webpage, not only the sequence of pages requested. Using a proxy approach as UsaProxy we do not have the workload of manually editing each webpage in order to insert code to capture users interaction as in WebVip, WET, WebRemUsine and WELFIT. It is also not necessary to install software on a client’s computer as in WAUTER or WebQuilt.

In Step 3 of WebHint, we analyze all actions from all users interacting with the application. It allows us to make a quantitative analysis of the usability of the application. Differently than WebRemUsine and WAUTER, just performing the comparison between two single sequences of actions, our analysis uses the most common patterns found to compare to the expected sequence. It gives us a comprehensive analysis of the users behavior. Finally, in our method we intend to use heuristics in order to automate the usability problems detection.

METHOD APPLICATION
In order to validate our method, a first experiment was carried out. In the experiment, 52 users had their interaction monitored for a period of 2 months in TelEduc1 (beta version 4.1.1). TelEduc is an environment for on-line courses where users have tools to interact with, as mailbox, file repository, wall, etc. A simulated course was prepared in TelEduc for the experiment and the users were invited to perform some tasks as participants of the course. The experiment had the goal to be a pilot test for the method.

In the experiment we used the UsaProxy tool for capturing the users interaction in Step 2 and for capturing the task definition in Step 1. In Step 3 we used some implemented algorithms for extracting the tasks from the log, as mentioned previously in the Proposed Method section. The process-mining tool ProM [1] [7] was also used for clustering and detecting the execution patterns of the tasks.

RESULTS
In this pilot experiment WebHint showed good potential in finding usability problems, as described in the example below. The task analyzed in the example consists in: “reply an email message received”, using the tool Mail of TelEduc. One of the interaction patterns found in the users behavior for this task is illustrated in Figure 3.

1 http://www.teleduc.org.br
The loop in the diagram shows that users perform the following steps: “press the button Send”, “select the receiver” and finally “press the button Send” again to finish the task. This behavior differs from the expected sequence of actions for the task. The expected sequence consists of “pressing the button Send” once to finish the task. There is no selecting of the receiver. Analyzing this pattern found it possible to figure out that the interface of the application does not set the receiver of the message as default, when the button “Reply” is pressed. So, it is always necessary to set the receiver of the message, even if the user is just performing a reply message action. This is a usability problem because the application breaks an interface standard for e-mail tools, which consists in setting the previous sender as the receiver for the reply message.

In the analysis of the data from the experiment we did not use heuristics to automatic detection of usability problems. The heuristics for problems detection are still in development. The usability problems, as the one illustrated in the example above, were detected analyzing the results obtained from the sequences clustering, the patterns of usage found, and the patterns comparison performed using the ProM tool.

The pilot experiment developed with WebHint, even executed with a small number of users, achieved its goal, being useful to validate the method. The results of the experiment point to the potential of our method in performing remote and semi-automatic usability evaluations based on users behavior analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Given the popularity of usability testing, why do people still feel uncomfortable interacting with websites? Could it be because usability testing does not address the user experience but rather tends to deal with efficiency and navigation but seldom with experience? The current implementation of usability research heavily relies on quantitative analysis when the nature of the issue is qualitative. Few studies have adequate scope to include both quantitative and qualitative analysis, while virtually no current Usability Evaluation Method (UEM) incorporates a qualitative component.

Activity theory describes several elements involved in human activity. By incorporating Activity Theory with quantitative and qualitative measures of user experience, the designer will be better able to assess the affective impact of a website design.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the theory and foundational methodology used to complete the study.
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INTRODUCTION
Emotions are fundamental in enriching any system interaction [1] and usability testing has become commonplace in the design of new websites to evaluate the success of failure of the system. Psychologists, designers and computer engineers all agree that a system must be usable; however, the evaluation methods currently in place neglect the measurement of the human aspect and behavior during the evaluation.

This research aims at creating a novel methodology to evaluate the human and qualitative aspects of a usability test, and fuse that with the typical quantitative aspects.

Jackob Nielsen’s research uncovers several areas of web design that are easily translated into qualitative variables including screen real estate, white space, branding etc. [2] While Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of ‘Flow,’ [3] provides a foundation which to classify each variable of interaction and determine which of three categories it falls: 1) Assisting, 2) Neutral, or 3) Challenge. [2]

Activity theory first introduced into the realm of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) by Kaptelinin & Nardi, [4] provide an interesting conceptual framework with which to work in.

ACTIVITY THEORY
Activity Theory is based in part on the work of Vygotsky, Leont’e, and has been expanded upon by Yro Engström. In essence, activity theory states that human beings interact with their environment via situations mediated by tools. Through mediation these situations create experiences. “This notion is usually portrayed by what has come to be known as the mediation model of human interactions with the environment.” (Mwanza, 2001, p. 344).

Leont’e developed Vygotsky’s initial theory further by providing links between social and cultural mediations, resulting in a hierarchical model of human activity.
Engström drew upon Vygotsky and Leont’ev’s models of human interaction activity by expanding them to encompass rules, community, and the division of labor. This resulting model has come to be known as the Activity Triangle Model (Figure 1) [5]. Bonnie Nardi and Victor Kaptelinin have applied activity theory to the field of human and computer interaction.

This theory provides an excellent framework through which to explore the interaction between the user, tools, and outcomes with regard to website experience design.

**Components of Activity Theory**

Activity theory divides an activity of interest into seven components:

1. The Activity.
2. The Tool.
3. The Subject.
4. The Object.
5. The Rules.
6. The Community.
7. The Division of labor.

Subject describes the user who is enacting the activity, and the object is the motivation or intended outcome of the enactment. The tool, is situated between the subject (user) and the object (outcome). It is the device, in this case, an ecommerce website, through which the activity is implemented.

The tool facilitates the efforts of the user to achieve the desired outcome. The rules component mediates the activity, as does any culture, pattern, gender, society, or any other factor that imposes any rules on this interaction.

Community refers to the environment in which the activity is completed, and finally, the rules of labor divide existing roles of in the activity (if necessary). It has the effect of assigning duties to those responsible for completion of each task as well as the division of a larger activity into tasks (if necessary).

**THEORY OF FLOW**

According to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, experience can be described as a journey over the course of a given amount of time [3]. Moreover, “To live means to experience—through doing, feeling, and thinking. Experience takes place in time, so time is the ultimate scarce resource we have” [3]. For this reason, time becomes an essential factor in the interactive system, as well as the concept of optimized emotions, which Csikszentmihalyi calls ‘Flow.’

Flow has been described as the point when the optimal levels of challenges (obstacles) and skills (personal) are met. “Flow tends to occur when a person's skills are fully involved in overcoming a challenge that is just about manageable. Optimal experiences usually involve a fine balance between one’s ability to act, and the available opportunities to action” [3]. As skill level rises, challenges must also rise otherwise the user will become bored or apathetic. The optimum level of Flow occurs when the skills are high enough to balance the challenges presented.

When evaluating the usability of a website or system, the relationship between user ability and system challenge must be evaluated to establish the level of Flow for different user groups. One can determine quickly if the design hinders or helps the user during interaction.

**METHODOLOGY: MACRO & MICRO ELEMENTS**

Activity and human behavior theory provide solid analytical frameworks through which we will explore, identify, develop, and finally deploy an instrument to assess and predict the emotional response and impact of a given webpage. The investigation of ‘emotional impact,’ as it relates to web page design must begin with an analysis of user experience.

This analysis will define the affective elements of the interactive experience. The investigation, therefore, begins with a content analysis of current websites, as well as the analysis of widely accepted web design guidelines. It continues with the selection of final evaluation components, moves to solidifying the target audience of interest, and finally ends with the creation of an evaluation matrix.

Content analysis allows us to define and identify both successful and unsuccessful patterns and elements in user interaction within web page design. The analysis will focus on the design and implementation of ecommerce homepages. Through this process, it will be discerned which design elements produce desirable interactions.

These design elements will then be reported in the form of an evaluation matrix. The content analysis investigation tool chosen for this purpose is based on research and case studies that set forth precedence in the areas of homepage design and usability guidelines. This precedence has set standard design patterns for various types of site designs, in particularly homepage design.

The homepage components of interest for content analysis were categorized and highlighted according to the following list adapted from Jackob Nielsen’s book, *Homepage Usability: 50 Websites Deconstructed*:

1. Branding.
3. Advertising.
4. Content.
5. Other.
6. White Space.
After identification of the common content space, a selection of elements was compiled that would later be used to analyze the composition of the homepages. These elements were again chosen from a group defined by Nielsen and Schneiderman based on their ability to provide an assessment of the homepage composition and are color, contrast, hierarchy, legibility, scanability, and elemental purpose [6] [7].

The resulting six elements (macro elements) were analyzed over a broad range of e-commerce sites selected at random from the top 100 e-commerce websites published by Google (see Figure 2). Quantitative statistics measuring each macro mean were generated and provided the statistic with which to apply to the case studies.

**METHODOLOGY: A.E.E.R. RUBRIC**

Activity Theory was used in tandem with content analysis to identify the degree to which Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of ‘Flow’ was present within the composition of each homepage. As described earlier, Flow occurs when the participants’ level of obstacles is in correct proportion with their corresponding level of skill for the particular interaction. Obstacles are defined during a website experience as objects or elements that impede the successful interaction to complete a user defined goal. We therefore utilize the theory of ‘Flow’ to explore the intersection of difficulty and skill level.

In order to achieve a successful rich user experience, we must maximize the motivation level (users desire to interact), while decreasing the amount of obstacles (elements which impede interaction) in hopes of maintaining a positive user experience with any system. Activity Theory provides a framework with which we can base analysis of motivation on and in turn, the necessity of motivation of the user as modulated or created by the tool (the website), using the skill the user currently possess. The designer must be aware of design precedence whereby not contributing to obstacles during an experience.

By combining these two theories relative user satisfaction can be measured. By quantifying the motivational elements and obstacles present in the homepage a designer can iteratively calculate the relative level of affective impact of the experience. Having captured both quantitative and qualitative data, an instrument was created. This instrument is divided into four quadrants, one measures the quantitative (see Figure 3), one the qualitative data, and the remaining two quadrants contain visual interpretations of these respective values. This resulting instrument is the: Affective Experience Evaluation Rubric (A.E.E.R.) (see Figure 4).
CASE STUDY
An initial case study was conducted in order to test the application of AEER to a live website. Bestbuy.com (United States electronic retailer with brick and mortar, as well as e-commerce stores), and Amazon.com were selected from a random list published by Google of the top ten e-commerce websites.

The resulting completed rubrics revealed each site posed obstacles in relationship to user skill level and required additional design attention to assist and generate a positive experience when interacting with the respective sites.

CONCLUSION
This paper assembles three key concepts and theories and combines them in a unique way to create a rubric which can be used to evaluate the affective impact of an e-commerce website. While one case study has been completed and compiled successfully, a large-scale usability test has commenced to provide internal validity to the resulting evaluation rubric.

Statistical data evaluation methodologies have been intentionally excluded from this extended abstract to allow for expanded discussion between theories and their impact on the resulting methodology.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past years, User eXperience (UX) research in the academic community has created various approaches to UX evaluation frameworks. However, industry adopted these approaches rather vaguely into product development. Due to this existing gap between research academics and companies, this paper concerns the question of how UX evaluation can be integrated into the software engineering process of interactive online products. Therefore, influencing factors that need to be measured, including human and system aspects, emotions, a spatiotemporal dimension and motivation, were analyzed. In order to evaluate these factors transparently and to link UX factors to actual product functionalities, existing evaluation methods to collect qualitative and quantitative user data were selected and joint to an evaluation method set. First experiences of using the UX framework and this method set by means of a new web-community concept will be outlined and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in scientific and application-oriented research user experience (UX) and the question of its evaluation is shifting to a more essential role in product development. Especially, since the use of interactive online applications has become an integral part of everyday life, users expect simple usable and tangible user interfaces. In order to develop products that meet these requirements and differ from the competitor's solution, an exclusive measurement of useful and usable products is no longer sufficient. Consequently, it becomes more important to evaluate the entire user experience of an interactive product during product development. However, there are still barriers to systematically evaluate and communicate UX that make it difficult to develop and design for a good user experience [1, 8, 16]. Main problems include the “lack of understanding of users, insufficient usage model definitions, too many constraints on the technology, and inconsistency and/or inability to integrate the technology with other parts of the ecosystem” [3].

Hence, the question of how user experience can be defined and what factors influence it needs further standardization for interactive products. Especially for companies that develop interactive products, clearly defined, approved and consistent UX evaluation methods will get more and more indispensable in order to obtain comparable results and to easily include UX evaluation into product development [17]. Though, according to Mattila et al., practical UX evaluation methods require to be valid and reliable, fast, light-weight and cost efficient, applicable for concept ideas, prototypes, and products (more requirements in [17, p.21]).

Therefore, the following paper discusses (1) a framework of UX with its influencing factors and (2) a scalable combined evaluation method set in order to measure these influencing factors by collecting qualitative and quantitative user data and to draw conclusions on approaches to optimize UX. By means of a new web-community concept, theoretical elaborations were approved in a laboratory study.

This study attempts to create an UX evaluation framework with a holistic view on UX that can easily be integrated into the software engineering process in order to close a little bit more the gap between research academics and companies.

THE UX FRAMEWORK
The following framework includes a definition of UX and influencing factors that aim at creating a uniform understanding and a basis for UX measurement in a company. Considering that impacts of influencing factors differ from product to product, the framework describes factors that need to be operationalized according to the product. The operationalization based on an example of a web-community will be explained consecutively.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For any other use, please contact the Measuring Behavior secretariat: info@measuringbehavior.org.
Definition of UX
There are many definitions of UX, but not an agreed one [17]. Existing definitions within HCI name three main components of user experience [1, 8, 16, 23]: (1) emotion (consequence of a user’s internal state [3, referencing 13, 19 and 20]), (2) motivation (causal for activated product experience [5], [21]) and (3) reflection (spatiotemporal dimension [1]). By interacting with one another these components make up the user experience as a whole. Consequently, in this context, user experience is defined as: “the degree of positive or negative emotions that can be experienced by a specific user in a specific context during and after product use and that motivates for further usage”.

Influencing Factors of User Experience
To make user experience measurable, its direct and indirect influencing factors need to be known. In Human Computer Interaction human aspects as well as systems aspects seek consideration. For that reason influencing factors are divided into these two main aspects which together influence UX before, during and after product use. UX evaluation of these three moments describes the change of UX from expectations through momentary experiences until the reflective experience. An overview of UX components and including factors is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that basic human needs are key drivers of product use and quality perception [4, 5, 6]. Fulfillment and frustration of such needs cause user’s experience with an interactive product and are mainly influenced by product qualities. According to Mahlke these qualities can be classified in utility, usability, visual attractiveness and hedonic quality [16]. Though, there is no direct correlation of one need to one specific product quality in general which is why direct links between human needs and product qualities need to be identified by analytical and empirical studies. Measurement of UX can be explicitly targeted to evaluate certain aspects of these influencing factors depending on the product goals.

OPERATIONALIZATION OF UX FACTORS
In order to have a profound understanding of these influencing factors and to design for user experience during product development, these factors need to be operationalized according to the product type. For that reason the named product qualities and relevant basic human needs were operationalized according to web-communities. Operationalizations of product qualities are displayed in table 1 and base on [2], [6], [9], [10], [14] and [24]. Operationalizations of basic human needs were discussed and compiled in an expert group and are shown in table 2.

METHOD
The UX test is subdivided into 14 guideline-supported individual laboratory experiments of 110 minutes duration. The test aimed at collecting qualitative and quantitative user data. Test object was a new web-community concept of Deutsche Telekom AG available as an online mock-up.

Participants
Target group of the product were users that use the Internet daily and at least one social network with a personal user profile regularly. All of them know at least one of the portals on which the product aims to be implemented.
Items to capture product quality were taken from validated item catalogues in [7], [14], [15] and [16].

Retrospective questionnaires aimed at evaluating the reflective user experience. Momentary experiences, emotions and fulfillment of basic human needs and were observed during task completion and during free exploration.

Basic human needs were additionally measured using five-staged Likert scales with questions resulting from the operationalization. Questions in the pre-questionnaire aimed at evaluating expectations; questions in the follow-up questionnaire aimed at evaluating the actual need fulfillment. This way, a required profile and an actual profile were determined in order to identify strength and weakness of a product intuitively. Open questions at the end of the test aimed at evaluating the main emotions after interacting with the product and motivation to use this product in the future. Data from this test can be analysed qualitatively.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Goal of the study was to identify and measure influencing factors of user experience of interactive online products in order to obtain indicators for product optimization and therefore, to include practical UX evaluation methods into the software engineering process.

First experiences have shown that the presented UX framework is applicable during the software engineering processes and that important indications for product optimization can be won. Influencing factors describe a holistic view with human and system aspects on UX in order to obtain important results for product managers, designers and developers. Even though a broad sample size is important for a more profound analysis of quantitative data and only a small sample size (n=14) was used to collect user data in this study, the presented framework was not only more easily practically applicable than with a broader sample size, but similarity in results of both qualitative and quantitative data sets became apparent. This finding clarifies, that a small sample size can already be useful to obtain important indicators for product optimization while using the presented UX framework and method set. For instance, the finding that the need for “Stimulation” was only partly fulfilled was discovered during observation, in open questions as well as based on the results of the used Likert Scales. Based on both qualitative and quantitative data clear recommendations to optimize product features and the product on the whole were extracted. An example of a recommendation to fulfill needs for relatedness, stimulation and autonomy is shown in table 3. The example in table 3 describes a weakness in the product quality Hedonic Quality (HQ) and recommends changes regarding the specific product feature “forums”. Limitations of the applied method set address some of the requirements for practical UX evaluation methods, which were not completely met yet (see more in [17]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human needs</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>communicate fast and easy, find community of interests, integrate myself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence/popularity</td>
<td>raise popularity, present myself, adopt different roles, gain influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation</td>
<td>have fun, be creative, find balance, have a feeling of success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competencies</td>
<td>reduce complexity, avoid stress, gain competencies, optimize time management, reduce work, help myself, orient myself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>feel secure, feel not being watched, build trust, hand over responsibility, have data control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>manage information on my own, take over responsibility, help myself, have data control, preserve identity, present myself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Operationalization of basic human needs for a web-community.

Fourteen individuals (eight female and six male) from Ilmenau University of Technology participated in the test. All of them matched the target group requirements. They had a mean age of 21 years (Min = 19, Max = 32). Six participants were medium internet users (5-15 hours of internet usage per week) and eight were heavy internet users (more than 15 hours of internet usage per week).

**Procedure**

Participants were invited via e-mail and each of them got an individual appointment. The test contained (1) a pre-questionnaire including demographic data, user behaviour, expectations and the importance of operationalized basic human needs regarding web-communities, (2) typical usability scenarios describing critical incidents and a short free exploration as well as (3) a retrospective questionnaire containing questions regarding need fulfillment. While interacting with the product, participants were asked to “think aloud” in order to gain a better understanding of user’s mental processes (see [12]) and emotions.

**Measurement of UX Factors**

During the test qualitative data as well as quantitative data was collected. Qualitative data regarding need fulfillment, momentary experiences and emotions was collected via observation and open questions in interviews. Quantitative data regarding need fulfillment and product qualities were collected via Likert scales and Semantic Differentials. Product qualities were measured by seven-stage ranking semantic differentials and observed during task completion.

The presented UX evaluation method set is applicable on concept ideas, prototypes and products. It can therewith be integrated into different stages of product development and only needs to be adapted to the specific stage. Though, requirements regarding validity and reliability need to be proven in further tests. Because of applying the maximum of this scalable combined evaluation method the test is only partly fast, lightweight and cost-efficient and a high level of expertise is required.

In conclusion, the presented framework is an applicable approach for measuring UX of interactive online products, but further optimization in the scalability of the method set is needed in order to match the requirement of fast, lightweight and cost-efficient practical UX evaluation methods. Matching these requirements makes UX evaluation manageable in a big company. Further work includes the optimization of the presented method set in collaboration with a company and other scientists as well as proving validity of quantitative data with a broader sample size or the exclusive collection of qualitative data. Especially the impact of UX evaluation on the product lifecycle and the customer relationship lifecycle needs to be researched in further studies.
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ABSTRACT
Travel by air, especially long distance, the enclosed environment of the aircraft cabin causes discomfort and even stress to flight passengers. In this paper, we present a new heart rate controlled music recommendation system. Heart rate is used as a stress indicator. If the user is stressed and his/her heart rate is higher/lower than normal, the system recommends a user preferred calm/uplift music playlist to transfer the heart rate back to normal; An user experiment is done to validate our system. The experiment results not only show that our system keeps the user’s heart rate at normal but also show that the passenger’s stress level can be reduced by our system.
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INTRODUCTION
Travel by air, especially long distance, is not a natural activity for humans. Many people experience some degree of discomfort and even stress when flying. Excessive stresses may cause the passenger to become aggressive, over-reactive and even endanger the passenger’s health [1].

In this paper, we present a heart rate controlled in-flight music recommendation system. Except based on the user’s music preference, music recommendation is also controlled by the user’s heart rate to keep his/her heart rate within the normal range. If the user does not like the recommendation, he/she can decline the recommendation and re select the music himself/herself, based on interactions between the user and the system, the system can learn and adapt to the user’s latest music preference. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the heart rate controlled music recommendation system is introduced. Then, the user experiment to validate the system design is given. Finally, Conclusions are drawn.

SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Heart Rate
Heart rate is a measure of the number of heart beats per minute. For an adult (age 18 and over), his/her normal heart rate at rest is 60-100 beats per minute. If the heartbeat rhythm is disrupted and is beating lower than 60, it is called a bradycardia. A slow heart beat may cause dizzy spells, blackouts, breathlessness or tiredness. If the heart beats higher than 100 beats per minutes, it is called a tachycardia. When the heart beats rapidly, the heart pumps less efficiently and provides less blood flow to the rest of the body, including the heart itself.

B. Music and Heart Rate
Peter Sleight found that listening to music with a slow or meditative tempo has a relaxing effect on people, slowing breathing and heart rate. Listening to faster music with a more upbeat tempo has the opposite effect - speeding up respiration and heart rate [2]. Steelman looked at a number of studies of music's effect on relaxation where tempo was varied and concluded that tempos of 60 to 80 beats per minute reduce the stress response and induce relaxation, while tempos between 100 and 120 beats per minute stimulate the sympathetic nervous system [3].

C. System Framework
Figure 1 presents system framework design. The system starts by observing the passenger's current heart rate that it wishes to control. This step of perception creates an internal representation of the passenger's heart rate situation. The information in this representation then must be processed in order to determine whether the passenger's heart rate is normal or not; based on this interpretation, refer to the user profile, the system then recommends on a personalized music playlist. The passenger himself/herself is an adaptive system. His perception creates an internal representation of
the music service. This perception affects the passenger's heart rate. During this process, the passenger's heart rate may also influenced by a set of variables which in the control system called disturbances. The change in the passenger's heart rate is again perceived by the system, and this again triggers the adaptation process we have described, thus closing the control loop. In figure 1, if the system recommends music that the passenger does not like, he can reject the recommendation and reselect the music. During this process, the system logs the interactions between the passenger and the system. By mining on the log information, the system can learn and adapt to the passenger's latest music preferences.

Figure 1. System framework.

D. System Architecture
Figure 2 shows the main components that make up the new heart rate controlled music recommendation system. The whole architecture is divided into five abstraction levels from functionality point of view. The lowest level is the resource level. The second layer is the resource manager layer which includes music service manager, heart rate manager and user profile manager. The third layer is the database layer which constitutes by a database. It acts not only as a data repository, but also enables the layers and the components in the layers loosely coupled. The fourth layer is the adaptive control unit layer which includes user feedback log, adaptive inference and user preference learning components. It is used to mediate between the user profile, heart rate and available music to provide personalized music playlist keep the user’s heart rate within normal range. The fifth layer is the interface layer. The passenger interacts with the system interface to get personalized music services.

USER EXPERIMENT

A. Setup
The user experiment was conducted in the SEAT flight simulator. The SEAT simulator consists of a small scale aircraft cabin residing on a moving platform, a project section to simulate the aircraft cabin outside sky, and a control room section. The interior of the aircraft cabin is divided into an economy class section, a business class section, a galley and a lavatory. The projection section include a beamer hangs above the aircraft cabin and a projection wall next to the aircraft cabin. The control room is equipped with the state of art of computers to support in-seat computers in the aircraft cabin and long haul flight simulation.

B. Test Subjects
Twelve subjects were invited to participate in user experiments. Six were allocated to the controlled group and others were allocated to the treatment group. The age of the control group ranges from 21 to 33. The age of the treatment group ranges from 23 to 32. Each group is composed by three females and three males.

C. Procedure
A real world KLM KL0895 flight from Amsterdam Schipol international airport (6:20PM) to Shanghai Pudong international airport (10:45 AM <Shanghai time>, 4:55AM <Amsterdam time>) is simulated in our flight simulator on 31st (Friday), July 2009 (the controlled group user experiment) and 7th (Friday), August 2009 (the treatment group user experiment).

A professional flight attendant is invited to serve the flight cabin. Figure 3 is the procedure of the flight simulation. Figure 4 is a snapshot of our user experiment. Figure 5 shows the Emfit heart rate sensor we have used [4]. It can be embedded in the seat to measure the user’s heart rate non intrusively.

Figure 2. System architecture.

Figure 3. Procedure.
D. Results

Five patterns have been summarized. These include two uplift patterns, two calm patterns and one keep pattern. Figure 6 is one of the uplift patterns. In Figure 6, after the user listens to the recommended music playlist for four minutes, his/her heart rate is uplifted back to the normal range. Figure 7 is a calm pattern. For the details, see [5].

Figure 8 is the stress level represented by heart rate variability. The computing is based on five minutes of heart rate. The method used is welch’s periodogram where the window is 62s with 50% overlap. The difference between the control group and treatment group is significant (ANOVA, $P = 0.031$).

Figure 9 is the self report stress scales [6] by the passenger each hour. The difference between the control group and treatment group is significant (ANOVA, Sig. =0.001).

Giving the test subjects a high level of long haul flight presence is the precondition of the trustable of the user experiment data. Presence is defined as the subjective experience of being in one place or environment, even when one is physically situated in another [7]. In this
paper’s context, presence means the “passenger’s” subjective experience of being in the long haul flight; even when the “passenger’s” is physically sitting in set up. The presence questionnaire in [7] is customized to measure the user presence. It is filled in by the test subjects right after the user experiment.

Table 1 presents the result based on the twelve test subjects’ answers. All the five questions scored above 3.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BeingThere</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.73855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RealFlight</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.7500</td>
<td>1.21543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaboratoryOrSomewhere</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.5833</td>
<td>0.79296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaboratoryFlight</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.9167</td>
<td>0.79296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SitLabOrFlight</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.5000</td>
<td>1.08711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Subjects’ presence results.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new heart rate controlled music recommendation system. It can regulate the user’s heart rate within the normal range with user preferred music playlist recommendation. If the user’s heart rate is higher than the normal heart rate, the system recommends his/her preferred calm music to the user to transfer his/her heart rate back to normal; If the user’s heart rate is lower than the normal heart rate, the system recommends his/her preferred upbeat music to uplift his/her heart rate back to normal. We implemented the system. The user experiment has validated our design concept.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a method for estimating task difficulty in human-robot interaction using a combination of motor actions and psychophysiology. A number of variables are calculated from kinematics, dynamics, heart rate, skin conductance, respiration and skin temperature. Discriminant analysis of the variables is used to determine whether the user finds the task too easy or too hard. The discriminant function is recursively updated with Kalman filtering in order to better adapt to the current user. The method was tested offline in a task with 20 subjects. In cross-validation, nonadaptive discriminant analysis yielded a classification accuracy of 80.2 % while adaptive discriminant analysis yielded a classification accuracy of 84.3 %.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, robots have been developed that interact with humans in many different environments. For instance, humanoid robots provide entertainment and companionship while haptic robots assist patients in motor rehabilitation. However, studies have shown that it is difficult to fully evaluate and interpret the interaction between a robot and a human [1]. While most robots are equipped with sensitive force and position sensors that can measure the user's motor actions, such sensors cannot reveal information about the user's subjective feelings: stress, engagement etc. Such information could be estimated through the use of so-called psychophysiological measurements. Defined as measurements of physiological responses to psychological stimuli, these have been extensively used for user state estimation in various situations. For instance, users’ emotional responses to computer games are reflected in their heart rate, skin conductance and skin temperature [5].

Once motor actions and psychophysiology are measured, they can be used in a biocooperative feedback loop: while the user interacts with the robot in order to perform a task, the task difficulty is adjusted in order to avoid frustration (task is too hard) or boredom (task is too easy). The principle of such a feedback loop is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic principle of task difficulty adaptation.

Such a feedback loop was successfully created using only psychophysiological measurements in a flight simulator [2]. However, in that system, task difficulty was estimated somewhat arbitrarily: if physiological signals exceeded a manually set threshold, the task was considered too hard. For practical use, a more advanced method of task difficulty estimation is required. One possible method is discriminant analysis, a statistical method for classification of multidimensional data into two or more classes. Two classes (‘too easy’ and ‘too hard’) should be sufficient for basic task difficulty estimation.

Since psychophysiological responses exhibit large inter-individual differences, an optimal task difficulty estimation
method would be able to adapt to a user as the task progresses and the system obtains data about that particular user. A variant of discriminant analysis, Kalman adaptive discriminant analysis [6], can be used here. With this method, the classifier is created offline from training data and recursively updated online after every new data point. The system can thus adapt to a particular user. The principle of such an approach is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Task difficulty adaptation with task difficulty estimator updating.](image2)

We examined the suitability of using adaptive discriminant analysis of motor actions and psychophysiology for task difficulty estimation. Our first hypothesis was that adaptive methods would be more accurate than nonadaptive ones. Our second hypothesis was that classification based on both motor actions and psychophysiology would be more accurate than classification based on a single type of data.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Task**

For our task, we used a scenario previously used for reaching and grasping exercise in rehabilitation robotics [3]. A photo of a subject performing the task is shown in Figure 3. In the centre of the screen, there is a table sloped toward the subject. At the beginning of the task, a ball appears at the top of the slope and starts rolling downward. The subject’s goal is to catch the ball using a haptic robot (the HapticMaster, manufactured by Moog FCS) before it reaches the lower end of the table. Once the ball is grasped, the subject must then hold the ball and place it in a basket above the table. Once the ball is dropped into the basket or falls off the table, another ball appears at the top of the table and the task continues. The haptic robot’s grasping device allows the subject to feel each virtual item. Seven different difficulty levels were implemented, with each higher difficulty level featuring smaller and faster balls so that they were harder to catch.

**Experiment Procedure**

Twenty students and staff members (16 males, 4 females) from the [removed for review] participated in the study. Mean age was 27.3 years, standard deviation 4.6 years.

Upon arrival, the task was explained and demonstrated to the subject. The physiological measurement equipment was attached. The subject rested for two minutes, then performed the task for six two-minute periods (12 minutes total). Within each period, the task difficulty was constant. At the end of a period, the subject was asked whether he or she would prefer the difficulty of the task to increase or decrease. The difficulty of the task then changed randomly by one or two levels in the selected direction. This randomness was introduced in order to expose subjects to a wider range of difficulty levels.

**Input Variables for Classification**

The variables used for classification were divided into two groups: motor variables and psychophysiological variables. A feature vector was defined as the vector of all variables from a single time period from a single subject. Motor variables describe how well subjects did and how they moved during a particular time period. Measured using the robot's force and position sensors, they include variables such as the percentage of balls caught by the subject, the subject's mean velocity in different directions, and the mean forces exerted by the subject.

Physiological signals were sampled at 600 Hz using a g.USBamp amplifier (g.tec Medical Engineering GmbH). The electrocardiogram was recorded using disposable surface electrodes placed on the torso. Skin conductance was measured using a g.GSR sensor (g.tec). The electrodes were placed on the second and third fingers of the nondominant hand. Respiratory rate was obtained using a thermistor-based SleepSense Flow sensor placed beneath the nose. Peripheral skin temperature was measured using a g.TEMP sensor (g.tec) attached to the fifth finger of the nondominant hand.
Thirteen variables were extracted from the physiological signals. From the electrocardiogram, mean heart rate as well as seven time- and frequency-domain measures of heart rate variability were extracted. Detailed information about these variables is available in an extensive paper [4]. From the skin conductance signal, three variables were extracted: mean skin conductance, skin conductance response frequency and mean skin conductance response amplitude. Skin conductance responses are defined as transient increases in skin conductance whose amplitude exceeds 0.05 \( \mu \text{S} \). From the respiration signal, two variables were extracted: mean respiratory rate and standard deviation of respiratory rate. From the skin temperature signal, mean temperature was extracted.

**Linear Discriminant Analysis**

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a well-known method for feature extraction and classification, used to find a linear discriminant function that best separates data points into two or more classes. The discriminant function is built using a set of feature vectors (training data), each of which has a known class label assigned to it. This discriminant function is then used to determine the best class label for new feature vectors.

As previously noted, the goal of the discriminant analysis was to classify a measurement as either too easy or too hard. Thus, there were two possible classes. Two methods of discriminant analysis were used. The first was the classic, nonadaptive LDA, which is well-described in statistical literature. The second method was Kalman adaptive linear discriminant analysis (KALDA), an adaptive version of the LDA in which the weights of the discriminant function are recursively estimated online using a Kalman filter as new data becomes available. The Kalman gain varies the update coefficient and changes the adaptation speed depending on the properties of the data. Detailed equations can be found in [6].

**Classifier Fusion**

While it is possible to use discriminant analysis to build a single, multivariate classifier using all the input variables at once, another option is to build a separate univariate classifier for each input variable. While the accuracy of any individual univariate classifier would be low, fusing the large number of classifiers may result in high accuracy. For classifier fusion, the result of each classifier was weighed according to its estimated accuracy, which was estimated from previously obtained training data. For instance, a classifier that was able to correctly classify 100% of the training data would be weighted with a factor of 1, a classifier that was able to correctly classify 75% of the training data would be weighted with a factor of 0.75, and a classifier that was able to correctly classify 50% or less of the training data would be weighted with a factor of 0.5. Classifier fusion is then done using the following formula:

\[
C = \sum k_i \cdot c_i
\]

where \( c_i \) is the class assigned to the feature vector by classifier \( i \), \( k_i \) is the weighting factor of classifier \( i \), and \( C \) is the final assigned class. If \( c_i \) can either be -1 (class 1) or +1 (class 2), the feature vector is assigned to class 1 if \( C \) is equal to or less than zero and assigned to class 2 if \( C \) is greater than zero.

Both multivariate classifiers with no classifier fusion and weighted vote fusion of univariate classifiers were tested.

**Cross-Validation**

To test the accuracy of our classifiers, we used leave-one-out cross-validation. For a classifier, the entire data set was split into the test data (all data from one subject) and the training data (all data from all other subjects). The classifier was built using the training data, then validated using the test data. This procedure was repeated as many times as there were subjects, with each subject’s data used as the test data exactly once. The accuracy rate of a classifier was calculated as the number of correctly classified feature vectors divided by the number of all feature vectors. A feature vector was considered to be correctly classified if the classifier’s estimate (too easy or too hard) was the same as the choice that the subject had made.

Since the data was available offline, adaptive classifiers were tested as follows. The first feature vector from each subject (i.e. from the first time period of a session) was classified using the initial classifier obtained from the training data. Then, the classifier was recursively updated using this feature vector and the choice that the subject had actually made. The updated classifier was tested on the second feature vector from each subject, once again updated and so on. The weakness of such an approach is that, in online task difficulty estimation, the choice that the subject had made would not be available. This problem is further explored in the Discussion section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>motor.</th>
<th>psychophys.</th>
<th>both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>multivar. LDA</td>
<td>79.3 %</td>
<td>60.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted univar. LDA</td>
<td>79.3 %</td>
<td>61.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multivar. KALDA</td>
<td>79.3 %</td>
<td>66.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted univar. KALDA</td>
<td><strong>81.0 %</strong></td>
<td><strong>76.0 %</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Classification accuracy rates for different classification methods.**

**RESULTS**

Table 1 shows the accuracy rates for different classifier types and different input data (motor actions, psychophysiology or both). In the multivariate classifiers, a single classifier is made using all available inputs. In the weighted univariate classifiers, one classifier is made for each input variable and the classifiers are then fused as described in the ‘Classifier fusion’ section.
DISCUSSION

Comparison of Different Classifiers
In all cases, KALDA yields higher classification accuracy than LDA. This confirms the hypothesis that adaptive methods improve classification accuracy. In weighted fusion of univariate classifiers, using both motor actions and psychophysiology yields higher classification accuracy than using only one data source. This is in agreement with our second hypothesis that multiple data sources improve classification accuracy. Interestingly, in the case of multivariate classifiers, nonadaptive classification using both data sources produces a worse result than using only motor actions. This may be because the data dimensionality is large, so it is difficult to find a single robust discriminant function. Weighted vote fusion of univariate classifiers should be more robust since each individual discriminant function covers only one dimension.

While nonadaptive task difficulty estimation using motor actions already gives a classification accuracy of almost 80%, nonadaptive classification using psychophysiology yields an accuracy of less than 62%. However, adaptive methods increased the accuracy of psychophysiology-based classification to 76%. In our case, the task was only performed for a total of 12 minutes, and increasing the length of the task may allow even greater improvement in classification accuracy when using psychophysiological measurements. Nonetheless, results suggest that, at least in haptic interaction, motor actions should be used as a primary data source with psychophysiology providing supplementary information.

Naturally, perfect classification accuracy should not be expected. Several subjects occasionally expressed the desire to stay at the same difficulty level, but this option was not available. Additionally, it is not certain whether subjective choices are always perfectly reflected in measurable responses and thus whether completely accurate classification is even theoretically possible.

Use in Online Task Difficulty Adaptation
Since our classifiers can be used to determine whether a task is too easy or too hard, they can be directly used for online task difficulty adaptation. If the task is too hard, the system should decrease the difficulty. If the task is too easy, the system should increase the difficulty. Methods of increasing or decreasing difficulty must be defined in advance and can range from simple to very complex.

In our implementation, the user’s direct input (task is too easy / too hard) was used to update the KALDA classifiers. However, in a real-world application, this information would not be available and the update process would need to use its own estimate of the current class rather than the actual class. This would need to be done carefully since such an approach can also amplify classification errors. If an incorrect class estimate is used to update the classifier, the classifier will become worse. One way to address this would be to generate a measure of how ‘reliable’ the estimate is. The system would then only update the classifier if the estimate was sufficiently reliable. A simple variant of this has already been tested and resulted in a classification accuracy of 72.1% with only psychophysiological inputs (compared to 76.0% when the user’s actual input is available). Another possibility would be for the system to explicitly ask the user for input if certain potentially erroneous trends are detected (e.g. if the classifier repeatedly estimates that the task is too easy even though the user has reached a very high difficulty level).

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a classification method that can be used to estimate task difficulty in human-robot interaction based on motor actions and psychophysiology. The classifier can be recursively updated as new data becomes available, allowing it to gradually adapt to a particular user.
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ABSTRACT
Multimodal natural behavior of humans presents a complex yet highly coordinated set of interacting processes. Providing robots with such interactive skills is a challenging and worthy goal and numerous such efforts are currently underway; evaluating the progress in this direction, however, continues to be a challenge. General methods for measuring the performance of artificially intelligent systems would be of great benefit to the research community. In this paper we describe an approach to evaluating human-robot multimodal natural behavior. The approach is based on a detailed scoring and spatio-temporal analysis of the structure and patterning of live behavior, at multiple temporal scales, down to the decisecond level. The approach is tested in a case study involving an early virtual robot prototype, Gandalf, which is capable of real-time verbal and non-verbal interaction with people. Our analysis includes a comparison to a comparable human-human dyadic interaction scenario. Our main objective is to develop a methodology for comparing the quality and effectiveness of human-robot interaction between a wide variety of such systems. Early results indicate that our approach holds significant promise as a future methodology for evaluating complex systems that have a natural counterpart.

Author Keywords
T-patterns, human-robot interaction, multimodal dialogue, real-time, turn taking.

INTRODUCTION
In the fields of robotics and artificial intelligence work dealing with human-agent interaction, such as pet robot development for entertainment, humanoid robot applications [11], interactive teaching systems [4], and so on, has been gradually increasing. Domains where human behavior understanding is crucial (e.g., human-computer interaction, affective computing and social signal processing) require advanced pattern recognition techniques to automatically interpret the complex behavioral patterns of human-machine interaction. This is a challenging problem where many questions are still open, including the joint modeling of behavioral cues taking place at different time scales, the inherent uncertainty of machine-detectable evidence for human behavior, the mutual influence of people involved in interactions on each other, the presence of long-term dependencies and the important role of dynamics in human behavior understanding.

Earlier studies using the pattern detection approach described below have investigated the spontaneous play between the human and the AIBO robot and compared the temporal structure of the interaction with dog and AIBO in both children and adults [6]. The results indicated that both children and adults terminated T-patterns more frequently when playing with AIBO than when playing with the dog puppy, which suggest that the robot has a limited ability to engage in temporally structured behavioral interactions with humans. The authors argue that, as with other human studies, the results indicate that the temporal complexity of the interaction is good measure of the partner’s attitude and conclude that more attention should be given to the robots’ ability to engage in cooperative interaction with humans.

The RoboCup research community aims to developing artificial agents that will be able to mimic human behavioral patterns during soccer games and to meet this they have argued that there is a need for measuring and comparing the emerging behavior across populations (human vs. artificial) and to develop and standardize a particular pattern detection system that could be used by all research groups and that would further serve as a measure of efficiency of research improvements. For this purpose the t-pattern detection approach, described below, has been suggested with the argument that is has already been successfully applied to the analyses of human-animal and human-robot interactions, and real-life human soccer matches [2].

1 This work was funded in part by the European Union FP7 program through the project HUMANOB – Humanoids that Learn Socio-Communicative Skills Through Observation, grant number 231453.
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objective of the present work is to develop a general methodology for evaluating multimodal human-robot interaction. The approach is based on the analysis of the complex structure/patterns of verbal and non-verbal behavior in multimodal human-humanoid interaction. The interaction is compared to comparable human-human interaction. The study is a part of an ongoing and broader research concerning the development of a prototype for evaluating multimodal human-robot interaction where the goal is to develop new cognitive architectural principles to allow intelligent agents to learn socio-communicative skills by observing and imitating people.

MULTIMODAL HUMANOID SYSTEM

As an initial system to study we have chosen the Gandalf system - an early prototype of an artificial agent capable of broad multimodal real-time interaction with people [12,13]. This system was chosen both because of its breadth of behaviors and number of modes presented both in the input and the output, as well as the number and quality of video recordings available.

Gandalf is a communicative humanoid built in the Ymir framework at M.I.T. between 1992 and 1996 [12,13]. It represents a distributed, modular approach that can be used to create autonomous characters capable of full-duplex multimodal perception and action generation. Gandalf is capable of fluid turn-taking and unscripted, task-oriented dialogue; he perceives natural language, natural prosody and free-form gesture and body language, and conducts natural, multimodal dialogue with a human. Gandalf, an expert in the solar system, can perceive and interpret several thousand utterances related to the topic; two kinds of general manual gesture (deictic and iconic); contextual body, head and gaze direction; and speech prosody. He contextually generates several thousand utterances related to the topic, many types of facial expressions, two types of manual gesture (beat and deictic), as well as head and gaze direction. Computer-naive users’ rated Gandalf highly on believability, language ability and interaction smoothness [12]: In less than a minute people communicate naturally and take turns efficiently. In evaluation questionnaires collected from users Gandalf’s “interactivity” is rated somewhere between that of a dog and a real human. The original Ymir/Gandalf system ran on 8 networked workstations; more recent incarnations of Ymir have been used in increasingly complex dialogue systems [4] and run on humanoid robots, including Honda ASIMO [11].

CODING AND DATA ANALYSIS

Ten dyadic interactions between human user and Gandalf were transcribed and analyzed using the Theme software [7,8,9]. The results were compared to results obtained from several studies on human-human dyadic interactions involving interaction between doctor-patient; friends, strangers and students [5].

The interactions were transcribed using ThemeCoder. A category system for non-verbal behavior was adopted from McGrew [10], and verbal categories from Bromberg & Landré [1]. The transcribed records were then analyzed using Theme 5.0 [7,8,9]. The basic assumption of this methodological approach is that the temporal structure of a complex behavioral system is largely unknown, but may involve a set of particular type of repeated temporal patterns (T-patterns; [7,8,9]) composed of simpler directly distinguishable event-types, which are coded in terms of their beginning and end points (such as “boy begins deictic gesture” or “girl ends speaking”). The kind of behavior record (as set of time point series or occurrence times series) that results from such coding of behavior within a particular observation period (here called T-data) constitutes the input to the T-pattern definition and detection algorithms.

Within a given observation period, if two actions, A and B, occur repeatedly in that order or concurrently, and found more often than expected by chance, they are said to form a minimal T-pattern (AB), (assuming as h0 independent distributions for A and B, there is approximately the same time distance (called critical interval, CI) between them). Instances of A and B related by that approximate distance then constitute occurrence of the (AB) T-pattern and its occurrence times are added to the original data. More complex T-patterns are consequently gradually detected as patterns of simpler already detected patterns through a hierarchical bottom-up detection procedure (see a simple example in Fig. 2). Pairs (patterns) of pairs may thus be detected, for example, ((AB)(CD)), ((A(KN))(RP)), etc. Special algorithms deal with potential combinatorial explosions due to redundant and partial detection of the same patterns using an evolution algorithm (completeness competition), which compares all detected patterns and lets only the most complete patterns survive. As any basic time unit may be used, T-patterns are in principle scale-independent, while only a limited range of basic unit size is relevant in each concrete study. This methodology is explained in detail in Magnusson 1996 paper [7].

The results for the analysis depend on two factors, the source material itself, and how well it is coded, and the
settings of particular analysis parameters. The coding was done by experienced coders with years of experience in using the Theme software. We have chosen to code parameters that were a special target of the system design. As multimodal coordination is a key feature of the Gandalf system, we have included features from gaze, manual gesture, head movement, and speech. An analysis of the timing of events is of course part of the detailed comparison, as the T-patterns method analyzes spatio-temporal patterns. The following parameter settings were used for all analyses: Minimum number of occurrences set at 3 and significance level set at .0005 (other search values set at default: [7,8,9]).

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

A high number of temporal patterns were detected in the Gandalf data set involving turn-taking. The number, frequency and complexity of detected patterns indicate that behavior was highly synchronized in all situations. This synchrony was found to exist on different levels, with highly complex time structures that extended over considerable time spans where some of the patterns occurred in a cyclical fashion. The Gandalf data is most similar to human-human scenarios that involve interviews and interrogations. The reason is that Gandalf is designed to be a passive "guide to the solar system" - the dialogue proceeds exclusively via human-initiated dyadic interactions. Many of the patterns seen are the same as those found in the human-human data from interviews/interrogations. Patterns involving coordinated gaze and gesture were found to be similar to human-human dialogue but some were found exclusively in the Gandalf scenarios and others in both human-human and Gandalf-human dyads. For those patterns the content and order of the turn-taking events was the same but differences were found in the interval between even types. Preliminary results indicate that the interval between question and answer was at least 15% less in friendship dyads than in the Gandalf scenarios. The interval between the turn-taking events was found to be more similar between the Gandalf scenarios and interview and stranger dyads.

On average the Gandalf scenario patterns seem to be somewhat slower than human-human, which can likely be explained by a longer average duration between critical elements of the turn taking system, especially the speech recognition. A closer comparison to human-human data suggests that the Gandalf data has the highest similarity to dyads involving interaction between (human) friends, higher than doctor-patient, dialogue between strangers. Turn-taking in the Gandalf data reaches a “mean level” of patterning quickly, as is the case in dyadic interaction between friends [5]. In all Gandalf dyads we find examples of a “patterning-growth” period, were the patterns in many cases developed into highly complex structures, comparable to human-human in complexity. In the Gandalf-human dyads the human initiates over 99% of patterns detected and seems to controls the growth and synchronization or “beat” of the interaction. In that sense the human-agent interaction has some similarities with doctor-patient interaction. The duration and patterning of manual gesture in relation to speech and turn-taking, seems to be highly involved in the patterning of the turn-taking system in all situations analyzed. In human-human dyads we find a richer repertoire of gestures – higher number of different gestures used, even though the functionality seems to be the same.

1 The inter-observer reliability of coding has been assessed in prior work and was not measured here; our prior results indicate that scores was 0.74 for all classes of behavior, but over .85 for “looking behavior” and “verbal behavior”.

2 Gandalf's speech recognition is the largest bottleneck, taking on average around 1.5 to 2 seconds to process the utterances. Other processes typically take only a fraction of that to produce output, such as e.g. Gandalf's ability to gaze in the direction of pointing, but sometimes a processes producing visible behaviors are serially dependent.
We analyzed the coordination of head, hand and gaze in relation to speech and turn-taking. When looking at simple and short turn-taking patterns results indicate that similar structures are detected across all dyads analyzed. More complex patterns are though detected in the human-human dyads than in the Gandalf scenario, partly explained by the limited repertoire of behavior displayed by Galdalf. When looking at head-turn and gaze, apart from different interval detected between event in the Gandalf scenarios and human-human, we also find that the structure of Gandalf’s looking behavior is more similar to humans with moderate and high self-esteem and extraverts [5] than those with low self-esteem, even though the frequency of “looking at partner” behavior is less. Human gaze patterns of people with low self-esteem and/or introverts are of a lower frequency and duration than that of those who have high self-esteem and/or are classified as extroverts [5].

**METHODOLOGY: RESULTS**

The preliminary investigations described have reinforced the authors’ belief that T-pattern identification has good potential as an effective research tool in AI/Robotics. One reason is the fact that the T-pattern detection correctly identified the turn-taking patterns by the system, and allowed us to compare them to comparable naturally occurring data at a fine level of detail. In addition, the method detects more complex structures than has been possible before and, as in the present study, it detected patterns indicating when the human-agent turn-taking pattern were about to fail. One potential concern is that the results are strongly affected by the choice of parameter settings for the T-pattern analysis, which could make comparisons between researchers more difficult. In the present study we were careful to set these parameters at the same settings for all analysis. In the future it should be investigated to link them to the actual data, to make cross-evaluations also possible.

**CONCLUSION**

Our approach for studying human-robot interaction shows great promise. It is especially relevant when - as we do here - it is possible to compare the results to real human-human data of comparable circumstances. The results are in line with prior work using T-patterns and the Theme software for analyzing spatio-temporal patterns. More experience must of course be collected on the use of these tools, and they must be applied to a broader range of systems. We believe that the approach presents the way towards the development of a set of methods and indexes that will improve quantitative and qualitative comparison between large dataset of different artificial intelligence systems. The identification of complex and repeated patterns, which are not identifiable through simple observation, has great benefits for the development of an index aimed to advance the continued development of artificial agents and robots.
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ABSTRACT

We introduce a setup for detailed and unobtrusive feet mapping in a room. Two cameras arranged in a stereo pair detect when an object touches ground by analyzing the occlusions on a fluorescent tape that is attached to the baseboard of a room. The disparity between both cameras allows localization of a person’s feet and the calculation of step size and walking speed. People are separated from furniture such as chairs and tables by studying the occlusion duration. We present and discuss data-association and filtering algorithms and the algorithms that are needed for presence detection, step characterization and gaming.

ACM Classification Keywords

H5.1.b Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities; H.5.m. Information interfaces and representation: Miscellaneous, I.2.10.a 3D/stereo scene analysis

INTRODUCTION

Our aim is to create a low-cost measurement setup for long-term installation in homes such that walking behavior can be studied on natural home surfaces or gaming can be done in-home. We introduce a measurement setup that allows unobtrusive measurement for this purpose. The setup consists of two cameras (stereo pair) on one side and an elongated fluorescent tape on the other side of a room. Both the cameras and the tape are mounted near the floor. The tape height is only 2 cm to be minimally disturbing someone that is present in the room. The measurement geometry is shown in Figure 1. The setup does not require on-body sensors or markers. We calculate and visualize in real-time the 2D position of feet and other objects that touch the floor. When observed over time, this measurement provides information on the walking behavior of people. Our measurement setup has potential applications ranging from presence detection to in-home gaming. Most existing systems that measure feet-ground interaction are intended for professional use, such as systems that measure gait. We are interested in in-home activity monitoring using for instance step size as an indicator and not for clinical research. The gaming industry is working on unobtrusive solutions for gaming. Notably, Microsoft plans to use a depth sensor such that a game controller is no longer required [1].

This allows for the use of gestures, and also for kicking a ball as we will also demonstrate in this paper. Currently we cannot compare the accuracy of calculated feet positions with those calculated by the Xbox sensor since that sensor is not on the market at the time of writing. Video based human gait extraction typically exploits strong prior shape information. The authors in [2] train a 12 parameter model and fit that to extracted silhouettes. They use strong prior information in an articulated 2D model to compensate for noisy silhouettes (e.g. from background subtraction outdoor). However, they consider only walkers moving perpendicular to the camera. For our soccer game (see further) the player can also face the camera. The use of cameras in combination with a background that has...
specified optical properties is known from the movie industry (blue screen or green screen) and from the monitoring of inventory [3]. We propose a new background based technique for a room that is minimally intrusive and can be used to calculate the 2D position of people and characteristics such as step size and walking speed. In the remainder of this paper we discuss the measurement setup, treat the required signal processing and develop specific application algorithms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Measurement Setup
In our experiments, we use two QuickCam Fusion webcams (Logitech). The cameras capture images at a resolution of 640×480 pixels at 30 frames per second. The cameras are placed 15 cm apart and mounted 1.5 cm above the ground. At the opposite side of the room we attach a red fluorescent tape (HPX). The tape is over 3 m long and has a height of only 2 cm. We implement algorithms in C building on data structures, video input/output and plotting functions from the open source computer vision library OpenCV originally developed at Intel and now hosted by Willow Garage [4].

Tape Detection
The fluorescent tape serves as a known background against which objects such as human feet are observed. We construct a vector of tape pixels for each camera using a fixed threshold that differs for each color channel (rgb). We use \( r = \{119…255\} \) and \( g,b = \{0…99\} \) as selection criterion for ‘tape pixels’. Since the tape is red, the red channel is required to take large values whereas the green and blue channels are required to take small values. In general, the selection of these values depends both on the camera properties, illumination, and on the specific tape that is used. Since the tape touches the ground surface, and the ground surface is flat, the tape pixels lay on a straight line in each camera image. We fit this line to the tape pixels in each image. During this fitting step we clear the carpet of objects. Currently, carpet roughness, which could influence our measurement, is not accounted for.

Object Segmentation
For each tape pixel we detect occluded line segments using again knowledge of the tape color. The start and stop coordinates of each line segment are stored. Figure 2 shows two camera images with the detected line segments that in this case correspond to a foot that occludes the fluorescent tape.

Disparity Estimation
In order to produce a map of a person’s feet on the ground we need the disparity of each object between the two cameras. Here we account for the possibility of a false detection due to image noise. If each image contains the same number of objects we associate objects in the two cameras using their order of occurrence along the tape. For each object we calculate the average pixel \( v \)-coordinate in both cameras (see the geometry in Figure 1). We then calculate disparity \( v^{(2)} - v^{(1)} \) of the corresponding points between the two cameras of the stereo pair.

Calculation of Object Position and Size
The observed disparity allows the calculation of depth \( z \). The camera model geometry in Figure 1 is a simplified version of the model given by Forsyth and Ponce [5, p.29-31]. Using this simplified model, the \( z \)-coordinate follows as:

\[
 z^{(1)} = \frac{Bk}{v^{(1)} - v^{(2)}},
\]

where \( B \) is the distance between the cameras [m] and \( k \) is a constant that depends on the camera focal length and pixel size. The superscript \((1)\) in the above notation stresses that the origin of our coordinate system lies at the lens centre point of the first camera. When \( z \) is known, the \( y \)-coordinate follows as:

\[
 y^{(1)} = \frac{z^{(1)} v^{(1)}}{k}.
\]

We can now create a 2D map showing a top view of the room with all objects that touch the ground. Such a map is shown in Figure 3. The sizes of the circles can differ since one foot can be fully on the ground, while the other foot is in the process of being lifted. We estimate object size from the end points \( v_{\text{start}} \) and \( v_{\text{stop}} \) of a line segment:

\[
 \Delta^{(1)} = \frac{z^{(1)}}{k} \left| v_{\text{start}}^{(1)} - v_{\text{stop}}^{(1)} \right|.
\]

Calibration
Our aim is to be able to map feet positions in a room’s coordinate system. We need to determine the baseline \( B \) and the camera parameter \( k \). Although \( B \) can be known when the cameras are mounted in fixed positions, we consider it unknown since the two cameras may need to be installed.
separately in the baseboard of a room, in which case calibration follows later.

To estimate \( B \) and \( k \), black calibration cylinders are placed at known coordinates \((y, z)\). Given these known coordinates, we first solve for parameter \( k \) by minimizing the sum of squared errors in the \( y \)-coordinate. Using equation (2) the least-squares estimate for \( k \) is:

\[
\hat{k} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i^{(1)} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i^{(2)}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i^{(2)}}.
\]

(4)

Given that \( k \) is now known, the baseline \( B \) can be calculated after inserting the estimated value for \( k \) in equation (1). The least squares estimate for \( B \) then follows as:

\[
\hat{B} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} 1}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i^{(1)} - y_i^{(2)})} \cdot \hat{k}.
\]

(5)

Note that the above least-squares method is sub-optimal since it does not minimize the Euclidian distance between the true and estimated \((y, z)\)-coordinates. However, the above approach that treats each coordinate separately has the advantage of providing a closed-form solution.

**Over-Time Association and Filtering**

We link feet measurements over time to remove noise. This temporal linking is also necessary to determine when a foot is placed on the ground and when it is lifted. Data association is explained in Figure 4. Let \( p \) denote the 2D location of an object. Now assume that two objects are present at time \( t \) and that one new measurement \( q \) is detected at time \( t + \Delta t \). The new measurement \( q \) lies close to \( p_2 \) and far from \( p_1 \). We use the new measurement to update and object’s location if it lies less than 10 cm from that object. Thus \( q \) is used to update \( p_2 \) but not to update \( p_1 \) (see Figure 4). After this data-association step, \( p_2 \) is updated using a low-pass filter. In this case the estimate for \( p_2 \) is updated according to:

\[
p_2^{(t+\Delta t)} = p_2^{(t)} \alpha + q^{(t+\Delta t)} (1 - \alpha),
\]

(6)

where \( \alpha = 0.1 \) controls the amount of filtering. Note that position \( p_1 \) stops to exist since no new measurement has been found in its vicinity. The same filtering operation is also applied to update the size estimate. Currently we do not explicitly treat the feet of multiple people with the consequence that errors occur when multiple persons come close.

**Step Detection**

During a typical step, first the heel touches ground, then the full foot, and finally when the foot is lifted, the foot leaves the ground via the toes. These events correspond to different spatial positions on the ground. We use a lead time of 0.2 s (6 frames on average) to allow the position filter to do its work before we plot the foot position. We have found that this lead time is necessary to avoid introducing multiple positions during the step that do not correspond to a foot touching ground. The occurrence of these non-touching positions could be due to a small clearance distance [6]. The straight line that we fit to the 2 cm high tape will probably lie approximately 1 cm above the ground surface. A smaller clearance is common as shown in [6, p.193, fig.3]. To recognize a step we introduce a minimum step size of 0.3 m. If a detected location has a duration that exceeds the lead time and lies further than 0.3 m from the previous foot location then we recognize it as the next foot of a step.

**APPLICATION ALGORITHMS**

In this section we develop various application algorithms to show how the measurements must be interpreted for practical use. All application algorithms run in real-time on a conventional laptop.

**Person Localization**

Presence detection is relevant for home and building
We have introduced a low-cost setup for measuring ground-feet dynamics. The technique can determine presence, foot location, step size, walk direction and speed and can be meaningful for in-home gaming.

The setup was tested using an image resolution of 640×480. The image resolution could be further increased to achieve higher accuracy of feet maps. The proposed measurement system has a number of advantages over the use of traditional camera setups. First, the use of reflective tape as background makes the measurement robust. Second, placement of both camera and tape near the floor allows straightforward selection of the events of interest, i.e. walking patterns. Third, the required processing is rather limited, which could allow for energy efficient measurement. There are also some drawbacks of the current setup. For instance, tape color, camera sensor, and algorithm thresholds need to match. For flexible use, we need a higher robustness to variations in lighting. Switching the room lighting on or off can currently stop the application (e.g. soccer) from functioning properly. A remaining issue is camera calibration since the measurement accuracy must be known for applications that measure step size or walking speed. Our simple camera model ignores small rotations. In future work, we wish to investigate the use of a (removable) calibration pattern on the tape and estimate camera rotations in addition to baseline B and scale parameter k. Another remaining issue is the timing of captured image frames. The cameras in our current setup cannot be triggered for accurate timing of frames. Such cameras exist and should be used for applications that require temporal accuracy.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to improve the design of a monitoring system for early dehospitalization of patients suffering from chronic diseases, excluding advanced stage conditions and those in death risk, and also ensuring continuous assistance at home with monitoring, interaction and intervention. We actually reached the goal of completely reproducing hospital visits at the household, moreover the system could be used at a hospital in the same way of standard “vital signs monitor” networks. The developed system integrates wired vital signs sensors, ad-hoc networking, video communication system and web portal technology to allow remote monitoring of patient’s vital-sign status and intervention with therapies by activating medical equipment onboard. An important goal of this study is to monitor the effectiveness of the therapy applied on the patient. Furthermore the video – interaction channel will be an important instrument for early diagnosis of cognitive diseases in the elderly.
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INTRODUCTION

The H@H (Hospital at Home) Patient Monitoring System combines the proved power of video health assistance with remote patient monitoring. Some systems are already available on the market and have been described in many research projects [1], in this article we will discuss benefits that could be achieved thanks to innovative design solution.

The patient monitoring, coupled with interactive video, enables clinicians to monitor patient’s health status, identify instability, provide real time remote clinical intervention in order to stabilize patients by activating the medical system available onboard, applying oxygen-therapy and medical-air and vacuum. The system offers all the advanced monitoring features of “patient vital signs monitor” in real-time with the additional ability to turn on an interactive video session when patient’s condition demands it. When the patient’s diagnosis, acuity level and condition changes it can create situations where a real-time interactive video visit is needed. The H@H patient monitoring system offers to the healthcare organizations the ability to implement new strategic capabilities. The application connected to a server station in dedicated hospitals or a clinician’s office on one side and with a large number of H@H systems, in patient’s homes on the other, using ordinary telephone lines or broadband connection.

The following will describe some of the most important aspects that were developed to improve usability of the system, reproduce visits and create at-home measuring session, like at a hospital.

SECTIONS

The device is really innovative compared to others already available on the market because it allows a continuous monitoring (24 hours on 24) as well as remote intervention. Doctors and health operators can administer therapies to the patient by activating medical equipments onboard. Before activating therapies it will be very important to ensure a correct control of the status of the patient.

Vital Sings Monitoring

The remote monitoring of a patient based at home involves the vital parameters control which represents the state of health and could be done in the same way in which it takes place in protected Hospitals. To fully implement the objective it is necessary to bring to the patient’s home all
the instruments necessary to measure his physical state, and all the technologies necessary to verify the outcome of the applied therapy, to command medical gases valves or to apply vacuum. All the system should be easy to use, effective in the monitoring of therapy and comfortable even for household installation [2]. For example, following some patients and healthcare suggestions, we decided to implement the vital signal status with wired sensors like at a hospital. This solution avoids recharging problems and would be more useful for in-hospital application besides allowing better sensors diagnosis in case of system’s errors.

The entire project aims to examine, in terms of performance, how we can achieve a system for distance monitoring of patients with chronic disease but not in risk of death. With the designed system we would be able to define and create a new protocol of interaction between central hospitals and local hospitals and implement a solution that integrates hardware and software to respond to those needs. Doctors, Surgeons and Nurses in general can perform daily visits with remote access. Few health operators could follow several number of patients distributed on the territory.

**Video-Communication for Patient Control**

Thanks to the dedicated video-call system the H@H allows monitoring of the effectiveness of the therapy. The idea is to improve the quality of video-communication using High Quality cams, thus permitting a real “remote visit” into patient’s homes. A good quality video-signal allows the doctor to see the details, to evidence problems and to better understand the emotional state of the patient. The patient is also advantaged by the better video-signal together with the use of a large monitor (15”) making it possible for one to feel more involved in their care protocol as well as to interact with their doctor. Monitoring the patient during therapy is an application which can evidence problems and identify the ability and the independence of the patient in their self-care. The monitor will be connected to the system with articulated arm that allows the patient to feel like in real on-bed visit, the same monitor could also be used by caregivers.

In addition to cognitive decline, the video interaction channel can identify, by continuous monitoring and recording the evaluation of patient’s status, at an early stage the signals for many elderly cognitive disease like: Dementia, Mild Cognitive Impairment, Alzheimer’s Disease which are usually expressed by significant changes in personality and behavior [3] (e.g., apathy, disinhibition/social misconduct, mood changes, lack of empathy, poor judgment).

A future development of the system could include a test to monitor the cognitive disease also an exercise, some entertainment and games to improve memory and to slow the progress of the disease.

**Easy-to-Use Graphic Interface**

Interactive product design should be based not only on the interface graphic appearance but mostly on its usability. An excellent graphic interface should be essential in functionality as well as properly organized in each graphical element. All functionality should be placed as a result of defined visual perceptual hierarchy [4,5].
Furthermore the touch screen technology involves all the problems related while the visual perception is not supported by tactile perception, simply reminding that “touch screen buttons” have no tactile feedback. In order to obtain a high level of usability the project of the system is developed following the “Perceptibility Principle” that suggest highlighting, and making easy to perceive, all information that is necessary for product use [6].

To meet this principle we define commands and information’s hierarchy through:

- Requirements analysis;
- Task analysis
- Scenarios identification
- Use of Conventions.

We finally designed the graphic interface thanks to a clear commands hierarchy definition, in-depth knowledge of different typology of users who will interact with the system and a clear definition of tasks and scenarios. Particularly the analysis of tasks has determined an important reduction of actions that users will have to play during the interaction, allowing an overall simplification of the structure. We actually believe that using constant users feedback we can have an important improvement of the interface. The most interesting thing is that the feedback is not only active (driven from the user), but can be monitored also thanks to health operators’ collaboration. In that case the role of the video-signal will be fundamental for any future analysis of user actions.

CONCLUSION

With this new system it will be possible to reduce healthcare expenses and to improve patient quality of life, ensuring continuous assistance at home thanks to the active monitoring, interaction and intervention. The continuous measuring of vital signs correlated with video supervision of the activities and response of patients to the applied therapy can provide all the information that hospital personnel needs to achieve early diagnosis. Following a shared protocol, like the HL7 standard [7], the system provides continuous monitoring, executing the video-talks, by “administering therapies”, requiring diagnostic tests and if necessary requiring intervention or hospitalization. All the data will be stored and can be easily exchanged with the Hospital Data System [8]. Furthermore the household workstation will be easy to install and to configure. The remote services offered will be differentiated according to the telematics infrastructure available guaranteeing the minimum system requirements in every situation.

The H@H bedside System is a product development project of Industrial Design and Information Technology departments of CETMA consortium [9]. The analysis of the feasibility and the implementation of the first prototype have been carried out by Item Oxygen S.r.l. [10].
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ABSTRACT
The scope of this study is the development of a questionnaire that can assess psychological variables relevant in the context of human-technology interaction. The final goal would be to use these variables as a basis for user-profiling tasks in the specific case of YDreams’ Showroom. In this sense, we propose three variables – computer self-efficacy, computer anxiety and interaction with avatars – that can be relevant in the prediction of the interaction between humans and novel technologies, such as YDreams’ interactive installations based on Augmented Reality. The possibility of extracting these variables indirectly (that is, without the questionnaire) through different tasks and/or time latencies is explored, and some examples are proposed. The questionnaire was developed for the specific case of YDreams’ Showroom, but this method could be applied more widely to the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), and therefore used in different contexts.

INTRODUCTION
This project was developed by YDreams, SA in collaboration with the Faculty of Psychology of the University of Lisbon. YDreams is a global company that is redefining the concept of interactivity, with a focus on the exciting field of Augmented Reality technologies. Over the last few years, YDreams has been developing full-scale interactive environments (from stores to museum exhibitions), products and intellectual property, combining technology and design. This company has a showroom that is frequently visited by customers, schools and media, among others. These visits are guided by salespeople that present the same interactive installations presented there but in a random order for all visits. As the users are naturally different from each other, the aim of this project is to study the best way to create an immersive environment in the showroom that adapts the visit according to the different user types, in order to maximize their satisfaction. To achieve that, there are several areas of research that are being studied and applied, such as storytelling, user modeling, artificial intelligence, augmented reality, emotive agents, among other. This paper presents a component of the user modeling research.

The scope of this study is the development of a questionnaire used to assess psychological variables relevant in the context of human-technology interaction, for further use in user-profiling tasks. The questionnaire was developed for the specific case of YDreams Showroom.

The role of the questionnaire would be to extract psychological variables to be used as a tool in user profiling. As such, we started by looking for relevant variables inspired by the theory of reasoned action [1], namely, variables that could predict behavioural intention, and therefore could be assessed (since we can’t assess behavioural intention itself). The chosen theoretical guideline was Venkatesh’s [7] model of perceived ease of use. This model was adapted from TAM – Technology Acceptance Model – and considers a perspective of anchoring and adjustment in the conception and change of perceptions of ease of use through time. The model of perceived ease of use argues that people will create their perceptions of the ease of use of a system based on different anchors that relate to their general beliefs about computers and their use. For that purpose, they propose the existence
of the following anchors: computer self-efficacy (CSE), computer anxiety (CA), computer playfulness (CP) and perception of external control [5]. Venkatesh suggests that anchors guide the initial judgment but experience with the system will lead to an adjustment, on the basis of the usability of the system, and on perceived enjoyment [5]. Regardless of this, the role of computer self-efficacy and perceived external control remains pretty strong, even after experience with the system [5].

Trying to adapt the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [6,7] from the technology implementation in organizational settings framework to a tour in a showroom of novel technological applications (including Augmented Reality), we selected the variables that would fit the best into this new context and in future user-profiling applications: computer self-efficacy (CSE), computer anxiety (CA) and computer playfulness (CP). Due to our intention of integrating an AR virtual agent/avatar as a tour guide in the computer showroom visits, we also added an “Interaction with an Avatar” (IA) scale to the questionnaire. To do so, we adapted two scales of the Nomura, Kanda, Suzuki & Kato’s Human-Robot Interaction questionnaire [3], due to the similarities between robots and AR-based avatars: there is a general reluctance in people’s willingness to interact with AR avatars and robots alike, as both are perceived as novel communicational entities [3]. From Nomura and colleagues’ scales (NARS - Negative Attitudes toward Robots Scale and RAS - Robot anxiety Scale) we selected, adapted and translated the items that seemed to fit better in our approach, ending up with our own “interaction with avatars” (IA) scale.

METHOD

The questionnaire was built using a 6 degree Likert scale to assess the subjects rating of all items of the CA, CSE and IA variables. The CA scale had 5 items, the CSE scale consisted on 10 items and the IA had 12 items. The CSE and the IA scales had substantially more items due to the novelty of their use and adaptation to the language and the context of the study. This section was available online at “http://spreadsheets.google.com/viewform?formkey=dGt6aE5ma0c3YVe0ZTVaQ1NSR242Tnc6MA”. The CP scale consisted on a 7 items approach and was addressed online as well but as you argue ahead this as deleted from the original questionnaire so is no longer available. The scale was simpler (yes/no) and context driven so subjects didn’t have to change from one assess criteria to another thus creating some unnecessary noise in the data. This CP scale was translated and adapted from the original from Venkatesh [5] “The following questions ask you how you would characterize yourself when you use computers: spontaneous, unimaginative, flexible, creative, playful, unoriginal, uninventive...”.

We addressed the online questionnaire via email to 62 persons, 17 of them working in YDreams (which we considered to be “high technological proficiency” users, as opposed to the other 45 subjects, which we considered to be “normal technological proficiency”).

With these responses, we analysed the questionnaire to figure if all the scales were working as separate and consistent components and therefore were a good measure of what they proposed to measure.

RESULTS

We started by performing a factor analysis in order to ascertain if the questionnaire items saturated in the corresponding dimension/variable and to what degree they did so. The factor analysis showed that items from computer self-efficacy, computer anxiety and interaction of avatars loaded in separate components. In contrast, computer playfulness items’ didn’t show such a consistency in its saturation within the factors. In addition, we calculated the Cronbach alphas of the original scales and found that all shown high values, except for the Cronbach alpha for computer playfulness, that was significantly lower than that of the other scales (see Table 1). Because of this, this scale was deleted from the questionnaire. This variable seemed very promising, but really didn’t work in our study. In future studies it would be interesting to try to tap this variable in a different way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CSE</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>IA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach’s alphas</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Cronbach’s alphas results of all scales.

We also performed a 4 factor analysis (CA, CP, CSE and IA) that allowed us to collect the most relevant items for each factor and afterwards we correlated the items of the scales to cross check them between groups (normal/Ydreamers). The results allowed us in general to choose 3 or 4 items per scale (CA, CSE and IA) after the deleting of the CP from the analysis. On a trail 5 factor analysis we were presented with the possibility of a fraction in the IA scale that suggested evidence that confronting and having to interact “physically” with an avatar and having to communicate with it are 2 different approaches with somehow separated psychological representations. Due to lack of time we weren’t able to research on this finding any further.

In summary, computer self-efficacy, computer anxiety and interaction of avatars became clear different components in the factor analysis and showed high Cronbach’s alphas, proving to be good measures of what they propose to measure.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study we managed to find robust measures of psychological variables that are valuable in the broad context of the human interaction with novel interactive installations mediated by avatar-like virtual guides. These
measures will help predicting ease of use and satisfaction with technological applications and are prone to be transferred to more indirect (and also simple and elegant) ways of data gathering.

Although it is well-known that psychological variables have been extensively used in affective computing [2] or even in user profiling itself [for an example with personality variables see 4], the use of specific cognitive and attitudinal variables directly involved in user’s satisfaction and perceived ease of use of specific applications (in our case, YDreams’ showroom interactive installations) is an important innovation as a tool to enhance user experience.

With a validated version of the questionnaire, our goal would be to find and validate tasks that could assess these variables through an indirect manner. In that sense, it would be required to think of applications or aspects of them that could somehow tap these psychological variables. Regarding computer self-efficacy, we thought that giving subjects the possibility of watching a demo before a task could somehow relate to this variable. In this sense, a person with high self-efficacy would have a lower probability of choosing to watch the demo, while a person with low self-efficacy would have a higher probability of choosing to watch the demo.

Concerning the interaction with avatars (IA) variable, there is a possibility that it could be tapped by trying to get the user to respond to an instruction of the avatar. By measuring the time latency between the instruction and the user’s action it might be possible to get information about the user’s ability to understand the avatar as a member of an interaction, which is capable of communication and understanding it’s context.

Regarding computer anxiety, it might be hard to tap this variable with some sort of physiological measure without being too intrusive. Nevertheless, hesitation could be an indicator of it, in the sense that some specific time latencies might be a good clue to it. In addition, overall performance could also work as a clue to this variable, in the sense that if a subject feels more anxious that might compromise he’s performance. In fact, overall performance could be thought of as a combination of the influence of all variables (and others not considered, of course). In this sense, a high overall performance could be an indicator of: high self-efficacy, low anxiety, and good interaction with avatars.

With this next step, it would be possible to minimize user’s physical and conscious input of information. To do this, the theoretical rationale of the variables should always be followed and the technological applications should be scrutinized so that characteristics that allow the tapping of these psychological constructs (opportunities to measure reaction times, difficulty level selection, need for demonstration/help videos, etc.) can be exploited.

As future work, this kind of user information could be used to feed algorithms for adaptive learning environments, providing the user with a personalized response from the environment and virtual agents without being intrusive and without the need for physiological measures.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present “MAESTRO” a novel concept to study behavior in realistic environments based on the experience sampling method (ESM). It constitutes a variation of ESM by giving researchers the possibility to dynamically and remotely “orchestrate” experience-sampling studies for evaluating usage behavior in various different contexts. MAESTRO allows user behavior driven and context triggered experience sampling by using a client-server architecture. So far a variation of different computerized ESM tools have been introduced capable of delivering questionnaires triggered by contextual information on mobile devices. We propose to enhance ESM by not only using context and user actions as a trigger for ESM questions, but also by exploiting long term user behavior and usage patterns for shaping personalized ESM questions to different types of users. Our concept lays the foundation of measuring user experience not only in a mobile but in a magnitude of different contexts. As a proof of concept we present an implementation of our approach on BlackBerry devices along with initial results of a case study validating this approach.
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INTRODUCTION
The evolution of computing from single user desktop computer located in offices to mobile and ubiquitous devices that permeate the entire environment has sparked the need for in-situ evaluation methods. Theoretical works like Hutchins’ “Cognition In the wild” [3] have encouraged researchers to leave the lab and conduct their studies in the field. Therefore psychological self-reporting methods like the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [5] have been adopted to a wide range of research fields. ESM is a psychological method to capture participants’ experiences in everyday life. This is achieved by triggering self-reports (e.g. diary entries, predefined questions on paper notes) from the participants.

Recently there has been a shift from paper-and-pencil ESM to more sophisticated computerized tools. Le et al. [6] have explored and compared various early ESM tools (ESP, iESP and PMAT) for the behavior research method community. Since ESM is a method for collecting information not only about the content of the daily life of individuals, but also tries to capture different context factors, the requirements for these tools are twofold: on the one hand researchers have to capture input from the users’ subjective experience and on the other hand they need to record objective information about the context. Furthermore context information can also be used to trigger dynamic samples. This possibility was first identified by Intille [4] and demonstrated in the Context-Aware Experience Sampling toolkit (CAES). This approach can be referred to as context-contingent ESM. Our approach is to enhance ESM by not only using contextual information or user actions as a trigger for ESM questions, but also by exploiting users’ usage behavior over a period of time for shaping personalized ESM questions to different types of users. This means that user behavior driven and context triggered ESM enables the researcher:

• to trigger ESM questions based on the recorded user behavior in the past and dynamically adapt these ESM questions whenever the user changes his / her behavior.

• to log and monitor in real-time comprehensively and flexible user behavior together with meaningful context information.

RELATED WORK
Experience sampling has been applied to various studies of mobile user behavior. Mehl et al. [7] invented the Electronically Activated Recorder (EAR), which automatically recorded audio samples thorough the day in order to reflect people’s daily lives. Another recent project
is TUMCAT [11] a test bed for user experience for mobile context-aware applications. Besides the previously mentioned CAES [4] different experience sampling tools have been presented. SocioXensor [10] as an example is a toolkit, which exploits hardware sensors and software capabilities located on the mobile device to enable context-contingent ESM. One of the most prominent ESM tools so far is MyExperience [2], which is developed for Windows Mobile devices and requires installation of a Microsoft SQL database. On both tools the logging information and the experience sampling data are deployed locally on the mobile device itself. Most of existing tools have been implemented as standalone tools on Windows CE or Palm OS platforms.

Our approach follows a different paradigm. We propose a shift from the client (the mobile device) to the server. We therefore only need a lightweight client software and no database installed on the mobile devices. This allows developing relatively easily lightweight clients on a multitude of mobile platforms in various contexts. A similar solution is Momento proposed by Carter et al [1]. Contrary to our approach Momento does not support ESM questions triggered by an analysis of previous user behavior. Reimers and Steward [9] used SMS text messaging as a simple means for responding in ESM studies. This approach has the advantage that no client at all is needed on the other hand neither user behavior or context triggered ESM is possible.

USER BEHAVIOR Driven AND CONTEXT TriggerED EXPERIENCE SAMPLING

The MAESTRO Concept

The above-mentioned approaches have successfully shown that it is possible to trigger ESM questions on certain contextual parameters. The contextual trigger has two purposes: (a) it determines the point in time, when an ESM question is asked and (b) it chooses an adequate context dependent ESM question. (a) gives researchers the possibility to react to a user interaction immediately and therefore minimizes the recall bias. (b) provides researchers with the possibility to ask context and usage behavior specific questions.

The MAESTRO approach includes both and adds another dimension. We want to be able not only to react to singular specific context information or an actual usage behavior but to respond dynamically to different user behavior patterns. To learn these patterns it is necessary to log the usage behavior over a period of time, and then dynamically assign appropriate ESM questions contingent on a long-term user behavior. It is therefore possible to provide different questions to different user groups, without knowing - a priori - which participant belongs to which group (e.g. frequent SMS users vs. infrequent SMS users). It is possible to dynamically adjust to a change in usage behavior (e.g. the participant used two write on average one Email per day and now he writes on average 25 Emails per day). It is also possible to predict the probability of a certain user behavior and then react with corresponding ESM questions. Another advantage of this approach is the possibility to conduct a multi-phase study, where the results of the first part of the study can impact the setup of the subsequent parts of the study (even dynamically). Using traditional tools would require collecting all mobile devices used for the ESM study in order to update the study setup.

The MAESTRO Architecture

The MAESTRO concept follows a client-server architecture to master user behavior driven and context triggered experience sampling. Logged events are not stored in a local database but are immediately sent to a web server, which is one of the key differences to other ESM tools (e.g. MyExperience [2]). Each of these events can serve as a trigger for the user behavior driven and context triggered ESM. Additionally, the researcher can define rules whether the specific event triggers an ESM question and - based on the user history - determine which questions are asked.

Generally the MAESTRO concept can be applied to various contexts. In the following we describe an example from the mobile context: MAESTRO has logged a certain user behavior over a period of time. E.g. the user has written on average three short messages (SMS) per week and is therefore categorized as an infrequent SMS user. One day the user behaves different than before and sends 35 short messages on one day. Whenever the user sends a short message a “SMS_sent”-event is sent to the server. Based on predefined rules (e.g. change of SMS usage behavior) it is decided whether an ESM question is sent to the user. The appropriate question is then displayed on the client accompanied with an acoustic and tactile signal. The user is prompted to answer the question immediately. This has the advantage of minimizing recall bias. Since most events on the mobile device are user triggered, questions are likely to be asked in moments when the user is interacting with the device. This minimizes the burden for the user and can increase the answer rate. If the user answers the question, this answer is immediately sent to the server. Depending on the answer an additional question may be asked.

BLACKBERRY IMPLEMENTATION OF MAESTRO

For the purpose of validating the feasibility of our approach we implemented MAESTRO on BlackBerry mobile devices. The implementation consists of a lightweight client software and a web application including a database on a web server (see Figure 1). The client was built in Java 2 Micro Edition especially adapted for BlackBerry devices. It is designed as a system module, which starts automatically with the BlackBerry OS. The client's task is twofold: firstly it sends predefined events via GPRS / EDGE to the web server. This is done in the background and happens without explicit user interaction. If at the time of the event no connection is available (e.g. too weak signal strength), the data is stored internally and will be sent as soon as possible together with the next event. The second
task is to direct the BlackBerry’s internal web browser to a web site to display the questions defined by the researcher, which allows the user to answer them.

The MAESTRO web application is implemented with PHP and MySQL. To setup a study, the researcher has to define questions, answers and structure of the questionnaire, and a configuration file, which holds the triggers for questions. When the server receives an event from the mobile client it stores it automatically in the database (1). The server determines whether the event triggers a question and which question. The particular question ID is sent back to the client (2), where the BlackBerry internal browser is opened and directed to request a URL containing the question ID from the web application (3) and then displays the question to the user (4). The user’s answer is send back to the server and stored in the database (5). Depending on the answer the next question is sent to the user.

CASE STUDY

We now present a case study to illustrate how MAESTRO can be used to measure the usage behavior and the corresponding experience of users, while interacting with their BlackBerry devices. The study included 20 participants (10 m, 10 f, age between 22 and 56 years). The study lasted for eight weeks. During this time period each participant was provided with a BlackBerry device. On each device the client software was installed. Using a BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES) it is possible to install the software without having the participant physically come to the lab. This reduces the effort for the researcher and the participant alike. Setting up the client involves selecting events, which the researchers want to be logged during the study. This is achieved by editing a configuration file on the client, which can also be remotely updated during the study over the air. We balanced the number of ESM questions to avoid to be too burdensome for the participants. We decided to react to events three times a day – in the morning, in the afternoon, and in the evening. Once the user answered the first question, he was presented with five to six follow-up questions. Due to the fact that we only asked questions as a reaction to an event on the mobile device, we were able to present mobile device usage context specific questions. During the study we analyzed the logged data and the collected answers. This gave us the possibility to react to problems and adapt questions depending on the usage behavior.

From a user’s perspective a typical experience sampling, where the context trigger was activated by sending a text message looked like the following: After the user sent the text message at 10:30 a.m. the MAESTRO client logged contextual information (e.g. time, user id) and sent it to the server. Based on different rules (e.g. user history) it was decided whether a sample was triggered or not. Initially all users had the same set of rules. The MAESTRO toolkit gave us the possibility to react to certain user behavior patterns in the past and ask different questions based on this behavior. This possibility clearly sets MAESTRO apart from any other existing tool. One rule was for example that only a single set of questions were asked between 9 and 12 a.m. Another rule concerned the last time a text message related question was already asked. Another rule was whether the user behavior has changed significantly or not. If all the rules applied the set of questions were displayed on the BlackBerry device. Sample questions are illustrated in Figure 2.

The results of this study are out of the scope of this paper and can be found in [8]. To give you an impression about the power of MAESTRO we report that we logged all in all 127,255 events (e.g. email sent, contact updated, keyboard unlocked etc.). The number of actual fully answered set of questions was 2,041. Altogether we had answers for 10,216 single questions, which means that we got in average nine answers per day per participant. This huge amount of data was analyzed by using prepared SQL-scripts.

DISCUSSION

Our results show that MAESTRO enables user behavior driven and context triggered ESM studies. We showed that it might not only log usage data but also measure subjective user experience during actual everyday mobile device usage. Both the possibility to react to a certain user behavior over time and the context triggering proved to be a very fruitful approach. Our user tailored ESM approach also reduced the burden on the user to answer too many
questions since user behavior driven and context triggered ESM minimized the number of questions being asked. Individual interviews with the participants conducted after the study showed that the study with this setup as no burden. Some participants even said, that it would not have bothered them, if the study had continued. Only one participant stated the he was happy that the study ended. Based on our experiences in this case study, we now discuss advantages and limitations of MAESTRO in relation to other ESM approaches:

**User behavior driven ESM**: MAESTRO gave us the possibility to exploit long term usage behavior for shaping personalized ESM questions to different types of users.

**Remote Installation**: With the use of BES it is possible to install the MAESTRO client remotely onto BlackBerry mobile devices over the air.

**Remote Setup Configuration**: Once the client has been installed the experience sampler setup and the context logger setup can be configured via the server. This makes it easy to include a large number of participants and to change the study setup for follow-up studies.

**Real Time Data Management**: Since MAESTRO stores study data into a database on the server as it is generated the researcher has immediate access to the data. Thus the data can be backed up and analyzed in real time. This enables the researcher to assess whether the mobile device is still in use and if the MAESTRO software is running. Additionally the users’ compliance with the study can be verified.

**Limitations**: The most severe limitation of MAESTRO is the need for a constant wireless network connection to be able to send logged data to the server and trigger questions. If no connection is available, the events are logged locally, but no questions can be triggered. The big amount of data traffic potentially leads to high connection fee, and may be problematic when the user travels abroad. The constant network connection also reduces the battery life time cycle.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

We have presented MAESTRO a user behavior driven and context triggered experience-sampling approach along with an implementation on BlackBerry devices. Overall our approach gives the researchers the possibility to dynamically “orchestrate” experience-sampling studies for evaluating usage behavior. At the moment MAESTRO focuses on the specific mobile device usage aspect of the entire context. MAESTRO lays the foundation of logging contextual information and measuring user experience in various different contexts. For the future we plan to get a holistic view of the situation and therefore be able to trigger questions even more precisely. For example within the car context it will be possible that the user is asked an ESM question dependant on different car relevant data (e.g. while waiting in front of a red traffic light). Another context in which we will deploy our concept is the factory. Dependent on operator behavior we aim at understanding reasons for certain operator decisions. Furthermore we will port MAESTRO to different platforms and release an open source version.
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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes some key concepts and data collection methods used in a study which aims at better understanding how cognitions of urban environments evolve over time as individual learn about the environment by executing activity patterns. A GPS device is used to trace respondents over a longer period of time. These traces are semi-automatically interpreted to derive data on activity-travel patterns. A Web-based survey serves to complement these behavioral data with data on cognitions.
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INTRODUCTION
Research in urban planning and design, environmental psychology and related disciplines suggests that often the relationship between characteristics of the built environment and comfort, satisfaction, behaviour etc are less strong than one would like to believe [6]. It can be argued that the built environment is the spatial manifestation of human decision making. Many of these decisions are related to the way in which we perceive space, evaluate the elements of space, and imagine its potential use [1, 4]. It is important to realize that all experiences with elements of environments external to the individual take place within a framework of space and time. Although there is a wealth of studies on travel and spatial behaviour in general, much less studies have focused on space-time behaviour in public and semi-public spaces. There is a literature in environmental psychology, but this tends to focus on psychological concepts; hence the specific time-space relationship is typically not the core of analysis.

A fundamental assumption in this study is that the cognitive processes (such as perceiving, learning, formation of cognition, evaluation and cognitive maps) operate to produce in people an individual spatiotemporal awareness about environments, and mediate the relation between urban environment and behaviour. The approach taken in this study is to combine qualitative and quantitative analyses for systematically analyzing space-time behaviour and underlying psychological factors such as development of personal cognitions and value judgments (overall evaluation) toward a number of public and semi-public spaces.

We are trying to capture the dynamic evolution of the cognitive process (learning component) because learning has a major influence on the type, complexity and intensity of cognitive representations.

METHOD
GPS Tracking and Automatic Imputation of the Behavioral Patterns
In the context of our study it is crucial to understand the level of interaction (behavioral component or experience) one has had with all of the choice locations in order to determine associated cognitions and value judgments, their intensity and dynamic development. Tracking technology such as GPS logger Bluetooth A+ is utilized to collect data during 3 months on choice locations and activity-travel patterns.

The authors have developed a system, called TraceAnnotator and a prompted recall instrument, which
was designed for semi-automatic imputation of activity-travel patterns [5]. The system has been developed to process automatically multi-week GPS traces. For the purpose of this project, the configuration of TraceAnnotator has been designed in a way that two main processes are handled: (i) imputation of transportation modes and activity episodes, whereas a Bayesian belief network is a core of the imputation process; (ii) imputation of an activity type where GPS data are fused with personalised and general land use data. The core of the TraceAnnotator is a Bayesian belief network that uses a network of input variables, such as speed, acceleration, possession of a transportation mode and etc, to classify the outcome variables of interest (activity location and trips with associated transportation modes).

A total of 7 different types of transportation modes are considered: walking, running, bike, motorbike, car, bus and train. For public transport, we consider only transportation modes, which are available in the study region (bus and train). Two types of the activity stops are defined: when a person conducts an activity at a certain location (activity episode) and when a person conducts an activity inside a building (activity inside building).

To increase imputation accuracy of an activity location and type of behaviors at the location, additional variables such as time of the day, and day of the week, are added as input variables into the Bayesian belief network. The results of a pilot study have indicated that activity-travel patterns can be derived from GPS traces with a high degree of certainty.

For the validation process of modes and activities episodes generated by TraceAnnotator the Internet-based prompted recall instrument was designed. A specially designed web application allows survey participants to upload multi-days GPS traces (http://bw-dsv02.bwk.tue.nl/). After uploading multi-day GPS traces, TraceAnnotator processes the data. As a result, Activity Agendas, arranged by the date (yyyy-mm-dd), are generated for every day. Respondents are requested to check the information for every Agenda, make necessary changes, save these changes and confirm the Agenda.

It is essential for behavioral research that we are able to impute from the GPS tracers the locations of origins and destinations, trip length, trip duration, departure and arrival times and modes for all individual trips and their corresponding trip purposes. As a result space-time behavioral patterns are described in terms of duration, frequency, type of the behavior, sequence and temporal dynamics in the use of place.

**Internet Survey**

The physical attributes of the built environment as well as the cultural and social components (constructs) and aesthetic quality are fundamental in forming individual’s cognitive representations and value judgments toward public locations. An internet survey was designed to measure personal awareness, perceptions, cognitions and overall evaluation of certain public locations.

To allow analyses how cognitions change as individuals learn the city, respondents were asked to complete the survey in the beginning, in the middle and in the end of the tracking study.

The first group of questions involves questions concerning cognitive processes. Several questions are related to individual awareness about location attributes, perception of the location attributes and symbolic meaning of the location. Other questions are intended to understand personal considerations (reasoning) why the location was chosen.

The second group of questions is targeting toward the evaluative component: personal satisfaction with the location in general and evaluation of certain behavior in general and at particular locations.

The third group of questions consists of questions related to the learning component such as frequency of visiting and degree of interaction.

The web survey gives an understanding how personal evaluations and preferences toward location differ among people and between locations. Because the measurements are repeated, changes over time as people learn about their environment can be noted.

**METHODS COMBINATIONS**

The results of web survey combined with space-time behavioral patterns of individuals give an understanding how the level of experience and familiarity influences the formation of personal cognitions during the time hence allow to better understand and predict behavioral movement and space-time behavior.

The internet survey will provide information concerning the accuracy and range of recalling attributes (characteristic) of the location and evaluation of these attributes by participants (importance of these attributes for participants). For instance, on the question – could you identify social, physical and aesthetic attributes that strongly correspond to the image of this location, evoke the memory about this location – participants have to mark how these attributes characteristic for a specific location. The format for a five-point Likert scale is used:

1. very characteristic for this location  
2. somewhat characteristic for this location  
3. not characteristic for this location  
4. I do not know – I do not notice  
5. no opinion

The physical attributes relate to the built environment, the built environment includes land-use patterns, large- and small-scale built and natural features (e.g. architectural details, quality of landscaping) and the transportation system (the facilities and services that link one location to
Cultural and social characteristics relate to the social and cultural atmosphere of the location, diversity of activities, risk to meet unpleasant encounters, safety of walking around and etc. Aesthetic quality ascribes artistic value of the location, beauty of place and views on architecture.

At the same time the GPS traces will provide very detailed information how much time has been spend at these destinations (location), the transport mode used and the route followed.

Because individuals are traced for a longer period of time, these data also allow detecting temporal variation in activity travel patterns. Which destinations are visited repeatedly, which ones have been visited for the very first time. Assuming that cognitive representation evolves as a function of the execution of activity-travel patterns, the awareness of places, the accuracy of recalling attributes values and the degree of detail or lack therefore will likely change over time and these changes if any will be reflected in the web-survey data.

In addition to input to statistical analysis, a model of how cognitive representations are formed over time can be developed. Cognitive representations reflect the awareness of people of choice alternatives in their environments. This model can therefore be linked to a model of activity-travel behavior. Assuming that such behavior is context-dependent, choice heuristics can be derived from the data on activity-travel behavior, using data mining algorithms. An example is Albatross, developed for the Ministry of Transport [2]. This model is however static. The rules embedded in this system may however be made dynamic by allowing for specifying and simplification of rules.

In principle, alternative tree induction algorithms may be used for this purpose. However, we have found the best results for Chaid-based methods. This tree induction method allows one to identify the rules that describe which choices are made under which conditions. It relies on the Chi-square test to determine the best next split at each step, and generates a decision tree by splitting subsets of the space into two or more nodes repeatedly, beginning with the entire data set. To find the best split at any node, it evaluates each predictor variable and merges any allowable pair of categories of that predictor variable if there is no statistically significant difference within the pair with respect to the target variable. The process is repeated for each newly created group until no more significant splits are found. This process of extracting the rules is the same as the one used in the original ALBATROSS model.

Arentze and Timmermans [3] have suggested a method to derive elasticity information from the rule-based models to facilitate interpretation.

The principle is to use the model to predict for each condition variable a frequency cross table of the levels of the condition variables versus the levels of the target variable in columns. The frequency table for a given condition variable is generated by applying the model as many times as there are levels of the condition variable. The frequency distribution across actions of the action variable predicted under that setting is recorded. Repeating this process for each level of the condition variable yields a frequency cross table of the condition variable against the action variable. The impact of the condition variable is then measured as the Chi-square for this frequency table. Apart from impact size, they also suggested a measure of the direction of impact.

Creating dynamic rules, which would represent a shift in the scripts people use to use the city, can be done by consistently checking whether a specification or detailing of the condition states would improve the descriptive accuracy of the choice rules. Similarly, simplification can be handled by testing whether a merge of conditions states would not lead to any statistically significant reduction accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
The present study describes a way of appraising the aesthetic meaning of dance motor skills generated by professional modern dancers. Using a motion capture system (Vicon MX), both real images and 3D stick figures were simultaneously obtained from 96 trials of dance motor skills performed by four experienced contemporary dancers. Subsequently, 101 students of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences used semantic differentials to appraise the aesthetic value of each type of motor dance skill, comparing the virtual and real images of dancers.
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INTRODUCTION
Every choreographic production is susceptible not only to being observed from the theatre stalls as something ephemeral, in the successive appearance and disappearance of bodies, but can also be observed in a scientific and objective way as a genuine block of text that offers an exhaustive and lasting description of the text written by bodies in movement.

Davies [3] draws upon Laban’s legacy of movement analysis or Labanotation, stating that space is related to the extent of the ‘bubble’ in which we move, referred to by Laban as the kinesphere. Dance is dynamic in both space and time, and is always subject to aesthetic appraisals based on stimuli, as well as to subjective perception (see Depatri, 2009; Figure 1). The present study focuses on motion capture so as to compare it with real images, the aim being to determine whether the dancer’s real body and image influence aesthetic appraisal of dance.

The system (Vicon MX) we used makes use of retro-reflective markers placed on defined points of the dancer’s anatomy (PlugInGait marker set), thus enabling his/her dance motor skills to be reconstructed in three dimensions and to be observed from any perspective (Figures 1 and 2).

By generating a faithful virtual reproduction of motion, this approach enables us to identify which kinesic dance styles are most highly appraised. Specifically, we compared stick and real images from a total of 96 trials related to the essential dance motor skills of displacements, turns, jumps...

Figure 1. Lines of dance movements (Depatri et al., 2009).

Figure 2. Retro-reflective markers on a dancer’s anatomy, and real and 3D stick images from motion capture.
and balance (Figure 3), which were chosen according to the criteria of Gallahue & Cleland-Donnelly [8] and Castañer et al. [1].

Aims
In order to focus on the aesthetic appreciation of human dance we observed and judged eight essential motor dance skills involving displacements, turns, jumps and balance. Although a dancer’s image, as well as his/her expression, can modify the perception of motion, the influence of these features is unknown. However, these features disappear when observing only the animation of a stick figure obtained via 3D motion capture.

The aim of the study was therefore to establish the influence of non-kinematic parameters on aesthetic judgement in dance, this being achieved by comparing virtual and real images of dancing bodies in order to determine whether the dancer’s real body and image influences the aesthetic appraisal of dance.

METHODS
Four experienced contemporary dancers performed three repetitions of eight dance motor skills in a space measuring (3 x 4 x 2.5) m. Retro-reflective markers were attached to defined locations of each dancer’s anatomy, as established by the PlugInGait marker set (VICON). This enables us to obtain stick-figure animations of each danced skill.

The dancers performed eight motor skills associated with contemporary dance. Each skill was repeated in three different kinds of movement, according to Laban’s criterion of muscular tension (strong, mild and moderate). A total of 96 trials were simultaneously filmed with a traditional video camera and ten 3D cameras.

A total of 101 students of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences observed all 96 animations using the Polygon Viewer software (Figure 4), this being done over two sessions spaced one week apart. The students used semantic differentials [7] (Figure 5) to appraise levels of aesthetic beauty in the observed movement. One semantic differential was completed by observing the virtual images of dancers obtained via the motion capture system. A week later a second semantic differential was completed by visualising the real filmed images of each dancer.

Table 1. Correlations between the ratings for stick figure and video representations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beauty</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Ugliness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.4783</td>
<td>0.4605</td>
<td>0.4986</td>
<td>0.5932</td>
<td>0.3221</td>
<td>0.5059</td>
<td>0.5367</td>
<td>0.3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean score 3D</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean score real</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The eight essential dance motor skills analysed.

Figure 4. Screen capture of Polygon Viewer software.

Figure 5. Polarity of aesthetic appraisal used as a semantic differential.

Instrument
The following instruments were used:

- Vicon Mx motion capture system with ten cameras operating at 125 Hz.
- Vicon Nexus 1.4 (VICON) capture software. Analysis software: Ad hoc routines developed within MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc).
- Traditional filming using a video camera.
- Semantic differentials [7] applied ad hoc to the aesthetics of human movement [2], in which opposing aspects related to the beauty of aesthetic appreciation were appraised.

DATA ANALYSIS
Correlations between the ratings of stick figure and video representations showed an r of about 0.5 (Table 1), the exceptions being the two turns and jump 2 (a jump performed while turning). By way of an example, Figure 6 shows the histogram of ratings corresponding to stick figures and videos, considering all skills together.
Figure 6. Ratings corresponding to the stick figures and for the videos.

CONCLUSION
Analysing the two semantic differentials (one of the elided images and another of the real filmed images) allows us to determine the prior experience of observers when it comes to appraising the aesthetic value of the danced motor skill series.

The data analyses show that although ratings are correlated due to kinematic parameters, the influence of non-kinematic parameters is also present. The larger differences corresponding to turns may be due to the dynamics and expressivity of these skills. It is likely that in this case, expressivity has had a greater influence on subjective judgment.

Stick figures are awarded higher scores, probably because some subtle movements (position of the hands, tension in the arms, etc.) are hidden when using 3D images. Indeed, the fact that these subtle movements are not reflected in the stick images, as opposed to what occurs when observing the movement of real bodies, illustrates that although aesthetic experience probably depends on the subjective perception of the observer, it is also induced by particular stimuli or their properties.
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ABSTRACT
Tracking someone's behavior patterns, interactions with technology, social interactions, or a combination of these in a medical setting can pose significant challenges. This paper provides an example, from an evaluation of new technology in the hospital setting, of how using motion sensor technology and video capture to provide context, combined with software logs, can meet ethical and practical challenges, and improve the depth and breadth of health informatics evaluation techniques.
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• Managing video data

Researchers who report on their research experiences often document challenges posed by the medico-legal environment of hospitals [3]. Staff may be resistant to having events captured in detail in case a medical error occurs and the captured event is used as evidence in court or for internal investigations.[3] The legal department may be unwilling for errors and near misses to be recorded in case, at a later date, an error is shown to have occurred more than once [3]. There are also the physical challenges of avoiding capturing data on patients, visitors and others in the hospital environment. This is especially important when using video or audio capture that is general and unspecific (field of view is not restricted) in semi-public spaces such as emergency rooms or recovery wards. The issues of how to inform participants, obtain consent, and manage communication with participants can become a barrier to research [8]. We aim to provide an example of how adding motion sensing capabilities to video capture in the hospital setting can overcome some medico-legal challenges and enhance possibilities for more focused, in–depth research.

BACKGROUND

There are an increasing number of examples of successful uses of video analyses in medical settings to analyze behavior, for education, training, quality management, and human factors and ergonomic analyses [3,7]. In this paper we describe the use of motion sensing to support video capture and analysis in an evaluation study of a new technology for blood delivery to operating rooms. The use of motion sensing together with video builds on work by other researchers to develop protocols for the successful use of video in sensitive hospital environments such as operating rooms, intensive care units, and emergency rooms.

STUDY SETTING AND DESCRIPTION

The use of "just-in-time" cross matching of blood for use in operating room settings is advocated as a patient safety practice and should provide greater process efficiency, decreasing the number of both unnecessary cross matches and transfusions [9]. The Neoteric BloodTrack® Self Serve System for remote allocation of blood is an example of a "just-in-time" system and has been installed in the OR suite of three Toronto hospitals. This device is networked to the blood bank laboratory information system and allows for point-of-care cross matching for patients who are eligible for electronic cross matching. The purpose of the research for which motion sensing was used is to evaluate the impact of the Neoteric Blood®Track Self Serve System on blood utilization, blood delivery, work practices and behavior of staff during blood issuing and delivery.

The Neoteric BloodTrack® Self Serve System consists of a database and a PC with a monitor at the blood bank/transfusion lab that is used to identify and track blood units and a remote (at the operating suite) fridge and kiosk. Once blood units have been indentified and tracked in the blood bank/transfusion lab they are loaded into a 9 drawer locked fridge (called a HemoNine) that is situated in the operating suite close to the operating rooms. Alongside the HemoNine is a kiosk with a touch screen and label printer. When blood is needed in an OR an employee approaches the fridge and identifies herself by scanning an ID badge. The software then prompts the employee for information about the patient, looks up the blood type for that patient and unlocks the fridge. The employee can open only 1 drawer and pick out 1 unit of blood (each drawer is for a separate blood type). The employee scans the unit and the software checks the unit type with the patient type. If this information matches correctly, a patient label is printed for the blood unit. The employee then performs a second safety check scan. This process is repeated if another unit of blood is needed.

Research Challenge

The study required analysis of staff using the new system both in the blood bank and in the operating suite. Loading of the remote fridge in the operating area occurs anytime between 5:00 am and 8:00 am after blood bank staff have identified blood requirements. This task can take anywhere from 20 minutes to an hour and occurs approximately once every 5 days. Staff in the operating suite use the remote fridge to obtain blood for patients between 1-20 times per week depending upon the hospital. This task takes an average of 60 seconds, between 9:00 am and 4:00 pm Monday to Friday. Using traditional observational techniques this might require a researcher to be present in the operating suite area for several weeks in order to capture a 1 second interaction with the new system. Considering that the research study required comparison across sites it was calculated that a minimum of 120 days of observations would be required to capture a comparable number of errors between sites. An observational approach without capture of errors would not be useful.

One challenge of providing effective technologies for...
medical settings is whether the new technology can meet the requirements of critical events or events in crisis situations that may not occur very frequently and are unpredictable [2]. An example in the context of this study would be an unpredicted big bleed of a patient undergoing emergency surgery at 2 am. Therefore the researchers needed to be able to capture such critical events that might occur outside of the systems typical usage pattern.

Although hospital management was supportive of a study that captures and analyzes errors in using the new system, staff were resistant to video capture particularly of faces. It was also important to avoid capturing patient identifying data such as names and medical numbers as obtaining patient consent for use of this information would be impractical in an operating room setting. In order to overcome these challenges we decided upon using motion sensing to control video capture which also had some advantages for meeting ethical requirements and meeting staff concerns.

VIDEO AND MOTION SENSING SOLUTION
Small fixed cameras (4) were installed to capture interactions continuously over the capture period of 120 days. These cameras were placed to capture paper tools, blood unit scanning, and computer screen interactions on the desk that is used most frequently for issuing to the new fridge. Cameras (4) were also installed in the operating suite area where the HemoNine fridge is in use. These cameras were Lorex CCD color cameras with 3.6mm wide angle lenses. One dome camera was also used with built in audio capture. Cameras were intended to capture meta interaction data such as time taken to issue a unit of blood, placement of blood units on desks, interruptions to the retrieval process, user errors, and number and type of tools required for the issuing process. Care was taken in the installation of the cameras to make sure that faces were not in full view i.e. camera field of view included the new fridge, kiosk, desk, computer and desk. Figure 1 shows a typical setup for the cameras in the operating suite. Cameras were connected to a Lorex security digital recorder device (DVR) with 500 GB hard drives. Lorex DVR included software for motion sensing with a motion detection area of 16 x 12 grids per camera and 4 adjustable variables for motion detection sensitivity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the setting where we implemented the motion sensor supported video capture we faced some specific challenges related to the dynamics of the tasks usually encountered in blood bank procedure and operating suite task flows.

Working with Dynamic Tasks and Timeframes
We identified 6 different types of task that would require study. Across these tasks, task frequency ranged from once every 45 minutes to once every 7 days, task durations ranged from 55 seconds to 45 minutes, and tasks did not follow an easy pattern of working hours but could occur at any time of day or night. This is not dissimilar to task dynamics encountered in other hospital settings such as intensive care units or emergency rooms. What these hospital settings have in common is that their tasks share attributes that make traditional task observation methodologies, either using human observation or human triggered video, impractical. Some of these attributes are:

- Unpredictable start times
- Round the clock activity
- Wide ranging task durations and frequency
- Active or moving tasks that occur across work spaces

Motion sensors allowed us to trigger video capture for events whenever they occurred. This allowed us to study all task types. It also allowed us to increase the timeframe for the video capture from 5-7 days of continuous observation to 120 days of discreet task observations. In this way we have been able to capture tasks that are representative of user behavior in the early days after implementation of the new technology, as well as tasks representative of user behavior after the technology has been in place for some time and use of the system has become routine. We were also able to capture critical incidents whenever they occurred e.g. use of the remote fridge for trauma patients who were brought in to surgery during the night, or, for transfusion requests during routine day surgeries when unexpected bleeding occurs.

Ethical and Legal Challenges
Motion sensing is particularly suited to achieve research protocols for video capture. Protocols can be developed to include practices that minimize medico-legal concerns and increase staff comfort with video recording. Some of these include; limiting view angles, restricting audio recording, facilitating optional deletion of video footage, restricting duration of videoing, and targeting specific tasks or interactions [5, 7]. In our study we used motion sensors targeted to very specific segments of each of the cameras’ field of view. For example, we set up small areas of motion sensitivity for each camera field of view where staff would be interacting with the technology intervention under study such a scanning area and the door handle of the blood fridge. Combined with our multiple camera coverage we were able to trigger video capture for both very short durations and for only relevant interactions. The multiple camera approach enabled us to avoid, as much as possible, capturing staff head shots (a point of sensitivity with staff members).

Managing Consent
The motion sensing technology that we used also records time and date of the video trigger. With this information an efficient optional delete/non-consent procedure can be implemented. For this to work we asked non-consenting participants to anonymously fill a request for certain date and time segments to be deleted. This procedure satisfied
both ethical review board concerns, increased staff comfort with the video, and was easily implemented.

**Motion Sensing and Video Analysis**

Motion sensors can trigger video capture over the full length of a pilot or research study. This allows more specific events to be collected for thorough analysis and interpretation including infrequent and critical incidents. Since a large number of specific events are captured it is then possible to use a sampling technique to select video clips for analysis. We have combined video clips with software log data that records user errors to identify clips for analysis.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE SOLUTIONS**

The solution we have described was implemented using readily available technology most often used for security surveillance of commercial property such as stores and restaurants. There are other solutions that might provide more control to both the researcher and the participant. RFID tags could be used by consenting participants to trigger video capture in addition to motion sensor triggers [10]. Motion sensed event data (such a timestamp data) could be linked to software logs to provide automatic event/clip information and identification by task type, duration and participant characteristics.

**CONCLUSION**

The use of motion sensing to trigger video capture in hospital based studies has many advantages for the research and the participants. As well as the significant opportunities it provides for increasing the efficiency and focus of video capture (i.e. targeted to specific events/tasks), we have described the advantages to the researcher of using event trigger data to enhance analyses by providing larger more specific video clip libraries from which to sample for analyses. Whilst motion sensing has been used in other settings for many years, for health informatics research this study implementation represents a significant step towards addressing the challenges of behavioral research in the medical setting.
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ABSTRACT

We developed a system in which the lifetime behavior and movement patterns of \textit{Anastrepha ludens}—a Tephritid fruit fly slightly larger than a housefly and commonly known as the Mexican fruit fly—maintained in 27 cubic cm cages is recorded every fifth of a second for one minute three times per hour for 24 hours each day throughout their lives. The data generated from the behavioral monitoring system (BMS) include date, time, 1-of-6 behaviors, and locations in 3-dimensional space (XYZ location). This yields over 12 million data-points for a single fly that lives 100 days. The raw data enable researchers to analyze: (1) behavior including frequency, sequence, age and diel patterns, and circadian rhythm; (2) movement including age and diel patterns, rates, and pathways; and (3) location within the cage by age and time-of-day.

BEHAVIORAL MONITORING SYSTEM

The hardware of the BMS for monitoring behaviors of mexfly consists of a pair of cameras to acquire left and right video images in real time, a nine-cage tray to house individual flies in each cage, visible and infrared lights. The cameras are connected to an image processor for short term storage of video images, which are fed to a computer for behavior detection and long-term data storage. The system is configured as follows at the beginning of the experiments and then each time after fresh water and food are provided to flies. The cameras and lighting are adjusted to capture clear left and right images of each cage in the center of video. The fixed positions of water and food in the images are captured respectively and recorded into the system. The fly is recognized as a white image in the dark background of the cage. The rate of sampling by cameras is 5 frames or images per second. The sampling time per recording can be adjusted between the ranges of 10 to 60 seconds. The quantity of images or frames in the video will be a function of the sampling time per recording. Once the positions of water and food in the images are captured respectively and recorded into the system. The fly is recognized as a white image in the dark background of the cage. The rate of sampling by cameras is 5 frames or images per second. The sampling time per recording can be adjusted between the ranges of 10 to 60 seconds. The quantity of images or frames in the video will be a function of the sampling time per recording. Once the positions of water and food, sex of the flies, date of birth, comments, and sampling time are loaded, the recording can be initiated. The BMS records 3-D coordinates of individual flies from each video frame and automates classification of six behaviors, termed as resting, moving, walking, flying, feeding and drinking, for each bout or image frame, based on changes of 3-D coordinates between two constitutive frames and relative positions from the food and water sources. The BMS generates two ethograms in the text format every day, a behavior file containing date, time, XYZ coordinates, speed and behavior classification at each bout of imaging, and a statistics file containing date, time, total activity level, frequency and activity level of each behavior per sampling period.

\textsuperscript{*} Corresponding author.
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PROOF OF CONCEPT

Behavioral Experiments
Two BMS were used to monitor lifetime behaviors of 16 mexfly females with each BMS holding four females on the full diet and four females on sugar only diet. The flies were randomly assigned to and individually housed in a cage of the 9-cage tray in each BMS. Fresh food and water were provided to flies from the bottom of each cage once a week. The recording was initiated at the eclosion of the flies and stopped at day 134 when approximately half of the flies were dead. The video sampling time for each cage was 60-second long.

Lifetime Behavior Patterns and Dietary Effects
We used two BMS systems to continuously track eight mexfly females on the full diet and eight females on sugar only diet for 134 days when more than half of the mexflies were dead. The lifetime recording was disrupted for short periods of time when the system needed re-adjustment due to introduction of fresh food and water once a week or occasionally power outage. For each fly, we used the behavior ethograms from the BMS to compute the frequency and activity level of each of the six behaviors in every hour of the day in function of the age in days.

Using these hourly behavior patterns, we first computed frequency of each of the six behaviors over the age or over the time of the day to assess age-related or circadian rhythm patterns respectively. Several age-related patterns could be identified from the data depicted in the figures based on the outcome of recordings for 16 females on two different diets. Flies on both diets spend more than 60% of their time on resting every day over their lifetime. The next most frequent daily behaviors are walking and moving, which, combined, count approximately 25% of a fly’s daily time. Flies on sugar diet have significantly higher walking frequency than those on the full diet. Flying, feeding and drinking occur at very low frequencies, which counts less than 5% of all the behaviors in most of the days. The frequency of daily resting and moving remain relatively constant with little fluctuation over the lifetime of flies, suggesting that there are no age-associated changes for these two behaviors. The frequency of daily walking reaches the peak around the age of 20 days and then gradually decreases with age for flies on both diets, suggesting that walking frequency is an age-related parameter. Overall, the frequency of daily flying declines with age after reaching the peak around the age of 20 days, while the frequency of daily feeding and drinking appears to increase with age.

We also analyzed the circadian rhythm patterns for the hourly frequency of each behavior. During night time between 7 pm when the light is off and 7 am when the light is on, flies spend almost all of their time (>95%) on resting, presumably in sleep, while other behaviors are rare. During daytime, resting is still the most frequent behavior, which occupies more than 55% of the flies’ time; walking is the next most frequent behavior (up to 40%), followed by moving (up to 20%); feeding, Drinking and flying are rare (less than 5% combined). Walking and flying show hour-dependent changes and reach the peak period in late afternoon from 3-7 pm, while the other behaviors display relatively constant rates during daytime. During daytime, flies on sugar diet walk more frequent that those on the full diet with the peak level differing by approximately 50%. However, the highest walking frequency occurs at 6 pm for both mexflies on sugar and the full diet.

Lifetime Activity Patterns
It is reasonable to assume that the daily total distance a fly travels reflects how active this fly is every day. To further assess the lifetime activity level of flies, we calculated the distance a fly travels in each hour every day. By averaging the hourly total distance values from individual flies, we generated age-related distance patterns and circadian distance patterns for flies on the full or sugar only diet. The daily total distance gradually increases in the first 15 days, reaches the peak at the age of approximately 20 days and then gradually declines with age for flies on both diets. This suggests that daily total distance is a good aging marker. The daily distance is generally higher for flies on sugar diet than those on the full diet with the peak distance levels differing by ~60%. The circadian distance patterns reveal that overall patterns are similar between flies on both diets with ~90% of the daily distance traveled is during daytime. Similar to the circadian walking frequency patterns, ~50% of the distance traveled is in late afternoon from 3-7 pm and the distance peaks at 6 pm for flies on both diets. In addition, the peak distance level for flies on sugar is ~40% higher than those on the full diet.

DISCUSSION
We described a behavior monitor system capable of automating lifetime behaviors. Each BMS tracks the 3-D positions of nine individually housed mexflies once every few minutes over their lifetime and generates ethograms with automated classification of six behaviors. This BMS can be easily adopted for a regular research lab as it is made with video cameras and a computer commonly found in a biology lab. The software converts video images of large file size into text files, which allows long-term continuous recording and storage by a standard lab computer. In addition, the software automates classification of six basic behaviors of mexflies, which makes it user-friendly for biologists to analyze data without much additional programming. Although many of the existing video systems have potentials to conduct lifetime long experiments, our BMS is the first high resolution machine vision system demonstrated to have the capacity to record lifetime 3-D positions of an animal and automatically classify lifelong behaviors for months.
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ABSTRACT
The Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua L.) is historically one of the most important commercial species known. The behavior of this species, important for fisheries, research and stock assessment, is in many ways masked by extensive horizontal and vertical dispersion in its habitat. The potential of using the Theme software in behavior studies of commercial fish stocks was tested using data from tagging experiments with adult cod in Icelandic waters. The time series were prepared for T-pattern analysis, including detection and delimitation of tidal influence in the data and event basing raw data according to predefined events. A high number of temporal patterns were detected, patterns of repeated vertical movements and speed and acceleration changes. A number of specific temporal patterns were also identified within and across vertical movements of individual cod. Future objective is to explore these patterns in relation to environmental factors and horizontal location.
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INTRODUCTION
The Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua L.) is historically one of the most important commercial species known [2]. The behavior of this species, important for fisheries, research and stock assessment, is in many ways masked by extensive horizontal and vertical dispersion in its habitat [3]. The current study discusses a new approach to analyze behavior such as horizontal and vertical movements of tagged cod in Icelandic waters. The approach, known as T-pattern detection, has successfully been used within other research fields but never before in this particular field. The data presented show that specific temporal patterns can be identified within and across vertical movements of individual cod in relation to environmental parameters.

What Theme Does
Theme (see www.patternvision.com) looks for relationships between events. It takes into account the order and relative timing (critical interval relationship). If the critical interval is less than would be expected by chance, it defines a pattern called T-pattern. Theme starts with simple patterns and gradually adds them together to form more complex patterns. Less complete patterns do not survive, longer chains are “fitter”; as the patterns recombine and grow, only the fittest survive.

METHOD
The data was collected using the Data Storage Tags (DST centi series) developed by Star-Oddi (see www.star-odd,.com). The DST centi is a small underwater data logger, available with sensors for underwater temperature and depth logging. The cod was tagged with Data Storage Tags (DSTs) with memory capacity of up to 260,000 records measuring temperature and depth at 10 minutes intervals. All measurements are time related, utilizing a real time clock inside the DST.

Each event is defined by start time and end time, and also a label indicating the meaning of the event. For example, an event may indicate that the tag was located at a certain depth level, or that temperature increased over a certain time interval. The 3 types of events used in the current study are:

- Level-based events that are based on the range of the measurement data.
- Speed-based events, which indicate changes in the data.
- Acceleration-based events, which indicate changes in speed over time.
Tidal Wave Model
A numerical model has been developed and set up to predict sea level variations and tidal currents along the Icelandic coastline, taking into account both the astronomical and meteorological forcing. The model is run on an operational basis at the Icelandic Maritime Administration to predict sea level and tidal currents in Icelandic coastal waters using a weather forecast from the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts. The model is based on the two-dimensional part of the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) [4], solving the nonlinear shallow water equations numerically using a staggered finite difference scheme.

RESULTS

Tidal Location of Fish in the Ocean Around Iceland
Knowledge of the whereabouts of tagged fish between tagging and recapture is important in research on commercial fish stocks. Indirect location of fish with DST tags measuring water pressure is possible by isolating the tidal variation of sea level (pressure) from other variations of pressure, such as those due to change of depth by the fish. These, together with the tidal model, may then be used to find the location within the ocean with matching tides to those measured by the fish. Tidal location of fish has been attempted in the North Sea with good results [1].

The existence of a tidal model and in particular the existence of a database for amplitude and phase of the most important tidal components for all the ocean around Iceland make it possible to attempt tidal location of tagged fish around Iceland. Figure 2 shows results from an experimental application of this method to fish tagged in Icelandic coastal waters using the database of tidal components generated by the tidal model described here. Preliminary results show that this method can indeed be used with the current database and that the accuracy obtained in location of the fish will be acceptable. However, improvements of the database and the tidal location method being applied are planned in the near future to improve the accuracy of the predicted locations.

Patterns of Vertical Movements
A high number of temporal patterns were detected in the cod DST data. These patterns were of repeated vertical movements, speed and acceleration changes as well as resting at the same defined vertical level. An example of pattern of an individual cod is displayed in Figure 3. A number of specific temporal patterns were also identified within and across individual cod vertical movements.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Preliminary results indicate that a Theme analysis can make a significant contribution to the analysis of cod behavior, offering an increased advantage to view and understand hidden patterns within a large number of data points. A high number of temporal patterns were detected, patterns of repeated vertical movements and speed and acceleration...
changes. A number of specific temporal patterns were also identified within and across individual cod vertical movements. Future objective is to further search for patterns of vertical movement in relation to environmental parameters emphasizing a) behavioral patterns that are tidal-wave related, b) behavioral patterns related to temperature and depth data, c) behavioral patterns related to observed patterns of wind speed and direction, tidal stage, lunar stage, day length, and other local oceanographic features, and d) behavioral patterns related to location of the cod in the Icelandic waters.
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ABSTRACT
Typical movements of the upper extremity in everyday life show a large variability between different, healthy subjects. In order to find reference arm movements for monitoring the progress of rehabilitation after stroke, we investigated the similarity of arm movement patterns on both sides of the body in healthy subjects for typical activities of daily living.

The movements of the upper extremity and the trunk, respectively, were recorded with a video-based 3D motion analysis system. Different statistical analyses of these data showed that the variability between the left and right body side of a subject is of the same size as the variability between different subjects. In other words, taking the movement trajectory of the healthy arm as a reference for the affected arm is not better than using the mean trajectory of a population as a reference, and simpler assessment criteria should be used.
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INTRODUCTION
While quantitative evaluations of leg movements are well established, for example in the analysis of gait [1], no such standards are available for arm movements. This lack of standards is caused mainly by two reasons: first, while the lower extremities are used predominantly for locomotion, hands and arms have to fulfill much more variable tasks. And second, the 3-dimensional analysis of arm movements is quite complex, and has only recently started to be addressed [2]. This makes the rehabilitation of arm movements, for example after stroke, more difficult: What should we aim for when we want to achieve a “normal” arm movement? We hypothesized that while the variability of arm movements is large between different subjects, it might be significantly smaller within one subject, when the movement kinematics of the right and left arm are compared for the same, well defined task.

METHODS
Subjects
In total twenty students voluntarily participated in our investigations. A pilot study, which was used to optimize the arm movement tasks suitable for our investigation, comprised eight male and two female subjects (mean age 27.6 +/- 6.9 yr). Based on the subjects’ own estimation, three of them were classified as “dominantly left handed”, and seven as “dominantly right handed”. In the main study seven male and three female subjects participated (mean age 26.0 +/- 3.8 yr). All subjects except one were dominantly right handed. All of them were healthy, with no upper extremity complaints.

Paradigms
For the upper extremity there is no single most relevant functional task determinable. Instead, researchers often specify a set of “activities of daily living” (ADLs) for their investigations. For our goal – finding repeatable reference arm movements – we chose arm movements similar to those during typical ADLs. To limit the degrees of freedom (DOFs), we chose to measure only the orientation of the upper arm relative to the thorax. Inclusion of lower arm and hand movements would add additional DOFs, further increasing the variability and complicating the analysis.

For each subject both upper extremities were measured for all three tasks specified below. These tasks were based on earlier studies [2] but were slightly modified to be more representative for ADLs. For all tasks, the subject was sitting in a chair without armrests. The subjects were instructed to keep their torso upright with no contact to the back of the chair. The thighs should be parallel and the knees roughly at an angle of 90 deg. To ensure repeatable starting conditions, each hand started palm down, on the
ipsilateral knee. Each task was repeated five times. The subjects were instructed to execute the repetitions at a moderate speed that should be similar for the individual repetitions and body sides, respectively. The subjects also had to remain in the start and end position for approximately one second. The following three tasks were measured:

- **Reaching (Task 1)** Subjects started as described above. The end point was reached when the index finger touched a point marked on a metal bar in front of the subject. The point was located 10 cm above the top of the subject's head, in the plane that goes through the shoulder joint and parallel to the mid-sagittal plane, and at a distance where the subject could reach it by almost fully extending the elbow (Figure 1, left). This task represents activities such as taking something from a shelf.

- **Hand to contralateral shoulder (Task 2)** Again, subjects started as described above. The subjects were instructed to touch the contralateral shoulder with the tip of the index finger (Figure 1, center). This task represents all activities near the contralateral shoulder, e.g. zipping up a jacket or washing the arm-pit.

- **Hand to hip pocket (Task 3)** Again subjects started in the starting position as described above. The end position was reached when the hand was placed on the ipsilateral hip pocket (Figure 1, right). This task represents reaching the back and accomplishment of perineal care.

**Recording System**

Movements of the upper extremity and torso were recorded using the LUKotronic AS202 system (Lukotronic, Innsbruck, Austria), a video-based motion analysis system, for tracking the positions of active LED-markers attached to the body segments. This system allows tracking of actively controlled infrared markers with sample rates up to 1200 Hz, within a measurement range of up to 5-7 m. The system has the advantage that it is easily portable. The motion capture unit is connected to a laptop via USB and requires no additional power supply.

For our study, all data were sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz. Since our study focused on the relative movement of the upper limb with respect to the trunk, we decided not to monitor the complete anatomical chain (thorax - upper arm - lower arm - hand), but only thorax and upper arm. A total of six markers were attached to the subject - three on the upper arm and three on the trunk (Figure 2).

**ANALYSIS**

**Description of Limb Movement**

The data analysis was performed in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, Mass, USA), with programs developed in our group. Our investigation focused on the orientation of the arm relative to the torso. For each task, a representative trajectory was calculated by averaging the repetitions for each subject, body side and task.

We described the orientation of the upper arm relative to the trunk by using quaternions [3]. Compared to the more commonly used Euler angles, this method has two big advantages: it does not require a decomposition of the current orientation into a sequence of three consecutive rotations about arbitrarily chosen axes; and it avoids the problem of "gimbal lock" [4], which is unavoidable when using Euler angles.

To describe the orientation of the upper arm with respect to the torso, we define a torso-fixed coordinate system, with the x-axis pointing forward, the y-axis to the left, and the z-axis upward.

**Evaluation of Limb Movement**

Since the subjects performed the movement repetitions at different speeds, a normalization with respect to time is necessary before averaging. This is also essential for the subsequent comparison of different trajectories. An unavoidable consequence of time normalization is the loss of velocity information.

We perform the normalization with respect to time in two steps. First, the trajectory of each repetition is normalized to a length of 2000 data points. Depending on the duration of the repetition this can mean a shortening or a stretching of the data set. This normalization is accomplished by interpolation. Secondly, the duration of the phases in the trajectory is normalized. Therefore, each trajectory is divided into five phases that are defined by four characteristic points. These points have to be marked manually by the operator (for an example see Figure 3). Since we have five repetitions for each movement, this...
marking results in five time coordinates for each point. Taking the median of these coordinates enables us to calculate the average duration for each phase. With these average durations the phases of all repetitions are normalized by interpolation. For a quantitative comparison of two trajectories a parameter has to be defined that describes the deviation between them. To obtain one single parameter, we decided to take the area between the two trajectories, as shown in Figure 4. This can be done either for each component separately; or it can be calculated by determining the difference between trajectories as a curving ribbon in 3-dimensional space.

Statistical Analysis
To minimize the variability in each subgroup, we distinguished between “dominant” and “non-dominant” arm. We analyzed three different pairings of data:

- Trajectory of subject's dominant arm compared to the trajectory of subject's non-dominant arm.
- Trajectory of subject's dominant arm compared to the mean trajectory of all dominant arms in the group.
- Trajectory of subject's non-dominant arm compared to the mean trajectory of all non-dominant arms in the group.

First we checked if our data come from normal distributions. This was done with the Lilliefors test, which is an adaption of the Kolmogorow-Smirnow test. The Matlab-command \texttt{lillietest} tests the null hypothesis that the data set comes from a normal distribution, against the alternative that it comes from a different distribution.

We tested the following two hypotheses:

- \textbf{Hypothesis 1}: The deviation between the trajectory of a subject's non-dominant arm and the average trajectory of all measured non-dominant arms is not greater than the deviation between the trajectory of a subject's dominant arm and the average trajectory of all measured dominant arms.
- \textbf{Hypothesis 2}: The deviation between the trajectory of a subject's dominant arm and the average trajectory of all measured dominant arms is not greater than the deviation between the trajectories of a subject's left and right arm.

In all our tests the significance level was set to $p<0.05$.

RESULTS
With one exception, all the pairings for all the tasks were normally distributed, which justifies our subsequent use of a t-test for the statistical data analysis.

To our surprise, none of the null hypotheses stated above could be rejected at a 5% significance level. Although the p-values for Task 3 are smaller than for the Tasks 1 and 2, the results do not give strong evidence that Task 3 is more appropriate for the evaluation of arm movements. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the separate analysis of the x, y and z component has any advantage over the three dimensional analysis.

DISCUSSION
We know that upper limb movements of the right and left side are to some extent coupled [5]. We also know that bilateral movement training can have significant beneficial effects in stroke rehabilitation [6,7]. What we don’t know is how best to quantify arm movements, especially arm movements that have been recorded in three dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Hypo</th>
<th>dev 3d</th>
<th>dev x</th>
<th>dev y</th>
<th>dev z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 2</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of the t-test for the main study, given in %. If the Hypothesis were wrong for a given Task, the corresponding value in the table would have to be less than 5%.
(3D). We also don’t know how to optimize the training of unilateral arm movements during rehabilitation. The reason for these difficulties lies in the variability and complexity of arm movements, and in the lack of standards for recording and analyzing arm movements in 3D space [8].

We speculated that the variability of arm movements might be reduced by a) restricting the recording and analysis to relative movements between upper arm and thorax, during selected typical activities of daily living; b) eliminating temporal variability by normalizing the executed movements in time; and c) by referencing the arm movements to the movement of the contra-lateral side in healthy subjects, not to average movements of a normal population. This expectation was bolstered by the finding of Mackey et al, that in children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy, the range of motion (ROM), timing, and peak angular velocity of the unaffected arm were similar to the corresponding parameters of the dominant arm of healthy control children [9]. Similarly, Macedo and Magee found little difference in the ROM between the dominant and non-dominant arm in healthy subjects [10].

Somewhat to our surprise, the results of our investigations could not verify the hypotheses that we tested: it could not be shown that taking the movement pattern of the healthy arm as a reference for the affected arm is any better than using the mean trajectory of a population as a reference. Our study looked only for clear, reproducible correlations in the movement kinematics of right and left upper arm, which could provide a firm basis for new rehabilitation programs for arm movements. The detection of subtle correlations between right and left arm, or of gender related differences of movement kinematics, would require the inclusion of a larger number of subjects.

As handedness does not seem to be affected much by age [11;12], we speculate that the differences between our results and those from investigations looking only for difference in the ROM [9;10] are caused by the difference in the analysis: our analysis included the whole 3D trajectory of the movement, thereby highlighting any differences in any trajectory feature or component, while previous analyses focused on more global parameters such as ROM.

In summary, it can be stated that even for a well-defined set of movements that resemble activities of daily living, there is a large variability in the movement trajectories. Since both the individual variability between a person's left and right arm and the variability within the group are that large, meaningful reference parameters for a quantitative evaluation of arm movements have to be chosen carefully. Simple parameters like ROM are more likely to be successful than more detailed trajectory components.
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ABSTRACT
Many incidents and crashes can be attributed to driver distraction, and it is essential to learn how to detect distraction in order to develop efficient countermeasures. A number of distraction detection algorithms have been developed over the years, and the objective of this paper is to summarize available approaches and to describe these algorithms in a unified framework. The review is limited to real-time algorithms that are intended to detect visual distraction.
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INTRODUCTION
Driver inattention and distraction are major contributors to road incidents and crashes [1, 2]. Even so, drivers continue to engage themselves in distracting tasks such as using their mobile phones or navigation systems, eating, grooming and tending to their children. Advanced driver assistance systems may change this pattern by alerting the driver when his or her attention diverts from the road.

Driver distraction can be defined as “the diversion of attention away from activities critical for safe driving toward a competing activity” [2]. This is a very general definition where the diversion of attention can be visual, auditory, physical or cognitive and where the competing activity can be anything from mobile phone usage to getting lost in thought. New advances in remote eye tracking technology provide a means to counteract distracted driving in real-time. Eye movements can be used to gain access to several types of distraction. For example, studies have shown that eye movements are sensitive not only to visual distraction but also to auditory secondary tasks [3-5].

There are numerous performance indicators that are based on longitudinal and lateral vehicle control dynamics which correlate with visual as well as cognitive task demands [6-8]. These include steering wheel reversal rate, average proportion of high frequency steering, brake reaction time, steering entropy, throttle hold, variability in lateral position, number of lane exceedences, time- and distance headway and time to collision. Even though many of these performance indicators seem to be promising secondary task identifiers, we restrict this survey to gaze based distraction detection algorithms. The objective of this paper is thus to summarize available real-time gaze based approaches for measuring visual driver distraction and to describe these algorithms in a unified framework. Since the focus of this review is on real-time assessment of visual distraction, many after-the-fact methods based on reaction times, secondary task performance and corrective manoeuvres are left out. A survey of the effects, in contrast to the prediction, of driver distraction can be found in Young et al. [9].

PRINCIPLES OF DRIVER DISTRACTION DETECTION
A schematic overview summarizing the structure of most driver distraction detection algorithms is illustrated in Figure 1. The basis for all algorithms is measures registered in real-time during driving. They can stem from the driver (driver behaviour), like eye movements or hand movements, or they can be logged from the vehicle (driving behaviour), like speed or lateral position. Furthermore, situational variables like time and position can be used (other data). Certain features of these data, like gaze direction, steering entropy or others are extracted and possibly fused in order to arrive at a continuous measure of the driver’s distraction level. This output is then used to classify the driver’s state of attention. For most algorithms these states are visually distracted vs. not visually distracted.

Field Relevant for Driving
Common for all eye or head movement based distraction algorithms is that they use off-road glances as the basic source of information. The idea is to define a field relevant
for driving, which is basically the area where the driver is looking when he or she is driving. If a world model is not available, the field relevant for driving can, for example, be defined as a circle \([10-12]\) or a rectangle \([13]\), see Figure 2. It is also possible to select different shapes. In Kircher et al. \([14]\), a circle where the lower part was removed was used so that the dashboard would not be included in the field relevant for driving. Since there is no information about where the driver is looking in the real world, the selected field relevant for driving needs to be positioned in the real world based on statistics of where the driver has been looking. This is often done by centering the selected shape around the largest peak in the distribution of recent gazes. When enough gaze data has been acquired, it is also possible to define more than one zone based on the distribution of the data. For example, Kutila et al. \([15]\) uses four zones (road ahead, windscreen and left/right exterior mirror.

If the eye tracking systems allows a world model to be used, the field relevant for driving can be defined based on different zones related to the interior of the car. This approach is used by Pohl et al. \([16]\) and Kircher et al. \([14]\), see Figure 2. In the latter of these two, the field relevant for driving is defined as the intersection between a viewing cone of 90 degrees and the vehicle’s windows. This means that the circular field relevant for driving concept is expanded with information about the design of the car.

**Distraction Estimation**

Glances away from the road ahead are usually defined as glances residing outside the field relevant for driving. The duration of these glances away from the road ahead is the basic source of information that all visual distraction detection algorithms to date are based upon. If the driver is looking away from the road too often or for too long, the driver is considered distracted.

The mappings that transform glances away from the road to a continuous distraction estimate are often very similar. For example, Zhang et al. \([13]\) used the average duration of glances away from the road in a 4.3-second wide sliding window, Donmez et al. \([17]\) used a weighted sum of the current glance and the average glance duration in a 3-second sliding window and Victor \([10]\) used the percentage of on-road gaze data points in a 60-second sliding window. A slightly different approach is to use a buffer \([14]\) or a counter \([11]\) that changes its value when the driver looks away. Here the counter/buffer reaches a maximum/
minimum value when the driver is judged to be too distracted.

So far, there has been a direct link from the FRD via the glance duration to the estimated distraction level in the sense that all gazes have the same weight, regardless of where the gaze is directed. However, it is possible to make this link fuzzier by changing the weight as a function of where the gaze is directed. One idea is thus to penalize glances that are far away from the road centre. In the SafeTE project [12], this was done by the so-called eccentricity function $E(a) = 6.5758 - 1/(0.001*a + 0.152)$. This is basically a weighting function that favours glances close to the road centre while penalizing glances with a large gaze direction angle. The equation is based on a study by Lamble et al. [18] and is related to visual behaviour and brake response when a lead vehicle suddenly starts to decelerate. In cases where a world model is available, it is possible to use different weights on different objects [14, 16]. For example, the rear view mirrors and the speedometer could have a higher weight as compared to the field relevant for driving but lower than the middle console or the glove compartment. Higher weights in this context mean that the distraction estimate will increase faster while lower weights have the opposite effect. Other combinations of the distraction estimation functions mentioned above, i.e. glance duration, glance history and eccentricity, has also been suggested [19].

Distraction Decision
The continuous distraction estimate needs to be mapped to a decision whether the driver is distracted or not. Basically, the driver enters the distracted state when a threshold is reached and returns to the attentive state when some criteria are fulfilled. The main difference between different approaches is how to leave the distracted state. One approach is to require that the driver is looking forward for some minimum time before he or she is considered to be attentive [14, 16, 17]. The other approach is that it is enough for the driver to look back at the road to be considered fully attentive [11].

Inhibition Criteria
A distraction detection algorithm determines whether a driver is distracted or not, but when and in which way the driver will be warned for distraction is determined by a warning strategy. Information about different warning strategies is out of the scope of this review. More information can be found in, for example, Donmez et al. [20]. However, there are situations when it is not suitable to give distraction warnings. For instance, if the driver is braking hard he or she is probably aware of the situation and should not be disturbed by a warning. For this reason, certain criteria can be set up to inhibit warnings. Common criteria include [21]:

- **Speed**: Below 50 km/h gaze behaviour is not very uniform. The gaze is often outside the FRD without the driver being distracted.
- **Direction indicators**: Changing lanes and turning can include planned glances outside the FRD.
- **Reverse gear**: Reverse engaged means that the driver should look over the shoulder.
- **Brake pedal**: No warning should be given while driver is braking, in order not to interfere with critical driving manoeuvres.
- **Steering wheel angle**: No warning should be given while the driver is engaged in substantial changes of direction, in order not to interfere with critical driving manoeuvres.
- **Lateral acceleration**: No warning should be given when the vehicle makes strong movements, in order not to interfere with critical driving manoeuvres.

**IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH**
Available algorithms for eye tracking based driver distraction detection attempt to detect visual distraction. All algorithms can be fitted in a common framework; determine if the driver is looking at the road or not, convert this information into a continuous estimate of (visual) distraction and finally use some rule, often a threshold, to determine if the estimated level of distraction should be considered distracted or attentive. The main limitation of these approaches is that they do not take the current traffic situation into account. This could be done by allowing the field relevant for driving to change dynamically over time. Future research is needed to (a) determine the optimal field relevant for driving for different traffic situations and traffic environments and (b) develop technology to be able to measure the current traffic situation and traffic environment.

Only one of the available algorithms (percent road centre) was prepared in order to detect internal distraction. Suggested measures of internal distraction are based on the concentration of gazes towards the road centre area, which is higher when the driver is lost in thought. It has been suggested that other eye movements such as saccades and microsaccades could be indicative of workload or inattention. Future research is needed to (a) investigate eye movement physiology during driving, (b) develop remote eye tracking technology with higher accuracy so that these small and fast eye movements can be measured, and (c) develop algorithms that reliably and accurately detect different types of eye movements like fixations, saccades and smooth pursuit from the continuous data stream.

Other distraction indicators such as lateral and longitudinal control parameters seem to be very task and situation dependent, and it is questionable whether they can be used in a general purpose driver distraction detection algorithm. Future research includes fusion of several data sources, including situational variables, so that the appropriate set of performance indicators is used at exactly the right place at the right time. Even though it might be impossible to replace eye movement related indicators completely with...
driving related parameters, it would be very valuable to be able to fall back on this type of data when eye tracking is lost.
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ABSTRACT
In the course of the scientific project IANUS, we examined the impacts of stress on the physical and psychological condition of passengers in train stations in order to identify relevant determinants and to develop recommendations for reducing stress-inducing factors in public transport infrastructures. We used a combination of biometric measuring of heart rate, semi-automated observation of spatio-temporal behaviour, psychological interviews, eye-tracking and visual field analyses during laboratory and field tests. In this contribution, we focus on the methodology of observing the spatio-temporal behaviour patterns of 35 individuals participating in field tests conducted in Vienna, Austria. The observation datasets have been analysed concerning velocities, route choice, stopping behaviour and related activities in order to identify noticeable patterns and events that can indicate stress-related behaviour. The outcomes were subsequently consolidated with the results of the complementary methods in order to identify stress-inducing factors in transport infrastructures.
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INTRODUCTION
In the domain of traffic-related research, the impact of stress has primarily been examined in connection with pilot and driver behaviour. Findings have shown that frequent stressful driving encounters may ultimately lead to a dispositional tendency of drivers to experience all driving encounters in a negative manner [2]. The perspective of public transport passengers and the impact of stress on their physiological and psychological health has however largely been disregarded, although the same impact may be assumed when experiencing stressful situations while travelling with public transport facilities.

The aspect described has become of particular importance as today’s public transport infrastructures provide a wide range of different services in addition to their primary function as traffic hubs. Due to this development, a growing amount of information is provided within station buildings, forcing passengers to filter out relevant information within limited time. Information overflow, time pressure and the complexity of infrastructures may cause uncertainties and can expose individuals to increased stress. As a consequence, individuals might try to avoid such situations in the future by not using public transport.

This is a development that has to be countered. To do so, it is firstly necessary to identify the key factors that increase stress of passengers in public transport situations. Secondly, the negative impacts of these factors have to be minimized in order to facilitate the completion of different tasks for passengers and augment the attractiveness of public transport usage.

As part of the scientific project IANUS we used a multidisciplinary approach comprising complementary methods to investigate stress-related behaviour of specific target groups. The aim of the project was to identify stress-inducing factors in transport infrastructures and their effects on navigation behaviour of passengers as well as the passengers’ strategies of gathering information and coping with stress. In this contribution, we focus on a particular method we used in this multi-disciplinary approach: the observation and analysis of spatio-temporal movement patterns of test subjects. We introduce the method, illustrate selected results and demonstrate how the results were consolidated with data obtained by the complementary methods in the project.
ACROSS-METHOD TRIANGULATION FOR IDENTIFYING STRESS-INDUCING FACTORS

Recent findings have detected considerable divergences in measured physiological stress indicators and subjectively perceived stress levels. After a stressful test situation, test drivers stated to still experience heightened pressure, although no physiological evidence (e.g. high heart rate) could be measured any more [6]. This indicates that a broad set of indicators has to be used to examine stress comprehensively. In order to also take coping strategies and stress-related movement patterns into account, the phenomenon has to be investigated from several perspectives. We conducted experiments with participants of four different target groups in a laboratory environment and during field tests, applying the following methods:

- Questionnaires and personal interviews for gathering relevant information about attitudes, mood and stress coping strategies,
- Eye-Tracking (laboratory tests) and visual field analysis (field tests) for collecting data (visual focus points when orientating under stress),
- Physiological measurements of heart rate in the field tests and additionally skin response, pulse and body temperature in the laboratory environment for gathering information about physiological reactions on stress,
- Observation (shadowing) of spatio-temporal behaviour: semi-automated annotation of trajectories and activities (only for field tests) for identifying potentially stress-induced behaviour.

The selection of relevant target groups was based on previous findings in stress research. In the context of transport, two main individual-related characteristics show high relevance in connection with stress: age and experience in using transport systems. The age of a person is of relevance as the ability to take in and process information decreases with growing age. Stressful situations can aggravate this problem for elderly people and might as well cause specific reactions and coping strategies [1,7,9]. The importance of the second key attribute – whether people are accustomed to using public transport or not – lies in the fact that new situations and environments are generally perceived as more difficult than familiar situations and are therefore more likely to cause stress [4,10]. Taking these two factors into account, we defined four target groups showing combinations of the following characteristics: age groups younger than 35 and older than 55 years, and individuals who either used public transport frequently (several times per week) or rarely (at most several times a year). In total, 65 participants were tested in the laboratory environment and 35 participants took part in the experiments in the field tests. The test subjects had to pass navigation scenarios and fulfil specific tasks.

SHADOWING SPATIO-TEMPORAL BEHAVIOUR

Observing and analysing the spatio-temporal movement patterns of the test subjects was a main part of the field tests. In general, observation techniques provide an essential link between different empirical methods in behavioural research. When investigating stress, this link gets of particular importance, as it is an especially complex phenomenon. We connected movement observation and analysis to the results of physiological and psychological measuring (for the importance of observations in stress-related studies see [3,8]).

Several potential indicators for stress-induced behaviour can be identified through observation. For our study, we specifically focused on motion-related indicators such as:

- unusual speed levels (high speed – hurrying, or very low speed – hesitating, indicating uncertainties),
- frequent stops for gathering information, or
- uncertainties in route choice (e.g. changes in direction, turning back)

Collection of Trajectories During Field Tests

To collect the required spatio-temporal data, we used the method of “shadowing” [5]. “Shadowing” is a form of tracking where researchers follow the test subjects and annotate the test subjects’ individual trajectories and related activities on a map. In the course of this study, this was done by means of special software installed on a tablet PC, which allowed annotating the information in digital form. During the field tests, participants had to follow instructions describing a specific scenario: they had to find a particular destination in the city by using predetermined modes of public transport (subway, railway), buy a ticket in the connecting station and reach a bus at the final station within limited time. While completing the tasks, they were additionally equipped with physiological measuring instruments and a mobile eye-tracking system. This allowed the annotation of their movement behaviour, heart rates and visual fields. Furthermore, they were interviewed before and after the experiment to collect data concerning general stress coping strategies and the current mood before and after the test. The shadowing data subsequently served as basis for comprehensive evaluation of the whole data set.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of a typical trajectory: the line represents the path the participant followed. In addition, two stops are marked (in front of a ticket vending

![Figure 1. Example of trajectory (coloured sections of the line represent different velocities).](image)
The use of technology in this phase (digital map on a tablet PC, tracking software) offers mainly two major advantages: firstly, a large investigation area can be covered without having to handle a large paper map, and secondly, all points drawn in the map are recorded with time-stamps and map coordinates, which allows calculating average speeds and detecting stops for each trajectory. Additionally, the system allows annotating specific activities carried out by the participants when they stop (e.g. gathering information from a public display) and their duration.

The collected shadowing datasets finally included:

- Trajectories of the path a participant followed (including place and time of stops) and
- Activities the person performed on the way through the stations (e.g. gathering information, buying a ticket, waiting) including time and place of each activity.

Data Analysis and Identification of Noticeable Motion Patterns

After data cleansing, we analysed the collected datasets with respect to three indicators: velocities (differences in individual speeds, velocity histograms), stops (frequency, duration, position of stops and activities carried out during stops) and unusual route choice or significant changes in direction. The aim was to select datasets with noticeable behaviour in one or more categories for a subsequent detailed interdisciplinary analysis.

Velocity Histograms

To detect unusual speed patterns, we compiled speed histograms of each trajectory, showing the proportional amount of time (of the total time a test subject needed for completing the field scenario) an individual walked at a velocity within a specific speed interval. Figure 2 shows all histograms compiled from trajectory datasets collected in the connecting station.

Each line shows the histogram of an observed participant with higher intensities (lighter colors) indicating higher percentages of time; the values on the left represent the amount of time a person spent without moving. We used the histograms and additionally the average velocity of each participant to identify unusual patterns.

Stop Detection

The analysis of stopping behaviour included the detection of stops (defined as staying within a radius of 3.25 m for at least 5 s) and the analysis of annotated activities performed during those stops. To identify unusual behaviour, we focused on activities indicating uncertainties (e.g. high amount of time for gathering information) and stress coping activities (e.g. pacing up and down).

Route Choice Analysis

To identify unusual route choice, we qualitatively compared the routes of all participants and selected examples of differing paths or changes in direction that were obviously due to foregoing incorrect decisions.

Consolidating Shadowing Results and Complementary Empirical Results

Based on this analysis of the shadowing results, we integrated the data gathered with the complementary methods for better interpretation. We employed video footage recorded with the eye-tracking system and used the contained visual fields of the test subjects to specify durations of activities and to include information concerning the situational context (e.g. dense crowds forcing individuals to deviate from the direct path). We furthermore made use of information collected in the interviews to interpret the participants’ behaviour in general and with regard to specific situations and movement patterns.

This multidisciplinary view made it possible to select specific datasets showing noticeable behaviour patterns for further analysis. We subsequently examined the heart rates of participants selected based on observation results with particular focus on special registered events and specific information extracted from the interviews. This enabled a comprehensive view on stress-inducing factors and their effects on behaviour patterns of individuals.

The results show in many cases correlations between increasing heart rates and (partly upcoming) events (e.g. during periods of uncertainty or shortly before a train reached a station where the participant had to leave the subway). However, crediting this effect solely with psychological stress may not reflect the real picture: increasing heart rates may also result from e.g. stronger physiological activity (e.g. due to ascending a staircase). Some of the heart rate rises, though, are not connected to any changes in physical activity, as we found out by checking additional data from observation and video

![Figure 2. Velocity histograms for all participants (at connecting station; velocity intervals in 0.1 m/s steps between 0.1 and 3 m/s).](image-url)
footage. This shows clearly that it is essential to consider multiple data sources in order to deduce comprehensive interpretations in this context.

Figure 3 shows an example of heart rate values measured during the first sequence of a field test. The background shading marks consecutive phases of the test: the first section represents the baseline at rest which had been measured before the test started; the following section shows the heart rate during the beginning of the test. The next (short) section shows heart rate values measured during the participant passed the subway station to catch a train, and the last section covers the time the participant was riding on the subway train.

Considering the general influence of the test setting on the participants’ stress-levels, it has to be stated that most participants reported to have experienced merely minor pressure during the experiments. Due to the artificial setting of the test scenario (participants did not really fear negative consequences in case of not reaching the final bus station in time) it was difficult to induce a realistic level of pressure on the participants. Still, the combined test results confirm interrelations between observed behaviour and measured stress indicators. It can be assumed that in test settings where a higher level of stress can be provoked, even more significant results can be expected.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Results from this study and similar research settings confirm that observations are a valuable extension for investigating behaviour in especially complex situations. In particular, the semi-automated shadowing approach presented in this paper allows collecting a broad range of location- and time-related data for comprehensively analysing spatio-temporal behaviour patterns of pedestrians in different contexts. However, some limitations have to be accepted. The accuracy and completeness of the data strongly depends on the observer’s tracking ability (a lot of training is required). Uncontrollable impacts of the situational context (high crowd densities, limited visibility) will also influence data quality to the worse. Finally, the method is very time-consuming and labour-intensive, and the presence of the observer may influence the participants’ behaviour. Still, for tracking individual pedestrians within an infrastructure, semi-automated shadowing provides very good results especially in combination with complementary empirical methods for investigating pedestrian spatio-temporal behaviour.

For future applications of the method, we currently develop additional features such as annotating the duration of activities and annotating activities that are taken while in motion (for this study, this information had to be included based on video footage analysis), or the automated synchronisation of additionally collected data (such as “thinking aloud” voice recordings).
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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted in which a total of 22 younger and older participants completed six short-term driving sessions. These sessions involved a subset of combinations of vehicle class (sedan and SUV), driving venue (lab-based vs. field) and seats (from vehicles ranked high and low by J.D. Power and Associates’ Comfort Score). Three subjective ratings (comfort, discomfort, and overall) were obtained, along with 36 driver-seat interface pressure measures. For both age groups, localized comfort ratings were found to be more effective at distinguishing among automotive seats / packages, compared to global ratings or localized discomfort ratings. In addition, older individuals appeared to be less sensitive to discomfort than younger individuals. Several pressure measures indicated different dynamic behaviors or loading patterns (due to postural differences) between the two age groups, and bilateral asymmetry of driving postures in general. These results indicate that, when designing car seats and interior geometries, different pressure requirements should be specified and used separately for each age group and for each seat side.
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INTRODUCTION
For most people, aging leads to several decrements including poor eyesight, slow reaction time, lack of muscular strength and dexterity, susceptibility to fatigue (Warnes et al., 1993), and loss of joint flexibility (Haywood et al., 1991), each of which has the potential to adversely affect an individual’s driving experience and posture. As a specific example highlighting the importance of understanding aging effects in the context of seat design, Reynolds (1993) showed that different forms of spinal curves (i.e., “flatter and more kyphotic”) were observed in the sixth decade of life. Hence, to the contrary to its intention, a contoured seat back could actually make the elderly uncomfortable. Aging effects on driving posture and postural sensitivity have been observed previously in automotive seating (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2009; Kyung et al., 2007), with older drivers preferring to sit closer to the steering wheel. From a safety perspective, Burger et al. (1977) showed that the design of the vehicle interior contributed to at least 7.5% of all accidents. However, with respect to driver workspace and interface design, age-related differences in the efficacy of perceptual ratings have not been investigated, nor is there any evidence regarding whether a single rating scheme might be effective across a diverse age range.

Perceived (dis)comfort can affect drivers’ performance, safety, and even posture. Specifically, visual (dis)comfort induced by vehicle in/exterior design is related to hazard misperception (e.g., gap, distance) as well as hazard non-perception (e.g., vision obstruction, reduced visibility), both of which are regarded as major crash contribution factors (Wierwille and Tijerina, 1996). Anshel’s study (2005) on man-computer systems showed that visual information is so dominant that its deficiency was compensated by changing body posture. Most elderly individuals have slower and limited abilities in static and dynamic visual acuity (Eby and Kantowitz, 2006; Nicolle and Abascal, 2001), compared to younger individuals. Hence, the former group is more likely to adopt different driving postures due to the decrement in their vision, as well as due to the difference in their normal posture (e.g., kyphotic spine). Postural or physiological differences between age groups likely lead to different behaviors (hence, different loading patterns on the seat) within a driver workspace, which necessitates age-specific requirements in terms of interface pressure between the seat and the driver. Hanson et al. (2006) disclosed that driver sitting experience is related to both comfort and discomfort, similar to sitting experience in office or home chairs (Helander and Zhang, 1997; Zhang et al., 1996).
Though not a necessary condition, nociceptors at the nerve endings are generally responsible for nociception, the perception of pain (Brooks and Tracey, 2005). Pain is a factor of discomfort along with poor biomechanics and tiredness, whereas comfort factors are well-being and plushness (Zhang et al., 1996). Less is known, however, whether there are differences between age groups in the perceptions of comfort and discomfort of sitting experience, in terms of magnitude and dominance of each perception. The goals of this study were to investigate whether aging affects 1) the efficacy of each of three subjective ratings (i.e., comfort, discomfort, and overall) when used for designing and evaluating driver workspace, 2) preference for sedan and SUV settings, 3) the decision processes involved when relating whole-body and localized perceptions of comfort and discomfort, and 4) the associations between subjective ratings and pressure measures.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Overview of Experiment And Participants

Eleven older individuals were newly recruited, whereas 11 younger individual data were selected from among 27 younger individual data (used in Kyung and Nussbaum, 2008; Kyung et al., 2008). The latter were selected in order to achieve a close match in terms of gender distribution, stature, body mass, and data size between the two age groups (Table 1). No significant differences existed in terms of stature and body mass (t-test, p = 0.68 and 0.23). Each participant completed six driving sessions, and subjective ratings and interface pressure measures were obtained in the same way as described in (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2008; Kyung et al., 2008). Each participant completed an informed consent procedure, approved by the local Institutional Review Board, prior to the first experiment session. Brief descriptions of the experimental procedure and settings, and subjective and objective measures used in this study, are given below. For more information, readers are referred to Kyung et al. (2008) and Kyung and Nussbaum (2008).

Six driving sessions (later called Seat Condition) combined two vehicle classes (sedan [S]; SUV [U]), two driving venues (lab-based, [-L]; field-based, [-F]), and two seats (from vehicles ranked high [1] and low [2] by J. D. Power and Associates (2005)’ Comfort Score) per vehicle class. Hence, specific Seat Conditions were S1-L, S1-F, S2-L, U1-L, U1-F, and U2-L. Participants completed three sessions (two in the lab and one in the field) for each vehicle class. An adjustable driving rig was used in the lab-based sessions that involved simulated driving, and two cars were used for the field sessions that involved on-the-road driving. In both cases, driving was conducted for 20 minutes. Before and during driving, participants adjusted the seat and steering wheel to best support their preferred driving postures. As in Kyung et al. (2008), a modified method of fitting trials (Jones, 1969) was used for the initial adjustment.

After driving, and while maintaining their preferred postures, participants rated their postures in terms of comfort, discomfort, and a combination of these two (overall rating). Several scales were used by participants, at the end of each driving session, to assess drivers’ perceptions. Comfort and discomfort scales were derived as combinations of versions developed by Borg (1990) and Corlett-Bishop (1976), and used for the whole body and six local body parts (bilateral thighs and buttocks, and lower and upper back). In addition, a visual analogue scale (VAS) was used to obtain overall perceptual ratings of the whole body. The Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) by Horne and Reyner (1995) was used to measure drivers’ alertness level. Two Tekscan (South Boston, MA, USA) pressure mats (5330 CONFORMatTM) were used to collect a variety of pressure data over the course of each driving session. The first pressure mat was used on the seat cushion and was divided into four areas corresponding to bilateral thighs and buttocks. The second pressure mat was hung on, and tied to the seat back, and divided into two areas corresponding to the lower and upper back. Six types of variables were measured from each of six divided area: contact area, contact pressure, peak pressure, and ratio of each of these three variables (local to global). Hence, a total of 36 interface variables were used to describe the driver-seat interface.

Data Collection and Processing

Subjective ratings were obtained after each session, in a consistent order to minimize confusion (discomfort, comfort, and then overall ratings). Pressure data was collected continuously during the driving sessions, using two Tekscan (South Boston, MA, USA) pressure mats (5330 CONFORMatTM). Each pressure mat was comprised of 1024 (32 x 32) thin (1.78mm) resistive sensors that could easily conform to the contour of the seat, and measure up to 250 mmHg (5 PSI). Each mat had an active area of 471.4 mm x 471.4 mm, and sensor pitch was 14.73 mm (0.5 sensor / cm2). Pressures were recorded at 0.5 Hz, the maximum possible due to hardware limitations. This sampling rate, however, was considered sufficient, as the frequency of postural changes and resultant pressure changes were not observed to occur within an order of magnitude of the sampling rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Younger</th>
<th>Older</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of Participants (M/F)*</td>
<td>11 (6/5)</td>
<td>11 (6/5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) Stature (cm)</td>
<td>168.9 (11.2)</td>
<td>168.2 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) Age (year)</td>
<td>21.8 (3.2)</td>
<td>71.4 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>67.9 (11.1)</td>
<td>73.5 (22.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number of males and females

Table 1. Participant characteristics.
Pressure data from the two mats were divided into six groups (Figure 1). Bolsters on the sides of the car seat play a role in supporting thighs, hips, and back (especially when turning), and can affect sitting comfort and discomfort (Andreoni et al., 2002). To account for this, pressure data corresponding to bolstered areas were also included in the data analysis. Contact area and contact pressure were calculated by including only data from sensors that were pressed (i.e., a positive value) at least once, and average (arithmetic mean) values were determined for the last five minutes of driving. Earlier data were excluded here, as they were ‘transient’ due to settling into the seat (Reed et al., 1999). Contact area and pressure values were obtained from the Movie Contact Averaging function available in the CONFORMat Research software (version 5.80c).

Data Analysis

Methods for data analysis are similar to those described earlier (Kyung and Nussbaum, 2008; Kyung et al., 2008), except that an Age factor was assessed rather than Stature. Specifically, a mixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the effects of Age (2 levels, between-subjects) and Seat Condition (6 levels, within-subject) on each of the three subjective ratings. Tukey’s Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) test was used, where relevant, for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. Effects were considered ‘significant’ when p ≤ 0.05, with potential trends highlighted when 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1. Specific pairwise comparisons were done to determine if there were driving venue (lab vs. field) effects (S1-L vs. S1-F, U1-L vs. U1-F) and/or seat effects within vehicle class (S1-L vs. S2-L, U1-L vs. U2-L). In addition, a linear contrast of vehicle classes (S1-L + S2-L + S1-F vs. U1-L + U2-L + U1-F) was tested to compare preferences between the two classes. Ratings between bilateral body parts (thighs, buttocks) were examined using matched pairs comparisons, for each age group. Bivariate coefficients of correlation (ρ) were obtained among the several subjective ratings, at both local and global levels, for each age group. Possible aesthetic effects of four seats on comfort ratings were examined using a univariate repeated-measures ANOVA. Additional bivariate coefficients of correlation (ρ) were obtained between each of three whole-body subjective ratings and alertness level.

With respect to the 36 pressure variables, a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was conducted to preserve the overall significance level, prior to an additional mixed-factor ANOVA. The later was similar to the one described above, but involved different dependent variables (i.e., 36 pressure variables). The same pairwise comparisons as described above were also used as post-hoc analysis. Among these, the comparison between sedan seats (S1-L vs. S2-L), and the contrast between vehicle classes (sedans vs. SUVs) were of particular interest, as only these two were previously found to be differentiated based on subjective ratings obtained from younger individuals (see Kyung et al., 2008). Driving venue effects were also of interest, as only one driving venue (field) involved exposure to road/vehicle vibration, and which was expected to affect the pressure variables as observed in Kyung and Nussbaum (2008). Comparisons between bilateral pressure measures (i.e. at the thighs and buttocks) were made using matched-pairs t-tests. Additionally, bivariate coefficients of correlation (ρ) were obtained between each of the three subjective ratings and each of the 36 pressure variables. The presence of the following three statistical results was interpreted as supporting the general use of a pressure variable in seat design and evaluation, regardless of drivers’ age: 1) an association between a given pressure variable and any of the subjective ratings; 2) a significant Seat Condition effect on the pressure variable; and 3) a lack of a significant Age effect on the pressure variable.

As in Kyung and Nussbaum (2008), relationships between subjective ratings and pressure variables were further investigated using two steps: 1) a principal component analysis (PCA); and 2) a multiple regression of each subjective rating on the factors from the PCA. Here, the focus was to develop a method that can be applied to improve car seats and packages for both age groups. The number of factors were determined by two criteria: 1) eigenvalue > 1; and 2) the cumulative percentage of variance close to 90% (Lehman et al., 2005). The selected factors were rotated using the varimax method.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Major results from the current study are listed below.

- At the whole-body level, none of the three rating schemes was particularly effective at distinguishing car seats.
- At the localized level, Age effects were identified, but, only in terms of comfort.
- Several pressure measures also supported that there were
different pressure loadings (due to postural differences) between two age groups.

- From the correlation and regression analyses, average pressure at the right buttock (avgBTR) should be higher to reduce discomfort and increase comfort.
- There are additional ways of improving seat design using the pressure measures obtained in this study (e.g., the seat cushion should be made softer, especially the area contacting the buttocks).
- Lower back and upper back discomforts had, respectively, the highest correlations ($\rho=0.74$, 0.54) with whole body discomfort than any other local body part discomfort for the younger and older groups.

CONCLUSION
The current study showed that at local levels, comfort ratings are effective at evaluating driver workspace, and that age did not influence the processes used when determining whole-body perceptions based on localized perceptions. Some age-related differences were also identified; different preferences for vehicle class, different local body part predominantly determining whole-body discomfort, and several pressure measures of significantly different values. In addition, older individuals appeared to be less sensitive to discomfort than younger individuals. These similarities and differences should be carefully considered when designing the driver workspace.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a speech signal processing method to measure fatigue from speech. The advantages of this realtime approach are that obtaining speech data is nonobtrusive, free from sensor application and calibration efforts. Applying methods of Non Linear Dynamics (NLD) provides additional information regarding the dynamics and structure of fatigue speech comparing to the commonly applied speech emotion recognition feature set (e.g. fundamental frequency, intensity, pause patterns, formants, cepstral coefficients). We achieved significant correlations between fatigue and NLD features of 0.29. The validity of this approach is briefly discussed by summarizing the empirical results of a sleep deprivation study.
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INTRODUCTION
The prediction and warning of drivers against impending critical fatigue play an important role in preventing accidents and the resulting human and financial costs. Hence, many efforts have been reported in the literature for measuring fatigue related states [1-5]. In contrast to electrode- or video-based instruments, the utilization of voice communication as an indicator for fatigue could match the demands of everyday life measurement. Contact free measurements as voice analysis are non-obtrusive (not interfering with the primary driving task) and favorable for fatigue detection since an application of sensors would cause annoyance, additional stress and often impairs working capabilities and mobility demands. In addition, speech is easy to record even under extreme environmental conditions (bright light, high humidity and temperature), requires merely cheap, durable, and maintenance free sensors and most importantly, it utilizes already existing communication system hardware. Furthermore, speech data is omnipresent in many professional driver settings. Nevertheless, several sources of noise during driving, as e.g. motor sound, radio, and sidetalk can lead to difficult recording situations. In sum, given these obvious advantages, the renewed interest in computational demanding analyses of vocal expressions has been enabled just recently by the advances in computer processing speed.

An important aspect in the vocal tract during fatigue influenced speech production is the generation of nonlinear aerodynamic phenomena including non-laminar flow, flow separation in various regions, generation and propagation of vortices and formation of jets rather than well-behaved laminar flow [6-8]. The collapse of laminar flow arises at high Reynolds number. Due to the relevant length and subsonic speed of air flow in the vocal tract, this number is very large, indicating that the air flow can be expected to be turbulent. The air jet flowing through the vocal tract during speech production includes convoluted paths of rapidly varying velocity, which are highly unstable and oscillate between its walls, attaching or detaching itself, and thereby changing the effective cross-sectional areas and air masses.

Several issues are responsible for the generation of these nonlinear effects: The vocal folds behave as a vibrating valve, disrupting the constant airflow from the lungs and forming it into regular puffs of air. Modeling approaches which have their origin in fluid dynamics coupled with the elastodynamics of a deformable solid understand this phonation process as nonlinear oscillation: dynamical forcing from the lungs provides the energy needed to overcome dissipation in the vocal fold tissue and vocal tract air. The vocal folds themselves are modeled as elastic tissue
with nonlinear stress-strain relationship. These nonlinear stretching qualities of the vocal folds are based on larynx muscles and cartilage which produces nonlinear behavior. Furthermore, vocal tract and the vocal folds are coupled when the glottis is open resulting in significant changes in formant characteristics between open and closed glottis cycles. The movement of the vocal folds themselves is modeled by a lumped two mass system connected by springs again with nonlinear coupling. These nonlinear phenomena produce turbulent flow while the air jet may be modulated either by the vibration of the walls or by the generated vortices. Several methods based on chaotic dynamics and fractal theory have been suggested to describe these aerodynamic turbulence related phenomena of the speech production system [9-17] including the modeling of the geometrical structures in turbulence (spatial structure, energy cascade) utilizing fractals and multifractals [15-19], nonlinear oscillator models [20-22], and state-space reconstruction. This state-space reconstruction is done utilizing the embedding theorem which reconstructs a multidimensional attractor by embedding the scalar signal into a phase space. The embedding allows us to reconstruct the geometrical structure of the original attractor of the system which formed the observed speech signal. Moreover, it helps us to discover the degree of determinism of an apparently random signal, e.g. by applying measures like Lyapunov exponents.

However, no empirical research has been done to examine the turbulence effects in speech signals, which might be induced by fatigue related change of heat conduction within the vocal tract. Previous work associating changes in voice with fatigue [23-24] has generally focused only on features derived from speech emotion recognition [25] whereas nonlinear dynamics based speech features [26] have received no attention. Thus, the aim of this study is to apply nonlinear dynamics (NLD) based features within the field of speech acoustics in order to improve the prediction of fatigue.

**METHODS**

Seventeen students, recruited from the University of Wuppertal (Germany), took part in this study voluntarily. The participants were instructed to maintain their normal sleep pattern and behaviour. We conducted a within-subject sleep deprivation design (8.00 p.m to 4.00 a.m). During the night of sleep deprivation a well-established, standardized self-report fatigue measure, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), was used by the subjects and two experimental assistants just before the recordings to determine the fatigue state. On this scale, a score of 1 point indicates “almost in reverie, sleep onset soon, losing struggle to remain awake” ($M = 5.06; \ SD = 2.02$). During the night, the subjects were confined to the laboratory and supervised throughout the whole period. Between sessions, they remained in a room, watched DVD, and talked. Non caffeinated beverages and snacks were available ad libitum.

**Speech Material and Recording.** The recording took place in a laboratory room with dampened acoustics using a high-quality, clip-on microphone (sampling rate: 44.1 kHz, 16 bit). The input level of the sound recording was kept constant throughout the recordings. Furthermore the subjects were given sufficient prior practice so that they were not uncomfortable with this procedure. The verbal material consisted of a long vowel [$\alpha:]$ extracted from a German phrase: “Rufen Sie den N[\omega:]tdienst” (“Please call the ambulance”). The sentence was taken from simulated communication with a driver assistance system. The participants recorded other verbal material at the same session, but in this article we focus on the material described above (17 subjects x 4 sentences = 68 speech samples).

Seventeen students, recruited from the University of Wuppertal (Germany), took part in this study voluntarily. The participants were instructed to maintain their normal sleep pattern and behaviour. We conducted a within-subject sleep deprivation design (8.00 p.m to 4.00 a.m). During the night of sleep deprivation a well-established, standardized self-report fatigue measure, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), was used by the subjects and two experimental assistants just before the recordings to determine the fatigue state. On this scale, a score of 1 point indicates “almost in reverie, sleep onset soon, losing struggle to remain awake” ($M = 5.06; \ SD = 2.02$). During the night, the subjects were confined to the laboratory and supervised throughout the whole period. Between sessions, they remained in a room, watched DVD, and talked. Non caffeinated beverages and snacks were available ad libitum.

**Speech Material and Recording.** The recording took place in a laboratory room with dampened acoustics using a high-quality, clip-on microphone (sampling rate: 44.1 kHz, 16 bit). The input level of the sound recording was kept constant throughout the recordings. Furthermore the subjects were given sufficient prior practice so that they were not uncomfortable with this procedure. The verbal material consisted of a long vowel [$\alpha:]$ extracted from a German phrase: “Rufen Sie den N[\omega:]tdienst” (“Please call the ambulance”). The sentence was taken from simulated communication with a driver assistance system. The participants recorded other verbal material at the same session, but in this article we focus on the material described above (17 subjects x 4 sentences = 68 speech samples).

**Feature Extraction.** The following feature families within nonlinear time series analysis are computed: (a) *State space features (375#)*. To extract the nonlinear properties of the speech angle signal, we computed a three-dimensional state space (sound pressure, $\Delta$ sound pressure, $\Delta\Delta$ sound pressure), and a reconstructed phase space ($d = 3.4\ ; \tau = 1$;
sound pressure $t_0$, sound pressure $t_1$, sound pressure $t_2$). The geometrical properties of the resulting attractor figures were described by trajectory based descriptor contours (angle between consecutive trajectory parts, distance to centroid of attractor, length of trajectory leg). The temporal information of the contours was captured by computing functionals; (b) Fractal features (110#). They try to quantify self-affinity and underlying complexity of the speech signal, e.g. box counting dimension, Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions, correlation dimension, fractal dimension, information dimension; (c) Entropy features (5#). They assess the regularity/irregularity or randomness of speech signal fluctuations, as e.g. the Lyapunov exponents, which characterize the system’s “degree of chaos” by estimating the exponential rate of divergence or convergence of nearby orbits on its phase-space. Positive Lyapunov exponents indicate divergence of nearby orbits and thus long-term unpredictability.

RESULTS

In order to quantify the association between fatigue and (a) commonly applied SER speech features and (b) NLD features, we computed Pearson’s correlation coefficients. The significant correlations are displayed in Table 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SER Features</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation of intensity</td>
<td>-.29*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range of fundamental frequency</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jitter (small fundamental frequency perturbations)</td>
<td>-.33*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of delta-mel-frequency cepstrum coefficient</td>
<td>.34*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of formant 3 position (third maximum of vocal tract transfer function; resonance frequency)</td>
<td>.29*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correlation of SER Features and fatigue; * p < .05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NLD Features</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>skewness of vector length within state space</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skewness of vector length within reconstructed phase space $=(\tau = 1, d = 3)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions $=(\tau = 1, d_{max} = 3$, number nearest neighbors $= 3)$</td>
<td>.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions $=(\tau = 8, d_{max} = 4$, number nearest neighbors $= 3)$</td>
<td>.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions $=(\tau = 10, d_{max} = 4$, number nearest neighbors $= 3)$</td>
<td>.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions $=(\tau = 8, d_{max} = 5$, number nearest neighbors $= 3)$</td>
<td>.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean of Cao’s minimum embedding dimensions $=(\tau = 10, d_{max} = 5$, number nearest neighbors $= 3)$</td>
<td>.29*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Correlation of NLD Features and fatigue; * p < .05.

DISCUSSION

Due to several nonlinear phenomena producing turbulent airflow applying NLD speech feature might provide additional information regarding the dynamics and structure of sleepy speech comparing to the commonly applied SER feature set. We achieved significant correlations between SSS and the NLD feature ‘Cao’s minimum embedding dimension’ of .29, which indicates a higher complexity of fatigue speech samples. Explanations for this effect might be found in the following effect chain: fatigue induced decreased body temperature $\rightarrow$ reduced heat conduction within the vocal tract, changed friction between vocal tract walls and air, changed laminar flows, jet streams, and turbulences $\rightarrow$ higher complexity of a more turbulent speech signal.

Several factors might have influenced the results obtained by NLD methods and consequently have to be considered, e.g. recording duration, degree of stationarity, and superimposed noise. Furthermore, it would seem advisable that future studies address the main topics of enriching the NLD feature set with further fractal (multifractal analysis, power-law correlation, detrended fluctuation analysis), entropy (approximate entropy/sample entropy, multiscale entropy, compression entropy), symbolic dynamics measures, and delay-vector-variance [1,27]. Additionally, it would seem beneficial that future studies address the main topics of enriching the steering feature set with easy accessible driving related informations as e.g. pedal movement behaviour. Finally, it has to be emphasized that up to now a reference measure of fatigue (gold standard of fatigue) is lacking. But approximating fatigue by concordance of self and several observer ratings might act as an intermediate solution, that follows the general procedure of finding ground truth values within the speech emotion recognition research community. In conclusion, methods derived from NLD could offer promising insights into fatigue induced speech changes. They supply
additional information and complement traditional time- and frequency-domain analyses of speech.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to develop signal processing based method to measure fatigue from motor behaviour. The advantages of this steering wheel movement approach are that obtaining steering data within driving is robust, non obtrusive, free from sensor application and calibration efforts. Applying methods of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) provides additional information regarding the dynamics and structure of steering behavior comparing to the commonly applied spectral Fourier transform features.
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INTRODUCTION
Some biosignals contain more information about fatigue than others. Among them, EEG (reflecting cortical activity) and EOG (reflecting eye and eyelid movement dynamics) have the potential to be used as a laboratory reference standard and have been utilized e.g. in evaluating fatigue monitoring technologies. Even so, the requirements for these electrode based instruments are not conducive for being used out in the field. Developing fatigue monitoring devices, which are cheap, non-intrusive, and robust even under extreme demanding environmental conditions (e.g. high background noise, temperature, or humidity) still remains a challenging task [1]. In contrast to these electrode-based instruments, using steering wheel movement as an indicator for fatigue is more robust under these same operating conditions. Collecting this data is favourable for fatigue detection since it is non-obtrusive and uses cheap, durable, and maintenance free sensors that are already integrated into the steering wheel system [2-3]. However, little empirical research has been done to examine thoroughly the benefits of more recently feature extraction methods as e.g. the wavelet analysis [4].

The traditional technique in signal analysis for tracking frequencies as they change over time is the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). Using sliding frame segmentation and a subsequently windowing of the signal can provide an acceptable time-frequency representation (Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging; WOSA). In contrast to the Fourier transform (FT), the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) possesses the ability to construct a time-frequency representation of a signal that offers very good time and frequency localization. A CWT is used to divide a continuous-time function into wavelets. Since CWT is very resistant to noisy signals and has the ability to decompose complex information and patterns into elementary forms, it is commonly used in acoustics processing, biosignal analysis, and business information analysis. Hence, the aim of this study is to compare multiple state-of-the-art pattern recognition methods [5-7] on CWT vs FT based steering features to detect fatigue.

METHOD
Twelve healthy young adults completed 7 overnight driving sessions (1 - 8 a.m.) in our real car driving simulation lab. The combinations of observed and self-rated fatigue (Karolinska Sleepiness Scale; KSS) measured verbally every 2 minutes were considered as ground truth of fatigue. The fixed-based driving simulator consisted of a normal passenger city car (GM Opel Corsa) with original controls. The driving task involved a 40-minute night drive on a monotonous two-lane motorway course with simulated effects of headlights, i.e. involving a restricted range of sight. One round on the course with a speed of about 100

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For any other use, please contact the Measuring Behavior secretariat:
info@measuringbehavior.org.
km/h took about 15 minutes. The course was mainly straight with sustained long curves. There were no obstacles or oncoming traffic. Steering angle as well as other driving performance signal and biosignals were recorded. Here we analyzed only the raw steering angle time series, i.e. without any further event specific selection as e.g. steering away from obstacles or steering back to a suggested driving path.

Feature Extraction. To extract relevant features from the steering behavior data we split the data into 714 non-overlapping 4 min segments (4800 measurement points). We computed two spectral feature sets using Fourier-transform (FT) and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to capture fatigue impaired steering patterns. To measure fine temporal changes of spectral descriptors we performed a signal segmentation (sampling rate = 20 Hz, segment length = 25.6 s (512 data points), segment shift = 12.3 s (256 data points), hanning window), and computed the power spectral density per segment (Welch-Method; Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging; WOSA). This procedure results in 975 frequency domain features as relative and absolute power spectral densities (PSD) of raw and first derivate contours in 30 spectral bands (e.g. minimum of relative PSD of first derivate in the 0.6-0.7Hz spectral band), band energy ratios, (e.g. PSD_{1.5Hz} / PSD_{0.1Hz}), spectral flux (e.g. max of spectral flux = Euclidean distance of PSD between consecutive segments), and long term average spectrum descriptors (e.g. skewness of PSD distribution). Within the wavelet domain we computed the equivalent of these features applying the continuous wavelet transform (CWT; ‘db4’ wavelet, scaling factor a = \[1:1:512\]) resulting again in 975 features.

Classifier | Specification | FT | CWT | Δ
---|---|---|---|---
SVM | ‘JMySVM’, linear kernel, \(C=0\) | 1.06 | 0.99 | -0.07
 | ‘JMySVM’, polyn. kernel, \(d=2, C=0\) | 1.40 | 1.25 | -0.15
 | ‘JMySVM’, radial kernel, \(C=0\) | 1.19 | 0.90 | -0.29
 | ‘SMO-Reg’, linear kernel, \(C=0\) | 1.10 | 0.95 | -0.15
NN | \(k=1\) | 1.37 | 1.15 | -0.22
 | \(k=3\) | 1.13 | 0.97 | -0.16
 | \(k=5\) | 1.10 | 0.94 | -0.16
 | \(k=7\) | 1.09 | 0.93 | -0.16
 | \(k=9\) | 1.08 | 0.90 | -0.18
 | \(k=11\) | 1.09 | 0.90 | -0.19
MLP | ‘NeuralNetImproved’, 2 x 5 nodes | 1.65 | 0.99 | -0.66
 | ‘W-RBF-Network’ | 1.15 | 1.05 | -0.1
LR | ‘W-LinearRegression’ | 1.12 | 0.99 | -0.13
 | ‘IsotonicRegression’ | 1.07 | 0.83 | -0.24
GP | ‘GaussianProcess’ | 1.16 | 0.98 | -0.18
Average Learner | 1.18 | 0.98 | -0.20

Table 1. Mean absolute prediction error (in KSS units) of several learning methods on the test set using driver-dependent validation schemes. FT: Fourier Transform feature set; CWT: Continuous Wavelet Transform feature set.

Machine Learning. We investigated validation of the classification algorithms to examine which automatically trained model can be used to recognize the fatigue of participants best. We applied the following static classifiers - known to be successful within many biosignal based classification tasks - of the popular 4.5 RapidMiner [8] software using standard parameter settings: Support Vector Machines (‘JMySVM’, linear, radial, or dot kernel function; ‘SMO-Reg’, Sequential Minimal Optimization), Multilayer Perceptrons (‘NeuralNetImproved’, 2 hidden sigmoid layer, 5 nodes each), k-Nearest Neighbors (‘NearestNeighbors’; \(k=1,3,5\)), Logistic Base (‘W-LogisticBase’), Linear Regression (‘LinRegression’, ‘W-LinRegression’), Polynomial Regression (‘PolynomialRegression’), and Gaussian Process Learner (‘GPLeaner’). In a driver-dependent validation protocol, we applied 10-fold cross validation. The final prediction errors were calculated averaging over all 10 validations.

Figure 1. Monitoring and control units of the fixed-based driving simulator consisting of a passenger city car (GM Opel Corsa) with original controls.
RESULTS
The mean absolute prediction error (MAP) of the KSS fatigue value was computed (see Table 1). Within the applied learning algorithms the Isotonic Regression using the CWT feature set reached the lowest MAP of 0.83. For the FT feature set, the Isotonic Regression learner achieved the second best prediction. A Support Vector Machine (linear kernel) reached the lowest prediction error of MAP = 1.06. Averaging all applied learning schemes the CWT feature set achieved 0.98, the FT feature set 1.18 MAP, which document a notable and statistically significant benefit of 0.20 MAP (-16.9% error reduction) when using the CWT vs. FT feature set.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper is to test the added value of a wavelet based feature set for (automatic) fatigue detection. Wavelet based features have not been used before for driver fatigue detection. Using the CWT based steering behavior features we achieved an overall mean MAP of 0.98 in terms of the KSS clearly outperforming the FT feature set (MAP = 1.18), which corresponds to an error reduction of 16.9%.

A secondary aim of this study was to compare the performance of different pattern recognition methods for learning task with nearly the same amount of instances and features. Within the FT feature set the best learner yielded a MAP of 1.06 (Support Vector Machine, linear kernel), which was again clearly outperformed by the best learner within the CWT feature set (MAP = 0.83; Isotonic Regression). Nevertheless, the question whether this size of error is acceptable for real life application still remains open.

Our results are limited by several facts. We did not primarily aim at finding the best single regression learner and thus relinquish to optimize the performance of SVM by a fine grained hyperparameter optimization. Therefore, the performance has to be recognized as lower border of the SVM capabilities. Moreover, the present results should be replicated using laboratory gold-standard fatigue measures [9], and enlarged simulator and real-life databases. A further performance gain might be realized by advanced preprocessing steps as the decomposition of the steering signal using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [10], Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [11] or wavelet-based decomposition in approximation and detail signals [4]. Referring to the fatigue reference KSS, it has to be mentioned that up to now a gold standard measure of fatigue is lacking. But approximating fatigue by concordance of self and observer ratings might act as an intermediate solution. Furthermore, it would seem advisable that future studies address the main topics of enriching the steering feature set. Figure 2 provides a first insight in further possible fatigue sensitive spectral features. Finally, easy accessible driving related informations as e.g pedal movement behaviour should be considered as source for fatigue monitoring.

Figure 2. Spectrogram of alert (left) vs. fatigue (right) steering sample based on FT. High Power spectral densities are indicated by the red colour.
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ABSTRACT
The distribution of passenger flows in public transport environments can be predicted through simulations of flow characteristics. The flow characteristics are usually based on average values, which do not include behavioural characteristics of people with mobility impairments such as wheelchair users, individuals with prams and small children, elderly people or people with sensory impairments. In the project at hand we gather data on orientation behaviour of these passenger groups through experience and task-related research. In a combination of methods – video and audio recording, user centered scenario and task development, questionnaires, interviews and time-motion-event (TME) recording – qualitative and quantitative data are generated. By linking qualitative information to quantitative measures a multi-dimensional description of the behaviour of individuals and user groups in a transport interchange emerges. It is expected that by comparing and contrasting the resulting behavioural measures to the average values currently used to represent passenger flows, the quality of simulations can be considerably enhanced.
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INTRODUCTION
In the planning and adaptation of public transport infrastructures, the distribution of passenger flows can be inferred through flow simulations and, if needed, improved. The flow characteristics are usually based on walking speed, individual space requirement and purpose/intention of travel. However, these average values as incorporated in available simulation tools do not reflect behavioural characteristics of people with mobility impairments. Usually these groups are simply represented by reduced maximum speed and increased space requirement. These simulations also assume that all pedestrians know the infrastructure perfectly and consequently choose the shortest path to reach their goal. There are several phenomena and types of pedestrian behaviour that have a major influence on the overall performance of a transport infrastructure but they cannot be reproduced within the simplifications of traditional flow simulations. Ongoing research is looking to enhance existing simulation models with individual behaviour patterns [2,12,13] and also incorporates persons with reduced mobility [11]. In our approach [3] the cognition of guidance systems is modelled. The main challenge is the realistic adaptation of existing models by adequately representing and measuring group specific behaviour of mobility impaired passenger. We assume distributed attention/cognition as given in any task, when people are not dominated by one single task or focused on tasks involving only local information, but react to their surroundings and to the current context [6].

This extended abstract describes:

• Our general approach to gaining knowledge about behaviour patterns in public transport interchanges,
• The introduction of new combinations of methods for gathering real life user data.
COMBINING METHODS OF MEASUREMENT

The scientific core challenge comprises the evaluation of group specific walking, orientation and navigation behaviour in relation to features in the built environment such as transport-related information, advertising, other wayfinding guidance, architectural features or context-aware information. A variety of empirical methods were combined in order to gain relevant qualitative and quantitative data on passenger behaviour:

• Video recordings at crucial points in the infrastructure (escalators, stairs), data collection through manual annotation.
• Online questionnaire on individual experience of pedestrian journeys between modes of transport.
• Questionnaire-based interviews with respondents on individual behaviour and experiences in public transport.
• Real-world scenario and task development [4].
• Controlled scenario-based experiments in real transport environments with defined tasks to be carried out by the respondents (user and task analysis).
• Documentation of the experiments employing three different techniques: “Thinking Aloud” as used in usability research, “Shadowing” of each respondent with time-motion tracking and observation/annotation of the performed task.
• Time-motion-event (TME) recording of interaction with the environment, based on multi-modal analysis of interaction [9].

SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS

Eight groups of people were identified who may demonstrate mobility patterns clearly distinguished from the general population: 70+ age group [7], people with pram/toddler, visually impaired, blind [5], wheelchair users, mobility impaired, hearing impaired and deaf [8]. All of them were capable of completing the tasks without assistance. Six people from each group were recruited and divided between two different scenarios (see below). The completion of the task took, on average, 20 minutes, depending on the respondent.

Based on extensive experience with a qualitative usability testing technique called “diagnostic testing” we know that it takes just a few respondents to highlight specific issues connected with the use of a product, information or the environment [14]. The resulting indicators provide the basis for research into particular group behaviour on a wider scale.

Expectations

We expect the behaviour differences to relate to walking speed, patterns of gaining information from the environment, orientation and navigation. The relative differences in behaviour patterns within the groups, between the groups and further the given values for the general population provide the required data.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS AND PROCESS

Figure 1 gives an overview of the methods employed, which are briefly described below.

Video Recordings

Video recordings are made at critical points inside the infrastructure in order to quantify effects on pedestrian flow. Each individual person is manually annotated in the crowd, to obtain speeds, trajectories, collision avoidance behaviour, queuing and counts. This data is used to calibrate the operational part of the microscopic simulation model.

Questionnaires

An online questionnaire is set up with open questions on individual experiences as pedestrians in transport interchanges, namely their reactions to obstructions and not hearing/seeing information. Once the respondents have been defined and recruited, they have to answer a set of questions before experiments can commence. Firstly, we need to determine how their disability influences their use of public transport in order to then place them in an appropriate scenario (see below).

Scenarios and Tasks

Two different scenarios with different levels of complexity reflect typical use patterns in the transport interchange selected for this project. The scenarios contain specific user
tasks such as buying a drink for the journey, locating timetable information, or using the restrooms in the station.

**Experiments**
At a pre-defined meeting point the respondent is met by two researchers who “shadow” the respondent: one records the time-motion information using a special application on a tablet PC [1]. The other observer takes qualitative notes throughout the experiment. The respondent is given an audio recording device which requires no operation on the part of the respondent. The researchers follow the respondent without interfering in the process until the task is complete. They only intervene in exceptional circumstances, for instance if someone completely loses their way or forgets what to do next.

As soon as the task is completed, both audio recording and time-motion tracker are stopped. Further observations and comments are recorded in a concluding interview.

**TYPES OF DATA GENERATED**
In our research we distinguish quantitative and qualitative data. As described above (see also Figure 1), the data is derived from video and audio recordings, notes from observation and interviews, trajectories, speeds, detected stops and events recorded as part of the shadowing as well as transport and demographic statistics from questionnaires.

**Categories of Analysis**
In preparation for analysis two sets of categories are defined: quantitative and qualitative.

Quantitative categories are objectively measurable data like walking speed, route choice, time of hesitation, decision point (position and context), event relative to position, and preferences (position and context).

Qualitative categories are applied to each objective measure. They are: conscious awareness of guidance information, signage and the built environment; reasons for choices and hesitations; distributed attention in context.

**ANALYSIS**
The aim is to understand how people move in space and make use of their surroundings. Our analysis is based upon the framework of multimodal analysis of [9,10,15] which state that next to the modes of language (spoken language, written language etc), analyses of complex situations have to include gaze, head and arm movement, body configuration, the interplay of people and spatial environment. We will describe patterns of action and journeys we observed for each category, analyzing selected scenes, with a view to the interplay between the different modes or semiotic resources.

**Time-Motion-Event (TME) Analysis**
In order to easily compare behaviour during tasks between different respondents and groups of respondents, the scenarios are sliced into “scenes”, which can be condensed to one page per scene per respondent (Figure 2). Based on the TME recording, a visual representation is created which combines five of six data streams (Figure 3): The floor plan of the environment, the trajectory, detected stops, annotated events and thinking aloud. The TME datasets will be analyzed to extract speed and stop histograms of each trajectory. These histograms will subsequently be used to find clusters of individuals showing the same spatio-temporal behaviour. The spatial analysis of time-motion-

**Figure 2. Template for comparative analysis of time-motion event recording showing one person’s results within one “scene”.**

**Figure 3. Single result layers of time-motion-event recording.**
event data will reveal the main routes, strong deviations from these routes and clusters where people mainly stop.

**Connecting Types of Data**

Transcripts of thinking aloud are applied to defined events within the trajectories. Observers’ comments are added as a narrative. Demographic and transport statistics are used to define the user groups and bring results into context.

**INITIAL OBSERVATIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS**

After the first set of experiments we can observe several issues relating to the methodology:

As may be expected, some respondents do not behave naturally in the test situation.

Most respondents do not comment on any awkwardness of being observed and state that after getting involved in the scenario tasks, they had forgotten about the observers.

The “thinking aloud” method may have greater impact: Even though the recording instrument itself is barely noticeable, the fact that people have to talk (and think about what they say) distracts them. In some cases the distraction is such that these cases are of limited use for the calibration of simulation models. Nevertheless, they provide qualitative insight.

Most severe loss of orientation or lack of basic understanding of the scenario tasks occurs with respondents over the age of 70.

One assumption that can be discarded already is that people with sensory impairments would have greater problems carrying out the scenario tasks. Many completed the tasks in very little time or with minimal deviation from the most direct route, sometimes in contrast to test persons without sensory impairments but facing other challenges (parents with prams, elderly).

**RESEARCH OUTLOOK**

So far the experiments have revealed on the one hand surprising similarities between very different groups of people, on the other hand extreme deviations within a single group, indicating that in some cases determinants other than disability play a more significant role in navigation/orientation behaviour. First analysis of some field tests suggests that the link between thinking aloud data and time-motion tracking will help to identify elements of the orientation system and the built environment that respondents use to navigate and thus point out typical areas of navigation. In addition it may be possible to generate hypotheses on why certain behavioural patterns emerge recurrently in determined areas. The insights gained will provide a basis for simulation model calibration on a tactical level.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the presented study was to identify monitoring behaviour parameters for the purpose of prediction of manual control performance in the area of aviation. In other words: we want to distinguish between good and bad aviation operators. For this reason we developed an air traffic flow simulation tool (SSAS: Self Separation Air Space Simulation) that represents future tasks of pilots and controllers. 90 applicants of the Deutsche Lufthansa AG (DLH) and the Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH (DFS) performed scenarios of different complexity. Preliminary to the manual control of each scenario, the applicants monitored the same scenario whereas the simulation was operating automatically. Eye movement data were collected while monitoring in the automatic part of the simulation. These data were connected to manual performance data. Results of our Study show, that in tasks of moderate complexity and difficulty, appropriate monitoring behaviour is related to efficient manual control afterwards.
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INTRODUCTION
Research project Aviator 2030 (see Fig. 1) focuses on an optimal fit between air traffic management (ATM) system design and human operators in future aviation. This will be carried out by adapting selection profiles to future ability requirements. In the first project phase, workshops with experienced pilots and air traffic controllers were conducted in order to develop a concept of future ATM. They were asked to tell their expectations regarding future tasks, roles and responsibilities. Summing up these workshop results, monitoring and teamwork in a highly automated workplace pose a challenge to future aircraft operators (Bruder, Jörn & Eißfeldt, 2008). Thus, research should focus on the ability of monitoring as one major topic. The second project phase comprised the development of simulation tools that represent future workplaces in aviation. Experiments with humans operating in these simulated future workplaces serve as basis for identifying potential changes in ability requirements for pilots and air traffic controllers. Results allow for a timely adjustment of selection profiles and, thereby, for the development of future ability tests.

METHOD
Based on the empirical background (for a detailed explanation see Hasse et al., 2009) we devised a normative model, which describes the monitoring behaviour of operators monitoring appropriately (OMA). According to models of adequate and efficient monitoring behaviour (Niessen & Eyferth, 2001) as well as differences between experts and novices (Underwood et al., 2003) it can be stated that OMA show target oriented attention allocation in general as well as during monitoring phases (orientation – anticipation - operation - debriefing). Whereas the first assumption requires the operator to adapt attention allocation to the specific requirements of a given situation in general, the second assumption focuses the allocation of attention in phases. The operator is required to demonstrate flexibility in:
• anticipating system operations (during anticipation phases)
• detecting relevant system operations (during operating phases)
• controlling system performance afterwards (during debriefing phases)

We further assume that “good monitoring” is associated with an accurate manual system handling in case of automation failure, and therefore aim to connect monitoring behaviour with manual control behaviour. We assume that
Simulating Tool

With the objective of identifying monitoring parameters that have an impact on manual system handling, we developed a simulation tool that allows for the assessment of monitoring performance. The SSAS is a simplified air traffic flow simulation, where two tasks have to be performed – a traffic flow simulation and a simple flight control simulation. SSAS software is running on any WIN XP (minimum requirement: SP2) or WIN Vista pc configuration equipped with a DualCore processor. The graphical user interface (GUI) is designed for any screen sizes with resolutions varying from 800x600 to 1600x1200. Handling of the simulation will be carried out by mouse or touch screen.

Concerning the first task, operators have to manage the traffic flow between two airports – east and west - each consisting of an inbound and an outbound area (see Figure 2). At these areas values of the traffic load are depicted. The target value shows, how many aircraft should stay at this area. In the course of the simulation the target values remain unchanged. The actual value displays the actual number of aircraft staying in the corresponding area. The task of the operator is to bring all actual values into agreement with the target values of the corresponding areas as soon as possible. Additionally, there are exit and entry areas. These areas simulate extern air spaces which can’t be controlled by the operator.

The outbound and inbound areas are connected by four different types of routes: air routes (between inbound and outbound of different air ports), exit routes (between inbound and an external air space), access routes (between an external air space and outbound) and service routes (between outbound and inbound of the same airport). Every route is a one-way road, the traffic flow is unidirectional, e.g. on air routes aircraft only move from the outbound area to the inbound area. Between the inbound and the outbound area of different airports there are two routes of different capacities and velocities. The upper route is capable of twice as much aircraft as the lower one. On the other hand, aircraft moving on the lower route are two times faster than aircraft on the upper route.

Operators can handle and control the system via input devices (white buttons). Left-click on an input device will increase the number of announced aircraft (maximum: five aircraft), which will use the corresponding route in the next time units. A right click on the input device will diminish the number of annunciated aircraft (minimum: zero aircraft). Each time unit (configurable, in this simulation one time unit equals two seconds) announced aircraft will be released on the routes, at a frequency of one per route and time unit. When an aircraft is released on a route (green arrow), the number of announced aircraft at the corresponding input device is reduced by one. Some routes can’t be controlled by the operator: the two access routes are feeding traffic into the simulation automatically. This feature assures, that an overall system work load can be maintained. Cleared aircraft move to the next segment of the route each time unit. When an aircraft arrives at the designated area on the other side of the route, the actual value of the corresponding area will be increased by one. As mentioned before, goal for the operator is to equate all actual values to the corresponding target values.

Sometimes aircraft are critical, i.e. they do not flight optimally in the airway (green frame of the aircraft symbol changes to a red frame). In this case, operators have to navigate the critical aircraft back on the optimal pathway as soon as possible. To perform this task, the operator must switch to the flight control screen (see Figure 3) by pressing the switch button.

On this screen a detail of the critical air route is displayed, consisting of some segments of the air route and the critical aircraft. Furthermore, performance indicators and adjustment devices for the vertical and horizontal
performance of the aircraft are depicted. The actual performance indicators, displayed by small red and black bars, show the actual performance of the aircraft. A red bar indicates a need for performance improvement, a black bar symbolizes an acceptable performance. The target performance indicators, depicted as large green bars, mark the desired performance, whereas the target performance indicators are fixed. If a red bar appears, it has to be moved into the green bar. This can be done by simply clicking on the relevant adjustment devices on the screen. Every click on the device will correct the aircrafts pathway towards the target performance. When the target performance is reached, the operator can switch back to traffic flow simulation. In short, the operators’ task is to control the traffic flow between two airports. The operator either monitors an automatic process or controls the traffic manually, allowing us to collect data on their performance of both types of task separately. With the objective of varying complexity and dynamics of the automatic system, we developed four scenarios reflecting different degrees of difficulty. The four scenarios were presented in a fixed order for every subject, beginning with the easiest (scenario 1), finishing with the most complex (scenario 4).

Measurements
As for dependent variables, we focus on the establishment and maintenance of system understanding during the monitoring phase. We use eye movement parameters, which act as indicators for the perceptual and cognitive operations involved. Monitoring performance was measured by recording eye movements. We used relative fixation counts and mean fixation durations based on predefined areas of interest. Fixation counts can be used as a measure of expectations and assumptions of the person (Rötting, 2001), where important objects are likely to be fixated upon more often than less important ones (Göbel, 1999). Fixation durations can be used as measure of information processing duration (Inhoff & Radach, 1998, S. 37, cit. in Rötting, 2001). Accordingly, processing difficulty as well as personal strain is reflected in the fixation duration (Rayner, 1982, Balota et al., 1985).

Our normative model postulates that OMA keep an overview of system operations during an entire monitoring run; in this experiment during the automatic mode of one scenario (hypothesis 1). Moreover, OMA are expected to anticipate, detect and control automated operations in time; in this experiment reflected by different operations performed by automation within the automatic mode of one scenario (hypothesis 2). As for testing the first hypothesis, we defined scenario specific areas of interest (AOIs), that is areas on the simulation screen that we expect to be pre-conditional for keeping an overview of system behaviour. As for testing the second hypothesis, we determined AOIs that help to anticipate and detect system operations as well as to debrief them. As anticipation, detection and debriefing of system operations are only possible within definite time frames within a scenario, we cut every scenario into time frames. Every time frame stands for a monitoring phase and is characterised by AOIs being conditional for monitoring adequately in this phase, e.g. anticipating a system operation adequately. Hence, this model leads us to expect eye movements on areas of interest that are generally relevant for a specific scenario as well as for monitoring phases within specific time frames. As we assume the understanding of the system to be conditional for manual system handling in case of system failure, we combine both, eye movement parameters and performance data, as measurements. Regarding the performance of a test subject during the manual phase of each scenario, we used the mean deviation of actual values from target values of in- and outbounds. To avoid the possible impact of a general ability on manual performance when controlling a system, we corrected manual performance by deducting the baseline measurement when both parameters are significantly correlated. Eye Movements are recorded by Eyegaze Analysis System manufactured by L. C. T.. Managing of raw data was conducted by NYAN software, developed by Interactive Minds. Subjects were seated in front of a 19-inch LCD computer display with a distance of approximately 60 cm.

Procedure
90 participants from DLH and DFS were tested individually. First, they were given a questionnaire measuring trust in automation, and the instruction for the following experiment. Participants were told that they would work on four scenarios, all consisting of two phases starting with an automation phase followed by a manual phase. Referring to the automation phase they were instructed to monitor the automation with the objective of understanding the rule-based dynamics of the given scenario. Referring to the hand control phase (manual condition), participants were
assigned to manually control the system in continuation of the automation. That is, participants should control the system in terms of the rules and dynamics that they have learned from monitoring the scenario in automation. After a short (15 s) calibration phase that ensures adjustment of Eyegaze Analysis System to individual gazes of the participants, the persons were then presented the four scenarios, each taking 5 minutes. There was a smooth transition between the automatic mode and manual mode within each scenario but pauses were placed between each scenario. The four scenarios were presented in a fixed order for every subject beginning with the easiest, scenario 1, finishing with the most complex, scenario 4.

RESULTS
Our results show, that high performers look frequently at relevant areas to keep an overview as well as to detect and to recheck tasks in time. In addition, high performers look relatively long at relevant areas during orientation towards the scenario.

Overall, relative fixation counts on scenario and phase specific areas seemed to be an adequate parameter in order to identify OMA. The better subjects keep an overview of system operations (while monitoring automated processes), the better their ability to resume manual control. Furthermore, the better they are shifting their attention to timely relevant actions, the better their ability to resume control manually.

During orientation phases, gaze durations instead of fixations counts seem to be the appropriate parameter to predict the ability to resume manual control. The longer test subjects look at relevant areas, the better their manual performance in the manual phase.

During orientation phases the simulator screen is “frozen”, so it would make sense to look persistently at relevant areas (while events remain static). On the other hand, it could be shown that frequently looking at relevant areas while events are changing dynamically is an appropriate monitoring behaviour, too.

Overall, it could be shown with SSAS that monitoring parameters have predictive power for system understanding and performance on the task.

Results are dependent on difficulty of scenario and phase, with scenario 1 being too easy and scenario 4 being too difficult.
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ABSTRACT

The eating behaviour of human female volunteers is expressed as bursts of intake and intervening periods of rests and the cumulative intake curve can be modeled by a quadratic equation. The curve is negatively accelerated in some women and linear in others. Hence, women can be divided into decelerated and linear eaters. Here, we have studied the eating behaviour of decelerated and linear female eaters in further detail through analysis of video recordings of the maxillary-mandibular region and recordings of the plates from which the women ate and related these to weight loss data from the plates during meals. While the amount of food eaten is similar, decelerated eaters take fewer and larger mouthfuls per meal than linear eaters and the frequency of mouthful uptake decreases towards the end of the meal. Both types of eaters chew with stable rhythm throughout the meal, with the decelerated eaters chewing faster.
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INTRODUCTION

Rat Drinking and Human Eating Styles

Early studies provided a detailed description of drinking in rats as a function of prior water deprivation [1,2]. The pattern of drinking is the result of successive "intake burst and rests". Since the rate of water intake is stable during the bursts, the cumulative intake of water simply equals the time the rat spends drinking, minus the duration of the "rests" [1]. As the length of the periods of rest increases by the end of an intake period, the cumulative intake curve is decelerated; hence rats are decelerated drinkers. Similar to drinking in rats, eating in human subjects consists of bursts and rests [3,4].

Figure 1. The Mandometer©, a personal computer connected with a scale recording the meal in real-time. Feedback to the user can be provided through the touch screen.

In the past we have developed an advanced mobile meal-recording device, the Mandometer©, with the ability to provide live feedback to the user during the meal (see Figure 1) [5]. By analyzing repeated evaluation meals, we have indentified two patterns of eating behaviour among healthy human female volunteers, based on real time weight data, collected from a scale placed under the plate [5]. By fitting such data to a quadratic equation, \( y=kx^2 + lx \), the cumulative food intake emerges and subjects can be divided into two types of eater: those who start eating with a high rate (initial l-value) which is reduced towards the end of the meal (k<0) (decelerated eaters), and those who maintain a stable rate of eating throughout the meal (k≈0) (linear eaters) [5].

While decelerated eaters eat less food when the rate of eating is experimentally increased, linear eaters eat more food and while decelerated eaters maintain their intake at the normal level when eating rate is experimentally increased.
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decreased, linear eaters eat less food [5]. In responding to these challenges, linear eaters thus conform to the eating pattern of patients diagnosed with Binge Eating Disorder (BED) and Anorexia Nervosa (AN), respectively [6]. We have demonstrated that practicing eating at the proper rate by use of real time visual feedback during the meal is a useful intervention in treating anorexic [7] and obese [8] patients and suggested that linear, but not decelerated eaters are at risk of developing such disorders [5,6].

In the present study, we present an innovative, semi-automatic way to analyze meals in depth, combining data from video and weighting scales. We apply our improved methods to further analyze the eating behaviour differences between decelerated and linear eaters. Hence, we analyzed the chewing pattern and mouthful management in the two types of eaters, keeping in mind possible future improvements to our clinical practice [7].

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects and Meal Sessions
Sixteen healthy female volunteers, with no history of eating disorders, participated in the study. They were served the same kind of food (chicken and vegetable pieces; 426kJ, 10.67g protein, 8.03g carbohydrate and 2.5g fat/100g) in three lunch sessions at 12.00h separated by about a week. The meals were served in a secluded room, without windows. During the meals, the external stimuli were minimized, as reading and listening to music was not allowed. These were “free” meals, with ad libitum food and time, without any kind of feedback. The effect of hunger variations was minimized by asking the participants to stick to a specific breakfast type and quantity during the test days.

After preliminary testing, subjects were divided into linear and decelerated eaters, who differed significantly in k coefficient (-0.14 and -0.48 respectively, p< 0.02, from an expected range of 0 to -0.65). Individuals in the two groups were similar in age (23.7 vs 23.3 years) and body mass index (BMI, 21.7 vs 21.4 kg/m2) respectively.

Data Collection
Data obtained from the weight loss of a plate during the meal [7] were combined with video recordings of mouth movements during the meal. A video camera (DigitalCam, Samsung, Korea) was directed at the plate and another one at the subject’s maxillary-mandibular region during the meal. The video recordings were manually time-stamped for the occurrence of food removal from the plate (spoonful), and for the occurrence of food entering the mouth (mouthful) and chewing action (any obvious lateral or vertical jaw movement). Spoonful and mouthful time stamping series were synchronized, using a custom made algorithm, eliminating discrepancies between the series, due to rare behaviors, e.g., double food uptake from the same spoonful and the final mouthful sequence of the meal was calculated.

Errors were filtered automatically by a heuristic algorithm, developed to correct possible errors using a “best-guess” procedure. The multi-step method involved: Characterizing a measurement as correct or mistaken, deciding about the error type (force on plate, utensil on plate or delayed weight registration) and finally correcting the measurement depending on the type of error. Numerous correction options were used: using a null-change value, subtracting the weight of the utensil or generating different unique values, based upon changes in the weight up to 16 sec before and/or after the measurement. The weight loss data were then synchronized with mouthful sequences in relation to the starting point of the meal and fitted to a quadratic equation. Hence, the detailed eating style of each individual had been determined (see Figure 2). This method allows calculation of the cumulative meal characteristics, i.e., food intake, meal duration and number of mouthfuls and chewing incidents. The precise load of each mouthful, as well as the chewing frequency during each inter-mouthful interval, were then calculated and averaged over meal thirds.
Results are reported as the mean values of the three meals, excluding measures of variability for simplicity. Group differences were evaluated by using t-tests and analyses of variance, followed by post hoc tests, as needed.

RESULTS

Food Intake, Meal Duration, Mouthfuls and Chewing. Decelerated and linear eaters ate about the same amount of food (295 vs 289 g respectively), but decelerated eaters took their meal in a shorter period of time (8.4 min vs 11.3 min, p< 0.04) and had fewer mouthfuls (36.3 vs 48.9, p< 0.02). The number of chewing incidents didn't differ significantly between the groups (644 vs 740, p> 0.3).

Time Course of Mouthfuls and Chewing During the Meal. While mouthfuls/min was similar among decelerated (4.9) and linear (4.8) eaters (p> 0.9) in the beginning of the meal, it decreased among decelerated eaters (3.9) during the last third of the meal and retained a stable rate among linear eaters (4.8) (p> 0.3). Additionally, decelerated eaters had significantly more food/mouthful than the linear eaters throughout the meal (group effect, p<0.05). Still, both groups reduced their mouthful loads toward the end of the meal (p< 0.0001). Finally, decelerated eaters had a higher rate of chewing (chewing incidents/min) throughout the meal (group effect, p< 0.02), and both groups maintained their chewing rate over time (time effect, p> 0.3).

DISCUSSION

Eaters differ mainly in the rate at which food intake decelerates during the meal. It has been proposed that the lack of deceleration is a risk factor for the development of abnormal eating, which might lead to the development of long term eating disorders [5,6]. The method used here shows that this change reflects a reduction of the number of mouthfuls by the end of the meal. The load to mouthful ratio also decreased during the course of the meal, but this change was independent of the rate of deceleration of the meal. The rate of chewing remained constant during the meal, but was higher among decelerated than linear eaters, despite the fact that the load/mouthful decreased with time in both groups. The complete data analysis will include more detailed information about the course of chewing inside each individual mouthful, factoring in the duration of chewing pauses (evident in Figure 2C) between consecutive mouthfuls, together with the mouthful-specific load.

In our clinical practice, patients use decelerated cumulative intake curves, displayed on a computer monitor, as feedback when practicing eating (see Figure 1) [6,7]; the results presented here signify the existence of differences in the mouthful and chewing patterns of the two eater types, pointing to the need of additional research in that area together with the possible clinical significance of those characteristics.
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ABSTRACT
The paper is introducing an online communication behavior measurement protocol, developed for medical team work, especially for studying the medical rehabilitation teams on interdisciplinary meetings. The purpose of the research is to analyze the development and usage of shared mental models (SMM) through the communication in medical practice of interdisciplinary rehabilitation teams in order to identify the factors determining the patient safety, and the effectiveness of rehabilitation. The online quantitative rating method uses two parallel raters to count and record the communication utterances of each participant directed to another. The quantitative and interactional data is analyzed, and visualized by AGNA network analysis software. Based on the results (network indices, and communication network diagram) the strong and weak points of communication can be recognized, as the important areas of SMM development. This can be a basis of a development process to enhance team effectiveness, and patient safety.
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INTRODUCTION
The medical field is not as important subject of research as it should be, especially those aspects that consider a hospital, or ward as an organizational entity [4,6,7,10]. This is why our research project is aiming to study and explore the fields of development in interdisciplinary medical rehabilitation teams with the tools of work psychology. The aim is to ameliorate the intra-team information flow about the patients and practices, to help the development of the shared knowledge and mental model in the team, and to contribute the faster and successful rehabilitation. The shared mental model is a shared knowledge and reference between the team mates. It develops by the team communication, and contains shared representations about the current situation, about roles and responsibilities, and about the competencies [3]. Thus the goal is not to change the rehabilitation practice, but to give an organizational aid to communication, knowledge and information sharing about the patient, the patients’ conditions in order to make the development of the shared mental model faster and make the model itself more effective [9].

THE MEDICAL REHABILITATION TEAM
The medical rehabilitation field is an interdisciplinary field, because the injuries of patient usually exceed the competency of a single specialist, so thus several specialists, and different knowledge fields should cooperate in the rehabilitation team [6]. The medical rehabilitation team consists of (rehabilitation) physicians, clerk physicians, physiotherapists, nurses, occupational therapist, ergotherapist, social worker, clinical psychologist, prosthetist, and speech/language therapist, sport therapist, and psychiatrist [9].

Certain specialists are assigned to a specific ward (like the physicians, the nurses and the physiotherapists), and several other team members are centrally employed by the institute, and serving all the different wards (e.g. occupational therapist, ergotherapist, sport therapist) thus they participate in more than one rehabilitations teams in the same time. This causes that the members of the rehabilitation team are not always in the same location, and not always together, but the information is needed to be updated as fast as possible to guarantee the adequate treatment for the patients by all the specialists. To maintain the information sharing, there are oral and written occasions and tools, both on the formal and informal level. They can be shown in Table 1, organized by the modality, and the formal or informal manner of them.
From the perspective described above, the interdisciplinary team meeting is the most important field for our research, because on this meeting, the specialists of the ward and the specialist serving several wards in the institute are also participating, and discussing, sharing information with each other. The patients are not participating the team meeting usually, thus the communication is more open, and less formal between the specialists. This is why we choose the interdisciplinary team meeting to be the field of our research of communication presented in this paper.

**THE METHOD**

Our field research took place in a ward of the National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation, near to the capital of Hungary. We participated, and recorded four interdisciplinary team meetings (online) for quantitative communication analysis in January, 2010. The rehabilitation team consisted of fifteen specialists: two physicians, a clerk physician, two nurses, six physiotherapists, an occupational therapist, a social worker, a sport therapist, and an ergotherapist. The physicians, the nurses and the physiotherapists are linked to the ward studied by us, the other specialist are serving more than one wards. The method based on online rating using a rating table containing the sender and the receiver of a communication utterance during the team meeting. The important point in this strategy is the definition of the element of measurement, what has to be recorded as one utterance. Based on the literature of different subjects, but similar measurement method, we jointly defined a standard utterance by intonation contour and by the presence of a discernible pause between it and surrounding utterances [5]. This standard utterance mostly consists of a single phrase or sentence expressing a complete thought [2]. The two raters who participated the interdisciplinary team meetings have recorded the number of utterances spoken by the team mates including the sender and the receiver in order to build a transactional data to build a communicational network. In order to secure the reliability of our measurement of communication behavior, we used two parallel and independent raters. Both raters have been trained together to identify and record the utterances according to the definition described above. Before the research started, they had the opportunity to practice, and compare recordings on previously taped team meetings from the same institution. In the analysis, we correlated their ratings (the recorded amount of utterances between the team mates), and to justify the inter-rater reliability, we used intra-class correlations also. After the control of the reliability, we summarized the utterances by team meetings (four summarized communication matrices), than we computed an average communication matrix from the four matrices. For the network analysis we summarized the utterances in the specialists’ groups, thus we used the physicians, the nurses, the physiotherapists, the occupational therapist, the social worker, the sport therapist, and the ergotherapist as measured senders and receivers in the communication matrix. We used the AGNA social network analysis software [1] to visualize the average communication matrix of the recorded four interdisciplinary team meetings in a network diagram. And also we used the network measures computed by AGNA to interpret the network diagram. The AGNA computed density, closeness, and betweenness measures. The density of a network is the total number of edges divided by the number of all possible edges in that network. The closeness measure as a measure of centrality, which represents the average distance from a node to the other nodes in the network (the higher value means that the node is in a central position). The betweenness measure represents a position in the network, when the node is in a transmitter role between two subgroups.

**Ethical Statement**

The field research has been authorized by the Ethical Committee of the National Institute for Medical Rehabilitation as a part of a research project “The Development of Knowledge Sharing in Expert Medical Teams”. All the participants and the patients are not identifiable in the data, the analyses and in the results. The members of the rehabilitation team agreed to audiotape the meetings for further analyses, and for the training of the raters.
RESULTS
We performed the statistical analyses with SPSS Statistics 18® predictive analytic software. The inter-rater reliability was assessed by the correlation of the two raters’ records, the average Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.838$ ($p<0.05$). The average measure intra-class correlation is 0.859, and it is higher than 0.547 for all dimensions (specialists). By this, we can appoint a strong inter-rater reliability.

The results are drawing a picture of the interdisciplinary rehabilitation team by its communication pattern during the team meetings. As it can be seen on the network diagram (Figure 1), that the physicians are in center of the communication network: sending and receiving are the most utterances. The physiotherapists are in close and frequent interaction with the physicians, and thus their conversation dominates the team meeting. An important result is that the nurses’ role in communication is not as salient as it would have been expected by the importance of their work in rehabilitation. And also the specialists who are not working for the specified ward are less active in the team meeting (e.g. ergotherapist). These results are represented by the network measures too (Table 2). The density of the communication network is 0.619 (62.9% of the possible connections appeared). The leading position of the physicians is underpinned by the highest closeness measure = 0.167, and also by the highest betweenness measure = 11.0 in the team. The ergotherapist, the social worker and the sport therapist have the lowest three closeness and betweenness measures, what is congruent with their almost peripheral position in the communication network.

CONCLUSION
The results are showing the leader position of the physician in the rehabilitation team, which is a formal role as the coordinator of the rehabilitation process [6], and in our study it is underpinned by the communication data. The possible two weak points of the interdisciplinary team are (1) the weaker than expected communication link between the nurses and the other professionals (especially between the nurses and the physiotherapists), and (2) the nearly marginal role in the meeting of the specialists who are not employees of the specific ward. The possible changes toward correcting the weak communication links may lead to a faster developing, and better functioning shared mental models is the team, that may provide more effectiveness, and patient safety. These results can also be explained by the fact, that the interdisciplinary team meeting and the philosophy of the interdisciplinary team work is a new development in the institute [8]. The method for the quantitative communication analyses of medical teams have been developed and successfully used in this field research of medical rehabilitation team. This method, as a communication behavior measurement protocol could be applied in different domains of teamwork, and also it is going to be completed in the near future with a quantitative and qualitative analysis method of the content of discussions in interdisciplinary team meetings.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialist groups</th>
<th>Closeness</th>
<th>Betweenness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapist</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Therapist</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergotherapist</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport Therapist</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Worker</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Network measures computed by AGNA.

Figure 1. The network diagram of the average communication of the interdisciplinary team meeting. The more shaded edges representing higher amount of utterances in communication.
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ABSTRACT
Professional teams are highly differentiated from other teams through exclusive membership of expert specialists, where the team members have to integrate their specific knowledge in order to operate the technologically complex system on team level. In the present study, we aimed to describe Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) team members’ communicative behaviour under different levels of task load and to focus on the predictability of team performance on the bases of communication. We had observed and analysed 16 NPP operator teams’ information sharing behavior in a simulator environment. Video recorders of operators’ activity during a selected scenario have been used for collecting and analyzing data. According to our analyses, several specific communication dimensions were related to performance.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years the technological developments has risen significantly, which led to the spread of complex operations in the field of work. Additionally, the increased complexity of workflow and tasks necessitates a multioperator environment. No wonder that professional teams have started to play a critical role in complex operations, where two or more members having specific roles, responsibilities will be able to accomplish tasks that are too complex for individuals.

Professional teams execute brief operations or missions repeatedly under technologically complex conditions, which requires extended professional, vocational training and preparation from the organization as well as from the individuals [4,1].

We aim to examine Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) operator teams work in high risk environment, where it is expected to avoid irreversible failures that endanger human life or cause material damage. High risk environments are environments in which there is a more than normal chance of damaging one’s own life, the life of others or material property [4]. The operator team is exposed to face with several environmental task load factors, such as noise, prolonged work, work shifting, complexity, novelty, uncertainty and time pressure, which may have significant effect on the team performance [7]. As long as operator teams have to work under various, changing condition of task load it is important to develop mutual coping strategies, which constitute efficient information sharing activity, coordination, cooperation, terminally communication.

The main question in studying operator teamwork is how the team members representing different special fields are able to operate and manage a technically complex system, in a high risk environment. According to theoretical approaches of team cognition each individual has two different models: team mental model, referring to the collective task and team relevant knowledge (roles and responsibilities, knowledge of teammates, skills, abilities, beliefs), and team situation model, describing team collective understanding of the specific situation. These team level knowledge constructs guide the team in assessing and interpreting cues and patterns of the current situation [1,2,3,5]. Furthermore team level knowledge structures allow team members to reliably predict each other’s needs, actions and to act on these without explicit communication. In this way the team process, specially communication is the most appropriate means to prepare for a coordinated cooperation in emergencies, non routine problems creating a shared understanding of the situation [8]. The information sharing activity is essential for the
coordination within the team, and for the way how a team handles and manages difficult, high task load situations, where the prompt, accurate information flow is crucial especially in a technically complex environment such as NPP. In this sense appropriate information sharing activity, communication can reduce and manage both the causes and the consequences of high task load.

Our study focused on the NPP operator teams’ information sharing activity, namely communication, in order to identify and understand those key communicative behaviours that support the joint assessment of the current situation and help to develop adequate team strategies to face unpredictable emergencies.

METHODS
The data collection was based on operator team interactions analysis in the Simulator Centre of a Hungarian Nuclear Power Plant. Since communication is the central factor of our research, the empirical studies of a “lively” interaction can best be carried out by analyses of carefully chosen simulator sessions. The Hungarian NPP Simulator Centre may be considered as a realistic, high-fidelity tool that is widely used in training and examinations creating the required level of face-validity to be relevant for real life situations. The Nuclear Power Plant’s operator teams consist of four professional fields requiring the interaction of six members: Unit Shift Supervisor, Reactor Operator, Turbine Operator, Field Operator, Unit Electrician, and Shift Leader. Data from 16 operator teams’ interaction have been collected. Each team had to follow the same scenario; however, the operator’s reaction may have led to some slight differences. Choosing the simulation, we took into consideration that the scenario had to be oriented toward communication: in this way, all team members had to be involved in solving the control task. Possessing complementary knowledge they had to share information with each other to manage the problems occurring during the simulated malfunctions.

In order to provide a complete picture of simulation the scenario will be described briefly (“Failure of one turbine unit”): according to the annual schedule used by instructors, a live switchover test needs to be performed, while an unjustified operation of the turbine protection occurs resulting in the failure of one turbine unit. The failure of the equipment is followed by the malfunction of the primary circuit pressure control, creating a condition that also needs to be managed. The mean duration of scenario is about 35 minutes. The scenario was divided by the instructors into 3, according to the level of task load (see Table 1).

### Performance Evaluation
The performance scores were made by the instructors’ evaluation, both at individual and collective levels. The individual performance was based on the evaluation how the role related tasks were accomplished, using the 3-point Likert scale (1 – poor, 2 – medium, 3 - excellent). The team performance was assessed by the instructors’ impression about the teams’ efficiency under the different phases of the scenario using the same 3-point Likert scale. Eliciting data from performance assessments we developed four team performance categories:

- **Excellent team**: the whole team performance was evaluated excellent, through all the phases of the scenario.
- **Medium team**: the team performance is medium continuously through all the phases of the scenario.
- **Unbalanced team**: the team performance was varying from excellent to poor through the scenario.
- **Poor team**: the team performance was evaluated steadily as poor through the complete scenario.

Table 1. Phases of scenario according to the estimated level of task load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of scenario</th>
<th>Estimated level of task load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Moderate level of task load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>High level of task load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Moderate level of task load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Video records of operators’ activity during the selected scenario have been also used for collecting and analyzing data. In order to keep the operators’ real life behaviour the instructor informed them at the beginning of the simulator study about video recordings during the ongoing training session, but they did not know exactly which of the programmed scenarios would be videotaped. Video recordings were made with the operators’ joint consent. All the recorded conversation of the operators was transcribed in chronological order, identifying the operators’ verbal utterances. Difficulties occurred in transcribing videotapes due to communication density during some period of the interaction, much simultaneous conversation flow between members, additionally we had to face with a noisy control room environment. For all these reasons we have few blind points in the transcribed videotapes, where the speaker of some utterances cannot be identified properly.

### Communication Analyses
In our study we aimed to capture some relevant task specific aspects of NPP team’s information gathering and processing behaviour. In order to capture the most relevant task-oriented aspect of teams’ information sharing activity some task specific communication dimension have been developed expanding and specifying the communication dimensions used in similar environments (Conversation Analysis; Speech Act Type-inventory for the Analyses of Cockpit Communication, STACK [6]). The final major
task-oriented communication dimensions were the following groups:

**Information Collecting Question**

The aim of the question is information acquisition, for example asking about certain indicators or resources. This can be formulated in the following two ways:

- **Open Question Information**: The question is addressed in order to complete the proposition with information; therefore it is likely to receive a long answer. It usually starts with words like *what*, *when*, *who*, etc.
- **Closed Question Information**: The aim of this question is verification, to judge the truth of a position; therefore the answer is expressed with either a single word (yes, or no) or a short phrase. For example “*Can we start the program?*”

**Information Providing**

The team members inform each other about some relevant aspect of the mission related to human or technical indicators. This may be grouped into three categories according to the time focus:

- **Information Providing Past**: The speaker informs the addressee about technological information, certain indicators that happened in the past, or about the crew’s past status, personnel resources in the past.
- **Information Providing Present**: The speaker informs the addressee about some actual, present technological information, certain indicators, or about the crew’s present status, personnel resources.
- **Information Providing Future**: The speaker informs the addressee about some technological information that may change in the future, foretells about certain indicators, or about his intentions and future actions.

**Affirmation**

It is the manifestation of two-way communications. It may be formulated in two ways:

- **Simple Affirmation**: Answers to yes/no question or commands. For example affirmations, acknowledgements, acceptances, answer such as ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘ok’, ‘good’.
- **Affirmation with Information**: A feedback, reinforcement on a status report or information, or command completed with additional information.

**Coherence Analyses**

The anchored point of the coherence analyses was the new thought (that can be a question, information, etc.) initiated by one of the team members. The main condition of the coherent conversation is *the turn-taking*, taking up this thought, the interlocutor develops a new question, information or command related to the previous information. Otherwise, if an initiated thought is not taken up by any of the team members, it will be considered as a thought without turn taking.

Two independent evaluators rated the teams’ transcribed information flow, based on the communication dimensions described above.

**Ethical Statement**

The research has been authorised by the Management of the Hungarian Nuclear Power Plant. All the research participants were informed about the research including the videotape recordings and evaluation measurements.

**RESULTS**

Appropriate information collection and distribution allows the team to understand better the situation, helping to build a shared conceptualization of the faced problems. According to our analyses, several specific communication dimensions were related to performance both on individual and team level. Particular forms of questions proved to be the best way to dispel uncertainties, and to realize safe communication. Our results revealed that the excellent performing teams use fewer open information collecting questions than the lower performing teams (*F* = 4.690, *p* < 0.05). The frequent use of open questions suggests that when lower performing teams express their questions, they have less information, knowledge about the environmental cues, so they formulate the question in a less complete form, being unable to face the challenging of situation. The open questions are incomplete and force the addressee to use the cognitive resources to complete the proposition.

For the efficient information flow between team members it is also important to answer the supposed question, to provide the information in timely manner. The unbalanced teams show the highest communication density, regardless of the time orientation. These teams use the more frequent information providing activity about the present (*F* = 7.109, *p* = 0.005), past (*F* = 4.779, *p* < 0.05) and future (*F* = 1.337, *p* > 0.05) as well compared to excellent, poor and average performing teams. High density of communication without any special focus indicates the failure to capture the most relevant aspect of the ongoing episode. The results indicate that excellent performing teams focus on the present during their information providing activity, orient least of all about the past. The high performing team’s communication is focused on the status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant actual elements in the environment, involving the processes of monitoring, cue detection, perception which leads to the awareness of their current status. It is also important to use the relevant information to project future situations in accordance with the team’s goal.

The indicators of efficient communication include also confirming the received information. The use of simple affirmation helps the team to clarify and acknowledge the received information, in this way to establish an accurate shared understanding of the situation. Conversely the affirmation completed with additional information will...
overload the cognitive resources of both the information provider and receiver. Although the differences are not significant, the results can be regarded as a tendency that describes excellent performing teams using more simple affirmations and fewer affirmations with information, conversely with the low performing teams, where team members exchange more affirmations with information. The result indicates the need for a clear information change strategy that helps to establish accurate team knowledge, instead of creating an interference with additional, not so relevant, information.

When analysing the communication under different level of task load, we observed the tendency of decreasing communication density during high task load, furthermore the increasing communication after high task load. Generally it can be concluded that as the task load increases the frequency of communication dimensions decreased. During high task load the communication is severely impeded, which can be explained by the operators’ overloaded cognitive resources. The unexpected problems, failures intensively load the team members’ cognitive capacity, being unable to share their attention between the accomplishment of the task and communication. Furthermore as the allocated resources disengaged, the collective need to process the causes and the consequences of unexpected event resulted in more frequent communication. It has been also explored that the poor teams’ conversations indicate an incomplete flow of information between team members. Comparing the coherence indicators of excellently and poorly performing teams’ dialogue, it has been explored that the poor teams’ conversations include more thoughts without turn-taking ($t=5.506$, $p<0.05$), and less thoughts with turn-taking ($t=4.069$, $p=0.05$). The coherent information flow between team members proved to be an efficient communication strategy to attain high performance. Coherent communication means that the team members are aware of the information distributed by others, and react to the received information (either with a simple affirmation, or with a question, or with additional information transfer), creating a semantic connection in the information sharing activity. In this way coherent communication is one of the key elements of the effective establishment or modification, fine tuning of accurate and complete team knowledge.

CONCLUSION
The study considers some specific aspects of information sharing behaviour that could be directly linked to establishing team knowledge, such as using open and close information questions, affirmations, information provision, and coherence of information flow. The use of effectively formulated information collection utterances, the development of a well established effective communication strategy that focuses on the ongoing events and projecting the environmental cues to future situations, affirming the received information could all help the team to build, modify accurate team knowledge and to improve team performance. Future research should more thoroughly investigate the characteristics of such information sharing behaviour across different high risk environment teams (such as medical team, cockpit team), where the teams have to operate in highly standardised settings under various task load. The future work should go also beyond communication, studying other team processes, such as coordination, decision making, and also capturing the professional knowledge structures, mental model, or situational awareness at both individual and team levels.
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ABSTRACT
The automatic recognition of child activity using multisensor data enables various applications such as child-development monitoring, energy-expenditure estimation, childhood-obesity prevention, child safety in and around the home, etc. We formulate the activity recognition task as a classification problem based on multiple sensors embedded in a wearable device. The approach we propose in this paper is to apply spectral analysis techniques of multiple sensor data for activity recognition. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) classifier is then trained using manually annotated data and applied for activity recognition. The obtained experimental results for the recognition of 7 activities based on a limited data set are promising and show the potential of the proposed method.

Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
The automatic recognition of activities by using sensors such as tri-axial accelerometers can be used in a variety of applications. A first category entails context-aware applications. It consists in adapting, in real-time, the environment according to the recognized activity, such as changing the light condition according to the posture of the person (lying-down, sitting, etc). Other examples are giving an alarm if an elderly person falls, or when a child demonstrates potentially hazardous activities (such as climbing the stairs). The second category of applications is behavior monitoring. It consists in analyzing the activity on the longer term and the identification of trends or certain lifestyle properties. As an example, the amount of physical activity can be monitored to quantify a person’s energy expenditure, possibly combined with coaching activities to monitor progress during physical training. Moreover, as a sedentary lifestyle is becoming a commodity in many developed countries, monitoring and stimulation of physical activity can be used to prevent obesity, both with adults as well as for children [1].

In this work we are interested in the automatic recognition of child activities. We distinguish two categories of targeted applications: real-time automatic recognition relevant for acute child safety (such as fall detection and stair-climbing), and long-term activity recognition and logging to track child development and to support preventing childhood obesity. The recognition and quantification of sedentary activities such as lying-down, sitting, watching television, etc are relevant to assess any required changes in lifestyle. This can be achieved by stimulating the children by means of games or rewards. Additionally, activity recognition can help to improve energy-expenditure estimation (e.g., the activity level) since it has been shown that the energy expenditure is dependent on the type of activity [2].

The field of automatic activity recognition has been extensively researched. Accelerometers have been employed for many years in the analysis of body posture and activity especially in a clinical setting [3]. In [4] small biaxial accelerometers have been worn simultaneously on different parts of the body. Features such as mean, standard deviation, energy, correlation and frequency-domain entropy are used. The study in [5, 6] investigated the use of multiple sensors (bi-axial accelerometers, light and temperature sensors, microphones) placed at different body locations to recognize human locomotion.

ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
The automatic activity recognition of children is formulated as a classification problem where two stages are involved: a feature extraction stage and a classification stage.

Feature Extraction
The multi-sensor device we used in this research provides tri-axial acceleration data, air pressure data, and tri-axial
gyroscope data. The use of multimodal analysis is expected to enrich the data and enable the recognition of wider number of activities. The feature extraction is obtained through two cascaded steps: first-order and second-order feature extraction. The first-order features are chosen to be robust to noise and sensor orientation. For the second-order feature extraction, we employ a spectral variance analysis as previously used for the classification of audio and music signals [7].

First-Order Features
In order to be robust against noise and invariant to a certain extend to the sensor orientation we considered the vector magnitude of acceleration (AccMag) and vector magnitude of gyroscope data (GyrMag). Additionally, the normalized z-component of the accelerometer (AccZ/AccMag) and the measured pressure (Pres) are used. Thus our first-order feature vector consisted of 4 components [AccMag, GyrMag, AccZ/AccMag, Elev].

Second-Order Features
To allow analysis of the dynamic behavior of first-order features, a second-order feature extraction stage was employed. Each of the 4 first-order features were processed as follows:

- **Moving average** by applying a first-order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz;
- **Moving variance** by first filtering the signal with a 2nd order band-pass filter (0.15-20 Hz), subsequently computing the square of the individual samples, and averaging the result with a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 Hz;
- **Moving RMS 0.1-2 Hz** by filtering the signal with a 2nd order band-pass filter (0.1-2 Hz), computing the square of the individual samples, averaging the result with a low-pass filter (0.5 Hz cutoff frequency), and computing the square-root of the result;
- **Moving RMS 2-4 Hz** same procedure as the previous one except for the first band-pass filter having a pass-band of 2 to 4 Hz;
- **Moving average slope** by first applying a 4-th order low-pass filter (0.1 Hz), computing the difference of subsequent samples, and applying a smoothing filter (0.5 Hz cutoff frequency).

Thus we extracted 5 second-order features for each first-order feature, hence in total 4 x 5 = 20 features are obtained. This feature vector is then used as input for the classification stage.

Activity Classification
Generic classification approaches can be applied for activity recognition based on the extracted features. In this work we applied three classifiers namely Linear (LDA), Quadratic (QDA) and Adaboost classifiers [8]. LDA is computationally efficient but cannot deal with non-linearity that is usually present in data. Adaboost is a good classifier in term of generalization however it is known for its sensitivity to data size and noise. QDA provided a good trade-off between classification and computation efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Posture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lying-down</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Standing-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Running</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Climbing stairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. List of considered activities and corresponding labels.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The experiment, which was approved by Philips Research ethics committee, was conducted during a normal activity of a 2-year old child in an indoor setting. As shown in Figure 1, the wireless sensor device was placed in the back pocket of the trouser. The sensor device is based on the Aquisgrain wireless sensor platform [9]. The sensor signals were sampled with a frequency of 50 Hz. Seven types of activities have been considered during the experiment. Approximately 30 minutes of sensor data has been recorded with a synchronized video material for ground-truth creation. The sensor device contains a tri-axial accelerometer with maximum acceleration of 2g, a tri-axial gyroscope for the determination of the sensor orientation and a pressure sensor for the determination of elevation. The data obtained from the pressure sensor needs to be normalized when both indoor and outdoor activity are analyzed. However, we limited the experiment to indoor activities. The elevation data obtained from the pressure sensor is useful to detect climbing and falling events.

From the acquired data, train and test sets were obtained by randomly splitting the data segments into training and test sets. A 3-fold validation was employed to obtain mean

![Figure 1. A 2-year old child having the sensor device in the back-pocket of the trouser.](image-url)
classification performance numbers including 95% confidence intervals.

The mean classification performance obtained using only first-order features amounted to 38.2%±1.5%. However the second-order features resulted in a good performance of 97.8%±0.2%. Second-order features computed from only accelerometer data i.e., [AccMag, AccZ/AccMag], provided 79.9%±1.5%. This result shows clearly the benefit of using a multi-sensor approach.

Figure 2 shows the normalized confusion matrix of the classification results obtained for the second-order features. The activities of climbing stairs (4), falling (5) and standing up (6) have been recognized with more than 99% of accuracy. Such high accuracy is required for building safety applications based for instance on fall and stair-climbing detection. Most of the errors are obtained from the confusion between walking (1) and running (3). This can be explained by the fact that sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between walking quickly and running. To solve this issue, additional classes can be introduced to better describe the speed and the intensity of walking and running. Figure 3 shows an example of a sensor signal (AccMag) and the obtained classification result as a function of time. The output of the classification (in red) is according to the labels in Table 1.

CONCLUSIONS
Child-activity recognition is formulated as a classification problem where two stages are involved, namely feature extraction and classification. Second-order features by means of spectral analysis have been applied on a multi-sensor data where additional sensors beyond accelerometers have been used. The obtained results for a limited data set indicate the high potential for the proposed approach. As future work, both the extension towards more activities, as well as the validation of the results on a larger data set are required to better quantify the benefits of the proposed approach compared to state-of-the-art methods.
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ABSTRACT
While HCI field studies are traditionally undertaken by using tools from social sciences, this paper describes a complementary method for studying media usage in the living room. It provides a first step for blurring the boundary between lab and field-test studies for media usage in living room.

We constructed a device that measures and records the distinct infrared (IR) patterns of the remote controls used in the living room to interact with media devices. These recordings are later used to deduct usage patterns across media devices.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, HCI field studies are conducted by using a set of tools from a large repository of social sciences. These tools allow insights into a user’s daily life and often include cultural probing or a variation like playful probing (Bernhaupt et al. [1]).

For a finer temporal description of user experiences, methods like the experience sampling method (ESM) and the day reconstruction method (DRM) are getting more and more common.

ESM was originally referring to a technique involving random signaling of users during their daily lives (Larson and Csikszentmihalyi [5]). Today, the term ESM is used more broadly, and describes procedures that assess in-situ experiences at the time (or near the time) they are occurring (Christensen et. al [2]). Experience Samples can be taken in response to a random signal, at predetermined times, or following a particular event (or events).

While ESM requires the user to report nearly in real-time, DRM (Kahneman et al. [4]) is designed to provide detailed descriptions of daily activities and experiences by the mental reconstruction of a day – Participants provide demographic information and rate items on satisfaction and mood, then divide the day into episodes starting at arising and ending with retiring in the evening. Each episode is marked for activity, location, and social contact, and rated on positive and negative affective states.

However, for studying the behavior of users in the living room we needed a complementary measurement, providing objective and quantitative data as well and allowing us to monitor users behavior with an even finer temporal resolution. We need a tool that would allow us to observe users at home, with minimal interference of the users daily life and without intrusion into their privacy. Essentially, we want to have lab-like measurements in the field, to eliminate lab-based influences on the user’s behavior.

Lab-based studies have the advantage of a higher degree control, and the use of techniques such as video monitoring of user interaction, eye-tracking as well as other physiological measurements, while field studies have the advantage of being closer to the way users are likely to interact with technology.

The approach described in this paper should be a first step for blurring the boundary between lab and field-test studies for media usage in living room.

APPROACH
Since a majority of interaction in the living room is performed via a remote control (or as we can find in most households an accumulation of remote controls), we can achieve lab-like measurements of user interactions and therefore usage behavior through measuring and recording infrared (IR) signals.
Each remote control is producing a distinct IR pattern for each key pressed, and this is what we are measuring and recording. We record the raw demodulated IR signal for post-processing in the lab. This eliminates the need to update the device for each new remote control, and keeps the hardware and its firmware as simple as possible. For being able to find out when exactly a button is pressed we are also storing a timestamp derived from built-in real time clock, allowing us temporal reconstruction of the remote control usage as recorded in the living room. But placing a device into the users home usually requires some extra issues to be considered: The device has to seamlessly blend into the users’ already installed infrastructure. Users are usually reluctant if a device has to replace one of their own devices, or the researcher needs to rewire the whole home theatre equipment. This rewiring would take quite some amount of time, is error prone and even less likely to be welcome by a user. So the only viable approach, which we have chosen, is the “side-car” approach, to have a device sitting next to the users own devices.

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of the IR measurement hardware, which is placed in the households to record IR frames sent by all remote controls present in a room.

Most used IR protocols that are based on carrier-modulated pulses, exhibit a carrier frequency of 35-39kHz or 56-58kHz respectively.

IR receiver modules are available in a wide variety of carrier frequencies, although the passband of the bandwidth filters is usually big enough to successfully receive IR frames of carrier frequencies deviating from the center frequency.

Therefore, two IR receiver modules have been selected for the IR measurement dongle that exhibit a center frequency of 37kHz and 56kHz. These modules allow the detection of all carrier based IR protocols using these two frequency bands.

Protocols that are not carrier based cannot be detected by the IR dongle, but these protocols sum up to less than 5% of all still used IR protocols.

The IR modules filter the carrier frequency of the modulated IR signal and output a demodulated signal (see Figure 3). A microprocessor measures the timing for high and low states of the IR signal and stores those on a flash based memory card along with a timestamp of microsecond resolution.

Since we are very interested in the correct timestamp – which is configured once when the device is set-up – we wanted to make sure that under no circumstances this valuable datum is lost. Therefore, an external real time clock and calendar (RTCC) chip is used, that is additionally backed up by a large capacitor (SuperCap) and is able to keep the time and date for up to two weeks without external power supply by the USB interface.

For a rapid deployment of the IR dongle, we have developed software, which allows us to set the clock and read the contents of the memory card via USB.

This software further offers learning of the IR remote controls to match the IR pattern to the key pressed on remote control (Figure 4).

This information is used in a post-processing step after the IR dongles return from the households. The files with the recorded IR patterns are decoded using the data retrieved during deployment. This allows the analysis of multiple IR protocols without prior knowledge of the type of remotes used in a household.
CONCLUSIONS
With this small recording device we can reveal media usage patterns within a household, as well as general patterns common to all the households in a region.

We can find out if a user belongs to the group of Zappers, Loyals and Casuals (as characterized by Jenkins [3]) Zappers constantly shift channels and essentially only watch snippets of shows. For them the fast transition from one channel to another or from one type of content to another is essential. Loyals cherry pick content and spend more time socializing about their shows. They are the series watchers and are more likely to record shows on DVRs. Hence, the capability to easily record and navigate through recorded content may have high value. The Casuals have elements of both: they wander away from boring shows and will have a tendency to multitask until they find a show that attracts their attention.

This IR recorder enables us to optimize remote controls, since most of them are just there to fulfill one or two functions. Imagine a typical system with TV set, Hi-Fi system and set top box (STB): usually all tree devices are powered on, but then only the volume is changed with the Hi-Fi remote control, while the TV channel is switched with the STB remote.

FUTURE WORK
The first field study using this IR recorder is currently conducted, but we have already identified some optional enhancements to the current recorder.

For future field studies we plan on recording additional signals and optionally add sensors. These sensors can measure bio-physiological values like heart rate or skin conductance.

Another improvement is to identify users interacting in the living room, by adding a camera and storing a video stream. But placing a camera into a living room causes privacy concerns, and so another approach is inevitable. A possible solution would integrate in the already working system: users can wear simple IR badges, which are repeatedly sending a unique pattern, which in turn can be recorded by the existing IR measuring device, and users within a household can be distinguished, while still guaranteeing anonymity.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on work being conducted with the goal of optimizing users' satisfaction on an augmented reality based guided tour. It shows the applied methodology, the metrics used to assess the quality of the user experience and the results obtained from the statistical analysis of the experimental results. We stereotyped users by considering whether or not they had a background related to information technologies, and compared their behavior patterns. Next, we evaluated how social inhibition would affect the way users' interacted with the applications. We then tested for correlations between several measured metrics and users' satisfaction answers, in order to acquire knowledge such as: the influence that the ease of use had in users' satisfaction; whether the time that users spend interacting with the Interactive Installations (I.I.) directly influenced their satisfaction; and others. Finally, we analyzed the influence that the relative visit order of each I.I. in the guided tour had on the users' satisfaction, and found an optimal sequence in which to present I.I.s to visitors, so as to provide them with the most pleasant possible experience.
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INTRODUCTION
This project was developed by YDreams, SA in collaboration with the Faculty of Psychology of the University of Lisbon. YDreams is a global company that works with the concept of interactivity, with a focus on the field of Augmented Reality technologies. Over the last few years, YDreams has been developing full-scale interactive environments (from stores to exhibitions), products and intellectual property, combining technology and design. This company has a showroom that is frequently visited by customers, schools, and media, among others. These visits are guided by salespeople who present the interactive installations (I.I.), but in an order that changes randomly with each visit. As the users are naturally different from each other, the aim of this project is to study the best way to create an immersive environment in the showroom that adapts the visit according to the different user types, in order to maximize their satisfaction. To achieve that, there are several areas of research that are being studied and applied, such as affective computing [1], storytelling[2], user modeling [3], intelligent agents and smart objects [4], augmented reality [5], among others. This paper presents a component of the user modeling research. The first section describes the problem we studied and the methodology applied is in the second section. The results obtained with the performed experiments are reported on the experiment results section. Finally the last section contains a short summary, conclusions and the future work.

THE PROBLEM
Ydreams’ showroom has several I.I. that are frequently shown to visitants, but the users’ behavior on those visits had never been studied. This paper aims to shed light on a set of questions about the way users interact with those I.I. To achieve that, six I.I. representative of users’ behavior were selected. These are YWalk, YReal, Tangitable, YWaterfall, YMagic and YFaces. Three of them show the user’s image as he/she interact with it (YReal, YWaterfall, YFaces); two are entertaining and easy to use (Tangitable, YWalk); and two are new and have a considerable learning curve (YReal, YMagic). YFaces also personalizes users’
interaction, as the application catch them by a camera and places their image, after some transformations, inside a comic book with personalized text in the balloons.

The research questions considered in this study were:

1- If we stereotype users based on whether or not they have an IT background, do we observe any significant difference in their behaviors?
2- When users are publicly displayed in the I.I. with which they are interacting (e.g.: in a video projection), is their behavior influenced by any kind of social inhibition?
3- Can a user's degree of satisfaction with an I.I. be inferred from the time he/she spends interacting with it?
4- How do users evaluate an I.I. they find easy to interact with? Do they consider it a boring experience, or a satisfactory one?
5- Are there any I.I.s that more strongly influence users' global satisfaction with the guided visit than the remaining ones?
6- At which point in the guided tour should those I.I. that provide a personalized experience to the users be presented?
7- How strongly does the relative order in which I.I.s are presented during the guided tour influence the users' satisfaction, and the remaining metrics under consideration?

METHODOLOGY

For this study, a sample of 30 people was selected, with ages between 20 and 30 years old. Part of the sample was composed of university students with a strong technology background (like computer science, aerospatial engineering, among others) and the other part was composed of students from a less technological background (like psychology, nursing, among others). Several visits were scheduled, in groups of 2 people, always with identical academic backgrounds per group. Each visit consisted in presenting those 6 interactive installations and a feedback questionnaire at the end. In order to analyze for each I.I., how much its relative position in the guided tour influenced the users’ satisfaction and the other analyzed metrics, 3 different visit orders were tested. Several questions were included on the questionnaire, with the goal of measuring users’ satisfaction on this set of tests. In the future the goal is to infer this metric automatically and dynamically during the visit [6]. In order to analyze for each I.I. how much its relative position in the guided tour influenced the users’ satisfaction and the other analyzed metrics, 3 different visit orders were tested. Several questions were included on the questionnaire, with the goal of measuring users’ satisfaction on this set of tests. In the future the goal is to infer this metric automatically and dynamically during the visit [6]. In order to achieve that, several other metrics were measured with the goal of correlating them (simple or composed) to users’ satisfaction answers. These metrics were latency (time since the instruction to interact is given until users start to interact), duration (time spent interacting) and user engagement (time since user stops to interact until the beginning of the next presentation – usually users ask several questions after the I.I. presentation). The variables in analysis for each I.I. were then: user satisfaction, ease of use, latency, duration and engagement. The global variables analyzed were: boredom of the visit (boredom), global satisfaction with the visit (global satisfaction), whether the visit met expectations (expectations) and the likelihood of recommendation of this visit to other users (recommendation).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. If we stereotype users based on whether or not they have an IT background, do we observe any significant difference in their behaviors?

In order to answer to the first question, we compare the results from users with an IT background versus users without one. The statistical results obtained considering the users’ distinction were: Average of User satisfaction by interactive installation (Fig.1); Average of Ease of use by interactive installation (Fig.2); User satisfaction by interactive installation and by order in sequence presentation (Fig.3). Fig.1 shows that there are differences between the users’ preferences. For example, YWaterfall is the most preferred for IT users and the least preferred for the remaining users. The perception of the different interactive installations’ ease of use was also different between user types. This fact can be observed in Fig.2 where, for example, YWaterfall was considered the easiest for IT Users and almost the hardest for the remaining users. Analyzing the order in which interactive installations were presented (Fig.3), we see no significant differences between the two types of users. In order to analyze if there are statistically significant differences between the answers given by the two groups, the Friedman Test with Replication [7] was applied. The results obtained were a p-value of 0.62 for users’ satisfaction and 0.47 for ease of use, with a 0.05 significance level. Analyzing the results obtained by the Friedman Test with replication, we see no statistically significant differences between answers given by IT Users and Other Areas Users on these two questions. But, in Fig.1 some I.I. seem to have differences. In order to verify this fact, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test was applied to each I.I. [7]. The results showed that, at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level,
level of significance and p-value of 0.004, there exists enough evidence to conclude that there is a difference in user satisfaction for the YWaterfall I.I. between the IT group and Other Areas Group. The users’ satisfaction and perception of ease of use for the remaining I.I. don’t differ significantly.

There are no major differences between users with an IT background versus users without one. YWaterfall was the only I.I that had presented statistically significant differences between these two users’ stereotypes.

2. When users are publicly displayed in the I.I. with which they are interacting (e.g.: in a video projection), is their behavior influenced by any kind of social inhibition?

The I.I. that shows users image are YWaterfall, YReal and YFaces. In order to study the social inhibition, we compared latency, duration of interactions and users’ satisfactions of these I.I., with the remaining ones. The results showed that YWaterfall and YFaces had the shortest duration, YFaces had the longest latency and YReal were the one that users liked less. Taking these results together with the observations done during the visits, where we could observe that users didn’t feel comfortable seeing their images on the screen, we can affirm that these I.I.s promote social inhibition on users.

3. Can a user's degree of satisfaction with an I.I. be inferred from the time he/she spends interacting with it?

To investigate this question we applied Spearman correlation [7] to users’ satisfaction with each I.I. and the corresponding interaction duration. There was no statistically significant correlation between these two metrics for any I.I.s. Moreover, duration hardly appears in correlation results with other metrics. However, some correlations do give us some degree of information related to this topic. For YReal, Satisfaction vs Ease had a correlation of 0.631, Ease vs Duration had a correlation of -0.508, Boring vs Duration had 0.437 and Expectations and Duration had a correlation of -0.46, at a 0.01 significance level. These results shows that, for YReal, the easier users considered it, the better their satisfaction and the shorter would be their interaction duration with it. Also, the longer the duration, the more users found this I.I. to be boring, and the worst would users’ expectations about the visit be met. So, although we did not have any direct correlation result that relates duration with satisfaction, we could infer that the shorter the duration, the better users’ satisfaction is. As the other I.I. didn’t present any information about the interaction duration, we could only say that, with the data obtained with this experiment, the only result is that the shorter the duration, the better.

4. How do users evaluate an I.I. they find easy to interact with? Do they consider it a boring experience, or a satisfactory one?

To analyze this fact we applied Spearman correlation [7] to the ease of use, boredom and users’ satisfaction metrics. The results showed that for YWaterfall, YMagic, YReal and YFaces ease of use and users’ satisfaction had a statistically significant positive correlation (at 0.01 significance level). So, the easier users found these I.I., the higher their satisfaction with it. Also, YWalk, Tangitable and YFaces showed a statistically significant negative correlation (at 0.01 significance level), for ease of use vs boredom. So, users like I.I to be easy to use.

5. Are there any I.I.s that more strongly influence users’ global satisfaction with the guided visit than the remaining ones?

To achieve this result we applied Spearman correlation [7]
to users’ satisfaction with each I.I. and their global satisfaction evaluation. The results showed that users’ satisfaction with YWalk, YMagic, YReal and Tangitable have influence in their global satisfaction with the whole visit. YWalk had a weak correlation of 0.33 at a 0.05 significance level, YMagic had a 0.433 at a 0.01 significance level, YReal had a correlation of 0.451 and Tangitable had a correlation of 0.514, both at a 0.01 significance level. So, Tangitable is the most influential on global users’ satisfaction, followed by YReal and YMagic and, at the end, YWalk. In future experiments, these I.I. will be given a more central role in the visit, so as to provide users with a more satisfactory experience.

6. At which point in the guided tour should those I.I. that provide a personalized experience to the users be presented?

The I.I. that provides a personalized experience to the user is YFaces. This I.I. was tested on the 2nd place, 4th place and 6th place (end of the visit). Although the differences were small, users’ satisfaction with this I.I was better if it was presented at the beginning of the visit. Fig.1 also shows that this I.I is one of the preferred by users and is one of the easiest to interact with, so it is a good one to “break the ice” at the beginning of the visit.

7. How strongly does the relative order in which I.I.s are presented during the guided tour influence the users’ satisfaction, and the remaining metrics under consideration?

Fig. 4 depicts a graph where all the considered interactive installations appear as nodes, and the directed edges represent the measured satisfaction levels (value shown as the edge label) of the I.I. on the destination node when it was visited at some point in the visit after the I.I. on the source node had already been visited. At each node, the thickest of its incoming edges represents the precedence that was observed to give it the highest satisfaction level in these experiments. The short number of tests we were able to perform meant that we could not obtain enough reliable information from which to measure all the possible edges. Instead, we allocated people in the multiple tests over a set of 3 different visit orders that would collectively supply information about an adequate variety of edges. As a result, we can observe that the I.I.s in Fig. 4 all have both in- and out-degrees of 2 (with the exception of YWalk). When the information obtained from these experiments is represented in this way, the problem of identifying the visit order that maximizes the satisfaction levels of all I.I.s is identical to the well known Travelling Salesman Problem [8] in combinatorial optimization. Here however, instead of seeking the shortest tour between cities, we want the tour with maximal satisfaction levels. Optimizing the visit order by taking this goal into account, we come up the following sequence: YWaterfall – YFaces – YWalk – YMagic – YReal – Tangitable. Considering the values measured in our experiments, this would be the optimal visit order for the I.I.s in the company’s showroom.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The aim of this project is to maximize users’ satisfaction in a guided tour environment. To achieve that, some experiments were carried out. The results obtained showed that in general there are no statistically significant differences in behavior between users with an IT background and those without one. Results also showed that users’ satisfaction with YWalk, YMagic, YReal and Tangitable have influence in their global satisfaction with the whole visit. Finally, the influence of each I.I.’s relative position in the guided tour on users’ satisfaction was also analyzed. The best order in which to visit the multiple I.I.s in the guided tour was inferred, from the feedback data provided by the users in our tests, to be one starting with YWaterfall, followed by YFaces, then YWalk, YMagic, YReal and finally, Tangitable.

The next steps to be done are, at first, to stereotype users based on their information into multiple classes. We will further investigate this topic because we observed, while the test visits were occurring, that users’ behavior and interactions with some I.I.s did not follow the same pattern for all users. We then intend to check which metrics could better segment users in order to personalize and adapt the visit to each user type. Afterwards, we will create an optimization algorithm for dynamical selection of the best I.I. sequence to be used in the tour, which takes users’ stereotypes into account. Finally, we will implement a virtual agent in the showroom, with the goal of providing users with a more personalized experience. To achieve that, the agent will adapt its behavior by taking into account feedback measured from users’ interaction with I.I.s. This agent will function as an interaction unblocker, by showing the user how to interact with each I.I., as well as by
performing other tasks.
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ABSTRACT
A newly developed software to measure the distance moved by animals under practical conditions was studied in an experiment using a total of 32 piglets. Each piglet, with an age of nine days, was kept under standardized conditions in an open field (OF) for ten minutes. The behaviour was video-recorded using a camera installed vertically above the OF. During the methodological investigation the distances moved were measured first automatically computer-supported by the software EthoVision® (Noldus) and secondly with the special-made software VideoMotionTracker® (Mangold). The analysis of correlation, regression and also the comparison of the means showed a very good correspondence between both methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Locomotion defined as the motion of an animal in conjunction with the change of location can allow details about abnormal behaviour, health status and well-being. The existing methods to capture the locomotion of farm animals (e.g. treadmill, pedometer, photoelectric barriers, Local Positioning System – LPS, Global Positioning System GPS, ETHOSYS or video tracking systems) can be used only restricted in conventional housing systems. Automatic tracking systems (EthoVision, Noldus) require high requirements on the identification of the individual animal.

If it is possible to create standardized test conditions these programs offer the opportunity to measure locomotion of individual animals computerized [1]. In practice with unequal conditions (light – dark, different materials and backgrounds) it is awkward if not impossible to realize reliable measurements.

The aim of this study was to develop and test a new tech solution allowing computerized measurement of distances moved by farm animals related to group size and other factors of housing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The basic requirement to use the new developed software VideoMotionTracker® is the generation of digitalized videos which are recorded by a camera installed vertically above the pen or cage (observation of the whole analysis-area).

Before the measurement can be started the dimension of the pen (length / width) has to be defined in an x-/y-coordinate system. To begin the measurement the examiner has to position the mouse-pointer or alternatively the stylus at a defined point of the test animal.

Figure 1. Camera view of analysis-area in a pig housing unit.
Following the animal in the pen each movement is drawn as a line and measured as a distance in centimeter at the same time. At the end of the measurement the total distance moved during the time of observation is calculated (e.g. 24 hours).

In methodological investigations, the distances moved by a total number of 32 piglets with an age of nine days under the standardized conditions of an open field during ten minutes (based on digitalized video sequences) were measured first automatically computer-supported by the software EthoVision® (Noldus). Referring to the automatic measurement the same 32 piglets were analyzed with the special-made software VideoMotionTracker® (Mangold). The results of the comparison of the means (EthoVision® 91.3 m; VideoMotionTracker 91.4 m) showed a very good correspondence between both methods. Furthermore, the correlation analysis (r = 0.997) showed a highly significant coherence.

With the VideoMotionTracker®, a method is available to measure the distance moved by animals during a defined period of time (e.g. 24 hours). The precondition for this computer-supported measurement is that the whole area can be video-observed. In combination with infrared technology the program can also be used to analyze the behaviour of nocturnal animals.

Based on the present results various fields of application in ethological research are conceivable in the future.
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ABSTRACT
Contextual conditioning in rats is typically quantified using startle amplitude or freezing time. Our goal was to create a robust contextual conditioning protocol combining both anxiety measures. Comparison of ten 0.8 mA – 250 ms shocks with an established shock configuration (0.3 mA – 1 s) favoured the first parameters. Next, we systematically investigated the effect of shock intensity (0.6 mA, 0.8 mA or 1.0 mA) and concurrently compared two conditioning procedures (shocks alone versus explicitly unpaired shock-tone presentations). The 0.8 mA shocks produced significant contextual freezing and startle potentiation, whereas the 0.6 mA and 1.0 mA shocks only led to a significant increase of freezing time. We found no major differences between the two types of conditioning, implying that these procedures might be equivalent. In conclusion, training with ten 0.8 mA – 250 ms shocks produced reliable contextual conditioning as measured with both startle amplitude and freezing time.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
In classical cued fear conditioning, a neutral cue (e.g. a tone) is repeatedly paired with an aversive stimulus (usually footshock). The tone acquires aversive properties and consequently produces fear responses. Conditioned emotional responses are also elicited by reintroducing the rat in the context (e.g. the experimental cage) in which it has previously experienced an aversive event. Contextual conditioning is enhanced when using unpredictable shocks, and can thus be obtained by training the animal with shocks alone or with explicitly unpaired shocks and tones [1,3]. In future experiments, this second type of conditioning may form the optimal contrasting condition for a cued fear conditioning group, trained with explicit cue-shock pairings.

The expression of contextual anxiety in rats is typically quantified by measuring startle amplitude (of the whole-body startle reflex elicited by a loud noise) or freezing time (total immobility of the rat except for respiratory movements) [2].

To date, a whole range of protocols has been used to impose contextual conditioning, but systematic investigations of the different aspects of these protocols are largely lacking in the literature. Moreover, in most studies, anxiety is quantified with one single behavioural measure.

Aim
Our goal was to create a robust contextual conditioning protocol for rats, combining both startle amplitude and freezing time as measures of contextual anxiety. Therefore,
we compared different shock parameters and training protocols.

MATERIALS & METHODS

Subjects
The experiments were conducted on 80 male Wistar rats (24 rats in experiment 1, 56 rats in experiment 2) weighing 200–250 g at arrival. They were housed in groups of 3 with food and water ad libitum available. The rats were maintained on a 12-h light–dark cycle (lights on at 6:00 a.m.) with a room temperature of ±21°C. All experiments were carried out in accordance with protocols approved by the animal ethics committee of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.

Experimental Setup
To record the startle amplitude, a stabilimeter device was used. The rats were placed into an acrylic cylindrical rat holder (7.6 cm inner diameter, 14.3 cm length) with a grid floor, which was firmly placed on the response platform by four thumb screws. The grid floor consisted of nine 3-mm-diameter stainless steel bars spaced 9 mm apart, through which footshocks could be delivered (ENV-414SA-SR + ENV-262B-GF, Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA). The stabilimeter and platform were located inside a ventilated sound-attenuating chamber (65 x 52 x 52 cm) (MED-ASR-PRO1, Med Associates). A red light bulb (3.8 W) in this ‘startle box’ was continuously on. The behaviour of the animals was recorded by a video camera (DCR-SR55E Super NightShot Plus, Sony, Tokyo, Japan).

![Figure 1. Experimental designs.](image-url)
positioned in front of the rat holder. Afterwards, the freezing behaviour during the first 5 min of the test sessions was analysed from videos by a blinded observer.

The startle reaction of the rats generated a pressure on the response platform and analogue signals were amplified, digitized, and processed by software (Startle reflex, version 5.95, Med Associates) provided by the manufacturer of the equipment. The presentation and sequencing of the acoustic stimuli and footshocks were controlled by the same software (which does not allow to administer shocks longer than 250 ms in a protocol with unpaired tones). One of two loudspeakers, both located 7 cm behind the rat holder, was used to deliver a continuous white background noise (55 dB), the other speaker delivered the startle and tone stimuli. The amplitude of the startle response was defined as the first peak accelerometer voltage that occurred during the 200 ms after onset of the startle stimulus. The stabilimeter and loudspeakers were calibrated before each experiment.

Figure 1 shows the designs of experiments 1 and 2. On 4 consecutive days, the rats were placed in the startle box and after 5 min. of acclimation (background noise only), the session started. Freezing during acclimation and startle amplitude on noise-alone trials were measured on pre-test (baseline) and post-test (expression of anxiety). Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to compare the contextual conditioning potential of the different shock parameters and conditioning protocols. Since we found no significant effects of the presence or absence of tones during testing and training, we redid the ANOVAs for experiment 2 and omitted the factor ‘presence of tones’. Tukey’s post-hoc tests were carried out, with the significance level set at p < 0.05.

RESULTS
In experiment 1, we compared the contextual conditioning potential of 0.8 mA – 250 ms shocks with an established shock configuration (0.3 mA – 1 s) [4] and a non-shocked control group. With the 0.8 mA – 250 ms configuration, significant contextual conditioning was achieved, as measured with both startle amplitude and time of freezing. On the contrary, the 0.3 mA – 1 s shocks only produced a significant increase of freezing time, not of startle amplitude.

In experiment 2, we wanted to investigate whether we could still improve the protocol, to obtain even more robust results. We therefore investigated the effect of shock intensity, comparing 0.6 mA, 0.8 mA and 1.0 mA shocks with a non-shocked control. Since the 0.8 mA shocks produced both significant contextual fear-potentiated startle and freezing, this was the optimal configuration compared with the lower or higher shock intensities (0.6 mA and 1.0 mA) which only had a significant effect on time of freezing, but not on startle amplitude. In addition, we compared two different conditioning procedures (shocks alone versus explicitly unpaired shock-tone presentations) and found no major differences between them, implying that these procedures might be equivalent.

CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to produce reliable contextual conditioning as measured with both startle amplitude and freezing. This goal was achieved using a protocol with 10 unsignalled 0.8 mA - 250 ms shocks.
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Migraine is an episodic neurological disorder with spontaneously reoccurring headaches with or without aura. The best described correlates of migraine on the EEG level are neuronal hyper-excitability and cortical spreading depression. These phenomena are investigated in animal models by eliciting them pharmacologically, chemically, mechanically and/or electrically. Studies, investigating these phenomena when they occur spontaneously in freely moving animals are missing. To fill this gap and to investigate spontaneously occurring neurological correlates of migraine in freely moving mice, we used the cable free, non-telemetric data logging system, (NeuroLogger®) in genetically modified mouse lines like the Cacna1a mutants, which carry a point mutation (R192Q) in P/Q-type Ca2+ channel gene (cacna1a) originally described in patients with familial hemiplegic migraine. The NeuroLogger® is a microchip (16 bit MSP430 32 kb Flash, 1kB RAM processor; UART) with 750 kbit/s service interface. It is powered by two 1.4 V hearing aid Zink-air batteries and weighs about 2.8 g. It has 4 EEG channels, each sampling up to 500 Hz, 2 reference channels, 1 passive rolling ball as movement detector, and 1 synchronization channel for event marking and/or synchronizing the EEG record with behavioral records like video monitoring (1). The inputs to the NeuroLogger® are unity gain buffered with the AC input range of +/- 750 µV, the four EEG channels have 1000x gain and are band-pass filtered 1-70 Hz. ADC resolution is 8 bit. Electrophysiological data is stored in hexadecimal format and can be converted either to the Spike2 (CED, UK) compatible file format (smr) or to the MatLab compatible file format (mat). With the NeuroLogger® System we successfully recorded EEG with 500 Hz sampling rate on 4 channels over 16 hrs and found that freely moving Cacna1a mutant mice have spontaneously occurring paroxysmal neocortical activity consistent with a neocortical hyperexcitability observed in animal models of migraine and in human migraine patients.
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ABSTRACT
Ethograms, as logically compiled catalogues of a species’ behavioral repertoire, represent a fundamental underpinning of behavioral research. Well-designed ethograms underlie any rigorous quantitative study of behavior, because they actually specify “units” of data, the acts or events that are recorded and relationships analyzed. As the recognized need for the collection of standardized behavioral information in zoos and other study sites, along with the increase of collaborative, multi-institutional research, the need for a searchable, and easily used database of ethograms becomes critical. Ethosearch: the Ethogram Archive Project (EAP) is designed to address the lack of consistency and develop a tool that will be of critical value to zoological managers, researchers and students.

In 2000, a diverse group of behavioral scientists representing members of the Animal Behavior Society, Association of Zoos and Aquariums, International Society for Behavioral Ecology, and the American Psychological Association founded “EthoSource”, envisioned as a centralized web portal through which to find, organize and interpret behavioral data. In 2003, this daunting initiative was divided into several components, one of which was an Ethogram Archive. In 2006, the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) provided funding to launch the Ethosearch Project. The Ethogram Archive Project (EAP) aspires to develop a central web-based tool, Ethosearch, that will serve a wide range of users: zoological managers, researchers, and students. It will consist of an Ethogram Archive and associated tools for searching, adding and relating ethograms to each other.

The goals of Ethosearch are:
1. To create a searchable, expandable database of existing and new ethograms;
2. To encourage and enhance the capacity of zoos to engage in collaborative, multi-institutional behavioral research;
3. To develop multi-level user interfaces and tools for specialists to use the database for their own research goals;
4. To provide educational outreach and research opportunities for students from K-12 through graduate school, associated with developing, writing, and utilizing ethograms.

The structure of Ethosearch is based upon the classification of specific behaviors and their functional and operational definitions. Every ethogram will have a number of informative “metadata” tags. These will include such information as author, publication and citation information and details on the animal population on which the ethogram is based. Users of the database will be able to use these tags to access specific ethograms or behaviors of interest. For instance, Agonism is a category within the functional hierarchy of the behavioral ontology. This breaks down still further, and allows the submitter to identify head bob as a particular type of agonism (threat). The behavior is also categorized as a body part movement in the operational hierarchy. This form of multi-level and flexible ontogeny will maximize the effectiveness of this tool for researchers and educators.

The applications for an archived database of ethograms are broad. Zoological managers are frequently in need of reliable descriptions of animal behavior to help guide and measure the impact of a variety of environment and management interventions on animal use and welfare. Likewise, students are often in need of a resource with which they can work to begin rudimentary animal behavior investigations. Such “starter projects” can take place at zoological gardens but also in less formal animal environments such as backyards, parks and farms. With potential application to both the scientific and education community, Ethosearch has a proven niche to address and has positioned itself as a critical resource to encourage high quality ethological endeavors. The Ethosearch website is scheduled to launch publically on the world wide web in the fourth quarter of 2010.
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ABSTRACT

Stress research in animals is generally hampered by limited possibilities to measure various relevant stress parameters simultaneously and by confounding stress effects of sampling procedures. The aim of this study is to analyze correlations between physiological, hormonal, electroencephalographic (EEG) and behavioral stress parameters, and their dynamics, under strictly controlled conditions with minimized confounding factors due to sampling procedures.

Therefore, stress parameters were measured simultaneously in freely-moving rats both under undisturbed, well-habituated home cage conditions and after novel cage exposure, which is considered a mild psychological stressor with good face validity and translational value.

First, male Sprague-Dawley rats were implanted with a telemetry transmitter for blood pressure, heart rate, body temperature, locomotor activity and cortical EEG and with a jugular catheter for blood sampling. Next, using a Williams experimental design, novelty stress was induced for 15 min by placing a rat in a new, clean, empty home cage. Telemetric read-outs (Data Sciences Instruments: TL11M2-C50-PXT) and home cage behavior (analysis via The Observer XT) were recorded and analysed offline. Simultaneously, blood was sampled automatically every 10 min to determine plasma corticosterone levels.

Novelty exposure induced increases in sniffing behavior (66.3 ± 6.3% vs. 1.5 ± 1.4%, p<0.001), in rearing (9.2 ± 1.6% vs. 0.4 ± 0.3%, p<0.001) and in grooming (18.2 ± 6.2% vs. 2.6 ± 1.4%, p<0.02), together with a reduction in immobility (0.4 ± 0.4% vs. 84.3 ± 11.8%, p<0.001). This indicates that the animals were behavioral active during the exposure to novelty. During the first 20 min after this exposure to novelty, an increase in sniffing (11.7 ± 1.6% vs. 0.5 ± 0.2%, p<0.001), rearing (1.5 ± 0.7% vs. 0.0 ± 0.0%, p=0.037), grooming (18.0 ± 2.5% vs. 4.4 ± 2.0%, p=0.001), immobility (41.0 ± 10.2 % vs. 93.3 ± 2.5%, p<0.001) remained and an increase in food uptake (19.0 ± 9.2% vs. 0 ± 0%, p=0.045) was induced. During novelty exposure, behavioral changes concurred with an increase in blood pressure (max 14.8 ± 2.9 mm Hg), heart rate (max 102.5 ± 9.3 bpm), body temperature (max 1.0 ± 0.2 °C), locomotor activity (max 22.2 ± 2.5 counts/min) and plasma corticosterone (max 131.9 ± 24.7 ng/ml). The latency to reach these maximum response values varied across parameters. Analyses of the EEG in terms of vigilance states showed results that were in accordance with these behavioral observations. Values for all parameters remained stable under control conditions, while in the stressed situation values gradually returned to stable baseline levels. This confirms that our approach
allows un-confounded measurement of several parameters simultaneously.

In summary, novelty stress causes physiological, hormonal, electroencephalographic and behavioral response that can be reliably measured with different time profiles during and after mild stress exposure. Various interesting correlations between the different read-outs are identified which can now be interpreted in conjunction. It is concluded that the present outcomes confirm the added value of simultaneous assessment of multi-factorial stress effects under well-controlled, un-confounded conditions.
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Impairments in cognitive flexibility and/or executive functioning are a core symptom of many neurological and psychiatric diseases, for example Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia. In rodents, the attentional set-shifting task is one of the most widely employed paradigms to tap into this important cognitive domain. However, due to its complexity, considerable study length (~12 weeks) and potential for operator bias, the aim of the present studies was to develop and evaluate an operant-based version on this test initially focusing on discrete discriminations.

Studies were conducted in standard rat operant chambers (MED Associates, USA) utilizing two nose poke response apertures (with 3 internal coloured cue lights), an additional cue light above the response apertures and a food dispenser/hopper situated at the rear of the chamber. Initial experiments aimed to train animals to perform a simple discrimination utilizing a light on/light off rule. Half of the animals were required to track the stimulus light presented pseudo-randomly between the left and right response apertures and a food dispenser/hopper situated at the rear of the chamber. Initial experiments aimed to train animals to perform a simple discrimination utilizing a light on/light off rule. Half of the animals were required to track the stimulus light presented pseudo-randomly between the left and right response apertures, whilst the remaining half were required to respond to the aperture where no stimulus light was present. Animals were trained in daily thirty minute session’s until they reached a performance criteria of >90% correct responses for three consecutive days after which the rule was reversed. Significant differences were observed during initial acquisition of the light on/light off rule; with light on animals showing significantly improved acquisition demonstrating cue/response learning is dependent on saliency of the cue. However, once both groups had reached asymptote performance, there were no differences in performance prior to or following each of the reversals.

In a separate cohort of animals, attempts are made to train rats to discriminate between orange and green LED stimuli housed within the response apertures. Although rats were initially thought to be colour blind, recent behavioural experiments have shown that rats can indeed perceive ultraviolet light, and with training can distinguish between ultraviolet and visible light, and between different colours in the blue-green range (Jacobs et al. 2001). However, after ten daily sessions, performance remained static at chance level. This may be a consequence of the strain used (Lister Hooded) or more likely a consequence of the stimulus lights although surprising they are marketed and supplied for use with rodents MED associates (Part No: ENV-114M). This cohort was then transferred to a spatial discrimination protocol comprising of a light in/light above rule. Once again significant differences were observed during initial acquisition of the light in/light above rule; with light in animals showing significantly improved acquisition. However, once both groups had reached asymptote performance, there were no differences in performance prior to or following each of the reversals. In the final series of studies, the performance of three commonly used rat strains (Lister Hooded, Long Evans and Sprague Dawley) and the effects of sub-chronic phencyclidine (5mg/kg; ip; 7 days BID) were assessed on the reversal learning paradigm.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe a method to assess akinesia, a side effect of antipsychotic drug treatment, in freely moving rats. Animals were placed on a circular platform and the latency to initiate exploration of the novel environment was recorded using image processing software. This was done by video tracking of the rat to determine time of first entry into a defined area, 15 cm away from the starting position. Vehicle treated rats immediately initiated exploration, while rats treated with antipsychotic drugs showed a dose-dependent increase in latency to start exploration. It is concluded that drug-induced akinesia can be accurately assessed in rats using the present setup.
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INTRODUCTION

Apart from their therapeutic benefit, CNS-medications are also known to potentially induce extra pyramidal side-effects such as catalepsy, akinesia etc ... [1]. Akinesia is the inability of a subject to smoothly initiate a voluntary movement. Drug-induced akinesia can be assessed in rodents in several ways, but is generally based on qualitative observations of animal behaviour. The purpose of the present study was to develop and validate a non-invasive set-up to obtain quantitative measures of akinesia induced by antipsychotics in freely moving unrestrained rats.

METHODS

Animals

Male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan, The Netherlands), weighing 230–260 g at the time of the experiment, were used. Rats were housed in individual ventilated cages (25 cm × 33 cm × 18 cm; Tecniplast) in groups of four. The animals were allowed to acclimate prior to the experiment for at least 7 days after receipt from the supplier. All animals were maintained under controlled environmental conditions throughout the study: 22 ± 2 °C ambient temperature, relative humidity at 60%, with a 12/12 h light/dark cycle (6PM lights off, 6AM lights on). Food and water were available ad libitum.

Experimental Setup

The setup was designed and constructed with key principles such as ease of use, multi functionality, low cost and robustness. A stable circular black platform of 120 cm diameter was positioned 75 cm above ground level, in a room with low light intensity (1 lux). The centre of the platform was marked with a 2 cm² red spot. A video camera was mounted 165 cm above the platform.

Image Analysis

Video images were captured using Ethovision 3.0 (EV [2]) on a Windows PC. By means of the EV-software, the image of the platform area was divided into 4 circular areas with identical width (Figure 1). The position of a rat on the platform was detected in real time using a manually set grey-threshold in EV: the centre of gravity of the region of interest (=rat) was taken as the rat’s actual position in each video frame. At the start of a recording session, a rat was gently placed in the middle of the platform on the central mark in area 1. When an object (=the rat) was detected by EV in this area 1, the recording automatically started after 0.5 sec to allow the experimenter to write down his arm. Recording was programmed to stop when the rat was first detected in the outer area of the platform (area 4), or after 30 seconds.
Study Design

Each individual rat was evaluated in this setup just prior to administration of a dose of the test compound or its vehicle (t=0h), and after 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 h. Tracking data from EV were stored on disk and analysed off-line: the primary parameter of interest was latency until first occurrence of the rat in area 2, which was considered as an indication that the rat had uninitiated a movement away from its starting position. In addition, also latency to first entry into area 3 and 4 respectively, total distance travelled, and total recording time were calculated.

RESULTS

Vehicle treated rats almost immediately started to explore the novel environment, and were detected in area 2 after a latency time of 0.7±0.1 to 1.1±0.4 sec (mean±SEM, n=25) during the first hour. A small increase in latency was observed at later time points (up to 9.0±2.6 sec at 4h). Haloperidol (0.01-0.63 mg/kg, n=5) and risperidone (0.08-2.5 mg/kg, n=5) showed a dose-dependent increase in latency time up to 30 sec during the 4h observation period, while MP10, a novel PDE10-inhibitor (0.16-10 mg/kg), showed a maximum of only 16 sec at 2.5 mg/kg (n=5).

CONCLUSIONS

The size of the starting area (area 1) was chosen such that the centre of gravity of the rat as identified by EV was detected in area 2 when the rat had made two or three steps away from the centre of the platform. This occurs almost immediately in control rats, as they will voluntary explore a novel environment [3]. This initiating behaviour was further facilitated by the low light intensity environment. This allowed an accurate assessment of the inability of a rat to initiate a movement as is the case in drug-induced akinesia. The present results show that drug-induced akinesia can be accurately assessed in rats using the present setup, and that novel therapies with a more favourable side effect can be identified. Whether akinesia elicited under these conditions involves motor deficits or impairment of motivation remains to be elucidated.

Ethical Statement

The study was performed in strict accordance with the European Communities Council Directive of 24th November 1986 (86/609/EEC) and was approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee.
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ABSTRACT
The group dynamics visualizer is a solution to the problem healthcare workers are facing when working with social therapeutic groups. It is a well known problem that their reflection ability is affected negatively by the group dynamics. Healthcare workers become part of this group dynamics and are no longer able to objectively observe and intervene. In this paper we describe the process of measuring group dynamics, a part of the ‘group prevention plan’; more specific, giving feedback on the tension level of groups inside a psychiatric ward. A software application, ‘group dynamics visualizer’, is developed to measure and visualize the data. The visualization methods allow the user to quickly explore the data in order to find relations and abnormalities. This information is then used to prevent high-tension build up. Furthermore the software serves as an objective observation tool.
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BACKGROUND
By measuring and using group dynamics signals the healthcare worker is able to predict and prevent aggressive patient behavior within psychiatric units. Experience learns that if tension increases within a group of patients, the staff’s reflection abilities are affected. A prevention plan supports the reflection abilities of the health care worker. This makes a collective intervention possible even when tension in the group continues to stay at a high level. Doing so, the autonomy of the staff increases. This prevention plan based on group dynamics signals consists of two parts.

1. A written part called ‘group prevention plan’ in which signs and signals of tension build up are described, including interventions based on de-escalation of the patient group and support of the staff.

2. An instrument which measures the tension building called ‘Grid’. This is an important element because the health care workers themselves are part of or influenced by this tension building. So this Grid is an important objective monitor.

GROUP PREVENTION PLAN
The group prevention plan is based on a crisis development model [3]. This model is based on the solid phases of the development in crisis including the set of possible actions and interventions to de-escalate.

The basic situation is called phase 0 (the normal value; tension level is normal) to indicate the basic level of tension in a certain group. By internal or external influences this tension level can increase. This is described in level 1 to 3, as shown in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tension level</th>
<th>Signs and Signals</th>
<th>Intervention on patient- and staff level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 0:</td>
<td>Grid-level 0</td>
<td>Normal routine, Self coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Normal value”</td>
<td>Relaxed environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Grid-level 1</td>
<td>De-escalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irritated</td>
<td>Self coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>environment or</td>
<td>Aimed at result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>busy group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Grid-level 2</td>
<td>Directive acting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group- and staff</td>
<td>External coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>destructives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Grid-level 3</td>
<td>Physical intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggression out of</td>
<td>Management makes decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a group</td>
<td>External support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Four stages of tension.
The most important characteristics of each phase, each level and the possible interventions are determined. Also agreements are made for daily measuring by filling in the Grid. Action must be taken, if the Grid shows abnormalities.

THE GRID
The Grid is an instrument which visualizes the tension building.

Many group indicators are hidden in the communication and the relation level between mutual group members and of the group members with the team. The health care worker who cooperates closely with patients is by definition part of this group’s dynamics as well. Hence we often see that the reflection ability reduces within the staff on the communication and relation level if the tension in the patient group mounts.

The reflection of staff members, on the increased tension level of the patient group, will decrease. For this reason a prevention plan on noticeable group indicators is not sufficient, there is also a need for an objective monitor. We found such instrument in the Matrix Representation Grid by G.Ahlin [1,2]. The Matrix Representation Grid, hereafter referred to as ‘Grid’, measures the communication and relation level in the patient group by means of 8 dimensions:

1. Communication flow.
2. Imagery.
3. Emotional climate.
4. Self disclosure.
5. Acceptance.
6. Relating pattern.
7. Authority pattern.
8. Boundary character.

The 8 dimensions of the group functioning are described on 8 axes. Staff members value which level the group functions on for each of these 8 dimensions on a 5 point scale. The points on the outer circle represent score values of 1, and the points on the innermost circle represent score values of 5.

If enough measurements are available, a typical normal tension level emerges. The score values indicating the tension level are characteristic for this group. If the tension level in the group deviates from typical values this becomes visible in the Grid.

Regular daily measuring is achieved by entering the scores to the automated version of the Grid. The routine scoring reveals increased tension levels. In combination with the group prevention plan it helps the further diagnosis of the tension build up and the adequate action which should be undertaken.

VISUALIZATION
There are four proposals for visualizing group dynamics. The first visualization proposition is the Matrix Representation Grid (see Figure 1). GDV (group dynamics visualizer) allows users to see data in a Grid with additional visual features to gain insight. The interpretation of the Grid will be explained in the next section.

Each dot on this Matrix Representation Grid represents a
score on one of the eight axes. This visualization is used to see the results of one particular measurement.

If one wants to get a deeper understanding of the relation among multiple aspects of a score the parallel axes plot (see Figure 2) is used.

This visualization presents essentially the same data, however, it also provides the possibility to plot multiple evaluation moments thereby visualizing correlation of different aspects among multiple evaluation moments. Also multiple evaluation moments of different groups can be plotted to explore group-correlations.

The downside of the parallel axes plot is that it does not provide a broad overview of evaluation in time. The next visualization, the stacked line diagram, provides this feature (see Figure 3). It reveals evaluation moments in time, providing the user with ongoing trends and giving the possibility to analyze events that lead to an extreme score.

The next visualization is called the scatter plot matrix (Figure 4). It visualizes the occurrence of a score on two aspects. The main advantage of this visualization is that is provides the possibility to explore a large dataset and discover correlations or patterns specific to a group. Correlation between two group dynamics aspects are visualized by color coding. A brighter color indicates a higher correlation between two aspects. This aids health care workers on the long term to further optimize and steer group behavior.

INTERACTION
Exploration of the data is only effective if the user is provided with an overview, is able to zoom, filter and see details on demand [4]. Interactive exploration of the data is provided by linking the above described visualizations together and providing the user with extensive exploration possibilities. For example, a user can click on a point of interest in the stacked line diagram and explore the according Grid. Another example is to show the parallel axes plot of all groups for a certain theme. This might reveal interesting relations; for example certain themes may always build up significantly more tension inside a group compared to other themes. All visualizations are linked to provide the user with easy navigational means to allow for extensive data exploration. Figure 5 shows the possible transitions between the visualizations.

INTERPRETATION
Most features in the visualizations, for example color, are group dependent. Each group has its own normal level of tension. For example, the tension in a group of children will be much higher compared to a group consisting of adults. Therefore the group of children will score high on certain aspects, which does not mean there is reason to take action. In order to determine the standard tension level of a group, the median value ($\bar{x}$) for each of the aspects is calculated. To be able to detect abnormalities or high-tension build ups, the standard deviation ($s$) is calculated. If the current
tension of one or more of the group dynamics aspects lies outside the (safe) range \([x - s; x + s]\), this is an objective warning to the responsible health care workers. Tension levels which lie inside the safe range are colored green in the visualizations, whereas tension levels which lie outside the range are encoded by a red color. Furthermore a timeline, again color coded, shows the aggregated tension level of a group. This enables the user to determine very fast whether the tension level of a group is normal or not. An example is shown in Figure 6.

**FUTURE WORK**

The concept of visualizing group dynamics signals as well as the group dynamics visualizer is not limited to the field of psychiatry. It could easily be applied to other fields of interest in which an objective observation about the groups dynamics is desired. Furthermore the group dynamics visualizer could be coupled with other systems which take action if abnormal group behavior is observed. To conclude we think that the visualization of group dynamics in order to provide an objective observation can be successfully applied in many fields.
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ABSTRACT
This work is aimed to study the maternal behavior using visual observation and automated video registration system in tame, aggressive and wild gray rats. It is shown that the frequencies of “outside the nest” and mother licking/grooming do not depend on the used methods in tame dams. The presence of observer is accompanied by decreasing of the frequency of these parameters in aggressive dams. It is supposed that this effect is associated with increased emotionality and stress responsiveness in aggressive females as compared with the tame females. The frequency of maternal arched-back nursing is decreased under visual observation compared with automated video registration in females of both lines. Maternal aggression of both selected lines and wild population is recorded using the same registration system. It is shown that maternal aggression towards unknown male conspecific is lower in wild rats, than in tame and aggressive ones.
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INTRODUCTION
Maternal behavior in rodents is associated with long-term programming of individual coping capacities in the offspring. Gray rats selected for elimination and enhancement of aggressiveness towards human differs in emotionality, anxiety and stress response [5, 8]. Cross-fostering showed that postnatal maternal environment doesn't affect behavior in tame and aggressive rats but can influence corticosteroid stress response of tame rats [9]. It is still unknown whether there are differences in maternal behavior between tame, aggressive and wild rats. There are a lot of factors that should be considered when evaluating parental behaviors in rodents. The different methods of data collection can provide very different results and may influence on their interpretation [3]. Thus, it is interesting to study the maternal behavior in different rat lines and to compare methods of visual observation and automated video registration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Maternal Behavior
The study of maternal behavior was conducted on tame and aggressive female rats. At the age of 4 month each female was placed in cage with male. On the 20th day we put males away. One part of dams was left in their cages for subsequent visual observations. Visual observation of maternal behavior was carried out from 2 to 12 postnatal days. Different behavioral parameters were measured in 5 minutes during one hour twice a day according to standard protocol [4]. Total number of observations for one female was 20 in day. For this experiment 15 tame and 15 aggressive females were used. Another group of pregnant females (8 tame and 8 aggressive females) were placed in special home cages with front wall made of clear plastic for automated video registration. In front of each home cage there was a highly sensitive black-and-white video camera 1/3” CCD with automated diaphragm tuning. Our observation system allows sequentially record image data.
from different cameras. Switchboard Kramer V016 was used to switch from one camera to another. We supplied each home cage with infrared source for video registration in dark phase of the day. Automated video registration was carried out from 2 to 12 postnatal days during one hour 5 times a day (09.00, 14.00, 18.00, 22.00 and 06.00). Total number of observations for one female was 100 in day. After video recording trained observer watched the video and assessed behavioral parameters. Following parameters of maternal behavior were estimated: mother is in nest, mother licking and grooming pup, and mother nursing pups [4]. Nursing posture was rated as either an arched-back posture when the mother was arched over pups with legs extended, a “blanket” posture in which the mother lays over the pups with no leg extension, or a passive posture in which the mother is lying on her back or side while the pups nurse. Percentage of each behavior from total number of observations was assessed. The percentage of licking and grooming of pups was estimated from number of observations during which the female was inside the nest.

Maternal Aggression Test
Automated video registration system, developed in our laboratory, allows not only prolonged repeated registration during selected time intervals, but also single video registration from selected camera. This is very useful for many behavioral tests that are conducted in home cages. One of such test is maternal aggression test. The study of maternal aggression was made using 10 tame, 10 aggressive rats and 5 rats from unsellected wild population. During this test unfamiliar male Wistar rat was placed in home cage of female with pups. The test was held on 6 postnatal days during 5 minutes. The behavior of lactated rats was videotaped, and following behavioral elements [7] were scored using special computer program: aggressive behavior (attack, chasing, kicking, offensive upright, keep down, lateral threat), social explore (moving toward, nosing, anogenital sniffing), nonsocial behavior (locomotion, rearing, self-grooming, sitting, lying). The computer program made in our laboratory allows assessing the latency, time and number of each behavioral pattern. The time of all behavioral elements, the number of aggressive behaviors and the latency of the first attack were measured. The time of maternal care was calculated as total time witch rat spent inside of the nest or carrying pups. The parameters of maternal behavior were analyzed using ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA analysis, a p value of <0.05 was accepted as significant.

RESULTS
Maternal Behavior
Analysis of the results showed that tame females spent less time in nest than aggressive ones. There was no difference in this parameter in tame rats while using automated registration and visual observations. Aggressive females spent less time in their nests in the presence of observer. The same differences were shown for frequency of nursing. It is important that some estimations of maternal care were significantly lower in dark phase of the day than in light phase. Arched-back nursing posture was the main for both tame and aggressive rats. Tame mothers nurse less frequently in arched-back and more frequently in passive posture, than aggressive. Females of both lines had lower frequency of arched-back posture in the presence of human than under automated video registration. These animals demonstrated an increasing of “blanket” posture. The frequency of licking-grooming was lowest in aggressive mothers under visual observations.

Maternal Aggression
Using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA analysis it was shown that wild females attacked intruders later than tame and aggressive ones. Number of attacks and total time of aggression were significantly lower in wild than in tame and aggressive mothers. The numbers of upright postures, kicking, chasing, pinning and lateral threats were lower in wild rats than in tame. Also the number of upright postures and kicking was higher in aggressive animals than in wild ones. There were no significant differences in behavior of tame and aggressive lactated rats except the number of pinning. Social non-aggressive behavior of wild, tame and aggressive rats didn't differ. The time of “individual behavior” was significantly lower in tame than in wild mothers. Total time of maternal care was higher in wild than in tame and aggressive rats.

DISCUSSION
Our results show that the presence of observer influences the behavior of aggressive females stronger than the behavior of tame ones. Earlier it was shown that aggressive rats are more anxious than tame [8, 9]. Probably, high anxiety of aggressive females can be a reason why they spent more time with pups in the presence of human. The type of nursing and licking-grooming frequency are important factors of maternal care [1, 2]. There are three main nursing postures but the most effective for nutrition of pups is an arched-back posture. Dams of both lines showed increased “blanket” posture during visual observations. Probably, the presence of human could increase the defensive behavior of animals and we suppose that the “blanket” posture was its part. Licking-grooming frequency was lower in the aggressive mothers under visual observations than in other groups. Our results show that the presence of the human affects frequency of licking-grooming in the aggressive mothers and doesn't influence this parameter in the tame ones. Thus, the presence of observer attenuates maternal care in aggressive rats. It is shown that maternal aggression towards unknown male conspecific is lower in wild rats than in tame and aggressive ones. Low anxiety of tame rats and high aggressiveness of aggressive ones could result in their high maternal aggression. Earlier it was shown that some strains of laboratory rats are characterized by high maternal aggression [6]. It should be mentioned that wild rats demonstrate defensive postures in the presence of human so

automated video registration is necessary for objective study of behavior.
Thus, our results show that genotype-dependent behavioral features of rats can affect manifestations of maternal behavior while using visual observation method. The behavioral patterns of maternal care and maternal aggression are very complicated for automatic identification. Therefore, we used automated video registration of behavior according the table and then analyzed patterns using standard program. But now we are developing special system of automatic monitoring of rat diurnal activity. The method of image analysis is the basis of new approach to this task solution.
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ABSTRACT
We deal with complexity in maritime operations, through data collection that allows analysis of human behavior and interaction. We have focused on bridge systems, in particular those that incorporate equipment for Dynamic Positioning (DP). Our empirical study has been based on simulator training of professional operators. The training set-up included stress-causing factors, with increased demands on the operators’ situation awareness. The imposed situation variables as well as the resulting behavior and performance were recorded by qualitative and quantitative methods.
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INTRODUCTION
On board advanced ships used in fields such as offshore oil exploration, operators are faced with increasingly more complex bridge systems. Most bridge systems today have equipment for Dynamic Positioning (DP).

Dynamic Positioning
DP is a method to keep ships and semi submersible rigs in a fixed position using the propulsion systems instead of anchors. It may also be used for sailing a vessel from one position to another along a predefined route. Like an autopilot on a plane, DP may operate without human interaction. The method relies on accurate determination of position from external reference systems such as the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Some offshore operations involve long standby periods on DP without active participation from the operators. This can lead to passivity and fatigue, a well-known phenomenon in the sector. Periods of mental underload may reduce the operators’ ability to handle demanding situations [3].

Simulator Training
Due to the large risks involved, compulsory simulator training is an integrated part of education for DP operators. We have studied the behavior of participants in regular DP simulator courses. These course participants all had experience from offshore operations. Simulator sessions are what Salas et al. [1] call Synthetic Task Environments, simplified situations that are more accessible to research than the complex real-life cases.

RESEARCH TOPIC
We are interested in the complex interaction between Man, Technology, and Organization (MTO) in demanding situations on a ship’s bridge. These situations may arise due to the complexity of the operations, short distance to other vessels or installations, weather and sea conditions, and equipment failures. The information processing perspective, applied to both individual and team behavior, is important in our approach [2].

We have studied how DP operators handle situations with loss of position reference systems during simulator training. The exercise given to the course participants were to take

Figure 1. The figure shows three platforms connected by bridges (in the middle) and an approaching ship (to the right).
the vessel from one given position to a new one close to platforms (marked by a cross in Figure 1). At this new position, a subsea survey was carried out. However, the position reference systems were at this point intentionally blocked by the instructor. Simultaneously, the wind speed was increased. The operators needed to keep the vessel in position during the survey. We monitored, qualitatively and quantitatively, how the operators handled this emergency situation.

DATA COLLECTION
The operators’ reactions to the position reference fall-out and changed weather conditions were recorded by three methods: qualitative observations, post-session interviews, and maneuvering history recorded by the simulator software. Only course participants that gave their consent, were included in the experiments.

Observations
During each simulator session (approximately 1 hour) we observed continuously the bridge team. We looked for changed behavior as the new, demanding conditions were introduced: In some cases, communication in the team was reduced, in others we observed reduced small-talk and more professional discussions. We also observed changes in body language, for instance, one participant repeatedly lifted his cap.

Interviews
After the simulator session, we carried out interviews with the participants. We asked how they evaluated their own performance and the problem-solving process. Their evaluation of simulator training, as compared to real-life situations, was also of interest. Furthermore, we asked them to describe their subjective experience of stress. In addition, we interviewed the simulator instructors. We asked them, as experts, to evaluate the quality of the job performance of each group.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed, provided that informed consent was given.

Maneuvering History
The simulator software continuously recorded vessel position, heading, instantaneous engine power, speed, rudder direction etc; as well as environmental parameters like speed and direction of wind and current.

An example is shown in Figure 2, where position, engine power and wind speed are shown. Horizontal position curves correspond to the period when the vessel conducted a subsea survey near the platforms, see Figure 1.

DATA PROCESSING
The different kinds of data described above give information about several aspects of the exercise process.

The recorded maneuvering history shows objectively the series of choices taken by the team, but not the strategic thinking behind. The observations, on the other hand, indicate the intentions inherent in the actions taken.

The interview with participants reflects their subjective understanding of the process as well as the performance of the team. A different view may be obtained from the interview with instructors. These interviews form a basis for a more objective expert evaluation of the task performance.

From the data both independent variables (how demanding was the task?) and dependent variables (how well was the task performed?) were extracted. The difficulty of keeping the vessel in position during the subsea survey was varied.
for instance through the wind speed increase imposed. Measures for the quality of performance were obtained from expert interviews, duration of the various stages in the operation, and various observations.

CONCLUSION
While human behavior under demanding situations has been studied extensively in the context of air traffic and nuclear power plant operation, less has been done in the maritime sector.

A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods was used to shed light on the man-machine relations in complex maritime operations. Participants at simulator sessions were used as study objects. Video recordings of the sessions will be considered in the future.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is devoted to the battery of projective techniques which allows to investigate tension and inconsistency of motivation structure through particularities of thinking.
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DIAGNOSTICS OF MOTIVATIONAL CONFLICTS THROUGH THINKING ACTIVITY
Discovery and exploring of the structuring function of motives is one of the main achievements of the O.K. Tikhomirov’s psychological school. It is now followed by a range of investigations dealing with the interrelationship between personal and cognitive, intellectual processes. In some cases thinking peculiarities are conditioned by motivation, which may have organizing or destructive influence on thinking process [1].

When the problem, which the subject is solving, is related to the zone of current motivational conflict, appears the phenomenon of rational distortion [2]. To investigate this phenomenon we use a special battery of techniques. Applying this battery allows to make conclusion about the content and intensity of the motivational conflicts, and make prognosis about preferable solution of the subject.

The battery includes eight techniques: Sentence Completion Test (SCT), Complicated Analogies Test, Odd Fourth Test (classification test), Pictograms Test, The Family Drawing Test, The Non-Existent Animal Drawing Test, Luscher Color Test and Proverbs Interpretation Technique.

Sentence Completion Test is one of the widespread projective techniques. It is a descendant of Free Association Technique. Verbal form of stimulus is considered to determine subject’s responses more than drawings or inkblots. One of the main advantages of SCT is an opportunity to modify it due to the researcher’s needs. Different variants of the test are based on different approaches of their authors. In Russia the most popular variant for working with adults is the test made by J.M. Sacks and S. Levy. Unfortunately, the last translation and adaptation of the test was made more than 20 years ago, and some of incomplete sentences lost their applicability. That’s why in the current research we use modified variant of SCT, where several sentences are reformulated without change of their topic. The scheme of data retrieval also differs from the “classical” one: not only content is taken into account, but also such parameters as handwriting and grammar particularities, time of the response and non-verbal emotional expression are considered. Such type of analysis combines standard scheme and clinical approach.

Applying of SCT helps to elicit areas of personal problems, which may stay unconscious or not completely conscious, and make conclusions about personal traits such as egocentricity, adaptiveness, mental and social maturity and some others.

SCT is conducted at the beginning of the survey because its data allows to develop hypotheses about current motivational conflicts of a person. These hypotheses can be clarified during the clinical conversation. This helps to select cues for Pictograms and Proverbs Interpretation Test.

Complicated Analogies Test is used for checking ability of understanding logical connection, observing distinctions between different types of logical relations and transferring it from one group of elements to another [3]. The test consists of 30 pairs of words and 6 pairs that mark 6 categories of relations. The subject has to classify the pairs
of words according to the type of relation between them. This test helps to make a selection of subjects who are able to solve tasks, which require highly developed conceptuality (abstract thinking).

The Odd Fourth Test is designed for checking abilities of generalization and abstraction [3]. The cues of this test are pictures with the groups of four things (e.g. scissors, threads, thimble and pipe). The subject is asked to choose an odd thing and explain his choice. To eliminate “the odd fourth” the subject needs to make a group of three things. Many pictures provide opportunity for two or more answers based on different principles of grouping. This principles mark the different levels of generalization: conception thinking will lead to other classification than thinking in chain complexes etc.

We should also mention that the result of this test is sometimes influenced by the personal meanings of the pictures. It happens when subject somehow relates the content of the picture with his personal experience. Such phenomenon of rational distortion is a manifestation of current motivational conflict.

Initially Pictograms Test was a method for investigation thinking and memory and only afterwards it developed as a projective technique [4]. This method reflects emotional traits and current state of the person, his meaningful themes and cognitive properties.

The test is introduced to the subject as a memory control. He needs to remember 12-16 words and phrases, which are dictated to him. He is also given with a pencil and a sheet of paper. Instruction says that he should draw pictures which help him to remember given phrases, but he cannot write down anything, only drawing is permitted. Experimenter may vary the complexity of the cues from concrete things to abstract ideas. Also the test may include phrases related to the current problems and motivational conflicts of a person for whom the list of stimuli is made.

When the subject completes the last drawing, the paper is taken away and during the next hour he makes easy tasks not related to the test. After th at the experimenter returns him the paper and asks to remember the phrases. The lacunas and mistakes in retrieval are taken into consideration, but the most interesting part is the drawings themselves. In the final part the subject is asked to tell what he has drawn and how it helped him.

Obtaining the data means analyzing content and appropriateness of drawings, whether they are abstract or concrete, and how do they relate to the life events of their author, special attention is paid to the rare and unusual images. The drawings may be processed according to the main principles of drawing methods, such as “Drawing a Man” technique. Another aspect of analysis is the reference of the conclusions to the data obtained from the other techniques.

The Family Drawing Test, The Non-Existent Animal Drawing Test and Luscher Color Test can be used to fill up the gap between drawing and retrieval in the Pictograms test.

The applying of Luscher Color Test on the former Soviet area has a long story. In Russia currently most of psychologists use a modified version, which is the second subtest of the original one. This test provides a quick opportunity to get information without disclosing anything to the subject. It is an effective instrument for supporting hypothesis about the current state of a subject and his personal traits.

The Family Drawing Test is focused on the family relationships. Adult subjects make a drawing on the standard sheet of paper using an ordinary pencil. Processing includes comparison between the drawn family and the real amount of family members, the type of activity of the people on the picture and the order of drawing family members. When the drawing is completed, the conversation is held: it is necessary to find out who is present at the drawing, what he is doing etc. Usually the conversation helps to clarify the subject’s attitude toward family members. Figures may also be examined according to the “Drawing a Man” principles of analysis.

The Non-Existent Animal Drawing Test was initially made for the work with children, but later spread as an effective psychodiagnostic method for adults. The subject has to think of imaginary animal, draw it and tell a fairy tale about his life. The subject is expected to identify himself with the animal, and metaphorical character of the image helps to display the features which remain blurred in more straightforward tests.

Application of proverbs in psychological research has a long history. In psychology of thinking proverbs are traditionally used to examine thinking, in particular to find out what levels of conceptualization are apprehensible for the subject [5]. Using proverbs in speech allows to convey the meaning without naming the situation, and the same proverb may become both blame and excuse [6]. Other important function of a proverb is regulating: its authority as a “folk wisdom” helps subject to handle with difficulties, to direct his thoughts and activity.

It was investigated that the interpretation, which the subject gives to the proverb, may sometimes reflect the current motivational conflict. Elements of particular interest are cases for rational distortion, such as egocentric interpretation, aggression, evaluative speech and some others. In spite of understanding the proverb correctly, the subject may give the bizarre interpretation, which has no relation with the wide-spread and commonly accepted one.

Applying Proverbs Interpretation Technique for investigating motivational conflicts differs from a traditional way of using it: here we discuss dynamics of meaning and conceptualization processes.
Other important advantage of the technique is a variety of proverbs and their content which provides the opportunity to choose proverbs for every subject, according to the hypothesis of the motivation conflicts and contradictions which are currently important for him. Proverbs are relatively seldom used in everyday speech, but, according to the paroemiological studies, it doesn’t prevent the subject from understanding the meaning even when they meet an unknown proverb inbuilt into the context, when he can find relevant situations in his own experience.

Further we give an example of a research made with the abovementioned techniques. This research was made to investigate the phenomenon of identification, which manifested in the Proverbs Interpretation Technique. This phenomenon appears when subject switches from solving a given task to the attempt of solving his own conflict, and creates a personage – participant or experiencer of this conflict. Conditions of the task and the way of solving reflect the dynamics of inner contradiction and conflict process. Personage - participant or experiencer of the conflict may vary from well-developed (for example, non-existent animal on the drawing and in the story) to undetermined “somebody”, described with a pronoun: “he”, “someone” etc. In the interpretation of proverb or a drawing the subject often uses a hero of this proverb or drawing and enriches him with his own senses and feelings. Such process of identification in TAT was described by H.Murray [7]. Here we see how objective logic is substituted by a subjective process of meaning production. It is externalized in the decrease of the conceptualization level, distortion in understanding the problem conditions, change of emotional expression and other features. Proverbs Interpretation Technique is a perfect material for clarifying this phenomenon due to the dichotomical structure of the proverbs and culture-determined way of using proverbs, which stimulates subject to refer the situation described in the proverb with the events of his own life.

Our research included two parts. The first, preparatory part was held with two purposes: examination of the thinking of test subjects to select the ones who are able to complete tasks with the high level of conceptualization. For that purpose we used Sentence Completion Test, Complicated Analogies Test, Odd Fourth Test and Pictograms Test. The second purpose was to determine the current motivational conflicts of a person. That was made according to the data of Sentence Completion Test, Pictograms Test, drawings and Luscher Color Test.

The second part was conducted with the selected subjects, whose ability to cope with difficult tasks such as interpretation of the proverbs was checked during the preparatory part. Proverbs given for interpretation were especially selected due to the current motivational conflicts of every subject, in order to provoke identification. Another part of the proverbs was common for all subjects which allowed making conclusions about the difference in provocative strength of different proverbs.

In our research we used common Russian proverbs which are included into vocabularies for schools. All the volunteers were raised in Russia and were expected to have the educational level high enough to cope with all the tests. The amount of common proverbs was 10, and 10 other proverbs were selected especially for every subject. The cases of identification (170 cases) were pointed out according to the main criterion: creation of the personage, and compared to the results of the other techniques and the interviews.

Cases of identification were classified according to the intensity and content of interpretation discourse. It was discovered that on different stages of conflict different kinds of identification appeared.

Many authors emphasize that motivational conflict is a complicated phenomenon which sometimes cannot be investigated using self-report or questionnaires, especially before it slips or turns to the critical stage. The choice between two alternatives is painful for the subject, and even after the moment when the decision is made, it can be denied. The proverbs provide the material for the safe embodiment of the decision and for the evaluating of its result. The relationship between the conflict situation and the proverb may vary: proverb may support or belittle one of the alternatives, may embody the struggle of two motives or reinforce the chosen one which looks like a conclusion or a lesson.

The existence of the motivational conflict usually begins from the unconscious contradiction between two motives of approximately equal strength. Sometimes the subject is aware of one motive, while the second remains unclear. At this period the sense of a proverb may be changed to the opposite during interpretation, without clarifying the alternatives. Two main tendencies of this period are aggravation and smoothing of the contradiction: the subject may be ready to develop the conflict or he can try to escape the unpleasant necessity of making a decision. In the case when one of the alternatives remains unconscious and for some reasons cannot be realized, there appears the phenomenon of anti-identification, or denied identification [7]. That means that the subject depicts the personage which looks extremely disagreeable and distasteful from his point of view. This personage embodies the underlying motive which the subject cannot accept. Denied identification is related to the sour grapes mechanism which can be classified as a defense activity.

When the contradiction is aggravated to the conflict, the critical stage begins. At this stage the interpretation of the proverb related to the conflict looks like the embodiment of the struggling motives in the heroes of the proverb or in the personages of the situation which the subject describes. Often the proverb which looks like an impersonal phrase becomes the reason to describe the subject’s experience,
and the heroes appear from his own discourse. In any case interpretation at the critical stage contains two opposite tendencies. The subject shows the signs of strong emotional tension, which seems inadequate to the simple, childish task.

At the final stage, when the decision is already made, the subject tries to support the chosen alternative and diminish the importance of the refused one. It is often mentioned then that the proverbs have a reputation for wisdom. The subject may agree or disagree with the proverb, regarding it as an advice which is good or bad for him. Identification at the final stage appears when the fact of the conflict eliminates from the conscious part of the subject’s mind. In this case actions and feelings of the personage are described in the past.

Besides the current stage of the motivational conflict, the interpretation is influenced by the characteristics of the proverb itself. Such characteristics are: emotional richness of the images of the proverb; its resemblance to reality or its fantastic content; mention of certain personages (e.g. animals, people, things) or impersonal phrase; description of an attitude or an activity; encouragement or warning against the certain type of activity.

It is important to separate cases of rational distortion from the incapacity of abstract thinking, and it refers not only to the proverbial interpretation, but to many types of tasks which may somehow involve the motives of the subject. For example, cases of identification resemble concrete thinking. To make a difference it is necessary to take into consideration the results of several tasks related to different topics and pay attention to the emotional reaction of the subject.
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ABSTRACT
Nest construction is a natural, species-typical behavior in rodents [1,2] that may be considered analogous to the “activities of daily living” disrupted in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [3]. Assessment of species-typical home cage behaviors such as nesting in transgenic mice may aid in identifying drugs with potential for improving functional status in AD patients [4]. This strategy provides an alternative or addition to the standard preclinical assessment of cognitive function via maze learning. Most cognitive deficits in AD related transgenic mice occur later in life and are very time-consuming to assess. Use of nesting would be a novel screening method. We used two methods to assess nest building; a rating scale based on subjective assessment of the nest quality and an objective grid counting system. We placed individual mice in cages with measured amounts of corn cob and an additional bedding material (Alpha Dri). Mice were left overnight and cages photographed the following morning for subsequent blind assessment of nest quality. Wildtype mice typically separated out and formed nests from the Alpha Dri material. This behavior was less evident in Tg2576 mice, which model AD-type amyloid beta-protein (Aß) neuropathology and in tg4510 mice, which carry a mutated human tau gene implicated in the fronto-temporal dementia. Since deficits in most behaviors do not occur until 6-18 months of age, using this early appearing behavior is advantageous.
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INTRODUCTION
Several types of non-cognitive behavioral impairments occur in AD, including psychiatric symptoms (delusions, hallucinations, anxiety and depression), dysfunctional social behavior (aggression, lack of social interaction), and other behavioral deficiencies that fall into the category of “activities of daily living”. Certain species-typical rodent behaviors, including nest construction, burrowing, grooming and open field behavior, might be considered to be rodent versions of the “activities of daily living” that deteriorate in AD. Nest building in rodents involves active interaction with the environment. It is a species typical behavior that is exhibited by both males and females. Construction of a nest is a complex behavior, requiring step by step organization. Nesting is disrupted in some AD-relevant transgenic models [4] and has shown to be mediated in part by hippocampal activity [5], a brain region central in the neuropathology of AD. Assessment of such behaviors in amyloid or tau-based transgenic mouse models may be a novel and useful tool in preclinical assessment of potential AD treatments.

METHODS
We assessed quality of nest construction in two transgenic mouse lines that each serve as a model for a key component of AD neuropathology. Female 129/tg2576 mice, which express the human ß-amyloid precursor protein with the Swedish mutation (APP695SWE) and their wildtype counterparts were tested at 4.5, 7, 9 and 14 months of age. Male and female tg4510 mice, which express human tau containing the fronto-temporal dementia-associated P301L mutation, were tested at 6 months of age. Wildtype counterparts were tested as well.

We acclimated all animals to our facility and home cages for at least two weeks prior to the nesting experiment. For testing, we placed individual mice in micro-isolator cages (18 cm W x 19 cm L x 12 cm H) filled with 300g of Corn Cob and 100g of Alpha Dry (WE Fisher & Sons, Inc) approximately one hour before the dark phase (6:00 pm).
with food and water available, in a quiet testing room. Cages were left untouched throughout the overnight experiment. Individual mice were carefully removed from cages approximately one hour after the light phase (6:00 a.m.). We photographed each cage (aerial view) to allow for later assessment (as shown in Figure 1). We used two methods to quantify nest quality. For the first method we used a subjective rating scale of 1-5 based on visual observation of cage photographs as shown in the left panel of Figure 2. For the second method, shown in Figure 2 (right panel), the number of grid segments cleared (=1 pt per segment) or partially cleared (=0.5 pts per segment) of the Alpha Dri nesting material was quantified. In both assessments, photographs were scored by investigator blinded to genotyping.

RESULTS
We observed statistically significant disruption of nest building in mice from both AD-related transgenic models tested. Nests built by transgenic mice were of reduced quality as indicated by significant differences in nesting scores compared to their wildtype counterparts. These deficits were observed in 6 month old Tg4510 vs. WT males: \( t(37)=3.65, p < 0.001 \); 6m old Tg4510 vs. WT females: \( t(30)=2.42, p <0.05 \) and in Tg2576 vs. WT female mice at 4.5 (t(14)=2.65, p<0.05); 7 (t(24)=4.34, p<0.001) 9 (t(19)=2.7, p <0.05) and 14 months of age (t(34)=3.7, p<0.001). Results for 7 month old female tg2576 and wildtype mice are shown in Figure 3. Male tg2576 mice were not assessed.

CONCLUSIONS
Nest building is a behavior that can be easily measured and quantified. Using the assessment methods described, clear differences between wildtype and both tg4510 and tg2576 mice were detected. In our study, wildtype mice typically produced well formed nests by separating individual Alpha Dri particles from the corn cob bedding, transferring them to one end or corner of the cage and piling them in a mound. Transgenic mice tended to either not build nests or to build nests of lesser quality. Reduced nesting in AD-related transgenic mice may be due to deficits in organized behavior, or to loss of initiative, both symptoms common to AD patients. Measurement of naturalistic behaviors may provide a way of preclinically assessing the potential effects of new medicines on functional outcome in AD patients.

Ethical Statement
The studies were reviewed and approved by the institutional animal care and use committee of Pfizer Global Research and Development. The principles and procedures were conducted in accordance with the NIH Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
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ABSTRACT
The Measuring Behaviour class (PSYO 3161) at Dalhousie University is designed to teach third year undergraduate students the theoretical and methodological procedures for the measurement of behaviour. For this class, students complete laboratory projects on the behaviour of mice and humans. For one of these projects, students completed observational studies on the behaviour of pedestrians at cross-walks. Students worked in groups to design an experiment to answer a question concerning pedestrian behaviour, and by doing so applied knowledge learned in the class on experimental design, sampling rules, objective definition of behavioural measures and statistical analysis. The students collected data, analyzed the data and then completed written reports describing the results. This poster describes some of the studies completed by students in the Measuring Behaviour class, and demonstrates the value of pedestrian behaviour as an educational tool for classes designed to teach methods for measuring behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION
The theme of pedestrian behaviour is an effective topic of research in an undergraduate class as (1) students can easily relate to pedestrian behaviour, (2) there is an established field of research and many journals publish articles on pedestrian behaviour (3) data on pedestrian behaviour can be quickly obtained and (4) students become motivated based on the growing need for research on pedestrian behaviour. Indeed, pedestrians represent the largest group of road users today [3] and 20-35% of pedestrians cross illegally at intersections [2]. Moreover, the high rates of illegal pedestrian activity increase the potential for pedestrian-car accidents, which account for 12% of traffic related injuries in the United States of America [1]. As such, research completed by students may help to determine the potential causes and correlates of risky pedestrian crossing behaviour.

EXPERIMENT 1: DOES A COUNT-DOWN TIMER SIGNAL INFLUENCE CROSSING BEHAVIOUR?

Background
Countdown timers are used to indicate to pedestrians how much time is left to cross the street before the light will change. This experiment was designed to determine if pedestrians used the count-down timer to regulate their walking speed when crossing the street. Students hypothesized that pedestrians would be faster to cross when the countdown timer was present, than when a walk signal was present. Furthermore, students expected that there would be a positive correlation between the time required to cross the street and the time on the count-down timer.

Methods
There were 100 pedestrians observed at an intersection in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada from 3:30-5:30 pm. The intersection was monitored by a signal-light that displayed a walk signal followed by a countdown timer. The time on the count-down timer when the pedestrian started crossing the street was recorded, and the time to cross the street was measured.

Results
Pedestrians took significantly less time to cross the street when the count-down timer was present, than when the walk-signal was present (\(t(98) = 4.30, p < 0.0001\), Figure 1A). Also, there was a significant positive correlation between the time exhibited on the count-down timer and time to cross the street (\(r(41) = .612, p < .001, r^2 = .374\), Figure 1B). This suggests that pedestrians used the count-down timer to regulate how fast they walked to cross the street, and tended to cross faster when the countdown timer was present, than when a walk signal was present. Further research is needed to determine if this increase in crossing speed is accompanied by more risk assessment behaviours (looking for on-coming traffic), which may decrease the risk of car-pedestrian accidents.
EXPERIMENT 2: DOES THE USE OF PERSONAL ELECTRONIC DEVICES INFLUENCE TIME TO CROSS THE STREET?

Background
The use of cell-phones and other electronic devices by drivers has been found to increase the risk of car-related accidents [4]. The goal of this study was to determine if the use of electronic devices also influences the behaviour of pedestrians at crosswalks. The students hypothesized that pedestrians using electronic devices (cell phones and portable music devices) would take longer to cross the street than pedestrians not using such devices.

Methods
Pedestrians (N=50) were observed at a signalized intersection from 11:30 am - 2:30 pm. The time required to cross the street and whether the pedestrian was distracted (i.e., texting/talking on a cell-phone or using headphones) or not distracted was recorded.

Results
Pedestrians who were distracted took significantly longer to cross the street (t(24) = 7.14, p < .0001, Figure 2) than pedestrians who were not distracted. This increase in time required to cross the street may be due to impaired attention in pedestrians using electronic devices, as they may not be attending to signal lights, traffic or other pedestrians. Furthermore, because distracted pedestrians spend more time crossing the street, they may be at an increased risk for a pedestrian-car accident.

SUMMARY
Results from these observational studies completed by students of the 3161 Measuring Behaviour class provide information regarding factors that influence street crossing behaviour by pedestrians. The data suggest that pedestrians attend to count-down timers on signalized cross-walks, and regulate crossing speed based on the time of the count-down timer. Also, portable electronic devices were found to slow crossing speed. This poster demonstrates that pedestrian behaviour can be used as an effective area of research for classes designed to teach the theory and methodology for the measurement of behaviour.
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ABSTRACT

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a painful and disabling disease affecting millions of patients worldwide. The existing drug therapies for OA reduce pain, but are only moderately effective. The broad objective of our work is to develop OA pain models to both better understand the pathogenesis of OA-induced pain and assess potential analgesic agents. The specific objective of the work described is to establish behavioral methods to measure OA induced spontaneous pain in rabbits, species that are not commonly used for pain studies, using weight bearing and rearing assessments. Weight bearing was evaluated by placing rabbits in a chamber, specifically designed so each hind paw was resting on a separate transducer pad, to accurately measure the difference in weight distribution between ipsilateral and contralateral limbs. Rearing assessment was accomplished by placing rabbits in spacious chambers, where animals could freely move, and measuring the number of rearing episodes over a fixed period of time. This allowed utilizing a well characterized surgical model of OA in rabbits - anterior cruciate ligament transection (ACLT) - surgical model of osteoarthritis, which closely mimics post-traumatic OA in humans. To assess behavior signs of pain we have used weight bearing and rearing assays. These assays allow to measure ongoing, spontaneous pain – a common clinical complaint and an important target for new drug development.

METHODS

To model OA, rabbits were anesthetized and after skin incision, joint was fully exposed, ACL was identified, apprehended with a micro-dissecting hook, and transected. The procedure predictably resulted in chondrocyte loss and lesion formation, characteristic of OA, which was confirmed histologically. A separate group of animals underwent sham surgery. To assess the development of pain-like behavior in rabbits we have utilized weight bearing (WB) and rearing tests. WB was measured using an incapacitance tester, where rabbits were placed in the holder specially designed to maintain the animal comfortably positioned on two separated sensor plates. In the absence of hind paw injury animals apply equal weight on both hind paws, indicating a postural equilibrium. After unilateral hind paw tissue injury, a change in the weight distribution on the sensor can be detected, with less weight applied by the injured paw. After acclimation in the chamber for 5-10 min, five consecutive readings that did not require a shift in animal position or any other manipulation were taken. Additionally, to measure changes in rabbit activity in response to joint injury, rabbits were placed in an enclosed chamber (2.5×2.5 ft.) and the number of rearing episodes was recorded over a 15 min period of time.

INTRODUCTION

Despite exciting progress in the understanding of molecular and cellular mechanism of osteoarthritis, chronic pain which is the most prominent symptom of this disease remains a challenging entity to treat. This in part owes to lack of optimal models and assays for measuring OA-induced pain in animals. To date, most of preclinical studies use rat models and evoked stimuli to measure osteoarthritis-induced pain. Here, we provide an analysis of pain in rabbits – species that are not commonly used for behavioral studies of pain. We have utilized anterior cruciate ligament transection (ACLT) - surgical model of osteoarthritis, which closely mimics post-traumatic OA in humans. To assess behavior signs of pain we have used weight bearing and rearing assays. These assays allow to measure ongoing, spontaneous pain – a common clinical complaint and an important target for new drug development.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Experimental results from WB analysis demonstrate a clear differentiation between naïve and OA animals that is statistically significant, thus indicating that weight bearing is an accurate and reproducible method that can be used to measure pain-like behavior in rabbits. On the contrary, rearing assessments were not able to detect differences between ACLT and sham groups and concluded that rearing is not a sensitive enough tool for the analysis of behavioral signs of pain in rabbits. Pharmacologic characterization of the validity of weight bearing for the detection of pain with commonly used analgesics is in progress.

Ethical Statement
Male New Zealand White rabbits (~3000 g at the start of the study) housed individually in ventilated cages with free access to food and water, were used for this study. Rabbits were maintained in temperature and humidity controlled animal rooms on a 12 h light/dark cycle in an Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care accredited facility. All experiments have been approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Genzyme Corporation and are in strict accordance with the ethical guidelines laid down by the International Association for Study of Pain.
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ABSTRACT
Testmanager MINDS is a program package running on Windows platforms, for administration of automated neuropsychological tests and questionnaires for use in several assessment settings, in research and for use in education. Administration of a test and report (or further processing) of test results is organized by separate modules. Continuously, test- and other modules, tables of norms are added to the package. Five newly developed test modules, specifically applied for use in forensic psychiatric settings, are presented. Applications of interest in this field particularly consist of tests for processing emotional material e.g. recognition of emotional expressions, and tests appealing to frontal lobe functions such as impulse control, planning and concept shifting. Instruments for assessment in these domains have been integrated into a testbattery (“forMINDS”). Preliminary results, comparing the performance of intramural forensic psychiatric patients with that of healthy control subjects, are presented at the congress.

INTRODUCTION
MINDS encompasses a growing number of automated neuropsychological tests and questionnaires. Its development started in the early nineties [1,2] in order to offer a flexible tool for use in psychological assessment, research and education. The program can be applied in several types of psychological settings with various target populations, e.g. child care institutions, psychiatric settings and other mental health care institutions. For this use most test modules have been supplied with several tables of norms, tables that can be adjusted by the publishing bureau or by the user. In addition, Minds can be used in specific research projects, since every test module has been equipped with a facility to quickly aggregate data into an SPSS file. Finally, Minds is currently being used in several practically-oriented psychology courses, where it runs on a network for student computers.

Recently, there is growing interest in Minds from forensic psychiatric settings. Applications of interest for work with the forensic population particularly consist of tests for the processing of emotional material, tests appealing to frontal lobe functions e.g. impulse control, planning and concept shifting, and tests for moral reasoning. This especially appeals to function domains which are problematic in borderline and antisocial personality disorder [3]. For that reason, several applications were developed and added to the assortment of performance test modules in Minds. These test modules are presented below.

The organization of Minds is quite flexible and intuitive. Menus for performance tests, questionnaires and other system parts can be adapted in order to suit the users’ demands. Test modules and other parts are represented by pictograms that can be made visible or invisible at will. In principle, the administration of a test module is apart from the presentation of its outcome, by way of a separate report module. In addition, most test modules in Minds have a number of task parameters (e.g. time parameters, number of trials, etc), which can easily be adjusted. Most questionnaires in Minds are administered by a common program (QUEST) and outcomes are likewise reported by a common report module (REPORT). In addition, Minds is standardly equipped with a “wizard” for implementing a new questionnaire.

______________________________
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TEST MODULES FOR THE FORENSIC SETTING

The following test modules developed for diagnostic use with forensic populations (embedded in a testbattery called forMinds) are currently being used in several forensic clinics to evaluate their usefulness in treatment planning and monitoring of treatment effects.

AFFGO, an Affective Go-Nogo Task

In this task the participant is only required to react to stimuli with a predefined affective load and to restrain responses to other stimuli. There are 3 categories of stimuli: positive and negative emotion, and neutral. The task can be set up as pictorial or verbal. In the pictorial version stimuli consist of pictures from the IAPS database [4]. Pictures in this database have extensively been evaluated and validated with respect to affective load and arousal. The verbal version uses words from the CELEX database. A response is given by pressing the spacebar. Up to 6 trial blocks may be predefined, with changing categories of stimuli. For each block it is possible to vary the proportion of GO and NOGO trials (default: 2:1). A short practice session precedes each block, in order to learn the distinction between the two affective categories being used in the block. Outcome variables are the mean reaction time (RT) and error percentages.

CASINO Game, a Shift Reversal Learning Task

This is a reversal shift task, intended to define in what way a participant is able to learn changes in response-outcome contingencies. It is based on the work of Cools et al. [5], and is operationalized as a casino game. In this game only two playing cards are used, and in the instruction the participant is presented as the casino manager. His task is to predict, on the basis of previous outcomes, whether an imaginary casino visitor wins or loses at drawing one of the 2 cards. Which of the two cards is winning, changes from time to time, and this shift depends on the participant’s predictions. That is, a shift takes place following a predefined number of correct predictions.

In our research, the task was administered as two series of 3 blocks of trials (with the first block as a practice block, followed by 2 identical test blocks). In each block the valence condition (unexpected gain or unexpected loss) changes each time after reaching a preset but variable learning criterion. The two series differ in initial valence (gain or loss). The practice block in each series ensures that participants do understand the task at hand, as one cannot continue with the experimental blocks without a correct reversal response in the practice phase.

IDED, an Internal-External Dimension Learning Task

This task is intended to measure response reversal and the ability to concept shifting, i.e. to switch between an internal and an external dimension. The task is based on work from Mitchell et al. [6]. On the basis of visual feedback (correct / wrong) participants learn to choose between 2 stimuli that may consist of 2 dimensions: shape and line pattern. The task consists of 9 stages in a fixed order, with changing target dimensions, of which the last 4 are crucial: Intra Dimensional Shift and Reversal, and Extra Dimensional Shift and Reversal. At each stage the rule to be learned changes, and the next stage is only started after reaching the (predefined) learning criterion in the current stage. According to Mitchell [6] this task can discriminate between two functions of the frontal cortex: response reversal and interdimensional shift learning. The proportion of errors at each stage is the main dependent variable although latencies are also registered.

Stop-Signal Task

This task is a two-choice GO-NOGO task, where the GO-stimulus requires a left or right hand response [7]. On some trials shortly after the onset of the Go-stimulus a Stop signal is presented, requiring to restrain from responding. Several stimuli for Go and Stop signal are available, and the Stop signal can be visually, acoustically or combined. An important parameter, provoking the occurrence of impulsive responses, is the interval between onset of Go signal and Stop signal. The number of trials and trial blocks can be preset, and for each block a separate proportion of Stop trials can be preset.

GERT, Gradual Emotion Recognition Task

In this task, photographs of faces [8] are presented, portraying an emotional expression in a certain gradation. Task is to recognize, as quickly as possible and with the least possible mistakes, the emotion presented. The material consists of expressions of 6 emotions (anger, fear, sadness, disgust, happy and surprise), as well as the neutral expressions produced by 10 experienced actors. The pictures are in black and white and facial surroundings are omitted. Ten different gradations from each emotion have been made by way of a “morphing” technique, with steps of 10%. A researcher may predefine a task selecting stimuli from any of the emotions, actors and gradations. The task can also be preset in so-called continuous mode, in which an emotion is presented as in a film starting from the neutral face up to 100% emotion. Outcome variables are RT and accuracy for each emotion, actor and gradation. In addition a confusion matrix is supplied.
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INTRODUCTION
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), the major inhibitory mediator in the central nervous system, binds to two types of receptors - ionotropic GABA-A and metabotropic GABA-B.

There are many data on GABA-A receptors [1] but behavioral effects of drugs influencing GABA-B receptors not so numerous. GABA-B system represents the main inhibitory system at early stage of brain development. Our studies on anticonvulsant action of these drugs in immature rats had to be extended to their behavioral effects. GABA-B receptor agonist baclofen is for a long time used in the treatment of spasticity[2]), therefore also effects on motor performance should be studied. We found marked anticonvulsant action of positive allosteric modulator of GABA-B receptors - CGP7930, therefore we started to study its other effects. CGP7930 - 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-(3-hydroxy-2,2-dimethyl-propyl)-phenol, positive allosteric modulator of GABA B receptors increases the potency and efficacy of GABA at both native and recombinant GABA B receptors. This drug exhibits antidepressant, anxiolytic, and analgesic effect [3], and probably will find its place also in the treatment of drug addiction. Anticonvulsant drug with these positive side effects may find its place at least as the supportive therapy of epileptic patients.

Aim
This work was focused on the anxiolytic-like effect and on the possible negative effects on motor function and on spontaneous behavior in developing rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Male Wistar rat pups were used - 12, 18 and 25 days old. The animals were maintained under 12/12h light/dark regime in a temperature (22±1°C) and humidity controlled rooms. All experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of Physiology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Three doses of CGP7930 were tested - 5, 10, and 20 mg/kg. Control siblings were treated with dimethylsulfoxide in a volume of 4 ml/kg (corresponding to the highest dose of CGP7930). Spontaneous behavior and possible anxiolytic-like effect were tested in the open field, motor abilities were examined using a battery of age-specific tests [4,5] - negative geotaxis, bar holding, wire mesh ascending test and rotarod test. Anxiolytic effect and influence on learning were tested in the elevated plus maze test. All these tests were repeated three times - 15, 60 min and 24 h after the injection (1st, 2nd and 3rd session).

1.) Motor Skills Tests
a) Negative geotaxis: rats were head down placed on an inclined rough surface (30°) and time to turn body to have head up was measured.
b) Wire mesh ascending: Rats were placed at the lowest part of wire mesh (45cm high and 15cm wide, inclined at a 70 degrees angle). Time to ascend to upper platform was measured.
c) Bar holding: Animals were put on the wooden bar (25cm long, 1cm in diameter, suspended 25cm above a padded soft surface) and they held with their forepaws. Time spent on the bar was measured up to a maximum of 120 s.
d) Rotarod test: The apparatus consisted of a plywood horizontal rod (10 cm in diameter, 11 cm long) covered with sticking plaster in order to increase its roughness. The rod was placed 30 cm above a platform. It was programmed to rotate at 5 rpms. Rats were placed on the rotating rod with their heads against the direction of rotation. The duration of their stay on the rod was measured for 120s at maximum.

2.) Open Field
Spontaneous behavior and locomotor activity were monitored in the open-field arena (48x48x30cm). Each rat was tested for five minutes 15, 60 min and 24h after intraperitoneal injection. The arena was carefully wiped after each exposure. Behavior was recorded on a camera and distance passed, frequency and duration of various types of spontaneous behavior were calculated with...
computer programs EthoVision XT and Observer XT (Noldus Information Technology).

3.) Elevated Plus Maze
The maze includes two open arms (30x10cm) and two closed arms (30x10x30cm) connected by central space localized 50 cm above the floor. The rat was placed at the end of an open arm – head direction from the center of the maze. Test was again repeated three times – 15, 60 min and 24 h after the injection. Latency to the entrance of the closed arm and time spent in open arms were measured. Each animal was tested for ten minutes.

Statistics
Two way repeated measures ANOVA with factor dose and session was used for statistical evaluation of results. Subsequent pairwise comparisons were performed with Student-Newman-Keul’s test. The level of significance was set at p<0.05.

RESULTS
Main results demonstrated that CGP7930 does not significantly affect locomotion measured as a distance moved in the open field test. Experimental animals were calm and did not show high frequency of behavior and exploration. Motor skills were not significantly different in comparison with controls, but there were some differences between the first two sessions and the third session next day in 18day-old-rat. In 25 day-old-rat there is time spent on bar holding test in the group with dose 20 mg/kg CGP7930 significantly decreased in the first session. An anxiolytic-like effect was outlined.

DISCUSSION
Decreased locomotion might be caused by sedative effect of the drug or lower motivation as well as myorelaxation generated after injection. The differences between first two and third session might be due to the age factor - experimental animals are one day older and this could play serious role in the motor tests. Another possible explanation is that the decrease in motor skills is caused by myorelaxation, which is gone the next day.
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ABSTRACT
Giant honeybees (Apis dorsata) nests display a series of layers of colony members around a single comb and may have more than 1.5 m in horizontal span. Nesting in the open, they have evolved a variety of defence strategies. Against predatory wasps, they produce highly coordinated wave-like cascades termed ‘shimmering’, whereby a collective of hundreds of bees flip their abdomens upwards simultaneously and in a cascading way within a split second (see Figure 1). It has been already proved that these Mexican-wave-like traits form signals of antipredatory impact for external addressees and are prone of repelling predatory wasps [1]. However, the question is whether they also contribute for colony-intrinsic information such as reporting the momentary defensive state of the colony. To investigate this colony-intrinsic aspect, we analysed the functional architecture of the bee curtain with high spatial and temporal accuracy using a non-invasive measuring system that enables a 3D reconstruction of position and posture of colony members at the nest surface during shimmering waves [6]. A portable stereo recording setup with two high-resolution cameras (2352 x 1728 px; 60 Hz) acquired image sequences of the shimmering waves in the field on an expedition in Nepal 2009, allowing simultaneous assessment of the individual positions of hundreds of surface bees regarding the three dimensions of space (x,y,z) at the given frame rate and with an accuracy of fractions of a millimeter.
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INTRODUCTION
Shimmering behaviour in Giant honeybees is a main component of collective defence and is evoked by visual stimuli of mainly predatory impact [1]. It occurs in the bee curtain which is the changeable and reactive multi-layer cover of the nest (see Figure 1A), and aligns hundreds of colony members to flip their abdomens in a wave-like, highly coordinated reaction within a fraction of a second. Shimmering provides here dynamic visual cues which may confuse and repel predators [1]. The knowledge of how the curtain members are coupled together is fundamental for understanding of proximate and ultimate causes. In this paper we evoked shimmering by dummy-wasp stimulation providing visual cues with standardised velocities and directions. We measured the positional changes of the members of the bee curtain and the motion of the wave in the 3D space during shimmering using stereo tracking as the suitable method. For that, an image acquisition system has been constructed which allowed to monitor a complete nest from one side.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The shimmering behaviour of the experimental colony was recorded with two high-resolution, high frame rate cameras observing a large part of the experimental nest. The cameras had a resolution of 4 Mpx, and a single pixel corresponded with roughly 0.4 mm length in the real world. The cameras were placed 3 m in front of the colony (see Figure 1B). This distance provided an undistorted view of the whole nest and kept the colony undisturbed.

We stimulated the experimental colony with a dummy wasp which was moved by a miniature cable car device at
constant velocities of the dummy along a horizontal line, 10 cm in front of the “sunny” side of the nest. This stimulation method generated shimmering waves under controlled conditions with regard to position, direction and velocity of the dummy wasp [2].

For identification of the colony members at the nest surface during the shimmering waves, individual bees had to be segmented in the single images, tracked over time by matching them over the stereo views by stereo triangulation. One of the challenges in segmentation was due to the fact that the bees cover the comb in multiple layers. Thus the surface bees may overlap each other with their body parts, so the wings mostly cover parts of neighbouring bees. Segmentation of individuals was achieved by template matching using Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). In a next step we identified the corresponding bees in the twin images of both frame-locked cameras. For that, we formulated the matching process as a discrete optimization problem and used reduced graph-cuts [3] to overcome the particular problem of “repetition” that neighbouring bees look very similar and may confuse the stereo matcher.

The rapidity of the individual abdominal flipping process during shimmering, taking only 100 ms, led to motion and contour blurring which additionally hampered the tracking of identified individuals. NCC was also used here to match the thorax position for a successive frame, based on the tracking data from a defined number of preliminary frames. In contrast to the conventional approach of tracking between pairs of consecutive frames, our method achieved a higher robustness of tracking of individuals in subsequent stereo images because we utilized body symmetry principles enforcing the epipolar constraints by projecting corresponding tracks in the rectified twin images.

RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

The presented framework enables a semi-automatic segmentation of individuals in a roughly two-dimensional matrix of agents. We performed an automated analysis of the individual movements in the three spatial dimensions. Up to now, tracking methods of insects refer mostly to single individuals in the 2D space [4,5]. The presented method [6] allows investigating the dynamics of the positions of hundreds of tightly packed surface bees in the 3D space at resolutions of fractions of millimetres and in time steps of 17 ms (see Figure 1C). This gained greater knowledge of the functional architecture of the bee curtain in Giant honeybees.
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INTRODUCTION
A variety of animal models for anxiety and depression are available in rats and mice. The anxiety models are typically based on avoidance of an unpleasant stimulus like a large open space in the open-field test (OF), bright light in light-dark (LD), and elevation in elevated-plus maze (EPM). Here, the position of the animal within the arena is determined continuously resulting in measures for motor activity and anxiety separately. In depression models like the forced-swim (FS) and tail-suspension (TS) test, the resistance to an unpleasant situation (inescapable swimming or hanging by a tail) is observed where the key measure is development of immobility. It is important to work towards reliable and experimenter-independent observation in animal experiments in order to enhance reproducibility of results in an already difficult research area.

Ethical Statement
All experiments described in this abstract have been approved by the local Ethical Committee at Johnson and Johnson, Turnhoutseweg 30, Beerse, Belgium.

RESULTS
The Noldus Ethovision system allows tracking of both position of animal (focus on center of gravity) and movement (focus on change of animal surface). In our hands, we evaluated the usability of this tracking software across various assays and rodent species using infra-red (IR) background lighting where possible. The advantage of IR light is that detection becomes insensitive to the fur color of the rodent and also to the room light intensity and/or reflection resulting in highly accurate detection.

As an example, in the LD set up two problems have been solved in different ways. First, the IR-non transparent wall separating dark from light actually cut the animals in two parts when they moved through the opening. This resulted in inaccurate detection of the subject based on relative size of the two body parts. Second, anxious mice like the BALB/c strain tend to spend a large amount of time right at this separation resulting in very high levels of zone transitions, while the actual distance travelled indicates that these mice are not very explorative. This clearly hampers the usability of automated tracking systems above human observation. Software-matic extrapolation of object detection prevented the first problem, where the undetectable missing section between the two body parts was filled in automatically generating the actual shape of the subject. The second problem was solved by adding a small expansion of the dark zone into the light zone. Here, BALB/c mice sitting in the opening with very little movement were now recorded as still being in the dark. This is similar to the definition of zone-transition as frequently is being used for manual observations: in order to count a transition all four paws have to cross an arbitrary border. This however, cannot be replicated in the automated tracking system based on center point of gravity. However, the dark-zone expansion is the closest and most pragmatic solution to such a human observation. For the OF test, we show the importance of mouse strain as well as shape of arena (square versus circular). Mice were tested in a square open field where they spend an important proportion of their time in the corners. In a circular open field arena, in contrast, rats showed circular movements without spending time in a clearly preferred part of the arena. Still, in both cases, there was active avoidance of the center zone. In the EPM set up we demonstrate the importance of room illumination on exploration levels on the open arms. The level of exploration of the open arms seen with the room lights turned off was significantly higher compared to when
the room lights were turned on. For the depression assays based on movement, we successfully calibrated automated detection towards results by two independent human observations. Here, across a dose-response curve for the positive control imipramine (doses 0-5-10-20 mg/kg s.c.) individual results generated by two independent observers as well as the automated tracking system showed highly significant correlations. Finally, we were able to pick up relevant pharmacological effects of drugs that are known to influence anxiety- and depression-like behaviors in the models used.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, a variety of experimental variables should be properly controlled for reliable baseline levels and pharmacologically induced responses in order to allow proper automated tracking. The Noldus Ethovision system can be used efficiently for tracking of position in the anxiety models as well as for movement in the depression models employed.
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ABSTRACT
In this study we are assessing whether we can induce positive and negative emotions in subjects as reflected in measures of the autonomic nervous system by administering pleasant and unpleasant odours. Subsequently we will assess whether a combination of visual, gustatory and olfactory stimulation results in stronger autonomic (emotional) responses as compared to either stimulus alone. We also want to assess whether there is a correlation between self reported emotional states and measures of autonomic nervous system reactivity. Four measurements of the autonomic nervous system are used: 1) the startle reflex, an eye blink reflex that is induced by an acoustic probe 2) the post auricular reflex, also induced by an acoustic probe 3) the skin conductance response and 4) the heart rate. They are chosen because of their differential susceptibility to habituation and positive and negative emotional states [1]. Next to the autonomic nervous system measurements an emotional state will be measured by self reports.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The study has written approval by the Tilburg Medical Ethical Committee. The study has been conducted end 2009 according to the Declaration of Helsinki and The Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO).

STUDY DESIGN
Thirty six healthy people between 18 and 55 years of age participate in the study. Odours are delivered through a custom built olfactometer. All psychophysiological measures are acquired through Psylab bio amplifiers (Contact Precision Instruments (CPI), London UK).

The study consists of two experimental sessions conducted on two separate days. In the first session, subjects are presented with only odours: pleasant (peach, vanillin) and unpleasant (rotten eggs) [2]. These odours are presented via an olfactometer in short bursts, interspersed with clean air (not odourised). Every 30-50 seconds, very abrupt and loud noise bursts are delivered through in-ear phones. Throughout the experiment, startle blinks and post auricular reflexes (Electromyogram, EMG), skin conductance and heart rate (electrocardiogram, ECG) are measured. Subject’s emotional state is measured via self report.

In the second session, the same subjects are presented with only the pleasant odour peach, but this is put in the context of more elaborate product experience. In addition to experiencing the odour via the olfactometer, participants drink a peach flavoured soft drink and are presented with short movie clips that are thought to be congruent with product experience (a terrace in summer).

METHODS
Startle Reflex
The human startle response is a defensive reflex that is mainly characterised by rapid eye closure or blink, of which the magnitude can be measured from electrodes placed over the orbicularis oculi muscle beneath the lower eyelid [3]. In human research, short bursts (around 50 milliseconds) of white noise with instantaneous onset and a sound level of about 100 dB (A) are the most commonly used startle probes.

The startle response is measured by two Ag/AgCl electrodes attached below the lower eyelid over the orbicularis oculi and one ground electrode attached to the forehead. The skin is cleaned with alcohol (70%) and slightly abraded. Special electrode paste is used to enhance conduction and special adhesive rings are used to attach the electrodes.

All signals are fed into a special purpose bioamplifier (Psylab bio2, CPI) with a 30Hz high pass and 500Hz low pass filter and a gain of 50 µV. The raw signal is sampled with 200Hz and recorded as well as the rectified and
integrated signal that is derived from an online rectifier/integrator (CPI, London). A 50 Hz bandstop filter is applied to reduce mains noise.

A loud burst (100dB (A)) of white noise with instantaneous rise time and a duration of 50 milliseconds is delivered through in-ear headphones by means of a noise generator unit (CPI). We hypothesise that the startle amplitude will be increased by the unpleasant odour and reduced by the pleasant odour [4].

Post Auricular Reflex

The post auricular reflex (PAR), also induced by an acoustic probe, has been described as a useful tool for measuring appetitive responding in human [5]. The PAR is measured from the tendon of insertion behind the pinna (outer ear) of the right ear by means of two Ag/AgCl electrodes. In order to attach the electrodes correctly, the pinna is pulled forward. The skin is cleaned with alcohol and slightly abraded. Electrodes are attached by means of adhesive rings and special conductive paste is applied. All signals are fed through a special purpose bioamplifier Psylab bio2, CPI) with a bandpass filter of 10 – 1000 Hz and a gain of 50 μV. The signal is sampled with 250 Hz. A 50 Hz bandstop filter is applied to reduce mains noise. We hypothesise that the (appetitive) PAR amplitude will be increased by the pleasant odour and reduced by the unpleasant odour, opposite to the defensive startle. Moreover, in a second session the pleasant odour peach will be paired with a film clip creating a specific positive emotional context and a gustatory stimulus. We expect that the startle modulation and the PAR amplitude will be largest when the odour is paired with the gustatory stimulus and a film clip with a content that is congruent with the emotion elicited by the odour alone.

Skin Conductance Response

Skin conductance measurement is based on changes in the resistance of the skin caused when glands in the skin produce ionic perspiration. An increase of conductivity is caused when the skin is sweaty. The electrodermal conductivity is measured by passing a small current through a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes placed on the thenar and hypothenar eminences of the palm of the non-dominant hand. The areas where the electrodes are attached are cleaned with alcohol and slightly abraded to enhance skin contact. Special SCR gel is applied to the electrode to increase conductivity. The signal is fed through a Psylab electrodermal amplifier (CPI, London) with an on-line 10Hz filter. The gain setting is 0.4 μSiemens. The data are stored as a continuous signal at 200Hz. We hypothesise that there will be a significant difference in SCR amplitude between odour and no-odour conditions, but not between odour conditions, as skin conductance covaries more with arousal than valence of the stimuli.

Heart Rate

Heart rate is measured by means of three disposable Ag/AgCl adhesive gel-disc electrodes, two of which are attached to the collarbone and one (ground) electrode is attached elsewhere on the chest. The skin is cleaned with alcohol and slightly abraded before electrodes are attached. The signal is fed into a Psylab bioamplifier (CPI, London, UK) with a high pass filter of 0.5 Hz and a low pass filter of 40Hz. For heart rate, we do expect to find a difference between odour conditions, with unpleasant odours/stimuli eliciting the greatest initial declaration of heart rate and pleasant odours/stimuli the greatest peak acceleration.

Verbal Emotion: Affect Grid

The affect grid is a scale designed as a quick means of assessing affect along the dimensions of pleasure-displeasure and arousal-sleepiness [6].

RESULTS

We are analyzing the data and expect to show the results on the Measuring Behaviour Conference 2010.
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ABSTRACT
Our aim was to characterize the locomotor activity pattern of Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats from European suppliers in both normal (n=44-91 per supplier) and hypoglutamatergic state (n=17-28 per supplier). Spontaneous locomotor pattern of male SD rats weighing 220-250g from Taconic, BK Scanbur, Harlan and Charles River Laboratories were tested in motility meter boxes. Both vehicle (NaCl) and MK-801 (0.7mg/kg) treated animals were tested for one hour. A locomotor pattern was generated by calculating the time series of x, y (horizontal activity) and z (vertical activity) coordinates into eleven main variables sampled at 25 Hz. Each main variable was studied at seven frequencies from 25 Hz to 0.25 Hz and pooled into 15 min bins, generating a locomotor pattern matrix of each animal consisting of 308 variables.

Multivariate Analysis (MVA) by means of Principle Component Analysis (PCA)[1, 2] was used for locomotor characterisation. PCA is a method that preserves as much (linear) information as possible in the data while projecting the observations onto a lower dimensionality (usually 2-3 PC's), reducing noise and making it possible to both investigate clusters among the studied objects as well as correlations among the variables. The first PC will always contain the largest amount of variation (i.e. information) among the PC's and all subsequently derived PC's will describe less of the total variation in data. Higher PC's with small eigenvalues (i.e. little variance) that are unstable (insignificant according to cross validation [3, 4]) are often regarded as unstructured noise. All derived PC's are orthogonal to each other (i.e. only containing variance not taken into account of by previously derived PC's), which also implies that they are linearly independent and uncorrelated.

As is the case with all statistic methods, MVA works better on certain types of data, for example normally distributed data is preferred as well as a decent number of observations especially if we want to look at group differences and have many variables. However, PCA is relatively distribution independent and can be performed on both short and wide as well as long and thin data matrices and can in most cases handle missing data in an acceptable way. PCA is also unbiased in the sense that the model doesn't take group belongings into account in the calculation but reveal those directions in data that contains the largest variation. The PC's are often interpreted as latent structures that reveal the "true" nature of the data in form of variances, correlations, similarities and dissimilarities even though they in a strict theoretical way are not statistically independent unless all variables follow a Gaussian distribution (normal distribution).

PCA is most commonly interpreted with mainly two closely related plots, the score-plot and the loading-plot. The score plot shows the projection of objects onto the principal components. Objects located close to each other are similar with respect to our measured data. Objects located on the opposite side of origo have opposite characteristics and if they are located in a perpendicular direction to each other (origo is the reference) have independent characteristics. Thus, a score plot is used to find clusters or patterns in the distribution of the objects in our model. Loadings are derived as the eigenvectors of the correlation matrix sorted by the eigenvalues. Loadings reveal the inherent correlation structure present in our data. Variables located close to each other have a positive correlation and variables located on the opposite direction of origo (approximately fitting a straight line) have a negative correlation. If lines from two different variables that cross each other in origo have an
approximate perpendicular angle they are uncorrelated and linearly independent. The scores and loading plots are tightly connected and can be approximately interpreted by overlaying the graphs.

The experiments was approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments in Gothenburg (Göteborgs djurförsöksnämndet)
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Development and Evaluation of a Rat Water Maze System: Impact of Maze Size, Water Temperature and Other Parameters on Performance
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The Morris water maze (MWM) was first described over thirty years ago and is still one of the most commonly used cognition paradigms to measure spatial learning and memory in rodents. Throughout the literature, there are numerous and conflicting methodological approaches described but surprisingly very little is published concerning the impact of such procedural variables on performance. The aim of the present studies was to conduct a comprehensive assessment of variables such as pool size, rat strain, saliency of spatial and visual cues, training procedure and water opacity/temperature on a fixed platform acquisition water maze paradigm. The ultimate aim of these studies was to identify the most appropriate parameters to facilitate robust and reproducible learning curves for subsequent pharmacological studies.

For these investigations two mazes of differing diameters (1.4 and 2.0 m) were installed in separate procedure rooms that were near identical with respect to room size and internal layout. Preliminary studies focused on ensuring that both mazes were free of any potential confounding spatial bias. These studies comprised of determining the time spent in each of the four quadrants during a predetermined training time. Data from these studies demonstrated that both water mazes and their procedure rooms were free of any spatial bias that may affect performance in subsequent tests. As there are numerous publications from groups using non-oppacified water during their tests, the next study aimed to determine whether rats are able to visually locate the platform by diving. Using the small maze only, a single study was conducted using clear and oppacified water. Interestingly, there were marked differences in performance with animals trained in clear water locating the submerged platform significantly quicker than those trained in oppacified water. Unless this was previously examined, it is quite likely that false interpretations of spatial learning could have been made in these prior published studies.

Another methodological variation in published studies is the use of a pre-training day where a curtain is drawn around the tank shielding the extra-maze spatial cues and a solid visual cue is suspended over the submerged platform. The intention of this pre-training day is to reduce anxiety and associated thigmotaxic behaviors prior to spatial cue testing. In our studies, there were clear benefits of pre-training on subsequent spatial learning. Essentially, animals that were trained to locate the platform using a suspended visual cue on day 1, performed significantly better during the subsequent spatial cue training sessions. Whilst it is generally perceived that there is an optimal water temperature for water maze studies, in our studies there were no effects of water temperature (21, 23 and 25 ± 1 ºC) on spatial learning performance. During the spatial learning comparison studies between the two mazes, it become evident that performance of animals trained in the smaller of the two mazes (1.4 m) was considerably more variable between individual session and across studies. As reproducible learning curves were only evident in the larger maze, the final series of studies dedicated to examining the impact of spatial cues and rat strains were performed in the larger maze only. Surprising, whilst it is generally accepted that additional spatial cues (posters, lights etc) aid formation of enhanced spatial maps, in our studies, there was no difference in performance when these additional cues were added to the room.

The final series of studies aimed to quantify any potential performance differences between two hooded rat strains (Long Evans and Lister Hooded) and the most commonly used albino rat strains (Sprague Dawley and Wistar). Surprisingly, whilst it is generally accepted that hooded strains have enhanced visual acuity compared to albino animals, there were no significant differences between all four rat strains as measured by overall latency and path length to locate the submerged platform. There was
however a significant difference in swim speed between the Wistar strain and the other three rat strains, with Wistars consistently swimming faster across all trials/sessions. Although there were no overall significant differences in performance measures, there was however, a marked difference between the hooded strains and albino rat strains in time spent in periphery suggesting that hooded strains are less anxious in this task.

In conclusion, there were clear effects of maze size, use of visual cue, oppacified vs. clear water and subtle differences between rat strains in water maze performance. However, there were no effects of water temperature or use of additional spatial cue on performance.
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ABSTRACT
Drug discovery and development demands highly standardized behavioral testing that should be upgraded to high-throughput screening open to cross-laboratory standardization. This is a challenging perspective for behavioral neuroscience. In this study, we present a video-tracking procedure to evaluate the performance of Tg2576 Alzheimer mice in the fear-conditioning test, in order to identify potential drugs to improve cognitive performance after acute administration. Fear memory was evaluated in plaque-free Tg2576 treated with vehicle, acute CHF5074 (10 or 30 or 100 mg/kg), a novel γ-secretase modulator, and acute DAPT (100 mg/kg), a γ-secretase inhibitor, 24 and 3 hours before behavioural testing. Both drugs belong to drugs aimed to target amyloidogenic hypothesis of Alzheimer disease. CHF5074, but not DAPT, shown to reverse contextual memory deficit after single administration.
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INTRODUCTION
The effects of compounds interfering with γ-secretase, the enzymatic complex responsible of the formation of the β-amyloid (Aβ) peptide from amyloid precursor protein (APP), on plaque deposition in transgenic mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease are known but scanty data are available on the effects of these drugs on memory performance in early age, when plaque deposition is still absent. We evaluated the effects of acute treatment with a novel γ-secretase modulator CHF5074, and acute DAPT, a γ-secretase inhibitor on contextual in plaque-free Tg2576 mice. Fear-conditioning test explores hippocampal and non-hippocampal memory, allowing testing of anti-Alzheimer drugs.

METHODS
The Tg2576 transgenic mouse carries a transgene coding for the 695-amino acid isoform of human APP derived from a large Swedish family with early-onset AD. The mouse expresses high concentrations of the mutant Aβ, develops significant amyloid plaques, and displays memory deficits. The colony is currently maintained by breeding hemizygous males with B6SJLF1 females. The non-transgenic colony control (001349-W) may be used as an experimental control. Five-month old heterozygous transgenic females and aged-matched transgene-negative littermates were used. Transgenic mice (n = 16-17 per treatment group) received two subcutaneous injections of vehicle, CHF5074 (10 or 30 or 100 mg/kg) or DAPT (100 mg/kg) 24 and 3 hours before behavioural testing (training session of the contextual fear conditioning test). Aged-matched wild-type animals (n = 26-27 per treatment group) received two subcutaneous injections of vehicle, CHF5074 (10 or 30 or 100 mg/kg) or DAPT (100 mg/kg) 24 and 3 hours before behavioural testing. Mice were trained and tested on 2 consecutive days (1). Training consisted of placing an animal in a chamber, illuminating...
stimulus and house lights, and allowing exploration for 2 min (Ugo Basile Fear Conditioning, Calco, Varese, Italy). Afterward, an auditory cue [2 Hz] conditioned stimulus was presented for 15 sec A footshock [1.5 mAmp] was administered for the final 2 sec of the conditioned stimulus. This procedure was repeated and mice were removed from the chamber 30 sec later. Twenty-four hours after training, mice were returned to the same chambers in which training occurred (context), and freezing behavior was recorded by a computerized camera. At the end of the 5-min context test, mice were returned to their home cage. Approximately 1 h later, freezing was recorded in novel environment and in response to the cue. Freezing was expressed as a percentage of time in each portion of the test in which the animal remained immobile (at least 95% of his body for at least 500 msec). All phases of the test were recorded and immobility was detected by using the video tracking and analysis software ANY-maze (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL). Data were analyzed with the appropriate model of analysis of variance (ANOVA) depending from the type of variable. Behavioral data were analyzed with two-way analysis of variance with “genotype” (wild-type and Tg2576) and “treatment” (vehicle, DAPT, CHF5074) as fixed factors and mouse as random factor. For balanced design (object recognition task), the ANOVA model included also “genotype by treatment” as fixed factor. Post hoc comparisons were directed only versus the transgenic control group (Tg2576-Vehicle) to reduce the loss of power due to multiple testing and were carried out with the Holm-Sidak’s test. If needed, data were properly transformed (logarithmic or square root) to improve normality and homoscedasticity. Two-tailed $p$ values were calculated. Calculations were done with the statistical software SigmaStat™ (Version 3.5, SPSS, Chicago, IL). Results were generally presented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM).

RESULTS
Subcutaneous doses of 10, 30 and 100 mg/kg of CHF5074 were administered 24 and 3 hours before the training session. During Day 1, freezing in baseline freezing was similar in all groups. During Day 2, vehicle-treated Tg2576 mice had significantly lower freezing to the context than vehicle-treated wild-type mice (59.1 ± 3.9% vs 77.5 ± 2.6%, $p < 0.001$, Figure 1a). CHF5074 showed a bell-shaped dose-response curve with a non-significant increase of the contextual freezing with the 10 mg/kg dose (66.1 ± 3.6%, $p = 0.128$), a significant improvement with 30 mg/kg (71.5 ± 3.9%, $p = 0.008$) and no effects with the highest dose of 100 mg/kg (58.1 ± 4.6%) (Figure 1a). Compared to transgenic controls, DAPT 100 mg/kg had no effects on contextual freezing (55.6 ± 5.8%, Figure 1a). In wild-type mice, neither CHF5074 (100 mg/kg) nor DAPT (100 mg/kg) had effects on contextual freezing compared to vehicle-treated animals (78.1 ± 3.1% and 76.3 ± 3.0%, respectively, Figure 1a). There were no significant differences between treatment groups on freezing to sound.

DISCUSSION
CHF5074 is a new NSAID derivative, in which the anti-cyclooxygenase activity has been removed and anti-Aβ$_{42}$ secretory properties potentiated (Peretto et al., 2005). Chronic treatment with CHF5074 in the diet (375 ppm for 4 months) markedly reduced brain Aβ burden (~52% in the cortex; ~77% in the hippocampus) (Imbimbo et al., 2007a) and completely reversed contextual memory deficit (Imbimbo et al., 2010). In the present study we found that CHF5074 improved memory after an acute treatment of young, plaque-free Tg2576 mice. The beneficial effects of acute and subchronic treatment with CHF5074 in young, plaque-free transgenic mice appear to be independent from an effect on soluble Aβ species, thus suggesting alternative hypotheses which require further investigations.
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ABSTRACT

Locomotor activity (LMA) is typically used as a primary screen for pharmacological characterization of novel compounds. This can be as either a side-effect profiling screen or in LMA-challenge tests thought to be predictive of therapeutic efficacy. As alterations in locomotory behavior can be induced by modulation of numerous neuronal networks and their associated neurotransmitters, LMA can be altered by a broad range of drugs such as neuroleptics, benzodiazepines, opiates, and psychostimulants. Current video tracking systems are essentially unlimited with respect to the number of arenas that can be monitored (e.g. Ethovision XT: up to 100 arenas). However, within the laboratory setting it is generally unfeasible to fully utilize this large capacity for rodent studies. As locomotor activity can be influenced by multiple environmental factors (test chamber properties, ambient light, temperature, noise etc), we aimed to develop and construct a compact, user-friendly, multiple chamber behavioral recording system utilizing Ethovision XT (Noldus Information Technology BV, Netherlands).

The setup was designed and constructed with key principles such as ease of use, multi-functionality, low cost and robustness. The system comprises of sixteen recording chambers that can house arenas of varying size and shape making it suitable for both rats and mice. Controllable light-emitting diodes above each chamber provide illumination (white light) at a controllable light intensity and in addition, dark-period recording is also possible as an infra-red background illumination system was incorporated into the base of each chamber. This capability also permits tracking of animals with differing fur color. The system was designed such that cleaning between recording sessions is easy and its multifunctional design makes it possible to utilize the setup for different studies such as open field, light/dark box, marble burying, conditioned place preference and simple recognition memory tests.

To pharmacologically validate this new equipment, a series of pilot studies were conducted characterizing the effects of known hypo and hyper-locomotory agents that have been previously assessed in a standard beam-break LMA apparatus. Haloperidol (0.01-0.16mg/kg; s.c; 30 mins PTT) and amphetamine (0.31-20mg/kg; s.c; 30 mins PTT) was administered to NMRI mice (Charles River) and locomotor activity recorded for thirty minutes. As expected, both compounds elicited hypo-LMA (haloperidol) and hyper-LMA (amphetamine) effects that were in-line with historical data generated in the beam-break apparatus. Surprisingly however, there were important differences in both the magnitude of pharmacological-induced effects but

Figure 1. Experimental setup.
perhaps more importantly a change in the sensitivity between detection of true LMA and stereotyped behaviors. For example, at higher doses of amphetamine where animals are clearly displaying stereotypic behaviors (sniffing, head weaving etc) the beam-break apparatus shows this as minimal LMA activity whereas the Ethovision detects this as LMA and therefore shows higher values.

In conclusion, we have designed, constructed and pharmacologically validated a novel, low-cost, multifunctional, video-based LMA recording system that has significantly increased experimental throughput. Although, the preliminary pharmacological study has shown similarities between datasets generated in this new apparatus and historical studies, it has become apparent that due to subtle differences between beam-break and video-based recording systems, data may not always be comparable. Further development/calibration of this system may resolve some of these issues, but potentially improvements in the detection of LMA vs. stereotyped behaviors may require an acquisition system upgrade.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we related team members’ personality traits to team process behaviour, especially communication and team performance. We video registered 17 operator teams (N=90) in a Simulator Centre of a Hungarian Nuclear Power Plant. The analyses focused on personality traits related to Big Five factors and scales, communication pattern used under team process and the team performance based on overall evaluation and behaviour markers of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ skills. Our results revealed that observable behaviour markers of team performance have strong relationship with the certain personality traits, and team related communication utterances.
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INTRODUCTION
Numerous organisations tend to require effective professional teamwork in a high risk environment because expert teams have deep professional knowledge and are supposed to have fewer personal problems and conflicts between the members. In professional teams the personnel is strongly motivated to perform successfully and to maintain high standards of safety, so it can be assumed that they are all aware of the basic standards of professional proficiency. The strong professional cultures have its own positive and detrimental aspects: strong motivation to do well their tasks, strong pride in their profession, training that stresses the need for perfection, sense of personal invulnerability, maintaining high individual standards, continual performance evaluation, pushing the limits of performance – “press-on”, invulnerability to fatigue and other frailties. We were motivated by all these above-mentioned characteristics to further examine the personality of the operator team members of the Nuclear Power Plant sector in details. Little is known about how personality traits predict work behaviour. In general psychologists analysing the personality traits predict the future behaviour in the workplace and rarely take into account those moderators that can influence prediction validity. Moderators can be for example the autonomy of the work situation. Testing the moderator role of the autonomy on personality-performance relations revealed positive relations between both Extroversion and Agreeableness and the performance criteria when the autonomy was high. Negative relations are found between Agreeableness and the criterion of job performance when autonomy is low. Otherwise Barrick, Mount [3] investigated the moderating role of autonomy on the relationship between the Big Five personality dimensions and supervisor ratings of job performance. Results indicate that the Conscientiousness and Extraversion factors are greater for managers in jobs with high autonomy compared with those in jobs with low autonomy. These results indicate that personality-contextual performance correlations vary across situations with different expectations for performance.

Despite the renaissance of teamwork, relatively little is known about how the individual contributes to the team intra-group processes and outcomes. The dominant way of thinking about the team is the input-process-output model [3]. The inputs can be divided into three categories: 1) individual-level factor (e.g., team member attributes, personality, skills), 2) group-level factors (e.g., structure and size) and 3) environmental-level factors (e.g., task characteristics, level of the autonomy). Intragroup process refers to interactions that take place among the team members and include interaction patterns such as conflict, efforts toward leadership and those communication patterns that differentiate teams from each other. Team output refers...
to team outcomes associated with productivity, performance, as well as capability of team members to continue the work cooperatively. Based on this theoretical framework, our study focuses on the team-members’ personality (input) and their relationship with the teams’ communication patterns (team-process) and the whole team performance based on experts’ overall evaluation and behavioural markers of hard and soft skills (output).

METHOD
The data collection was based on 17 operator teams (N=90) interactions analysis in the Simulator Centre of Paks Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The NPP Simulator Centre is a very realistic, high fidelity tool that is widely used in training and examinations creating the required level of face-validity, to be relevant for real life situations. The Paks Nuclear Power Plant’s operator teams consist of four professional fields requiring the interaction of six members: Unit shift supervisor (USS), Reactor operator (ROP), Turbine operator (TOP), Field operator (FOP), Unit Electrician (UE), and Shift leader (SL).

Personality Measurement
The interest in identifying personality predictors of job performance has led researchers to use the Five Factor Personality Model (Big Five) as an important conceptual tool. In our research the NEO-PI-R personality Questionnaire by Costa and McCrae [4] was used. Each team member (N=96) was asked to fulfill the NEO-PI-R personality questionnaire some days prior to the scenario. The questionnaire based on Five Factor Personality Model measures major domains of personality:

- Neuroticism (N): the tendency to experience nervousness, tension, anxiety, emotional instability, hostility and sadness.
- Extraversion (E): an energetic approach to the external world, including sociability, assertiveness and positive emotionality.
- Openness to experience (O): describes the breadth, depth, originality and complexity of an individual’s mental and experiential life.
- Agreeableness (A): the quality of one's interpersonal interactions along a continuum from compassion and altruism to antagonism.
- Conscientiousness (C): persistence, organization, and motivation in goal-directed behaviours, and socially prescribed impulse control.

NEO-PI-R personality Questionnaire measures the five major domains of personality, as well as the six scales that define each domain.

The predictive power of the model within the employment context has often been demonstrated [1,2,6,7].

Team Communication Measurement
Together with the instructors we chose a simulator scenario that every team had to perform. The mean duration of the scenario is about 35 minutes. A video recording was made of the operators’ activity during the selected scenario. At the beginning of the simulation study, the instructor informed the teams about this, but they did not know exactly which of the programmed scenarios would be videotaped. The role of instructors was to coordinate technically the team operation throughout the scenario and to evaluate the performance at the end of the scenario.

All the recorded conversations of the operators were transcribed in chronological order, identifying the operators’ verbal utterances by two independent expert raters. This study only focuses on the communication utterances that are likely to be related to non-technical, team-oriented communication in the team and the major influence on the team atmosphere stemming from the individual personality. The major team-oriented communication dimensions were the following:

- Relation (R): The principle features of team work in high risk environment are the relation-related utterances, maintenance of contact, relationship, and vigilance in sentences, like “Hold the line please!”, naming the addressee, etc.
- Politeness (P): The speaker gives a command, information, question or affirmation formulated politely, including formulates such as “thank you”, “Would you so kind…”, “Do it, please”. This communication form determines the team atmosphere, and indicates the mutual respect among team members.
- Motivation (M): Encouragement, formulated as reinforcement, completed with motivation, stimulation. For example “It’s perfect, just go on!”
- First person plural (We): The speaker uses first person plural, expressed frequently in the form of “we, our, us, let’s”.
- Affection (A): Words describing emotions, someone’s emotional status, indicating astonishment, exasperation, frustration, excitement, relieve happiness or contentment. For example “I regret it”, “I’m quite happy” or laughing.
- Thinking, cognitive (T): Words indicating cognitive process. For example „I think…“, „Attention!”, „If… than…“, “Check it!”. These utterances may suggest problem-solving mechanism and can increase especially in facing with technical troubles. It shows how the teams are willing to endeavour the problem-solving mechanism.

Performance Indicators
The performance measurements were based on two kinds of evaluations. After every scenario, the team as a unit performance was evaluated by instructors applying a 3-point Likert scale (1: poor; 2: average; 3: high). Furthermore, the instructors were asked to evaluate each individual’s skills according to task-relevant ‘hard’ skills (professional knowledge, problem-solving, comply with standards) and task-relevant ‘soft’ skills (communication, cooperation, impulsive control) using a 4-point Likert scale (1: weak, 2: acceptable, 3: good, 4: excellent). These
categories reflect every day used terminology in the organization and these skills are at the behaviour level directly observable.

**Ethical Statement**

The research has been authorised by the Management of Hungarian Nuclear Power Plant. All the research participants were informed about the research including the purpose of each measurement.

**RESULTS**

We found significant relation between some specific team-oriented communication dimensions and personality. A positive Pearson correlations has been revealed between politeness and Extroversion (E) ($r=0.34$, $p<0.00$), Openness to experience (O) ($r=0.26$, $p<0.05$) and Agreeableness (A) ($r=-0.31$, $p<0.00$), also a negative relation has been found between relation related communication dimension and Agreeableness (A) ($r=-0.40$, $p<0.00$). These types of communication utterances were more frequent where the team members are more sociable, assertive, active (Extroversion) and open to different feelings or fantasies (Openness to experience) but less straightforward, altruist or compliant (Agreeableness). Communication utterances related to problem-solving (Thinking) have a negative correlation with the Agreeableness (A) ($r=-0.31$, $p<0.00$) personality factor, too. This finding underlines Juhasz’s [5] preview study in which the Cognitive Performance Factor had a strong negative correlation with the Agreeableness (A) personality factor.

The analyses related to behaviour markers of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ skills proved to have significant relation to personality trait. Specifically, we found significant positive Pearson correlations between professional knowledge and Neuroticism (N) ($r=0.29$, $p<0.05$), problem solving and Conscientiousness (C) ($r=0.23$, $p<0.05$), cooperation and Neuroticism (N) ($r=0.28$, $p<0.05$) personality factors.

Team-performance as an output of the team process is directly influenced by Extroversion (E) and Conscientiousness (C) personality factors. Regression results for testing Team performance and the Big Five personality factors and scales show that Assertiveness ($β=0.248$, $p<0.05$) and one of the scale of Assertiveness, the Activity ($β=0.252$, $p<0.05$) Conscientiousness(C) ($β=0.290$, $p<0.05$) and two of the scales of Conscientiousness factor, Order ($β=0.332$, $p<0.005$) and Achievement striving ($β=0.298$, $p<0.05$) personality scales play a significant role in Team performance.

**CONCLUSION**

Our study reveals that relationship-oriented communication utterances were significantly related to Extroversion (E) and Openness to experience (O) personality factors. Taking into account the characteristics of these factors this result would have been expected. Even though, we found negative relation between relationship-oriented communication and Agreeableness (A) personality factor. Related findings were found in the Barrick, Mount [2] study, in which the predictive validity of Agreeableness (A) was investigated introducing autonomy as a moderator variable. The validity of Agreeableness (A) was also higher in high-autonomy jobs compared with low-autonomy ones, but the correlation was negative. These findings suggest that the degree of the job autonomy influences the validity of personality dimensions. It means that in NPP operator teams, where members work in high autonomy, so-called strong situation, some aspects of their personality traits are not permit to be evolved. During the team-process the hidden observable behaviour markers have got remarkable relationship with the personality traits. In conclusion, the professional knowledge and coordination behaviour markers show the most frequent relation with Neuroticism (N) and Conscientiousness (C) personality factors. It seems that these personality traits influence more the observable team behaviours. The stable role of Conscientiousness (C) in the work setting has been reinforced by Piedmont’s [7] results, where the Neuroticism (N) has a good influence on professional knowledge, communication and cooperation in teamwork.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work was to verify whether the u-shaped curve of attention concerning canceling and recall versus attractiveness, published by Brunner et al. [1], was valid for the observation of food stuff, too. It was assumed, that both visual attractive and objects with little visual attractiveness get more attention than objects, which are characterized by mediocre visual quality. Two series of five pictures of foodstuff out of three product classes (fresh fruit, vegetables and sausages) were presented to the test persons. These series contained one of five objects in different stages of decay, both ascending and descending compared to the four residual objects. Using a Tobii® T60 eye tracking device, the gazing behaviour of the participants was analyzed and statistically evaluated. The pre-assumed u-shaped curve of attention was verified in general, but it was figured out, that foodstuffs of bad appearance attract attention much more than foodstuffs of good visual quality.

Author Keywords
Eye-tracking, gazing bahaviour, visual attractiveness, curve of attention.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Inspired by Brunner, Reimer & Opwis’ [1] paper “Cancellation and Focus: The Impact of Feature Attractiveness on Recall” we set out to ascertain the applicability of this model in a food science context by utilizing an eye-tracking device; that is, whether images of foodstuffs in various states of decay result in a U-shaped curve (with maxima in either the most appetizing and most disgusting image element) for certain eye tracking parameters. The work by Brunner et al. is, in itself based on Houston, Sherman & Baker’s [2] model of “Cancellation and Focus”, which is in turn an extension of a previously established feature-matching model by Tversky [3]. While previous research on these models was mostly based on textual information, the subject matter in our case dictated an alternative approach based on visual attractiveness (since food choice is largely an instinctual process, and “appetizing” and “disgusting” concepts are greatly reduced in emotional impact when we attempt to put them into words). Furthermore, previous research by this department suggested gender differences in the time necessary to detect food spoilage, which we hoped to confirm statistically due to a larger number of participants and product categories in this study.

While Brunner et al. [1] sought to extrapolate the attractiveness of certain features from their persistence in the test subjects’ individual memory, eye tracking technology allows a more direct means of verification for the mental models mentioned above. By utilizing a current-generation Tobii® T60 eye tracking device, we were able to gain detailed insights into the impact of visual attractiveness (and, conversely, visual repulsiveness) on human gaze patterns. More specifically, we created 3 parallel lines of experiments, each representing a single major subgroup of food products (vegetables, fresh fruit and sausages). Each of these was further divided into two sub-experiments: One where a single food object was shown in various stages of spoilage over time while four others stayed unchanged, and another where we began by showing all 5 food objects in an advanced state of decomposition while one of them continuously gains attractiveness (i.e. the photos are shown in a time-reversed order). The advantages of the Tobii® eye tracking technology for this line of experiments are manifold: Unlike previous generations of eye trackers where precision usually came at the cost of greater intrusiveness and set-up time (for example by necessitating specialized contact lenses, head-mounted cameras or a fixed head position), the Tobii® system allows the participant to maintain a relatively relaxed and natural posture in front of the combined sensor/screen unit, also allowing a single operator to screen a large number of participants (183 recordings of females, 186 recordings of males) in a comparatively short amount of time (less than three weeks); the eye tracker comes pre-equipped with software for scheduling, managing and classifying participants and recordings and performing a
basic analysis of the experimental data, which we exported for a more in-depth analysis in Statgraphics and Senstools. Lastly, its easy use of operation and general intuitiveness of the graphical user interface allowed us to familiarize new operators with the basic functions of the device in less than an hour.

It should be noted that as in previous works on this topic, in this paper the term “attractiveness” was used in a sense of “visually pleasing/appealing”. In an eye tracking context, “attractiveness” might also be interpreted to mean “attracting the eye’s attention”, under which definition both appetizing and disgusting items would be considered “attractive”. For this reason, we tried to avoid this potentially ambiguous term and replace it with “spoiled” and “unspoiled” when applicable. We also suggest using the term “attention-grabbing”, commonly found in literature concerning the theory of incentive salience, as a neutral term for the tendency of an object to captivate a person’s attention, regardless of that person’s emotional response to it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>tomato</th>
<th>bell pepper</th>
<th>peach</th>
<th>banana</th>
<th>spicy sausage</th>
<th>turkey sausage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First fixation duration</strong></td>
<td>b=0.135 **</td>
<td>b=0.010</td>
<td>b=-0.002</td>
<td>b=0.009</td>
<td>b=0.002</td>
<td>b=0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=8.79</td>
<td>r²=0.36</td>
<td>r²=0.03</td>
<td>r²=0.32</td>
<td>r²=0.02</td>
<td>r²=0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixations before</strong></td>
<td>b=-1.337 **</td>
<td>b=-0.186</td>
<td>b=-1.43 **</td>
<td>b=-0.356</td>
<td>b=-1.037 **</td>
<td>b=0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=15.26</td>
<td>r²=0.29</td>
<td>r²=17.14</td>
<td>r²=0.43</td>
<td>r²=5.93</td>
<td>r²=1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixation count</strong></td>
<td>b=0.562 **</td>
<td>b=0.905 **</td>
<td>b=2.018 **</td>
<td>b=0.593</td>
<td>b=1.843 **</td>
<td>b=0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=6.90</td>
<td>r²=12.26</td>
<td>r²=29.67</td>
<td>r²=4.14</td>
<td>r²=21.63</td>
<td>r²=0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixation length</strong></td>
<td>b=0.608 **</td>
<td>b=0.460 **</td>
<td>b=0.803 **</td>
<td>b=0.276</td>
<td>b=0.673</td>
<td>b=0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=23.97</td>
<td>r²=16.19</td>
<td>r²=31.31</td>
<td>r²=5.08</td>
<td>r²=25.17</td>
<td>r²=0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observation count</strong></td>
<td>b=0.29 **</td>
<td>b=0.208 **</td>
<td>b=0.263 **</td>
<td>b=0.138</td>
<td>b=0.288</td>
<td>b=0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=5.65</td>
<td>r²=3.41</td>
<td>r²=5.40</td>
<td>r²=1.70</td>
<td>r²=6.26</td>
<td>r²=0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Observation length</strong></td>
<td>b=0.609 **</td>
<td>b=0.492 **</td>
<td>b=0.879 **</td>
<td>b=0.300</td>
<td>b=0.709</td>
<td>b=0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=21.21</td>
<td>r²=17.17</td>
<td>r²=32.43</td>
<td>r²=5.68</td>
<td>r²=25.19</td>
<td>r²=1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time to first fixation</strong></td>
<td>b=-0.527 **</td>
<td>b=-0.059 **</td>
<td>b=-0.519 **</td>
<td>b=-0.100</td>
<td>b=-0.391 **</td>
<td>b=0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r²=17.92</td>
<td>r²=0.20</td>
<td>r²=20.16</td>
<td>r²=0.32</td>
<td>r²=7.13</td>
<td>r²=1.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**... 99% confidence interval
*... 95% confidence interval
b...slope of the regression line
r²...coefficient of determination
↑...image presented progresses from „spoiled“ to „unspoiled“
↓... image presented progresses from „unspoiled“ to „spoiled“

Table 1. Eye tracking parameters vs. objects. Fields marked in light grey show values that increase with greater attention, while fields in dark grey show values that decrease as the object becomes more attention-grabbing.
RESULTS

Our analysis of the experimental data confirmed the strong attention-grabbing properties of a single visually repulsive food item surrounded by four unspoiled ones, while those of a single unspoiled item surrounded by four spoiled ones seem to be significantly less pronounced. The results are summarized in Table 1. The visual attention curve is thus more accurately described as a “half ready U-curve” than a “U-curve” for the parameters “fixation count”, “fixation length”, “observation count” and “observation length” (see Figure 1, case 1). For “fixations before” and “time to first fixation”, this curve is inverted (see Figure 1, case 1).

It should also be noted that different forms of spoilage generate different amounts of visual attention. The bell pepper consistently shows a significantly higher coefficient of determination than the banana and turkey sausage, the latter only having a coefficient determination of 1.65 percent. While the banana undergoes a massive change in colour (almost completely yellow to almost completely brown) over the course of the pictures, the bell pepper retains its general coloration, instead undergoing a visible change in texture. The reason for the banana not producing as much visual attention is likely that a certain amount of brown spots on the peel are acceptable for the inside still to be considered edible; on the other hand, visible shriveling of a bell pepper indicates a loss of crispness and thus significantly reduced palatability. The turkey sausage showed only mild discoloration even in later stages of spoilage; furthermore, another sausage in the picture set drew significantly more visual attention due to being visibly overgrown with white-colored mould.

In contrast to the findings from previous experiments of our department suggesting gender differences in visual spoilage detection, we could not demonstrate a statistically significant difference in the gaze patterns of male and female participants in this study.
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ABSTRACT

The intolerance-to-delay (ID) task, classically used to measure behavioural impulsivity in rodent models, requires the setting of specific temporal constraints: daily session length, reward delay intervals, and duration of timeout, i.e. the period following food delivery during which responding is without scheduled consequences. Here we focus on the impact of the timeout (TO) interval, to ascertain whether it affects or not the perception of delays. As expected, individual differences in the preference for large-late vs small-soon rewards emerged, with the identification of two distinct rat subpopulations: one with a nearly horizontal curve (“non-impulsive”) and another with a very steep slope (“impulsive”). Noteworthy, the reaction to increasing delay length was affected by the TO duration, but only as a function of individual temperament. Interestingly, the use of extended timeout periods further decreased impulsive choice in already delay-tolerant rats. In conclusion, we demonstrate that TO is a key constraint of the ID task and therefore should be handled carefully.
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INTRODUCTION

Impulsivity is a key symptom of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a neuropsychiatric syndrome affecting infants and adolescents, and is also common in obsessive-compulsive and addictive disorders. Behavioural impulsivity is usually studied in rodent models with the intolerance-to-delay (ID) task, involving the choice, by nose-poking, between either immediate small amounts of food, or larger amounts of food after a delay [3].

Besides the experimenter-imposed delay, another major constraint within the ID task (to be also set by the experimenter) is the timeout (TO) interval following food delivery (i.e. the period during which nose-poking is recorded but is without scheduled consequences). Therefore, experimental subjects are forced to respond after at least the TO is elapsed. Subjects will spontaneously show a slight interval of further waiting, termed response time (RT). Hence, reinforcers and next responses will always be spaced by a mean inter-trial interval, i.e. the timeout interval plus the mean spontaneous waiting of subjects (mITI = TO + RT).

The introduction of delays is classically expected to generate a subjective state of aversion and to produce the shifting of preference towards the immediate delivery of a smaller-size reinforcer, despite lower payoff in the long term. However, we proposed that the mere absolute value of the delay duration has no universal significance per se, rather its impact on the subject could be dependent on other temporal features within the task [2]. Here, we discuss possible influences exerted by the timeout interval duration on decision making within the ID task. A refinement of ID tasks can be highly relevant to a deeper validation of preclinical models for ADHD and, more in general, of animal models for inhibitory control impairment.

METHODS

Food-restricted (88.13% ± 0.27% of their free-feeding body weight) Sprague-Dawley male rats were tested in operant chambers provided with two nose-poking holes (Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA, USA). Nose-poking in one hole (SS) resulted in the immediate delivery of a small amount of food (one 45 mg pellet, BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ, USA), whereas nose-poking in the other hole (LL) delivered a larger amount of food (five 45 mg pellets) after
a delay, which was increased progressively each day (from 0 s to 7 s, 15 s, 30 s, 45 s, 60 s, 75 s and finally 90 s, 8 daily sessions, preceded by 3 training sessions at delay 0 s). Following food delivery, the magazine light was turned on to signal the length of the timeout (TO), during which nose-poking was recorded but was without scheduled consequences. During the testing phase, a delay was inserted between nose-poking and large-reward delivery. The chamber light was kept on to signal the entire length of this delay. The small reward delivery was unchanged. Rats were assigned to three different timeout intervals (15 s, 30 s or 45 s; n=8 per group) and, consequently, to three different session lengths (20 min, 40 min, 60 min). This was intended to provide animals the opportunity to complete the same number of trials within the session.

Impulsivity can be measured by the steepness of the preference-delay curve. On the basis of the median value of steepness, we differentiated two distinct subpopulations [1]: an “impulsive” one, which shifted quickly towards the SS hole (i.e. with a very steep slope), and a “non-impulsive” one, with little or no shift. Therefore the two subpopulations were analyzed separately. In addition to the classical parameter of choice behaviour (percent LL preference), we calculated the mean spontaneous waiting (termed response time, RT) occurring between the end of each timeout (TO) and the next nose-poke. The pace between reinforcer deliveries and next responses, given by the mean inter-trial interval (mITI = TO + RT), was also calculated. Hence, we have recently proposed that the impact of any given delay may be proportional to this pace and be expressed as delay-equivalent odds, i.e. the extent by which delays are multiples of the mITI [2].

Data were analyzed using repeated-measures parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA). The general model was 8-level delay x 3-level timeout, with timeout (the three different interval durations) as between-subject factor and delay (one per daily session) as within-subject factor. Statistical analysis was performed using Statview II (Abacus Concepts, CA, USA). Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Significance level was set at p<0.05. Since this study was a methodological pilot, the sample size is quite small but a replication study is already planned.

RESULTS

Choice Behaviour

As expected, all animals showed a shift in preference from the large (LL) to the immediate (SS) reinforcer as the delay length increased. However, animals belonging to the group with the shortest TO (TO15 group) experienced a clear-cut intolerance much earlier (already at delays 7.5 s, 15 s and 30 s) than TO30 and TO45 animals. In fact, at these delay values, LL choices were significantly higher in rats belonging to the groups with higher TO (TO30 and TO45 groups) than in the corresponding controls (TO15 group). Therefore, at a first glance, the magnitude of intolerance generated by the introduction of the delays seemed to depend critically on the value which was chosen as TO.

The separate analysis of these two subpopulations revealed an unexpected profile. TO15 animals belonging to the “non-impulsive” subpopulation showed an interesting U-shaped curve. At lower delays, rats started shifting, with an apparent recovery of the percent LL preference starting from delay 45 s onward. Thus, at delay 90 s, subjects reached the same values they already showed at delay 0 s. As expected, “non-impulsive” rats of TO30 and TO45 never shifted to a clear-cut SS preference, being relatively “tolerant” despite highest delays (see Figure 1). On the contrary, delays had a quite strong impact on animals belonging to the “impulsive” subpopulation and this independently from the duration of the TO (see Figure 2). As a matter of fact, our hypothesis (i.e. the intrinsic value of the delay may be a function of the TO) was true only in the case of “non-impulsive” animals.

![Figure 1. Mean (± SEM) choice (%) of the large reinforcer (LL), shown by “non-impulsive” rats belonging to the three different TO interval groups (n=4 per group).](image1.png)

![Figure 2. Mean (± SEM) choice (%) of the large reinforcer (LL), shown by “impulsive” rats belonging to the three different TO interval groups (n=4 per group).](image2.png)
Spontaneous Waiting

Data revealed that, in the TO15 group, RT increased sharply (from around 18 s to around 27 s) when the imposed delay changed from 30 s to 45 s. In these animals, a clear recovery of LL preference comes along with a marked increase of RT values. Rats belonging to the TO30 group showed a gradual increase of response time when moving from no delay to a 90 s delay. It appears that the increasing delays directly influenced the length of rats’ spontaneous waiting (RT) before next decision. In the TO45 rats, a marked discontinuity (response time increasing from around 5 s to around 20 s) was evident between imposed delays of 7.5 s and 15 s. Moreover, RT decreased (from around 21 s to around 11 s) when imposed delay changed from 45 s to 60 s. Interestingly, compared with the other two groups, TO45 rats expressed markedly lower RT values during all sessions at very high delays (see Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Present data demonstrate that TO value is a crucial temporal constraint but only within subjects with little or no impulsivity.

Within the “non-impulsive” subpopulation, the main result is that TO30 and TO45 rats show some intolerance at higher delays when compared to TO15 rats. To explain this profile we propose that only delays that are extended enough, compared to the TO value, will generate a considerable drive to support the shift towards SS. Indeed, the specific delay length of 30 s had a quite low impact (i.e. a low odds value) in subjects used to a very long TO (TO45 and TO30 animals). Conversely, we can hypothesise that it was perceived as much more frustrating (i.e. equivalent to higher odds values) in subjects paced by quite a shorter TO (TO15 animals).

The RT profile observed in TO15 rats is consistent with previous work by our group. Indeed, a TO interval around 15-20 s and a session length around 20-25 min have been used so far in our hands. Under these conditions, a clear-cut discontinuity has been repeatedly observed between imposed delays of 30 s and 45 s, i.e. when imposed delay was equivalent to the mITI. Specifically, at that time point, the 15 s of TO plus the 18 s of RT give a mITI value of 33 s. As such, rats apparently begin to react when the delay value exceed the mITI.

The RT profile observed in TO30 animals are in agreement with the “linear waiting model”, a formal model of voluntary waiting in experimental animals [4]. Indeed, according to this model, the duration of pauses following food presentation is determined by the preceding inter-food interval. Thus, spontaneous pauses are directly proportional to increasing temporal distances between food deliveries (a behaviour termed “temporal tracking”). Reinforcing events are therefore progressively rarefied.

The use of extended timeout periods further decreased impulsive choice in already delay-tolerant rats and also affected the profile of RT. This possibly reflects the ability of these rats to cope with long paces between reinforcing events. In summary, delay-induced states of aversion may depend on previous adaptation to the rate of reinforcement, at least for non-impulsive individuals.
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ABSTRACT
Day to day variation among investigated objects, environmental disturbances and artifacts arising from hardware and data management systems, constitutes challenges to the quality of locomotor activity (LMA) data. We aim to demonstrate how multivariate analysis (MVA) can be applied for both quality monitoring and analysis enhancement of experimental data. To our knowledge, quality monitoring of animal experiments are in general almost absent and we are not aware of any commercial providers of equipment that provides good quality monitoring tools. The rationales for quality monitoring are several, most importantly, without comparable results between experiments it's usually impossible to draw conclusions of value. Even with a huge effort to keep experimental parameters as constant as possible there will probably be a relatively large day to day variation. If a lot of technicians are involved doing experiments and if we need to perform these kind of experiments on a daily basis both differences in the result between weekdays and between persons that perform the experiments are obvious factors to investigate as well as seasonal effects and a multitude of other factors. Other areas of investigation is the reliability of the equipment and to monitor and take care of unrealistic artifactual values . We would also like to know that our behavioral variables have a broad description of behavior (i.e. not only variables that have a strong correlation to activity). Finally, none of our efforts would be worth it if we couldn't replicate our trials and receive a similar result between replicates. This demand us to have sharp and reliable tools to evaluate our experiments. This novel method for quality monitoring has been developed in-house and has never before been published on behavioral data even though the methodology previously has been described [1] for other types of data (neurochemical indices).

The locomotor analysis system consists of eight motility meters with infrared beams (25Hz) in two levels for horizontal and vertical measures. Data quality is monitored in a semi-automated system. First an automatic software filtering is applied to check for data consistency in format and magnitude. Secondly 308 locomotor variables are automatically calculated from the 25Hz data generating LMA patterns for each individual. MVA monitoring of quality is performed by manually evaluating the control animals in each new experiment in relation to historic controls (n>5000) in a number of automatically generated multivariate models. Outlier animals are marked as "weak" or "severe" as well as the whole experiment (good/no good). The LMA patterns are further used for MVA of treatment effects on both a single- and multiple number experimental level [2,3].

The experiments were approved by the Local Animal Ethics Committee in Gothenburg
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ABSTRACT
Thermal tests have been widely used in rodents; one of the main models used is the hotplate test. Classically the hotplate test has been used as an indication of analgesia using 52.5°C as the thermal stimulus (South, S.M. 2009). With the development of new targets for pharmacotherapy some concern has orison over disruption of thermal perception (eg TRPV1). Thus, we would like to propose that the hotplate can provide a useful tool to address these concerns pre-clinically when it is used at higher temperatures and can be useful in the detection of impairment to temperature perception. In the present study, pharmacology was assessed using a TRPV1 antagonist (PF-3864086, PF-386). TRPV1 antagonists have been reported to have effects on thermal perception. These effects have been highlighted in clinical studies, namely arm emersion and hot water sipping test (ASCPT March 2009). PF-386 has a similar profile to the MK2295 published clinically and is utilised in this study.

Animals were acclimatised to the hotplate (Ugo Basile) prior to testing (at 48°C, a non-noxious temperature). Animals were then assessed over a range of temperatures (50°C, 52.5°C + 55°C) on consecutive days in the same batch of animals, i.e. 50°C day 1, 52.5°C day 2 and 55°C on day 3. Animals were placed on the hotplate and latency to respond was recorded in seconds (flinching, licking, biting or jumping). Baseline responses were taken on each test day to establish normal responses at a given temperature prior to pharmacological evaluation. PF-386 was assessed at 100+300mg/kg p.o. tested 1 +3hrs post dosing.

Results show that 100mg/kg significantly increased latency to respond at 52.5°C and 300mg/kg at 50°C, 52.5°C and 55°C.
These results indicate that there is impairment to thermal perception at these doses; the lack of effect with 100mg/kg at 55°C could be due to other TRP channels being activated at this higher temperature which are blocked only by the 300mg/kg dose. The data aligns with clinical data indicating that potential safety risks can be detected with this model. This model could be a useful translatable biomarker which could be extended to projects beyond TRPV1, to determine changes to normal thermal perception.
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**ABSTRACT**

In this work it was analyzed the antipredatory behaviour of the European spiny lobsters (*Palinurus elephas*) in presence of two natural predators: the European conger eel and the common octopus. Behaviour of lobsters and predators was audio-video monitored using water-proof cameras and a pre-amplified hydrophone. Analysis of the data allowed the study of the antipredatory behavioural events (including the sound emissions) of lobsters exposed individually or in groups to a single specimen of predator. No antipredatory behavioral events were observed during the control phase, neither acoustic signals audible by the operator were emitted. Predators used to attack mainly the groups of lobsters. During the test phase, indeed, the most frequent behavioral events were the Alert (a kind of behavior, never described) the Point and the Whip while the Tail Flip and the Lunge were mainly associated to the sound emissions. Although uncertainties still remain about the function of acoustic emissions, is possible to hypnotize that these sounds represent an integral part of defense mechanisms against the predators.

**Author Keywords**
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**INTRODUCTION**

The Mediterranean lobster (*Palinurus elephas*) shows a antipredatory behaviour in response to an imminent threat [5,1,2,8]. This behaviour could also comprise acoustic emissions, associated to other defence-related behavioural events or not, even if the motivational mechanisms determining this antipredatory attitude are not entirely known [4,7,6,9]. The aim of this work was to analyze European spiny lobster antipredatory behavioural events (*Palinurus elephas*) in relation to acoustic emissions, in presence of natural predators. The octopus, in fact, is an active predator of spiny lobsters [2] and the conger eel is known as a voracious predator of fish, cephalopods and crustaceans [3]. Consequently, this study employed the European spiny lobster (*Palinurus elephas*), the European conger eel (*Conger conger*) and the common octopus (*Octopus vulgaris*).

**METHODS**

The study was carried out using 50 European spiny lobsters, 5 European conger eels and 5 common octopuses. 20 experimental trials in total were carried out in a circular tank (3.0 m diameter), 10 of which with single lobsters (five with an octopus and five with a conger eel) and 10 (five by each predator) with groups of four lobsters. After an hour of acclimation, lobsters were monitored by an audio-video system for one hour without predators (control phase); then, a solitary predator was introduced into the tank and the monitoring was carried out for one hour (test phase). Visual monitoring was carried out using two water-proof cameras, the first one located on the bottom of the tank and the second one upon the tank. Signals coming from the video cameras and from a pre-amplified (VP1000, Reson, Slangerup, Denmark) hydrophone (8104, Bruel & Kjer, Naerum, Denmark) were synchronized and digitalized by DV-RT4 Real Time (D-Vision) card, managed by the DSE D-Vision (Torin, Italy) software. Audio-video files were analyzed in continuous and each behavioral event observed was noted. Eventual acoustic emission, associated to the other behavioral events, was also recorded. Behavioral events were identified and recorded on the basis of the general scheme proposed by Lavalli & Herrnkind [8] modified by the authors (Table 1). Moreover, a kind of...
behavioral event, never described before and named Alert, was recorded during the experiment. The entire work presented here complied with current regulations regarding animal experimentation in Italy.

RESULTS
During the control phase, no antipredatory behavioral events reported in the Table 1 were observed for all the lobsters, neither acoustic signals audible by the operator were emitted by the lobsters.

During the test phase, in relation to predator attacks, many behavioral events were observed and the most frequent of which were the Alert, the Point, and the Whip, respectively (Figure 1). Predators used to attack mainly the groups of lobsters and the conger eels carried out more predation attempts than the octopuses. In total, 2433 behavioural events were recorded of which 239 (10%) were Sound Emissions. (Table 2). Moreover, a positive relation was found between the total number of predator attacks and the total number of the acoustic emissions of lobsters, both individually and in group (Figure 2).

CONCLUSION
The present study pointed out an important relation between the lobster anti-predatory behavioral events and the sound emissions. This relation is more evident in the Tail flip and in the Lunge, that represent the behavioral events displayed by lobsters when in extreme danger of predation (the Tail flip is a quick removal from the predator, while the lunge is the quick move toward the predator). Although uncertainties still remain about the function of acoustic emissions and the identity of the targets of these emissions (as the majority of marine predators is not able to perceive lobsters’ emission frequencies, Buscaino et al. unpublished data), it is possible to hypnotize that the sounds represent, in association with other behaviors, an integral part of the defense mechanisms against the predators. Moreover, we described a behavioural event for which there is no evidence in the literature, which was called Alert and observed that the effectiveness of the “controlling” behavioural events (using with a higher frequency Alert, Point and Whip) reduce the frequency of the “last attempt” events (Tail Flip, Lunge).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tail Flip</th>
<th>Lunge</th>
<th>Parry</th>
<th>Whip</th>
<th>Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of events</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event with sound emission</td>
<td>140 (76)</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
<td>52 (13)</td>
<td>37 (11)</td>
<td>2 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event without sound emission</td>
<td>45 (24)</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
<td>334 (87)</td>
<td>315 (89)</td>
<td>593 (99,7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Audible sounds emitted by the lobsters in association behavioral events recorded during the test phase.
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ABSTRACT
Response conflicts occur when spatial features of a stimulus, although task-irrelevant, are incongruent with spatial features of the response, which leads to longer reaction times and higher error rates (Simon effect). To identify brain areas relevant for conflict processing as well as associated neuronal mechanisms in rats, we combined auditory Simon tasks in an operant chamber with positron emission tomography (PET). As tracer we used [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), which accumulates in active cells and therefore allows to perform the PET scan (FDG-PET) after the rat has completed the cognitive task. Rats showed a robust Simon effect including sequential modulation, similar to the findings in human participants. Our subtractive as well as correlative analyses of PET data revealed that a prefrontal cortical area, the prelimbic cortex, the striatum, and the premotor area M2 were involved in conflict processing. The results of this study support the dual route model established for the processing of response conflicts.
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INTRODUCTION
Everyday’s activities such as writing an e-mail during a telephone call or driving a car while talking to a fellow passenger lead to conflicts in the cognitive system. Such phenomena are characterized by conflicting results of parallel information processing, which leads to higher reaction times and increased error rates. It is thought that the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex is involved in monitoring such conflicts and prefrontal areas in resolving them [5]. However, the exact location of involved brain areas are not known so far. Recently, it was shown that rats are able to perform an auditory conflict task, which generates a Simon effect [1]. The Simon effect is a neuropsychological interference effect in which reaction times are longer and errors more frequent when spatial features of the stimulus (although task-irrelevant) are inconsistent with spatial attributes of the response [7]. A dual route model has been proposed to explain the Simon effect [2]: A fast automatic route processes task-irrelevant stimulus location and selects a response directed towards the stimulus, whereas a slower intentional route uses the relevant stimulus feature to select the appropriate response established during training. The resulting response conflict delays performance in the current trial and initiate conflict monitoring and resolution mechanisms, which reduce conflict effects in the next trial (sequential effects, [3,8]).

To study the neural basis of conflict processing in animal models, invasive techniques like brain lesions or pharmacological manipulations have frequently been used. However, brain imaging has the advantage of displaying focal activity of the entire brain in intact animals. While fMRI is not suitable for tasks where the animals are required to move freely, it was recently shown that combining microPET imaging using FDG-PET in combination with a behavioural task is suitable to study...
stress in rats [4,9]. In the current experiment, we set up an auditory Simon task for rats in an operant chamber, which can be easily combined with microPET imaging to study the functional anatomy of conflict processing.

BEHAVIOURAL TASK
Measuring reaction times in rodents is difficult because whole body movements are required for responses and therefore large individual differences occur. To overcome this problem, we developed a nose poke-induced Simon paradigm (Figure 1) placed in an operant conditioning chamber (Med associates Inc. Georgia, VM, USA).

Eight Lister hooded rats (Rattus norvegicus) were trained to perform an auditory Simon task. Auditory stimuli were presented unilaterally, and response side (left/right) was indicated by stimulus pitch (10 kHz, 15 kHz; relevant stimulus feature). When stimulus and correct response were on the same side, this was defined as a non-conflicting condition (compatible). In conflicting trials (incompatible), stimulus and required response were on opposite sides. Reaction times and error rates where measured. Four animals performed four different tests each combined with microPET. In the control task, sound was presented bilaterally (neutral task T\textsubscript{N}). T\textsubscript{C} consisted of 100 % compatible trials, and T\textsubscript{I} of 100 % incompatible trials. In T\textsubscript{R}, 50 % compatible and 50 % incompatible trials followed each other randomly.

MICROPET
The animals received an intraperitoneal injection of 2 mCi FDG during a brief anesthesia. After five minutes, rats performed a Simon task in an operant chamber for 30 min. During this period FDG was taken up by glucose transporters, phosphorylated by hexokinase but not further metabolized and therefore accumulated in cells with high metabolic activity. MicroPET scans took place under isoflurane inhalation anesthesia in a Focus 220 microPET scanner (CTI/Siemens Knoxville, TN) with a resolution at center of field of view of 1.4 mm. Emission data were taken over 30 min starting 60 min after FDG injection. Following Fourier rebinning, data were reconstructed using OSEM3D/MAP reconstruction [6] resulting in voxel sizes of 0.38 x 0.38 x 0.82 mm. To rule out gross structural brain anomalies and to provide individual templates for co-registration of the PET images, T2-weighted structural MR images were acquired. MRI and PET data were analyzed with the help of the imaging tool VINCI [10].

RESULTS
As predicted, we observed significantly shorter reaction times as well as lower error rates in compatible compared to incompatible trials. Furthermore, we could demonstrate sequential modulation, i.e., a Simon effect was only present if the preceding trial was compatible. The analysis of the PET data revealed different activation patterns for different task settings. We detected increased metabolic activity in the right prelimbic cortex during T\textsubscript{I} and T\textsubscript{R} compared to T\textsubscript{N}, indicating that this region is involved in conflict processing. Additionally, a part of the left striatum displayed decreased activation during T\textsubscript{I} and T\textsubscript{R}, which may be related to the suppression of unwanted movements. During T\textsubscript{R}, metabolic activity of both left and right anterior premotor cortex was positively correlated to error rate, indicating that animals with high aM2 activity were prone to errors.

CONCLUSION
FDG-PET using high resolution microPET scanners is a promising technique to study the metabolic activity of brain areas related to conflict processing in small animals. We have identified a prefrontal area, the prelimbic cortex, to be involved in conflict processing, which is in line with human findings. Furthermore, our results are in accordance with the dual route processing model. Because rats show robust Simon effects including sequential modulation, they are suitable animal models to investigate conflict monitoring as well as conflict resolution processes and its modulation by brain function disturbances such as stroke.

All animal procedures were in accordance with the German Laws for Animal Protection and were approved by the local animal care committee and local governmental authorities.
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ABSTRACT
The presented work reflects the scientific research on and development of the FishFITMonitor (FFM), an innovative telemetric system for simultaneous monitoring of multiple physiological and behavioural parameters of free swimming fish. The miniaturization of the developed sensor system allows the integrated measurement of temperature, DC resistance of the direct cell environment, cellular electrical potential, electromyography (EMG), three dimensional swimming acceleration, heart rate and breathing rate.

The FishFITMonitor is a new approach for the combined evaluation of physiological and behavioural parameters. The assessment of the fish status is carried out by the mean of chronobiological regulation diagnostics. Therefore a set of time series analysis functions is applied to prepare the sensor signals as input for an artificial neural network (ANN) which then analyses distribution, stability, changes and synchronisation of the chronobiologic regulation states of all measured parameters. At the first developmental stage the system will be usable in restricted size aquaria, basins or smaller ponds.

Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
MacIntyre [6] suggested that animal health is a central tenet of animal welfare. A reliable evaluation and monitoring of health and welfare in laboratory, domestic or farm animals is still one of the most challenging issues in animal behaviour research and even for the development of appropriate measuring techniques and evaluation methods. Especially for fish the natural borders between us as human observers and the individuals of interest limit the access to behavioural and physiological data on which health and welfare estimations can be based. Therefore welfare in fish has not been studied to the same extent as in terrestrial animals. Deviations of measures from normality enable us to say that fish are stressed and have impaired welfare and health, but it is still difficult to evaluate the extent of impairment or forecast if the animals might return to normality or show mortality [4].

Following these considerations and based on the experiences with conventional telemetric systems (5; 7) and the methods of chronobiological regulation diagnostics in humans and mammals [1; 2] we decided to develop a miniaturized integrated sensor and evaluation system for the simultaneous online monitoring of several physiological and behavioural parameters in fish.

SYSTEM DESIGN
Mechanical Design
The design goals of the FFM-sensor node had to ensure a size small enough for implantation into the peritoneum of fish to pick up the vital parameters without impairing the observed individual. Therefore we constructed the FFM sensor node of water resistant bio-compatible material build in a rapid prototyping process. We gave it the shape of a flattened ellipsoid with embedded flat electrodes avoiding sharp edges. With eight micro screws and a rubber seal we obtain an absolute water resistant packaging. The screws...
are covered on top and bottom with a plastic faceplate to ensure hermetic encapsulation. The overall dimensions of the sensor node are recently 50x20x12 mm and its weight is about 10 g therefore applicable for fish of about 1 kg weight. Figure 1 and 2 show the main design of the sensor node.

Electric Design
We are recently using a 1 Ah battery as a power source. With a sample and communication rate of one second the lifetime is about 40 days. Within the next year we are planning a further miniaturisation as well as an already tested wireless power recharging technology.

To ensure a high data rate of 250 kbps required by a sample rate of once per second with eight analogue channels we decided to use digital radio frequency (RF) communication.

Because of the limited energy resources we optimised the system for low power consumption. Therefore we use an energy saving microcontroller MSP430F147 and a RF transceiver CC1101 from Texas Instruments. For a dataset of eight channels containing 16 bytes of data, the transceiver is only busy for one millisecond. Because of a small bandwidth of the vital parameter signals we applied two instrumentation amplifiers and seven operational amplifiers with a low gain bandwidth but even very low power consumption. Despite of an high signal attenuation through the fish and the water we can cover a volume of one cubic meter of the swimming tank with an average signal level of -70.52dBm.

Sensors
We integrated five gold electrodes of 1 cm diameter into the flattened upper and lower sides of the sensor node to measure the electrophysiological signals. For the DC resistance of the direct cell-environment we use two electrodes with a distance of 2.5cm. The measurement current is limited to 5μA thus avoiding a stimulation of the nervous system of the fish. The three electrodes at the other side measure the cellular electrical potential and the EMG whereas the middle electrode is the reference connected to the circuit ground. All sensors are sampled by an ADC with a resolution of 12Bit. For temperature measurements from 0°C to 40°C two NTC thermistors are connected directly to the housing for minimum thermal resistance. With a 3D acceleration sensor we determine the orientation in the swimming tank and the momentary acceleration of the fish. The resolution is 2nG or 0.019N. Two recently integrated pressure sensors at the front and back end of the sensor node will measure the longitudinal pressure waves caused by heart beats and breathing of the animal.

DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS
For the first experimental and developmental tests our sensor system had to cover a measurement period of a minimum of three weeks and to record one dataset every second. For the RF communication we decided to use a frequency division (FDMA) method and a point to point connection for the first implementation. This technique is very energy saving, avoiding collisions and overhearing problems. We could prove a reliable data transfer from all sensor channels to the post processing in the RF gateway and the PC software. The conversion of the digital signals to the physical units is then done by the PC software.

To avoid the problems of regular calibration of all sensors we focus on the chronobiological analysis and evaluation of datasets. Doing this the only exactly calibrated and reliable measurement we need to have is the sample timestamp of every single measurement. The chronobiological regulation diagnostics [Balzer] uses the frequency distribution of regulation states over a certain time span for the assessment of the state of the whole organism.

Therefore first a set of time series analysis functions are applied to a selected time span (normally two times 20 s) of the sensor signals during a pre-processing step. We remove trends, determine the main period lengths of the parameters oscillation by autocorrelation and power spectral analysis while stepwise moving the observed time frame through the whole dataset. Finally we determine the frequency distribution of the calculated main period lengths for each 20 s interval. These frequencies are the main input for an artificial neuronal network (ANN) which then determines regulation states according to the Periodic System of Regulation States by Balzer [2] The output of the ANN is recently composed of 42 output nodes which stand for regulation states. The node with the highest output enumerator represents most likely that of the fish during the observed time period. The working cycle of the ANN corresponds to the sensor signal sample rate, so every second the regulation state of a single physiologic/behavioural parameter is calculated.
To visualise the results achieved by this procedure we show exemplarily the frequency distribution of regulation states of one fish for the x-y-z acceleration parameters, the temperature and the tissue resistance in Figure 3. The three observation periods represent:

a) half an hour after implantation, still under the influence of anaesthetics and deactivated

b) three to four hours after implantation, fish is already recovering, in an activated state

c) three hours after light off at the evening, fish is more deactivated (relaxed) and slightly more adaptive

These are very first and preliminary results. For fish species we will still have to test and ‘teach’ the ANN by a human interpreter who ‘informs’ the ANN about the ‘meaning’ of the observed behaviour or status of the fish on the basis of distinct experiments with defined stress situations. Thus the ANN will learn figuratively from the fish.

CONCLUSION

With the FischFITMonitor we could present a miniaturized implantable wireless sensor node with eight sensor channels for real-time monitoring of vital parameters in fish. We could show the functionality and reliability of measurements and the possibility of an evaluation of recorded data by means of the chronobiological regulation diagnostics leading to conceivable results in the sense of health and welfare status of fish. Next steps must include a further miniaturisation of the sensor (by 30%), the wireless power supply recharge and a time division based communication (TDMA) for multiple sensor nodes.

By specific experiments we will train the ANN to recognise stress situations and health impairments in different fish species.

**Ethical Statement**

The experiments comply with the German Guidelines for Animal Care and were approved by the Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales, Sächsische Str. 28-30, 10707 Berlin, Germany, Reg-No. G 0378/08.
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ABSTRACT

In the present study our aim was to spatially characterize the electrocardiogram (ECG) during the free navigation of rats in an open space via 2D maps. The development of the necessary tools (hardware, analytical) to carry out this mapping should allow us in the future to obtain a physiological correlate of different behaviours. With that purpose, we recorded the ECG from Lister Hooded rats with three superficial electrodes while the rat was being tracked during free navigation in an 80x80 open field. The heart rate and heart rate variability were represented on relation to the spatial position in the field. These physiological measures provide information about the internal state of the animal during the performance of a particular task. In this presentation, we present analytical techniques to treat the ECG signal and to obtain heart rate variability and to represent it in 2D. A similar approach can be applied to the spatial representation of other physiological signals.
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INTRODUCTION

Willem Einthoven developed, in the early 1900’s, tools to observe and measure electrocardiogram (ECG) [1]. He received Nobel Prize in 1924 for his work. Since this time, ECG is a commonly recorded physiological measure. The calculation of heart rate variability (HRV), a measure of the variability of the interval between heart beats, provides information about the stress level, which is relevant information during behavioural tasks [2, 3]. On the other hand, cardiovascular rhythms have been described to determine the time of motor acts initiation [4, 5]. Therefore, it should be possible to find temporal correlations between heart rate changes and behaviour. Our aim here was to detect the possible correlation between physiological values and behaviour by characterizing the parameters of the ECG spatial map during the free navigation of rats in an open space.

DATA RECORDING

The electrocardiogram data (ECG) was recorded from the surface of the thorax of Lister Hooded rats (n= 5) with 3 electrodes attached to the skin and held by a vest. Rats were cared for and treated in accordance with the Spanish regulatory laws (BOE 256; 25-10-1990) which comply with the EU guidelines on protection of vertebrates used for experimentation (Strasbourg 3/18/1986). To increase the contact between the skin and electrodes, we use a conductive paste, a high-chloride abrasive electrolyte gel (Abralyt HiCl 1000 gr., EASYCAP GmbH). The animal was placed in a square maze (80x80cm) and allowed to freely navigate, being motivated by randomly delivered pellets. A camera synchronized with the ECG signal recorded the movement of animal in the maze. Data of the tracking (X; Y position) and data of ECG (raw ECG data) were acquired. In our study, we used two different acquisition systems to record ECG data, one from Axona Ltd, England (complete solution recording and video tracking) and the other one from g.tec, Austria (g.USBamp –recording-, g.ANTS – tracking-) in order to compare the performance of both systems available in our laboratory and to improve the compatibility of the analysis on different formats of datasets.
TEMPORAL ANALYSIS
From the ECG recorded along time we extract several parameters which in turn are temporal signals. First of all, the RR interval (interval between consecutive QRS complexes) was obtained.

For calculating the RR intervals, QRS complexes have to be detected. For that, we used an algorithm developed by GTEC in Matlab. This software includes a preliminary automatic detection of the QRS, which was supervised later by an experimenter. From RR intervals we obtained heart rate and different definitions of heart rate variability (HRV) over 5 seconds windows [3]:

- Heart Rate \( HR = \frac{1}{RR} \)
- Root Mean Square of the Mean Squared Difference of successive RR (RMSSD)

\[
RMSSD = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\text{#samp}} \sum_{i=1}^{\text{#samp}} (RR_{i-1} - RR_i)^2}
\]

- The proportion of the number of pairs of successive RRs that differ by more than 0.05 ms (pNN0.05)

\[
pNN0.05 = \frac{\# \text{pairs}}{\text{#samp}} \cdot \left \{ \begin{array}{ll}
0 & \text{if } |RR_{i+1} - RR_i| < 0.05\text{ms} \\
1 & \text{if } |RR_{i+1} - RR_i| \geq 0.05\text{ms}
\end{array} \right.
\]

Those variables of HRV reflect the stress of the animal doing a behaviour task [2].

2D MAPS
In order to study the relation of heart activity with position we transformed data from the time domain to the spatial domain (2D). As a first step, we drew raw data recorded by the tracking system to examine the trajectory of the animal (Figure 2).

Then, we divided the space into square bins (1x1cm) represented by positions in a matrix object. This matrix could board any kind of data to be represented in the space. Next, the time spent by the animal in every spatial bin was represented (Figure 3). This was constructed with tracking data, by summing up all the periods elapsed in the same bin (dwell time map).

Afterwards, the physiological signals that we had previously obtained in the temporal analysis (see above): HR, RMSSD, and pNN0.05 were represented (Figure 4). For this purpose, we aligned in time the position signal with the physiological signal, taking into account the difference in the number of samples, and upsampling or downsampling if necessary. From this alignment, we can know which the position of the rat for every value of the desired signal is, and we can assign this value to the corresponding position of the matrix object. Besides, it is common that the animal goes through the same place (bin) more than once.
Further manipulation of this 2D data lead to correlation maps between them.

CONCLUSION

We describe here a technique to acquire and analyze ECG to obtain the spatial mapping of the heart activity, and thus a measure of the internal state of the animal during navigation. The novelty of this technique is the 2D representation of heart rate and heart rate variability. Several protocols were carried out in our laboratory in order to study ECG and animal’s spatial behaviour. The results show changes in different ECG parameters depending on the navigational pattern and position. The next step should be to carry out the analysis on real time in order to be able to modify stimulation depending on the animal’s internal state. Real time would also allow feedback protocols based on ECG analysis. We plan to continue using the aforementioned techniques during the performance of different spatial behavioural protocols. Eventually, a third dimension (time) could be added to have a better understanding of the physiological and behavioural correlations.
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ABSTRACT

Foraging and trophallaxis behaviors towards a honeybee (HB) and a protein (P) based feeding baits were studied in Vespula germanica workers and larvae. Behavioral responses were described by observational methods and characterized by conventional statistics. Stereotypia indexes (SI) were estimated and contrasted within behaviors and between HB treatments. For foraging, the insecticide fipronil at two concentrations (LC20 and LC80 estimated for larvae) was contrasted against pure HB (control) but for trophallaxis, fipronil was compared at one concentration with the control. HB contaminated with a low concentration of fipronil did not significantly affect foraging and trophallaxis, allowing for larval exposure to this bait intended for workers. On the other hand, the P-based bait including fipronil at both concentrations was not foraged. The HB-bait loaded with the LC80 was foraged but trophallaxis did not occur. These results demonstrate the value of quantitative behavioral studies to develop pest management techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

The yellowjacket wasp, Vespula germanica (Hymenoptera: Vespidae), is a social insect species that has invaded several regions around the world, which is considered a serious pest in Chile. It forages in the vicinity of the nest to collect and provide food to larvae. During foraging the workers can bite and sting people and animals. They can also affect agriculture production (fruit bites), apiculture (destruction of hives), etc. Available techniques to manage this species include the use of non-specific traps to capture adults and nest destruction by either physical or chemical methods, but both are considered relatively inefficient. We have been working on developing a specific and efficient bait to attract V. germanica workers, and to allow them to forage, the collection of food at a bait station, and transport it back to the colony, which is followed by stages of trophallaxis, the exchange of food between members inside the colony, which distributes the bait to many individuals (larvae and adults), making it possible to deliver chemicals incorporated (e.g. insecticides) into the nest. To develop this technique, it was necessary to determine a baseline on feeding behaviors (both foraging and trophallaxis), and contrast behavioral responses on workers exposed to baits based on honeybee (HB) or a protein (P) matrix, laced with concentrations of fipronil, and eventually to distribute low amounts of the insecticide into the colony to decrease its vigor in a pest management strategy.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Fipronil, a neurotoxic insecticide, was added into both liquid pure honeybee or a protein matrix (in the process of being patented), at concentrations equivalent to the LC20 and LC80, which were estimated in previous studies with larvae, to test whether the use of a relatively low concentration of this toxicant affects workers and larvae differentially.

Nest comb pieces containing developed larvae, and workers marked with color tempera on the thorax dorsum were used in observation arenas (Flanders batteries), where both foraging and trophallaxis behaviors were videotaped. The tapes were revised to identify homogeneous, discrete, and observable steps in the sequences, and their respective frequencies were calculated. They were used to build ethograms for all treatments, which consisted on both concentrations of fipronil and the control without insecticide. To test if dependence occurred or not between the steps within behavioral sequences, the chi-square or Fisher tests were used. Also, a Stereotypia Index (SI) was calculated and used to test for eventual differences between...
treatments in a particular behavior (during foraging or trophallaxis).

RESULTS
For both behaviors, foraging and trophallaxis, dependence between the steps included within sequences was found for HB with no insecticide, and also for all HB-fipronil-loaded with the LC$_{20}$, but not in the case of trophallaxis with the LC$_{80}$, since workers did forage but did not conduct trophallaxis, and died soon after exposure. With the P-based bait, dependence between the steps occurred only for foraging and trophallaxis both without fipronil. These behaviors were not observed when the P-bait was contaminated with the insecticide at either concentration.

When workers approach and recognize the protein bait without fipronil, they cut small pieces of food with their mandibles, which they hold between their front legs to carry them to the nest to conduct trophallaxis. On the other hand, pure liquid honey was swallowed and transported to the colony inside the crop of the worker. During trophallaxis with the P-bait, workers on the comb first manipulate the matrix with their front legs and mandibles, then approach and offer a flattened bread-like “tortilla” to larvae which take a piece with their mandibles. This process is repeated by workers until the whole food piece is consumed. Trophallaxis for honey occurs after regurgitation of fluid from the crop.

The SI values for foraging indicated a high degree of stereotypia for the pure HB-bait and HB with fipronil at the LC$_{20}$, but not for the LC$_{80}$ treatment. With honey, trophallaxis at the control and the LC$_{20}$ were also highly stereotyped, but this conduct was not observed at the LC$_{80}$. When trophallaxis did occur, it was observed between workers and larvae and between workers themselves. With the P-bait with no insecticide, the SI was also high for both foraging and trophallaxis. These behaviors were not observed when the P-bait was loaded with fipronil at any concentration.

By comparing SI between two behavioral responses (e.g. those occurring to the control vs. those occurring to the LC$_{80}$) using the chi-square test, we were able to discriminate between HB baits at two concentrations of fipronil to manage yellowjackets. In fact, we found that a low level of contamination with the insecticide (i.e. LC$_{20}$) did not alter significantly both foraging and trophallaxis. Although honeybee is not an appropriate matrix for preparation of feeding baits for this wasp (it also attracts bees and other insect pollinators), these data suggest that some sublethal concentrations of fipronil can be used to prepare feasible slow action feeding baits. Different specific feeding attractants to this yellowjacket species require to be studied.
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ABSTRACT

Online therapy has been used in an increasing manner and is considered a powerful tool when it is used in addition to, or is adequately integrated with, the presence of a therapist. Nevertheless, it can replace face-to-face therapy in the following cases: a) when there is no access to psychological services; b) when people prefer to keep their anonymity in the beginning of the therapeutic process; and c) when people have problems in identifying the therapeutic benefits that they can obtain and therefore have the first contact with professionals through the Internet.

The present study in progress, proposes the implementation of monitoring systems for facial variables and the use of emotion recognition techniques during the psychotherapy on line session in order to evaluate expression emotions in repeated measures, emotions and feelings that will provide objectivity to patient evaluation, treatment strategies, and will serve as guidelines of the therapeutic gains obtained during and after treatment. Correlation between self-reports and automatic measures will be discuss.

For this purpose, will be compared two groups (N=24) of moderate non suicidal depressive adult patients who are not under psychiatric treatment. Each group will have 16 sessions treatment under a cognitive-behavior therapy approach, conformed by homework, daily records on behaviors, feelings and emotions. The first group (12 participants) will be assigned to psychotherapy via Internet sessions with daily manual recordings with videoconference, as well as self-reports questionnaires; the second group (12 participants) will be assessed through manual and electronic recordings by Analysis of Facial Expression Emotions in order to measure the facial variables with FaceReader.

Author Keywords

Facial expression emotion, E-therapy, cognitive-behavior treatment, depression.

INTRODUCTION

Online Mental Health Services, which originate from the concept of Telehealth, arises due to the necessity to offer and receive treatment despite distances or conditions which would make the encounter between a professional and a patient impossible. Currently, online therapeutic practices, in addition to covering patient’s needs living far from the psychologist’s office or clinic and seeking for treatment, have become motivating spaces for receiving treatment, whether it be due to the comfort it represents or the familiarity some may have with technology, which plays a fundamental role in these treatment alternatives.

Whenever we speak of therapeutic practice we refer to different types of services. [1] classifies them in the following categories: e-therapy, e-counseling, mental health information websites, self-guided treatment program websites, online support groups and online mental health screening and assessments. We shall say that the feature all of these share is the use of Internet as a means to facilitate psychotherapeutic services. These authors define Internet therapy as the interaction between a consumer and a therapist through Internet in association with a Web based structured treatment program, supported by hardware such as: calls through Internet, videoconferences, use of cell phones to carry useful information for the patient’s problem and even fulfill therapy itself.

Studies performed on effectiveness and dissemination [1-7] point at online therapeutic services as a tool that may benefit persons who otherwise do not have access to these services (due to physical or economic circumstances) or have an interest for a service under this modality given the familiarity they may possess with this electronic medium.
Marks et al. [3] describe the development, application and effectiveness of three systems, of which two were acknowledged and recommended by England’s National Institute for Clinical and Health Excellence, for depression disorders *Beating the Blues*; for anxiety disorders *Fear Fighter*, and a third one that has proved effectiveness in obsessive-compulsive disorders *OCFighter*. Finfield-Connett [8] carries on research concerning online treatments for alcoholism problems, where user therapists are nurses, advantages of Internet for intervening and favourable results of these applications are discussed. Likewise, the feasibility of using information retrieved from face to face interviews for the patient’s benefit is posed. Precisely in the necessity to reinforce assessment and planning, the question to be dealt with arising is the role played by nonverbal facial and bodily elements in online therapeutic relations, given that in online psychotherapeutic experiences patient and therapist may: a) not see each other’s faces at any moment; b) encounter in person at some occasions, or; c) perform a treatment in person with Internet based support. In these three cases (exceptionally the third) the therapist has no steady information on the patient’s facial expressions and the modifications that could occur in these during treatment. In therapeutic practice, emotions and their expression play a very important role, un a therapeutic session there exists a wide spectrum of information disposed not only in speech, but also in nonverbal language, where facial expression is crucial, and therefore since several years ago facial responses to emotions have been studied, either for adaptive biological matters or for reasons more of a socializing tint. The introduction of FaceReader software as an automatic face recognition system is added (see Fig. 1) to an online treatment protocol for non suicidal depression with the aim of disposing of an additional measure to patient’s records and determining whether this additional measure favours a better assessment, planning and success in online psychological therapy. The variables measured by this software are: happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, repulse, “neutral” state. We expect to possess new elements in elucidating an assessment and planning a treatment for therapists offering online therapeutic services.

**PROCEDURE**

**Participants**
24 participants of moderate non suicidal depressive adult patients who are not under psychiatric treatment.

- 12 participants will be assigned to psychotherapy via Internet sessions with daily manual recordings with videoconference, as well as self-reports questionnaires.
- 12 participants will be assessed through manual and electronic recordings by Analysis of Facial Expression Emotions in order to measure the facial variables with *FaceReader*.

**ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS**
- Depression Inventory of Beck
- Anxiety Inventory of Beck
- Questionnaire of Social Validity
- Inventory of Quality of Life

**Phases of Treatment**

**Phase 1.** First contact and evaluation. The first contact through the Psychological Services Center of the Faculty of Psychology at National Autonomous University of Mexico; **Phase 2.** Implementation of treatment. The work of the treatment was carried out through specific cognitive-behavioral techniques (16 sessions) with facial emotion recognition and without facial emotion recognition; **Phase 3.** Evaluation after treatment. Implementation of the instruments used in the beginning, which provide qualitative and quantitative indicators about the patient's improvement, **Phase 4.** Follow the maintenance and improvement of the patient. Patients were contacted by mail and sent the assessments that were applied in the pre-evaluation, after 3, 6 and 12 months.

**CONCLUSION**

We expect to see future growth in online psychological practice in Mexico. Additional empirical studies are needed in order to establish ethical regulations for practicing psychology under this modality of service, to assess results, cost-effectiveness, and to investigate the limits of distance intervention. These would lead to better practice of the emergent modalities in these changing times.
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ABSTRACT
Previous work has suggested that circadian rhythms regulate cognitive functions and mood in human and mice. However, previous experiments housed mice in regular daily light: dark cycles preventing the dissociation of light from circadian rhythms. In light of recent findings in human, that light directly modulates attention and mood, we wanted to create light cycles which would allow the dissociation of light from circadian rhythms. Here we describe two light cycles, the first allows the measurement of behaviors in the absence of “white” light, and the second prevents mice from photoentraining but does not cause sleep disruption or circadian arrhythmicity. These cycles have allowed us to determine the circadian and light effects on learning and mood.

Abstract Keywords
Circadian rhythms, light, learning and mood.

INTRODUCTION
Short day length and irregular light schedules cause mood disorders, cognitive dysfunction, and fatigue as observed in seasonal affective disorder (SAD), shift work, and transmeridian travel. A common feature of all these situations relates to changes in the duration or time of light input. The circuitry and function of how light regulates cognitive functions in SAD, shift work and transmeridian travel has been confounded by sleep and circadian disruptions. To begin to understand how light and circadian rhythmicity affect shift work differentially, it is necessary to have light environments that allow the isolation of each factor. Historically, this has been very difficult to accomplish as daily light cycles are used to synchronize circadian rhythms. We have utilized two previously characterized light cycles, one which allow animals to photoentrain with only two hours of light each day, and another which does not allow circadian photoentrainment, but does not disrupt circadian rhythmicity.

METHODS
In our first light cycle, we administer two light pulses each day, which outline the typical light period (ie: first light pulse from 700-800 and second light pulse from 1800-1900). The remainder of the day is illuminated with dim red light, which does not affect the circadian system. We are then able to use behavior tests with red illumination to determine the circadian regulation of cognitive functions without any confounding issues of light on the circadian system.

The second light cycle consists of an ultradian light schedule of 7 hours (T7: 3.5 hours of light followed by 3.5 hours of darkness). We have shown previously that mice housed in this light cycle sleep equivalent amounts when compared to mice housed in a 24 hour light cycle. Using this light cycle we have found that mice are unable to predict the onset of lights and consequently adopt a 24.5 hour period. This slightly longer than 24 hour period allows the 3.5 hour light pulses to hit all phases of the circadian cycle within two days. In this setup, we are able to test the effect of chronic light pulses on behavior without the
confounding factors of sleep disruption and circadian rhythmicity.

FINDINGS
Using these light cycles we have found that circadian phase does not influence the ability of mice to learn spatial or recognition tasks. However, mice housed in the T7 light cycle show decreased ability to learn a spatial task and are unable to discriminate objects in a simple recognition task indicating that chronic light pulses disrupt the ability of mice to form hippocampal dependent memories. Previously hippocampal dependent learning and memory has been linked to depression related increases in glucocorticoid levels. We therefore asked if the changes found in learning were due to increased depression like behavior in mice housed in a T7 cycle. We used forced swim tests and corticosterone measurements to assay depression like behaviors. Mice housed in the T7 light cycle found showed increased time spent floating and increased levels of corticosterone in indicating that chronic exposure to light pulses increases depression like behaviors which then leads to an decreased ability to learn. To test the hypothesis that depression like behaviors precede the decreased ability to learn, we treated the depression behavior with an antidepressant, desipramine, prior to performing the learning assay. We found that mice housed in the T7 cycle that were treated with antidepressants, showed a complete recovery in their ability to learn hippocampal dependent tasks.

CONCLUSIONS
Our ability to house mice in light cycles which dissociate circadian photentrainment from the direct influence of light on behavior has allowed us to show that circadian rhythmicity does not affect hippocampal dependent learning and that light modulates learn and mood in mice, confounding previous experiments on the topic.

Ethical Statement
All work described here has been approved by the Johns Hopkins University IUCAC committee.
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INTRODUCTION
Benzodiazepines (BZs) belong to widely prescribed drugs in all age groups. Under the specific condition they can be used during pregnancy and early postnatally in humans[1]. Clinical studies suggest possible risk of BZs exposure in early postnatal period for further development and behavior. Therefore, we designed the present study to examine possible cognitive alterations in adult rats after the short-term exposure to clonazepam (CZP) during development period (P7-P11).

METHODS

Animal and Drug
Wistar immature male rats were daily injected with CZP for five consecutive days (P7-P11). CZP, freshly suspended in saline with Tween 80, was administered intraperitoneally in three doses – 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 mg/kg. Control group received a corresponding volume of saline. Body weight was checked daily during the CZP administration.

Habituation Test
Habituation is defined as a response decrement following continuous or repeated exposure to spatial novelty[2]. In our experiment, habituation was assessed in two ways: within-session and between-session habituation[3]. Between-session habituation to a novel environment is used as a model of non-associative learning.

We tested rats (P67-P70) for four consecutive days in an open field (OF). We placed rats individually in the center of OF and registered their behavior for 10 minutes. We evaluated following parameters: locomotor activity (distance moved in OF), exploratory activity (rearing) and displacement behavior (grooming). The evaluation was carried out using Ethovision software (Noldus Information Technology).

Morris Water Maze (MWM)
This test was used to investigate spatial memory. It is based on the premise that animal evolves an optimal strategy to explore the water maze and escape from the water onto submerged platform[4, 5].

Animals were tested at the age of P81-P85. Each rat received 8 consecutive trials per day for 5 consecutive days. A trial began by placing the animal into 1 of 4 randomly selected sectors (north, west, south, or east; each starting point was used no more than 2 times per session) with the head facing towards the wall. The rat was allowed to swim until it found the escape platform or had swum unsuccessfully for 60 s. In the latter case, we guided a rat to the platform by hand and recorded its latency as 60 s.

RESULTS
Irrespective of the treatments, all animals showed within-session habituation in the 4th session. Between-sessions habituation was found only in control animals. CZP exposed animals had deficit between-sessions habituation.

In the acquisition sessions (MWM), all animals reached the platform across sessions which suggest that they learned the task i.e. to escape onto the platform. However, animals exposed to CZP in dose of 1.0 mg/kg spent more time swimming. In retention test performed 10-40 days after acquisition sessions no differences were found between controls and CZP rats.

In conclusion, postnatal exposure to CZP led to cognitive deficit in a dose and task dependent manner.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the theta band (4-12 Hz) is a brain rhythm associated to the self-movement of the animal\textsuperscript{[1]} as well as to several cognitive functions\textsuperscript{[2]}. The aim of this study has been to determine the possible modulation of this rhythm in relation to dynamic cues. With that purpose we employed an e-puck robot as a dynamic cue in contrast to the few precedent studies where dynamic stimuli were presented in a screen\textsuperscript{[4]}. To take advantage of this technique we created behavioural protocols to assure the capacity of the rats to track the movement of the robot. During the protocols the behavior of the animal was characterized by recording the electroencephalogram (EEG). The EEG signal was filtered and the relation between the theta band and the robot’s movement was then analyzed. This combination of tools, as the behavioural tasks including mobile robots as the EEG recording, result in a powerful technique to reveal the brain mechanisms involved in the tracking of dynamic cues.

Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that the tracking of moving objects has been profusely studied in various animal species, little attention has been paid to it in rodents and the first experiments began in the last decade\textsuperscript{[6]}. Most of the studies used images presented in a screen as the stimuli\textsuperscript{[4]} and the aim was to understand how the visual system tracked moving cues. Only few recent works have used real objects in the behavioural protocols. When the “object” was another rat the experimenters found some issues because the tendency of the animals was to do social contacts\textsuperscript{[7]}. These factors lead us to the substitution of the rat by a robot and to design an original configuration to separate the space where the object is moving from the place in which the subject performs the discrimination task by a see-through cylinder (Figure 1A). There are different possible zones of the brain where the information of the dynamic cues could be processed. We are particularly interested on the spatial

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{(A) Configuration of the behavioural protocol. The robot is covered by a white cylinder to increase its size and visibility. The rat should position its head above the operant platform to allow the beginning of the task (see black circle under the animal’s head). (B) Learning curve showing the percentage of correct choices for three different subjects in colors and the averaged curve in black.}
\end{figure}
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components of the object tracking on relation to the own animal’s position. Large evidence has been accumulated that places spatial processing during navigation in the hippocampal and parahippocampal areas [5]. The visual information necessary for object tracking probably converges in the hippocampus. On one hand is important to know the position of these objects (the dorsal path) and on the other hand the identification of the object (the ventral path) [2]. For these reasons we choose the hippocampus as the place to look for the neuronal correlates of tracking moving objects.

BEHAVIOURAL TASK
We control the protocols by Labview and Matlab interfaces. The movement of the robot was remotely controlled by the task execution via Bluetooth. To know how the rat behaves we track its position. A diagram of the simulink model can be seen in the Figure 2 (GTEC, Graz, Austria). To start a trial the subject must remain in a platform placed in the frontal part of the cylinder, facing the robot. After one second in the platform the robot starts its movement randomly to the left or the right and the rat must go to obtain reward in the water dispenser of the same side (Figure 1A). We trained the animals for at least two weeks before they reached stable performances over 80% of correct choices, n=3 (Figure 1B). At this point the animals are chronically implanted as we describe in the next section.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDINGS
To record the EEG during the protocols we implanted the trained rats with microdrives (AXONA. Ltd, London, UK) carrying tetrodes under deep anesthesia (ketamine / xylazine). This commercial scaffold allows us to move the four mounted tetrodes of Platinum/Iridium (90%/10%, California Fine Wire) below the cranium searching the CA1 zone of the hippocampus. In this area theta is a dominant rhythm and there are neurons (place cells) that fire when the animal is located in specific locations of the environment (place fields) [5]. We acquired the EEG signal during the behavioural protocols with an amplifier at 1200 Hz of frequency. The recordings were synchronized with the behavioural protocols in order to relate the behaviour with brain activity.

In Figure 3A the onset of the robot’s movement is highlighted with a white line. We can see the averaged

---

**Figure 2. Control model of the protocols.** In the upper left corner the block of the tracking system sent the data to the customized algorithm (MATLAB S-Function) that control the robot in the middle right (Command). Also a trigger is sent to the Labview software in the lower right corner (To Instrument) that controls the behavioural devices, infrared sensors and water deliverers (from Guger Technologies, GTEC).
power of theta for correct trials where a period of two seconds is considered, one before the movement of the robot and one after it. By testing the spectrogram in the presence / absence of the robot we are currently determining the specific modulation of the rhythms exerted by the robot movement which is distinguishable from the rat’s movement and attention.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have achieved to combine protocols of sensory discrimination by using robots as dynamic cues with electrophysiological recordings. Our early results show that there could be a modulation of the theta band secondary to the robot’s movement. In Figure 3 we illustrate an example where the theta band has a different power distribution during the experimental and control protocols. While in the control without robot the power increases at least 700 ms after the sound presentation in the robot’s protocol there is an immediate increase after the onset of the movement sustained for 200 ms. This response is homogenous for different animals (n=3) but is not yet significant. Future experiments will try to quantify the origin of the theta band modulation by a dynamic cue.
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ABSTRACT
A billion dollar industry exists to manipulate sleep and alertness. These drugs are psychoactive compounds that work by interacting with neurotransmitter transporters or receptors in the brain to alter brain activity. Possibly, the most common and widely used example of one of these psychoactive compounds is caffeine. Caffeine has been shown to diminish drowsiness while increasing alertness. In high doses, it can cause increased activity and even tremors [1-4]. Another potent influencer of sleep and wakefulness, though commonly overlooked, is light. In humans, light input is known to increase alertness, while in nocturnal animals, such as mice, light input has the opposite effect [5-6]. Interestingly, an acute light pulse is sufficient to induce a dramatic increase in sleep in mice [6]. What is not known, however, is whether light and drugs interact to influence sleep.

METHODS AND RESULTS
Previous work has shown that administration of a 3-hour light pulse two hours after the lights offset is sufficient to induce a decrease wheel running activity, an effect termed masking[7]. Recent work from the lab has shown that a similar light pulse results in a decrease in the amount of time spent awake, which has been used to explain the decrease in wheel running activity [6]. To examine the potential interaction between light and drug administration, I utilized this masking light pulse. Specifically, I administered either caffeine or modafinil [8], both of which are psychostimulants, to mice in absence of as well as prior to the 3-hour masking light pulse and measured wheel running activity as well as sleep.

To measure wheel-running activity, adult male mice are individually housed in cages with a running wheel and access to food and water ad libitum. Mice are allowed to acclimate to the cage for one week prior to testing and are kept in a light cycle of 12-hour light: 12-hour dark. Treatments are always separated by one week to allow mice to readjust to baseline situation. Wheel running activity is recorded using Vitalview (MinitMitter; Respironics).

To measure sleep in mice, a two channel EEG and one channel EMG (Pinnacle Technology) head mount is affixed to the skull of mice while under ketamine/xylazine-induced anesthesia. Mice were allowed two weeks to recover in a 12:12LD cycle. Mice were then transferred to sleep recording cages, tethered with a preamplifier and allowed to acclimate to the cage for one day. The following night, treatments were administered and sleep measured. The sleep/wake stage of the mouse is determined by the experimenter based on the frequency and amplitude of EEG and EMG using Neuroscore (DSI). Sleep can essentially be separated into two stages, slow wave sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM). SWS is defined by low frequency (1-4 Hz), high amplitude EEG with little to no activity detected by EMG, whereas REM is defined by high frequency (8Hz) low amplitude EEG and no EMG. Wake is defined as high frequency (8-10Hz) low amplitude EEG and high frequency EMG.

Mice received an injection (i.p.) of caffeine 15-minutes prior to the 3-hour light pulse. Caffeine administration in the absence of a light pulse as well as vehicle administration were used as controls. The same procedure was used to examine modafinil.

In summary, I found that the administration of high levels of caffeine increased wakefulness in the absence of a light pulse and was sufficient to keep mice awake in the presence of a light pulse. However, this amount of caffeine decreased
wheel running activity in the absence of a light pulse and activity was decreased further during a light pulse. Administration of a decreased concentration of caffeine does not change wheel running activity or wakefulness in absence of a light pulse. Interestingly, while it is sufficient to keep mice awake during a light pulse, there is no change in their wheel running activity. These results were also found upon administration of the stimulant modafinil.

As the administration of a 3-hour light pulse has been shown to decrease both wheel running activity and sleep, these findings allow us to actually separate these two behaviors. This is in addition to the new insight that these two measures provide in the examination of the interaction between light and psychoactive compounds.

All animal experiments were done according to the institutional regulations of Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD).
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the results of a pilot study investigating the impact of stress and cognitive load on the perceived interaction quality of a multimodal dialogue system for crisis management. Four test subjects interacted with the system in four differently configured trials aiming to induce low/high levels of stress and cognitive load. Physiological sensors and subjective ratings were collected to measure the level of stress and cognitive load. After each trial the subjects filled in an evaluation questionnaire regarding the system interaction quality. In the end we conducted an in-depth interview with each subject. The trials were recorded with a webcam to facilitate the behaviour analysis. Results showed that both factors had an influence on the way subjects perceived the interaction quality, whereas the cognitive load seems to have a higher impact. Further quantitative experiments are needed in order to validate the results and quantify the weight of each factor.
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INTRODUCTION
The quality assessment of interactive systems is a complex construct of interdependent factors relying on system design and performance, and user perception. Among these factors are the cognitive load and stress experienced by users during the interaction [1].

In the literature these two factors are often summarized and measured together under the global concept of ‘cognitive demand’. There are surely no doubts that these two factors are related but their relationship is not exclusive: stress can be caused not only by a highly loaded cognitive task but also by frequent input recognition mistakes or poor sound quality [2], whereas a highly loaded cognitive task would be perceived as stressful only in situations considered as exceeding available resources [3]. Therefore, our long term research goals are to investigate whether stress and cognitive load can be successfully manipulated and measured separately. Also, we are interested in the impact these two factors might have on the perceived interaction quality of a multimodal dialogue system.

Figure 1. System screen shot.
METHODS
Since crises represent situations in which people experience high levels of stress and cognitive load they offer perfect test environments for our experiment. Accordingly, we developed a small prototype of a multimodal dialogue system for crisis management. The system has attached an embodied conversational agent representing the crisis manager (see figure 1). The crisis manager provides information about a crisis event, such as event description, geographical maps, available rescue resources and estimated number of victims. Users can interact with the system using speech or mouse clicks and receive information in the form of text, speech, images or videos.

Experiment Design
The experiments were configured in four trials. Each trial combined several parameters in order to achieve low/high stress (S) and cognitive load (CL) (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial no.</th>
<th>Factor combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>low CL / low S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>low CL / high S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>high CL / high S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>high CL / low S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Combinations of cognitive load and stress levels per trial.

To manipulate the stress factor we used six parameters, such as background noise, speech speed, speech length, time limitation, simulated recognition mistakes and dramatic event description. For the cognitive load manipulation we varied task complexity and presentation format. A detailed description of the trials configuration can be found in [8]. A compulsory break of a minimum of five minutes was placed between the trials to lower the stress level.

Participants
Four male test subjects, aged between 24 and 30, participated in the experiment. All of them had a technical background, but vague or no idea about crisis management. Also, they were not particularly familiar with the use of multimodal dialogue systems; only one subject had spoken to a computer before. Due to the fact that our pilot study was performed with a small number of participants we decided to perform the trials in the same order for all four subjects (see table 1). However, in future we plan to counterbalance the trial order among participants to avoid learning effects or other biases that might arise by being exposed to a certain factor combination before the others.

Measurements
To collect measurements we used physiological sensors, questionnaires, a two-session in-depth qualitative interview and behavior analysis.

- Physiological sensors. We used the heart rate variability (HRV) [4, 5] as an indicator for the cognitive load and the galvanic skin response (GSR) [6, 7], as a measurement of the stress.
- Questionnaires. The NASA (TLX) questionnaire was used to control the results collected from the physiological sensors. TLX contains six workload-related factors: mental, physical and temporal demands, own performance, effort and frustration. Statements concerning subjects’ concentration and degree of tiredness, ease of the system use, overall system quality and degree of understanding between subjects and the system were added to the TLX questionnaire. The factors were rated on a 20-point scale. The questionnaires were filled in after each trial.
- In-depth interview. Each test subject was interviewed based on a qualitative open questionnaire. The interviews were recorded on tape and manually transcribed. The interview aimed to explore relationships between the induced level of stress and cognitive load, and the overall interaction quality. The interview was performed in two sessions: before and after the experiment. In the first session subjects were interviewed about their expectations and background knowledge concerning the experiment topic (crisis management) and the use of multimodal conversational interfaces. In the second session subjects were asked about expectation fulfilling, problems encountered during the interaction, system comprehensibility and transparency, content informativeness, information presentation and interaction easiness. In the end the subjects could make additional comments if they had any.
- Behavior analysis. From the log files and videos analysis we extracted various parameters concerning response competition time, reaction time, number and type of errors, total number of words, verbal hesitations, breaks and mispronunciations. The videos also facilitated the qualitative analysis of several other behavioral cues, such as speaking style (polite, rude, key-words vs. sentences) verbal and non-verbal reactions to system errors or increased task difficulties, gestures and gaze.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our results showed that our manipulation was successful for the cognitive demand, and only partly for the stress.

Also, both stress and cognitive load were better indicated by subjective rating than by physiological measurements (for more details see [8]).

In the first trial the planned manipulation was altered by a “first impression” effect, the trial achieving a much higher level of stress than expected1. Thus, the effect intended for trial 1 (low CL/low S) was instead achieved in trial 2.

1 In the future we plan to add a “base-line” trial at the experiment’s begin in order to avoid getting unplanned manipulations.
Accordingly, three out of four subjects ranked the interaction quality with the system for trial 2 as being the best. Trial 3 had the highest level of stress and cognitive load as perceived by subjects. However, only one subject rated the interaction quality in this trial as being the lowest; the other subjects chose instead trial 4 (high CL/low S) as having the lowest system interaction quality. This finding might lead to the conclusion that the cognitive load could have a bigger impact on the perceived interaction quality compared with the stress. Nevertheless, repeated measurements with a higher number of subjects are needed to confirm this assumption.

Further, the interview showed that subjects considered the system as presenting relevant and informative content in a clear and systematical way, a fact that decreased the cognitive load, according to one subject. They did not encounter communication problems, except for one subject and were pleasantly surprised to know how to handle the system right from the beginning. The interaction with the system was in general perceived as being easy and 3 subjects enjoyed it. However, the system was criticized as lacking basic functionalities (such as zooming in the crisis maps or help options) and being not transparent and not flexible enough: during the third trial most subjects were unsure how to answer the system’s questions and were not allowed to return to previous conversation stages to ask for clarifications. Another negative point was the synthesized voice of the agent reminding the subjects unpleasantly that they were talking with a machine.

Analyzing the subjects’ behavior we observed that they acted congruently to the golden rule “treat others as you want to be treated”; for example, one subject who expressed the wish to be treated politely used polite markers, such as “thank you” and “please” during the entire interaction (even in stress loaded trials); another subject wishing the system to present only facts and no other redundant information used only keywords or extremely short sentences. In general, subjects displayed a very different behavior in terms of performance and reactions to stress: some expressed their frustration using loud verbal expressions or showing a constant “joke” attitude; others became impatient and started clicking the mouse button to “increase” the interaction speed; some remained apparently calm, showing their response to stress only through frowning. Interestingly, most of the speech disfluencies, breaks and errors were made in the low stress condition and mostly by two of the subjects. These two subjects had in general a poor performance completing the trials and gave lower quality rankings, as compared with the other two subjects. The verbal response time values were very different among the subjects, but showed a common trend: they were lower in high stress conditions and higher in high cognitive load circumstances.

CONCLUSIONS
We performed a pilot study on the way users perceive the quality of the interaction with a multimodal dialog system for crisis management while being exposed to stress and cognitive load variations. Our manipulation was successful for the cognitive demand, and only partly for the stress. We encountered difficulties in achieving accurate stress manipulations, as stress appears to be a highly complex phenomenon to which humans respond very differently. For our experiment we used physiological sensors, questionnaires, qualitative interviews and behavioral analyses. Since objective measurements methods, (i.e. physiological sensors) could not provide meaningful results additional quantitative investigations are required to determine whether stress can be measured apart from cognitive load. Also, further analyses are needed to validate and weight the factors’ impact on the interaction quality assessment.
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BACKGROUND
In many educational and behavioral studies, the assumptions of the classical parametric hypothesis tests (e.g., normality, homogeneity of variance, independence of errors) are often considered implausible [1, 2, 3, 4]. An alternative to the traditional statistical methods that does not rely on such strict assumptions is to use a randomization test (RT) or permutation test (PT). RTs and PTs constitute a set of distribution-free statistical tests that calculate the probability of getting a value as extreme or more extreme than an obtained value of a test statistic under a null hypothesis by recalculating the test statistic for all or many permutations of the data. They do not depend on a specific error distribution, and they use the original values of the data instead of the ranks. RTs and PTs were proposed in the early twentieth century, but were not widely used until much later. This is mostly because (a) they were too computationally intensive, (b) their applicability was limited to simple scenarios, (c) and they could be replaced by the available classical nonparametric tests based on ranks [5].

Over the past two decades, RTs and PTs have received much attention in the educational and behavioral sciences, with an accompanying multitude of applications. However, a general overview of the theoretical development and applications of RTs and PTs in the educational and behavioral sciences is still lacking, mainly because articles on RTs and PTs are spread out over the literature. Accordingly, a systematic review is called for.

Aim
There are three objectives of this paper: 1) to provide an overview of the theoretical development of RTs and PTs and summarize several key areas of theoretical research; 2) to summarize several active areas of educational and behavioral applications of RTs and PTs; 3) to identify the experimental designs in which RTs and PTs have been applied.

METHODS
In order to realize the above-mentioned three objectives, the databases ERIC, PsycINFO and Web of Science were searched for articles on RTs and PTs, published in the educational and behavioral journals between 1989 and 2008. Searches were performed by using the keywords [randomization tests] and [permutation tests]. Articles written in languages other than English were excluded. Abstracts were read to identify the relevant articles. This review was carried out in two tracks: a theoretical track and an application track. The first track intends to summarize the theoretical evolution of RTs and PTs. The second track focuses on applications of RTs and PTs and intended to summarize the experimental designs as well as areas in which these methods have been applied.

RESULTS
124 articles were identified, which included 87 theoretical articles and 37 application articles. In the theoretical articles, seven major topics were identified: a) introduction to and instruction of RTs and PTs (e.g., [3, 6]); b) algorithms, programs and software for RTs and PTs (e.g., [7, 8]); c) RTs and PTs for group designs (e.g., [9, 10]); d) RTs for single-case designs (e.g., [11, 12]); e) multivariate RTs and PTs (e.g., [13, 14]); f) performance of RTs and PTs (e.g., [1], [15]); and g) advanced topics (e.g., [16, 17]). In the application articles, RTs and PTs were applied in the following three active areas: a) models of vocational interest structure (e.g., [18, 19]); b) event-related potential (ERP) and electroencephalogram (EEG) (e.g., [20, 21]); and c) animal behaviors (e.g., [22, 23]). Meanwhile, RTs and PTs were found to apply for the following experimental designs: a) one-group design and association analysis (e.g., [24]); b) paired-group designs...
Moreover, recent developments of RTs and PTs have widened their application scope. RTs and PTs are employed in several active areas of behavioral research. However, compared with the range of topics discussed in the theoretical part, both the application areas and types of experimental design are limited. Some applications of RTs and PTs can be attributed to the theoretical development of RTs and PTs in the educational and behavioral sciences, such as the area of models of vocational interest structure. Among those application articles, RTs and PTs were used as alternatives to parametric hypothesis tests in order to avoid the stringent distributional assumptions.

From an application perspective, RTs and PTs have been employed in several active areas of behavioral research. However, compared with the range of topics discussed in the theoretical part, both the application areas and types of experimental design are limited. Some applications of RTs and PTs can be attributed to the theoretical development of RTs and PTs in the educational and behavioral sciences, such as the area of models of vocational interest structure. Among those application articles, RTs and PTs were used as alternatives to parametric hypothesis tests in order to avoid the stringent distributional assumptions.

DISCUSSION

From a theoretical perspective, methodological possibilities of RTs and PTs have been extended over the last 20 years. Among those articles, a majority of them focused on the implementation of RTs and PTs, RTs for single-case design and RTs and PTs for group designs, whereas multivariate RTs and PTs as well as advanced topics were less discussed.

From an application perspective, RTs and PTs have been employed in several active areas of behavioral research. However, compared with the range of topics discussed in the theoretical part, both the application areas and types of experimental design are limited. Some applications of RTs and PTs can be attributed to the theoretical development of RTs and PTs in the educational and behavioral sciences, such as the area of models of vocational interest structure. Among those application articles, RTs and PTs were used as alternatives to parametric hypothesis tests in order to avoid the stringent distributional assumptions.

CONCLUSIONS

The methodological possibilities of RTs and PTs have been extended substantially during the last years, RTs and PTs are not only applied in simple (e.g., two-group design) but also in complex contexts (e.g., multivariate designs). Moreover, recent developments of RTs and PTs have widened their application scope. RTs and PTs are employed in some more complex and exciting areas, such as ERP and EEG, since RTs and PTs are powerful tools to solve the multiple comparisons problem in these areas. While many theoretical articles were published in educational journals, more applications were published in behavioral journals.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to improve the information gained by the most commonly applied fit-for-duty sleepiness test (Pupillographic Sleepiness test, PST) by using pattern recognition approaches. The pupil diameter based sleepiness detection is enriched by several new features and machine learning methods. Using all newly computed pupil diameter features we achieved on the two-class detection problem (moderate sleepiness vs. high sleepiness) an accuracy of 83.03% on participant-dependent data with a Random Forest classifier. This result suggested that the PST-standard feature set should be enriched by the here proposed enlarged feature set.
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INTRODUCTION
Measuring sleepiness has been recognized as an important factor for the prevention of a broad range of traffic accidents. Hence, many efforts have been reported in the literature for developing sleepiness detection systems. One of the most promising fit-for-duty tests – the pupillographic sleepiness test (PST) focuses on instability of pupil size [1-3]. The background of this method is that in an alert participant, the pupil remains dilated in darkness with amplitude of change below 0.3 mm and a frequency of approximately 1 Hz. In sleepy subjects, the pupil shows spontaneous oscillations with predominantly low-frequency components and amplitudes reaching several millimeters. Furthermore, the pupil diameter (PD) decreases with time. These changes are measured by infrared video pupillometry during a recording session of usually 11 min. To quantify the sleepiness-induced changes the Pupillary Unrest Index (PUI), a feature reflecting spontaneous oscillations of pupil diameter, is most often applied (even if a few other features as e.g. interpolation rate, lnPUI, relative PUI are sometimes proposed).

Nevertheless, little empirical research has been done to examine the benefit of signal processing and pattern recognition based “brute-force” methods in addition to the original approach. Thus, the aim of this study is to apply multiple state-of-the-art pattern recognition methods [4-7] on the PST based detection of sleepiness. Attention is drawn particularly on the comparison of several commonly applied classifiers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, 3, and 4 describes the experimental design, feature extraction and classification. After the results of the sleepiness detection are provided in Section 5, the paper closes with a conclusion and a discussion of the future work in Section 6.
METHOD

Twenty-seven students, recruited from the University of Wuppertal (Germany), took part in this study voluntarily. Initial screening through a questionnaire excluded those having sleep disorders or sleep difficulties (PSQI). The participants were instructed to maintain their normal sleep pattern and behaviour. Due to recording and communication problems, the data of the 6 participants could not be analyzed. We conducted a within-subject sleep deprivation design (8.00 p.m to 4.00 a.m). During the night of sleep deprivation a well-established, standardized self-report fatigue measure, the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), was used by the subjects and two experimental assistants just before the recordings to determine the reference value of sleepiness. On this scale, a score of 1 point indicates “feeling active and vital, alert, wide awake” and a score of 7 points indicates “almost in reverie, sleep onset soon, losing struggle to remain awake”. For training and classification purposes, the records were further divided into two classes according to the informative values of the PST: low and moderate sleepiness (LS) and high sleepiness (HS) samples with the boundary value SSS ≥ 5.0 (5 samples per subject; total number of samples: 111 samples; 77 samples LS, 34 samples HS). During the night, the subjects were confined to the laboratory and supervised throughout the whole period. Between sessions, they remained in a room, watched DVD, and talked. Non caffeinated beverages and snacks were available ad libitum.

Feature Extraction. Due to measurement errors, e.g. during eye lid closures, the PD is preprocessed by deleting these segments and correcting them through linear interpolation. The following pupillometric variables (PST standard features; PST-SF) are computed: mean pupil diameter, the PUI, the interpolation rate (due to blinking) and the square root of the power within the frequency band 0–0.8 Hz in pupillary oscillations (fatigue waves). Furthermore, we calculated ‘brute-force’ signal processing based features of pupil diameter within the time, frequency and state space domain (PST-BF). This assignment follows the first processing step of computing frame level descriptors, independent of feature characteristics of the second, contour describing, functional based processing step.

Time domain features (97\# + 97Δ\#). Within the time domain the following features can be extracted: regression descriptors (e.g. regression slope, intercept, maximum of regression error), class distribution measures (e.g. number of values within pupil diameter bin 0.0-0.1), peak amplitudes and distances (e.g. mean distance of peaks; maximum of peak amplitude), entropy, zero crossing distances and slope (e.g. maximum of distance between consecutive zero crossings; mean velocity of pupil diameter zero crossings).

Frequency domain features (935\# + 935Δ\#). To capture fine temporal changes of spectral descriptors we performed a framing and windowing of the signal (frame size = 512, frame shift = 256, hanning window), and computed the power spectral density per frame. The resulting frame-level descriptors (FLDs) were aggregated to FLD-contours. The next processing step captures temporal information of the FLD contours by computing functionals. Frequently used functionals are percentiles (quartiles, quartile ranges, and other percentiles), extremes (min/max value, min/max position, range), distributional functions (number of segments/ intervals/reversal points), spectral functionals (DCT coefficients), regression functions (intercept, error, regression coefficients), higher statistical moments (standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and zero-crossing rate), means (arithmetic mean and centroid). This procedure of combining FLDs and functionals results in 935 frequency domain features as e.g.: relative and absolute power spectral density (PSD) of raw and first derivates in 30 spectral bands (e.g. minimum of relative PSD of first derivates of 0.6-0.7 Hz spectral band contour), band energy ratios (PSD 1-5Hz/ PSD 0-1 Hz), spectral flux (e.g. max of spectral flux = Euclidean distance of PSD between consecutive frames), and long term average spectrum descriptors (e.g. skewness of PSD distribution).

CLASSIFICATION

We conducted a validation experiment to examine whether automatically trained models can be used to recognize the SSS based classification of moderate vs high sleepiness. Our approach can be summarized in four steps: 1. Collect individual PST data and the associated sleepiness ratings for each participant; 2. Extract relevant features from the pupil diameter data (PST-SF vs. PST-BF); 3. Apply a correlation filter for feature selection (correlation > .30; PST-SF 4 features vs. PST-BF 44 features remaining); 4. Build PST-SF and PST-BF based classification models using dichotomized SSS in order to solve the two-class detection problem of LS vs. HS; 5. Test the learned models on unseen PST data. Classifiers typically used within pattern recognition based biosignal analysis include a broad variety of dynamic algorithm (Hidden Markov Models) and static classifiers. When choosing a classifier within this highly correlated and noisy feature space, several aspects might be of importance such as low memory, low computation time, quick converging, and no suffering from overfitting. With respect to these requirements, we applied the following static classifiers from the popular 4.5 RapidMiner [8] software using standard parameter settings: Support Vector Machines (‘LibSVM’, rbf kernel function; ‘JMySVM’, linear kernel function; ‘FastLargeMargin’ [9], linear kernel; ‘W-SMO’, Sequential Minimal Optimization), Kernel Logistic Regression (‘MyKLR’), Multilayer Perceptrons (‘NeuralNetImproved’, 2 hidden sigmoid layer, 5 nodes each), k-Nearest Neighbors (‘NearestNeighbors’; k = 3), Decision Trees (‘RandomForest’, 800 trees), Naive Bayes (‘NaiveBayes’, ‘KernelNaiveBayes’), and Fuzzy Lattice Reasoning (‘W-FLR’). In a participant-dependent validation protocol, we applied a stratified 10-fold crossvalidation. The final...
classification errors were calculated averaging over both classifications.

RESULTS
In order to determine the detection performance, different classifiers were applied on the 2064 features. The recognition rate (RR) of the different classifiers for the two class prediction problems is computed (see Table 1). Within the applied classification schemes the Random Forest classifier using the enlarged brute-force signal processing feature set reached the highest RR of 83.03%. The average RR benefit using the PST-BF instead of PST-SF feature set. For the PST-SF feature set, the 3-Nearest Neighbor classifier achieved the highest recognition rate of 77.42%. Within all applied classification schemes the PST-SF feature set achieved 72.96%, the PST-BF 79.86% accuracy (average improvement 6.9%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>PST-SF</th>
<th>PST-BF</th>
<th>Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>LibSVM, kernel = rbf</td>
<td>73.94</td>
<td>79.24</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>FastLargeMargin, kernel = linear</td>
<td>61.26</td>
<td>80.23</td>
<td>18.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>JmySVM, kernel = linear</td>
<td>75.68</td>
<td>79.32</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Sequential Minimal Optimization</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>77.58</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLR</td>
<td>MyKLR</td>
<td>75.76</td>
<td>81.21</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>k = 3</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>81.97</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>NeuralNetImprove d, 2 hidden layer, 5 nodes</td>
<td>73.87</td>
<td>75.76</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NaïveBayes</td>
<td>72.12</td>
<td>81.06</td>
<td>8.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNB</td>
<td>KernelNaïveBayes</td>
<td>68.33</td>
<td>81.86</td>
<td>13.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLC</td>
<td>Fuzzy Lattice Reasoning</td>
<td>73.86</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>#Tree = 500</td>
<td>74.77</td>
<td>83.03</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Classifier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>72.96</td>
<td>79.86</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correct recognition rate (RR) (in %) of several classifiers on the test set using participant-dependent validation schemes. PST-SF: 4 standard PST features; PST-BF: 44 features (4 standard + 40 brute-force PST feature).

DISCUSSION
The main findings of the present study may be summarized as follows. First, using all pupil diameter features and all samples (without pre-selecting prototypical classes out of the whole database) we achieved on the two-class detection problem (moderate sleepiness vs. high sleepiness) an accuracy of 83.03% on participant-dependent data with a Random Forest classifier. This result suggested that the PST-standard feature set might be enriched in prospective studies by the here proposed enlarged feature set including known features as relative PUI, logarithm of PUI (lnPUI), logarithm of relative PUI and PSD of several frequency bands [10]. Our classification performance is in the same as has been obtained for comparable tasks, e.g. for sleepiness classification using speech, steering behavior, EEG, posturographic information, cf. [11-14].

Our results are limited by several facts. The present results are (which is a truism) preliminary and need to be replicated using enlarged databases and a greater diversity of participants. We relinquish to optimize the performance of SVM by a fine grained hyperparameter optimization. Therefore, the performance has to be recognized as lower border of the SVM capabilities. Moreover, it would seem advisable that future studies address the main topics of enriching the pupil diameter feature set with eye blinking and lid behaviour features. These camera based features carry further information and might therefore contribute to a higher detection rate of sleepiness. This performance gain might be probably higher than adding other fancy classifier for this sleepiness detection task (e.g. maximum-likelihood bayes classifiers, fuzzy membership indexing, hidden markov models, gaussian mixture density models).
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ABSTRACT
This article analysed primary theoretical sources with the view of operationalisation and systematisation of the notions of risk as well as the notions that are allied and interdisciplinarily connected to it. In the outcome of the theoretical study both classical and the most recent risk studies and correlating events have been analysed and systematised staying in the focus of the study against the backdrop of social instability.

Besides, different factors influencing group cohesion and organizability of behaviour in risk situation are studied.

Therefore, this article is seen as an attempt to analyze a risky situation and recognize whether the phenomenon of risk is the factor of organisational behaviour. And still there are relevant though unsolved theoretical and practical issues concerning the problem of individual psychological disposition to risk in connection with individual personal peculiarities and social conditions.
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ABSTRACT
An increasing array of commercial software packages allow video tracking and automated analysis of rodent behaviour in standard models such as the elevated plus maze, radial arm maze and conditioned place preference paradigms. Trackmate is a new program developed as a collaboration between Motion Mensura Ltd and the University of Sydney Psychopharmacology Laboratory and can be used to automate data gathering in a wide variety of behavioural paradigms involving rodents. Trackmate is written in the Labview™ programming environment and can be run on any adequately powered PC. Users are required to install Labview RunTime software and Apple Quicktime, both of which are free downloads. The only other requirement is an appropriate USB video grabbing device, many of which are available at very low cost. We typically run the software on MacMini™ computers (2.8 MHz, 4GB RAM, 320 GB hard disk) with KWorld DVD Maker 2™ USB interfaces. Trackmate allows data to be gathered in real time from up to 4 camera inputs, via an appropriate quad splitter box, allowing 4 individual animals in different apparatus to be tracked simultaneously (see Figure 1). For each animal, a blob (corresponding to the body of the animal) is detected as well as the centre of mass and head direction of the rodent. Up to 4 different regions of interest (ROIs) can be defined for each animal in the apparatus in which they are located. Location and distance travelled by the blob and centre of mass of each animal within each of these ROIs can be measured and logged. “Blob Logic” functions allows sophisticated measures to be made at the intersection of ROIs: for example “head out” behaviour in the emergence test and object investigation in novel object recognition test.

Figure 1. Screenshot of Trackmate while simultaneously tracking 4 rats in separate cat odour boxes.

Trackmate logs an exhaustive array of test results to Excel compatible spreadsheets and also allows hard disk recording of raw video footage to be made in real time for archival purposes. Travel paths of animals can also be recorded. Trackmate is easy to set up and has been successfully used in various Australian universities to acquire data in a variety of paradigms including: locomotor activity and drug-induced behavioural sensitization, home cage activity, elevated plus maze, open field test, conditioned place preference, novel object recognition, Morris water maze, forced swim test, and predator odour avoidance.
ABSTRACT
Many commercial software packages now exist to allow video tracking and automated analysis of behaviour in individual rats and mice across a variety of behavioural paradigms. However, automated analysis of social behavior in pairs, triplets or quads of rodents is technically much more challenging and has proved difficult to successfully achieve due to the inherent challenges presented by developing algorithms capable of successfully distinguishing between, and tracking multiple subjects simultaneously. At the same time, there is increasing interest in psychopharmacology, psychology and neurobiology to characterise the effects of gene manipulations, stressful interventions and drug treatments on sociability in rodents. Trackmate Social is a new program under development as a collaboration between Motion Mensura Ltd and the University of Sydney Psychopharmacology Laboratory and is being used to automate data gathering and analysis of social interaction in rats and mice. It has successfully overcome some of the challenges presented by this type of tracking through use of sophisticated algorithms that allow simultaneous tracking of multiple subjects. Trackmate Social is written in the Labview™ programming environment and can be run on any adequately powered PC. Users are required to install Labview RunTime™ software and Apple Quicktime™, both of which are free downloads. The only other requirement is an appropriate USB video grabbing device, many of which are available at very low cost. We typically run the software on MacMini™ computers (2.8 MHz, 4GB RAM, 320 GB hard disk) with KWorl DVD Maker 2™ USB interfaces. Trackmate Social can be used to analyse social behaviour in groups of 2-4 rats or mice (see Figure 1). For each animal in the group, a blob (corresponding to the body of the animal) is detected as well as the centre of mass and head direction of each individual rodent. The distance between blobs over time is automatically computed allowing proximity measures and time spent in dyads, triplets or quads to be derived. Various regions of interest can also be defined in the test environment, allowing time spent by social groups in specific regions to be measured. Trackmate Social logs an exhaustive array of test results to Excel compatible spreadsheets and also allows hard disk recording of raw video footage to be made in real time for archival purposes. Ongoing research and development is aimed at automating the detection of specific social behaviours such as adjacent lying, anogenital sniffing (see Figure 1), head to head exploration and chasing/following. Trackmate Social has recently been used in a variety of experiments, including (1) demonstrating increased huddling behaviour in groups of rats exposed to predator odor and other stressors, (2) showing decreased social interaction in adolescent rats given chronic paroxetine, and (3) showing increased anogenital investigation in unfamiliar compared to familiar rats in the social interaction test.

Figure 1. Screenshot of Trackmate Social logging anogenital investigation in an unfamiliar pair of rats.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe how a wildlife stills camera can be used to monitor behavior during long distance transport. Wildlife stills cameras are normally used to capture images of wild animals in situ. A number of features inherent in their design allows for the adaptation of them for monitoring behavior during the transport of live pigs on commercial long distance journeys.
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INTRODUCTION
Within the European Union millions of slaughter and breeder pigs are transported annually. The duration of transport can vary widely from a few hours up to several days. European regulations EC1/2005 [1] differentiate between short journeys, 8 hours, and longer journeys, those over 8 hours. These require the use of a higher specification vehicle i.e. one with fans and drinkers onboard. However it is unknown whether there should be a maximum total length of any one journey. For example breeder pigs, are transported for 11 days, moving from Western Europe to Russia. A report of the Scientific Committee on Animal Health and Welfare [2] found a paucity of information on the welfare of pigs during long journeys and the need for further research. A project was set up to identify the risk factors associated with long journeys. An epidemiological rather than experimental approach was taken as this would allow collection of pertinent data from a large number of commercial journeys, rather than a large amount of detailed variables from a limited number of experimental journeys. A new technique to record behavior during commercial journeys lasting for up to 11 days had to be developed.

METHODS
Working closely with commercial hauliers restricted the options for data collection and lead to a novel solution. To capture all the animals’ behaviour during a journey video recorders would need to be used. There are two major problems with video cameras, firstly, they would need a large independent power supply, and secondly they would need a massive memory capacity to capture images from an 11 day journey. Direct observations would require a team to follow each transport from start to finish and the behaviour of the animals could only be observed at stops rather than throughout the journey.

A solution was found in the use of a digital stills camera originally designed to take images of wildlife in the field. This device should allow recording of the behaviour of the animals during the journey, no requirement for research technicians to be present at the end of the journeys, and information on the behaviour patterns of the animals.

These types of camera have been used by wildlife researchers and biologist for some years under field conditions. The Reconyx professional digital infrared camera (PC85) was chosen, as it is a self-contained unit with a built-in, independent battery power supply, which can last at least 10 days at low temperatures. For digital stills cameras the power supply is usually the limiting factor; memory cards can hold 1000s of images (250-400 kb per image), sufficient for 11 day journeys. The Reconyx has a built-in automatic infrared flash, and so can take pictures in low light conditions without disturbing the subjects.
The camera can be set to take pictures either on detection of movement or at programmed time intervals. Each picture is stamped with the time, date, temperature and a moon-phase icon. Once programmed and started there is no requirement for further monitoring of the device.

Work was needed with the cameras and housings to fit them to the vehicles to be used for the research. Although the camera is supplied in a plastic housing a further layer of metal protection was needed to shield them from the pigs and potential damage. This also allowed for brackets to be fitted to mount the housing in the truck (see Figure 1).

To obtain the best angle and field of view for the cameras, a mock-up of a truck interior was created and test photographs shot at different angles and heights using a model pig were taken. The ideal position for fitting was found to be at a height of 90cm in the corner of the pen pointing towards the opposite corner of the pen. The view covers most of the pen apart from a small amount of space in the corners to the left and right of the field of view (see Figure 2). It was originally thought that a universal bracket could be made to fit all types of livestock container, however detailed examination of several vehicles has indicated that some customisation will be required.

A validation trial was undertaken on a 24-hour transport of slaughter pigs. The camera was fitted by the experimenter, left on the truck for the journey and removed by the haulier, and then the images were downloaded by the haulier and transferred via the internet to the experimenter.

RESULTS
The pen of pigs from which the images were taken contained 12 pigs. The camera was programmed to take photos at 5-minute intervals, and no images were missed. From the images an ethogram focusing on posture changes, was devised. The behaviors scored were: Standing, Dog Sitting, Mounting (other pigs) and Lying Down. During analysis of the images in addition to the behaviors of all the pigs, a note was also made of the number of pigs visible. The proportion of images where only one pig was visible was low (4%). The proportion of pigs in view demonstrating each type of behaviour was then calculated (Figure 3). The results showed that sampling every 15-minutes gave similar results, as 5-minute sampling.

CONCLUSION
The digital stills camera will allow for the first time, data collection on the behavior of pigs during commercial long distance journeys.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an automated algorithm for tracking large groups of targets. To quantitatively investigate the behaviors in group context, it is vital to measure the motion trajectories of each target. This is task is challenging because large numbers of interacting targets lead to frequent occlusions. The proposed method first automatically detects the targets from video sequences, and then tracks the detections via solving a global optimization problem. Several parameters of the proposed method can be determined automatically. Using this approach, we successfully measured the motion trajectories of large numbers of Mycoplasma mobile, which may facilitate the biologist to explore their gliding behavior in group context.
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INTRODUCTION
Behavior of organism groups, such as human crowds, insect swarms and bacterial groups, is a fascinating natural phenomenon. Quantitative investigation of such behavior may lead new insights to the underlying interaction mechanism. Tracking a group of targets by human visual inspection is obviously very laborious and tedious, and thus developing an automated algorithm for measuring individual motion trajectories will be of great value.

With one video camera, target tracking involves two steps: target detection in each frame and detection association in consecutive frames. Most current tracking approaches [1] are used to track single or several targets. When handling large numbers of targets in a group, frequent occlusions in video sequences will result in challenges in both object detection and identity association. Recently, several approaches were proposed to track different organism groups [2][3][4]. The main drawbacks of these methods are that their performances were highly dependent on the parameter selections, most of which should be determined empirically.

In this paper, we present an automated tracking algorithm for quantitative group behavior studies. It is able to detect the targets with occlusions automatically by utilizing the statistical information of detected blobs. It then associates the detections across frames by solving a linear assignment problem, which is designed to handle the occlusions and solved efficiently by using Hungarian algorithm.

METHODS
Taking the video sequences as input, we first removed the background in each frame, which was estimated as the time average of the whole sequences. We then segmented the targets by a global threshold, which was chosen automatically in the following way: we first found the smallest and largest pixel values in each frame, which were denoted by \( p_s \) and \( p_l \), respectively; then the threshold was chosen from \( [p_s, p_l] \), and the numbers of the detected blobs were counted. As shown in Figure 1, the numbers of detected blobs decreases when the threshold is too large, and too small threshold will lead to large numbers of blobs, because many of them are tiny pieces. The numbers of detected blobs are almost unchanged if the threshold is proper. Such threshold is selected to segment the targets from backgrounds.

We then associated the detections between two successive frames. We formulated this problem as a linear assignment problem, which was solved by minimizing the assignment costs. Let \( C(i,j) \) be the cost by assigning the \( i-th \) detection in

Figure 1. Threshold selection.
frame to the \(j\)-th detection in \(t+1\) frame. We used the Euclidean distances between them to define the cost matrix \(C\), then the optimal assignment matrix \(A\) was obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

\[
A = \arg \min_{A} \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{t+1}} C(i, j) A(i, j)
\]

subject to \(\sum_{j=1}^{N_{t+1}} A(i, j) = 1, \sum_{i=1}^{N_t} A(i, j) = 1\)

\(A\) is a binary matrix with entries 1 (association) and 0 (otherwise)[4]; \(N_t\) and \(N_{t+1}\) are the detection numbers in \(t\) and \(t+1\) th frame. Generally, \(N_t \neq N_{t+1}\) because of occlusions and false positive detections et., and therefore one detection in current frame might not be assigned to one detection in the next frame. We overcame this difficulty by the following way: for any detection without assignment, its position in next frame was predicted by the velocity in current frame, which were regarded as a new detection, and the corresponding track was labeled as prediction status. If a track remained prediction status for several frames (5 to 10 in our experiment) would be terminated. Experiment results demonstrated that this method could result in more complete and accurate tracks.

RESULTS

The gliding behavior of *Mycoplasma mobile* has attracted the attention of many biologists [5][6]. With a video of 700 frames, we here applied our method to measure the motion trajectories of a large group of *Mycoplasma mobile* comprising nearly one hundred individuals. The results were shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

We presented an automated method for measuring the motion trajectories of organism groups. This method is general-purpose and thus applicable to other tracking tasks, such as moving locust groups [7]. One future work is developing machine learning methods to mine the acquired data.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we apply methods of pattern recognition on data of the Compensatory Tracking Task (CTT) in order to classify between two different vigilance states. Ten subjects attended a partial sleep deprivation study. The study design included baseline measurements and measurements of two separate nights. Adaptive signal processing was applied in time and spectral domain. Different classifiers were applied in order to find a generalized discriminant function to discriminate between two pre-defined classes, “vigilant” versus “hypovigilant”. The classification performance was evaluated in terms of test set error rates. Results show that best performance was obtained utilizing spectral domain features in combination with Support-Vector Machines. Regarding the test duration results indicate that a test length of six minutes may be sufficient.

Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
Although sleepiness is a main cause of accidents at work and in traffic, it is not easy to measure reliably immediate consequences on different performance abilities of a subject. On the one hand sleepiness leads to decrements in attention, cognition and motor control which oftentimes happen suddenly. On the other hand this is difficult to reproduce in test situations. Signal analysis is mainly concerned to continuously measurable decrements and fails in correctly quantifying sudden events. One performance test which continuously demands visuo-motor coordination and which measures performance continuously is the Compensatory Tracking Task (CTT) [1]. The question of this paper is, if the continuously measured cursor-target distances contain information on continuous performance decrements. As a first step, we applied adaptive signal processing and pattern recognition and asked for discriminability in a two-class problem.

MATERIALS
Description of the CTT
The test was executed on a standard personal computer with a trackball as the input device. In the centre of the screen a fixed annulus was presented as the target. The cursor was shaped circularly. The goal of the CTT is to locate the cursor such that the distance of the centre of the cursor to the centre of the target is zero. Only in this case a solid circle is displayed. During the duration of the test the target-cursor-distance is measured continuously at a rate of 12 Hz. The cursor is driven by three virtual forces [1]. A buffeting force calculated as a superposition of six sine functions with randomly initialized phase angles acts with limited dynamics and is still not predictable by the user. A second force acts radially like a Coulomb distraction force. The user interactions generate the third component. Even alert and trained subjects don’t succeed in trying to keep the performance measure at zero.
Subjects and Study Design

Students of the University of Applied Sciences Schmalkalden were recruited for this study. They had to fill-out three questionnaires (PSQI [2], D-MEQ [3] and SSQ [4]). Several criteria for inclusion or exclusion were checked upon these questionnaires. Ten subjects were selected randomly. Their age ranged between 18 and 32 years (mean 24.6 ± 3.7). They were invited to two training sessions. During the two days before experiments all subjects had to wear a wrist actometer to assess main biorhythmical variables and to check adherence to the given sleep-wake schedule. Every subject participated in two experimental nights starting at 8:00PM and finishing at 4:00AM, each night was divided into 8 hourly sessions. Within one session 6 different kinds of tests had to be performed; their order was randomized. This contribution focuses on presentation and discussion of CTT results.

METHODS

Pre-Processing

The x- and y-components of the cursor-target distance (rt) and of the current cursor position (xt, yt) were analyzed. Adaptive segmentation was performed. Their parameters were optimized empirically [5]. Samples of baseline experiments where time since sleep (TSS) was lower than five hours were labeled to class # 1 ("vigilant") whereas samples of the late night (TSS > 18 hours) were labeled to class # 2 ("hypovigilant").

Feature Extraction

Signal Analysis of recorded performance time series were performed in time and spectral domain. In the time domain 29 features were extracted of each segment of the 3 time series (xt, yt, rt). They are used by other authors as well [1]. Power spectral densities are usually utilized as features in time series analysis. We estimated them by WOSA (Weighted Overlapped Segment Averaging) in order to get low variances at the cost of bias and of spectral resolution. At the same side of "costs" are the consequences of band averaging which further reduces estimation variance. The three parameters (lower / upper cut-off frequency and bandwidth) were optimized empirically [6] and resulted in 0.12 Hz, 3.16 Hz and 0.76 Hz, respectively.

Classification

Three different algorithms were compared: Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ), k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) and Support-Vector-Machine (SVM). LVQ is an Artificial Neural Network which training stage is relatively fast. Thus it is appropriate to empirical parameter optimizations. The main LVQ parameter to be optimized is the number of neurons [6]. kNN is a non-parametric method of statistical pattern recognition, well-known for decades. The algorithm is very simple, but is not able to perform adaptation and has relatively high computational costs. The parameter k is to be optimized empirically in order to regularize the piecewise linear separation function of kNN. SVM is a class of high-performance classification analysis. It is able to regularize between empirical classification error minimization and structural risk optimization. SVM solves the classification task through implicit transformation to high-dimensional space. It belongs to nonlinear discriminant analysis and is an important method in Computational Intelligence. SVM classification performances were validated using leave-one-out scheme. Validation of LVQ and kNN utilized 50-fold delete-d cross validations with test-training ratios of 80:20.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Frequency-domain feature sets led to lower classification errors compared to time-domain feature sets. Frequency-domain features showed a minimum in classification error rates at simulated test durations of 6 minutes which is in contrast to time-domain features. Here the minimum was observed at test durations of 10 minutes (Figure 1). Best results are observed using SVM, worst using kNN.

This study gives further evidence that the CTT is able to measure continuous decrements due to operator fatigue. In the future it has to be shown if these results keep stable when sample size is increased. Intra- and inter-subject variability has also to be estimated. Our results indicated that test durations can be reduced to 6 or 4 minutes in future. Further research should also answer the question, if there are single features of the signals which indicate performance decrements.
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ABSTRACT
The study of neurodegenerative diseases presents a great challenge in modeling and treatment, requiring that behavior be carefully recorded and analyzed. There is an increase in the use of rodent models used for this purpose, but behavioral tests pose the challenges of being time and resource intensive, as well as demanding specific training and careful planning to ensure relevant results. The use of automated home cages can improve these aspects of behavioral testing. For this reason, we have assessed a SCA17 mouse model with the LabMaster automated home cage system. We report the results for this model as well as the methodology used to improve analysis by automated home cage system.

Author Keywords
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Spinocerebellar ataxia 17 (SCA17) is progressive neurodegenerative disease of autosomal dominant transmission. SCA17 is induced by expansion of the CAG repeats (>42) in the TATA-binding protein (TBP), a transcriptional initiation factor. This leads to atrophy in the cerebellum and Purkinje cell loss, with less pronounced neurodegeneration in other parts of the brain (1,2). The clinical phenotype is heterogeneous, exhibiting ataxia, dementia, dystonia, parkinsonism and dystonia (1,2). Mouse models for SCA17 have been generated and studied using Rotarod, weight and survival. We chose one of these models, SCA17Q-16J, to assess in an automated homecare system with the aim of finding whether we could explore more phenotype parameters in the disease progression.

Large scale behavioral assays of animal models using classical behavioral analysis face limitations due to manpower and training required, time consuming techniques, and costs of breeding and maintaining large amounts of animals. Furthermore, experimenter effect and differing protocols for the number of tests used can give differences when comparing studies. When the same animals are tested several times in a battery of tests, problems of carry-over effects and stress induced by manipulations increase with the number of tests used. On the other hand, when different animals are assigned to different tests, a large number of animals is needed thus increasing the costs. A limitation with using several tests to measure activity is that only one aspect is recorded with each trial, with no concurrent or complex behavior analyzed. Animal models with severe phenotypes pose additional challenge due to the reduced life expectancy and time available for experimentation.

The automated home-cage system LabMaster (developed by TSE system, Bad Homburg, Germany) provides an excellent tool to measure a wide range of behavioral parameters (5). While such automated approach results in concurrent and complex behavioral data, the amount of data produced requires much time to explore and process. A second objective was to find a methodology to reduce the time necessary to explore and interpret the output generated by this system. To process the data, we used the R statistics program for automatic aggregation, grouping, correlation and multivariate analysis that permits a quick screen of behavioral characteristics. The results where also processed with GraphPad Prism for final presentation.

CONCLUSION
We found that the Labmaster automated home cage systems permits a more deep analysis of behavior phenotype for SCA17Q-16J mouse with less time and training requirements than the classical behavior tests published. Also, we were able to produce a methodology and tools that greatly improves the efficiency of analyzing and exploring automated home cage results.
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ABSTRACT
The quality of behavioral studies on neurodegenerative diseases relies on the employment of adequate animal models. We recently developed a unique rat model of Huntington’s disease, which carries the full-length form of the causative gene huntingtin, inserted via a bacterial artificial chromosome (Bac). Advantages of the BacHD rat model are the replication of the protein context of the human disease due to the expression of the protein in its native form, combined with species-related benefits of the rat as an animal model. To characterize the BacHD rat, we implement classical behavioral tests as well as an automated home-cage system. First behavioral studies in BacHD rats demonstrate an early phenotype that resembles the human pathology. Thus the BacHD rat represents an appropriate new model to carry out basic research as well as therapeutic studies for Huntington’s Disease.
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Ethical Statement
All of our animal experiments have been approved by an ethical committee and have been carried out in accordance with the German Animal Welfare Act (Deutsches Tierschutzgesetz).

INTRODUCTION
Huntington’s Disease (HD) is a fatal hereditary neurodegenerative disorder caused by an expanded CAG-repeat in the first Exon of the gene coding for the protein huntingtin. The patients suffer from chorea, psychiatric and metabolic disturbances as well as cognitive decline, leading to their death 10-15 years symptoms onset. Up to the present, there is no specific therapeutic for the disease available and the molecular pathogenesis still needs to be deciphered. For this reason, it is fundamental to have an animal model which replicates properly the human condition and therefore allows for more relevant results in basic research as well as in therapeutic studies.

THE BACHD RAT
We have developed a rat model of Huntington’s Disease by inserting the full-length mutant huntingtin into Sprague Dawley rats’ genome using the bacterial artificial chromosome (Bac) as a carrier. This BacHD rat model expresses human full-length huntingtin under the control of the human huntingtin promoter and its regulatory elements. Additional 20 kb upstream and 50 kb downstream sequences reduce the position effect of the transgene. The expansion in the huntingtin gene is a mixed CAA-CAG repeat, which produces a particular stability of the repeat length. Two LoxP sites, flanking the mutant huntingtin exon 1, allow for Cre-mediated excision.

The advantages of the BacHD rat model compared to other models of the disease are twofold, based on the species-specific differences between the animal models and the genetic background. The larger size of rats relative to mice facilitates repetitive physiological measurements and surgical manipulations as well as structural and functional imaging. Furthermore, cognitive abilities and their behavioral correlates are much better comparable between humans and rats. Due to the presence of the full-length huntingtin in its native 3-D structure (and unlike the situation in the fragment models of HD), cleavage and degradation processes as well as interactions with other proteins, which are instrumental to the disease pathogenesis in humans, are replicated.
MEASURING BEHAVIOR IN THE BACHD RAT

In order to characterize the BacHD rat, we have assessed behavior, metabolism and motor function with classical behavioral test approaches as well the automated home-cage system PhenoMaster (TSE Systems, Bad Homburg, Germany). With the age of 1 month, the BacHD rats already display impaired motor function demonstrated by less grip strength and a shorter latency to fall from a rotating rod. With 3 months, BacHD rats have reduced locomotor activity and food and water intake, measured in the PhenoMaster. Six months old animals show decreased exploratory behavior as well as decreased anxiety concluded from less locomotor activity and a higher ratio of locomotor activity in the centre versus the periphery during the first 15 min of a PhenoMaster recording. 9 months old BacHD rats have lower oxygen consumption rates and a constantly low respiratory quotient of 0.7, calculated from carbondioxide production and oxygen consumption sampled in the PhenoMaster. Furthermore, the animals display a higher amount of activity during the light cycle and reduced activity during the dark phase pointing to an incipient disruption of the circadian rhythm.

CONCLUSION

The BacHD rat is in many ways advantageous to other animal models of HD. It displays an early behavioral, metabolic and motor phenotype that resembles many of the human pathologies. Thus, the BacHD rat represents an appropriate new model to carry out basic research as well as therapeutic studies for Huntington’s Disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Guiding football fans or supporters to their favourite pastime has become an increasingly delicate matter. The cost to the public purse of police supervision during football matches has become extremely high. Consider the recent case when two matches were played instead of one so as to exclude visiting supporters (Ajax versus Feyenoord).

A specific location (FC Twente’s “Grolsch Veste” stadium) allows research to be carried out on how to optimize the process of guiding supporters from the train station to the stadium [1].

The hypothesis states that smart guidance compensates for the sense of danger. Smart guidance here focuses on either separating or combining flows of supporters in relation to other pedestrian and cyclist traffic.

Both the approaches dealt with in this research proposal are to be implemented in a real-life situation and in an architectural design.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The questions to be considered are:

- To what extent can a virtual model correlate with an actual physical site?
- Is visiting the site prior to engaging in the virtual environment mandatory for deriving valid conclusions?
- To what extent does mingling the general public with supporters diminish feelings of comfort and safety?
- Does optimizing the situation require complete separation of supporters, the general public, and cyclists?
- Does physical separation by means of transparent barriers in fact create a feeling of caging, which will be counterproductive to establishing a safe environment?[2]
- Can the situation be improved by constructing a “supporter-proof” cycle bridge (in the form of a folding cage), combined with cycle parking facilities?

TYPE OF RESEARCH
The research involved is empirical with an inductive approach. Based on specific observation of behaviour, an attempt will be made, on the one hand, to deduce general rules. On the other hand, it is assumed, as a deductive hypothesis, that smart separation of supporters from the general public will enhance the feeling of safety.

The research will consist of questionnaires administered at specific intervals while subjects explore the virtual environment. A survey will therefore be combined with a case study in order to test the hypothesis.

Depending on the number of measurements, the research will primarily be qualitative in nature. Only limited statistical calculations will therefore be necessary.

Recording of behaviour during the simulated process of passing through and exploring the real architectural space will provide an insight into the psychological perception of spatial information.

The objective is naturally to achieve a neutral result by applying an appropriate methodology and precise focus.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Precise measurement can be achieved by working with four distinct groups.

The subjects will consist of:
1) the general public attending the sports event;
2) cyclists passing through the area;
3) supporters;
4) police.

Test 1 REAL ENVIRONMENT: Within a given timeframe, subjects within a group explore the actual site without a cycle bridge and respond to specific questions put to them. Set-ups A and B.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. For any other use, please contact the Measuring Behavior secretariat: info@measuringbehavior.org.
Figure 1. Test configurations and bridge design projected on site (length 432 m).
Test 2 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: Within a given timeframe, subjects within a group explore the virtual model with a cycle bridge and respond to specific questions put to them. Set-ups C and D.

All subjects first work alone and then together during both tests. It may be necessary to combine different types of subject but this will depend on the results of the initial tests. Consider mixing fans with the police as depicted in Figure 1.

Moreover, relevant questions will be put regarding orientation – i.e. the mental condition of subjects before and after the tests – with the answers being compared with the actual behaviour of the subjects.[3]

IMPLEMENTATION OF RESEARCH
The actual site will be transformed into corridors by means of special fences as outlined below.

The present architectural Definite Design (see below) will be further converted into a semi-realistic environment using advanced visualization and gaming techniques.

Subjects, either as crowd members, cyclists or law-enforcement officials, will explore the environment interior – either individually or in groups – by means of computer interfaces. They will interact with computer screens while sitting on chairs at gaming consoles. This can be done at the advanced gaming facilities at the University of Twente (T-Xchange), which is directly adjacent to the study location.

This non-direct method (registration of observations) will make it possible to measure the mental process of safety assessment [4].

GENERAL CONSTRAINTS
Accurately zoned site;

Realistic model (Architectural Definite Design converted into real-life visualization);

Close correlation between physical site and design model;

Representative measurement (large enough number and proper kind of subjects);

Applicable (usable protocol for professional architects as result).
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ABSTRACT
In this research, we compared the behavior of mice allowed to freely explore an elevated plus-maze (EPM) with the behavior of mice exposed to the classical testing situation (i.e. forcible centre exposure). A detailed temporal analysis (min-by-min scoring) raises interesting results for practical and theoretical views on the elevated plus-maze task.
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INTRODUCTION
The EPM is the most widely used model to evaluate rodent “anxiety-like behaviors”. It is based on the a priori postulate that rodents exposed to the apparatus will respond to a conflict between safe parts of the maze that are protected (closed arms), and aversive parts of the maze that are unprotected (open arms). Several discrepancies emerge from the interpretation of an animal’s behavior in the EPM. In particular, whether avoidance of open arms is really an unconditioned process, or whether it is rather something acquired during exposure to the test, is still very much an open question [1]. Indeed, rodent’s aversion for open space is supposed to be natural; but the fact that open-arm entries actually decrease during exposure to the EPM argues in favor of some kind of open-arm avoidance learning. This is especially relevant with respect to some potential explanations of the one-trial tolerance effect, consisting of a high avoidance of open arms and a decreased effectiveness for anxiolytic drugs during re-exposure to the EPM.

In a recent study, a procedure of free exposure to the EPM was used to demonstrate that open arm avoidance is really a natural tendency in rats [3]. In order to generalize and extend these results, we conducted a follow-up experiment in mice using a detailed temporal analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Male CD1, BALB/c and C56BL/6 mice (70 days-old) were tested in the EPM, either in the free exploration or in the forcible exposure situation.

Procedure
The mice were isolated for 24h in a compartment (20 x 20 x 20cm) with bedding, food and water access. On the testing day, animals from the “free exposure group” were given free access to the EPM thanks to a small removable door connected to the end of a closed arm (see Figure 1). Mice were thus allowed to freely explore the EPM with the possibility to return to the familiar compartment. Their behavior was recorded for a total of 5 minutes in the EPM. Control animals were handled from their familiar compartment and forcibly exposed to the EPM for 5 minutes. Control animals were placed at the centre of the maze, facing an open arm.

Maze and Video-Tracking
The elevated plus-maze (Intellibio, France) was made of ivory Perspex with a central zone area (5 x 5 cm) and facing closed and open arms (25 x 5 cm). It was elevated at a height of 50 cm, the closed arms were surrounded by 25 cm

Figure 1. A mouse freely explores the EPM from a familiar compartment connected to a closed arm.
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walls and the open arms had 0.25 cm edges. The testing room was illuminated with a dim white light that provided 100 lux for the open arms and 50 lux for the enclosed arms.

The ANY-maze® video-tracking system (Stoelting, version 4.60) was used to record the distances covered, the arm entries and the time spent in the open arms min-by-min. Entering an arm was counted when 98% of the animal’s tracking area overlaid the arm whereas the animal was considered to be in the centre of the maze when 50% of the tracking area was out of the arm. Closed-arm returns were recorded when an animal exited a closed arm and re-entered the same arm. The ethological keyboard was used to record rears, head-scans and protected stretched attend postures (pSAPs).

**Ethical Statement**
The research was conducted in accordance with the guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals established by the National Institute of Health of the United States of America [2].

**Statistical Analysis**
Data were analyzed with ANY-maze®. Two-way ANOVAs with condition and segment of test as factors were performed, followed by Tukey’s tests for post-hoc comparisons when allowed.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**
The results that will be presented in details at the meeting confirm that open-arms avoidance is more pronounced in the free exploration condition than in the forcible exposure situation. This difference is observed for the three mice strains and does not depend on locomotion (total distance covered) or exploration (head-scans) in the maze. The min-by-min analysis points out that this difference is evidenced during the first two minutes of the test (see Figure 2 which presents for instance the open-arm entries in CD1 mice).

First, these results confirm that open arm avoidance is also a natural tendency in mice and that it does not require some kind of learning during the first trial in the EPM. In addition, the present study also reinforces the hypothesis that initial open-arm entries during a forcible confrontation with the apparatus should possibly be interpreted as the attempts to escape the situation, rather than as the indications of a low anxiety level. This hypothesis is also consistent with the fact that pSAPs and closed-arm returns were more frequent in the free exploration condition. Indeed, the approach / avoidance conflict is more clearly defined in this situation since the familiar compartment stands really in contrast with the unknown elevated plus-maze and its anxiogenic open-arms.

**CONCLUSION**
Our work confirms that during initial exposure to the EPM, the rodents’ behavior is not driven only by the approach / avoidance conflict towards the open arms, but also by some attempts to avoid the whole situation. These attempts can lead during the first minutes of the test to open-arm entries. Thus our work emphasizes the relevance of a detailed temporal analysis to avoid misinterpretations of the results in the EPM procedure.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe one of the tools we use to construct the comparison of four tutorials software dedicated to the learning of mathematics in early secondary. One of the biggest differences between the traditional school and the use of computer for learning is the number of interaction that the student obtains with software. After this report, it is necessary to measure these interactions. The tool we have built and we present here, is the Work Unit, which is the interval of time in the course of which the learner receives no answer of the software. It helps us reach even more precisely in the description of CTS of our study as an institution of teaching and learning.

Author Keywords
Moments of working, Work Unit, Work Unit Factor, learning time, tutorial software.

INTRODUCTION
The offer of tutorial software [1] for learning mathematics and many other disciplines is becoming increasingly important.

The impact of a technological environment on the organization of education and classroom has been known for many years [2]. The research we conduct is to describe the characteristics of an environment using Closed Tutorial Software for learning mathematics at the beginning of secondary education in France [3]. These characteristics fall within the description of CTS as an institution of teaching and learning.

Before a didactic analysis we have constructed in our research, we chose to describe one of the specificities of the CTS: the temporary management of the moments of the study [4] which proposes every software. For it we set up, from the software The Observer 5 [5], the following protocol:

- moments of study and research (AER);
- moments of institutionalization;
- moments of the technical work (M5);
- moments of evaluation (M6);
- moments of manipulation software (Manip).

The moments most often encountered in the four software by pupils and by the expert, are the moments of the technical work (M5, continuous moment) and evaluation moments (M6, instantaneous moment).

Among the different areas of comparison of four software, math education, algebra or calculus, educational organization of the software, student assessment, we decided to take into account the pace of each software through the repetition of evaluation moments.

Encoding scheme that we chose, we can see significant differences between software and the chapters of each software. It’s possible to see these differences in the beginning of the Visualize Data [4] of the expertise of the four CTS.

So, we need to create a new tool to describe these differences, the Work Units [3].

Figure 1. Pupils working with Closed Tutorial Software.
WORK UNIT
A work unit is the interval of time between two consecutive time assessment of student work or expert. For example, if $t_0$, $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the first three moments of assessment in a series of exercises, $W1$ and $W2$ are the first two Work Units:

$$WU1 = [t_0, t_1]; WU2 = [t_1, t_2].$$

COMPARISON OF WORK UNITS IN FOUR SOFTWARE
The first remark concerns all Work Units (WU) of the expert. We have listed about 1800 that the expert must make all four Tutorial Software. Of the results, the average duration of WU is approximately 24.7 seconds. The average of tutorial software not very different and is 23.75 seconds (3%). This shows that the deviations of the averages by the average total Tutorial Software are not unimportant. We noted in our analysis that the serious game in the software Smao is singular from the rest of the software.

By the calculations of average years by WU and we find the average values of 20.5 and 20.8 seconds. We keep in mind that the average value of Work Units of the expert for all four Tutorial Software is around 20 seconds off the serious game in Smao part, that is to say for 1700 UT expert. The serious games in Smao are not thus comparable to the other types of exercises in four CTS and would require a more specific analysis.

The Figure 5 shows the average duration of the WU expert and provides us a ranking of the four Tutorial Software. Tdmaths and Les Maths, c’est facile are fast enough with an average of 17.3 and 19 seconds by WU on all software. LiliMath is slower with an average of 22.7 and Smao is much slower if all the software is taken into account with an average of 36 seconds by WU. If the serious games are excluded from the calculations, Smao is quite comparable in speed to LiliMath with an average of 24.4 seconds. The first calculation of average says that:

- Tdmaths and Les Maths, c’est facile are fast;
- LiliMath is moderately slow;
- Smao is rather slow.

The second set of remarks on the division of Work Units of the expert into three categories: very short WU under 10
seconds, those who are average and whose duration is between 10 and 40 seconds, and finally, WU’s rather long that lasts more than 40 seconds.

Going further in the statistical analysis, we can notice in the Figure 6, some differences with three additional software and LiliMath.

**WORK UNIT FACTOR**

Work Units allow us a first description of the software on their use by learners. A second possible use of this concept is one that compares the student work with that of the expert. For this, we define the Work Unit Factor as the ratio: duration of the Work Unit of student on the duration of the Work Unit of the expert.

\[
\text{Work Unit Factor} = \frac{\text{Duration WU student}}{\text{Duration WU expert}}
\]

The concept of Work Unit, or WU, in Tutorial Software provides us a tool to measure and a different approach to this "time" of the school activity. The time when, to be exact, the different types of times are not the same as in conventional institution: teaching time, decided and managed by the teacher and the learning time, experienced by the student are not exactly transferable to the new institutional environment where the student works alone with a Tutorial Software. The teaching time is integrated and programmed into the Tutorial Software by the creators of the software but the student is also an actor in the management of this didactic time. He may decide to recover control, for instance, by repeating as many times as desired exercise. This suggests that the learning time, instructional time, time of activity, all these times and their acceptance by students and teacher need multiple institutions to express themselves more effectively.

Work Unit Factor is ultimately for us a tool that allows us to focus on parts of the student work through this indicator on working time. Based on a repository of expertise achieved by the Tutorial Software, we can define an optimal duration of the work unit by year and Tutorial Software. Once the factor of a WU student deviates too far from the average value, an analysis is necessary. This does not mean of course an average value close to the standard value is sufficient proof. From these averages, we could imagine a system that assigns each student a series of WUF type exercise gradually as the student advances in the Tutorial Software.

---

*Note that the best performing pupils academically, who have specific knowledge and meta command of their "role as students, tend to perform the tasks required quickly, which joined the assumptions of teachers who generally believe that" good student "works quickly and well. [6]*

---

Nothing escapes the clock and the first sentence which hears a professor on behalf of his pupils in failure is: «I did not have time to finish ». But the tools available to enable students to learn to manage their time are not numerous. Time management is actually one of key to success, particularly in mathematics.

The research has made Christine Pierrisnard Robert confirmed.

*It is particularly difficult and rare to explain what we know and what we make of "time" of the school activity. [7]*

---

The time management is the heart of the successful education of all students: a good student is one who often knows how to manage his time during the homework, quizzes and other competitions or examinations in a limited time, as we remember Christine Pierrisnard-Robert:
CONCLUSION
The concept of Work Unit has allowed us to enter a new dimension of analysis of student work. The method of behavior analysis and computer tools allowed us to use this approach. The time of activity can be approached in the second and the student has to have access there to manage the evolution of his learning. As well as a sportsman who trains for a competition, a pupil must be able to measure his progress and have access to tools which allow such an approach.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a half day workshop about the measuring of (Ambient) Persuasive Technologies at Measuring Behavior Conference 2010. The workshop aims to bring together some of the leading experts in the field in order to foster an interdisciplinary dialog regarding challenges and possibilities of this novel research area.

Author Keywords
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ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m Information interfaces and presentation: Miscellaneous, H.1.2 User/Machine Systems: Human factors

INTRODUCTION
Recent research has started investigating Persuasive Technology, which can be defined as technologies that are “intentionally designed to change a person’s attitude or behavior or both” [2]; see also [1]. For example, persuasive picture frames can be used to improve sitting posture [5], dashboard instruments can give car drivers feedback about their fuel consumption, and robots that take on the role of social actors and praise or criticize users depending on their performance (e.g., [3]).

The current workshop will assess the measurement of Persuasive Technologies. That is, crucial in the effective development and employment of these technologies is the measurement of persuasive effect in general, long term effects in particular, underlying mechanisms and processes and appropriate methods to measure such effects. Measuring Persuasive Technology inherently demands a multidisciplinary approach: Amongst these are perspectives related to human-computer interaction, psychology, sociology, and ethics/morality.

Next to stimulating conscious behavior changes, (ambient) persuasive technology [8] can also influence behavior in unconscious ways [4]. The current workshop will not only spend attention to variables related to conscious behavior change (e.g., explicit attitude change), but also to unconscious determinants and effects (e.g., implicit attitude change).

The workshop builds on previous efforts by the authors, such as a workshop at CHI 2008 [6], which aimed to establish and further develop the concept of Ambient Persuasion and more recently a workshop at AmI-09 [7], which focused on applications in this novel area and the potential ethical dilemmas.

CHALLENGES
• Measuring the persuasive effect of persuasive technology on different levels, e.g. attitude change, awareness, behavioral change. This challenge raises the question which kind of factors and outcomes are suitable to determine the success of a persuasive intervention and how these factors can be evaluated.
• Methods for measuring long term persuasive effects (e.g. the Experience Sampling Methodology –ESM).
• Assessing the persuasive potential of early prototypes is motivated by the need to identify promising persuasive
designs already at an early stage in the user centered design process. Existing approaches such as the paratype method combine low fidelity prototyping and experience sampling to help achieving this goal, but further research and methodological innovations are still required to improve persuasive prototyping.

- **Modalities of Persuasive Technology**, e.g. Ambient and Ubiquitous Technologies, Mobile Devices, Robots for Persuasion, Embodied Conversational Agents, etc.
- **Specific Contexts for Persuasive Technology** such as:
  - Context car (e.g. fuel efficient driving behavior)
  - Context home (e.g. energy consumption)
  - Context factory (e.g. motivation and productivity)
  - Context shopping (e.g. advertising or specific consumer behaviors)
  - Context health (e.g. changes in lifestyle behavior)
- **Moral dilemmas of using persuasive technology** (e.g. when social norms and value conflicts arise) and ethical concerns regarding persuasive technology.
- **Persuasion strategies** (e.g. obtrusive vs. unobtrusive, subliminal persuasion)

**SPEAKERS**
The workshop is going to be half day. A specific group of internationally renowned researchers in the field will be invited to present their work through a selective call for contributions. Each talk will take 20 minutes including discussion and we aim for a total of 6 talks, with sufficient time for discussion among the participants.

The topics and their respective invited researchers are:

**Assessing the Social Psychological Consequences in Behavior and Cognition of Persuasive Technology**
Cees Midden

**Measuring Feelings - What Can Persuasion Learn from User Experience**
Virpi Roto

**Prerequisites for Successful Measuring of Ambient Persuasive Technology**
Harri Oinas-Kukkonen

**Trust, Discourse Ethics, and Persuasive Technology**
Andreas Spahn and Philip Nickel

**Approaches for Measuring Behavior Change in Energy Consumption Interventions**
Magnus Bång

**Audience Measurement for Digital Signage**
Jörg Müller

**REFERENCES**
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ABSTRACT
The area of ambient persuasive technology looks very promising in multiple ways. Yet, it also faces with challenges. Thus far the major weakness in research into ambient persuasive technology has been that the behavior change support systems have been described in such a coarse manner that it has been very difficult to demonstrate what actually caused the change, or to generalize the findings. This paper will discuss prerequisites for successful measuring of ambient persuasive technology. The O/C Matrix and the PSD Model are suggested as vehicles to better frame the research. These methodological research aids can be used in a variety of research and development settings ranging from studying full-fledged commercial systems to evaluating software specifications for systems under development.
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INTRODUCTION
Ambient persuasive technology [20] has become an important research area and a wide variety of applications have been developed embodying it [1,3,4,5,6,17,18,19,22]. The key construct and object of study within this research area is a Behavior Change Support System [12]:

A behavior change support system (BCSS) is an information system designed to form, alter or reinforce attitudes, behaviors or an act of complying without using deception, coercion or inducements. [12]

BCSSs are inherently transformative, deliberately attempting to cause a cognitive and/or an emotional change in the mental state of a user to transform the user’s current state into another planned state. Empirical BCSS research provides a unique opportunity for quantifying measures for system success. This requires explicitly stating the aim of the system, how the success was to be measured, and the extent to which the system succeeded in achieving this measure. It has to be explicitly defined what really takes place through the software system to be able to demonstrate to what extent an outcome change is really due to the system, or a feature or a set of features in it. For this reason, sound ways of defining the systems and their goals clearly are needed. Otherwise, it will be difficult or perhaps even impossible to demonstrate any results from the BCSS or to translate lessons learned from the results into related problem and application domains. [12]

This paper will suggest a research process model for studying ambient persuasive technologies and applications. Two important steps preceding the actual measurement of behavioral change are to utilize the O/C Matrix [12] and the PSD Model [9] to better grasp the intent, structure, functionality, and content of the software system under investigation.

RESEARCH PROCESS MODEL
We suggest a five-step process model for carrying out research on behavior change support systems (Figure 1):

1. Select the theoretical basis for research [2,8].
2. Analyze the intent through the O/C Matrix [12].
3. Analyze the BCSS through the PSD model [9].
4. Measure the behavior change.
5. Explain the change through the theories, the O/C Matrix, and the PSD Model.
1. Select the theoretical basis for research
2. Analyze the intent through the O/C Matrix
3. Analyze the BCSS through the PSD model
4. Measure the behavioral change
5. Explain the change through the theories, the O/C Matrix, and the PSD model

Figure 1. Experimental research model for BCSSs.

ANALYZING THE INTENT THROUGH THE O/C MATRIX

There are three types of behavioral changes, namely a change in an act of complying, a behavior change, or an attitude change, and these may be called respectively C-, B- and A-Change [12]. With a C-Change, the goal of the behavioral change is simply to make sure that the end-user complies with the requests of the system. The goal of systems supporting a B-Change is to elicit a more enduring change than simple compliance once or a few times. The goal of systems supporting an A-Change is to influence the end-users’ attitudes rather than behavior only.

Three potential, successful voluntary outcomes are the formation, alteration, or reinforcement of attitudes, behaviors or complying; these may be respectively called as F-Outcome, A-Outcome, and R-Outcome [12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-Change</th>
<th>B-Change</th>
<th>A-Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-Outcome</td>
<td>Forming an act of complying (F/C)</td>
<td>Forming a behavior (F/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Outcome</td>
<td>Altering an act of complying (A/C)</td>
<td>Altering a behavior (A/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Outcome</td>
<td>Reinforcing an act of complying (R/C)</td>
<td>Reinforcing a behavior (R/B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. O/C Matrix [12].

A matrix can be constructed from the intended outcomes and the types of change. See Table 1. When researching or developing a BCSS, it should be carefully considered which of these nine different goals the application is aimed at. The persuasion context may change dramatically when moving from one slot to another. Different persuasive goals and strategies will be needed for applications supporting different types of changes.

ANALYZING THE BCSS THROUGH THE PSD MODEL

The Persuasive Systems Design model [7,9], or more briefly the PSD, is the state of the art approach for researching and developing BCSSs. According to the PSD model, careful analysis of the persuasion context (the intent, event, and strategy of persuasion) is needed to discern opportune and/or inopportune moments for delivering the message(s). See Figure 2.

The PSD model also defines software characteristics for BCSSs and describes them under four categories, namely primary task support, computer-human dialogue support, perceived system credibility, and social influence. (Many design aspects in developing BCSSs are general software design issues rather than specific to BCSSs only.) The design principles of the primary task category focus on supporting the carrying out of the user’s primary activities. Design principles related to human-computer dialogue help move towards achieving the goal set for using the BCSS. The perceived system credibility design principles relate to how to design a system so that it is more believable and thereby more persuasive. The design principles in the social influence category describe how to design the system so that it motivates users by leveraging social influence.

Figure 2. PSD model [9].

Examples of using the PSD as a part of evaluating the success of persuasive technology can be found in [3,4,5,16,19]. Many types of research on software system features have been conducted. The most researched features
have been tailoring, tunneling, reduction, and self-monitoring (representing the primary task category), suggestion (for supporting human-computer dialogue), surface credibility (in support of perceived system credibility), and social comparison, normative influence, and social learning (relating to social influence) [21].

**CHALLENGES IN MEASURING THE BEHAVIOR CHANGE**

Essential research issues that relate to the ultimate question, i.e. how to measure the change, include: How to measure C-, B- and A-Changes? What are the similarities and differences in measuring C-, B- and A-Changes? What are the connections between the different kinds of changes? How do the BCSSs developed for C-, B- and A-Changes differ from each other? Similar questions regarding measuring, connections and differences naturally should be tackled also regarding the F-, A- and R-Outcomes. Moreover, it should be understood how the experiments can be conducted in such a manner that it will be really possible to pinpoint a change to have been caused by a BCSS, or even more precisely, by a specific software feature in it. An additional important research issue relates to the changes that take place in user’s goals or in the technological platform which the BCSS has been built upon in between starting and ending the measurement.

**CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION**

In current research, there seems to be a tendency of describing the software systems and the persuasion context at too general a level. Black-box thinking of the software systems with no actual description of what was implemented and how may make the research results obsolete.

When describing a persuasive system, a very clear description of not only the application but also the technology context is needed. After all, in many cases much of the success or failure of an application can be attributed to the fluent navigation and smooth interaction arising from the technological infrastructure rather than to the design of the system. The O/C Matrix and the PSD Model may help in doing this more effectively.

In the future, designer bias and ethical issues will need more attention. Also the needs of underprivileged users such as the elderly and the children should be better addressed [10,11].

Even if many research efforts have already been conducted on behavior change support systems, we are still in early steps of research into measuring their outcomes and understanding how they relate to social media systems [13] and new forms of science [14,15].
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ABSTRACT
Understanding the individual and social behavior of wild animals in the context of their habitat is imperative to protect and increase biodiversity. Our ability to observe individuals in the wild has increased exponentially with the availability of GPS. The increased miniaturization and prolonged operation time of GPS receivers and loggers allows us to consider new ways of analyzing and influencing animal behavior. This workshop brings together researchers, practitioners and technology providers discussing requirements for wildlife movement tracking, data processing and analysis. We will present the state-of-the-art, exchange practical experiences and discuss future challenges.
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INTRODUCTION
Around the globe, initiatives are undertaken to protect and - where possible - increase biodiversity. The declaration of 2010 as the International Year of Biodiversity by the United Nations illustrates that governments support the importance of biodiversity as a prerequisite for science, economy and society. For example, ‘ecological corridors’ and ‘ecoducts’ are constructed to increase freedom of movement for wildlife, to prevent splitting of populations, and to optimize the integration of nature conservation, agriculture and recreation. However, this can also lead to unwanted confrontations between humans and animals (e.g. traffic incidents), damage to crops, and the spreading of diseases between wildlife and farm animals.

Until recently, available technology (like radio tracking and satellite tracking techniques) suffered from limited temporal and spatial resolution, resulting in position data that are too coarse to determine how animals behave relative to the environment and each other. In other words: it tells you where the animal is but not what it is doing. Furthermore, the size and weight of transmitters and batteries made them unsuitable for small animals.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
GPS technology allows moving objects to be tracked at small time intervals, and spatial resolution has improved dramatically over the years. However, analysis tools able to process large streams of GPS data and to convert spatial coordinates into behavioral parameters are still lacking. New approaches to extracting information and transforming it into knowledge have to be found. Furthermore, by adopting concepts from the field of artificial intelligence, GPS tracking can be extended with real-time data processing, interpretation and feedback, offering fascinating new opportunities for wildlife management and disease control. The objective of this workshop is to discuss the state-of-the-art, exchange practical experiences and define a first set of requirements towards a GPS-based behavior recognition and wildlife management system.

WORKSHOP PROGRAM
The workshop will consist of four technical topics:

1. Measurement: what to measure (location, time, physiological signals, ambient variables) and how
   - Possibilities of GPS relative to radio tracking and satellite tracking
• Logging versus real-time transmission of location data
• Temporal and spatial resolution: what can be achieved?
• GPS tracking under challenging conditions
• Integration of movement data with ambient parameters or physiological signals

2. Analysis: processing of position data and other variables into behavior recognition
• Algorithms for location-based event recognition
• Algorithms for behavior recognition and movement track segmentation
• Integration of GPS data analysis and GIS systems
• Software tools for analysis of movement patterns, individual behavior and interactions

3. Feedback & Intervention: closing the loop, from real-time processing to feedback, guidance and control
• Real-time data reduction, analysis
• Feedback to the animal, guidance systems
• Feedback to the environment: control systems

4. Hardware aspects: energy issues, robustness, size (miniaturization), weight, etc.
• Size and weight of GPS loggers
• Battery life, duration of measurements
• Impact of hardware on animal behavior and welfare

Each topic is important for GPS-based behavior analysis and guidance systems, but has individual characteristics and progress. Prior to the workshop a market survey is performed to gather information about current practices, experiences, applications, and requirements for future technology. The discussion of each topic will start with the analysis of the market survey. This is followed by a discussion on the state-of-the-art in this topic: where do we stand today, what is technically possible? Based on this the challenges based on user needs are defined: what lies ahead of us, which questions need to be answered, which technical hurdles must be taken? These are translated into the final step: product requirements for GPS based behavior measurement, analysis and feedback systems. What should a measurement, analysis of feedback system be able to do?

WORKSHOP SCOPE
Although the workshop is primarily targeted at wildlife, advances and lessons learned in animal husbandry and free-ranging cattle among others are welcomed as that application domain has similar requirements towards the behavior analysis system.

WORKSHOP AGENDA
• Welcome and introduction (15 minutes)
• Topic 1: Measurement (45 minutes)
• Topic 2: Analysis (45 minutes)
• Demonstrations of hardware & software (30 minutes)
• Topic 3: Feedback & Intervention (45 minutes)
• Topic 4: Hardware aspects (45 minutes)
• Wrap-up: conclusions and follow-up activities (15 minutes)

TARGET AUDIENCE
This workshop brings together researchers, practitioners and technology providers discussing their needs for wildlife movement tracking, data processing and analysis. The organizers hope to initiate a lively discussion on the topics listed above. Attending this workshop will provide participants with a better understanding of the possibilities, limitations and future research directions of wildlife surveillance using GPS technology.
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INTRODUCTION
Assessment of consumer behavior in specific situations, using observational and physiological methods, is becoming increasingly important in understanding conscious and unconscious consumer behavior. An increased understanding of consumer behavior may result in the development of improved consumer products and in more healthy dietary patterns. A growing number of techniques is available to assist researchers in measuring various aspects of consumer behavior such as walking patterns, product selection, meal composition, and eating/drinking. Due to advances in digital video, sensor technology and computer speed, complex measurements of behavior and physiology are now possible. Integration of these techniques allows multimodal measurements. With the growing number of techniques, the challenge for the researcher to choose the right solution becomes larger. Questions to be answered in order to select the right combination of solutions include:

• How do I upscale techniques that have proven themselves in the laboratory to real-life test situations such as supermarkets and restaurants? In the recently constructed ‘Restaurant of the Future’ in Wageningen (The Netherlands), observation of everyday behavior is combined with psychological, physiological and sensory measurements. Other research requires observation of consumers in other situations, such as hospitals, supermarkets, and school canteens.

• Which tools do I use for observation: video, physiological measurements, tracking, facial expressions analysis, head movement, eye-tracking – or a combination of these methods?

• Measuring consumer behavior can result in an overload of acquired data. How do I select, analyze, transport, and store these data in an effective and safe way?

This workshop intends to bring together users and developers of measurement tools for consumer behavior, to discuss the state of the art, advancements, experiences, expectations and bottlenecks. As such it will provide a platform for exchanging information about the opportunities, challenges and needs in the fast developing area of consumer behavior research. It will be organized as a series of presentations, followed by group discussion.
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PRESENTATIONS
Measuring Consumer Behavior in the Restaurant of the Future
René de Wijk (Consumer Science and Intelligent Systems, Wageningen UR, Wageningen, The Netherlands).

The Restaurant of the Future in Wageningen, the Netherlands, is an instrumented company lunch restaurant daily visited by 125 registered guests. Food choice behavior over repeated visits is monitored using various techniques including video, and is related to individual characteristics of the consumers. The presentations will illustrate the advantages of this approach as well as some of the technical pitfalls.

The Development of a System for Automatic Monitoring of Consumer Eating and Drinking Behavior
Oliver Amft (Wearable Computing Lab., ETH Zurich; Technical University Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

The recent uptake of activity recognition methods in various research fields demonstrates the maturity of basic sensor-based recognition of behaviour. While fundamental challenges in machine inference of context/situation awareness remain yet to be solved, systems that can describe dietary behaviour become feasible. Current trends in multimodal activity recognition and behaviour inference will be discussed. In particular, previous and ongoing work on Automatic Dietary Monitoring and related studies are presented to illustrate how relevant information can be recognized in daily life using unobtrusive sensors. I will address current research issues related to the diversity of activities and pattern variability. Finally, some new project
efforts are summarized, which will commence in the next months at the newly established ACTLab at TU Eindhoven.

Is Eye-Tracking an Effective Experimental Tool for Capturing Consumers Attention?  
Svetlana Bialkova & Hans van Trijp (Marketing and Consumer Behavior Group, Wageningen University).

Understanding how consumers pay attention to information and extract meaning is crucially important in credence attributes such as health, and sustainability. Hence there is a need to develop appropriate measures for adequately capturing whether and how consumers pay attention to particular information. The current study discusses Eye-tracking methodology as an effective experimental tool for capturing consumers attention in shopping situations and thus a promising approach for exploring consumer behavior.

Use of FaceReader for Measuring Facial Expressions in Real-Life Situations  
Marten den Uyl (VicarVision bv, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

FaceReading, the automated analysis of facial expressions, seems a very promising new technology for assessment of consumer behavior and experience, since the assessment is unobtrusive and continuous and may give direct insight in conscious and unconscious affective response of subjects. However there problems and limitations associated with the technology: lighting conditions and camera distance and angle are important to obtain the high quality video recordings required; chewing motions and eating behavior causing occlusions –hand for mouth- may interfere with emotion assessment; and subjects may vary considerably in their tendency to ‘facialize’ i.e. show affect in the face. In the presentation experiences with FaceReading in real life situations and open challenges for further development of the technology will be discussed.

Inside Consumer Experience: Studying Consumer Behavior in the Field  
Leanne Loijens (Noldus Information Technology bv, Wageningen, The Netherlands).

The aim of the Inside Consumer Experience project is to develop mobile tools and services to measure food selection and consumption in real-life contexts like restaurants, shops, elderly homes or festivals. The results of a number of pilot studies will be presented in which new techniques have been tried out. The advantages of the tested techniques relative to other methods will be discussed and also the hurdles that have to be taken to make the techniques widely applicable.

AUDIENCE
This workshop aims to bring together researchers involved in consumer behavior research, as well as developers of technology and tools for measuring consumer behavior.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this workshop is to discuss the teaching of undergraduate and graduate courses in “Measuring Behaviour”. The authors will discuss their experiences and share their course outline and then discuss (1) possible topics to be covered in such a course, (2) textbooks and readings, (3) laboratory (practical) projects, (4) equipment needed, (5) ethics for testing animal and human subjects, (6) grading, and (7) student evaluations.
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INTRODUCTION
How should a course in “Measuring Behaviour” be designed? This workshop will discuss the requirements for teaching a laboratory course on Measuring Behaviour and develop ideas for future courses. We have developed such a course, which has one 90-min. lecture and one 90-min. laboratory class per week for a 13 week term for 24 third year Psychology and Neuroscience students. In the first part of the workshop, I will give an overview of the organization of this course, the topics covered in the lectures and the laboratory projects. In the second part, the floor will be open for discussion of other people’s experiences with teaching such a class.

PART 1: COURSE OVERVIEW
The lecture portion of the course was designed to discuss the issues involved in understanding the importance of measuring behaviour, from fruitfly courtship behaviour to human facial expression and social behaviour. The laboratory component was designed to give practical experience in conducting behavioural research.

Lecture Classes
We used the textbook “Measuring Behaviour”, 3rd edition, by Paul Martin and Patrick Bateson, plus a number of journal articles and course notes that we prepared ourselves. The lectures covered the following topics: (1) What is behaviour? (2) Qualitative description of behaviour; (3) Quantitative methods for describing behaviour; (4) Advanced quantitative methods; (5) Why measure behaviour? Theory and hypothesis testing; (6) The functional analysis of behaviour: experimental design and statistics; (7) Ethical issues in experimentation with animals and humans; animal health and welfare; (8) How can you measure your own behaviour? (9) Analyzing bouts of behaviour; (10) Measuring social behaviour; (11) Measuring facial expressions: can behaviour be used to detect lying? (12) Measuring behavioural development; (13) Errors in measuring behaviour and the use of automated equipment to measure behaviour.

Lectures involved the use of regular powerpoint (overhead) presentations, plus the use of demonstrations and videos from the internet. These included examples of fruitfly courtship behaviour, human facial expressions, magician’s tricks, and the social behaviour of children. Some of these will be described. All course materials were available on the class website which students could access. Students wrote two exams to assess their comprehension of the lecture material.

Laboratory Projects
The laboratories enabled students to use the techniques discussed in class in four different projects: (1) Qualitative and quantitative description of mouse home cage behaviour; (2) Qualitative and quantitative description of mouse behaviour in the open-field and elevated plus maze; as measured by students and automated apparatus; (3) Sequential analysis of grooming behaviour in stressed and non-stressed mice, and (4) Observing the behaviour of pedestrians at cross-walks (Independent project). A poster on the independent project is presented to illustrate the independent project (Brown, O’Leary and Allen, 2010).
For the laboratory projects, we used a video camera, video playback system, computerized behavioural scoring program, and a computerized video-tracking system. Students wrote and were evaluated on four lab reports. Other laboratory projects that we are developing include measuring Siamese fighting fish display behaviour and gait analysis in humans.

PART 2: DISCUSSION ON TEACHING CLASSES
The workshop will examine new ideas for (1) classroom presentations, demonstrations and short videos, (2) in-class experiments, (3) topics for laboratory projects; (4) the equipment necessary to teach such a class, and (5) the development of on-line resources for lecture and laboratory projects. It is expected that the workshop participants will give examples from their own experiences, discuss projects which “work” and those that do not “work” with such a class, and discuss ideas for the development of web-based resources.
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